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## Chair’s Foreword

The Planning and Design Code is the cornerstone of the most significant reform of the South Australian planning system in over 25 years.

In 2014, the Expert Panel on Planning Reform recommended (as central, amongst a range of other measures) the enactment of a consistent State-wide menu of planning rules in order to provide simpler, clearer and more consistent zoning policy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem*</th>
<th>Evidence*</th>
<th>Consequences*</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There are too many plans</td>
<td>- 10 volumes of the Planning Strategy&lt;br&gt;- 72 development plans&lt;br&gt;- Multiple structure plans, master plans, open space strategies, etc</td>
<td>- Fragmented policy and lack of clear direction&lt;br&gt;- Contradictions deter investment&lt;br&gt;- Confusion for users&lt;br&gt;- Lack of direct link between policy and development plans&lt;br&gt;- Expensive to maintain</td>
<td>- One Planning and Design Code&lt;br&gt;- State-wide planning rules avoid contradiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are too many versions of the same rule</td>
<td>- More than 2,500 combinations of zones, overlays and other spatial layers&lt;br&gt;- Over 500 different zones for residential areas alone</td>
<td>- Duplication and inconsistency&lt;br&gt;- Confusion for users&lt;br&gt;- Different outcomes for similar types of developments</td>
<td>- Single library of zones, subzones, overlays and general development policies&lt;br&gt;- Local variation enabled in appropriate circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning documents are convoluted and cumbersome</td>
<td>- More than 23,000 pages across multiple planning documents&lt;br&gt;- Development plans can be more than 1,100 pages long&lt;br&gt;- Legislation includes 296 provisions and 39 schedules</td>
<td>- People do not understand the rules&lt;br&gt;- People do not engage when rules are set or changed&lt;br&gt;- Voluminous rules create loopholes&lt;br&gt;- Onus is on the community to read and understand many documents</td>
<td>- One e-Planning digital platform&lt;br&gt;- Online tool delivers the pathways, planning rules and policies for specific development at an address&lt;br&gt;- Online consultation tool to enable streamlined feedback during consultation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It takes too long to update plans and rules</td>
<td>- It takes nearly three years on average for a council to change a development plan&lt;br&gt;- 40 per cent of councils have not reviewed the strategic basis of their development plans for more than a decade&lt;br&gt;- Some plans have zones untouched for more than 30 years</td>
<td>- Out-of-date plans and planning rules&lt;br&gt;- Limited confidence in plans&lt;br&gt;- Development becomes harder and assessment out-of-touch&lt;br&gt;- Plans are too controlling, not outcome driven</td>
<td>- A streamlined Code Amendment Process&lt;br&gt;- Community Engagement Charter allows engagement to be tailored to the scale of the amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system is straining under the burden of assessment</td>
<td>- About 30,000 applications every year&lt;br&gt;- This is more than six times the number in Western Australia and 30 times more</td>
<td>- No time to consider strategy and policy&lt;br&gt;- Excessive resources consumed by low-level assessment</td>
<td>- More streamlined pathways for expected development which meets the rules&lt;br&gt;- New range of planning authorities – Accredited Professionals, Assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than Toronto (per capita)
- Number of applications has reached almost 70,000 a year in recent years
- Managers and Assessment Panels – instead of ‘council’

Assessment takes too long and involves much more effort than it warrants
- 90 per cent of development applications are considered as ‘merit’
- Simple home approvals average two months and can take as long as 12 months
- Home owners bear costs, delays and frustration
- Investors walk away from development
- Clear timeframes set for decision-making
- Increased range of Accepted development which will not require planning consent
- Deemed-to-satisfy pathways tailored to each zone in the Code

Planning is not integrated with other government plans and policies
- Government has multiple overlapping strategic plans
- Multiple and sometimes contradictory regional plans
- Councils repeatedly make new plans for separate issues
- Long-term investment in infrastructure is thwarted
- State Planning Policies strengthen referral arrangements

*Extract from the South Australian Expert Panel’s Report “The Planning System We Want” – 12 December 2014*

Over the past 3 years community and stakeholder interests have responded constructively to the system which was proposed and subsequently enacted.

The preparation and implementation of the Code has been undertaken over three phases in recognition of the scale of the change across South Australia. The Commission is pleased to prepare this Engagement Report to the Minister for the third and final stage of the Code, bringing to a close the extensive work to transition the existing 72 individual Development Plans into one State-wide Code.

The Commission recognises the valuable contribution of the South Australian public – community interests, local councils, development sector and the range of professional bodies and interest groups that have given their time to make suggestions on how the draft Code can be improved. One of the challenges for the Commission in making its recommendations on the Code is the need to balance a wide range of interests in a policy document that can impact on the lives of all South Australians. In preparing this Engagement Report, the Commission has sought to achieve an appropriate balance between these views, as well as the necessary transition of existing development plan content versus genuine policy reform.

Through this draft Code, the Commission has focussed on a limited range of reform types including:
- lifting the bar on the quality of infill development
- strengthening our character and heritage
- protecting native vegetation
- promoting ‘value adding’ in rural areas amongst others.

At the same time we have attempted to lay the groundwork for complex longer term issues including:
- climate change adaption and mitigation
- economic restructuring, investment clusters and agglomeration.

The Commission respects that for some, the policy in the Code on these matters may not go far enough, while for others it may go too far. However, the Commission intends to continue to explore the research and evidence around these issues and will also ensure that future areas of reform are included in its forward work program.

There are important features of the Code and the broader planning system which require careful monitoring and evaluation, to ensure that the Code is responsive and operates as expected. These features include:
1. The role and scope of the State Planning Policies which provide the overarching guidance and strategy for the Code, including their application in a non-spatial sense. In many cases these are tentative expressions which require further work.

2. The take up of deemed-to-satisfy development assessment pathways in the Code (as against performance-based pathways). The intention and direction is clear but the actual delivery of a more objective and less discretionary approach to assessment will take time.

3. The benefit and utility of the process for referral of development applications to specialist agencies or bodies. There is an assumption of trust and competence that agencies will respond in the desired way.

4. The impact of arrangements for public notification of development applications. This is a matter requiring careful balance. The intention is to emphasise participation in policy making and create greater certainty in assessment decisions.

5. The impact of removal of desired future character statements, which were a standard feature of Development Plans. For some these are core expressions of intent. In many cases they are confusing and unnecessarily complex.

The new ePlanning system allows us for the first time to report on how our system is working and the Commission intends to do just that. As part of its Annual Report, the Commission will be reporting on key indicators around the planning system and these indicators will continue to grow as the new system evolves.

Expectations around planning systems often tend to be much greater than they legally are or can be. Referred to elsewhere as “parallel universes”, the gap between what planning may seek to achieve in policy and the reality of how economic and social conditions exist within cities and regions requires us to apply care and discipline into what actually occurs on the ground. Policy is full of good intent, but is often lacking in methods of implementation. The assessment process deals with applications ‘at a point in time’.

Bringing in the first version of a digital code in an open and transparent system is, however, yet another in a long series of innovations which South Australia has led in the way in which land is owned, developed, conserved and managed.

Finally, this is the beginning of the new system and marks the end of its design. Its success will depend on the actions and decisions made within the system and over time.

Michael Lennon
Chair, State Planning Commission
Executive Summary

The Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code Amendment (the Phase Three Amendment) amends the Planning and Design Code (the Code) that applies to urban areas of South Australia. This is the final stage in the implementation of the Planning and Design Code pursuant to section 65 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 (PDI Act).

The Phase Three Amendment was initiated by the State Planning Commission (the Commission) on 16 August 2019, and was subject to a two-stage consultation process:

1. The Phase Three Amendment was originally released on public consultation from 1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020. During this consultation period 1790 written submissions were received. Substantial changes were proposed to be made to the Amendment in response to this initial five month consultation period. These changes are detailed in Chapters 2 and 3 of this report.

2. A further six weeks of public consultation was undertaken from 4 November to 18 December 2020. This additional consultation period allowed the public to use the Code in its online and electronic form of the first time, enabling use of the query tools ‘What policies apply to an address?’ and ‘What policies apply to a development?’ to easily see how the classification tables in the Code’s zones would be used to deliver the relevant policies for specific addresses and development types. The changes resulting from this second engagement are detailed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this report.

The Commission recommends the following key changes to the Phase Three Amendment in response to the engagement:

- Transition existing Contributory Items from development plans as ‘Representative Buildings’
- Create a new Heritage Adjacency Overlay to provide distinction between heritage places and the areas surrounding such places
- Expand the suite of ‘neighbourhood’ zones applying to residential areas to provide more nuanced policy for areas with an established character (Established Neighbourhood Zone), waterfront areas (Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone), undulating land (Hills Neighbourhood Zone), and residential parts of townships (Township Neighbourhood Zone)
- Review the application of the General Neighbourhood Zone to appropriately transition the current residential zones/policy areas to the Phase Three Amendment
- Merge the Master-Planned Suburban Neighbourhood and Greenfield Neighbourhood zones into a Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone, with a Master Planned Township Zone applying to master planned estates in lower density regional areas, with an Emerging Activity Centre Subzone applied to areas where a new activity centre is envisaged
- Provide Accepted and Deemed-to-satisfy pathways for new houses in master planned areas where they are consistent with an authorised building envelope plan
- Apply a new Neighbourhood Zone in rural areas which have different requirements to urban areas
- Refine the criteria for residential infill development by introducing combination retention/detention rainwater tanks, more on-site car parking for 2 bedroom dwellings, increased rear setbacks, and increased dimensions of soft landscaping
- Expand the activity centres hierarchy by introducing a new Local Activity Centre Zone enabling a smaller scale of development in existing local centres
- Enable appropriate retail activity in certain parts of the Suburban Employment Zone (renamed Employment Zone) and Innovation Zone (renamed Strategic Innovation Zone) through the introduction of new subzones
- Create new general development policies to guide non-residential development where located outside of activity centres
- Acknowledge the different flood risk levels by splitting the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay into three overlays to provide different policies depending on the level of risk, ensuring streamlined assessment pathways for expected development in lower risk areas
• Delete the Sloping Land Overlay and instead replace it with general policy to guide development on sloping land
• Add a new Interface Management Overlay to the Significant Industry Interface Overlay to provide appropriate policies to guide development where impacts are less severe.
• Introduce Technical and Numeric Variations (TNVs) to transition a range of current development plan criteria into the Code’s zone policies such as maximum building height and minimum site areas, in circumstances where local variation is warranted
• Apply subzones where the current policy in development plans maintains a distinct intent/outcome that is not compatible with the Code’s suite of zones and subzones.
1. Purpose

This report has been prepared by the State Planning Commission (the Commission) for consideration by the Minister for Planning and Local Government (the Minister) in adopting the amendment to the Planning and Design Code (the Code) for application to local government areas in urban parts of South Australia – known as the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment (the Phase Three Amendment). It has been prepared in accordance with the requirements prescribed in section 73(7) of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 and State Planning Commission Practice Direction 2 – Preparation and Amendment of Designated Instruments.

The report summarises:

- The engagement and consultation activities undertaken by the Commission, the Attorney-General’s Department and the former Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (the Department) to support the preparation and delivery of the Code Amendment.

- Feedback received during the public consultation period on the Phase Three Amendment.

- The Commission’s response to the feedback and the changes it recommends be made to the Phase Three Amendment.
2. Background

2.1 What is the Planning and Design Code?

The Planning and Design Code (the Code) is the cornerstone of South Australia’s new planning system under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 (the PDI Act). Once it is fully adopted, it will become the single source of planning policy for assessing development applications across the state, consolidating and replacing all 72 of South Australia’s development plans.

The Code will be available centrally via an ePlanning platform on the PlanSA planning portal (the portal) to all residents, planners, developers, and local governments and will dramatically alter the way planning rules are stored, retrieved and maintained in South Australia. The portal also offers the potential to significantly enhance the collection of data regarding development and assessment outcomes.

2.2 Implementation

The Commission is responsible for preparing and maintaining the Code, which is being implemented in three phases:

1. Phase one applies to land not within a council area (outback and coastal waters), and became operational 1 July 2019.
2. Phase two which will apply to rural areas, including small towns and settlements and became operational on 31 July 2020.
3. Phase three which will apply to urban areas, including large regional towns and cities and will become operational in 2021.

Phase Two and Three are ‘Code Amendments’ in that they expand the operation of the Phase One Code and propose additional policy content that is relevant to these new areas. The process for undertaking a Code Amendment is set out in section 73 of the PDI Act.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE?

1. A single reference point for planning and design policies and rules
   The Code will consolidate South Australia’s 72 Development Plans into one clear planning rulebook for the state.

2. Consistent planning policies to improve certainty in decision making
   The Code will enable improved consistency of all development assessment and decisions.

3. Flexibility to deal with local issues, while ensuring consistency for other issues
   Performance-based planning supports consistent policy while allowing decision makers to respond to local context.

4. Online delivery of the Code provides assessment authorities with only the policies and rules they need
   The new ePlanning Portal will automatically determine which planning rules apply to a development application for the assessment authority, saving time and improving consistency.

5. Significant reduction in paperwork
   The online application of the Code will significantly shift our planning system toward paperless operation, reducing the time-consuming flow of physical information.

6. Reduced costs and delays in updating development plans
   The Code will be administered centrally and electronically, with amendments implemented more efficiently and consistently.

7. Standardised interpretation of legislation will improve assessment and reduce delays
   The Code will streamline zones and policy to drive a faster and more efficient development assessment process.
2.3 Early engagement

A Community Engagement Charter (the Charter) was prepared by the Commission under the PDI Act to provide a more flexible approach to engagement that is tailored to an individual Code Amendment. Engagement regarding the new planning system and all statutory instruments has been informed by feedback from the community, councils, the planning and development industry and other interested parties.

This early engagement included:

- Consultation on four Technical Discussion Papers, five Policy Discussion Papers and six Policy Position Papers released by the Commission to help guide the policy development and structure of the first generation of the Code.
- A Code Working Group (established in early 2018) to assist with the development of the Code and to consider planning policy related to medium density and mixed-use developments, residential neighbourhoods, employment lands, and primary production. The working group comprised 45 council planners and private planning practitioners and met five times between May and November 2018.
- Regular meetings with three Ministerial Advisory Groups focused on ‘Local Government’, ‘the Development Industry’ and ‘Sustainability and the Community’ as well several Industry Liaison Groups to test and provide advice.
- A series of symposiums with planning professionals, thought leaders and community members to help guide policy development in relation to a range of specific issues, including car parking in metropolitan areas and Aged Care and Retirement Living.
- Council Liaison Officers assigned to each council to assist in working through the transition from Development Plans to the Code.
- Local Government Elected Member Briefings hosted by the Commission.

‘What We Have Heard’ reports were released for most of these activities and are available on the Portal.
3. Digital Access to the Planning and Design Code

3.1 Digital by default

Section 12 of the PDI Act provides that the planning system established by the PDI Act is intended to, amongst other things, enable people who use or interact with the planning system to access planning information and undertake processes and transactions by digital means. Division 2 of the PDI Act (sections 48 to 56) sets out the online planning services and information to be provided to enable people to do this.

Section 49 of the PDI Act requires the Chief Executive of DPTI (now known as Planning and Land Use Services under the Attorney-General’s Department) to establish and maintain an electronic database (planning database). The database’s textual and spatial information will be used to identify the planning policies, rules and information that apply to specific places within the state by gaining access to designated instruments under the PDI Act, including the Code.

The planning database stores and integrates the textual and spatial information making up the Code. This enables the Commission to produce the planning policies, rules and information that apply to specific places.

3.2 Operation of the SA Planning Database and Viewing Spatial Data

The Code and the Portal operate in conjunction with the South Australian Property and Planning Atlas (SAPPA) and other related databases, systems and services. The data in SAPPA defines the spatial extent and boundaries of the zones, subzones and overlays established by the Code. This allows spatial data and textual data to be brought together in the planning database and in the Code.

The planning database is also supported by standards established by the Commission under section 51 of the PDI Act and in particular section 52 which supports the publication of statutory instruments, including the Code. A version of the Code published on the Portal can be presumed (in the absence of proof to the contrary) to be a complete and accurate record of the statutory instrument (as amended from time to time and as in force at a specified day)\(^1\). Likewise, information produced on the planning database in relation to the application of planning policies, rules and information to a specified place within the state (as envisaged by section 49(1) of the PDI Act) can be presumed (in the absence of proof to the contrary) to be accurate and correct and may be relied on for the purposes of the PDI Act\(^2\).

Furthermore, as part of the Portal and in connection with the planning database, the online atlas (section 50 of the PDI Act) provides a facility to search across the database and enable the viewing of the spatial mapping feature of the Code and the location of zones, subzones and overlays by reference to council boundaries. The Commission has published a standard under section 51 of the PDI Act that identifies database version naming conventions for the data defining the spatial extent and boundaries of the zones, subzones and overlays established by the Code.

---

1 See also regulation 7 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017.

2 See section 52(2) of the PDI Act.
4. The Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment

4.1 What is a Code Amendment?

A Code Amendment is the alteration or amendment of the Code in accordance with section 73 of the PDI Act. Amendments can be initiated by a variety of different entities and the Minister is responsible for the final decision on amendments. The Minister may adopt the amendment, with or without changes, or determine that the amendment shall not proceed.

The Commission provides independent advice to the Minister on all amendments and is responsible for ensuring the Code is maintained, reflects contemporary approaches to planning, and responds to emerging trends and issues.

In this case, the Commission has initiated the amendment process and is therefore responsible for preparing the Code Amendment, running the consultation process and preparing a report to the Minister (this report).

4.2 Scope of this Amendment

On 16 August 2019, the Commission initiated two Code amendments to be progressed in parallel – one for Phase Two (Rural Areas) and the other for Phase Three (Urban Areas). Both amendments also amend the Outback Areas (Phase One) Code by:

- adjusting policy and mapping
- applying the Code’s rules and policies
- creating and amending the Code’s policies and rules
- reviewing the Code’s ‘Rules of Interpretation’ to ensure it continues to provide comprehensive information relating to the use of the Code, including:
  - how the Code content can be accessed through digital means
  - how development is classified
  - how rules and policies are applied
- improvements to land use and administrative definitions
- review of referral triggers through new overlays and in Part 9 of the Code.

The Phase Three Amendment can also amend parts of the Phase Two Amendment, which came into effect on 31 July 2020, in order to maintain compatibility and consistency across the Code.

The Code proposes to replace Development Plan content with new zones, subzones, overlays and general policy modules from the Code Library that best fit with the overall policy intent and preserve the core land use and built form intention.

Note: The nature of the Code is such that the transition from Development Plans cannot avoid significant changes in relation to policy expression, which is required in the consolidation of many similar policies across the state. The new assessment pathways provided for under the PDI Act also change how development proposals will be assessed. For example, the removal of non-complying development and inclusion of deemed-to-satisfy and restricted assessment pathways.

Council and Ministerial Development Plan Amendments (DPAs) that are currently being processed under the Development Act 1993 will continue to progress outside of this Code Amendment process, however these DPAs may be incorporated into this amendment if they are approved in time.

4.3 Interaction with the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment

The Phase Two and Phase Three amendments were released for consultation at the same time, and included a large amount of identical content.
The Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment commenced operation on 31 July 2020.

Given that the Phase Three Amendment remains an amendment to the Phase One (Outback Areas) Code, this Engagement Report may repeat changes made to the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment where the policy changes continue to be supported.

The Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment can amend parts of the operative Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment in order to maintain compatibility and consistency across the Code. Some of these key consequential changes include:

- Replacement of the Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone with a Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone including the introduction of an accepted pathway (no planning consent is required) for new houses in master planned areas where they are consistent with an approved building envelope plan.
- Contributory items within historic and character areas to be reflected within the Code as ‘Representative Buildings’ (and the Character Area Overlay has been applied to Auburn in the Clare and Gilbert Valley Council area to capture Representative Buildings).
- Amendments to Rural Living Zone to increase dwelling setbacks from boundaries, and increase maximum total floor area of agricultural buildings and outbuildings
- A range of improvements to the Rural Zone including:
  - providing an Accepted pathway for Agricultural Buildings of up to 250 m²
  - increase the maximum floor area criteria for a Deemed-to-satisfy agricultural building from 250 m² to 500 m²
  - changes to Procedural Matters – Notification table to exclude envisaged land uses, such as dwelling and function centre, from notification (subject to criteria)
  - providing a Deemed-to-satisfy pathway for ancillary accommodation.
- Inclusion of a maximum building height Technical and Numeric Variation within the Rural Shack Settlement Zone.
- Amendment to definitions including:
  - Agricultural Building to exclude ‘frost fan’ which will result in frost fans being Performance Assessed rather than deemed-to-satisfy development
  - Renewable energy facility to remove the generating capacity from the exclusion.
  - A new land use definition for ‘community facility’.
- The ‘Employment Zone’ re-named ‘Strategic Employment Zone’ and the ‘Commercial and Business Zone’ is proposed to be renamed ‘Employment Zone’.
- Refinement of Hazard Bushfire Overlays to refine policy relating to asset protection zones.
- Refinement of flooding policy with the creation of an additional Hazard (Flooding – General) Overlay which will apply to areas of lower level risk of flood inundation and areas of unknown risk, and a Hazards (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay to areas of unknown risk (meaning that flooding policy in the Code’s general design modules is no longer required). The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay is retained but refined to areas of high or extreme flood risk.
- Amended car parking rates in response to modern car parking survey data.
4.4 Areas Affected

The Phase Three Amendment affects parts of the state that are contained within a Local Government Area that can be characterised as urban in nature (including regional areas with urban centres having a population exceeding 10,000 persons). This includes the following councils:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Adelaide</th>
<th>City of Marion</th>
<th>City of Port Lincoln</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>Mid Murray Council</td>
<td>Port Pirie Regional Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Plains Council</td>
<td>City of Mitcham</td>
<td>City of Prospect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrina Council</td>
<td>Mount Barker District Council</td>
<td>City of Salisbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Barossa Council</td>
<td>City of Mount Gambier</td>
<td>City of Tea Tree Gully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbelltown City Council</td>
<td>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</td>
<td>City of Victor Harbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Charles Sturt</td>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Town of Walkerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town of Gawler</td>
<td>City of Playford</td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Holdfast Bay</td>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>City of Whyalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Regional Council</td>
<td>Port Augusta City Council</td>
<td>District Council of Yankalilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land Not Within a Council Area – Metropolitan Waters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Map of Planning and Design Code Phases in South Australia

Important Note:
Copper Coast and Kangaroo Island council areas were included in the Phase Two Amendment Engagement Report. The Code will be brought into operation in these areas at the same time as the Phase Three Amendment.
5A. Code Amendment Engagement: Original Consultation

The following section provides a summary of engagement activities undertaken as part of this Code Amendment. A detailed description of all activities is provided in Attachment A.

5.1 Engagement Plan

Code Amendments are required to comply with the Community Engagement Charter established under the PDI Act which outlines the key principles that must be taken into consideration when planning for and conducting consultation and engagement on statutory instruments.

To ensure the Code Amendment aligns with the principles of the Charter, the Commission prepared the Engagement Plan in accordance with the requirements of State Planning Commission Practice Direction 2 (Consultation on the Preparation or Amendment of a Designated Instrument) 2018.

The Engagement Plan was made publicly available on the SA Planning Portal and included a comprehensive mapping of the stakeholders who would be affected by the implementation of the Phase Three Amendment, the level of engagement required and the timing of consultation activities.

This detailed stakeholder mapping, along with specifics on the engagement activities undertaken and an evaluation of the effectiveness of the engagement against the principals are contained in Attachment A.
5.2 Engagement Objectives

In its broadest terms, the purpose of the Engagement Plan for the Code was to seek feedback on the draft Code and broadly communicate to all South Australians why planning reform was needed and how (and when) the Code policies would be implemented across the state.

The engagement objectives of this plan were to:

- obtain meaningful feedback on the Code from communities and practitioners and assist them to understand what it means for them
- ensure professional peak bodies were informed about the Code and its implementation and what it would mean for their members
- educate South Australians about the new planning system and what it would mean for South Australia
- fulfil the principles of the Community Engagement Charter to demonstrate genuine and authentic engagement.

5.3 Consultation Release

Consultation commenced on 1 October 2019 with submissions invited until 28 February 2020. The consultation process was promoted via:

- A consultation page launched on the SA Planning Portal
- A consultation page launched on the Department of the Premier and Cabinet’s YourSAy website
- Print advertisements in regional and metropolitan newspapers
- A comprehensive engagement program of council and community information sessions
- Direct mail to councils, industry groups and community organisations
- Social media, including Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter
- Planning Ahead, Building Standard and YourSAy e-newsletters.
- Explanatory videos on the Planning and Design Code

In addition, on 19 December 2019 the Commission also released 216 draft Historic Area Statements applying to 26 Phase Three councils. These statements support the policies contained within the draft Historic Areas Overlay. In addition, 35 draft Character Area Statements were released applying to 11 Phase Three councils to support policies contained in the draft Character Area Overlay.

The draft statements, which were on consultation until 28 February 2020, helped to identify and articulate the key historic features and characteristics relevant to a specific location in order to provide guidance for the assessment of heritage items across the state. Approximately 40,000 letters were mailed to all landowners affected by the Historic and Character Areas Overlays as well as local councils. Due to some incorrect mailing addresses, a small number of property owners were provided an additional two weeks to 13 March 2020 to ensure they have an appropriate amount of time to provide comment.

In December 2019, at the half-way point of consultation on the draft Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code (the Code) Amendment, the Commission published an ‘Update Report’ to assist councils, industry and community stakeholders understanding of the Code, and to address some of the key issues and opportunities which had arisen through the consultation process, particularly as a result of the following engagement activities:

- community information sessions
- council executive and elected member briefings
- workshop sessions with planning professionals and industry groups
- formal submissions received to date
5.4 Engagement Events

Engagement events were held to support the consultation process, with 189 Phase Three Amendment information sessions across metropolitan Adelaide and urban council areas during the five-month consultation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Three Code (Urban Areas) Engagement Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Council Practitioner Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council Mayors, CE, EM events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Events</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Support for enquiries

The Department established multiple ways for parties to ask questions or seek support in their understanding of the Code. This included a 1800 Code hotline, planning reform and engagement email accounts, comments via social media platforms, the SA Planning Portal and the Government’s ‘YourSAy’ website. A web interface, ‘Council Connect’, was also established as a mechanism for council planning professionals to provide feedback or ask questions in relation to the Code.

Over 1,100 public enquiries were received through the consultation period, mostly through the Code hotline (873 calls) and planning reform email address (207 emails).

A dedicated page for the consultation process was established on the SA Planning Portal. There were 12,600 visits to this page during the Phase Two and Three consultation period, with 6,250 visits during the period when only Phase Three was on consultation.

The Government’s ‘Your Say’ website also achieved a combined reach of 18,179 and generated 6,095 visits over the five months from 1 October to 28 February. The YourSAy website featured several digital tools to assist with enquiries – a discussion hub, a submission form, links to community information sessions and PDF resources. A summary of the YourSAy Online Engagement results is provided at Attachment B.
5.6 Processing Submissions

A total of 1790 written submissions were received via email and online, which have been published on the Portal – except where a request was received to keep it confidential.
The process for documenting submissions included a submissions register to track and record issues and comments raised either via a formal submission (received online or via email) or an engagement event or activity.

### 5.7 Post-consultation workshops

Five workshops were held with council practitioners during June 2020 to discuss key policy themes arising from the feedback with participation through either physical or online attendance. As a result of these workshops, the following opportunities were identified:

- A new zone in established residential areas to be used in conjunction with Historic/Character Overlays instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
- A new zone to be applied to residential areas on undulating land with policies guiding relationship to the topography (due to removal of the Sloping Land Overlay)
- A new zone to replace existing Local Centre Zones
- Acknowledgement of Building Envelope Plans as an assessment tool in broad-hectare estates
- Suitability of retail in 'employment' zones including bulky goods outlets and shops ancillary to industry
- Maintenance of accepted and deemed-to-satisfy pathways for minor and expected development in lower risk areas affected by the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay

### 5.8 Residential Infill Forums

The Commission hosted a series of Residential Infill Forums with a range of invited key stakeholders to discuss the proposed Code policies for improving the quality of urban infill.

Minor infill is currently the single largest provider of new housing in Greater Adelaide with a projected net annual increase of approx. 2500 residential dwellings. The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide (2017 update)
The forums considered community and industry concerns raised during Code consultation about the quality of urban infill in the following key areas:

- Garaging and car parking
- Street appeal and façade design
- Soft landscaping and greening
- Water Sensitive Urban Design

Some of the feedback received during the Code’s consultation highlighted two key areas as contentious in the view of the community and industry, namely:

- Tree Canopy cover and the ‘One Tree Policy’ (mandated tree planting for new development)
- Stormwater management and rainwater tanks.

In response, the Commission — in partnership with the former Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (now known as Planning and Land Use Services under the Attorney-General’s Department), Department for Environment and Water, Department of Treasury and Finance and SA Health — commissioned BDO EconSearch and Tonkin Engineering to produce reports analysing the cost-effectiveness of the Code’s proposed policies for urban residential infill including the up-front and long-term costs and benefits of the proposed policies to the individual household and the Greater Adelaide community.

The final forum was held in September 2020 at which the Commission’s proposed improvements to the Code’s Residential Infill Policies were presented. The policies were subsequently announced more broadly, ensuring community expectations for well-designed, quality infill housing that reflects modern living that promote housing diversity are being met through the Code.
5.9 Evaluation of Engagement

Mandatory Requirements

The Community Engagement Charter lists five mandatory requirements against the Consultation Categories as detailed in the graph below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultation Category</th>
<th>Mandatory requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposals that are specifically relevant to a particular Council or Councils (where Council did not initiate the proposal).</td>
<td>That Council or Councils must be directly notified of the proposal and consulted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals that are generally relevant to Councils.</td>
<td>The Local Government Association must be notified in writing and consulted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposal to enter a place within the Planning and Design Code as a place of local heritage value.</td>
<td>The owner of any land on which the place resides, must be directly notified in writing of the proposal and consulted for a minimum period of four weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposal to amend the Planning and Design Code to include any heritage character or preservation policy that is similar in intent or effect to a local heritage listing.</td>
<td>The owner of any land on which the place resides, must be directly notified in writing of the proposal and consulted for a minimum period of four weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure delivery scheme.</td>
<td>Landowners affected by the scheme must be directly notified in writing of the scheme under section 166 of the PDI Act for a minimum of four weeks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three of these categories were applicable to the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment consultation:

a. Proposals that are specifically relevant to a particular council or councils
b. Proposals that are generally relevant to Councils
c. A proposal to amend the Planning and Design Code to include any heritage character or preservation policy that is similar in intent or effect to a local heritage listing.

The Commission met the mandatory requirements of the Charter via the following engagement activities, namely:

a. Councils were directly notified by the Commission about the commencement of the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment consultation period and invited to comment on the proposals. All Phase Three councils received a visit from a Commission member and/or a senior member of the Department and council liaison officer.

b. The Local Government Association (LGA) was directly notified via letter by the Commission about the commencement of the Phase Three Amendment consultation period and invited to comment on the proposals.

c. Owners of land were directly notified via letter of the proposal to include a Historic Area Overlay in the Code, and the availability a Historic Area Statements relevant to their property in 26 Phase Three
council areas. The draft statements were on consultation from 19 December to 28 February 2020, however due to some incorrect mailing addresses, some property owners were provided an additional two weeks to 13 March 2020 to ensure they had an appropriate amount of time to provide comment.

It’s noted that the mandatory requirements related to a proposal to enter a place within the Code as a place of local heritage value did not apply to the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment given regulation 12 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2017 prescribes that existing places of local heritage value designated under Development Plans will be taken to be a place of local heritage value under the Code (i.e. the Code did not propose to establish any new local heritage places).

**Engagement Variances**

The Commission’s Planning and Design Code Engagement Plan outlined a broad range of council, industry and community activities to ensure that all interested parties were aware of the consultation period, the content of the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment and the opportunities available to have a say.

The Commission delivered in full on the engagement plan except for the below variances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of promotional postcard via letterbox drop.</td>
<td>The promotional postcard was distributed to councils and at public and industry events. The letterbox drop requirements of the engagement plan were met through the distribution of approximately 40,000 direct mail letters to inform landowners about the Phase Three Historic and Character Area Statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pop-Up events for community in Urban areas</td>
<td>Community information sessions specifically about the Code were held in local community centres in lieu of organising pop-ups at larger scale community events i.e. the Royal Adelaide Show which were more costly and less targeted events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software to enable people to pin feedback on an online map.</td>
<td>Online surveys and submissions generally included address details, so the software was not considered an essential requirement for the purposes of understanding which suburbs Code feedback was coming from.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An intergenerational community panel engagement activity.</td>
<td>This activity sought to ascertain the views and feedback from a representative sample of youth. This was achieved through a panel involving the SA Young Planner (SAYP) division of the Planning Institute of Australia (PIA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitation for Universities to join practitioner livestream webinars</td>
<td>Code updates were provided directly to university staff. In addition, Commission/Department staff accepted offers to give student lectures when requested.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On 16 October 2020, the Commission endorsed the revised draft Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code (the revised Phase Three Amendment) for an additional six-week period of public consultation from 4 November 2020 to 18 December 2020. During this additional consultation period a total of 578 submissions were received.

The following section provides a summary of engagement activities undertaken as part of the Phase Three Amendment additional consultation period (4 November 2020 – 18 December 2020). A detailed description of all activities is provided in Attachment B.

### 5.1 Engagement Plan

The Commission prepared an Addendum to the Planning and Design Code Engagement Plan (Addendum) in accordance with the requirements of *State Planning Commission Practice Direction 2 (Consultation on the Preparation of a Designated Instrument) 2018*. The Addendum was preceded by a detailed consultation of the Phase Three Amendment as set out in the original proposal, wherein the Phase Three Amendment was available for over five months of public consultation. The Commission and Department has continued to work in close collaboration with councils and stakeholder groups to strengthen the Phase Three Amendment since the close of formal submissions from the initial consultation.

The additional consultation was designed and undertaken as a more focussed program of consultation on to enable respondents to see firsthand how their submissions were addressed and reflected in the revised Phase Three Amendment.

As set out in the Addendum, through the additional six-week consultation, the Commission received final feedback on the changes to the revised Phase Three Amendment.

### 5.2 Engagement Objectives

The engagement objectives of this Addendum were to:

- Highlight the instrumental changes made to the Phase Three Amendment as a result of the submissions and feedback obtained over the past 12 months and more recently through the initial Phase Three Amendment consultation period.
- Provide all stakeholders the opportunity to experience the Code in the ePlanning platform and understand how it will work when implemented.
- The opportunity for practitioners, stakeholders and community to view the changes and improvements (new and amended policies) made in the updated Code in response to the feedback received and the chance to comment on new and amended policies in the Code as a result of previous engagement; i.e. overlays, zones, subzones, etc.
- Ensure practitioners, the broader industry, councils, elected members and community have the opportunity submit refinements and provide comment on any omissions or errors in the updated Code.
- Highlight each of the Phase Three Councils’ top 10 topic/issues that have been addressed in the revised Phase Three Amendment.
- Provide an understanding of the next steps in implementing Phase Three (Urban Areas) of the Code.
5.3 Consultation Release

On 16 October 2020 the State Planning Commission (Commission) endorsed the revised Phase Three Amendment for an additional six-week period of public consultation.

The additional consultation commenced on 4 November 2020 with submissions invited until 18 December 2020. The consultation process was promoted via:

- A consultation page launch on the PlanSA portal
- A consultation page launched on the Department of the Premier and Cabinet's yourSAy website
- Print advertisements in regional and metropolitan newspapers
- Digital display advertising across all News Corp newspapers and magazine websites and InDaily's daily e-newsletter
- An engagement program of council and community information sessions
- Direct mail to councils, industry groups and community organisations
- Social media - Facebook (boosted posts), LinkedIn and Twitter
- Planning Ahead, Building Standard and yourSAy e-newsletters
- Explanatory videos on the Planning and Design Code

The revised draft Code was made available electronically on the PlanSA portal, including the proposed policy improvements and refinements (including new overlays and zones to better reflect local conditions and address areas of community concerns) made in response to the community's substantial and constructive feedback during the initial five-month public consultation process.

In addition, the Commission also an extensive range of education resources, community information sessions and webinars to support people's understanding of the proposed changes in the revised draft Code along with details on how to review the Code and how to make an online feedback submission using the Consultation/Code Feedback Tool.

In November 2020, as part of the additional consultation on the revised draft Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code Amendment (the revised Code), the Commission published a 'Summary of Post-Consultation Amendments' to assist councils, industry and community stakeholders understanding of the improvements/updates to the revised Code as well as address key issues and opportunities resulting from the initial consultation process.

5.4 Engagement Events

A total of 37 information sessions were held across metropolitan Adelaide and large regional council areas during the additional Phase Three consultation period (4 November 2020 to 18 December 2020).

In November 2020 the State Government announced COVID-19 lockdown restrictions that required the Phase Three Consultation Community Information Sessions—originally scheduled in November 2020—to be postponed or moved online. Regional community information sessions (Port Lincoln, Mt. Gambier and Port Augusta) were moved online while the metropolitan community information sessions were rescheduled to the first two weeks of December 2020.

The online webinars provided everyone with the opportunity to learn more about the revised draft Code and how to lodge an online submission using the online Code Feedback Tool.
5.5 Support for enquiries

The Department established multiple ways for parties to ask questions or seek support in their understanding of the Code. This included a dedicated PlanSA Service Desk hotline and email, the PlanSA portal, comments via social media platforms, and the Government’s ‘yourSAy’ website.

A range of educational resources and engagement activities including a series of community information sessions and online webinars were available to help support people’s understanding of the proposed changes in the revised draft Code. People were able to submit formal feedback via the online Code Feedback Tool on the PlanSA portal, which included an instructional guide for assistance.

Alternatively, community members who preferred to provide their feedback via email were able to email their submissions to PlanSA@sa.gov.au and dit.planningreformsubmissions@sa.gov.au.

A digital interface ‘Council Connect’ was also established for council planning professionals to provide feedback or ask questions in relation to the revised draft Code.

Over 263 public enquiries were received over the additional consultation period via the PlanSA Service Desk hotline (172 calls) and PlanSA Service Desk emails (ii. 91 emails).

A dedicated page for the consultation process was established on the PlanSA portal. There were 6,250 visits to this page during the Phase Two and Three consultation period with 5,600 visits during the additional consultation period.

The Government’s ‘yourSAy’ website achieved a combined reach of 32,737 and generated 2,971 visits over both consultation periods. The yourSAy website featured several digital tools to assist with enquiries, including a discussion hub, links to community information sessions and PDF resources. A summary of the yourSAy online engagement results is provided in Attachment B.
Engagement events were held to support the additional consultation process with 6 Phase Three Amendment face-to-face information sessions conducted across metropolitan Adelaide and urban council areas during the six-week period. An additional 3 face-to-face information sessions were planned for the large regional councils; however, due to the second wave COVID-19 restrictions introduced by the State Government in November 2020, these three sessions were moved online for easy and safer access for regional participants.

5.6 Processing Submissions

A total of 578 submissions were received via email and online over both consultation periods, which have been published on the PlanSA portal—except where a request was received to keep it confidential.

The process for documenting submissions included the same elements as the used in the initial Phase Three Amendment consultation period (1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020).
5.7 Post-consultation workshops

A series of training and education workshops (via in-person or online event formats) were held during the second consultation period. A new schedule of training sessions for 2021 were commenced on Friday, 8 January 2021 to support council practitioners and key stakeholders in readiness for the implementation of the new system. The current schedule of workshops can be found on the PlanSA portal.

5.8 Evaluation of Engagement

Mandatory Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultation Category</th>
<th>Mandatory requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposals that are specifically relevant to a particular Council or Councils (where Council did not initiate the proposal).</td>
<td>That Council or Councils must be directly notified of the proposal and consulted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals that are generally relevant to Councils.</td>
<td>The Local Government Association must be notified in writing and consulted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposal to enter a place within the Planning and Design Code as a place of local heritage value.</td>
<td>The owner of any land on which the place resides, must be directly notified in writing of the proposal and consulted for a minimum period of four weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A proposal to amend the Planning and Design Code to include any heritage character or preservation policy that is similar in intent or effect to a local heritage listing.</td>
<td>The owner of any land on which the place resides, must be directly notified in writing of the proposal and consulted for a minimum period of four weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure delivery scheme.</td>
<td>Landowners affected by the scheme must be directly notified in writing of the scheme under section 166 of the PDI Act for a minimum of four weeks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three consultation categories were applicable to the additional Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment consultation:

i. Policy amendments or updates that are specifically relevant to a particular council / councils
ii. Proposals that generally relevant to councils
iii. A proposal to amend the Planning and Design Code to include any heritage character or preservation policy that is similar in intent or effect to a local heritage listing.

The Commission met the mandatory requirements of the Charter via the following engagement activities, namely:

a. Councils were directly notified about the commencement of the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment (Code Amendment) consultation period and invited to comment on the proposed updates.
b. The LGA was directly notified about the commencement of the revised Code Amendment consultation period and invited to comment on the proposed updates.
c. A range of materials and resources were development to assist councils, stakeholders and the community’s understanding of the revised Phase Three Amendment.
d. The revised draft Phase Three Amendment was made available electronically via the PlanSA portal, providing an opportunity for everyone to easily access and familiarise themselves with and comment on the revised planning policies for their area and to experience how the new planning system will operate once implemented.

e. Additionally, a series of information and training sessions for councils, industry stakeholders and the community were held during the consultation period with an extended series of training and education sessions for practitioners that commenced in January 2021 in readiness for the implementation of the new system.

f. The Department hosted weekly online forums with council staff before, during and after the consultation period.

**Engagement Variances**

A range of council, industry and community information and training sessions were held to ensure that everyone had the opportunity to review and have a say on the changes and improvements made to the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment, implemented as a result of feedback received from the initial five-month consultation.

The Commission delivered on the on addendum Planning and Design Code Engagement Plan for the additional consultation period, except for the variances:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community information sessions in large regional town councils</td>
<td>Three community information sessions originally scheduled to take place in November had to be cancelled due to COVID-19 lockdown restrictions introduced in November 2020. These three sessions were rescheduled and presented as online webinars to provide regional communities safe and easy access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Open House / Drop-in sessions (ODASA / 50 Flinders)</td>
<td>Community information sessions specifically about the Code were held in local community centres. However, due to COVID-19 restrictions, the open house and drop-in sessions were converted to online webinar sessions to facilitate safe and easy access while meeting COVID-safe requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Amendment Process

The process for undertaking policy amendments can be summarised as depicted below.

**Code Policy Amendment Process**

- **Submissions logged / summarised**
- **Issues reviewed and actioned based on decision making framework**
- **Policy decision made by CCG or SPC if required**
- **JIRA POL logged for policy amendments**
- **Policy amended by Officer 1**
- **Amendment verified by Officer 2**

### 6.1 Original consultation

The process for documenting submissions and progressing amendments in response to the submission received through the original consultation included:

- A submissions register to track and record issues raised either via a formal submission (received online or via email) or an engagement event or activity.
- A decision-making framework to theme and triage the above issues.
- An issues register to record all amendments requested to the Code Amendment.
- A process to progress the request and recommendation. Depending on the complexity of the request, the decision was considered and recorded by:
  - Department staff for straightforward policy amendments and technical correction.
  - A Code Control Group (CCG) made up of senior Departmental staff to consider and provide direction, in relation to complex policy and spatial issues.
  - A workshop with the Commission, on strategic or significant policy issues.
- Once a decision was reached, the amendment was logged in an online system (JIRA) to track amendments to the Code’s policy or spatial layers through review, approval, implementation and verification.

### 6.2 Second consultation

This process included submissions logged and issues summarised in a Submissions Register under separate stakeholder categories (such as industry, Local Government, community groups, general public etc.).

Logged issues were then reviewed by Code Policy team members and investigated based upon merit. A decision making framework was established which detailed the type of policy conditions to be made under delegated authority, as opposed to CCG decisions and Commission decisions. CCG and Commission policy decisions were recorded in a key decision document spreadsheet.

Once appropriate decisions had been made regarding policy issues, policy decisions requiring amendments were detailed and logged in JIRA as individual policy amendment instructions. These were approved by senior team members of the Code Development team, and actioned by a policy team member in the electronic Code. Once completed, each change was verified by a separate policy team member and closed.
## 7. Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEP</td>
<td>Annual Exceedance Probability</td>
<td>The probability that a given rainfall total accumulated over a given duration will be exceeded in any one year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGD</td>
<td>The Department</td>
<td>Attorney-General’s Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>PDI Act</td>
<td>Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>The Code</td>
<td>The Planning and Design Code, being a statutory instrument under the Act for the purposes of development assessment and related matters within South Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment</td>
<td>The Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code Amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Phase Two Amendment</td>
<td>The Phase Two (Rural Areas) Planning and Design Code Amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWMS</td>
<td>Community Wastewater Management System</td>
<td>Local Government is responsible for effluent and some sewage collection, treatment and disposal services for country towns known as Community Wastewater Management Systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEW</td>
<td>Department for Environment and Water</td>
<td>Department for Environment and Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>The State Planning Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>Desired Outcome</td>
<td>Desired outcomes form part of the Assessment Provisions in the Code’s policies, and set the overall outcomes sought by a particular zone, subzone, overlay or general development policies. Desirable outcomes are used in assessment of a ‘performance assessed’ or ‘restricted’ development application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPTI</td>
<td>The Department</td>
<td>The former Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPF</td>
<td>Designated performance feature</td>
<td>A ‘designated performance feature’ is the same policy as a ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ criteria, but applied in the context of a performance-assessed development application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS</td>
<td>Deemed-to-satisfy</td>
<td>Refers to either:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. The development classification ‘deemed-to-satisfy’; or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. The ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ criteria that a development application must meet in order to be classified as ‘deemed to satisfy’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Environment Protection Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>Green Infrastructure is the network of green places and water systems that delivers multiple benefits to urban communities. This network includes parks and reserves, backyards and gardens, waterways and wetlands, streets and transport corridors, pathways and greenways, orchards, plazas, business and institutional green areas, roof gardens and living walls, sports fields and cemeteries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Generation’ of the Code</td>
<td>‘Generation’ refers to a version of the Planning and Design Code, with Generation 1 implemented on 1 July 2020. Not to be confused with ‘phases’ of the Code, which refers to the three-phase initial implementation approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Phase’ of the Code</td>
<td>A Code ‘Phase’ refers to the three-phase initial implementation approach of the Planning and Design Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Performance outcomes form part of the Assessment Provisions in the Code’s policies, and are used in assessment of a ‘performance assessed’ or ‘restricted’ development application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSASSP</td>
<td>Renewing Our Streets and Suburbs Stimulus Program involved renewing aged South Australian Housing Trust dwellings to create better quality social housing, increase housing choice and affordability, and enhance the liveability of South Australia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNV</td>
<td>Technical or Numeric Variations comprise spatial data which can populate policies in the Code’s zones, subzones, overlays or general development policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Report</td>
<td>The Planning and Design Code: Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment - Update Report released by the Commission in December 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSUD</td>
<td>Water sensitive urban design promotes the sustainable use, reuse and management of water in the places we live, work and play. This design approach integrates the total water cycle and water from all sources, including rainwater, storm water, groundwater, mains water and waste water, into urban development and building.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WSUD can be applied to residential, commercial and industrial developments and buildings, at the scale of a single house, to a single street, to a suburb, up to a whole city for the efficient use of our scarce water resources. Techniques range from the storage, treatment and use of runoff, to water-efficient landscaping.
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Chapter 2: Original consultation – Summary of feedback, response and recommended amendments to Code Policy

This section describes the Commission’s recommended changes to the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code Amendment (the Phase Three Amendment) policy in response to feedback from the original consultation period from 1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020.

Feedback, response and recommendations have been classified into categories:

1. **Procedural and Technical** – recommended changes to procedural matters (public notification, referrals), definitions, designated areas and general structure/consistency/drafting

2. **Code Policy Content** – recommended changes to the policy content of the Code, grouped into four themes:
   1. People and Neighbourhoods
   2. Productive Economy
   3. Natural Resources and Environment
   4. Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure
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1. Procedural and technical (PT)

The following procedural and technical matters received feedback from respondents which was not specific to particular zones, subzones, overlays or general development policies.

Rules of Interpretation (Part 1)

*The rules of interpretation in the Code sets out how the Code implements the requirements of the PDI Act and instructs how the Code is to be read and applied to development assessed under the PDI Act.*

Designated performance features (DPFs)

Engagement feedback:

The majority of feedback on the Rules of Interpretation queried the role of DPFs. Comments included:

- There is a risk that DPFs will be used as a minimum requirement in performance assessment.
- Clarification is needed to ensure that a DPF represents only one way that a performance outcome can be satisfied.
- If a proposal meets a DPF the Rules of Interpretation should clarify whether the proposal should be considered to meet the relevant Performance Outcome (PO).
- Deemed-to-satisfy (DTS)/DPF should not be included in Table 3 as ‘Applicable Policies’ as this has the potential to cause inconsistency and uncertainty for performance-assessed development, particularly if the authority takes a strict view of the application of the DPF.

Commission’s response:

DPFs guide relevant authorities about what is generally considered to satisfy the corresponding performance outcomes but do not derogate from their discretion to determine that the outcome is met in another way.

While a DPF generally satisfies the relevant PO, this may not always be the case. Section 107 of the PDI Act establishes that performance assessed development will be assessed on its merits against the Code. Accordingly, the role of the relevant authority in a performance assessment is to consider all relevant policies on balance and determine whether the development warrants consent.

For example, a proposed three-storey dwelling may be listed in Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Classification and meet the relevant deemed-to-satisfy (DTS) criteria except for building height, which should be a maximum of two levels. This will mean the development is performance assessed and the house would meet all relevant DPFs except for building height. The height may be considered appropriate in a performance assessment of the proposal’s merits, for example, if a three-storey house of a similar scale is located next door and the nature of the development is consistent with the corresponding Performance Outcome (PO) and Desired Outcome (DO) for the zone. In such an assessment, the authority may consider that setbacks should be increased (even if meeting the relevant DPF) to minimise visual massing and overshadowing impacts on other properties and allow the excess in building height.

Some changes to the wording in the rules of interpretation are recommended to provide greater clarity on the role of DPFs in a performance assessment.

Commission’s Recommendation:
**Determination of Classes of Development**

**Engagement feedback:**

One submission queried whether alteration or addition of a particular land use would be classified as restricted if the land use was identified as restricted. For example, ‘Industry’ is identified as restricted development, however would a substantial extension to an existing industry (on an abutting allotment) also be classified as ‘restricted’?

**Commission’s response:**

Generally, where reference is made to a land use (e.g. dwelling) with no other more specific references to that land use (e.g. dwelling addition) in the same table, reference to the land use is intended to capture all forms of that development class. For example, reference to ‘industry’ includes a change in use of land to industry, construction of a new industrial building or addition to an existing industrial building. However, where the same table references permutations of the same land use, the most relevant class of development should be applied. For example, if a table references both ‘Dwelling’ and ‘Dwelling addition’, only ‘Dwelling addition’ would be relevant to an application for an addition to an existing dwelling.

It is considered appropriate to amend the Rules of Interpretation to clarify this approach.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**PT.2** AMEND the Rules of Interpretation to clarify that, unless otherwise specified in another class of development in that table, the reference to a class of development includes a reference to a change in the use of the relevant land or building work (including construction of a new building or alteration/addition of an existing building).

**PT.3** AMEND Restricted Development Classification tables to exclude alteration/addition of a particular land use where appropriate.

**Hierarchy of policies**

**Engagement feedback:**

Some submissions requested a hierarchy be created to determine which overlay takes precedence. For example, there are several locations where an Historic or Character Area Overlay overlaps the Affordable Housing Overlay which permits affordable housing to exceed height limits and reduce site areas and parking requirements. It was observed these features conflict with the policy and character of an Historic and Character Area and a hierarchy is therefore needed to ensure overlays do not conflict with one another.

Respondents also requested that a statement be included in the Code directing that TNVs take precedence over Desired Outcomes where there are different heights, setbacks, etc.

**Commission’s response:**

It is considered inappropriate to specify that certain overlays take precedence over other overlays. Conflict should generally be avoided in the overlay policy, and therefore changes have been
recommended to the Affordable Housing Overlay to avoid potential conflict with Historic or Character area overlays (see People and Neighbourhoods > Affordable Housing Overlay discussion in this report).

A Desired Outcome (DO) would generally take precedence over a DPF with TNV data. For this reason, TNV data should be within the scope of what's envisaged in the zone. If it is not, then the TNV or zone should be reviewed for suitability.

**Code layout**

**Engagement feedback:**

Some submissions requested that public notification and exemptions for performance assessed development and restricted development should be consolidated in one location in the Code.

Councils provided detailed commentary on all aspects of the transition of existing development plans to the Code. A notable issue was the desire for existing Desired Character Statements to be incorporated in the Code to assist in guiding future development.

**Commission’s response:**

The Commission considers the most appropriate place for restricted development and public notification exclusions is in the zone which forms the spatial area to which these procedural matters apply. In addition, the electronic format of the Code will make it easier to navigate to the procedural matters tables in the Code.

Desired Character statements have commonly been used in development plans to provide background about the history and context of an area and to set out the vision for an area which is often replicated in principles of development control and/or objectives.

The Code’s Assessment Provisions have been structured to set out the vision of an area through DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria. These are considered sufficient to set out the vision for an area as well as the specific outcomes through which that vision could be achieved.

It is noted that Historic/Character Area Statements have been prepared for areas within the Historic/Character Area overlays, which provides an additional method to set out the context for an area where a specific character/history exists.
Designated Areas (Part 5)

Part 5 of the Code designates areas (being certain zones, subzones, overlays etc) for the purposes of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017 or the PDI Act. This includes areas where certain forms of development are 'exempt' from approval, require approval, or where the State Planning Commission is the relevant authority.

Engagement feedback:

The Adelaide City Council observed that council-wide demolition control currently applies for all buildings and that this is important because outcomes (vacant lots or open car parks) may negatively impact on city streetscapes.

It was also requested that the City of Adelaide be excluded from the operation of clause 4(1) of Schedule 6 of the Regulations, so that the Commission would not be the relevant authority for buildings exceeding 4 building levels in the Design Overlay in the City of Adelaide.

The City of Mitcham requested that areas of their council where excavation/filling exceeding 9 m$^3$ comprises development under Schedule 2 of the Development Regulations 2008 be carried forward into designated areas under Schedule 3 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017.

Commission’s Response:

The Regulations prescribe demolition of the entirety of a building as an exemption from the definition of development subject to certain exclusions where planning consent and building consent are required. As a principle, demolition should require planning assessment only when the building is of heritage or historic value. In the City of Adelaide, while demolition itself will not be controlled, policy can be used to address streetscape/activation in zones where this is important (City Main Street, Capital City etc.) – see those zones chapters of this report for response/recommendations.

It is considered appropriate to remove the City of Adelaide from designated areas under clause 4(1) of Schedule 6, as this would be consistent with the Development Regulations 2008.

In the consultation version of the Code, the Sloping Land Overlay was designated as an area within which excavation or filling exceeding 9 m$^3$ would comprise development. Given this overlay is proposed to be deleted and replaced with a new Hills Neighbourhood Zone (see associated discussed in People and Neighbourhoods > General Neighbourhood Zone section of this report), it is considered appropriate to list that zone as a designated area for which such earthworks would need approval. This consistent approach is preferred as opposed to singling out specific areas from the existing regulations.

Commission’s Recommendations:

| PT.4 | AMEND the areas identified for the purposes of clause 4(1) of Schedule 6 of the Regulations - Buildings exceeding 4 storeys – to apply only to those parts of the Design Overlay within the City of Burnside, Norwood Payneham and St Peters, Prospect, Unley, West Torrens and Holdfast Bay. |
| PT.5 | REMOVE ‘Sloping Land Overlay’ from ‘Areas identified for the purposes of clause 1 of Schedule 3 under the Regulations - Excavating or filling in identified zones or areas’ and add ‘Hills Neighbourhood Zone’. |
Land Use Definitions (Part 7)

Part 7 of the Code provides definitions of land uses, as well as land uses which are included or excluded from that term.

Engagement feedback:

The following key matters were raised in respect to land use definitions:

- general support for accommodation land use definitions – tourist accommodation and ancillary accommodation
- opportunity to improve dwelling definitions
- broadening and refinement of retirement facility and supported accommodation definitions
- further clarity required around renewable energy facilities, including small-scale proposals
- distinction between shops, bulky goods outlets and restaurants
- refinement of primary production definitions
- request for additional land use definitions where common meaning was considered unclear
- reinstatement of some land use definitions from the current Development Regulations/Development Plans
- opportunity to add ancillary activities to land use definitions for clarity of interpretation
- variety of queries, opinions and suggestions regarding definition clarity and enhancements.

Clarification:

The definitions within the Code had been transitioned from the Development Act 1993 and associated Regulations. They were also informed by a discussion paper released by the Commission in 2018 which is available on the PlanSA Portal. There is significant case law on definitions that was considered through the drafting process. The definitions were consulted on through the Phase One (Outback) Code in early 2019, and again through the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment.

Accommodation

Engagement feedback:

Ancillary accommodation

Respondents expressed support for the definition of ancillary accommodation but suggested that it be broadened to apply to buildings with more than one bedroom. Others felt that a floor area cap would be a better way in which to regulate this form of development.

Tourist accommodation

Providing a definition for tourist accommodation was also supported by a number of submissions, however it was suggested that the definition could be more specific to avoid confusion with dwellings and campgrounds.

Clarification:

Tourist accommodation that presents and operates like a dwelling may continue to fit both definitions of tourist accommodation and dwelling. This is an issue that is difficult to avoid without wholesale amendments to the definitions which in itself could open up other issues. It is therefore recommended that no change to the new definition of tourist accommodation be made in respect to this issue but that its
application be evaluated further once the Code is operational to see if any adjustments or further guidance is needed.

Workers accommodation

Some respondents suggested that workers’ accommodation should not be limited to temporary accommodation.

Clarification:

The focus of the definition is accommodating workers on a temporary basis so it is therefore not considered necessary to amend the definition in respect to this issue.

Others felt that the definition should be expanded to include workers accommodation associated with all forms of transport infrastructure construction rather than being limited to road and/or railway construction. It was further suggested that this could be expanded to all forms of essential infrastructure.

Commission’s response:

In relation to ancillary accommodation, the Commission agrees with the suggestion to allow for an additional bedroom in order to provide greater flexibility in design. Floor area caps however are a matter for policy as there may be circumstance were a larger floor area (or smaller for that matter) may be warranted depending on the nature of the zone.

Tourist accommodation is a new term and the Commission, whilst acknowledging the complexities of its relationship with dwelling, is also cautious about making wholesale changes to a term that hasn’t been given opportunity to establish. No changes to tourist accommodation to distinguish it from a dwelling are therefore recommended at this time.

For workers’ accommodation, the commission has considered the feedback and agrees that its association with road/rail infrastructure should be broadened to not only all forms of transport infrastructure but to essential infrastructure which is defined in the PDI Act as follows:
Dwellings

Engagement feedback:

**Detached, semi-detached and row dwellings**

Many respondents identified opportunities to improve the definition for detached, semi-detached and row dwellings. Specific issues were raised about the phrase 'held exclusively' in each of these terms and how it requires applicants to create allotments prior to any authority being able to determine applications for dwellings of this nature. Submissions have suggested that while it is logical, from a legal perspective, to require allotments to be created before a dwelling application is determined, from a planning perspective, it is often preferable for the dwelling application to come first in order to gain a greater appreciation of built form outcomes.

**Residential flat buildings and apartments**

There was some confusion raised about the use of apartments in the Code and how this may or may not differ from dwelling or residential flat building.

**Commission's response:**

Interpretation of the current detached, semi-detached and row dwelling definitions has, in the opinion of the Commission created unnecessary red tape. In most circumstances, assessing the built form and functional aspects of a dwelling proposal will result in a more beneficial outcome, than undertaking the land division process first. It makes logical sense to assess applications in this way, with applications for land division then following as a matter of course.
In relation to apartments/residential flat building, the Commission notes that the PDI Act contains a definition for apartment which applies in the context of open space contributions. This definition is broader than that which is encompassed by the term residential flat building and not considered appropriate for use in the Code due to its broad application. To avoid confusion, it is therefore the Commission’s view that the term ‘apartment’ be avoided in the Code and that ‘dwelling’ or ‘residential flat building’ be used instead.

**Retirement housing and supported accommodation**

Engagement feedback:

The following feedback was received in relation to retirement housing and supported accommodation:

- the definition of retirement facility should be replaced with retirement housing and redefined to broaden its scope
- retirement housing should be accommodation which is lawfully restricted for the predominant accommodation of persons who have attained the age of 55 years
- there is no definition for ‘residential aged care facility’ or ‘nursing home’ even though there is reference to these land uses within the Code (although they could fall under the definition of supported accommodation).

**Commission’s response:**

The Commission acknowledges that the definition of ‘retirement village’ has narrow application, however adding an ‘age’ criteria to any land use definition should be approached with caution. Whilst the necessity to continue working to earn an income whilst moving to accommodation suited to advancing age is becoming more common, given the complexities involved in such a policy change, the Commission is not recommending any change to the Phase Three Amendment. Instead, it is the Commission’s view that policy for retirement housing be looked at as part of a separate review / generation change to the Code where these matters can be fully investigated with relevant stakeholders, along with supportive legislative amendments if necessary, e.g. linkages with lands titles etc.

On reviewing the definition for ‘supported accommodation’ the Commission believes that further amendments are necessary to ensure that the defined term is encapsulating accommodation in the form of purpose built facilities, not private houses within which ‘home care’ is provided. To support this it is recommended that the definition includes ‘nursing homes’ and the various forms of ‘residential care’ governed by the Commonwealth’s Aged Care Act 1997.

**Renewable energy**

Engagement feedback:

Industry and community groups called for a reconsideration of what size and scale of facilities should be classified as a renewable energy facility. Some suggested that the 5MW minimum threshold is not low enough given the typical footprint for a solar facility is approximately 1.4ha of panels for every MW produced. Others felt that solar facilities less than 5MW be separately defined in the Code with their own suite of policy.

Submissions also suggested the adoption of the qualification for ‘small scale solar’, as exists in the NSW SEPP, which uses both generation capacity and land area in a scaled definition of solar farms from small to large. Others raised issues with renewable facilities being classed as a form of industry as they produce electricity.
Commission’s response:

The Commission recognises that there is a gap in assessment policy for domestic-type renewable energy facilities that trip into performance assessed development (e.g. where a heritage type overlay applies or where ground mounted facilities are proposed in zones that don’t have an accepted development pathway). The same applies to facilities that are set up principally to supply electricity to a land use on the same site. To address this, the Commission is recommending that additional policies be added to the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities – General Module to provide suitable guidance. It is also recommended that the generating capacity of 5MW be removed from the definition as this contributes to confusion and is not necessary for the definition to function properly. Such matters are for the Technical Regulator.

The issue of renewable energy facilities being captured by the definition of industry is one that could potentially complicate and confuse assessment procedures. To overcome this, it is recommended that the process of generating electricity from a renewable energy source be excluded from the definition of industry.

Shops, Bulky Goods Outlets and Restaurants

Engagement feedback:

Various submissions spoke of the desire to make restaurant and bulky goods outlet stand-alone definitions, separate from the umbrella term ‘shop’.

Commission’s response:

The structure, functionally and policies of the Code have been built around the longstanding position that ‘shop’ includes restaurants and bulky goods outlets. Whilst the feedback is acknowledged, there is a need to tread cautiously around making wholesale changes to definitions such as this, particularly given the extent of case law available around this topic and the unintended policy consequences that could occur from such a change. Instead, it is the Commissions view that the status quo be retained in regard to these definitions, but Code policy be reviewed to ensure that assessment pathways are clear, and that issues specific to restaurant or bulky goods outlets are clearly addressed within DTS/DPF policy. In addition, improvements to the PlanSA online interface should be explored so that users are clearly informed about what the term ‘shop’ encompasses when undertaking a ‘development type’ search.

Primary Production

Engagement feedback:

Commentary around the various rural definitions including suggested improvements, observations, operational aspects and requests for further clarity was received during the consultation process. Key feedback included:

- agricultural buildings to include ‘silo’ and ‘frost fans’ to the list of inclusions for agricultural buildings to ensure such improvements don’t get caught up in longer assessment processes than required
- concern that uses such as ‘dairies’ and ‘intensive animal husbandry’ are excluded from agricultural buildings to support their operations
- a definition of grazing should be included
- containment feeding should form part of the definition for low intensity animal husbandry
- need to distinguish between commercial forestry and environmental plantings
- operational aspects of commercial forestry such as timber processing should form part of the ‘commercial forestry’ definition.
Commission’s response:

On review of the term ‘agricultural building’, the Commission is of the view that further refinement is required to ensure that dairies and intensive animal husbandry are afforded the same opportunities as other forms of agriculture in terms of having a streamlined pathway for buildings that they require in order to support their operations. This shouldn’t, however, extent to the actual use itself e.g. buildings that are intended to house animals, which would require more detailed assessment. The commission agrees with suggestion about including ‘silos’ into the definition, but to ensure that large bulk handling silos are not inadvertently captured, it is recommended that ‘farm silo’ be inserted instead of just ‘silo’. On further consideration, the Commission recommends that ‘frost fans’ not be included in the definition for agricultural building given their potential for noise impacts on sensitive receivers (refer to Rural Zone section of this report).

Recommendations with regards to the other suggestions are:

- **Grazing** – not recommended as it is a well-recognised term that is included in the definition of low intensity animal husbandry.
- **Containment feeding** – not recommended on the basis that it is generally an ancillary and subordinate activity to low intensity animal husbandry. Where containment feeding becomes the predominant activity it would be treated as intensive animal husbandry.
- **Environmental plantings** – not recommended on the basis that environmental planting is not likely to become development—requiring an application—unless there is some form of commercial benefit obtained from the plantings.
- **Commercial forestry** – not recommended on the basis that on-site processing activities can be dealt with as ‘ancillary or subordinate’ to the primary use of commercial forestry.

Reinstatement and requests for additional definitions

Engagement feedback:

There was suggestion for additional definitions to be included in the code particularly where common meaning was considered to be unclear. Others recommended that the code might benefit from the reinstatement of current Development Regulation/Development Plan land use definitions. Suggested terms included:
• Affordable housing
• Function centre
• Manager’s residence
• Private bushfire shelter (Dev. Regs.)
• Tiny house
• Sales office
• Private works depot
• Bulk petroleum storage
• Multiple dwelling (Dev. Regs.)
• Health facility
• Research facility
• Community centre (Dev. Regs.)
• Waste transfer facility
• Adult entertainment premises
• Adult products and services premises
• Amusement machine centre (Dev. Regs.)
• Bakery
• Boarding/lodging houses
• Cinema/theatre
• Emergency services facilities (Ambulance, Fire, Police)
• Entertainment centre
• Events/special events
• Health care facilities
• Helicopter landing facility
• Hospital
• Funeral parlour
• Licensed Entertainment premises
• Licensed premises
• Motel (Dev. Regs.)
• Short term accommodation/service apartment

**Clarification:**

*The ordinary meaning of a word (i.e. the dictionary definition) can be used when interpreting terms used in the Code. Thus, it is not necessary to define all terms used in the Code.*

**Commission’s response:**

Definitions are provided in the Code as to support policy. The Commission is of the view that ordinary and common meaning has a place in policy interpretation, and a separate definition is only required where the ordinary meaning of a term does not appropriately work with the policy intent. With this in mind the following terms are recommended for either inclusion into the Code or amendment:

• Affordable housing – to be linked to the criteria established under the South Australian Housing Trust Act 1997.
• Community facility – to be based on the definition of ‘community centre’ in the Development Regulations
• Office – to avoid conflict with consulting room, add in the missing wording from the Development Regulations version – ‘...but does not include a consulting room or premises where materials are stored for sale or manufacture’.
Some of the other requests such as a definition of ‘tiny house’ will require further research before they can be considered.

Service industry is not recommended for inclusion as it is sufficiently covered by the definition of ‘industry’ which now reasonably allows for a comparable area floor space (250m$^2$) to be made available of the retail sale of products manufactured by that industry.

**Ancillary uses in definitions**

**Engagement feedback:**

Some of the feedback expressed that known ancillary uses should be added to definitions in order to make sure that they are covered by the term. It was considered that this would benefit policy interpretation and would help relevant authorities when determining the ‘nature of a use’ at the application stage.

**Commission’s response:**

Part 7 of the Code includes the following explanatory statement in respect to ancillary and subordinate activities:

> Unless stated to the contrary, a term set out in the following table which purports to define a form of land use will be taken to include a use which is ancillary and subordinate to that defined use.

Over prescribing ancillary activities within individual land use definition could serve to limit flexibility, e.g., it could be interpreted that ancillary activities for a particular use are limited or confined to those that activities are specifically listed. It is therefore the recommendation of the Commission that the ‘explanatory notes’ in Part 7 take this role rather than over listing ‘ancillary’ activities within individual definitions.

**Definition clarity and enhancement**

**Engagement feedback:**

Various suggestions for definition clarity and enhancement were received including:

- refinement of definitions to include additional ‘inclusions’ and ‘exclusions’
- where definitions link with other legislation – hyperlink that legislation
- exclusions/inclusions that are listed in the meaning of a definitions should be moved to the inclusions/exclusions columns

**Commission’s response:**

The meaning of definitions (Column B) often makes reference to exclusions, with the same then replicated in the ‘excludes column’ (Column D). This is done to ensure that the definition is clear and does not inadvertently capture other uses in its meaning. It is recommended that the definitions be reviewed in order to consistently apply this principle.

Minor adjustments such as the inclusion of ‘servicing and maintenance’ to the ‘repair’ function of motor repair station are logical enhancements to the Code and are supported.

**Commission's Recommendations:**
### Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

**PT.6** **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘ancillary accommodation’ to allow for a maximum of 2 bedrooms; add ‘dwelling’ to the list of exclusions, and add ‘ancillary accommodation’ to the exclusions for dwelling.

**PT.7** **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘tourist accommodation’ to add ‘campground’ to the list of exclusions.

**PT.8** **AMEND** the land use definition ‘workers’ accommodation’ to allow for accommodation in relation to the construction of ‘essential infrastructure’.

**PT.9** **AMEND** the land use definitions for detached, semi-detached and row dwelling to replace the words ‘site that is held exclusively with that dwelling’ with “…comprising 1 dwelling on its own site and has a frontage to a public road’ or similar.

**PT.10** **AMEND** the land use definitions to exclude renewable energy facility from the definition of industry.

### Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

**PT.11** **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘supported accommodation’ to add ‘nursing home’ and ‘residential care’ to its inclusions list, but exclude ‘home care’. Define ‘residential care’ and ‘home care’ to have the same meaning as in the *Commonwealth Aged Care Act 1997*.

**PT.12** **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘renewable energy facility’ to remove the generating capacity from the exclusion.

**PT.13** **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘agricultural building’ by adding ‘farm silo’ to the inclusions list, but exclude ‘frost fans’. Revise the definition to read as follows to allow for ‘agricultural buildings’ that support the operations of ‘intensive animal husbandry’ and ‘dairies’:

> Means a building used wholly or partly for purposes associated with farming, commercial forestry, intensive animal husbandry, dairying or horticulture, or to support the operations of that use, but does not include frost fans or a building used wholly or partly for any of the following:

- (a) the processing or packaging of commodities
- (b) the housing of animals for the purposes of intensive animal husbandry
- (c) the purposes of a dairy.

**PT.14** **CREATE** new land use definition for ‘affordable housing’:

> Means housing that meets the relevant criteria for ‘affordable housing’ as determined by the Minister responsible for the South Australian Housing Trust Act 1995 under Regulation 4 of the South Australian Housing Trust Regulations 2010.

**PT.15** **CREATE** new land use definition for ‘community facility’:

> Means premises used for the provision of social, artistic, educational or community support services to the public but does not include a pre-school, educational establishment, place of worship or indoor recreation facility.
PT.16 **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘office’ by reinstating the following text from the Development Regulations version:

...but does not include a consulting room or premises where materials are stored for sale or manufacture.

PT.17 **AMEND** the land use definition for ‘outbuilding’ to exclude private bushfire shelter.

**Administrative Definitions (Part 8)**

*Part 8 of the Code provides definitions of various administrative terms which may be used in the Code.*

**Additional definitions**

**Engagement feedback:**

Many requests were received for additional administrative definitions to be included in the Code to provide greater clarity and certainty in policy interpretation. The definitions suggested were not confined to specific areas or themes of the Code and included:

- B85 passenger vehicle
- Bedroom
- Biodiversity
- Building façade
- Climate responsive buildings
- Ecological sustainable
- Exceedances per year
- Flood waters and stormwater
- Human wastewater
- Living green landscaping
- Low and medium level clearance of vegetation
- Open space and usable open space
- Perviousness
- Residential allotments
- Sewerage infrastructure
- Significant development site
- Small-scale and low impact
- Streetscape
- Third-party advertising
- Total roofed area (site coverage)
Clarification:

As with land use definitions, the ordinary meaning of a word (the dictionary definition) can be used when interpreting terms used in the Code. Other terms are limited to specific policy, such as ‘significant development site’ and are better explained at the source. Thus, it is not necessary to define all terms used in the Code. Over-defining also has the potential to result in unintended consequences.

Commission's response:

To provide greater alignment with related legislation and to improve policy interpretation the following additional administrative terms are recommended for inclusion in the Code:

- exceedances per year
- human wastewater
- sewerage infrastructure
- site coverage

To complement infill neighbourhood policy improvements, the Commission is of the view that the Code would benefit from the following additional definitions:

- central site – to guide new policy and manage impacts for dwellings that sit in the ‘middle’ of row dwelling/terrace type proposals.
- communal open space – to provide clarity around what it can and cannot contain and how it differs from private open space
- building envelope plan and activity centre – to complement policy relating to the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone (see Section 2.1 of this report for more detail).

The Commission has also reviewed the terms that are separately defined in Part 9 – Referrals and considers that they should be moved to Part 8 to provide a ‘one-stop’ location for administrative definitions.

Diagrams

Engagement feedback:

General support was expressed about the use of diagrams in the definitions and it was felt that this could be expanded to other definitions like building height, finished floor level, secondary street etc.

Commission’s response:

The Commission understands the need for greater clarity in policy interpretation and that diagrams and illustrations can assist in this regard. The use of diagrams will be considered further as the Code is developed.

Density

Engagement feedback:

In relation to the definition of density, some respondents observed that the numeric standards are too low while others consider the densities are too high and are orientated around metropolitan Adelaide.
The density definitions are based on the current parameters set by The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide (2017 Update) which defines low density as up to 35 dwellings per hectare. The introduction of allotment area TNVs (the current allotment sizes used in development plans) provides the local context which some regional councils have sought.

Feedback on the use of the term ‘density’ in the Code suggested there is some inconsistency in interpretation and that would be better to provide two terms (‘net density’ and ‘gross density’) and update the policy accordingly.

Commission’s response:

The Commission is of the view that the Code would benefit from defining density into two categories being ‘net residential density’ for established zone and ‘gross density’ for use in greenfield zones.

Definition clarity and enhancement

Engagement feedback:

The following questions and comments were received in relation to the administrative definitions incorporated into the draft Code and released for public consultation, including:

- Battle-axe allotment – what are the frontage minimums along road boundaries?
- Building height – what is the potential impact on utilitarian structures such as telecommunications towers?
- Building level – how does building level relate to rooftop gardens and levels that are underground?
- Building line – how is this measured and what is the extent of protrusion allowed?
- Habitable room – does this include a detached pool room?
- Hours of operation – are deliveries and servicing part of the hours of operation?
- Low, medium and high rise – how does the definition of ‘medium rise’, which anticipates up to 6 building levels, apply in various policies?
- Private open space – can the reduced minimum dimension of 1.8 metres be located forward of the primary building line? What is meant by ‘not fully enclosed’?
- Tangent point – Is the kerb of the road pavement or the cadastral boundary the line in the diagram?
- Total floor area – clarification required as to whether it includes ‘mezzanine’ floor levels
- Sensitive receiver and sensitive land use – do these terms align with EPA documents?
- Site – the definition of ‘site’ appears to relate only to a building on a single allotment, but should include more than one allotment.
- Soft landscaping – should exclude synthetic grass
- Wall height – definition may not capture certain architectural styles.

Commission’s response:

Many of the above definitions such as battle-axe allotment, building height, building line, total floor area and site have been ‘transitioned’ over from the Development Regulations 2008 and are generally well understood.

Definitions such as building level, habitable room, hours of operation, private open space, sensitive receiver/land use and wall height are generally new to planning policy but have been considered in detail with input sought from relevant agencies as needed. Considering this, the Commission is cautious about making wholesale changes to the new definitions without giving them an opportunity to establish.
A lot of the feedback relates to Code policy wording, rather than definition construction. For example, in relation to private open space, some zones/area might well warrant front yard private open space as a suitable design solution, so restricting it at the definition level would potentially limit such opportunities. Similarly, the minimum road frontage of a ‘battle-axe allotment’ could vary depending on zone context. No changes to definitions are recommended in these circumstances.

In terms of building height, policy in the Code is generally written in a way that is not meant to target utilitarian structures such as sewer vent pipes, telecommunications towers / monopoles and electricity poles and towers. The Commission is therefore of the view that the definition of building height should be amended to exclude structures of this nature.

Minor changes and adjustments that help improve clarity and interpretation of Code policy and guide new policy initiatives are supported and are documented in the recommendations below.

**General feedback**

It was noted that terms like finished floor level (FFL), Australian Height Datum (AHD), Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) are less of a definition and more of an acronym listing. There were also queries and suggestions regarding definitions contained in the PDI Act, such as adjacent land, adjoining owner and advertisement. Hyperlinks were suggested as one way to improve user experience in the Code when definitions reference other legislation.

**Commission’s response:**

In relation to acronyms being referenced in Part 8 the Commission agrees that they are less of a definition but are more a ‘glossary’ term. It is therefore recommended that Part 8 be renamed ‘Administrative Terms and Definitions’.

The PDI Act and the terms contained within have been established by Parliament. Amending these terms is outside the scope/role of the Commission in respect to the Code.

The use of hyperlinks is supported and will be investigated as a possible future enhancement to the electronic Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**PT.18** AMEND the definition of ‘tangent point’ to reflect its measurement point from the kerb, to provide greater clarity as follows: *Means the end point of a road’s curve at the point of intersection, measured at the kerb.*

**PT.19** CREATE new administrative definitions as follows:

- ‘human wastewater’ - has the same meaning as in the Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy 2015
- ‘sewerage infrastructure’ - has the same meaning as in the Water Industry Act 2012
- ‘exceedances per year (EY)’ - means the number of times an event is likely to occur or be exceeded within any given year.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**PT.20** CREATE new administrative definitions as follows:

- ‘site coverage’ – is calculated by adding the total roof area of all roofed buildings/structures on a site (excluding any eaves surrounding a habitable building).
dividing this by the site area and then multiplying it by 100. Site coverage is expressed as a percentage.

- ‘central site’ - means any site of a row dwelling or dwelling in a terrace arrangement that does not share a boundary with allotments outside the development site.

- ‘communal open space’ - means open space shared by more than one dwelling, but is not publicly accessible. It excludes any of the following:
  
  (a) private open space
  (b) public rights of way
  (c) private streets
  (d) parking areas and driveways
  (e) service and storage areas
  (f) land with a minimum dimension of less than 2m.

- ‘building envelope plan’ – means a building envelope plan that has been approved under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017, has been published on the SA planning portal by the Chief Executive, and applies in relation to the site where the relevant building is proposed to be situated.

- ‘activity centre’ – means land contained in a Local Activity Centre Zone, Suburban Activity Centre Zone, Suburban Main Street Zone, Township Activity Centre Zone, Township Main Street Zone, Urban Activity Centre Zone, Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone, Urban Corridor Living Retail Subzone, Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone, Activity Node Subzone, Retail Activity Centre Subzone or in relation to the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone in the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone, either:
  
  - an allotment identified for the purposes of an activity centre on an authorised land division application under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016
  - an activity centre nominated on a Concept Plan in Part 12 of the Code.

**PT.21** AMEND the table of administrative definitions to include those definitions located in the preamble to Part 9.1 Referral Body: Environment Protection Authority of the Code and remove these definitions from Part 9.1 accordingly.

**PT.22** AMEND density definitions to refer to ‘net residential density’ instead of just density.

**PT.23** CREATE a new definition for ‘gross density’:

*Is calculated by dividing the total number of dwellings by the total land area that they occupy (no land is excluded from the calculation) and expressed as dwelling units per hectare (du/ha).*

**PT.24** AMEND the definition of ‘building height’ to exclude structures such as sewer vent pipes, telecommunications towers/monopoles and electricity poles and towers:

*Means the maximum vertical distance between the lower of the natural or finished ground level at any point of any part of a building and the finished roof height at its highest point, ignoring any antenna, aerial, chimney, flagpole or the like. For the purposes of this definition, building does not include any of the following:*

  (a) flues connected to a sewerage system
  (b) telecommunications facility tower or monopole
  (c) electricity pole or tower
  (d) or similar structure.

**PT.25** AMEND the definition of ‘building level’ to provide clarity about underground levels in terms of when they are included:
| **PT.26** | **AMEND** the definition of ‘building line’ to include ‘balcony’ and ‘awning’ as acceptable types of protrusions, but remove ‘carport’. Include a clause restricting protrusions to not more than 1.5m.

In relation to a building on a site, means a line drawn parallel to the wall on the building closest to the boundary of the site that faces the primary street (and any existing projection from the building such as a verandah, porch, balcony, awning or bay window is not to be taken to form part of the building for the purposes of determining the relevant wall of the building, provided that the projection is not more than 1.5m). |
| **PT.27** | **AMEND** the definition of ‘private open space’ to increase the minimum dimension to 2.0m for ground level areas, provide clarity around ‘privacy’ and include verandah and alfrescos as suitable areas:

*Means a private outdoor area associated with a dwelling that:*
  
  (a) is for the exclusive use of the occupants of that dwelling
  
  (b) has a minimum dimension of 2.0m for ground level areas and 1.8m for balconies
  
  (c) is screened from public view by a building, fence, wall or other similar structure with a minimum height of 1.8m above ground level and a maximum transparency of 20%.

*Private open space may include verandahs, alfrescos, balconies, terraces, decks where not enclosed on all sides. Private open space does not include areas used for bin storage, laundry drying, rainwater tanks, utilities, driveways or vehicle parking areas.* |
| **PT.28** | **AMEND** the definition of ‘soft landscaping’ to exclude artificial turf. |
| **PT.29** | **AMEND** the definition of ‘total floor area’ to clearly identify that it includes ‘mezzanine’ floors. |
| **PT.30** | **AMEND** Part 8 by renaming it to ‘Administrative Terms and Definitions’.

*Means that portion of a building which is situated between the top of any floor and the top of the next floor above it, and if there is no floor above it, that portion between the top of the floor and the ceiling above it. It does not include any mezzanine or any building level having a floor that is located 1.5m or more below finished ground level.*
Referrals (Part 9)

Part 9 of the Code sets out referrals to prescribed bodies which apply state-wide and are not contained to specific overlays.

Power of direction

Engagement feedback:

There was strong feedback from a number of stakeholders regarding referrals where the prescribed body would have the power of direction, as this could compromise certainty in the assessment process. Particular concern was raised from the development industry in relation to the following referrals:

- Affordable housing: suggest this should be dealt with through standard conditions rather than referral
- Native vegetation: If power of direction is maintained, it should also require the Native Vegetation Council to grant approval under the Native Vegetation Act. If not, referral should be for advice only

Further information on these matters can be found in the relevant Overlay/General Development Policies discussion in this report.

Clarification:

The scope of referrals under the PDI Act and the draft Code have been narrowed to specifically reflect state interests. The State Agencies responsible for these interests will have the power to direct refusal or set conditions on a development application. Referrals for direction are proposed to be reduced from 24 under the Development Regulations 2008 to 20 in the new system.

EPA Referrals (9.1)

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on referrals to the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) regarding activities of environmental significance included the following:

- The current definition of ‘electricity generating plant’ will capture any form of generating plant so the reference to energy storage facility could be removed.
- The referral should be amended to remove the words, ‘that is to be connected to the state’s power system’ as this will not apply to all development that generates energy.
- The potential for site contamination referrals to the Environment Protection Agency may add considerable time and cost to the development assessment process for applications for a more sensitive land use.
- The conduct of a petrol station should not be the subject of a referral to the EPA unless the minimum evaluation distance specified by the EPA for effective air quality and noise management are not satisfied or the volume of fuel storage on site exceeds 140,000 litres.
- The conduct of works at which paper pulp or paper is manufactured or is capable of being manufactured is referenced in the Code, however, the Development Regulations 2008 base the referral trigger on a threshold of 100 tonnes per year.
- In relation to ‘Energy generation and storage’, the purpose is too vague, in particular the reference to ‘and other activities’. It was suggested that the following would improve the meaning: ‘to provide direction to the relevant authority on measures to prevent or mitigate harm from pollution from the development’.

- The repeated reference in the EPA referrals to ‘prescribed factors’ need to be defined.

- ‘Fish processing’ should be modified to: “fish processing has the same meaning as in the Fisheries Management Act 2007 which states that processing fish does not include freezing, chilling or packing the fish’.

The new site contamination referral to the EPA drew the following comments:

- Industry bodies were concerned referrals to the EPA will compound the issue and result in the over use of consultants and over prescription of audits.

- Several submissions raised concern with the referral powers provided to the EPA and suggested the EPA would accept referrals even if they weren’t triggered by the Code.

- More time was requested to consider and work through the policy amendment and proposed referral.

- Concern was expressed for needing to provide an audit report and suggested a site history should suffice. Additionally comments suggested that the provisions of detailed reports and possibly remediation plans as part of the development assessment process was not required.

- Several submission raised concern with the use of the term ‘adjacent use’ and understanding what that term means and potential for this term of increase the number of impacted site significantly.

- Submissions contended that site contamination was not a planning issue, suggesting that the planning system should not require any site contamination assessment prior to the grant of approval.

**Commission’s Response:**

The 100 tonne threshold in the paper manufacturing referral was intentional to reflect the current EPA referral in Schedule 21 of the Development Regulations 2008.

The referral for a ‘petrol station’ is consistent with the current EPA referral in Schedule 22 of the Development Regulations 2008 and is not considered suitable for change.

**Site contamination**

Section 122(9) of the PDI Act sets out rules around a referral agency’s role in the new planning system. Those rules state that a referral body could not comment on matters beyond the scope of the referral, and that a Planning Authority could make a decision on the application if an agency referral response is overdue (PDI Act s.122(1)(b)). These rules mirror similar Development Act 1993 provisions and would ensure development application (DA) processing efficiency and referral scope certainty.

The EPA has confirmed it will also decline to accept any referral sent in error or where it did not meet the defined risk-based referral triggers. The practice of declining a referral is already exercised by the EPA for current Development Act referrals. Continuing this practice under the PDI Act would provide clarity for the development industry around the EPA’s site contamination assessment role through the planning system.
When a referral is properly triggered the EPA respects and understands the potential impact directive power can have on a development project. In the case of a site contamination assessment referral, the EPA suggests it would carefully evaluate the need for a site contamination audit based on a number of risk factors. Only in high risk scenarios would the EPA require a site contamination audit, noting any EPA directed condition in relation to an audit could be appealed by the applicant.

An ‘Advice’ referral would not give the development industry the necessary certainty required during the development assessment process. There would remain a genuine risk that cautious relevant authorities may consider a site contamination audit necessary contrary to the EPA’s referral ‘Advice’ adding unnecessary cost and delay to a development project. ‘Direction’ on the other hand would ensure a consistent state-wide approach for similar scenarios, and provides a clear pathway for developers to cost-effectively manage their site contamination liability when bringing about a change in land use.

Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

The imprecise concept of ‘adjacent or other land’ remains a key issue.

To address this concern, it is proposed to map three site contamination data sets on the South Australian Property and Planning Atlas (SAPPA):

1. Groundwater Prohibition Areas (GPA)
2. EPA Assessment Areas (AA), and
3. Notifications of site contamination of underground water (s.83A notifications).

In mapping these records, it would define those circumstances where off-site contamination is a relevant consideration for a development site.

In practice this would mean that preliminary site investigations would be required as part of a development application if a more sensitive land use is proposed and the development site is adjacent (within 60 metres), or subject to, a section 83A Environment Protection Act 1993 notification mapped area through the SAPPA to determine if a referral is necessary.

In addition, if a site is located in a mapped GPA or AA then a referral would apply if the application were proposing change to a more sensitive use. To avoid any confusion, the term ‘other land’ has been removed entirely and replaced with direct references to the SAPPA layers for GPAs, AAs and section 83A notifications.

This approach would provide early certainty in the development application process and only requires basic map interpretation abilities to determine if a site is “in or out”.

Note: Discussion on the relevant policies and practice direction related to the site contamination referral are discussed in the Natural Resources and Environment > Site Contamination General Development Policies section of this report.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

PT.31 AMEND the referral for energy generation and storage in Part 9.1 to relate only to energy generation (not energy storage) and to capture all such electricity generating plants, irrespective of whether they are connected to the state’s power system.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

PT.32 AMEND the EPA referral trigger for site contamination in Part 9 of the Code to:
- Provide greater clarity by referencing a site contamination declaration form to confirm the site’s status.
- Clarify the term ‘adjacent land’ by amending the referral trigger to include land subject to notification of site contamination of underground water, or located within a Groundwater Prohibition Area or EPA Assessment Area, as shown on the South Australian Property and Planning Atlas.

**Policies relevant to referrals**

**Engagement feedback:**

It was observed that Part 9 and the Procedural Matters tables in the Overlays should be drafted to identify the policies relevant to the referral.

**Clarification:**

_Section 122(2) of the PDI Act establishes that the Governor must not prescribe a referral in the regulations unless the Governor is satisfied that provisions about policies that the body will seek to apply have been included in the Code. This does not create a requirement for the policies relevant to the referral to be expressly identified in the Code, simply that the Governor must be satisfied that such provisions are included in the Code. The PDI Act also recognises that a policy may not apply in all cases, and the Minister may be satisfied that a Code policy relevant to the referral is not necessary or appropriate._

**Technical updates**

The Department has identified the following technical amendments to referrals to provide greater clarity and consistency:

- The purpose of the aquaculture referral should be amended to read: ‘the associated aquaculture lease and/or licence, and any other existing aquaculture leases and/or licences within the region, and aquaculture zone policies under the *Aquaculture Act 2001*’.

- In relation to referrals for dams under Part 9.2:
  - Overlays which have the same referral (the River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area Overlay, the River Murray Tributaries Protection Area, the Prescribed Surface Water Overlay, the Prescribed Watercourse Overlay, the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay or the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2) Overlay) be excluded from the Part 9.2 referral to avoid double up.
  - The expert assessment and direction must be in accordance with the provisions of the relevant water allocation plan or natural resources management plan or equivalent. The Department for Environment and Water (DEW) has confirmed that this amendment should also be applied to the Mount Loft Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay, the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2) Overlay and the Prescribed Watercourses Overlay.
Public Notification

*Each of the zones in the Code contain a ‘Procedural Matters’ table which sets out the classes of performance assessed development which are excluded from notification, and development which does not require a notice to be placed on the development site.*

Engagement feedback:

Local government and industry expressed concern that public notification may be required for significantly more development, even for kinds of development specifically sought within the zone. This was considered to incur a significant cost and add time to the assessment process.

Some submissions noted that public notification would be required where the site of a proposed development is adjacent to a zone boundary, resulting in unnecessary public notification where two similar zones meet (e.g. where a dwelling is proposed on a boundary of a Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and a Residential Neighbourhood Zone, public notification will be required despite the consistent residential themes). It was recommended that public notification only be required where development is on the boundary of zones that are in conflict with each other.

A range of submissions from different stakeholders raised concern that public notification triggers appear to require much more public notification, which should not be the case where development is of a minor nature or anticipated by the zone’s policies. Particularly concern was raised in relation to requiring notification where the ‘site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone’, observing this could trigger notification of low-impact land uses adjacent high-impact zones (e.g. a dwelling adjacent an industrial zone).

A number of council and community submissions observed that the demolition of heritage items should be notified.

Community submissions emphasised that public notification should be required where a development fails to meet the planning rules.

**Public notification for Performance Assessed development**

Engagement feedback:

Section 107(6) of the PDI Act establishes that the Code may exclude specified classes of performance assessed development from requiring public notification. Feedback received on the exclusions proposed within the draft Code recommended these be reviewed to avoid:
• increasing the amount of public notification required

• increasing the resources required to administer the public notification process and development assessment generally (recognising that public notification may result in development applications needing to be considered by assessment panels)

• notification occurring for comparatively low-risk development that is reasonably expected within a zone.

Specifically, it was recommended that:

• development envisaged in a zone should not be subject to notification. To achieve this, it was suggested that reference to 'All Other Code Assessed Development' in the Notification tables be amended to 'any class of development not listed in DTS/DPF 1.1' (which lists the envisaged uses in the zone)

• the requirement for notification of ‘All Other Code Assessed Development’ be removed as it is inadvertently capturing minor forms of development

• minor forms of performance-assessed development should not be notified due to a minor departure from the accepted or deemed-to-satisfy criteria.

Commission's Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

PT.36 AMEND all ‘Procedural Matters – Notification tables’ to list classes of development excluded from notification (instead of excluding all development and listing the exceptions), as envisaged by the PDI Act.

PT.37 AMEND ‘Procedural Matters – Notification tables’ in all zones to exclude performance assessed development from notification where envisaged in the zone, in accordance with the following principle:

a) An accepted class of development identified in Table 1 of the Zone

b) A Deemed-to-Satisfy class of development identified in Table 2 of the Zone

c) A type of development identified or captured within land uses that are expected in the zone in DTS / DPF 1.1

is not subject to notification, except where:

a) acceptable standards of built form or intensity are exceeded and/or

b) the development is likely to result in substantial impacts on the amenity of adjacent dwellings located on land in another zone.

Minor in nature

Engagement feedback:
While State Planning Commission Practice Direction 3 – Notification of Performance Assessed Applications 2019 provided the ability for a relevant authority to deem an application minor in nature and waive the need to undertake notification under section 107(3) of the DPI Act, feedback demonstrated a lack of understanding of the function of this practice direction.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

PT.38 AMEND the ‘Procedural Matters – Notification’ tables to specify that minor forms of development, in the opinion of the relevant authority, do not need to be notified.

Public notification near a zone boundary

Engagement feedback:

Feedback suggested that the requirement for notification of development on land adjacent another zone created excessive notification requirements for development that was an envisaged land use within the zone. Some raised concern that the term ‘adjacent’ called up the definition of adjacent land in the PDI Act which captures all properties within 60 metres of a development site, suggesting this distance is excessive.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

PT.39 REMOVE the trigger of ‘land adjacent another zone’, except in commercial and industrial-type zones where development may impact on sensitive uses, such as where located adjacent a zone with ‘neighbourhood’ in its name.

PT.40 RETAIN the term ‘adjacent’ for the public notification trigger, but only apply this trigger to land uses that are anticipated to have impact on land within 60 metres of the site.

Consistency with current Regulations

Engagement feedback:

Some submissions identified specific forms of development that should not be notified, such as those that are currently prescribed as Category 1 in Schedule 9 of the Development Regulations 2008, including:

- Swimming pools
- Land divisions
- Dwelling additions
- Telecommunications facilities in certain zones
- Advertisements.
Commission's Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

PT.41 AMEND 'Procedural Matters – Notification' tables to generally exclude development from notification that is identified as Category 1 in Schedule 9 of the Development Regulations 2008.

Height/setbacks as a trigger for notification

Engagement feedback:

The suitability of notification being dependent on setback or height policy was queried, with concern about this potentially resulting in excessive notification requirements.

Clarification:

The proposal to remove setback is supported, given that failure to satisfy a setback is unlikely to have a direct impact on adjacent land (i.e. properties within 60m of the site), however it is considered that excess building height generally warrants notification due to the potential for overshadowing and visual impacts on adjacent land owners/occupiers.

Commission's Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

PT.42 AMEND 'Procedural Matters – Notification' tables to remove public notification triggers based on a failure to satisfy boundary setbacks.

Additional cases where notification is required

Engagement feedback:

Several submissions identified additional forms of performance-assessed development that should be publicly notified, including:

- Removal of significant trees
- Demolition of heritage places or buildings within the Historic Area Overlay.

Commission's Response:

Tree-damaging activity (in relation to a regulated/significant tree) is currently prescribed as a Category 1 form of development in the Development Regulations 2008 which means that notification is not required, except where the tree is located on land owned or occupied by a council where the council is the relevant authority in relation to the development. Given that council will no longer be a relevant authority for planning consent under the PDI Act, it is considered unnecessary to require notification for tree-damaging activity in the Code.

It is however considered appropriate to require notification for demolition of heritage places and buildings in the Historic Area Overlay.
Commission’s Recommendation:

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas)**

**Code Amendment:**

PT.43 **AMEND** relevant ‘Procedural Matters – Notification’ tables to prescribe that demolition of heritage places is subject to public notification.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

PT.44 **AMEND** relevant ‘Procedural Matters – Notification’ tables to prescribe that demolition of buildings (except ancillary buildings) in the Historic Area Overlay is subject to public notification.

---

**Exemptions from the need to place a notice on the relevant land**

Engagement feedback:

Respondents emphasised that the need for placement of notification signs on land in rural areas is not practical and should be reconsidered.

Commission’s Recommendation:

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas)**

**Code Amendment:**

PT.45 **AMEND** the ‘Placement of Notices – Exemptions for Performance Assessed Development’ in the Rural Zone, Remote Areas Zone, Rural Aquaculture Zone, Rural Horticulture Zone, Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone, and Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone to remove the need to place a notice on the land.

---

**Classification Tables**

*Tables 1, 2 and 4 in each zone classify development as accepted, deemed-to-satisfy or restricted, and assign the relevant criteria for accepted and deemed-to-satisfy development. Table 3 assigns the relevant policies to performance assessed development.*

Engagement feedback:

Submissions identified some issues associated with classification tables, including:

- Different policies called up for the same land uses in different zones
- Inconsistency of Accepted and Deemed-to-Satisfy pathways when compared to the Development Regulations 2008
- The relevance of overlays to certain classes of development.

A number of stakeholders raised concern that overlays would unreasonably restrict deemed-to-satisfy pathways. A review was recommended to remove the unintentional reduction in accepted or deemed-to-satisfy pathways due to the existence of overlays for simple developments such as housing, outbuildings, fencing, verandahs and pools in neighbourhood-type zones.
Particular concern was raised around the following overlays preventing DTS pathways:

- Building Near Airfields Overlay
- Hazards (Bushfire - Urban Interface) Overlay
- Sloping Land Overlay
- Noise Air Emissions

It was requested that internal building work criteria should allow for insignificant alterations to the external parts of a building.

Amendments were sought to the overlay provisions to avoid unnecessarily increasing the number of residential developments that require complex and costly performance assessment. For example, the application of overlays within the General Neighbourhood Zone precludes many ‘minor’ building works (such as carports, outbuildings, shade sails, swimming pools, verandahs and water tanks) from being categorised as Accepted Development. It was requested that overlays not be listed as exceptions to a deemed-to-satisfy pathway and that compliance with deemed-to-satisfy requirements within the overlay should apply.

The large number of overlays was identified in submissions to likely expand a number of referral triggers.

**Commission’s response:**

In response to consultation feedback, the Commission reviewed all references to overlays in Classification Tables to ensure that an overlay only precludes an accepted/DTS pathway where both:

a) The overlay’s policy is directly relevant to that development type; and

b) The overlay policy does not provide a quantifiable DTS criteria for use in a DTS pathway.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

- **PT.46** AMEND all classification tables to ensure accepted, deemed-to-satisfy and performance assessed pathways and policies are consistent between similar zones.
- **PT.47** AMEND all classification tables to provide a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for classes of development listed in Schedule 4 complying development in the Development Regulations 2008. (For example: the replacement of an existing building in substantially the same manner as the existing building, and land division that follows an approved land use)
- **PT.48** AMEND all accepted development classification tables to apply wording from the Development Regulations 2008 for internal alterations where ‘there will be no alteration to the external appearance of the building to any significant degree.’
- **PT.49** AMEND the classification tables so that the class of development column lists only the relevant development type and does not incorporate policy or references to policy.
- **PT.50** AMEND the classification tables to ensure overlays are called up in assessment only where the overlay policy is directly relevant to the class of development.

**Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development**

**Engagement feedback:**
Various requests were received to incorporate additional classes of development in Table 3: Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development, seeking to ensure that development envisaged in the zone would not require public notification.

**Commission’s response:**

Development classification tables serve only to provide pre-selected policies for common land uses; they do not necessarily signify whether a class of development is envisaged in that zone.

Exclusions from public notification are no longer proposed to be linked to the classes of development listed in Table 3: Performance Assessed Development, and therefore requests to add in additional land uses to Table 3 are generally not supported.

Table 3: Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development should only list land uses which are expected to occur frequently in the zone, and for which the policies used for a performance assessment are known without variability. For example, it no longer proposed to list ‘educational establishment’ in Table 3, because even if it is an envisaged land use in the zone, such development may be a small single-storey building or a multi-storey complex. Design policies for such different scales of development are difficult to identify upfront, and therefore such development is more suitably captured as ‘All Other Code Assessed Development’, allowing the relevant authority to identify the relevant policies from the Code Library appropriate to the proposed development.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

PT.51 REMOVE classes of development from Table 3: Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development which can vary in scale or intensity.

**Restricted development**

**Engagement feedback:**

A number of council and community groups observed that the restricted development lists are shorter than the non-complying lists in current development plans and requested existing non-complying lists be transitioned into the Code.

Contrastingly, development industry feedback recommended that restricted development lists be reduced, suggesting that where a restricted development classification is intended to provide a state-level assessment, this could be more appropriately achieved in the Regulations rather than the Code (given that restricted development enables third party appeal rights).

A number of stakeholders identified a lack of policy to assess undesirable development that is not envisaged in a particular zone.

It was suggested the ‘restricted’ lists include a small range of development which is not likely in the majority of circumstances to warrant consent. Alternatively, a performance outcome for each zone could guide the range of development which is generally inappropriate within the zone.

Concern was expressed that councils are not involved in the consideration of restricted development.

**Clarification:**

*Regulation 23 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017* prescribes that where development is within the area of a council, the Commission must give the chief executive officer of the council a reasonable opportunity (15 business days) to provide the Commission with a report on relevant matters including essential infrastructure, traffic, waste management, stormwater, public open space, public assets and infrastructure, or any local heritage place.*
**Commission's response:**

The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in Development Plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

The Code has been drafted in a manner which speaks to the types of development that are envisaged, not what is discouraged or inappropriate. The DOs, POs and DTS/DPF provisions guiding envisaged land uses should provide sufficient guidance on land use suitability. Additionally, policies regarding built form could be relevant to assess impacts on adjoining land.

**Technical corrections, consistency and editing**

**Additional Investigations/Information:**

A number of formatting and consistency improvements were identified through further analysis and audit by the Department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commission's Recommendation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.52</strong> AMEND the Code to address editorial, referencing and formatting issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.53</strong> AMEND policies to improve clarity and expression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.54</strong> AMEND references from the <em>Natural Resource Management Act 2004</em> to the <em>Landscape South Australia Act 2019</em>, with associated amendment to referral bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.55</strong> AMEND references from the <em>Public and Environmental Health Act 1987</em> to the <em>South Australian Public Health Act 2011</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.56</strong> AMEND the expression of policy which prescribes minimum site/allotment areas to clarify that it does not apply to dwellings located on an existing allotment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.57</strong> INSERT ‘temporary accommodation in areas affected by bushfire’ in deemed-to-satisfy tables in all zones that intersect with Hazard (Bushfire) overlays, consistent with amendments to Schedule 4 of the Development Regulations 2008, following the catastrophic bushfires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.58</strong> INSERT assessment provisions regarding Concept Plans in all zones where Concept Plans spatially apply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PT.59</strong> INSERT zone assessment provisions regarding the height and size of new advertisements where a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for advertisements is provided for in the zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. **Code Policy Content**

The Planning and Design Code framework includes all the policy modules that make up the Code Library including:

- Zones and subzones (Part 2 of the Code)
- Overlays (Part 3 of the Code)
- General Development Policies (Part 4 of the Code)

The submissions and recommendations in relation to the policy within the Code have been divided into the following themes that are aligned with the four Discussion Papers released by the Commission during the preparation of the Code:
2.1 People and Neighbourhoods (P)

Executive summary

The People and Neighbourhoods theme attracted some of the highest level of interest through the consultation process. The following is a summary of the key issues raised, an overview of the feedback received on specific policies, the Commission’s response and associated recommendations.

Councils and the development industry raised a number of common issues and proposed similar amendments, particularly with regard to public notification exclusions and land division pathways.

Council submissions were detailed in relation to a range of matters affecting residential development, including various requests to transition current policy from development plans into the Code. In preparing the Code, the Commission seeks to strike an appropriate balance between the Code’s objective to achieve greater consistency in planning policy, while also transitioning local policy where unique local context needs to be acknowledged. This is proposed to be addressed in a number of ways, including:

- Creation of new zones which acknowledge unique areas of established character, waterfront areas, sloping land in foothill locations, and residential areas in a regional context.
- Creation of new subzones where unique local circumstances apply and cannot be captured by the policy intent of zones, subzones or overlays in the Code framework.
- Introduction of targeted capacity to allow technical and numeric variations to populate policy in certain zones.
- Historic/Character Area Statements in the Character Area Overlay and Historic Area Overlay which provide context on the local character.
- Introduction of Concept Plans where staging of development and/or infrastructure development needs to be referenced.

There were numerous suggestions from local government about how the Code could be improved in relation to building design, siting, Water Sensitive Urban Design, density, car parking and a range of other detailed matters. In many cases, councils sought stronger alignment between the Code and the policies within their existing development plan. Submissions also raised concerns around battle-axe development, and it was suggested that policy needed to be more nuanced between regional and urban areas.

Responses received from the development industry, including development advocacy associations and private developers, suggested ways the Code could address infill development, requested more streamlined pathways for development in new greenfield/master planned areas and recommended policies that enable greater density on large-scale infill projects.

Community submissions emphasised the importance of preserving urban tree canopy and expressed support for new soft landscaping and tree planting requirements in the Code. This was considered particularly worrying where site dimension/density provisions enable infill development that is not compatible with tree canopy protection and biodiversity goals. Other submissions observed that setbacks in the General Neighbourhood Zone should be increased as they should allow for installation for standard wastewater systems and requested that privacy treatments be provided to a height of 1.7m above floor level rather than 1.5m. Objection was also expressed about non-residential uses in neighbourhood zones, with concern it will result in increased noise, parking congestion, traffic, loss of trees and impacts on residential amenity, and place pressure on already struggling commercial centres.
Changes to People and Neighbourhoods framework

The following table summarises the zones, subzones and overlays relevant to this section and proposed changes to the Code framework. The rationale behind these changes is described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Zones (and Subzones in <em>italics</em>)</th>
<th>Overlays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| City      | City Living Zone  
            North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone  
            Medium-High Intensity Subzone  
            **NEW** East Terrace Subzone  
            City Main Street Zone  
            *Rundle Street Subzone*  
            *Rundle Mall Subzone*  
            Hindley Street Subzone  
            *Gouger and Grote Street Subzone*  
            **NEW** City High Street Subzone  | Affordable Housing  
            Character Area  
            Character Preservation District  
            Design  
            Historic Area  
            Local Heritage Place  
            Noise and Air Emissions  
            State Heritage Area  
            State Heritage Place  
            **NEW** Heritage Adjacency  |
| Urban Areas | Urban Corridor (Living) Zone  
            **NEW** Urban Corridor Living Retail Subzone  
            Urban Corridor (Business) Zone  
            Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone  
            **DELETE** Hard-edged Built Form Subzone  
            **DELETE** Soft-edged Landscape Subzone  
            Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone  
            Urban Neighbourhood  
            *Main Street Subzone*  
            **NEW** Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone  | Design in Urban Areas  
            **RENAME** Design in Rural Areas to ‘Design’  
            Housing Renewal  
            **COMBINE** Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas and **RENAME** ‘Land Division’  
            Workers’ Accommodation and Settlements  |
| Suburban Areas | Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone  
            *Mixed Use Transition Subzone*  
            Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone  
            General Neighbourhood Zone  
            Suburban Neighbourhood Zone  
            **NEW** Established Neighbourhood Zone  
            **NEW** Hills Neighbourhood Zone  
            **NEW** Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone  
            **NEW** Golf Course Estate Zone  
            **NEW** Neighbourhood Zone  
            **NEW** Waterfront Subzone  
            **RENAME** Residential Neighbourhood Zone to Rural Neighbourhood Zone  
            Residential Park Zone  |
| Broad-hectare Areas | **COMBINE** Suburban Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Master Planned Neighbourhood and **RENAME** to Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone  
**NEW Emerging Activity Centre Subzone** |
|---------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| **Rural Areas and Townships** | Township Zone  
**NEW Township Neighbourhood Zone**  
Rural Living Zone  
*Animal Husbandry Subzone*  
*Intensive Horse Establishment Subzone*  
Rural Settlement Zone  
Rural Shack Settlement Zone  
**NEW Workers’ Settlement Zone** |
General matters

Retail fuel outlets

Engagement feedback:

‘Retail fuel outlet’ was requested be listed as an envisaged land use in neighbourhood zones and be generally subject to the same policies as a ‘shop’. Reference to hours of operation was observed as being unnecessary given the standards specified in relation to noise or vibration, air quality, light spill and other amenity impacts elsewhere in the General provisions and draft Code.

Commission’s response: Retail fuel outlets are not considered complementary to residential areas due to interface issues and are not envisaged in current residential zones.

Telecommunications facilities

Engagement feedback:

It was requested that ‘Telecommunications Facility’ be added to Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development in a range of neighbourhood zones.

Commission’s response: Other zones are more suitable for telecommunications facilities than residential areas such as infrastructure and employment zones. In these areas, the policies used to assess such facilities are relatively static and therefore can be identified in Table 3 - Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development. In neighbourhood zones, different assessment provisions may be applicable to appropriately consider impacts to the predominantly residential environment. Accordingly, it is not considered appropriate to list telecommunications facility in Table 3.

Deemed-to-satisfy land division

Engagement feedback:

A number of submissions requested that deemed-to-satisfy pathways be introduced in neighbourhood zones for land division which follows an approval for dwellings.

Commission’s Response: It is considered appropriate to introduce a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for residential land division which follows an authorised land use application for dwellings, given that the relevant planning matters would have been considered when the sites for those dwellings were authorised. A similar pathway currently exists in Schedule 4 clause 2C of the Development Regulations 2008 in relation to land division which follows ‘Residential Code’ complying dwellings.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.1

AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-satisfy Development Classification to add land division which follows an authorised land use application for dwellings in the following zones:

3 Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone
4 Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone
5 General Neighbourhood Zone
6 Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
7 NEW Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone
8 Rural Neighbourhood Zone (former Residential Neighbourhood Zone)
Restricted development

Engagement feedback:

A number of council submissions requested land uses which are currently non-complying in their development plans be classified as restricted development.

Several submissions also requested further policy guidance to assess land uses which are not envisaged, particularly shops which exceed the zone policy of 100-200m$^2$ floor area but are below the 1000m$^2$ floor area restricted development trigger.

Commission’s Response: Restricted classes of development are a procedural matter and restricted development thresholds should not be taken into consideration in the assessment of a performance assessed development as, unlike development plans, there is no relevant policy which indicates that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise. It is considered inappropriate to transition non-complying lists into restricted development tables due to these fundamental differences.

The Code has been drafted in a manner which speaks to the types of development that are envisaged, not what is discouraged or inappropriate. The desired outcomes and performance outcomes on envisaged land uses should provide sufficient guidance on land use suitability. Additionally, policies regarding built form could be relevant to assess impacts on adjoining land.

Community land uses

Engagement feedback:

Some submissions requested further guidance on the scale of community facilities in the neighbourhood zones.

Commission’s response: The provision of community facilities is anticipated in neighbourhood zones. To ensure these services can continue, a new policy is recommended which enables their reasonable expansion.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.2 CREATE new PO/DTS/DPF criteria in General, Housing Diversity, Suburban, Waterfront and Urban Renewal neighbourhood zones which guides the reasonable expansion of community facilities, including pre-schools and educational establishments, being single storey additions which don’t exceed 150% of the total floor area prior to the addition, set back 3m from boundaries with nearby dwellings, and providing sufficient on-site car parking.

Additional investigations/information

It was observed that deemed-to-satisfy pathways for new dwellings in Neighbourhood zones would benefit from policy which specifically relates to the balance of sites containing an existing dwelling, for example where a hammerhead or corner allotment is subdivided.
Nuances in policy regarding ancillary buildings was observed, for example between rural zones and neighbourhood zones where the scale of outbuildings could vary. Accordingly, it is considered appropriate to include policy to guide the scale of ancillary development within zones which anticipate residential outbuildings.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.3 **CREATE** new PO/DTS/DPF 2.2 under ‘Site Dimensions and Land Division’ in Housing Diversity Neighbourhood, General Neighbourhood and Suburban Neighbourhood zones, as well as proposed Township Neighbourhood, Established Neighbourhood, Hills Neighbourhood and Waterfront Neighbourhood zones to reference criteria for the balance of a site where the site of a dwelling does not comprise an entire allotment, including site area, private open space and car parking.

City Living Zone

*This zone applies to the primary living / residential areas in the City of Adelaide.*

The Medium-High Intensity Subzone applies to small areas of this zone where there is capacity for well-designed, higher intensity infill development on large sites. The North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone applies in appropriate parts of North Adelaide.

Engagement feedback:

Adelaide City Council, which provided the majority of feedback on the City Living Zone, noted that some of the more detailed design policy currently in this zone have not transitioned across to the Code such as front and side boundary setbacks in regard to floor to ceiling heights, and relationship with the local context, and without these some poor design responses may occur.

The Council also commented that the allowances for non-residential activity in the zone were not suitable and that the current policy that seeks to shift such development out of the zone should be reinserted.

A submission considered the proposed policy undermines the intent of the current zoning arrangement, which sought to spatially apply the City Living Zone to areas identified as key residential areas of the city centre and reinforce residential outcomes.

This is based on the City Living Zone’s central location, placing it at a higher risk of more non-residential activity compared to suburban locations. There is also the potential consequential effect of detracting from nearby commercial zones where commercial activities are preferred. in ACC’s view, a different approach is required to this zone compared to suburban neighbourhood type zones.

The Council also suggested a range of additional POs and DTS/DPF criteria to address areas they consider require specific attention and acknowledgement in the Code, including the following:
- Additional DOs which reference predominant built form character present in the zone and acknowledge the heritage values of buildings
- A list of uses not envisaged in the zone, similar to DTS/DPF 1.1 which specifies envisaged uses
- Introduction of an additional PO that explicitly discourages the development of non-residential uses
- Specific identification of North Adelaide residential colleges, Calvary Hospital and St Dominic’s Priory College, with each land use afforded a tailored PO to guide development outcomes
- Additional POs to guide circumstances where buildings may be built up to a maximum permitted height or where such development is higher than the prevailing building height in the locality
- Additional POs to reflect prevailing setbacks, building envelopes, overshadowing, hammerhead land divisions, undercroft parking, vehicle access arrangements and advertisements
- Detailed, nuanced design policy to guide a more contextual response to the immediate locality
- Deletion of performance outcomes considered irrelevant, or identified as being captured by other policy provisions in overlays and general development modules
- Inclusion of zone-specific advertising policy which was not transitioned from the current development plan
- Classification of temporary public service depots as accepted development.

The introduction of a new East Terrace Subzone was recommended, given the area’s unique built form characteristics. It was suggested the new subzone could operate in a similar fashion to the North Adelaide Subzone, where prevailing built character attributes are afforded tailored policy provisions.

Industry requested that the allowance for the extent of building on the side boundary be increased to allow for tandem parking in a garage.

Commission’s Response:

There were a number of issues raised by the Council that are addressed by other parts of the Code (such as in relation to heritage and overshadowing), and therefore do not need to be addressed through the Zone.

Land Use

It is recommended that land use policy be updated to ensure consistent use of terminology and defined uses. Policy in relation to change of land use should also be included, consistent with the approach in other comparable zones.

In relation to non-residential uses, the policy in the zone reflected the general approach adopted in other ‘neighbourhood’ (residential) type zones in the Code. However, it is acknowledged that the City Living Zone’s central city location does make it a desirable location for non-residential development. Accordingly, the Commission is of the view that policy should be amended to ensure that any non-residential development is ancillary to / in association with residential development, remove the requirement for off-street parking requirements to minimise impact on residential streetscapes, and remove ‘shop’ based on the City Living Zone’s proximity to commercial areas.

Other non-residential activity (recreational uses, community uses) are typically accommodated in neighbourhood type zones. Policy in this regard should be generally consistent across comparable zones, including in the City Living Zone.
In relation to Council’s request for more explicit policy regard inappropriate land uses, the Commission is of the view that the structure and drafting of zone land use permissibility policy is suitable to control land use, and that an explicit list of ‘unacceptable’ uses in not needed. It is implicit that activities that are incompatible with a zone’s envisaged activities (described in a zone’s Desired Outcomes and land use Performance Outcomes) would be inappropriate and therefore avoided.

Built form

Given the diversity of built form across the zone, the Commission is of the view that policy to better address built form context is needed. A number of related changes are therefore recommended. Front and side setback provisions therefore should be adjusted to give a more contextual response in relation to the immediate locality (by removing the numeric setback policy, so that instead setbacks relate to the average of adjoining buildings), plus including new policy to pick up character elements such as floor to ceiling heights and driveway widths.

The Commission proposes to adjust the DTS/DPF figure for length of building work on a boundary from 8m to 11.5m to allow for a tandem garage arrangement, to assist in minimising the extent of garaging and impact on the streetscape. This is consistent with other similar ‘neighbourhood’ zones.

In regard to building height, policy in the Zone is considered suitable and will reflect the current height allowances contained in the Development Plan, although some technical refinement is suggested to ensure expression in relation to building height Technical and Numeric Variation is suitable.

Zoning

Council’s request to create a new Subzone for East Terrace to reflect the current local policies (including Catalyst Site policy, policy seeking an open landscaped setting and medium rise built form outcomes and the like) is supported.

Advertising

Advertising policy is largely addressed through the Advertising General Module, however it is acknowledged that the city has a small number of zone-specific policies. The Commission is therefore of the view that zone specific advertising policy is warranted to reflect current key zone-specific policy, avoiding any duplication with Advertising General Development Policies.

Development Classification

The Commission supports inclusion of Temporary Public Service Depot as an Accepted development, given current Development Plan policy contemplates this activity as “complying” (i.e. automatic planning consent if relevant criteria are met).

Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

The Commission notes that the Restricted classification in relation to the institution sites in North Adelaide requires adjustment to reflect the intent of the Development Plan policy – i.e. that development associated with existing non-residential or institutions identified on a Concept Plan is contemplated as a performance assessed development if located on an institutional site, or on a directly adjoining an institutional site. This issue was identified in the Planning and Design Code Update Report in December 2019, and is recommended to be amended accordingly.
General and consequential changes are recommended to improve expression, avoid duplication with general policy and the like. Technical adjustments in relation to policy referencing Technical and Numeric Variation layers is recommended to ensure consistency of approach and expression.

Changes to the Zone’s Classification Tables and Procedural Matters Tables are also recommended to ensure consistency with other neighbourhood-type zones.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**P.1** AMEND the zone’s classification’s tables to:
   (a) ensure greater consistency with similar neighbourhood-type zones
   (b) include Temporary Public Services Depot as an Accepted Development
   (c) amend the Restricted Classification relating to existing non-residential or institutional activity identified on Concept Plans so that development associated with an existing institution is not classified as Restricted only where it is on the site, or a directly adjoining site, of the Institution (with the ‘site’ spatially identified on a concept plan to prevent gradual creep).

**P.2** AMEND land use policy in the zone so that non-residential activity is in association with residential activity, and remove ‘shop’ from the DTS/DPF criteria.

**P.3** CREATE new policies to achieve a more contextual design outcome that responds to important character element such as floor to ceiling heights, driveway widths and the like.

**P.4** AMEND front and side setback DTS/DPF in the Zone and any Subzone to remove reference to numeric requirements, so that only policy that relates to the average of adjoining buildings applies. Remove setback policy from subzones accordingly.

**P.5** AMEND policy relating to building on the boundary so that a double stacked space can be achieved for garaging.

**P.6** CREATE new advertisements policy reflecting current Development Plan allowances in relation to size, illumination and the like, avoiding duplication with the Advertisement General Module.

**P.7** REMOVE any policy that is addressed in other general parts of the Code, for example in relation to sloping land.

**P.8** AMEND policy relating to Technical and Numeric Variations to ensure consistency of expression with comparable Code zones.

**P.9** CREATE a new East Terrace Subzone to apply to the same area currently covered East Terrace Policy Area in the Adelaide (City) Development Plan, with the desired outcome of predominantly medium rise housing on large allotments in an open landscaped setting, and incorporate any key policy matters such as Catalyst Sites.

---

**North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone**

Engagement feedback:
The Council had few concerns or suggested amendments to this subzone, with commentary limited to an inconsistency observed in setback policy, policy expression and a recommendation for an additional PO, DTS/DPF that sought to reference the prevailing low-scale, historic built form environment.

Commission’s Response:

The policy in the subzone is considered sufficient to address the prevailing low scale form. Removing the prescribed setback is supported (this is recommended throughout the City Living Zone – refer above) given the range of building sitings. Historic built form is covered through the Historic Area Overlay and Statements. However, Council’s request to extend the zone to apply to all the residential locations of North Adelaide currently not covered by the subzone (other than any location where the Medium-high Intensity Subzone applies) is supported. Slight policy adjustment will be required to the subzone policy to be clear that it is not intended to apply to the more compact high-density locations in North Adelaide and instead applies to areas where the open landscape setting is the predominant character.

Commission’s Recommendations:

P.10 EXTEND the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone so it applies to all City Living parts of North Adelaide, other than locations where the Medium-High Intensity Subzone applies, so that it is suitable in light of the Subzone being applied to most parts of North Adelaide.

P.11 AMEND policy in the zone to be clear that it is not intended to apply to the more compact high density locations in North Adelaide, and instead applies to areas where an open landscape setting is the predominant character.

Medium-High Intensity Subzone

Engagement feedback:

Feedback from the Council identified an inconsistency in setback policy and recommended the inclusion of an additional PO, DTS/DPF that seeks to articulate desired horizontal and vertical built form elements.

Commission’s Response:

Built form policy including external appearance is covered through the Design in Urban Areas General Module and is considered suitable in this regard. Interface issues between medium-scale and low-scale locations has been raised generally in regard to the Code, and it is noted that the Medium to High Intensity Subzone does not have an interface provision to address built form transition at the edge of the subzone to the low-scale parts of the City Living Zone. This provision is considered warranted.

Commission’s Recommendations:

P.12 CREATE a new PO to address interface built form impacts on adjoining residential development in the City Living Zone outside the Medium-High Intensity Subzone.
City Main Street Zone

This zone supports an innovative mix of medium and high density urban development along main road corridors within the City of Adelaide which display main street qualities and provide both day-time and night-time activation.

Engagement feedback:

A number of comments were received around the need to be strengthen policy in relation to public realm outcomes, pedestrian comfort and human scale, and activation in the Main Street Zones.

Adelaide City Council requested that the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone be replaced by the City Main Street Zone. It also requested that retail floor limit be removed in relation to the City Main Street Zone, reflecting its current development plan policy and the zone’s primary purpose as vibrant retail / commercial precincts.

The Council expressed the following key concerns with the City Main Street Zone and recommended amending the proposed policy and transitioning the existing provisions to resolve concerns:

- Specific policy relating to achieving human scale was considered to have been omitted.
- Policy concerning daytime activation requires review and refinement to ensure that night-time activities (i.e. nightclubs, small scale licensed premises) do not undermine the activation of areas during daylight.
- Vehicle access arrangements and their impact on main street activation should be considered by introducing policy that prescribes that car parking should be sleeved or at basement level.
- Policy that encourages setbacks to accommodate outdoor dining is not considered appropriate and does not fit the character of the city.

Amendments to policy expression to provide greater clarity or emphasis a specific point were proposed across a broad range of POs and DTS/DFP criteria. These suggestions included rewording policy, introducing new text and deleting certain passages.

The introduction of new POs was recommended to capture design quality/sustainable design, multi-level car parking developments, the temporary use of vacant or undeveloped land, roof features and demolition controls. Additional tailored policy concerning street activation, pedestrian prominence and comfort, car parking and vehicle access was also requested to enhance appropriate development outcomes.

The Council suggested an array of sub-zones, which encompass the following localities:

- Hutt Street (South)
- Melbourne Street (East)
- O’Connell Street
- Halifax and Sturt Street

Feedback was also received in relation to the Hutt Street Centre to include policy that limits its operations.

Commission’s Response:

Desired Outcomes / Land Use

It is recommended that land use policy be updated to ensure consistent use of terminology and defined uses. Policy in relation to change of land use should also be included, consistent with the approach in other comparable zones.
Removing the retail / commercial floor limit in the zone is recommended to achieve a greater level of consistency with the approach in other Main Street zones, also noting that there is no retail floor limit applying in these areas at present.

In relation to change of land use, the Commission agrees with commentary that suitable policy is needed to guide such development accordingly, and that the policy that is used in relation to activity centres in relation to this issue is considered suitable for use in the City Main Street Zone also.

**Zoning**

Including other city main street locations in the zone that were proposed to be Urban Corridor Main Street (such as Hutt Street, O’Connell Street, Melbourne Street, Sturt / Halifax Street) would require a new subzone to be created as part of the City Main Street Zone that picks up important policy elements from the current Development Plan zoning (such as catalyst site, low-rise interface with the City Living Zone interface and the like). The Commission considers a single subzone would prove sufficient to address these localities (rather than multiple additional subzones as requested by Council).

Commentary received in relation to the Hutt Street Centre, requesting that policy should be included to limit its operation, and also from the Centre to make adjustments to the zone to make it more favourable to its operation were noted. However, including specific policy to limit or favour the operation of a particular activity within the zone is not supported. Instead the prevailing land use allowances of the zone ought to apply, and development proposals would be subject to those planning rules.

**Design**

New policy reflecting current policy from the Development Plan relating to the need for shopfronts that have security grilles or shutters to have some visual permeability, to ensure pedestrian amenity is not significantly impacted upon when shops are closed, is considered appropriate, and is recommended.

New policy is considered warranted in place of the current general demolition controls that have historically applied in the Adelaide City Council in response to concerns from the Council about demolition of buildings leading to the potential for sites to then be used as open lot car parks (and the like) which can significantly detract from the desired streetscape.

**Access/ Movement**

New policy to ensure new access points minimise interruption operation and queuing on public roads and pedestrian paths is considered appropriate to adopt.

Council request to reinstate key aspects of the current pedestrian priority policy is recommended, thereby addressing council pedestrian connectivity and pedestrian primacy in zone.

**Advertising**

Advertising policy is largely addressed through the Advertising General Development Policies, however it is acknowledged that the City has a small number of zone specific policies that to achieve certain city-specific outcomes. The Commission is therefore of the view that updated advertising policy to reflect current key zone-specific policy is warranted, but avoiding any duplication with Advertising General Development Policies. These would be derived from the current Development Plan Capital City Zone which currently applies to Rundle Mall & Street, Hindley Street and Gouger / Grote Street.

**Procedural Matters Table (notification)**
The Zone’s Procedural matters Table should be updated to reflect the structure and content consistent with other comparable zones, and ensure minor and unnecessary notification is avoided.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

Policy that allows for that allows for development exceeding the prescribed building height allowance in certain circumstances currently applies in the Rundle Mall, Rundle Street, Hindley Street, and Gouger and Grote Street Subzone areas through the application of the Capital City Zone (which currently applies in these areas). The Commission believes it is important that this policy continues to apply in these locations.

General and consequential changes to the zone are recommended to improve expression, avoid duplication with general policy, and consistency with other ‘Main street’ type zones (such as in relation to minimum ground level floor to ceiling heights for adaptability, ground level visual permeability, daytime activation of night time activity and the like).

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**P.13** CREATE a new City High Street Subzone to apply to the main street areas that were proposed to be Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone to apply important policy elements such as Interface Height and Catalyst Sites, and suitable main street land use built form policy.

**P.14** AMEND DO 1(b) by adding the words ‘and intimate character’ immediately following the words ‘to reinforce the street rhythm’.

**P.15** AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to include: Educational Establishment, Pre-school, Residential Flat Building, Retirement Facility, and Student Accommodation; and remove: Apartments and Child Care Facility.

**P.16** REMOVE DTS/DPF 1.2 (i.e. replace it with ‘None are applicable’).

**P.17** AMEND PO 1.3 to be clear that the outcome sought is for land uses typically open during night-time hours incorporate activities along street frontages at ground level that encourage day-time activation compatible with surrounding land uses.

**P.18** CREATE a new PO and DTS/DPF to address change of use requirements, consistent with change of use policy applied in other centre type zones.

**P.19** AMEND PO 2.3 by removing reference to a minimum measurement in metres, so instead only a minimum percentage applies.

**P.20** CREATE new POs & DTS/DPFs relating to vibrancy and pedestrian environment.

**P.21** AMEND PO and DTS/DPF 2.8 (2.7 in the consultation draft) by removing references to occasional / minor setbacks.

**P.22** CREATE a new PO with an outcome that seeks to avoid activities that result in a gap in the built form along a public road or thoroughfare.

**P.23** AMEND building height policy to be consistent with the Capital City Zone (under a new heading ‘Building Height’).
CREATE a new PO under the heading ‘Movement Parking and Access’ to ensure development designed so that vehicle access points for parking, servicing or deliveries, and pedestrian access to a site, are located to minimise interrupting the operation of and queuing on public roads and pedestrian paths.

CREATE a new PO to reflect advertising policy that currently applies in the area.

CREATE an new Pedestrian Priority Concept Plan with associated policy that reflect key policy elements in the current Development Plan such as limiting location of standalone multi storey car parks, location of access points and the like, to apply to relevant parts of the zone.

Urban Corridor Zones

There are four types of urban corridor zones:

- **Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone** supports a mix of medium and high density urban development framing strategic main road corridors and areas of significant open space, seeking a uniform streetscape edge.
- **Urban Corridor (Business) Zone** supports a mix of medium and high density urban development along established strategic or mixed use road corridors, seeking a large range of non-residential development typical of existing Mixed Use Zones on main road corridors.
- **Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone** supports a mix of medium and high density urban development along main road corridors which display main street qualities and provides both day-time and night-time activation.
- **Urban Corridor (Living) Zone** supports the development of high-intensity, vibrant, mixed use corridors which include a variety of new housing choices along with a range of complementary retail and commercial activities.

Engagement feedback:

Most issues raised by respondents apply across all four urban corridor zones. Of particular note were comments in relation to land use, interface height, significant development sites, density, retail floor limits and change of use. These topics are discussed in further detail below:

**Land Use**

Comments were received about some of the land use terms in the zone, such as that some appeared to be unnecessary (e.g. apartment, which is a type of dwelling), or that some terms ought to be defined (such as licenced premises).

**Interface Height**

A number of councils expressed concern that the proposed interface height provision does not reflect current Development Plan policy. The provision requires development adjacent to a zone boundary at the interface with a neighbourhood type zone be constructed within a 45 degree envelope (so that building height reduces closer to the zone interface to address visual impact associated with building mass) other than at a southern boundary where a 30 degree envelope applies (to address overshadowing). A number of councils currently have a 30 degree envelope applying to all aspects and most want this retained. The City of Prospect, which currently has a 45 degree envelope applying on all zone boundaries (including the
southern one) requested it retain this policy and rely on the general overshadowing policy to address that issue.

The City of West Torrens also commented that where the zone interface is along a residential street the building envelope provision would not apply and tall buildings facing back into residential areas could result, rather than being focussed towards the primary corridor. It requested additional policy to address this situation.

Comments were received from the development industry in relation to the Urban Corridor Zone’s interface height provision, supporting the 45 degree envelope, but requesting that it not apply where it adjoins a higher intensity scale mixed use zone (such as where an Urban Corridor Zone abuts an Urban Neighbourhood Zone).

**Significant Development Sites**

There were mixed views in relation to the new Significant Development Site provision (which allows for an increase of 30% in building height on large sites [over 2500m² and 25m frontage] for the inclusion of a range of desirable community and sustainability outcomes). There was some support for the policy and its intent to encourage amalgamation of sites to enable better overall design outcomes. Others were opposed to any allowance for additional building height and suggested the required desirable outcomes should be standard requirements for all corridor development.

**Density**

Feedback in relation to density provisions included some requests for slightly lower density requirements in relation to some zones or locations while others considered the proposed policy as suitable (in essence reflecting current development plan settings). One submission suggested that a maximum floor area be used in some cases instead of a density requirement.

**Retail Floor Limits**

Some feedback was received in relation to retail floor limits for the Urban Corridor (Main Street) and (Business) zones, suggesting that the proposed limit will reduce opportunity for larger scale retail activity that should be retained in these areas.

**Change of Use**

Feedback was received in relation to change of use between a shop, office and consulting room being identified as a Deemed-to-Satisfy development, but without any criteria for assessment.

**Commission’s Response:**

**Desired Outcomes / Land Use**

Desired Outcomes and land use policy is recommended to be refined to better reflect the differences between each Urban Corridor Zone, refined to remove unnecessary land use terms (e.g. apartment) and ensure defined terms are correctly used.

In relation to change of land use, the Commission agrees with commentary that suitable policy is needed to guide such development, and that the policy that is used in the current Development Plans Urban Corridor zones should be transitioned into the Coode zones.
Density

Specific density criteria are considered unnecessary, given the Code provides a definition for medium and high density. The Commission therefore recommends the removal of any specific density requirements, so that the zones only refer to medium and/or high density accordingly.

Interface Height

In response to requests it is considered appropriate to reflect the interface height policy that currently applies to each corridor contained in the relevant Development Plan (through the use of a TNV) as follows:

- 30 degree building envelope (all boundaries) along corridors in the Burnside, Unley, Norwood Payneham & St Peters, and West Torrens council areas;
- 45 degree building envelope except along the southern boundary where a 30 degree envelope applies, in the Campbelltown Council area; and
- 45 degree building envelope (all boundaries) in the Prospect Council area.

A new provision to address instances where the interface is along a neighbourhood road to ensure an orderly transition in scale from the higher scale development facing the primary corridor down to the low scale in an adjacent neighbourhood type zone is recommended, given the operation of the general height interface provision is in instances where the zone boundary adjoins a residential allotment (not a road).

It is noted that the operation of the interface height provision is in relation to neighbourhood-type zones, which are defined in the Code’s administrative definitions (covering zones that are low rise and residential in nature), and not in relation to any other zones. The provision therefore does not require any refinement in this regard.

Significant Development Sites

The Commission is of the view that significant development site policy is important to be retained as it provides an incentive to amalgamate sites to form a large land holding with sufficient frontage to achieve better design outcomes and address interface impacts.

Amending the threshold size in the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone is supported given the function and intensity of the zone (i.e. a centre type zone), and the typically compact allotment configuration found in these locations. The interface height provision addresses interface impacts on adjoining neighbourhood zones.

The expression of the policy in the DTS/DPF should be adjusted to specify that the 30% height increase be rounded to the nearest whole number.

Retail / office / consulting room floor limits

The Commission is of the view that it reasonable to expect greater retail opportunity in the Urban Corridor (Business) Zone compared to the Urban Corridor (Living), so an adjusted retail limit of 1000m² (and adjusted restricted development trigger to 2000m²) is recommended. This would allow for small/medium scale shopping, but is less than required for a medium sized floor plate supermarket.

Reduced front setback in certain locations

The Urban Corridor (Boulevard Zone) proposed to address the issue of a reduced front setback with associated policy through the use of the Hard-edge Built form and Soft-edge Landscaping Subzones.
Given the issue applies across a number of the different Urban Corridor Zones (for instance Prospect Council through current Development plan Concept Plans), and setbacks are generally addressed at the zone level, it is considered appropriate to maintain this structure and address reduced setbacks through the use of a TNV along with associated rewording of the performance outcome. The use of a TNV in relation to front setbacks is considered suitable where change is sought, as opposed to most other zones where generally maintaining the current setback is desired.

Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

Removing the retail floor limit in the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone is considered necessary to be consistent with other main street type zone, including the City Main Street Zone, and reinforces the zone’s primary function as a centre-type zone.

Creating a new Subzone in the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone to reflect the more flexible non-residential/retail policy that applies to the former LeCornu site on Anzac Highway is recommended to maintain the current Development Plan policy allowances.

Policy in the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone relating to visual connection at the ground level through an amount of window and entry foyer should be adjusted so that it consistent across all of the main street zones.

General and consequential changes are also recommended improve expression, avoid duplication with general policy, ensure greater consistency with other main street zones, and the like.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**All Urban Corridor Zones:**

P.27 **AMEND** land use related policy to better reflect the outcomes sought, and differences between, each of the Urban Corridor Zones, to remove redundant terminology (such as apartments) and ensure consistency with defined terms.

P.28 **REMOVE** the DTS/DPF criteria that specifies a minimum net residential density for residential development.

P.29 **AMEND** front setback policy in the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) (Business) and (Living) Zones to accommodate reduced front setbacks through the use of a Technical or Numeric Variation.

P.30 **AMEND** The interface height provision so it reflects the building envelope(s) that currently apply to each corridor under the current Development Plan through the use of a *Technical and Numeric Variation* layer – i.e. as follows:

- 30 degrees on all zone boundaries in the Burnside, Norwood Payneham & St Peters, Unley, and West Torrens Councils areas
- 45 degrees, and 30 degrees on the zone southern boundary in the Campbelltown Council area
- 45 degrees on all zone boundaries in the Prospect Council area.

P.31 **CREATE** a new PO under the heading ‘Interface height’ to seek buildings adjoining a neighbourhood-type zone to provide an orderly transition from the higher scale built form
envisaged along the primary corridor down to the prevailing low scale built form in the adjacent zone.

**P.32** **AMEND** the significant site DTS/DPF to indicate that the 30 % increase in building height allowance be rounded to the nearest whole number.

**P.33** **CREATE** new advertisements policy under a new heading ‘Advertisements’ that reflect the allowances contained in comparable main street / activity centre zones.

**Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone:**

**P.34** **CREATE** change of use policy that reflects the current policy contained in the Development Plan Urban Corridor Zone and Policy Areas.

**P.35** **REMOVE** the Hard-edge Built Form and Soft Edge Landscaped Subzones from the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone.

**Urban Corridor (Business) Zone:**


**P.37** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.2 to increase the allowable non-residential floor area from 500m² to 1000m², and increase the restricted trigger in zone Table 4 from 1000m² to 2000m².

**Urban Corridor (Living) Zone:**

**P.38** **CREATE** a new Urban Corridor Living Retail Subzone to reflect the additional retail allowance under the Development Plan zoning that currently to the former LeCornu site on Anzac Highway.

**Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone:**

**P.39** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 2.3 by deleting the words ‘5m or’ and ‘(whichever is the greater)’.

**P.40** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 2.4 by adding the words ‘to contribute to pedestrian comfort’.

**P.41** **AMEND** The Significant development site allotment size trigger to 1500m²
Urban Neighbourhood Zone

This zone supports a combination of major land use types such as residential, retail, office, commercial and civic in compact and higher-density growth or regeneration areas. These are the highest density of land uses in the state (with the exception of the Adelaide CBD) and may apply to locations where there is substantial opportunity to increase the density of development around a major public transit node or corridor or a significant place of interest.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Urban Neighbourhood Zone focussed on the following key matters:

- The zone appears to be too high intensity to be applied in a number of locations.
- Prescriptive minimum density requirements may be problematic to be used as a minimum and may be prohibitive to achieving medium-density outcomes.
- A cap of 5,500m$^2$ (and restricted 10,000m$^2$) is too high for use in the zone generally.
- The net residential density desired was queried with the 150 dwellings/hectare specified considered unachievable given existing height limits, and the fact that some areas in which the zone applies currently encourage medium to high density development (35-70 dw/ha > 70 dw/ha).
- The Code should offer a distinction between consolidated land holdings and minor infill sites in its application of assessment criteria, specifically within this zone. Large sites have the propensity to resolve all design concerns expressed in respect of small-scale infill development and should therefore not be subject to the same quantitative standards. A solution would be to modify the definition of a ‘Significant Development Site’ to be a site of more than 4000m$^2$ within one or more allotments but without a road frontage dimension.

A range of policy provisions was suggested to be amended, with performance outcomes and associated DTS/DPF criteria identified for review and refinement. Council submissions noted that some proposed policy was inconsistent with development plan policies and recommended a like-for-like transition.

In areas where the zone is proposed to replace an existing Suburban Activity Node Zone, a number of councils observed that the new zone allows for higher intensity development compared to the existing zone in relation to retail allowances and requirements for high density, and that these may not align with development plan requirements in the current Suburban Activity Node Zone (which generally seeks a less intense overall form of development). This was not an issue where the Urban Neighbourhood Zone replaces the current Urban Core Zone.

Comment was also made in relation to retail floor limit where the zone has been applied to the Residential (High Density) Zone along foreshore areas of Glenelg adjacent to Jetty Road, where currently only smaller-scale retail activity is allowed.

Main Street Subzone

It was requested that other design solutions be considered to address the main street boundary in addition to a zero setback to that boundary.

Commission’s Response:

Desired Outcomes and land use policy are recommended to be refined to better reflect the differences between each Urban Corridor Zone, remove unnecessary land use terms (e.g. apartment) and ensure defined terms are correctly used.
Reference to the prescriptive minimum density requirements is recommended to be removed. The zone’s reference to medium to high density development, defined by the Administrative Definitions of the Code, is considered sufficient to guide appropriate development outcomes.

In response to comments that the zone is too high in intensity to be suitable to apply in current Suburban Activity Node locations, the Commission recommends it be adjusted so that it generally accommodates medium-density other than in the higher-intensity and scale locations (locations where 7+ storeys is envisaged) where higher density development is sought. These changes would assist in achieving a better alignment with the current Suburban Activity Node and Urban Core Zones.

A lower retail cap in the medium density locations is warranted to better reflect current development plan policy settings (i.e. 5500m$^2$ lowered to 1000m$^2$, with a restricted trigger of 2000m$^2$), while the higher retail cap is considered appropriate to continue in the higher-intensity locations where that allowance currently applies. This can be achieved via a subzone.

To be consistent with other main street zones, an exclusion should be applied to this subzone so that no non-residential limit applies and policy relating to ground floor activation and foyer/window display area should also be amended.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

The zone’s Procedural Matters Table 5 should be updated to reflect structure adopted through Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code to assist with removing unnecessary or minor notifications.

General and consequential changes are also recommended to improve expression, avoid duplication with general policy, and the like.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

P.42 **AMEND** DO 1 by removing references ‘low, medium to high rise’ in the introductory text.

P.43 **AMEND** land-use related policy to better reflect the outcomes sought and remove redundant terminology (such as apartments) and ensure consistency with defined terms.

P.44 **AMEND** the zone policy in regard to density so that it anticipates medium-density generally, and high-density in locations where high rise (7 storeys and above) is envisaged, and remove the zone’s explicit minimum net density criteria.

P.45 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.6 by reducing the gross leasable floor area from 5500m$^2$ to 1000m$^2$, and the restricted exception for a shop from 10000m$^2$ to 2000m$^2$, other than where the Main Street Subzone or recommended new Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone apply.

P.46 **CREATE** a new Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone to allow for the higher non-residential cap (5500m$^2$ instead of 1000m$^2$) within the subzone area in locations where that limit currently applies (e.g. in the core area of the current Urban Core Zone applying to West Lakes).
Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone

This zone supports the renewal of sites with medium- to high-density housing in precincts where the housing stock is being replaced as it no longer meets market and community needs. This zone seeks to establish a new character and actively encourages a new urban form, urban renewal and new housing.

Engagement feedback:

Various requests were received to list additional uses as deemed-to-satisfy in the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone, including retirement villages, supported accommodation, dwellings, land division and shops.

Council submissions also provided the following feedback and questions:

- Additional uses should be listed as restricted development, such as industry and waste treatment.
- TNV capabilities for concept plans, building height, site areas and frontages are needed to ensure existing policy is reflected in the Code.
- Minimum and maximum densities need to be prescribed.
- Which roads are included by reference to ‘arterial or collector road’ in PO 1.4?
- The zone needs more policy that addresses interface impacts, such as the appropriate transitioning down of building height to mitigate the impacts on existing development in cases where a building height of 4 storeys/15m is envisaged.
- There is concern regarding the higher density sought in the zone due to its lack of functional private open space and vegetation around buildings which could lead to poor amenity for residents.

Regional Climate Partnerships (a collaboration of councils, industry groups, landscape boards and the Government of South Australia) observed the zone provides an opportunity to enhance active travel opportunities and policy, suggesting a DO could encourage development to provide for walking and cycling and promote active movement and public transport use.

A number of requests were received about the notification triggers in Procedural Matters – Table 5, including:

- Increasing the height threshold for notification from a wall height greater than 7m and total height greater than 9m as the zone specifies 12m and 15m heights (respectively) as deemed-to-satisfy
- Making shops, consulting rooms or offices in excess of the gross leasable floor area specified in DTS/DPF 1.3 or 1.4 subject to notification
- Adding medium-density development to the list of publicly notified development.

Concern was also expressed about the ‘adjacent land’ trigger for notification capturing all development where the zone’s spatial extent is narrow/small.

Mixed Use Transition Subzone

Limited feedback was received on this subzone.

Commission’s Response:

In relation to requests for supported accommodation and retirement facilities to be classified as deemed-to-satisfy, it is noted these facilities generally exceed the scale of standard dwellings and include common facilities, car parking areas, reception, waste storage etc.. Such attributes are considered best suited to
assessment on merit under the performance-assessed pathway. Given that this zone primarily anticipates residential development, shops are also considered best suited to a performance-assessed pathway whereby impacts to nearby residential properties can be considered in a qualitative assessment.

It is acknowledged that a number of Development Plan zones/policy areas which the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone will replace envisage larger shops than 100m² (and 200m² on arterial roads and adjacent activity centres). Accordingly, it is considered appropriate to increase the maximum floor area in DTS/DPF 1.3/1.4 to 250m² to better reflect the employment and community uses envisaged in this urban medium-high density environment.

Restricted development need not necessarily capture all undesirable land uses in a particular zone as, unlike development plans, there are no policies which suggest that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise. If development such as an industry or waste treatment facility were proposed, suitability could be assessed against the relevant DOs and PO in the zone. A more comprehensive assessment pathway is therefore not considered necessary for land uses which are clearly incompatible with the desired outcomes of the zone.

It is appreciated that some existing development plans incorporate building heights which vary from the standard 3 building levels (or 4 in certain cases) in DTS/DPF 2.1 and it is therefore appropriate to introduce TNV capacity to capture these variations.

TNV capacity is not considered appropriate for density given that density outcomes should be applied consistently to these renewing areas. However, there is capacity to introduce policy to guide the form of development at the interface with lower-density residential areas.

It is not considered appropriate to mandate minimum densities in this zone in order to maintain flexibility to respond to market conditions.

The use of TNV data is considered appropriate to acknowledge any concept plan which may apply.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

The list of envisaged development in DTS/DPF 1.1 should be updated to add additional land uses (consulting room and student accommodation) which are anticipated in this zone.

Amendments to policies under ‘Land Use and Intensity’ heading are proposed to achieve consistency with other zones.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

P.47 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to add consulting room and student accommodation.

P.48 DELETE PO/DTS/DPF 1.2 given that the types of residential development envisaged are covered by PO/DTS/DPF 1.1.

P.49 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.3 and 1.4 into a single policy which envisages shops, consulting rooms and offices up to 250m² and of a scale to maintain the amenity of nearby residents.

P.50 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.1 to incorporate a TNV for building height.

P.51 CREATE new PO to guide building height at the interface with lower-density residential areas.
P.52 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 3.1 to permit a smaller front setback only where the site adjoins, or is separated by, a public road or a public reserve >2000m².

P.53 **CREATE** new PO and DTS/DPF to reference concept plans.

P.54 **DELETE** PO/DTS/DPF 9.1 ‘Façade Design’ as this policy is already located in Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

P.55 **AMEND** Procedural Matters – Notification to exempt the following forms of performance assessed development from notification:

- Development that is minor in nature
- Development undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust, except a residential flat building or buildings of 3 building levels or greater, or demolition of a State or Local Heritage Place.
- Development envisaged in the zone or ancillary to envisaged land uses except where such development:
  - comprises demolition of a heritage place
  - fails to comply with maximum floor area limits for non-residential development and/or
  - fails to comply with building height policy
- Comprises addition/alteration of an existing community facility, educational establishment or pre-school which exceeds the DTS/DPF criteria
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone

This zone anticipates replacement of existing dwellings with medium density housing, primarily in the form of terrace housing, group dwellings or residential flat buildings.

Feedback on the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone was primarily provided by local government, community members and the development industry.

Engagement feedback:

Density/site dimensions

- There is concern that the zone seeks a higher density than the Medium Density Policy Area it replaces. It is therefore requested that the minimum size allotment be increased to be more consistent with current policy (250m² /150m² on arterial roads, 270m² unless located within 400m of a Centre Zone, and 150-250m² depending on dwelling type).
- Why is the proposed density of 70du/ha well above Urban Corridor Living Zone at 45 du/ha?

**Clarification:** Medium-density development is defined as ranging between 35 to 70 du/ha consistent with the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. The Urban Corridor (Living) Zone seeks a minimum density of at least 45 du/ha whereas 70 du/ha referenced in the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone is a maximum.

- A measure of dwellings/hectare should apply only to multi-storey residential flat buildings or dwellings in a mixed use building, where appropriate. Including minimum site areas and frontage widths for detached, semi-detached, row, group dwellings and residential flat buildings up to 2 storeys in height is recommended.
- Why is there no reference to minimum frontage requirements for different dwelling types?
- Site Dimensions and Land Division PO and DTS/DPF 2.1 should be amended to ensure the frontage allows space for street tree planting, taking into account the existing infrastructure.
- There is concern that the increased density will cause greater traffic pollution and decrease the safety of children, pedestrians and cyclists.
- The potential rate and intensity of new development which will be facilitated through the proposed Code policies could place existing local infrastructure, especially roads (street parking and traffic congestion), stormwater systems and essential services such as schools and emergency services under stress.
- The proposed policy is considered too much of a variation from the intent of the current policy. This should be addressed either by adopting a TNV to site areas or applying a zone that better aligns with the current development plan density.
- DTS 2.1 should be amended to enable high-density development (2 or 3 storeys), noting the award-winning projects in estates such as Blake’s Crossing and Playford Alive where the density is above 100 du/ha.
- Battle-axe allotments should be 400m² minimum (not including the access handle) and include a landscaping strip/s along the driveway which enables sufficient space for vehicle manoeuvring and appropriate amenity for dwelling and neighbours.

**Clarification:** Requirement for landscaping strip along battle-axe driveways is contained in PO/DTS/DPF 34.2 of the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.
Commission's Response:

This zone seeks to replace existing Medium Density Zones and Policy Areas from council development plans. Medium density development is defined in the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide and in the Code of 35 to 70 d/ha. It is therefore considered inappropriate to increase or decrease the density ranges.

That being said, it is acknowledged that the zone seeks to carry forward the intent of the current Medium Density Policy Areas it will replace, and that a majority of these policy areas currently prescribe minimum site dimensions for different dwelling types. Accordingly, it is recommended the site dimensions and land division policy incorporates the ability to reference different minimum site areas and site frontages based on current development plan policy (ensuring such criteria accords with the definition of 'medium density').

It is also considered appropriate to amend the PO on site dimensions/density to provide clearer guidance and context around where higher density housing may be appropriate (in proximity to open space, activity centres or public transport).

Assessment Provisions

Engagement feedback:

- Policies are needed to promote the provision of additional design quality, environmental or sustainability features in return for allowing an increase in the maximum building height.
- Garages and carports should be required to be set back at least 0.5m from the main face of the dwelling or 5.5m from street, whichever is greater.
- The maximum site coverage should be set at 70%.
- The DTS requirements for the minimum front setback should be increased to 4m (noting that where the locality has very close front setbacks a departure from the DTS could be assessed on its merits)
- Southern boundary upper level setbacks should be increased to reduce overshadowing
- Rear setbacks should be increased to 4m for single storey and 6m for upper level plus additional height calculated based on wall height for walls which are 3 levels or above as the 3m rear setback at ground level is unlikely to facilitate a tree with a mature spread of 2-4m
- A rear setback of 0m for 2 levels should be permitted if the rear boundary abuts a laneway
- The following text in PO 4.1 should be deleted: ‘...and provide a functional semi-private space between the building and street’ as this policy should not encourage high fencing or similar in front yards which can have a significant detrimental impact on streetscape amenity, passive surveillance and community interaction.

Clarification: Private open space policy is considered in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies – see discussion in associated section of this report.

- A 1.5m setback to porches, balconies, verandahs and the like is considered too close, particularly given the potential bulk and scale of some of these elements. The front setback should be increased and balconies removed from this policy as a permissible projection; porches/porticos should be required to have 3 open sides and be limited to a height of 2.7m; and verandahs should be limited in width.

Clarification: See discussion regarding ‘building line’ definition in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies section of this report.
Greening policies should be introduced to maximise shading, cooling and amenity in this zone.

**Clarification:** Policies requiring tree planting and landscaping are located in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

Residential development by the South Australian Housing Trust or registered Community Housing providers should be consistent with the zone provisions, as well as ‘Housing Renewal’ General Development Policies.

**Commission’s Response:**

It is considered inappropriate to provide incentives for additional building height in this zone given it anticipates primarily low-rise development. Such incentives are more appropriate in Urban and City zones.

Policy requiring garages to be set back behind the main face of the associated dwelling is proposed to be superseded by the new Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies which seek to achieve building articulation through a number of measures such as stepping of the façade, protruding elements, mixture of materials, etc.

Site coverage policy is not intended to apply in the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone given policies ensuring a minimum level of site perviousness/soft landscaping will apply through the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

Three metre front and rear setbacks are considered appropriate in areas which seek replacement of existing buildings and redevelopment based on a medium-density character. Trees with a mature height of 4m could be planted within 3m of the dwelling, depending on the footing design (e.g. if a neighbour has an existing mature tree near the boundary, the dwelling’s footings would need to be designed to account for tree effect in any case). Alternatively, an applicant could opt to increase the setback to account for the desired tree planting location.

The Commission will investigate the establishment of an offset scheme to allow for payments in lieu of tree plantings in higher-density zones where there is less room to accommodate trees.

**Non-residential development**

**Engagement feedback:**

- Policies should not encourage non-residential uses as a desired land use in predominantly residential areas.
- Telecommunication Facility, Community facility, Dwelling, Educational establishment and Recreation area should be listed in Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development.

**Clarification:** Assigning policies to development has been considered in the wholesale review of Classification Tables and application of applicable policies. It is noted that listing a land use in Table 3 does not signify its appropriateness in the zone or otherwise, and should only be undertaken where the scale and form of a development has low variability and the policies to be assigned are known.

- Community facility and shops exceeding 80 m² should not be listed as envisaged land uses.
- Policy contemplating shop, office and consulting rooms to 100 m² or 200 m² with frontage to higher order roads or adjacent Main Street or Activity Centre Zone has the potential to negatively affect nearby Activity Centre and Urban Corridor zones.
• PO 1.3 should specify that a café or restaurant is suitable development in the zone.

**Clarification:** A café or restaurant is included in the definition of ‘shop’

• 100m² of floor area for commercial development is considered acceptable for activation of residential areas but conditions allowing 7am to 9pm operation is excessive for a predominately residential area. DTS criteria should be limited to 50sqm and shorter hours.

**Clarification:** No forms of commercial development are listed in Table 2 - Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification in this zone, and therefore such development will follow a performance-assessed pathway (unless classified as ‘impact assessed’)

• Shops <80m² should be restricted in the existing Glen Stuart Road Policy Area under the Residential Zone in the Adelaide Hills Council Development Plan.

• Policies which provide guidance for all land uses anticipated in PO 1.3 are requested, including community services such as educational establishments, community centres, places of worship, pre-schools, child care and other health and welfare services.

• Given the increased densities envisaged in the zone, further policy is sought in relation to establishing additional public open space and community facilities.

• Change of use applications to a non-residential development in the Housing Diversity Zone should be performance-assessed.

**Commission’s Response:**

The current Residential Zone in development plans (based on the SAPPL) encourages non-residential development of a nature and scale that serves the local community and is consistent with the character of the locality. PO 1.3 to 1.6 of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone in the consultation version of the Code Amendment carried forward the intent of this policy, but provided a DTS/DPF solution where limiting floor area to 100m², or 200m² where adjacent an activity centre or arterial/collector road.

The Commission endorses an amendment to the policy to ensure that non-residential development in predominantly residential areas:

- supports home-based businesses in all areas (up to 50m², such as a room within a house)
- supports small standalone shops, offices and consulting rooms (up to 100m², such as the front part of a house) where there are no nearby activity centres to encourage walkable neighbourhoods
- Allow larger shops, offices and consulting rooms (up to 200m², such as conversion of an existing house) where:
  (a) adjoining an activity centre to enable the moderate expansion of existing centres where demand exists; or
  (b) located on main road where traffic/noise can create detrimental impacts for dwellings, but can provide beneficial exposure for commercial premises, but only where there are no nearby activity centres to encourage walkable neighbourhoods.

Policies in Design in Urban Areas, Interface Between Land Uses and Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies are considered sufficient to guide the assessment of non-residential land uses.

PO 1.3 limits commercial uses such as offices and consulting rooms to ‘small scale’, while community services (such as churches, schools, community centres, childcare and health/welfare services) do not have the same restriction because these types of community infrastructure can often be larger. In such
cases, PO 1.4 provides further policy guidance to require non-residential development to be compatible with the residential character and amenity of a neighbourhood and is therefore considered sufficient to guide the scale of these land uses. It is however considered appropriate to introduce a policy which enables expansion of existing community facilities and schools.

Public notification

Engagement feedback:

The following amendments were requested to Table 5 – Procedural Matters regarding forms of development exempt from public notification:

- The term ‘dwellings’ should be replaced by building or buildings
- Ancillary accommodation, dwellings, outbuildings and residential flat buildings should be exempt from notification, except where the development involves the demolition of a Heritage Place, exceeds the maximum building height or floor area policy, creates four or more dwellings
- Advertisements that exceed the maximum size and height requirements should be notified
- Concerns are held with the number and relevance of public notification triggers. Councils appreciate that exceeding the side and rear setbacks is a planning concern for a neighbour, however cannot understand how a neighbour will be concerned about a front setback, secondary street setback or how many articulation measures will be included within a facade.
- There does not appear to be a trigger for notification where a proposal exceeds the prescribed building height.
- For consistency of policy, shops, consulting rooms or offices that exceed the maximum gross leasable floor area for the zone identified by DTS/DPF 1.5 & 1.6 should be subject to notification.
- A number of community members sought all development which increases development intensity (i.e. additional dwellings on the site, two storeys, a change of use from residential to non-residential and earthworks where a new dwelling is located 600mm above ground level) be publicly notified.

Commission’s Response:

As a principle, neighbours should be notified of performance-assessed development which falls outside of the rules of the zone or is not envisaged in the zone. It is appreciated that the consultation version of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone could be improved to achieve this outcome.

The notification exclusions are proposed to be reviewed to accord with the following, except where acceptable standards of built form or intensity are exceeded:

a) an accepted class of development identified in Table 1 of the zone
b) a deemed-to-satisfy class of development identified in Table 2 of the zone

or

c) a type of development envisaged in the zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.56</td>
<td>CREATE</td>
<td>new PO/DTS/DPF to guide the scale of home-based businesses, with a DTS/DPF criteria setting a maximum gross leasable floor area of 50m².</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| P.57 | AMEND | PO/DTS/DPF 1.5 and 1.6 (now 1.3 and 1.4) to:  
(a) provide for shops, offices and consulting rooms up to 100m² where located more than 500m from an Activity Centre to contribute to walkability  
(b) provide for shops, consulting rooms and offices up to 200m² where located adjoining an Activity Centre (not adjacent) to support the limited expansion of existing Activity Centres. |
| P.58 | AMEND | PO 2.1 to anticipate higher densities in areas close to public transport, activity centres or public open space. |
| P.59 | AMEND | DTS/DPF 2.1 to add reference technical and numeric variations (TNV) for site area and site frontage (and add TNV data for site area and frontage in areas where minimum site dimensions are currently prescribed in Development Plans), and where not prescribed, maintain a net residential density up to 70 dwellings/hectare. |
| P.60 | AMEND | rear setback policy to include 0m rear setback where a laneway exists. |
| P.61 | DELETE | PO/DTS/DPF 4.2 as this is covered by the amended administrative definition of 'building line'. |
| P.62 | DELETE | PO/DTS/DPF 9.1 (Facade Design) and 10.1 and 10.2 (Group Dwellings, Residential Flat Buildings and Battle-Axe Development - External Appearance) as these matters are covered in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies. |
| P.63 | AMEND | Procedural Matters – Notification to exempt the following forms of performance assessed development from notification:  
- Development that is minor in nature  
- Development undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust, except a residential flat building or buildings of 3 building levels or greater, or demolition of a State or Local Heritage Place.  
- Development envisaged in the zone or ancillary to envisaged land uses except where such development:  
  - comprises demolition of a heritage place  
  - fails to comply with maximum floor area limits for non-residential development, or  
  - fails to comply with building height policy  
  - Comprises addition/alteration of an existing community facility, educational establishment or pre-school which exceeds the DTS/DPF criteria |
General Neighbourhood Zone

This zone encourages a range of dwelling types to increase housing diversity and supply. Other non-residential uses, including small-scale office and consulting rooms and a range of community facilities, will also be encouraged. Development will generally retain a suburban character and scale of 1 or 2 building levels.

A high volume of feedback was received on the General Neighbourhood Zone, focussing on the following key matters:

- Density, dwelling types and minimum site dimensions
- Non-residential development
- Public notification
- Battle-axe development
- Setbacks
- Ancillary development

Density, dwelling types and minimum site dimensions

Engagement feedback:

Submissions from local government and community members/groups generally sought an increase in minimum site dimensions while submissions from the development industry generally sought a decrease:

Respondents requested that:

- The current development plan minimum site dimensions transition into the General Neighbourhood Zone through TNVs

  Note: See Code Spatial Application section for further detail on spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone by local government area.

- Policy encouraging increased densities/building heights/smaller allotment sizes be encouraged in appropriate locations in the zone. The DO refers to 'low and medium density housing' but subsequent policies fail to limit medium-density housing to suitable locations (e.g. centres, public transport and significant public open spaces).

- As some forms of dwellings (e.g.: Fonzie flats, cohousing accommodation) don’t meet the criteria of those listed as being acceptable, the term ‘dwelling(s)’ be added to the list in DTS 1.2.

- DTS/DPF 1.2 include student accommodation.

- Clarity be provided on whether PO 2.1 applies to retirement facilities and supported accommodation.

- A subzone be provided to enable affordable housing for seniors in close proximity to key health facilities etc.

- Larger scale infill projects (on sites say 4000m² or more) have catalyst/strategic site policies that enable interface issues to be dealt with and to increase their density.

- The minimum allotment size for row dwellings be increased from 200m² to 250m².
- Row dwellings not be considered as a DTS pathway, particularly with a minimum site area of 200m².

- The Commission address the concern about minimum site area for semi-detached dwellings at 300m², as well as greater potential for row dwellings.

- The minimum allotment sizes be reduced for the following dwelling types: reduce 20m² for semi-detached and row dwellings; 100m² for group dwellings; and 150m² for residential flat buildings as the proposed sizes are considered to be overly restrictive.

- DTS/DPF 2.1, which refers to site areas for group dwellings and residential flat buildings, specify whether this is an average and/or includes or excludes common areas.

- Site areas be increased for dwellings on land with steep topography and for sites requiring on-site waste treatment systems.

- Minimum site dimensions’ criteria not apply to new dwellings built on existing allotments.

- Analysis be undertaken of the impact of decreased minimum allotment sizes (compared to current development plan policy) on local infrastructure such as stormwater systems, on-street parking, roads (street parking and traffic congestion), emergency services and capacity at zoned schools.

**Commission’s Response:**

The General Neighbourhood Zone has been drafted to provide a consistent set of policies for standard residential areas within Greater Adelaide. To uphold this consistency across the zone in different council areas, TNVs do not form part of the zone’s policies.

Requests to insert current development plan minimum site dimensions through application of TNV data have been considered in the broader context of suitability of the General Neighbourhood Zone. This involved a detailed analysis of the current development plan policy intent compared to the zone’s desired outcomes. This analysis demonstrated the need for several new zones to capture the policy intent, including:

- A Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone which can be applied to areas with existing policy specifically related to the design of dwellings on waterfront allotments, with TNV capability to populate minimum site dimensions
- An Established Neighbourhood Zone which can be applied to areas with existing policy guiding new dwellings consistent with an established character, with TNV capability to populate minimum site dimensions
- A Hills Neighbourhood Zone which can be applied to areas with existing policy related to sloping land, with TNV capability to populate minimum site dimensions
- A Neighbourhood Zone which can be applied to residential areas in a rural/regional context, with TNV capability and reference to on-site waste treatment systems in site dimension policy.

Further information and analysis on the spatial application of the zone changes is contained in the Code Spatial Application part of this report.

Suggestions for desired outcomes to guide the predominant locations of higher density development are noted, but it is considered more appropriate to amend the PO on site dimensions/density to provide clearer guidance and context around where higher-density housing may be appropriate (e.g. in proximity of open space, activity centres or public transport).
In relation to requests for the policy to reference specific dwelling types, and ‘dwellings’ generally, as envisaged uses, it is noted that PO and DTS/DPF 1.1 encourage residential development and ‘dwelling’ as an envisaged land use. Upon review of the policy, it is recommended that PO and DTS/DPF 1.2, which set out different types of dwellings that are envisaged, be deleted, given that 1.1 captures the overarching land uses sought. Further policy in the zone regarding minimum site dimensions, built form, etc. are sufficient to guide the suitability of dwelling types/forms.

It is agreed that student accommodation should be added to the list of dwelling types.

Given that supported accommodation, retirement living and student accommodation are envisaged forms of development in the zone, it is appreciated they generally warrant smaller individual site areas given their reliance on common land. As these forms of development will be performance-assessed in the zone, it is not considered necessary or appropriate to provide quantitative site area criteria in DTS/DPF 2.1. In such cases, PO 2.1 would be taken into consideration in conjunction with the relevant policies in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies specific to supported accommodation, housing for aged persons, people with disabilities, and student accommodation.

Housing for aged persons and retirement living has specific policies in the ‘Supported Accommodation and Retirement Facilities’ section of the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies. It is not considered appropriate to introduce a specific subzone for aged care at this time, as the suitability of such facilities can be assessed against the relevant policies.

It is appreciated that amalgamated/large development sites can often address interface issues in a more suitable manner than small-scale infill. However, such dispensation would be appropriately considered in a performance assessment, taking into account the site context and how interface is handled in the particular circumstance. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to quantify numerical discounts for such development in this initial transitional Code, but the relevant performance outcome should be amended to clarify that ‘low density’ is not envisaged in all circumstances.

The General Neighbourhood Zone seeks to provide greater standardisation of minimum frontage and site area requirements to deliver a steady supply of well-designed and diverse infill housing compatible with existing suburban streets and suburbs. In response to various requests to increase/decrease minimum site dimensions, the zone sets minimum site areas and frontages that are designed to be in harmony with typical allotment patterns and are wide and big enough to comfortably accommodate a range of housing options.

Investigation has demonstrated that:

- sites over 200m² can comfortably accommodate a range of 1-storey, 2-bedroom dwellings and 2-storey, 3-bedroom dwellings with single garages
- sites over 300m² can comfortably accommodate a range of 1-storey, 3-bedroom dwellings and 2-storey, 4+ bedroom dwellings
- sites with a frontage of 9m can comfortably accommodate a 1-storey dwelling with single garage and a street-facing room and 2-storey dwellings with double garages
- terrace housing / row dwellings can be developed on sites as narrow as 4.8m, however at 7m these can be more sensitively integrated into existing areas by providing adequate separation from neighbours and retaining on-street parking and landscaped street frontages.

Accordingly, the Commission does not support any increase or decrease in the minimum site dimensions. However, it is considered appropriate for minimum site areas for group/residential flat buildings to be calculated on an average basis, given the integrated nature of such dwellings and reliance on shared driveways and facilities.
When the Code was released for consultation, the Sloping Land Overlay was applied in conjunction with the General Neighbourhood Zone. Given that this overlay is proposed to be removed (see associated discussion and recommendations in the Natural Resources and Environment section of this report), it is considered appropriate to create a new zone which accommodates policy for development on sloping land.

The level of infill development supported by the General Neighbourhood Zone is reasonably consistent with the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide, and existing development plan policy. Furthermore, a number of areas are proposed to be removed from the General Neighbourhood Zone to more appropriately transition the current development plan policy intent – see discussion in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

**Non-residential development**

**Engagement feedback:**

A high volume of feedback on the General Neighbourhood Zone queried the treatment of non-residential development in the zone. Community and local government submissions generally sought to further restrict the scope of non-residential development permitted in neighbourhood zones, while development industry submissions sought for greater diversity in certain areas. The following comments were received:

- non-residential uses in residential zones will result in increased noise, parking congestion, traffic, loss of trees and impacts on residential amenity and will place pressure on already struggling commercial centres by drawing activities away.

- shops, offices and consulting rooms up to 200m² and 1000m² restricted threshold could affect the value and viability of existing centre zones and result in inappropriate ‘out of centre’ shops and ‘strip development’ on arterial roads. Suggestions to remedy this included:
  - reducing the maximum floor areas in DTS/DPF
  - limiting shops, offices and consulting rooms to home businesses (in conjunction with a residential use)
  - decreasing the restricted threshold to 100-250m² floor area
  - listing all existing non-complying uses in development plans as restricted
  - ensuring non-residential development is subject to public notification.

**Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate/not envisaged in the zone. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

- Policy guidance is needed around the appropriate scale of the community services envisaged in part (b) of PO 1.3, to specify appropriate locations (e.g. arterial roads) and scale (e.g. floor area maximum).

- Under the current development policy regime, residential zones envisage a limited range of non-residential development that ‘serves the local community’ or similar. PO 1.3 and 1.4 are less generic and may undercut the provision of essential infrastructure.
- Non-residential developments (i.e. consulting rooms, office, pre-school, shop) should trigger waste management requirements similar to those applied to residential development.

- Greater clarity is needed about what comprises an ‘arterial road’, ‘collector road’, ‘higher order road’, ‘commercial and retail precincts’ and ‘Activity Centre or Main Street zone’ in PO/DTS/DPF 1.5 and 1.6.

- Small-scale consulting rooms and child care centres should be developed along collector roads to minimise the impact of associated traffic on surrounding residential development.

- There should be a greater equivalence in the policy treatment of shops and retail fuel outlets. Provisions of the Code relating to traffic, noise and other potential amenity impacts ensure that any development proposal for either of these uses will be properly assessed against applicable standards.

**Commission’s Response:**

The current Residential Zone in Development Plans (based on the SAPPL) encourages non-residential development of a nature and scale that serves the local community and is consistent with the character of the locality. PO 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 of the General Neighbourhood Zone carries forward the intent of this policy, but provides a DTS/DPF solution limiting floor area to 100m$^2$ or 200m$^2$ where adjacent an activity centre or arterial/collector road.

The Commission endorses an amendment to the policy to ensure that non-residential development in predominantly residential areas:

- supports home-based businesses in all areas (up to 50m$^2$ e.g. a room in a house)
- supports small stand-alone shops, offices and consulting rooms (up to 100m$^2$ e.g. the front part of a house) where there are no nearby activity centres
- allows larger shops, offices and consulting rooms (up to 200m$^2$ e.g. a conversion of an existing house) where they:
  - adjoin an activity centre to enable the moderate expansion of existing centres where demand exists
  - or
  - are located on a main road where there are no nearby activity centres.

Policies in Design in Urban Areas, Interface Between Land Uses and Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies are considered sufficient to guide the assessment of non-residential land uses.

PO 1.3 limits commercial uses such as offices and consulting rooms to 'small scale', while community services (such as churches, schools, community centres, childcare and health/welfare services) do not have the same restriction because these types of community infrastructure can often be larger. In such cases, PO 1.4 provides further policy guidance to require non-residential development to be compatible with the residential character and amenity of a neighbourhood and therefore is considered sufficient to guide the scale of these land uses.

It is however considered appropriate to introduce a policy which enables expansion of existing community facilities and schools.
Engagement feedback:

The types of performance-assessed development excluded from public notification drew a considerable amount of comment from a range of stakeholders.

The following feedback observed an excess in the classes of development that would be subject to notification:

- The current extent of public consultation proposed for development applications will result in excessive and unwarranted public notification requirements which in turn will contribute to extended assessment timeframes and long Council Assessment Panel (CAP) meetings. Examples of excessive notification criteria include circumstances where a proposed development is located adjacent to land in another zone and fails to meet ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ provisions which is of little or no consequence to the adjacent property owners.

- Minor forms of development and development envisaged in the zone should not be notified except where they exceed set parameters (e.g. building height, floor area, frontage width, advertisement height/area).

- Non-compliance with DTS/DPF 5.2, 6.1 and 8.1 (verandahs/porches projecting beyond 1.5m of building line, secondary street setback, façade design) is a design considerations and should not form part of a public notification trigger as the general public do not generally raise these concerns in an assessment.

- If the site is adjacent to another zone then the application should be notified, however if that zone’s primary form of development is intended to be residential, notification is unnecessary.

- Development involving the creation of 4 or more additional dwellings triggers public notification but this is considered unnecessary in a primarily residential zone where dwellings are anticipated.

- Advertising in association with approved non-residential activities should be excluded from public notification requirements.

Other feedback observed the types of development that should be subject to notification above what was listed in the consultation document:

- Shops, consulting rooms or offices that exceed the maximum gross leasable floor area for the zone identified by DTS/DPF 1.5 & 1.6 should be subject to notification.

- If public notification is required for 4 or more dwellings then public notification should also be required for 4 or more allotments created.

- Performance-assessed applications should be publicly notified where development increases development intensity (including new dwellings on a site) or includes two-storey development.

- Performance-assessed applications (particularly non-residential) should be publicly notified to ensure consideration of:
  - potential impacts on existing centres
  - residential amenity
- size of non-residential development and impacts on parking, movement, noise and rubbish collection
- provision of space for bins, gardens and street trees.

- All development which increases development intensity (i.e. additional dwellings on the site, two storey, change of use from residential to non-residential and earthworks where a new dwelling is located 600mm above ground level) should be publicly notified, and right of response and appeal should be permitted.

**Commission’s Response:**

As a principle, neighbours should be notified of performance assessed development which falls outside of the rules of the zone, or is not envisaged in the zone. It is appreciated that the consultation version of the General Neighbourhood Zone could be improved to achieve this outcome.

The notification exclusions are proposed to be reviewed to accord with the following, except where acceptable standards of built form or intensity are exceeded:

a) an accepted class of development identified in Table 1 of the zone

b) a deemed-to-satisfy class of development identified in Table 2 of the zone

or

c) a type of development envisaged in the zone.

In the case of neighbourhood zones, the standards which have the potential to impact on the locality where exceeded are considered to be building height and non-residential floor areas.

**Setbacks**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback regarding setbacks in the General Neighbourhood Zone raised the following matters:

- Primary street setbacks should have regard to the existing streetscape character and setbacks on buildings on adjoining land

- There is concern that the 5m setback does not provide sufficient room for landscaping or retention of trees.

- The 10m boundary wall length is considered excessive and should be reduced to 8m and also apply to non-residential development.

- The boundary wall length should be increased to 11m to allow for stacked (tandem arrangement) garages/carports.

- Allowing 1.5m wide projections to encroach into the front setback could be inconsistent with many streetscapes and setback patterns. It is suggested that the front setback be increased or not allow balconies in this setback encroachment and limit the height/width of verandahs/porches.

- Request rear setbacks should be increased to 4m for ground level and 6 metres for upper level.
• Setbacks from primary road frontage for sites not connected to mains sewer need to allow installation of standard wastewater systems. Typically, 6.5 m is required for the tank and prescribed setbacks.

• The reduction of front, side and rear building setbacks in residential areas, particularly at upper levels, is of concern as it will impact on the amenity and privacy of adjacent neighbours.

• Setbacks should be measured to the wall of the dwelling, not including any eaves, verandahs, etc.

• Rear setback criteria should relate to wall height rather than building levels (as per side setbacks).

• Side and rear setback criteria (identifed in the Phase 3 Planning and Design Code Update Report dated 23 December 2019) have been omitted.

Clarification: Feedback has been received regarding the absence of side and rear setback criteria, which was subsequently updated in the Commission’s Planning and Design Code Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment - Update Report in December 2019.

Commission’s Response:

The General Neighbourhood Zone seeks to apply standard setback criteria to apply to typical suburban areas where infill development is expected.

Rear and side setbacks reflect the current Residential Code complying development standards, and therefore are considered appropriate for a new General Neighbourhood Zone to replace Residential Code areas.

Concerns regarding front setbacks not reflecting adjoining properties are acknowledged, however this demonstrates a more fundamental issue with the need for new development to retain the character of an existing established neighbourhood. Areas where this matter warrants policy change have been considered for inclusion in the Suburban Neighbourhood or Established Neighbourhood Zone (see Code Spatial Application section of this report for rezoning analysis).

The benefits of visual articulation that projections from the front façade (verandahs, porticos, etc.) provide to are considered to outweigh any detriments of street setback and visual dominance, because such structures are, by definition, open in nature.

Given the Code’s focus on minimising garage dominance in infill development, particularly on narrow sites, the ability to provide a tandem or ‘stacked’ garage arrangement is important. Accordingly, it is considered appropriate to allow for side boundary walls to align with the standard length of such garages (e.g. 5.5 metres for 2 spaces, plus approx. 240mm wall thickness at each end).

Rural areas which typically do not have connection to mains sewer have been considered for rezoning to the Neighbourhood Zone in the Code Spatial Application section of this report. As such, front setback in the General Neighbourhood Zone does not need to cater for septic tank location.

**Battle-axe development**

Engagement feedback:
- An increase in minimum site area of ‘battle-axe’ allotments (from 300m$^2$ to 400-450m$^2$) is requested.

- A landscaping strip/s along the driveway to ensure sufficient space for vehicle manoeuvring with forward egress, and to enhance amenity should be included.

  **Clarification**: Requirement for a 1m wide landscaping strip along battle-axe driveway is contained Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies PO/DTS/DPF 34.1 with criteria for forward vehicle movement in 33.4.

- Dwellings on battle-axe sites should be limited to single-storey due to concerns regarding bulk, scale, overshadowing and privacy, or privacy treatments should be required to a height of 1.7m from floor level with an 8m rear setback.

- Low Density Policy Area 20 and 21 in the West Torrens Council Development Plan specifically discourages battle-axe subdivision to retain allotment pattern, ensure privacy, maintain the streetscape and minimise bulk and scale impacts.

- Hammerhead blocks in neighbourhood-type areas should be discouraged except in certain existing areas in Victor Harbor.

**Commission’s Response:**

Battle-axe development is considered a legitimate housing form in the General Neighbourhood Zone provided such dwellings accord with the setback and height provisions. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to insert policy which specifically discourages battle-axe development in certain areas.

It is acknowledged that dwellings on battle-axe sites should not follow a deemed-to-satisfy pathway given qualitative assessment of vehicle turning areas, etc. warrants a merit assessment. As such, a DTS criteria is proposed to be inserted in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies to prevent detached dwellings on battle-axe sites from following a deemed-to-satisfy pathway (rather than relying on descriptors in the development type). Furthermore, in a performance-assessment, the corresponding PO ensures battle-axe development is appropriately sited and designed to respond to the existing neighbourhood context.

Two storey battle-axe dwellings are considered appropriate in areas which anticipate two+ storey development. It’s noted that a number of areas originally proposed for inclusion in the General Neighbourhood Zone have been considered for a different zone in the Code Spatial Application section of this report. The use of TNVs to populate the building height policy in Suburban Neighbourhood, Hills Neighbourhood, Established Neighbourhood and Neighbourhood zones will therefore limit these dwellings to single-storey in appropriate areas.

Privacy treatments to a height 1.5 metres above finished floor level are considered sufficient to minimise direct overlooking into the private areas of adjacent properties, whilst also maintaining a reasonable level of internal amenity for new dwellings.

Side and rear setbacks are considered appropriate to apply to battle-axe dwellings. However, it is appreciated that there may be some confusion around what comprises a side/rear boundary where group residential flat buildings are oriented toward the common driveway. It is understood that the common understanding of a rear boundary (the boundary opposite the primary street boundary) forms the accurate interpretation, and that side boundary setbacks would be appropriate for dwellings even where facing a common driveway, provided that dwelling provides sufficient private open space. It’s also appreciated that
what comprises a side/rear boundary may be a matter for discretion/interpretation on irregular-shaped sites. Given that battle-axe dwellings will be performance-assessed, this would allow the relevant authority to consider the neighbourhood pattern and context, and assess the proposed setbacks on merit in the particular circumstance. For these reasons, it is considered inappropriate to prescribe different side/rear setbacks for battle-axe sites.

Ancillary accommodation/structures

Engagement feedback:

Feedback from local government highlighted the following concerns with the pathways and policies for ancillary accommodation:

- Ancillary accommodation should not be a deemed-to-satisfy form of development as there are issues with such forms of development being used as second dwellings/holiday houses with associated impacts on CWMS infrastructure, stormwater infrastructure and parking in peak periods.

- There are insufficient policies included for ancillary accommodation which should include site coverage, setbacks, limit to single storey (or privacy treatment criteria), design, materials to be consistent with the existing dwelling on the site and a requirement that it be ancillary to a dwelling on the site.

  **Clarification:** The land use definition of ‘ancillary accommodation’ ensures such buildings will be subordinate to a main dwelling. DTS/DPF 16.1 of the Design in Urban Areas module applies to deemed-to-satisfy ancillary accommodation and applies criteria for setbacks and height.

- Ancillary structures should include criteria for clearance from overhead powerlines.

- Outbuildings should have requirements for internal dimensions for covered car parking spaces.

Commission’s Response:

Given that ancillary accommodation must be located behind the building line of the associated dwelling, and is commonly not visible from the street, the use of complementary materials is not considered a requisite requirement (and nevertheless such qualitative criteria would not be compatible with a deemed-to-satisfy pathway).

Ancillary accommodation is a common form of development in residential areas and is considered appropriate for a deemed-to-satisfy pathway given its subservience to a main dwelling and the criteria limiting its size.

Minimum car park internal dimensions are an important consideration when assessing new houses and additions (based on dwelling type and number of bedrooms) to ensure the convenient parking of vehicles. An application for an outbuilding in isolation will not increase parking demand therefore there is limited use in mandating internal dimensions as on-site car-parking arrangements would have been assessed and deemed appropriate when the associated building was originally approved. If a dwelling/dwelling addition is proposed in association with an outbuilding, minimum garage internal dimensions would be provided with the dwelling application.
Other feedback

- The Code should provide a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for all land divisions that create up to 5 allotments provided no new public roads are created and the resulting allotments achieve the required minimum site areas and frontage widths.

  **Commission's Response:** It is considered appropriate to introduce a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for land division which does not follow a land use but which meets the numeric criteria in the General Neighbourhood Zone. It’s acknowledged that complying pathways for land division without a land use have not typically existed before, so it’s proposed to introduce this pathway only in the General Neighbourhood Zone where a high volume of typical infill subdivision occurs. The Commission will monitor and review the effectiveness and suitability of this pathway as the new planning system commences operation.

- The Code should transition the non-complying lists in current development plans to Table 4 – Restricted Development, particularly special industry, general industry (which is listed as restricted in the Business Neighbourhood Zone), light industry, service trade premises, bulky goods outlet, petrol filling stations and motor repair stations.

  **Commission's Response:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in Development Plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

- A separate site coverage requirement of 50% for dwellings excluding outdoor covered areas, outbuildings etc. is recommended.

  **Commission's Response:** Eaves are already excluded from the 60% site coverage criteria to ensure energy efficient design is not disincentivised. 50% for dwellings alone represents a substantial contrast to the scale of development currently permitted under the Residential Code complying criteria in Schedule 4 clause 2B of the Development Regulations 2008 (ResCode). Further, new minimum site perviousness requirements will complement site coverage to promote positive outcomes.

- A TNV for building heights to reflect current development plans is needed.

  **Commission's Response:** The General Neighbourhood Zone has been created with the intent to provide a standardised set of policies throughout the residential areas in South Australia, to provide consistency in development policies. Areas which warrant different parameters should be considered for inclusion in a different zone, to be assessed against the principles of application of that zone.

- Further consideration should be given to good urban design principles for all infill development, regardless of the intended zone, with a greater emphasis on existing built form character and amenity.

  **Commission's Response:** The Commission has considered the design quality of infill development, primarily through policies in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies. Considerable enhancements are proposed which exceed the current Residential Code, including articulation, soft landscaping, tree planting and minimising garage width.
• Building height should allow for a maximum building height of up to three building (3) levels in appropriate circumstances.

**Commission’s Response:** The General Neighbourhood Zone has generally been applied in areas where the current Residential Code applies, which currently limits maximum building height to 2 levels. It is considered inappropriate to substantially change the building scale in these areas.

• Additional policy is needed to require wastewater-generating development to be connected to SA Water mains sewer if it is to follow a deemed-to-satisfy pathway. Performance-assessed development should also have this requirement with a corresponding DPF.

**Commission’s Response:** Policies in the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities General Development Policies will ensure that new wastewater-generating development is connected to either an approved common waste water disposal service, or where this is not available, an on-site waste water treatment system.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**P.64** CREATE a new Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone to capture waterfront areas where current development plan policy references the design of dual frontage sites and the relationship to the waterfront. In this zone:
- setback and design parameters will be provided specifically for dual frontage sites with frontage to a waterfront
- TNV data can populate policy regarding minimum site areas, site frontages and building height in a manner consistent with current development plan policies.

**P.65** CREATE a new ‘Hills Neighbourhood Zone’ to capture areas where current policy references land gradients and topography. In this zone:
- Policy will guide building form in undulating areas given that the Sloping Land Overlay will be removed from the Code (see discussion in Natural Resources and Environment chapter of this report)
- TNV data can populate policy regarding minimum site areas, site frontages, and building height, in a manner consistent with current development plan policies

**P.66** CREATE a new ‘Established Neighbourhood Zone’ to capture areas covered by the Historic Area Overlay, Character Area Overlay, and areas where current development policies seek a specific built form character that is not compatible with the General Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. In this zone:
- Technical and Numeric Variation data can populate policy regarding minimum site areas, site frontages, side setbacks, site coverage and building height, in a manner consistent with current Development Plan policies
- Policies ensure dwelling additions are compatible with the character of the area

**P.67** CREATE a new ‘Neighbourhood Zone’ to capture regional/rural areas which would benefit from different policies regarding on-site wastewater treatment, larger outbuildings, etc.

In this zone:
- TNV data can populate policies on minimum allotment size, frontage, building height and concept plans to create better consistency with current development plans
- A larger minimum floor area for outbuildings applies on sites greater than 800m² (80m² rather than 60m²).
- A minimum allotment size of 1200m² applies for sites that are not connected to mains sewer or a common wastewater disposal service.
- A maximum floor area of 50m² applies for shops, offices and consulting rooms which would better respond to the local context and economic conditions in regional locations.
- References to policy from the new ‘Design’ General Development Policies rather than Design in Urban Areas to enable the zone to utilise design policy that better responds to a rural context.
- A new ‘Waterfront Subzone’ provides additional design policy relating to buildings in waterfront (some coastal and riverfront) locations.

P.68 **CREATE** a new ‘Golf Course Estate’ Zone that:
- Facilitates development of a golf course and associated club facilities (e.g. clubroom, shop and office as well as tourism accommodation and residential development)
- Includes the ability to use TNVs for minimum allotment size, frontage and concept plans
- Includes policy relating to on-site wastewater treatment, including a minimum allotment size of 1200m² for sites that are not connected to mains sewer or a common wastewater disposal service
- Includes policy about the built form of residential development around the golf course.

*Note: Refer to Code Spatial Application section of this report for recommended spatial application of these new zones.*

P.69 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 to add ‘student accommodation’ and ‘consulting room’.

P.70 **DELETE** PO/DTS/DPF 1.2 given that the types of residential development envisaged are covered by PO/DTS/DPF 1.1.

P.71 **CREATE** new PO/DTS/DPF to guide the scale of home-based businesses, with a DTS/DPF criteria setting a maximum gross leasable floor area of 50m².

P.72 **AMEND** PO/DTS/DPF 1.5 and 1.6 to:

(a) provide for shops, offices and consulting rooms up to 100m² where located more than 500m from an Activity Centre to contribute to walkability
(b) provide for shops, consulting rooms and offices up to 200m² where located adjoining an Activity Centre (not adjacent) to support the limited expansion of existing Activity Centres.

P.73 **AMEND** PO 2.1 to acknowledge that sites should be of suitable size and dimension to accommodate the anticipated residential form, while being compatible with a predominantly low-density neighbourhood, with higher densities appropriate in areas near public transport, activity centres or public open space.

P.74 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 2.1 to:
- clarify that the minimum site area for group and residential flat buildings is calculated from the total development site area divided by the number of dwellings
• clarify that the criteria does not apply to a dwelling located on an existing allotment that will be the only dwelling on that allotment.

P.75 **CREATE** new PO/DTS/DPF 2.3 setting out deemed-to-satisfy criteria for land division which isn’t preceded by a related land use application, with criteria for minimum site dimensions, no more than 5 additional allotments, site gradient less than 12.5%, no regulated tree within 20m of the site, does not involve creation of a public road, vehicle access, no allotments are in a battle-axe configuration, and able to accommodate a rectangular building envelope.

P.76 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 5.1 regarding primary street setback to:

a) Refer to ‘building line’ setback
b) Delete setback from 'arterial road or collector road' given the transport route and road widening overlays will guide the suitability of development on state maintained roads.

P.77 **DELETE** PO/DTS/DPF 5.2 relating to projections into the primary street setback, as this is covered in the administrative definition of ‘building line’.

P.78 **AMEND** PO and DTS/DPF 7.1 to clarify that boundary wall limitations relate to all buildings, not just dwellings, and increase boundary wall length permitted to 11.5 metres to allow for tandem garage arrangements on boundaries.

P.79 **AMEND** setback policies to clarify it is measured from the building wall (not eaves or open-sided projections).

P.80 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 5.1 and 6.1 to allow buildings to be located closer to the primary or secondary street frontage if buildings on adjoining land located closer than the distance specified.

P.81 **DELETE** PO/DTS/DPF 8.1 (Façade Design) as similar policy is already included in Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

P.82 **CREATE** policies regarding side and rear setback (consistent with that identified in the Code Update Report).

P.83 **AMEND** Procedural Matters – Notification to exempt the following forms of performance assessed development from notification:

- Development that is minor in nature in the opinion of the relevant authority
- Development undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust, except a residential flat building or buildings of 3 storeys or greater, or demolition of a State or Local Heritage Place.
- Comprises addition/alteration of an existing community facility, educational establishment or pre-school which exceeds the DTS/DPF criteria
- Development envisaged in the zone or ancillary to envisaged land uses except where such development:
  - comprises demolition of a heritage place
  - fails to comply with maximum floor area limits for non-residential development, and/or
  - fails to comply with building height policy

P.84 **AMEND** applicable policies for ancillary accommodation (in both deemed-to-satisfy and performance-assessed pathways) to include the following criteria:
- site coverage
- connection to waste water disposal system
- clearance from overhead powerlines.
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

This zone replaces the current Residential Zones but rather than adopting a uniform approach as per the General Neighbourhood Zone, it provides for local variations to carry forward existing development plan parameters relating to building heights and allotment sizes. It is applied where the current development plan policy intent is not compatible with the General Neighbourhood Zone.

A number of submissions sought amendments to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, with similar feedback received to the matters raised on the General Neighbourhood Zone. The majority of feedback related to:

- Non-residential development (shops, office and consulting rooms)
- Restricted development
- Setbacks
- Accepted and deemed-to-satisfy pathways
- Public notification exclusions

Non-residential development

Engagement feedback:

Feedback from local government and community raised concern with the scale of non-residential envisaged in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. Alternatively, submissions from development industry sought to accommodate additional non-residential uses in the zone such as telecommunications facilities and retail fuel outlets. The following comments were received:

- A new zone or subzone should be established which is solely focussed on maintaining and enhancing the residential character of a locality by encouraging residential developments and restricting or prohibiting commercial land uses.
- Policies should not encourage non-residential uses as a desired land use in predominantly residential areas.
- A new TNV is needed to restrict the floor area of non-residential land uses (shops, offices, consulting rooms etc.) in accordance with current development plan policy.
- Envisaged uses such as preschools, childcare, health and welfare services, and recreation facilities should have size restrictions applied to increase their compatibility with the residential character of the area.
- Consulting rooms, shops and offices may be suitable where sites have a frontage to an arterial road, but the envisaged scale of consulting/commercial activities is not suitable in the middle of a residential area.
- Consulting rooms and offices should not have a floor area cap and should be listed in DTS/DFP 1.3 & 1.4 of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for services and facilities ancillary to the function or operation of supported accommodation or retirement facilities.
- Intensification of commercial or retail activities in low-density residential areas is not supported due to the impacts that such commercial intensification will place on residents, residential streets and traffic. Car parking has the potential to be a significant impact in particular as it will compound demand for on-street parking, which in many areas is already under pressure.
- The proposed policy promotes leakage of commercial and retail development from activity centres and urban corridor zones.
• The impacts from non-residential development in residential areas on traffic, parking, amenity, noise, liveability and character.

• There are some instances where small non-residential uses can be accommodated in residential areas, e.g. a medical or child care centre. Policy which places the onus on the applicant to demonstrate a need for the development and to ensure that the use services the immediate locality is needed.

• In regards to PO 1.5 (non-residential land uses), there are no policies to assess community services, supported accommodation / retirement facilities or open space and recreation facilities.

• In former historic conservation areas, shops should be in a building originally constructed as a shop and be no more than 100m².

• Larger shops up to 200m² are anticipated on arterial or collector roads or adjacent a Main Street or Activity Centre Zone. These parameters may be appropriate as a DPF i.e. assessing a performance-assessed development but not if applied as a DTS development.

**Clarification:** This policy would not function as a DTS, only a DPF, because no forms of commercial development are listed in Table 2 - Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification in this zone.

• Non-residential development should not be deemed-to-satisfy and should instead be performance-assessed.

**Clarification:** Non-residential development is not listed in Table 2 - Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification in this zone and therefore would not follow a deemed-to-satisfy pathway.

• There is no objection to the proposed floor areas of non-residential development, but conditions allowing 7am to 9pm are considered excessive.

• Policy needs to refer to forms of development that are generally not considered appropriate within the zone. This has the advantage of enabling these forms of development to still be considered on merit if there is appropriate justification.

• Retail fuel outlet should be included specifically as a Performance Assessed Class of Development in Table 3, subject generally to the same Applicable Policies as relate to use of land for a Shop.

• Telecommunications Facility should be added to the Performance Assessed Table 3.

**Commission’s Response:**

The current Residential Zone in development plans (based on the SAPPL) encourages non-residential development of a nature and scale that serves the local community and is consistent with the character of the locality. PO 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone carries forward the intent of this policy but provides a DTS/DPF solution where limiting floor area to 100m² (except where adjacent an activity centre or arterial/collector road, where 200m² applies), whether individually or combined.

The Commission endorses an amendment to the policy to ensure that non-residential development in predominantly residential areas:

- supports home-based businesses in all areas (up to 50m², such as a room within a house)
- supports small standalone shops, offices and consulting rooms (up to 100m², such as the front part of a house) where there are no nearby activity centres to encourage walkable neighbourhoods
- allows larger shops, offices and consulting rooms (up to 200m², such as conversion of an existing house) where:
  (a) they adjoin an activity centre to enable the moderate expansion of existing centres where demand exists or
  (b) are located on main road which can provide beneficial exposure for commercial premises, but only where there are no nearby activity centres to encourage walkable neighbourhoods.

Polices in Design in Urban Areas, Interface Between Land Uses and Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies are considered sufficient to guide the assessment of non-residential land uses.

PO 1.3 limits commercial uses such as offices and consulting rooms to ‘small scale’, while community services (such as churches, schools, community centres, childcare and health/welfare services) do not have the same restriction because these types of community infrastructure can often be larger. In such cases, PO 1.4 provides further policy guidance to require non-residential development to be compatible with the residential character and amenity of a neighbourhood, and therefore is considered sufficient to guide the scale of these land uses.

It is however considered appropriate to introduce a policy which enables expansion of existing community facilities and schools.

**Restricted development**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback from local government and the community generally sought to reinstate non-complying lists from development plans as restricted development, with the following specific comments received:

- Why is ‘shop’ (over 1000m²) a restricted development but no other forms of development with potentially greater impact, e.g. industry, waste treatment, intensive animal keeping
- A reduction in the 1000m² ‘shop’ restricted trigger is needed, including requests for:
  - 100-200 m² to align with DTS/DPF criteria
  - 250 m²
  - 500m² to still allow for several shop and or small cafes to service neighbourhood precincts
- All non-complying uses in current Development Plans should be listed as restricted.
- There is significant concern about existing non-complying uses being performance-assessed, e.g. hotels, petrol stations, warehouses and wrecking yards.
- Mobile phone towers should be classed as restricted development in the Historic Area Overlay to enable a more rigorous assessment.

**Commission’s Response:**

The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted
development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate/not envisaged in the zone. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development.

Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

There is considered to be sufficient policy in the Historic Area Overlay and Infrastructure and Renewable Energy General Development Policies to provide sufficient rigour in the assessment of telecommunications facilities. It is acknowledged that telecommunication facilities provide an essential form of infrastructure to our modern communities and precluding such infrastructure in certain areas could lead to ‘black spots’ in mobile coverage.

**Setbacks**

**Engagement feedback:**

A number of local government and community submissions sought increases to setbacks throughout the zone, including the following:

- The word ‘building’ DTS 4.1(a) regarding front setback should be replaced with ‘main face of the adjacent dwelling’ as reference to building could capture a masonry wall, retaining wall or carport.
- The use of the word ‘buildings’ in DTS 4.1(b) should be replaced with ‘dwelling’ to ensure a more consistent approach to setbacks.
- Building setback from primary street boundaries policy doesn’t cover a situation where one of the adjacent sites is vacant.
- Setbacks from primary road frontage for sites not connected to mains sewer should be increased to at least 6.5m to allow for the installation of standard wastewater systems in the front yard.
- DTS 6.1 regarding secondary street setbacks should remove the portion of the clause that relates to buildings on other sites.
- All development should be set back 900mm from a secondary street boundary.
- Secondary street setbacks should be increased from 900mm to at least 2 metres.
- There is significant concern that building setbacks from side and rear boundaries will decrease, particularly at upper levels, which will impact amenity and privacy. Existing siting, setback and floor area criteria should therefore be maintained throughout all residential areas.
- Reduced side setbacks in relation to secondary street boundaries do not align with current policy and a TNV for a secondary street setback of 3.0m is recommended.
- Quantitative provisions such as side boundary and front boundary setbacks for development should be no less than currently exists in the Burnside Development Plan.
- Regarding PO/DTS/DPF 7.1, a 10m boundary wall would be excessive and should be limited to 8m as per current regulations, allowing longer walls to be assessed in the context of the situation as part of a performance-assessed development.
- Variation to the upper level rear setbacks for dwellings should be enabled and an option for TNVs in DTS/DPF9.1 for upper level rear boundary setbacks be inserted.
- A 3m rear setback for single storey and 5 for upper storey is considered too small and should be at least 5m and 8m.
To address a sense of enclosure, the permissible rear setback should be increased to 8m and the PO amended.

Rear setbacks for ground and upper levels should be increased to 4m and 6m respectively to accommodate tree planting.

Commission’s Response:

It is acknowledged that the residential areas covered by the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (as consulted) can vary in form and character and include areas of historic and character value. To cater for this level of variation in character, a new Established Neighbourhood Zone is proposed to apply over areas covered by the Historic Area Overlay and Character Area Overlay as well as certain areas where current development plan policies differ from the policy intent of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

This new zone would provide capacity for policies prescribing minimum site dimensions, side setbacks, site coverage and building height to be populated by TNV data, allowing current development plan policies to be transitioned into the Code.

The setbacks in the remainder of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone are considered sufficient to reflect the desired outcomes of the zone.

Accepted and deemed-to-satisfy pathways

Engagement feedback:

Comments on Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification and Table 2 – Deemed-to-satisfy Development Classification sought to ensure that streamlined pathways for minor structures (e.g. carports, outbuildings, swimming pools, shade sails, water tanks and verandahs) should not be prevented by irrelevant overlays, such as the Native Vegetation Overlay or the Hazard (Medium Bushfire) Overlay.

Other comments raised concern with the pathways provided, including:

- Verandah - while permitted a maximum boundary length of 10 metres, it is suggested a boundary site length maximum as a percentage of the lot depth be added to ensure consistency with other forms of domestic structures.
- A garage length of 10m along a boundary can create significant negative impacts for a neighbour and should be subject to assessment against its performance.
- The Updated Classification Tables have character and historic area overlays removed from exempting dwelling additions as being deemed-to-satisfy. This is inconsistent with the practice direction and is a significant step away from existing policies and procedures. Dwelling additions should be excluded from deemed-to-satisfy where a character and/or historic area applies.
- Deemed-to satisfy-provisions should not extend to development within Character Area Overlays or Historic Area Overlays, in particular development visible from the street e.g. dwelling additions, carports and garages that have an impact on streetscape.
- Development that impacts on the public realm e.g. new dwellings, dwelling additions to the side or front of an existing dwelling, carports or garages visible from the street should not be ‘deemed to satisfy’ development in the zone.
- Any boundary development over 1.8 metres in height should be performance-assessed.
- Additional policy that requires wastewater-generating development to be connected to SA Water mains sewer if it is to fall into a deemed-to-satisfy pathway is needed.
Clarification: DTS/DPF 11.2 of the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy General Development Policies ensures new dwellings will have connection to water supply.

Commission’s Response:

In response to consultation feedback regarding the perceived unwarranted obstruction of accepted and deemed-to-satisfy pathways where certain overlays apply, a review of all classification tables and overlay relevance has been undertaken, as discussed in the Procedural and Technical section of this report.

Suitability of the deemed-to-satisfy criteria for dwelling additions and ancillary structures visible from the street in Historic/Character areas is considered in the Character Area Overlay and Historic Area Overlay discussion in this report.

Concerns regarding boundary development are noted, however one of the key focus points of the Commission’s infill improvement policies is to minimise the visual dominance of garaging. Accordingly, the ability to provide a tandem or ‘stacked’ garage arrangement is important, and therefore it is considered appropriate to allow for side boundary walls to align with the standard length of such garages (i.e. 5.5 metres for 2 spaces, plus approx. 240mm wall thickness each end).

That being said, it is noted that the proposed Established Neighbourhood Zone (including areas covered by the Character Area Overlay or Historic Area Overlay) anticipate a lower level of residential infill. It is considered appropriate to reduce the DTS/DPF standard for boundary wall length to 8 metres in this new zone.

Notification

Engagement feedback:

A number of submissions requested amendment to Table 5 – Procedural matters. Local government observed that the current extent of public notification for performance-assessed development applications would result in excessive and unwarranted public notification requirements for development that is minor in nature, whereas many more significant developments wouldn’t require notification. The lack of consistency in notification triggers between different ‘neighbourhood’ zones was raised and community members generally sought an increase in the scope of development requiring notification.

The following specific requests for amendment were received:

- Remove ‘4 or more additional allotments’ and ‘any development adjacent a different zone’ from the notification triggers
- Notification for additional dwellings, a two-storey development, earthworks where a new dwelling is 600mm above ground level and a change of use from residential to non-residential is needed
- Notification for land division, all development which increases development intensity (i.e. additional dwellings on the site, two storey, change of use from residential to non-residential and earthworks where a new dwelling is located 600mm above ground level) should be publicly notified
- Shops, consulting rooms or offices that exceed the maximum gross leasable floor area for the zone identified by DTS/DPF 1.3 & 1.4 should be subject to notification.

Commission's Response:

As a principle, neighbours should be notified of performance-assessed development which falls outside of the rules of the zone or is not envisaged in the zone. It is appreciated that the consultation version of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone could be improved to achieve this outcome.
The notification exclusions are proposed to be reviewed to accord with the following, except where acceptable standards of built form or intensity are exceeded:

- an accepted class of development identified in Table 1 of the zone
- a deemed-to-satisfy class of development identified in Table 2 of the zone
- a type of development envisaged in the zone.

In the case of neighbourhood zones, the standards which have the potential to impact on the locality where exceeded are considered to be building height and non-residential floor areas.

**Other feedback**

A number of requests were received to incorporate variations in the zone’s policies regarding upper level rear setbacks, secondary street setbacks, building height, site coverage and non-residential floor areas to align with development plans.

Other comments regarding the zone’s policies included:

- A request to include ‘Dwelling’ and ‘Detached dwelling in a battle-axe arrangement’ in Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development

  **Commission’s response:** Assigning policies to battle-axe development has been considered in the wholesale review of Classification Tables and application of applicable policies. It is noted that listing a land use in Table 3 does not signify its appropriateness in the zone or otherwise, and should only be undertaken where the scale and form of a development has low variability and the policies to be assigned are known. ‘Dwelling’ would not satisfy this test, as it could range from a tiny house to an apartment building.

- There is inadequate policy to limit and/or guide key built form aspects of a store, such as size and height. Stores on vacant land are not an orderly development outcome and pose a serious issue in regional SA with the proliferation of people living in sheds and leading to visual, amenity, public health (wastewater issues) and illegal changes in land use.

  **Commission’s response:** The Code has been drafted in a manner which speaks to the types of development that are envisaged, not what is discouraged or inappropriate. If a store were proposed in a residential area, the desired outcomes and performance outcomes on envisaged land uses should provide sufficient guidance on land use suitability. Additionally, policies regarding built form could be relevant to assess impacts on adjoining land.

- ‘Supported accommodation’ and ‘retirement facilities’ should be added to the list of specifically envisaged development and to Table 3 - Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development

- A new PO to allow for development on consolidated sites greater than 5,000m² is needed to increase housing choice by providing dwellings, supported accommodation or institutional housing facilities at densities and heights greater than, but compatible with, adjoining residential development.

  **Commission’s response:** It is considered appropriate for supported accommodation to be listed as an envisaged land use in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Amalgamation of sites is encouraged by policies in the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone as well as Urban Corridor Zones where the scale of form of envisaged development warrants larger
site areas to appropriately mitigate impacts to lower-density residential areas. Such provisions are considered inappropriate in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone given this zone comprises a lower-density residential area.

- Policy should reference complementary roof pitch, materials, finishes, etc., specifically in relation to previous Historic Conservation Areas.

  **Commission’s response:** These matters may be referenced in Historic Area Statements in the Historic Areas Overlay

- Policy should make provision for a second storey in the roof space or set behind a primary street façade.

- Additional policies to reduce the streetscape dominance of 2-storey development and ensure appropriate land division patterns are needed.

  **Commission’s response:** Such policies have been considered in the new Established Neighbourhood Zone.

- The minimum allotment size for land having a gradient between 12.5% and 25% should be increased to at least 1200 m$^2$ instead of the existing 1000sqm / 15m frontage.

  **Commission’s response:** These standard policies are proposed to be deleted and instead rely on TNV data to transition current development plan policy.

- The title Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is confusing in relation to the primary intent of the zone. It is suggested the title be amended to include the word ‘residential’ to provide a clearer explanation of the zone’s purpose.

- The descriptor ‘Low Density’ should be included in this zone’s name to send a clear message about the level of density anticipated.

  **Commission’s response:** The term ‘neighbourhood’ has been selected in the Code Library to represent the diversity of uses that may exist and continue to be envisaged within our typical suburban neighbourhoods (e.g. not just dwellings but also corner shops, schools, etc.)

- A PO that restricts battle-axe allotments is needed.

  **Commission’s response:** Battle-axe development is a legitimate form of infill development where designed in accordance with the relevant criteria. Policies which guide setbacks and privacy ensure dwellings on battle-axe sites achieve an appropriate level of neighbourhood amenity.

---

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

- **P.85** DELETE Desired Outcome 2 (transition into the new Hills Neighbourhood Zone).

- **P.86** AMEND DO 1 and PO 1.2 to delete reference to very low-density housing.

- **P.87** AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to add ancillary accommodation, consulting room and supported accommodation.

- **P.88** CREATE new PO/DTS/DPF to guide the scale of home-based businesses.

- **P.89** AMEND PO/DTS/DPF 1.3 and 1.4 to:
(a) provide for shops, offices and consulting rooms up to 100m² where located more than 500m from an Activity Centre to contribute to walkability
(b) provide for shops, consulting rooms and offices up to 200m² where located adjoining an Activity Centre (not adjacent) to support the limited expansion of existing Activity Centres.

P.90 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.1 and 2.2 to combine into a single policy, remove reference to slope (site gradient), and apply minimum site dimension and frontage based on the applicable TNV.

P.91 AMEND DTS/DPF 5.1 to provide greater clarity that front setback comprises the average distance between the building line and front boundary of buildings on adjoining sites (including those sites separated from the subject land by a road).

Residential Neighbourhood Zone

This new zone applies in rural areas and provides for low-density housing within low rise buildings, often with large outbuildings. Considerable space for trees and other vegetation around buildings, as well as on-site wastewater treatment, is encouraged where necessary.

There were a considerable number of responses received on the Residential Neighbourhood Zone, focussing on policy for non-residential development, site dimensions and dwelling types. The following comments were made:

Non-residential development

Engagement feedback:

- There were mixed views in relation to the extent of non-residential development that should be allowed in the zone. Some respondents indicated that opportunities for non-residential uses should be expanded and that the floor area prescribed for shop office and consulting room was too low, being only slightly higher than the current floor area for a home activity.
- Increasing the DTS/DPF floor-area threshold for shops, offices and consulting rooms above 50m² is suggested as it is considered unreasonable for a combination of the uses to achieve.
- The scale of non-residential development envisaged is not appropriate due to the very low density nature of the zone and the restricted development criteria should be reviewed in this context.
- The restricted floor area threshold for shop to 100m² should be lowered.
- Consulting room, office and shop should be made restricted development unless in association with a residential use.
- Educational facilities should be a restricted form of development as they have a high impact in a zone that envisages very low residential densities.
- Additional policy measures that discourage non-residential development should be included.

Clarification: The Code has been drafted in a manner which speaks to the types of development that are envisaged, not what is discouraged or inappropriate. The desired outcomes and performance outcomes on envisaged land uses should provide sufficient guidance on land use.
suitability. Additionally, policies regarding built form could be relevant to assess impacts on adjoining land.

- All forms of development currently listed as non-complying should be transitioned to Table 4 – Restricted Development.

**Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise.

**Commission’s Response:**

The dichotomy of views regarding non-residential development in the zone is noted. It is considered appropriate to maintain the 50m² floor area limit to ensure the zone maintains a focus on predominantly residential land uses, with ancillary home businesses where appropriate.

It’s acknowledged that land uses such as ‘community facility’ and ‘educational establishment’ are not common in rural residential areas and therefore need not be expressly desired in the zone.

**Dwelling types and site dimensions**

**Engagement feedback:**

- A minimum allotment size of 1200m² listed in DTS/DPF 8.1(b) may not be appropriate given other site restraints and these factors should be considered during assessment to determine whether 1200m² is appropriate.
- The minimum site area requirement for on-site waste treatment is too restrictive (1200m²) given that in some circumstances this can be achieved on 900m².
- A more diverse range of housing typologies should be encouraged by policy to provide greater housing choices to those areas currently zoned Mixed Residential Zone.
- It is not appropriate for the zone to include references to group dwellings and residential flat buildings due to the zone’s low-density character.
- More robust policy measures to specified settlements are needed (Crafers, Stirling, Aldgate and Bridgewater) and recommend the transition of the council’s current ‘Median Rule Land Division’ mechanism for ‘Site dimensions and land division’ policy.
- An additional PO that seeks to preserve existing vegetation is needed to reflect the spatial application of the zone in dense areas of native vegetation in the Adelaide Hills.

**Commission’s Response:**

It is appreciated that the zone primarily applies to low density rural areas where residential flat buildings, group dwellings and supported accommodation are generally not developed.

Requests for specific policy to apply in the Adelaide Hills demonstrates that a new subzone would be suitable to transition policy from the Adelaide Hills Development Plan to the areas of Crafers, Stirling, Aldgate and Bridgewater.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**
Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.92 **RENAME** ‘Residential Neighbourhood Zone’ to ‘Rural Neighbourhood Zone’ to better reflect the very low density rural residential nature of development envisaged.

P.93 **AMEND** DO 1 and POs that refer to low-density or low-rise as these terms are defined in the administrative definitions and may conflict with TNVs.

P.94 **AMEND** DTS / DPF 1.1 relating to land uses to:

(a) remove reference to ‘residential flat buildings’ which are not envisaged a zone that supports very low density development in a spacious rural setting

(b) include ‘consulting rooms’, noting that other policy in the zone already references consulting rooms and limits the floor area to 50m²

(c) remove other land uses that would not be expected in a very low density regional residential setting such as ‘community facility’, ‘educational establishment’ and ‘supported accommodation’.

P.95 **AMEND** setback policy, in particular:

(a) DTS / DPF 3.1 – Reduce the front setback from 10m to 8m

(b) DTS / DPF 4.1 – Reduce the secondary street setback from 4m to 2m

P.96 **AMEND** DTS / DPF 7.1 to increase the maximum floor area for ancillary buildings and structures to 120m² for sites greater than 2000m².

P.97 **REMOVE** site coverage requirements as these are unnecessary due to very large allotment sizes contemplated in the zone.

P.98 **REMOVE** policy relating to external appearance of ‘group dwellings’, ‘residential flat buildings’ and ‘battle-axe’ development given that these forms of development would generally not be expected in this zone.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.99 **CREATE** a new ‘Adelaide Hills Subzone’ to transition the policy in that region which seeks:

- additional residential and tourist accommodation that retains and embraces the values of the established mature vegetation as a defining characteristic of the area

- land division that is sympathetic to the allotment pattern and characteristics within the locality.

Residential Park Zone

*This zone envisages accommodation predominantly in the form of caravan and camping sites, cabins and transportable dwellings, with associated small-scale services and facilities. It applies in areas subject to the Residential Parks Act 2007 such as caravan parks.*

Engagement feedback:
Feedback centred on additional policy recommendations, refining proposed criteria and retention of passages from desired character statements. The feedback can be summarised as follows:

- ‘Shop’, except where ancillary to a residential park and less than 150m², and ‘Industry’ are currently non-complying land uses. The transition of these two classes of development to the restricted table and the lowering of shop criteria from 1000m² to the current 150m² is recommended. The transition of existing non-complying land uses to restricted is encouraged.

Clarification: The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise.

- An additional PO is encouraged to control or reference building heights desired in zone.
- PO 1.4 does not reference shops being ancillary, a departure from existing policy.
- The transition of existing policy that requires internal roads to be surfaced to mitigate potential dust is sought.
- Semi-permanent structures should be recommended in areas prone to flooding, bushfire and other natural hazards.
- DTS/DPF 1.5 should be amended to reference 150m², as 250m² is a departure from existing floor area limits. Reference to ‘small-scale’ in PO 1.5 should be removed as it is ambiguous.
- PO 3.1 should be expanded to encourage greening to provide shading and/or cooling.

Commission’s Response:

PO 1.1 refers to ‘low-scale’, which itself acts as a height control, as development should satisfy this criterion (development up to two building levels).

PO 1.5 captures in the intent of PDC 4 of the Onkaparinga Council Development Plan, with shops ancillary to tourist accommodation anticipated.

It’s considered appropriate to remove reference to ‘small-scale’ in PO 1.5 as shops associated with tourist facilities can be larger.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.100 AMEND DO 1 to clarify that the zone supports short-term accommodation and opportunities for ‘affordable living’ rather than ‘affordable housing’.

Note: ‘affordable housing’ is a defined term that is not relevant in this context.

P.101 AMEND PO 1.2 to identify that permanent buildings can be established to accommodate offices in association / ancillary to a residential park.

P.102 AMEND DTS / DPF 1.1 to include ‘office’ and ‘tourist accommodation’ as land uses envisaged in the zone.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.103 AMEND PO 1.5 to remove reference to ‘small scale’.
Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

This zone primarily supports low-rise greenfield development in areas that will not include an activity centre. The focus on addressing the majority of planning, design and infrastructure matters through the land division stage with a more flexible deemed-to-satisfy pathway applied for dwellings at the individual allotment scale.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone raised the following matters:

- The zone should identify consulting rooms as an envisaged development type.
- The zone should allow higher densities above 100 dwellings/hectare. PO 1.5 should be amended so that limited amounts of 2 / 3 storey density residential development can occur.
- Telecommunications Facility should be added to Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development.
- ‘Retail fuel outlet’ should be included specifically as performance-assessed in Table 3, subject generally to the same applicable policies as a ‘Shop’. Reference to hours of operation is unnecessary given the standards specified in relation to noise or vibration, air quality, light spill and other amenity impacts elsewhere in the General provisions and draft Code.
- Deemed to Satisfy (DTS) pathways for residential development should be reviewed and amended to ensure they are not diluted by the imposition of onerous overlay restrictions (e.g. Bushfire – Medium Risk) which would unreasonably restrict simple and expected classes of development.
- PO 2.1 / 2.2 should include an obligation on the infrastructure authorities and councils to plan for urban development in conjunction with the development industry at a more detailed spatial level than occurs at present.
- The provision of a 1.5ha open space per DTS 4.1 requires all of the open space provision of a 12ha parcel of land. This policy should not apply to land division applications where the subject land is less than 15ha in size.
- a DTS criteria in 7.1 to require 1 street tree per allotment is requested, which generally applies across different councils.
- The current policy refers to buildings ‘complementing the height of nearby buildings’, which is not relevant in a greenfield context.
- If the rear boundary is abutting a laneway then the rear setback should be able to be 0m for 2 levels.
- The trigger for notification of performance-assessed non-residential development should be consistent with the maximum gross leasable floor area for the zone identified by DTS/DPF 1.4.
- PO 4.2 could refer to sustainable and durable infrastructure.
- PO 7.1 could refer to trees chosen to thrive in hotter and drier conditions and seek to protect existing trees.
• This zone should include some hazard risk minimisation criteria that avoids development on hazard-prone land.

Commission's response:

The Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone provide similar policy except that activity centres and associated commercial development are anticipated within the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. To improve the clarity of this approach, it is proposed to replace spatial application of the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone and apply a new 'Emerging Activity Centre Subzone' in areas where new activity centres are anticipated.

See discussion under Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for further detail on recommended policy changes.

Commission's Recommendations:

P.104 REPLACE the ‘Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’ with the ‘Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone’ (see policy recommendations of that zone).

Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

This zone supports greenfield residential developments which include larger scale, non-residential uses (such as an activity centre). Like the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, the focus of this zone is to address the majority of planning, design and infrastructure matters through a master-planned approach with a more flexible deemed-to-satisfy pathway applied for dwellings at the individual allotment scale.

Engagement feedback:

The majority of feedback on the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone was from submissions from development industry. The following amendments were requested:

• Excavation and retaining walls should be deemed-to satisfy at 1.5m, with total cut/fill to 3m. A retaining wall and fence should be able to be 3.3m in height and be deemed-to satisfy where located behind the front façade of the proposed dwelling. Such outcomes are commonplace in greenfield locations with some slope.

• Group dwellings should be deemed-to-satisfy subject to certain policies being met, and listed in Performance Assessed Table 3.

• Land division creating allotments where dwellings have already been approved should be deemed-to-satisfy.

• The Code should include provisions that facilitate requirements to be varied where the council has approved Building Envelope Plans within a Master Planned estate. The Code takes a ‘one size fits all approach’, which could reduce innovation and housing diversity and limit potential responses to the site’s context.

• The front, side, rear and secondary street setbacks should be able to be altered with a Building Envelope Plan that is approved as part of a land division.
- The build on boundary wall length should be 11m not 10m to allow for stacked garages/carports.

- If a rear boundary is a laneway then a 0m setback should be permissible for both single and double storey structures.

- DTS/DPF 1.4 seems to require development have a minimum density of 40 dwellings/hectare whereas the ability to develop at a density above 40 dwellings/hectare should be the aim of the policy but not be required.

- Telecommunications Facility should be added to the Performance Assessed Table 3

- ‘Retail fuel outlet’ should be included as a performance-assessed class of development in Table 3, subject generally to the same applicable policies as a ‘Shop’. Reference to hours of operation is unnecessary given the standards specified in relation to noise or vibration, air quality, light spill and other amenity impacts elsewhere in the General provisions and draft Code.

  **Clarification:** Retail fuel outlet is listed an envisaged land use in the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. Table 3 does not indicate whether a land use is suitable or otherwise, and only includes land uses where standard policies can be applied to common land uses.

- The zone should reference access to electricity and the provision of electricity infrastructure.

  **Clarification:** Policies under the heading Coordinated and Orderly Development in the zone guide the provision of infrastructure generally.

- A PO should be added that seeks the layout to be undertaken takes into account factors such as topography, orientation and views.

  **Clarification:** These matters are guided by policies in the Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas General Development Policies.

- Reference to the ‘scale’ of non-residential uses is not sufficiently objective and other provisions adequately deal with the visual and other amenity impacts of proposed development on its locality. Recommend PO 1.5 (Land Use and Intensity) be amended by deleting the words ‘are of a scale to’.

- Recommend amending DTS/DPF 3.5 to increase non-residential floor area from 250m$^2$ to 1000m$^2$, and allow such uses to be conveniently located to best serve the needs of anticipated customers.

  **Clarification:** Reference to small-scale non-residential uses is intended to apply to residential areas not identified as an ‘activity centre’ on a concept/master plan. These areas will comprise predominantly residential land uses with only supporting and subordinate non-residential uses to maintain a neighbourhood scale and ensure the viability of new activity centres in these emerging neighbourhoods.

Council submissions raised the following matters:

- The Accepted Development table should be updated to remove restrictions for carports and outbuildings (and similar domestic outbuildings) due to the Native Vegetation Overlay.
- There is a need to ensure appropriate development is deemed-to-satisfy and not excluded by irrelevant overlays.

- Concept Plans and electricity transmission lines should be included as an overlay and be consistent with gas pipelines.

- The ability to ensure that shopping development is focused in centres needs reinforcement and concept plans need to provide additional weight through additional policy.

- The Code needs to more closely transition current policies which identify preferred locations for activity centres while acknowledging that such centres may not in all cases be able to be delivered and therefore provide for alternate opportunities.

- There should be a maximum amount of public open space covered by drainage reserves.

- ‘Activity centre’ should be defined and included in the administrative definitions.

- Policy should provide guidance on the anticipated size of activity centres based on their location by including a DTS/DPF for PO 3.2 in the zone and retain the anticipated floor areas as TNVs to be applied spatially.

  **Clarification:** The size of planned activity centres in the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone can be assessed and authorised by the relevant authority on a case-by-case basis through the land division stage when concept/master plans are considered.

- To improve the identification of known contaminated sites, an overlay or a concept plan could be applied.

  **Clarification:** The Environment Protection Authority currently maintains a database of potential contaminated land. This will be transitioned to the SAPPA as a spatial dataset to assist in the assessment of planning applications – see associated discussion/recommendations in the Procedural and Technical > Referrals > EPA Referrals section of this report.

- An additional policy referring to allotments that abut the Hills Face Zone is needed to ensure they are of a sufficient size and shape to accommodate dwellings with appropriate setbacks from the zone boundary and include suitable landscape buffers. A DTS/DPF to ensure built form is set back a minimum of 40 metres from the Hills Face Zone boundary and includes a landscaped buffer of not less than 10 metres in width along the Hills Face Zone is recommended.

  **Clarification:** Any areas of scenic value which currently have development plan policy guiding development complementary to the natural and rural character may be suitably covered by the new Scenic Quality Overlay. Refer to spatial application discussion in Code Spatial Application section of this report.

**Commission's response:**

**Building Envelope Plans (BEPs)**

It is acknowledged that BEPs will commonly exist in these developing areas and that deemed-to-satisfy standards should have regard to these site-specific requirements rather than applying a ‘one size fits all’ approach.

**Accepted/deemed-to-satisfy pathways**
It is considered appropriate to establish an accepted pathway for new dwellings in master planned areas which accord with an authorised BEP. In these cases, the building envelope would have already been assessed by the relevant authority, and therefore the subsequent dwelling application which complies with this envelope would gain limited benefit from another planning assessment.

It is considered appropriate to provide a streamlined assessment pathway for retaining walls up to 1.5m in height in these greenfield/broad-hectare areas given earthworks are more common there. Given that a standard 1.8m high fence would usually be constructed on top of retaining walls to maintain privacy between neighbours, a pathway for combined fence/retaining wall structures up to 3.3m in height is also supported. An accepted pathway is considered more suitable than deemed-to-satisfy given these structures would not involve a complex assessment.

A deemed-to-satisfy pathway for group and residential flat buildings is not proposed for Generation 1 of the Code due to the complexity of quantifying criteria for vehicle turning areas, etc.

**Activity centres**

The Commission supports provision of greater clarity around how emerging activity centres are acknowledged in the zone policy.

Enabling flexibility in the location of new activity centres in master planned areas brings challenges in defining such fluid boundaries. The creation of a new Emerging Activity Centre Subzone over these places is recommended to provide greater clarity around how emerging activity centres are acknowledged in the zone policy.

Flexibility will still be maintained by enabling a relevant authority to consider policy guidance in the zone regarding the location of new centres when assessing a land division. However, greater confidence will be provided by providing a new definition of ‘activity centre’, being that identified in an authorised land division or Concept Plan. This will allow land division boundaries to delineate new centres and for existing Concept Plans to formally acknowledge existing planned centres instead of facing a lengthy rezoning process.

Refer to associated recommendation of ‘Activity Centre’ in the Administrative Definitions section of the Procedural and Technical chapter of this report.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

The Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood and Master-planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone in the consulted version of the Code contained similar policies except for additional policies guiding activity centres located in the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

To clarify the policy intent of both zones, it is proposed to replace the Master-planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with a single ‘Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone’.

Policies regarding activity centres will be located in a new Emerging Activity Centres Subzone to be applied over the consulted Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (i.e. in master planned areas where new activity centres are anticipated).

---

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*
REN AME ‘Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’ and ‘Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’ to ‘Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone’.

CREATE a new ‘Emerging Activity Centres Subzone’ which applies to the entirety of all broad-hectare areas where new centre(s) are anticipated. The subzone will:

- contain provisions from the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone related to establishment of new activity centres, and guiding development within activity centres
- contain new policy guiding the size of advertising signs within activity centres.

AMEND Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification to add the following activities:

(a) Retaining wall retaining a difference in ground levels not exceeding 1.5m
(b) Retaining wall and fence structure not exceeding a total height of 3.3m
(c) Detached dwelling which accords with an authorised building envelope plan

AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development to list ‘shop’ as a restricted form of development except where located in an Activity Centre, or where gross leasable floor area is less than 1000m², or where comprising a restaurant.

REMOVE policies related to development of and within activity centres and place within the new Emerging Activity Centre Subzone.

AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to remove commercial-type land uses which are only envisaged in the new Emerging Activity Centre Subzone.

AMEND DTS/DPF 1.3 to remove reference to set density limits, but encourage medium-to-high residential densities in proximity to transport, open space, centres and facilities in PO/DTS/DPF 1.4.

AMEND DTS / DPF 1.4 to support medium- and high- density development within 200m of an activity centre, 200m of a public transport stop, or adjoining public open space greater than 2000m².

AMEND PO and DTS/DPF 1.5 to guide non-residential development (located outside of Activity Centres) including small-scale shops, offices and consulting rooms up to 150m² in gross leasable floor area.

REMOVE DTS / DPF 4.1 regarding minimum percentage of allotments within 400m of open space as this can be assessed against the PO in a performance assessment taking into account the context of the locality.

AMEND PO 5.1 relating to building height to clarify that buildings taller than the DTS requirements (3 levels) should be located adjacent activity centres or open space.

AMEND DTS / DPF 5.1, 6.1, 7.1, 8.1, 9.1, 10.1 to reference building envelope plans as a relevant parameter for setbacks and building height.

AMEND DTS / DPF 8.1 to increase the maximum boundary wall length to 11.5 metres to allow for a ‘stacked’ or ‘tandem’ garage arrangement.

DELETE PO and DTS/DPF 8.2 which relate to having sets of row dwellings and semi-detached dwellings set back from adjoining allotments. This policy is relevant to zones that apply to established areas where development should have regard to maintaining separation between buildings consistent with an established suburban context.
P.119 AMEND DTS / DPF 10.1 relating to rear setbacks to allow 0m setbacks along rear laneways.

P.120 CREATE an additional PO and DTS/DPF under 'Site Dimensions and Land Division' to ensure dwellings following a deemed-to-satisfy pathway do not result in more than one dwelling on an existing allotment.

P.121 CREATE an additional PO and DTS/DPF to seek development to be consistent with any relevant concept plan.

P.122 CREATE an additional PO to ensure display homes are provided with sufficient car parking.

P.123 CREATE an additional PO and DTS/DPF regarding earthworks and sloping land with DTS criteria to limit excavation or filling to a maximum height of 1.5m with a combined maximum height of 3m.

Township Zone

This zone provides for a range of residential, community, retail, business, commercial and light industry uses and facilities to serve the local community, businesses and visitors. Development will contribute to and enhance existing streetscapes and settlement patterns found in the township.

Engagement feedback:

Submissions from local government were generally supportive of the transition from existing townships to the proposed Township Zone with numerous submissions providing suggestions to improve its spatial application and policies. Rezoning requests have been considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

Multiple submissions identified that the Township Zone results in reduced allotment sizes and frontage to many townships that may result in metropolitan-scale development that is out of character with the village and township characteristics. It has also been suggested that this approach is inconsistent with the Character Preservation policy for townships in the Barossa and McLaren Vale regions.

Submissions identified that the impacts of out-of-centre retail development should be reviewed. It was suggested that the changes to retail development in township residential areas could affect the value and viability of existing centre zones and result in 'out of zone strip development' on arterial roads. It was observed that most development plans contain non-complying provisions to limit the sizes of shops/retail development but no size constraints are contained in the proposed zone.

Clarification: PO 1.5 of the Township Zone requires that development of a business, commercial or light industrial nature is grouped to establish identifiable service centres or reinforce traditional main streets. Similarly, DTS/DPF 1.5 requires that these uses are adjacent to an existing non-residential use and are oriented toward the same street.

It was suggested that the restricted development pathway should be introduced for certain land uses. Light Industry and Warehouse activities in particular were identified as land uses that have potential interface issues with adjoining residential properties. Similar to retail land uses, it was observed there are no size limitations, unlike many existing non-complying provisions. It was suggested that policies be considered to guide appropriate development outcomes for certain land uses and consider whether the restricted development pathway is appropriate.
As the above-mentioned land uses have been listed as envisaged land uses with the Township Zone, multiple submissions raised concerns that current non-complying forms of development would no longer require any form of public notification. Further consideration was suggested to ensure residents within townships are provided suitable notification for non-residential land uses.

**Clarification:** The Township Zone specifies a deemed-to-satisfy maximum gross leasable floor area of 250m$^2$ for a range of non-residential uses including shops, offices, consulting rooms and warehouses. Proposals that would exceed this limit would require assessment against the relevant PO which requires that these uses are of a small scale to serve the local community.

SA Water suggested a further review of the proposed reduction in minimum allotments sizes in unsewered areas of townships, particularly within the catchment areas of Greater Adelaide’s water supply, to ensure that the intensification of townships does not increase the contamination of surface water systems.

Multiple submissions were received from community members/group with suggestions for the re-zoning of land to facilitate increased development outcomes or seek to protect the existing character and amenity of a region. Some of these include, but are not limited to the following areas:

- **Adelaide Hills** - A petition from residents of the Adelaide Hills region sought the protection of the existing character and amenity of the existing ‘country living’ areas. It has been suggested that a differing suite of policies apply to this region to protect its existing characteristics.

- **Kudla** - Multiple submissions from residents of the Kudla region sought land south of Gawler to be zoned Rural Living to accommodate smaller allotments than currently allowed.

Other feedback included:

- Suggestions that existing residential areas adjoining Township Zones be included within a new ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ for rural localities that are neither suburban nor rural.

- Townships that are either located near watercourses or within the Mt Lofty Ranges Overlay(s) require additional water quality policies. It was suggested that in addition to policies to manage water quality, minimum allotments sizes in these locations should be increased to 4000m$^2$ to ensure water quality can be managed on site.

- Policy providing guidance as to low-rise development should be more detailed and specify that two-storey developments are envisaged.

**Clarification:** PO 2.2 refers to low-rise character, which is defined in Part 8 – Administrative Definitions under ‘low-rise’ and means up to and including 2 building levels. Further guidance is not considered necessary.

- The zone’s assessment provisions should incorporate a list of desired land uses.

- There should be an ability to have lots that need on-site wastewater systems to be less than 1200m$^2$ as there are now solutions that enable lots to be around 900m$^2$ subject to percolation testing.

**Clarification:** Assessment of site areas less than that specified in the DTS/DPF would be possible through a performance-assessed pathway and would involve assessment of the application against the relevant PO.

**Commission’s Response:**
In response to requests for various non-residential land uses to be classified as restricted forms of development within the Township Zone, suitability of these uses will be assessed against the relevant Desired Outcomes and Performance Outcomes in the zone. Such uses which are clearly incompatible with these outcomes would not necessarily warrant a restricted pathway. Development should only be specified as restricted where it requires a more comprehensive assessment at the State-level, taking into account matters beyond the Code policies. Furthermore, as the Township Zone has been applied to a wide range of localities and development contexts, it is considered appropriate to maintain flexibility within the zone via performance assessment. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to require the assessment of these land use via the Restricted Assessment Pathway.

In response to suggestions that all retail, light industry and warehousing should require public notification throughout the zone, it is considered inappropriate to require notification for development which is reasonably expected to occur or which is desirable within the zone. At present, the Township Zone will require notification for these uses where they exceed the floor area limits specified within the relevant DTS criteria, noting that these land uses require performance assessment in any case.

Submissions requested that various non-residential uses which are envisaged within the proposed Township Zone be restricted or removed to reflect current non-complying triggers in development plans. The Commission considers that these locations may be better suited to transition to another zone type with a stronger focus on residential uses, rather than to amend the Township Zone, which although it provides a focus on residential uses, does envisage a range of small scale, non-residential uses to support the local community.

In this respect, the Commission supports the creation of a ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ which primarily seeks residential development and only home-based businesses. Application of this zone is considered suitable in areas where the current development plan policy seeks residential development and limits non-residential land uses. (Further analysis of spatial application is considered in the Code Spatial Application Section of this report.) By providing a residential focus to this new zone, commercial/community facilities and services will be focussed in township centres.

In response to requests for a smaller frontage width for dwellings in certain circumstances to accommodate existing township growth areas, it is noted that many of these areas may be suitably transitioned to a new ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ which contains the ability for TNV data to populate frontage width criteria.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.124 INSERT list of land uses envisaged in the zone in DTS/DPF 1.1.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.125 CREATE a new ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ which captures parts of townships where the current development plan policy seeks residential development and limited commercial/community land uses.

See ‘Code Spatial Application’ section of this report for further information on spatial application of the new zone.
Rural Living Zone

This zone envisages a spacious, secluded and peaceful residential lifestyle within semi-rural or semi-natural environments, providing opportunities for a range of low-intensity rural activities and home-based business activities that complement the lifestyle.

Submissions to the Rural Living Zone were received from industry, practitioners, agencies and a large number of councils. General support was demonstrated for the transition to the new Rural Living Zone however, a range of matters were raised including numerous suggestions to improve its spatial application and policies. A number of discrete zone changes were identified where councils considered that the proposed zone did not reflect existing development plan criteria, particularly reductions in minimum allotment sizes.

Policy Expression

Engagement feedback:

Councils raised concerns with the use of expressions such as ‘peaceful’ in the DO. It was noted that this reference does not accurately recognise the mixed residential and rural nature of activities which include animal husbandry, light industrial and commercial land uses.

Zone Content

Engagement feedback:

- Amendments to DTS/DPF are needed to recognise the varying allotment sizes and configurations across Rural Living Zones throughout the state.
- The maximum floor area of residential outbuildings should be included and additional compatible land uses in the form of farming and agricultural buildings within DTS/DPF and Classification tables is requested.
- The maximum floor area of residential outbuildings should be increased.
- Additional compatible land uses in the form of farming and agricultural buildings within DTS/DPF and Classification tables are needed.
- DTS criteria concerning desired maximum floor area of kennels, stables, shelters and associated yards needs clarification.
- Heavy vehicle parking policies should be included to identify where this is an appropriate form of development and provide appropriate parameters to guide development outcomes.
- Very detailed zone policy is needed for specific locations including residential, advertising and animal keeping.
- Mixed views were expressed about policy content which provides for the establishment of small-scale non-residential land uses (light industry, shops and consulting rooms). A number of respondents supported the inclusion of these land uses, noting that current policy anticipates and facilitates these land uses whilst others were opposed to the inclusion of policy.
- To avoid the visual impact of two-storey dwellings, it was suggested that policies be inserted to ensure that dwellings be low profile, sited below ridge lines and avoid excessive cut and fill.
There is a desire for proposed TNVs throughout the region to be reviewed to ensure greater consistency with current land division criteria. A number of respondents requested the inclusion of a Minimum Lot Frontage TNV.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission supports amendments to zone policy content to provide a scaled approach to the siting and size of outbuildings, noting such buildings are an important element of the zone and its different land uses.

Requests for the provision of detailed and specific zone policy is not able to be supported, given the broad application of the Code and the need for consistency across the state. It is however noted, that minor adjustments have been supported to provide greater clarity and facilitate interpretation. Where merit has been demonstrated, the Commission has worked with local government to consider the application of alternate policy approaches which address local nuance.

Policy which facilitates non-residential land uses is considered largely in keeping with the mixed nature of the zone. Few rural living areas around the state are utilised solely for residential purposes. Proposed policy requires such land uses to complement the semi-rural character and amenity, whilst a key element is the requirement that non-residential land uses be ancillary to residential activities.

Animal Husbandry Subzone

Intensive Horse Establishments Subzone

Limited feedback was received on these subzones.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.126 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 and expand to include additional land uses that are encouraged within the zone

P.127 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.5 to increase the maximum floor area for an outbuilding from 100m\(^2\) to 120m\(^2\)

P.128 AMEND DTS/DPF 3.1 to increase the maximum driveway ‘handle’ length from 30m to 40m

P.129 AMEND Table 4: Restricted Development Classification to classify a shop having a floor area greater than 1,000m\(^2\) (other than a restaurant) as restricted.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.130 AMEND DO1 to remove the word ‘peaceful’

P.131 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.1(a) to increase dwelling setbacks from boundaries to 20m or 10m from a secondary street frontage where allotments are less than 1ha

P.132 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.5 to refer to agricultural buildings as well as outbuildings and increase maximum total floor areas to:

- for allotments with an area greater than 1ha - 200m\(^2\)

- for allotments with an area less than 1ha - 150m\(^2\)
Rural Settlement Zone

This zone provides for small mixed-use settlement supporting a limited range of residential development, tourist, recreation and community facilities grouped together to serve the local community and visitors.

Engagement feedback:

Submissions were received from industry, agencies and councils and there was a broad understanding of the zone’s role in transitioning existing settlement zones to the proposed Rural Settlement Zone.

Respondents identified a need to create subzones over a number of existing settlements to accommodate areas of unique character or development outcomes and requested a range of policy improvements:

- Code design criteria and land use control policies which reflect those contained within development plans should be included.
- The inclusion of additional setback criteria to guide development within proximity of industry and beverage production land uses.
- Additional guiding policy specifically for outbuildings and amendment of DTS/DPF criteria to include guidance on dwelling height.
- The inclusion of additional criteria for minimum allotment sizes in DPT/DTS 3.1, including site constraints and circumstances where the 1200m$^2$ minimum would prove inadequate to accommodate an on-site wastewater management system.

Commission’s Response:

In regard to comments about diminishing the prevailing character of settlements, the Code seeks to facilitate the sensitive development of settlements with their prevailing character in mind. The Commission supports inclusion of TNVs to provide local nuancing to policy on building height and density.

The Commission acknowledges the submissions seeking the insertion of current policy to manage matters relating to outbuildings, and supports new policy in the zone regarding ancillary buildings and structures.

The Code policy provides guidance on minimum allotment sizes in line with TNVs (where applicable). The Land Division General Development Policies goes further to recognise the infrastructure characteristics of these areas. These policies ensure that allotments are of an appropriate size and configuration to accommodate on-site wastewater treatment and disposal in a manner which meets relevant public health and environmental standards and are considered to be sufficient.

Where Development Plan policy currently limits/guides sensitive development in proximity to industry and beverage production, this could be transitioned through spatial application of the Interface Management Overlay or Significant Interface Management Overlay to affected areas. This is considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.
Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

DTS/DPF 1.1 should be updated to reflect the format of similar policies in other zones, to list the envisaged land uses and development types.
Commission's Recommendations:
Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.135 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to list anticipated land uses in the zone.
P.136 AMEND DTS/DPF on building height to reference TNVs in certain locations.
P.137 CREATE PO and DTS/DPF policy regarding ancillary buildings.

Rural Shack Settlement Zone

This zone seeks limited development within an environment where natural processes such as flooding, sea-level rise, sand drift and erosion occur.

Engagement feedback:

The following requests were received from members of the public, industry, councils and state agencies:

- A new DO and a Hazard Risk Minimisation Performance Outcome to address the presence of coastal hazard risks, reinforcing the application of the Coastal Areas Overlay and providing further guidance to appropriate development.
- A new PO that anticipates the development of tourist accommodation in the zone, is sympathetic to the surrounding area and offers a value-adding opportunity to existing dwellings.
- Reference to maximum gross leasable area for a shop development in a PO and the associated DTS / DPF and inclusion of shop as restricted development with exclusion if under the gross leasable floor area.

Clarification: Notification requirements in relation to shops with a gross leasable floor area of over 100m² were incorporated within the zone as part of the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment. In terms of classifying shops as restricted forms of development, suitability of these uses will be assessed against the relevant DOs and POs in the zone. Such uses which are incompatible with these outcomes would generally not warrant consent; a restricted pathway does not indicate that development is necessarily inappropriate.

- Further guidance as to setback distances from the River Murray and inclusion of policies that reference jetties, pontoons and moorings as these classes of development are currently referenced in development plans.

Clarification: Policy provisions related to matters such as setbacks from the River Murray, as well as jetties, pontoons and other riverine structures are addressed via the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay

- A new PO that emphasises that no allotments are to be created unless a TNV applies which prescribes the minimum allotment size.
- An additional performance outcome to provide opportunities for land division (to create an additional allotment) where existing development plans allow land division to a certain allotment size.
- Additional design criteria for upper storey components of residential development that fronts the coast. While existing design standards are not being carried over from development plans to the
Code, it is proposed that an additional PO be inserted into the zone to ensure appropriate separation for upper storey developments.

- The refinement of public notification procedures for the zone as, if kept in current format, it would trigger notification requirements for all classes of development adjacent the River Murray.
- Policy that directs future development to establish a connection to a community wastewater management system (CWMS), and in the event a system is not currently available, a requirement that a connection is formalised once the CWMS is available.

**Clarification:** Policy related to wastewater connections are contained in the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities General Development Policies.

**Commission’s Response:**

In response to requests for additional policy relating to hazards that would reinforce the provisions of the Coastal Areas Overlay, it is considered inappropriate to duplicate policy contained within an overlay in a zone. It is also considered that the zone policies and DOs are adequate to address matters relating to inundation and minimisation of impacts on the surrounding environment.

In response to requests for additional policies to facilitate the conversion of existing dwellings into small-scale tourism accommodation, it is considered that there is currently nothing in the zone to preclude such a change of use as it would be classified as performance-assessed within the zone under the category of “all other Code assessed development”.

Amendments to the public notification table in the zone are proposed in accordance with the associated recommendation in this report under Procedural and Technical > Public Notification.

Based on further investigation and discussion with councils following consultation, a need was identified for building height to be specified through a TNV value in this zone to enable policy from development plans to be appropriately transitioned into the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

- **P.138** CREATE a new PO that provides opportunities for land division (to create additional allotments) where existing development plans allow this to occur.
- **P.139** CREATE a new PO that provides upper storey separation between developments where there is a prevailing character of two-storey developments occurring in the locality.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

- **P.140** AMEND DTS/DPF 2.3 to reference the maximum building height TNV value specified in DTS/DPF 3.1 in relation to dwelling additions or replacement dwellings.
- **P.141** CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF 3.1 regarding building height, including TNV values for maximum building height in metres and levels.
Affordable Housing Overlay

This overlay promotes affordable housing that is integrated with residential and mixed use development and caters for a variety of household structures. The overlay applies to areas of the state where 15% affordable housing must be provided as a part of development applications for 20 or more dwellings or residential allotments. The overlay contains a referral to the Minister responsible for administering the South Australian Housing Trust Act 1995 for development for the purposes of the provision of affordable housing.

Engagement feedback:

A range of feedback was received on the Affordable Housing Area Overlay, with industry, council and community submissions generally in consensus to support incentives for the provision of affordable housing options, however mixed feedback was received in relation to how this policy could be improved:

- Concern was expressed that these incentives (such as additional height or density bonuses) need to be considered within the local context of the surrounding area. As such, it was suggested that these incentives not be applied to Historic or Character Areas.
- It was suggested in some responses that the 20% decrease in site area bonus be amended to allow a 40% site area decrease for affordable housing. Conversely, other submissions suggested that this particular incentive be removed entirely.
- That incentives be made available outside of the overlay to encourage affordable housing to be delivered in other locations.

**Clarification:** The Commission will further consider how affordable housing incentives could be applied more broadly as a general module to allow them to be utilised outside the overlay as part of subsequent ‘generations’ of the Code.

- Concern was also raised in relation to parking rates for affordable housing, where dwellings above ground level or within a residential flat building are not required to be provided with an off-street car park. It was suggested that this be amended to apply only where such housing is within close proximity to public transport.
- Request for greater clarity on when referral triggers will be applied (propose new definition to be added to address this)

Commission’s Response:

In relation to requests to increase or remove incentives allowing a reduction in minimum allotment size, it is considered that the 20% reduction in site area in DTS/DPF 3.1 is appropriate, noting that other policy within the overlay requires that affordable housing provides a high standard of occupant amenity and complements the character of development in the area.

Given that incentives for affordable housing include height bonuses in addition to reduction in site area, it is appreciated that concern has been raised in relation to ensuring affordable housing reflects local context, especially within Character or Historic Areas. Given that policy within this overlay requires that affordable housing complements the character of development in the area, it is considered appropriate to amend policy to remove such incentives where development is to be located within the Historic and Character Areas Overlays. The Commission also supports removing height incentives in this Overlay where additional height is already granted through incentives in the relevant zone policy.

To provide greater clarity and ensure that referral triggers are applied consistently, it is considered appropriate to include a new definition of Affordable Housing within the Code – see associated recommendation in the Land Use Definitions section of this report.
Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.142  AMEND the Affordable Housing Overlay to include new PO and DTS policies to ensure overlay requirements do not apply to development comprising less than 20 dwellings / allotments.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.143  AMEND affordable housing incentive policies to:

- Remove incentives for site area and building height where located in a Historic Area or Character Area Overlay,
- Limit car parking discounts for dwellings above ground level (i.e. apartments) only where within 400m of transport (not 800m)
- Remove incentives for building height where additional building height already applied through in the relevant zone policy

P.144  AMEND policy to remove reference to apartments and instead reference dwellings above ground level.

Character Area Overlay

This overlay seeks to reinforce valued streetscape characteristics through contextually responsive development, design and adaptive reuse that respects the attributes expressed in the relevant Character Area Statement.

Feedback on the Character Area Overlay focussed on:

- The pathway and policies for dwelling alterations/additions
- The role of Character Area Statements
- Demolition control
- Ancillary development
- Other policy matters.

Alterations/additions

Engagement feedback:

- Dwelling additions should not be deemed-to-satisfy and should instead be performance-assessed.
- PO & DTS 2.1 should be more generic to allow for a greater number of outcomes, with the finer detail being in the character and historic area statements.
- The in-roof policy for upper-storey development should not be in the overlay policies as this is an individual location policy. Two-storey development is appropriate in some character and historic areas, and not in others. It would be more appropriate for this policy to sit in the character area statement, rather than imposing a blanket policy affecting areas it doesn’t need to.
There is no reason to restrict side additions based on being closer to the boundary. This clause should be deleted as PO 1.1 to 1.5 provide a clearer direction, and when combined with the character area statement provide sufficient policy to cover additions and new buildings.

Allowing two-storey additions to be DTS is not supported due to the potential impacts of this type of development.

PO 2.2 incentivises adaptive reuse in the Character Overlay but could undermine the adaptive reuse incentives which have been in place for heritage properties in many development plans for years. The overlay will take precedence over zone policies, but how will this adaptive reuse policy be applied where the proposed land use is inconsistent with the land uses anticipated at the zone level? Further details should be included about the types of complementary changes which are acceptable.

**Commission’s response:**

Conflicting views on deemed-to-satisfy pathways for dwelling additions in character areas are acknowledged. It is considered appropriate to provide a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for dwelling additions within the Character Area Overlay, with criteria being reasonably consistent with the existing Residential Code provisions for dwelling additions (which can currently occur within character zones/policy areas). For this reason, it is proposed to limit dwelling additions only to ground level additions (except where contained within the roof space).

Dwelling additions which do not comply with the DTS/DPF standard are not necessarily inappropriate, but would be considered against the PO in a performance assessment.

Adaptive reuse sought by PO 2.2 would involve an on-balance assessment using policy from zones.

**Character Area Statements**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback provided on the Character Area Statements was generally consistent with that provided on the Historic Area Statements (refer also to discussion under Historic Area Overlay) and included the following:

- There is a need for Location-specific Character Area Statements.

  **Clarification:** Character Area Statements were prepared for all affected areas and released for consultation in December 2019.

- Design requirements within Character Area Statements should be included to ensure new development occurring within these areas reflects the desired character.
- Character Statements should contain contextual information to support the basic numerical-based planning policy in zones and overlays.
- PO 1.2 should include ‘and as specified in the Character Area Statement’.

**Commission’s response:**

The Commission supports amending Character Area Statements to provide additional guidance around building height, setting and public realm features, carports and garages and dwelling additions.

The Commission will consider including forward-looking design guidance in an advisory guideline.

It is considered appropriate for PO1.1 to reference Character Area Statements. Further guidance on the use of Character Area Statements may be provided in an advisory guideline.
**Demolition control**

**Engagement feedback:**

A small number of submissions sought to have demolition control introduced into the Character Area Overlay, including in relation to large trees and gardens:

- Policy is needed to ensure buildings and large trees that contribute to streetscape character as expressed in the Character Area statement are not demolished or removed, unless irretrievably damaged or unsafe; or where an appropriate replacement planting or building has been approved.
- Demolition in the Character Area Overlay should be performance-assessed to preserve character dwellings and buildings and to ensure that demolition can only be undertaken once an appropriately designed application for a replacement dwelling is approved.

**Commission’s response:**

There is no demolition control within the Character Area Overlay, which is reflective of the existing SAPPL policy framework and demolition in character areas currently does not require planning consent under the Development Regulations 2008.

**Ancillary development**

**Engagement feedback:**

- The overlay should include a deemed-to-satisfy pathway for minor buildings (e.g. outbuildings and verandahs) constructed behind dwellings within character areas.

- PO 3.4 (Ancillary Development - front fencing and gates etc.) should include guidelines for appropriate fencing designs for different styles of dwellings and seek low and open style fencing.

**Clarification:** New PO 1.1 (introduced via the Phase Two Amendment) calls up statements for all policies, many of which relate to fencing. Notwithstanding, fencing generally isn't development in most character locations. Low, open fencing isn't always appropriate and some areas allow higher fences or no fences. Character Area Statements have been updated to provide improved guidance around type of fencing found in areas, where provided. Consideration could be given to including guidance on fencing in the design guidelines.

- PO 3.3 (Ancillary Development - advertising) should indicate what types of signs might be appropriate and where (e.g. fascia signs, signs contained within a parapet, whether illuminated signs are appropriate, colours and materials etc.) and be limited to business identification purposes only with no third party signs, and be discreet in size and number.

**Clarification:** Advertisements General Development Polices guide the design of advertisements. Number and use of signs is more an issue for zoning, much like land use. It is considered that internal illumination is something that needs to be considered in relation to it being unobtrusive and complementing the building. It also depends on the specific area, as in some instances such may be appropriate. Policy can also be clarified in relation to projecting into the skyline. Further guidance could be considered for inclusion in the design guidelines and the Character Area Statements.
Other feedback

- Many development plans include design guides for infill development in historic areas which provide a graphical approach to guiding proposed development. This is considered to be a superior method than text policy which provides too much flexibility.

- Post WWII areas have not been considered to have character or heritage protection requirements, other than specific buildings. To introduce policy such as 1950/60s Housing Trust without there being a thorough debate about the benefits and costs is considered to be unacceptable.

Commission’s response:

There are currently areas of Post WWII development - including early Housing Trust - that are within character and/or historic areas. These areas will continue to be protected with the equivalent character / historic area overlay in line with development plan policies.

The Code as first released for consultation included an example Character Area Statement based on a Housing Trust area as a means of showing the wide range of areas that currently have protection. No additional areas are being covered, except where specifically requested and suitably justified. The Character Area Statements / Historic Area Statements have been developed to apply to each specific area.

- The words ‘and development patterns...’ should added to DO 1 to reaffirm that allotment patterns and building siting are important.

- PO 1.3 (Built Form - design and architectural detailing) is too general and should include more specific: ‘The design of new dwellings may be traditional or contemporary but in all cases will make reference to the architectural detail of the surrounding pre-1940s dwellings, in particular the roof forms, eaves, front verandah treatments, window proportions and the use of different materials and finishes’.

Clarity: Some areas within the Character Area Overlay were constructed after 1949. The Character Area Statements generally identify an era of importance, therefore this can be used to inform decisions as to whether a building warrants retention or not. Age alone does not determine value.

- PO 5.2 (Context and Streetscape Amenity - Landscape pattern and characteristics) should clarify that mature vegetation should be retained and new development should incorporate landscaping areas of varying planting types and adequate dimensions to accommodate future mature vegetation to contribute to the amenity of the locality.

Clarification: Guidance is provided elsewhere in the Code regarding landscaping, including through General Development Policies and new Urban Tree Canopy Overlay.

PO 4.1 (Land Division) doesn't refer to maintaining the existing allotment pattern (site area and frontage width). Even if minimum site areas are provided, this policy should still indicate that the development should be consistent with other allotments in the locality.

- A review of land division policies is needed to minimise the potential for irregular shaped allotments and allotment frontages not consistent with the prevailing cadastre.
• Policy should provide further guidance such as ‘a front setback which is the average of the 2 adjoining buildings’.

  Clarification: The relevant zone will contain policy regarding setbacks and minimum site dimensions

• The character of a building includes the original building, setting and context, not just the façade of a building and impact on the streetscape.

• Policy should exclude battle-axe allotments.

• Public notification should be included under procedural matters within the Character Area Overlay

  Clarification: Exclusions from notification are identified in Table 5 – Procedural Matters in the relevant zone.

• State and Local Heritage Places within the Character Area Overlay must be identified and referred to in mapping.

  Clarification: All State and Local Heritage Places will be mapped in the respective State Heritage Place and Local Heritage Place overlays.

• A set of Design Guidelines is needed to provide guidance for development within character areas.

  Clarification: An advisory guideline that sits beside the Code is being prepared to guide the built form of new development; this will include diagrams and is intended to address this policy gap.

• Some respondents sought the inclusion of words such as ‘should’ and ‘must’ to strengthen policy within the Character Area Overlay.

  Clarification: This type of language does not meet the drafting principles of the Code. Location-specific information relating to the Character Area Overlay for a council area will be included in the corresponding Character Area Statement.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.145 AMEND the Classification Tables to provide a DTS pathway for minor buildings where they are located behind dwellings in character areas.

P.146 CREATE a new PO to provide a clear link to Character Area Statements and to ensure this is considered for all development.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.147 AMEND relevant Character Area Statements to reference Representative Buildings as identified in the SA planning database.
Note: Refer to discussion in *Historic Area Overlay > Contributory items* section of this report

P.148 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Character Area Overlay in Angaston, Tranmere and Auburn to capture existing areas of character value.

Note: Refer to discussion in *Historic Area Overlay > Contributory items* section of this report

P.149 **AMEND** PO 1.3 (renumbered to PO 2.3) to reference roof pitch and form, openings, chimneys and verandahs as elements which should be consistent with the prevailing characteristics in the character area.

P.150 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 2.1 (renumbered to DTS/DPF 3.1) regarding dwelling additions to remove reference to second storey additions and a 45 degree view angle, and instead specify that the development should not involve the construction of a second or subsequent building level.

P.151 **AMEND** PO 2.2 (renumbered to PO 3.2) to encourage adaptive reuse and revitalisation to retain local character consistent with the Character Area Statement.

P.152 **AMEND** PO 3.3 (renumbered to PO 4.3) to ensure advertising and advertising hoardings are located below the parapet line.

P.153 **AMEND** PO 3.4 (renumbered to PO 4.4) to refer to fences / gates closer to the street than the façade of an associated building (other than a laneway).

P.154 **AMEND** PO 4.1 (renumbered to PO 5.1) to seek allotments that are compatible with the surrounding pattern of subdivision in the character area.

P.155 **AMEND** Character Area Statements where appropriate to include:

- additional context in relation to the existing development patterns and placement of carports, garages and vehicle access
- details about the placement of existing alterations and additions
- better articulation of existing materials, building styles, landscape patterns, fencing and the like
- a brief context to help capture the era/theme in some very limited cases.

P.156 **AMEND** The following row headings within the tables contained in the Character Area Statements as follows:

- *Eras, themes and context*
- *Allotments, subdivision and built form patterns*
- *Architectural styles, detailing and built form*
- *Setting, landscaping, streetscape and public realm features.*
Historic Area Overlay

This overlay seeks to reinforce historic themes and characteristics through conservation and contextually responsive development, and design and adaptive reuse that responds to existing coherent patterns in streetscapes and built form. The overlay policies link to Historic Area Statements that have regard to the local attributes of particular historic areas. The overlay applies over existing Historic Conservation Zones / Areas / Policy Areas and Precincts.

Feedback on the Historic Area Overlay focussed on:
- Contributory items
- Historic Area Statements
- Demolition control
- Ancillary development
- Other policy matters.

Contributory items

Engagement feedback:

A large number of submissions from local government, heritage professionals and the community sought the reinstatement of contributory items, with many in support of the approach taken in NSW and Victoria and/or based on legal advice. The general sentiment was that the removal of contributory items will result in longer assessment processes, increased cost, less certainty, more litigation and significant erosion of historic values across the state.

Commission’s Response:

Contributory items have evolved over time as a third level of heritage with no statutory base in either the Heritage Act or the planning statutes: the Development Act and its successor, the PDI Act. These items have generally been included within Historic Conservation Zones or similar areas, and are identified in 25 of 68 council areas.

Contributory items as they currently exist in council development plans lack consistent application across the state, and listing has often occurred in an ad hoc manner with limited justification or opportunity for owners to comment or object. It is the zones and policy areas that contributory items are located within, rather than the independent listing, which provide them protection.

A large number of submissions from local government, heritage professionals and the community sought the reinstatement of contributory items.

In response to community concerns with respect to the Commission’s approach towards the protection of ‘neighbourhood character’ in the new planning system, the former Minister for Planning reconvened the Expert Panel on Planning Reform late 2019. The Panel, led by Mr Brian Hayes QC, was reconvened specifically to review concerns raised in relation to heritage and character matters, including contributory items.

The Panel advised that heritage and character under the new Code will provide greater consistency and certainty than the current planning system. Specifically, the report states:

‘The Panel was, and still is, of the view that the inclusion of some items, be they a group of buildings or a single building, in a Development Plan as a contributory item, was entirely misplaced and gave rise to unjustifiable expectations of heritage conservation. Whilst some of these items
may or may not have had heritage value, there was nothing in the way of evidence to justify their inclusion.'

A copy of the full report is available at:

While the Commission remains of the view that the Historic Area Overlay would provide appropriate protection, acting in response to advice from the Minister, it is proposed to transition 11,891 Contributory Items into the Code as ‘Representative Buildings’.

Representative Buildings are proposed to be referenced in Historic Area Statements and Character Area Statements and mapped in the South Australian Planning and Property Atlas.

The identification of Representative Buildings is not intended to imply that other buildings in an historic area are not of importance. They are buildings which display characteristics of importance in a particular area.

All Representative Buildings located in the Historic Area Overlay will have demolition control, as is currently the case under development plans.

79 Representative Buildings are outside of existing Historic Conservation Zones and therefore do not have demolition control today. These properties are proposed to be included in the Character Area Overlay. While this Overlay does not have demolition control, it does seek to ensure the ongoing protection of the valued characteristics of the area.

11 properties will not transition into the Code as Representative Buildings, as they have been assessed as no longer having sufficient character value, were identified in error or have recently been redeveloped.

The Historic Area Overlay will be expanded in Angaston and Williamstown where 2 properties adjoin the existing area.

New Character Area Overlays will be created in Angaston, Tranmere and Auburn to capture existing areas of character value.

In recognition that some contributory items may warrant listing as Local Heritage Places (pursuant to section 23 (4) of the Development Act), it has been agreed that councils may undertake a DPA to list any contributory items that meet the criteria. On 18 June 2020, the then Minister for Planning amended the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2017 to provide councils until 1 July 2021 to lodge a heritage DPA for approval.

**Historic Area Statements**

**Engagement feedback:**

In relation to the Historic Area Statements, many submissions supported the intent but raised concerns about the content and level of detail provided. Some submissions called for a complete rewrite of all statements and a re-consultation on them, whereas others were generally supportive of the drafts subject to the inclusion of specific content.

Many councils requested that numeric provisions provided in their original drafts be reinstated as they relate to setbacks, frontages, wall heights (as opposed to storeys) and allotment size (particularly in those
locations where no TNV applies). Some councils also made suggestions for additional subject rows in the table, including roof form, and provided additional content for inclusion.

Some councils expressed a preference to listing of elements within tables, rather than condensed paragraphs, for ease of reading.

The community generally sought further detail be provided in the Historic Area Statements / Character Statements, similar to the above. Many also expressed confusion as to how the statements are intended to work and sought formatting amendments, table headings and numbering of provisions (or rows) within the tables to improve readability.

Key ‘gaps’ identified included:

- A lack of forward-looking policy to guide the built form of development, for example, restricting the use of zincalume, site coverage, bulk and scale, and general design. Some submissions sought the incorporation of diagrams, or design guidelines based on existing tables in some development plans.

- A lack of policy about the siting, design and bulk of vehicle access points, carports and garages.

  Commission’s response: Historic Area and Character Area Statements have been updated where appropriate to better describe these characteristics of an area.

- An absence of specific numeric parameters for front and side setbacks, as well as other land division considerations including reinforcement of traditional patterns.

  Commission’s response: These parameters cannot sit within the statements and are addressed at the zone level. A new Established Neighbourhood Zone is being developed which will apply to a large percentage of these areas and will provide improved guidance (via TNV) on matters such as setbacks and land division.

There was mixed feedback in relation to the need or otherwise for including historical background / context within the statements.

Commission’s Response:

Requests for specific amendments to Historic Area Statements have been negotiated with the relevant councils in accordance with the following drafting principles:

- Exclusion of prescriptive numbers, except where not addressed by other means (i.e. TNV or zone policy)
- Not be forward-looking, i.e. providing a description of what is on the ground not what a development should do
- Be relevant to the development assessment process.

A design guideline that sits beside the Code is being prepared to guide the built form of new development; this will include diagrams and is intended to address this policy gap. Forward-looking guidance will be provided in this guideline.

Demolition control

Engagement feedback:
Many stakeholder groups raised concerns in relation to the proposed demolition controls within the Historic Area Overlay. In particular, it was considered that the ‘economic test’ is an inappropriate consideration in planning and is open to manipulation.

In addition, it was considered that there is too much emphasis on the front façade and its visibility from the street, which could result in the loss of key building attributes (such as chimneys and roof form, side/rear elevations visible from the street) and demolition of historic buildings which are screened by vegetation or fences.

There was a strong sentiment in submissions that these points will result in a weakening of heritage protections in historic areas.

Several councils sought changes to the demolition tests to place more emphasis on a larger building envelope as opposed to simply the primary façade as visible from the primary street frontage. To that end, some councils suggested reference be made to particular building depths (e.g. front rooms including roof form), primary and secondary frontages or to the building envelope as a whole. Changes were also recommended to ensure that a building being obscured by vegetation or a fence was not justification to warrant demolition.

Related to this, one Council – Walkerville – was of the view that it was at significant risk of losing historic buildings as they have been oriented on sites to maximise views of the hills thus the rear of the building is often presented to the primary street frontage.

Commission’s response:

Demolition is performance-assessed in the Historic Area Overlay and as such, any proposal for such would be considered on its merits. Exclusions or a deemed-to-satisfy pathway is not supported.

The ‘economic’ demolition test has been replaced with one of ‘reasonableness’ to provide a fairer and more consistent approach and to remove the risk of manipulation of policy.

It’s considered inappropriate to force someone to build something once demolition approval is granted as there will always be a risk that a variation or a new application is lodged following demolition. Control on replacement buildings would require legally binding mechanisms such as a Land Management Agreement, which would be too onerous and place an unfair burden on land owners.

Ancillary development

Engagement feedback:

- Policy is needed to ensure design elements of the building are not extended such as verandahs, roof forms or historic detailing at the same alignment of the main front façade.

- Garages and carports fronting a primary street should be designed with a maximum width of 6.5m or 40% of the allotment or building site frontage width, whichever is the lesser.

**Clarification:** Policy in the Established Neighbourhood Zone (which is recommended to be applied to residential areas where the Historic Area Overlay applies) guides the maximum width of garage/carport door openings.

- Policy to ensure garage doors do not visually dominate the primary or secondary street frontage of the place is needed.
- The removal of the ‘no carports/ garages forward of the main façade’ is concerning as there do not appear to be sufficient controls in the Planning and Design Code to prevent this from occurring.

  **Clarification:** PO 4.2 states ‘Ancillary development, including carports, outbuildings and garages, is located behind the building line of the principal building(s) and does not dominate the building or its setting.’ Historic Area Statements may also guide the location of such structures.

- PO 3.3 (Ancillary Development - advertising) should indicate what types of signs might be appropriate and where (e.g. fascia signs, signs contained within a parapet, whether illuminated signs are appropriate, colours and materials etc.) and be limited to business identification purposes only with no third party signs, and be discreet in size and number.

  **Clarification:** The General Development Policies guide the design of advertisements. Number and use of signs is more an issue for zoning, much like land use. It is considered that internal illumination is something that needs to be considered in relation to it being unobtrusive and complementing the building. It also depends on the specific area, as in some instances such may be appropriate. However, consider policy can be clarified in relation to projecting into the skyline. Further guidance could be considered for inclusion in the heritage design guidelines and the Historic Area Statements.

- In relation to PO 3.4 of the Overlay (front fencing and gates), request, many Historic Area Statements include guidance about fence styles. In any case, it is recommended that the policy require fencing to be of a low and open style.

- A guide should be produced which provides details of different styles of fencing and which fences are appropriate for which dwellings styles.

- There should be policy guidance for side/rear fencing that is situated on a road boundary, given this requires approval (Schedule 4(1)(d)).

**Commission’s response:**

Suggested changes to garage policy may not be appropriate in all locations, e.g. in some areas carports are attached to dwellings and in others they are to the rear which depends on the era/style of the building. This guidance can be provided in the Historic Area Statements and heritage design guidelines.

Low, open fencing isn’t always appropriate - some areas allow higher fences or no fences. Historic Area Statements have therefore been updated to provide improved guidance around type of fencing found in areas, where provided.

Amendment to PO 3.4 regarding front fencing is supported to also capture side/rear fencing situated on a road boundary.

Further consideration can be given to including guidance on fencing in heritage design guidelines.

**Other**

**Engagement feedback:**

- Some councils sought clarification and definition of terminology used within the various overlays, including ‘minor’, ‘irredeemably beyond repair’ and ‘unacceptable risk to public or private safety’.
In relation to the last term, clarification was requested about how this could be determined and recommended there be a requirement for expert engineering advice.

- PO 2.2 could conflict with land use policies in the zone and adaptive reuse shouldn’t be encouraged for land uses which are not anticipated or appropriate within the zone. ‘Complementary changes’ presumably means changes which don’t diminish/compromise the historic building fabric but this should be clearer.

- Adaptive re-use is a given in most locations and has become too broad in its usage, stemming from the SPPs (refer comments on Adaptive Re-Use in the SPPs).

- What mechanism calls up the ‘prevailing characteristics’ of the area in PO 1.3

  **Clarification: References to Historic Area Statements in the DO and new PO 1.1 will provide suitable reference to Historic Area Statements.**

- Explicit policy recognition is needed to reflect the importance of telecommunications facilities being:
  - located away from heritage places (e.g. through Restricted Development triggers)
  - subject to increased public notification.

  **Commission’s Response:** Transmission infrastructure will be performance-assessed and it is not considered necessary to single out this form of development. Policy has enough flexibility to ensure development can occur where appropriate, and may also provide an opportunity for infrastructure providers to provide a better design response in more sensitive locations.

- It is recommended that POs 1.1 and 1.3 be combined into a more comprehensive policy which provides greater guidance about what details should be considered, e.g. the proportions (vertical and horizontal); level of visual interest of a building (as determined by the height of eaves, the length and size of unbroken walling, treatment of openings and depths of reveals, roof form and pitch, external colour and texture of materials used, as well as detailing, landscaping and fencing); and design elements such as verandahs, balconies and eaves where appropriate.

  **Commission’s Response:** The inclusion of detailed design guidance is not considered appropriate given the level of variation across historic areas - one size does not fit all. Design guidance will be provided via a new guideline that sits outside of the Code.

  Better clarity can be provided around the types of design and architectural features that may be considered as part of an assessment.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

**P.157** AMEND the Classification Tables to provide a DTS pathway for minor buildings where they are located behind dwellings in historic areas.

**P.158** CREATE a new PO to provide a clear link to Historic Area Statements and to ensure this is considered for all development.
Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.159 **AMEND** relevant Historic Area Statements to reference Representative Buildings as identified in the SA planning database.

P.160 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Historic Area Overlay in Angaston and Williamstown where 2 properties adjoin the existing area.

P.161 **AMEND** DO 1 to reference site configuration, building siting and built scale, form and features, and reference those features exhibited in the Historic Area as well as that expressed in the Historic Area Statement.

P.162 **AMEND** PO 1.1 (renumbered to PO 2.1) to reference the scale and form of new buildings.

P.163 **AMEND** PO 1.3 (renumbered to PO 2.3) to provide greater clarity around the types of design and architectural features that may be considered as part of an assessment, including roof pitch and form, openings, chimneys and verandahs.

P.164 **AMEND** PO 2.2 (renumbered to PO 3.2) to seek adaptive reuse and revitalisation of buildings to support retention consistent with the Historic Area Statement.

P.165 **AMEND** PO 3.3 (renumbered to PO 4.3) to ensure advertising and advertising hoardings are located below the parapet line.

P.166 **AMEND** PO 3.4 (renumbered to PO 4.4) to refer to fences / gates closer to the street than the façade of an associated building (other than a laneway).

P.167 **AMEND** PO 4.1 (renumbered to PO 5.1) regarding land division to add reference to compatibility with the surrounding pattern of subdivision in the historic area.

P.168 **AMEND** PO 6.1 (renumbered to PO 7.1) regarding demolition to remove:

- the reference to 'economic' tests
- the reference to the building façade’s contribution to the historic character of the streetscape, but rather focus on preservation of the historic values and characteristics as expressed in the Historic Area Statement.

P.169 **AMEND** PO 7.1 (renumbered to PO 8.1) regarding conservation of ruins to remove reference to mining, farming and industry.

P.170 **AMEND** Historic Area Statements where appropriate to include:

- additional context in relation to the existing patterns and placement of carports, garages and vehicle access
- details about the placement of existing alterations and additions
- better articulation of existing materials, building styles, landscape patterns, fencing and the like
- a brief historical context to help capture the era/theme in some very limited cases.

P.171 **AMEND** The following row headings within the tables contained in the Historic Area Statements as follows:
Character Preservation District Overlay

This overlay applies to the Barossa Valley and McLaren Vale to recognise, protect and enhance the special character of these areas, while at the same time providing for the economic, social and physical wellbeing of the community.

Engagement feedback:

Multiple local government submissions suggested that as the Barossa and McLaren Vale regions have been given special recognition in the planning system through the Character Preservation Act(s), a further review of the Character Preservation District Overlay should occur to enhance and protect the character of these regions.

Further, as townships have now been spatially defined within the character preservation districts, additional policies within the overlay may be required to guide future development outcomes both within and outside of townships.

Feedback on the overlay focussed on the following key matters:

- Discouragement of high-voltage electricity lines in PO 1.2 of the overlay may hinder the future provision of electricity in the character preservation districts.

- The ‘like-for-like’ application of current policies contained within development plans should be included in the overlay as they preserve and enhance the special character of the character preservation districts.

- Opportunities should be considered to apply the Significant Landscape Protection and/or Scenic Route Overlay in tandem with the Character Preservation District Overlay to afford greater protection and guidance to the appropriateness of development in the area (e.g. better coordination and reduction in advertising signs, ensuring development is unobtrusive, minimising disruption of views and vistas, and encouraging the establishment of cycling and walking trails).

- Consideration should be given to adding more design policies to reinforce the preservation of key attributes of the character preservation districts (including scenic, tourism and heritage elements, built form of townships, and viticultural/agricultural and associated industries).

- Opportunities to include criteria in DTS/DPF 3.6 should be considered to reflect the approach to driveways contained in other character/scenic areas in existing development plans (e.g. the Adelaide Hills Face Zone).

- The imposition of the overlay may hinder the development of potentially appropriate development such as outbuildings, which would otherwise be accepted or deemed-to-satisfy class of developments.
- Clarification of the application of Section 8 of the Character Preservation (McLaren Vale) Act 2012 and Character Preservation (Barossa Valley) Act 2012 as referred to in PO 1.1, is needed. Specifically, the definition of ‘residential development’ as it applies to the Act.

**Clarification:** The application of Section 8 of the Character Preservation (McLaren Vale) Act 2012 and the Character Preservation (Barossa Valley) Act 2012 has proven successful under current development plans and there is understanding as to what land divisions will be applied. In relation to the term ‘residential development’, the Act includes a description of this phrase as to mean ‘development primarily for residential purposes’, but does not include ‘a dwelling for residential purposes on land used primarily for primary production purposes’.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Character Preservation District Overlay applies over the existing Character Preservation Districts prescribed by the Character Preservation (Barossa Valley) Act 2012 and the Character Preservation (McLaren Vale) Act 2012. The character preservation district legislation focuses particularly on restricting further division of land in rural areas of these districts, including requiring the relevant planning authority to refuse to grant development authorisation where additional allotments are to be created for residential development.

In relation to requests to transition current policies contained within development plans into the overlay and to consider additional design policies to reinforce the preservation of key attributes of the character preservation districts (including scenic, tourism and heritage elements, built form of townships, and viticultural/agricultural and associated industries), the overlay has been expanded in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code to better clarify attributes to be protected and expectations for development. This includes separate policies to preserve natural features, reinforce rural character, and contribute to and maintain the historic identity and character of townships (e.g. through appropriate form, scale, design, siting, clustering of development and use of landscaping). There is scope, however, to expand the desired outcomes of the zone to recognise existing objectives in development plans to ensure the long-term use of land outside of townships for primary production and associated value-adding enterprises, which is vital to the economic wellbeing of these districts.

Concerns regarding the inclusion of policies (PO 1.2) in the overlay that specifically discourage the construction of high voltage electricity lines in the character preservation districts are acknowledged, noting that new infrastructure or augmentation of existing infrastructure may be needed to supply these regions into the future. Indeed, high voltage transmission lines currently traverse the Barossa Valley Character Preservation District. The draft Code also proposes that other forms of infrastructure, such as renewable energy facilities, are not supported across the character preservation districts. Notably, such facilities are proposed to be Restricted in the Rural Zone where the Character Preservation District Overlay applies.

It is acknowledged that the existing development plan overlay provisions do not specifically discourage types of essential infrastructure but instead include policies to ensure that scenic and rural landscapes within the character preservation districts are retained and protected and that buildings and structures complement the landscape. The overlay provisions include a range of provisions to ensure that buildings and structures harmonise with the natural features of the landscape, maintain character and do not interrupt views of the skyline. It is considered that this should be the focus of the overlay with development pathways established within the zone’s tables. Infrastructure and Renewable Energy General policy provisions in the Code also provide additional guidance regarding the siting of electricity infrastructure to minimise visual impacts. On this basis, it is considered appropriate to remove PO 1.2 from the Overlay.
In relation to opportunities to include access and driveway criteria in DTS/DPF 3.6 of the overlay similar to the existing Hills Face Zone, such criteria did not exist in development plans as a desired policy outcome (only as an exclusion to non-complying development). Consequently, it has not transitioned to DTS/DPF criteria in the Hills Face Zone in the Phase Three Amendment (i.e. with regard to driveways, access tracks and car parking, the Hills Face Zone simply includes a PO (PO 8.1) with no associated DTS/DPF criteria). This provides greater flexibility to address a range of circumstances (e.g. on flatter/less visible land or where longer driveways may be necessary to provide access to a dwelling). It is therefore not considered appropriate to include such criteria in the Character Preservation District Overlay as a desired policy position.

Suggestions that the imposition of the Character Preservation District may hinder the development of potentially appropriate development such as outbuildings, which would otherwise be accepted or deemed-to-satisfy class of developments, are acknowledged. The intent of the Code should be to provide a ‘like for like’ transition where appropriate, including retaining opportunities for more minor forms of development that would be reasonably expected to occur within township areas or existing rural living zones outside of towns in the character preservation districts to be developed ‘as of right’. This was also the intent of the policies introduced through the Barossa Valley & McLaren Vale Revised Protection Districts Development Plan Amendment in 2013.

At present, the draft Phase Three Amendment excludes most minor forms of residential development from the ‘accepted’ or ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ pathways where they are located in the overlay. This includes such uses in residential zones within townships, which was not the intent. It is therefore considered appropriate to review and amend development pathways to allow for minor development (i.e. development that is currently complying in zones within existing townships and listed in Schedule 4 for the current Development Regulations 2008, including declared areas for the purposes of the Residential Code) within townships and existing rural living areas in the Character Preservation District Overlay to be included as ‘accepted’ or ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ development where appropriate. This change has already occurred through the Phase Two Amendment.

The request to consider application of a ‘significant landscape protection’ and/or a ‘scenic routes overlay’ in tandem with the Character Preservation District Overlay (i.e. to potentially afford greater protection and guidance to the appropriateness of development in the districts) is acknowledged. Notably, a new Significant Landscape Protection Overlay has been applied in the Code to protect areas identified as having significant landscape character from inappropriate development (e.g. existing areas located in Rural Landscape Protection Zones under current development plans). The Code does not, however, include a separate overlay to apply to scenic routes.

It should also be noted that the desired outcomes and policies in the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay are similar to the expanded range of policies contained in the Character Preservation Districts Overlay (e.g. in terms of conserving natural and rural character, cultural qualities, siting development to be unobtrusive, limiting earthworks, and the like). If also applied to the character preservation districts, this is likely to result in significant duplication of policy applying to development or some tension between policies.

Further, application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay in the Code will also require a range of more minor forms of development (e.g. carports, garages and outbuildings and other ancillary residential development), which are currently allowed ‘as of right’ in zones within townships and rural living areas across the character preservation districts, to be considered as ‘performance-assessed’ development. The Significant Landscape Protection Overlay also strongly discourages some forms of development that may be appropriate in the character preservation districts such as uses or activities associated with promoting rural industries. Applying these overlays in tandem therefore has significant
implications and potential to create policy tension and confusion in relation to development assessment pathways within the districts and is therefore not considered appropriate.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**P.172** AMEND DO 1 to ensure the long-term use of land outside of townships for primary production and associated value-adding enterprises in addition to recognising, protecting and enhancing the special character of the Character Preservation Districts.

**P.173** AMEND development pathways to allow for minor development (i.e. development that is currently complying in zones within existing townships and listed in Schedule 4 for the current Development Regulations 2008, including declared areas for the purposes of the Residential Code) within the Character Preservation District Overlay to be included as accepted or deemed-to-satisfy development.

**P.174** CREATE new DTF/DPF criteria (and an associated PO) to allow appropriate forms of residential and allied development to be considered as deemed-to-satisfy where located within a township in the Character Preservation District Overlay (in particular to address zones that may be located and/or extend outside of townships in the districts).

**P.175** REMOVE PO 1.2 and DTS/DPF 1.2 to allow forms of essential infrastructure to be considered in the Character Preservation Districts to meet future demand where they can achieve siting, design, visual and character preservation policies contained in the overlay or set out elsewhere in the Code.

**Design Overlay**

*This overlay will trigger a referral to the Government Architect for advice (to the State Commission Assessment Panel) on how a particular development contributes to meeting the Office for Design and Architecture South Australia’s Principles of Good Design.*

**Engagement feedback:**

One council commented that there is limited design-related policy in the overlay.

**Clarification:** The Design Overlay applies to certain location where referral to the Government Architect is sought for development over a certain scale or value.

The Office for Design and Architecture South Australia (ODASA) recommended an amendment to the procedural matters post consultation to provide greater scope as to the purpose of a referral to the Government Architect.

**Commission’s Response:**

The principal purpose of the overlay is to enable referrals to the Government Architect. Design-related policy is principally contained the Design in Urban Areas General Module so policy does not need to be repeated in the overlay.

It is considered appropriate to amend the ‘Purpose of Referral’ to insert an ODASA recommendation, which will capture the ‘value’ element of the Principles of Good Design as a referral consideration.
Commission’s Recommendations:

P.176 AMEND the ‘Purpose of Referral’ column within the Procedural Matters table, to insert: ‘Adds value by positively contributing to places and communities’.

Local Heritage Place Overlay

This overlay ensures development maintains the heritage and cultural values of Local Heritage Places through conservation, ongoing use and adaptive reuse.

Engagement feedback:

A high number of submissions were received in relation to the Local Heritage Place Overlay.

Some submissions considered the overlay to be too generic and that more emphasis needs to be placed on conservation/retention of places. A number of submissions provided specific suggestions to reword policies to improve clarity, address gaps or to otherwise strengthen the policy intent.

Several submissions also recommended changes to the demolition policies within the Local Heritage Overlay to ensure the focus is first and foremost on retention and to prevent deliberate neglect becoming a means to gain demolition approval.

A number of submissions from a range of stakeholder groups flagged a lack of specific policy guidance for new development and its finished appearance, including form, size, proportions and materials (including what’s not appropriate).

Several submissions suggested that more policy guidance is required around adaptive reuse and other development concessions. However, some considered that further guidance was required at the zone level (in relation to appropriate uses) rather than within the overlay itself.

A number of councils sought amendments to the Local Heritage Place listings in order to reflect demolitions, land divisions and other alterations and suggested amendments (via track changes) to the various overlays to address policy gaps, improve clarity and in some cases, alter policy intent. A small number of councils also suggested amendments to policy to better address less consistent historic streetscapes (e.g. within townships/commercial areas).

There was some feedback on the development of transmission infrastructure near heritage places/areas, as discussed in the Historic Area Overlay.

Very few submissions on the topic of heritage and character were received from the development industry.

Some concern was raised about the extent of the State / Local Heritage Place and State Heritage Area Overlays, and the implications this could have on non-listed properties. One submission sought to ensure the extent of these overlays is adjusted when land division occurs, particularly when associated with the subdivision of super lots (i.e. large master allotments which precede further subdivision).

A small number of community submissions sought a strengthening of language within the demolition policy for local heritage places to ensure an emphasis on retention, for example ‘should’ and ‘must’.

Specific comments included the following:
There were a number of suggestions made to consider rewording POs to better articulate their purpose. These include PO 1.2, PO 1.3, PO 1.6, PO 2.2, PO 3.3, PO 6.1 (b), PO 7.1, DO 1.

One council suggested removing PO/DTS 6.2 as policy is no longer required as a result of the introduction of this overlay.

**Commission’s response:** It was considered that, whilst the extent of the overlay has been reduced to cover only those sites on which a Local Heritage Place exists, the retention of this policy was still warranted as it would enable consideration of the demolition of buildings on the site which are not part of the listing, e.g. an ancillary dwelling on the same site.

Several suggestions were made to transfer comments relating to the State Heritage Overlay to ensure a consistent approach is applied in the Local Heritage Overlay. These include PO 3.1, PO 3.2, PO 3.3, PO 5.1, PO 6.1, PO 7.1.

It was considered by several responses that some terminology expressed in the Practice Guidelines require definition to be interpreted correctly. These included ‘irredeemably beyond repair’, ‘conservation works’, ‘heritage impact assessment’, ‘minor nature’ and ‘setting’.

**Commission’s response:** The topic of definitions needs a broader revisit. However, many of the terms used are consistent with the type of language already used in the heritage sphere, including in relation to State Heritage.

Some submissions questioned the lack of design policy within the overlay and suggested the inclusion of existing Design Guidelines found in some development plans.

**Commission’s response:** Providing design guidance for Local Heritage Places is considered problematic as what is considered appropriate or not is intrinsically linked to the heritage values and extent of listing of the individual place. In addition, Local Heritage Places are highly varied in their form and function and a single set of guidelines would not be able to address the level of variation across Local Heritage lists. As development of Local Heritage Places will generally be performance assessed, it is considered that guidance should be tailored to the individual place.

A few submissions queried the lack/loss of public notification and appeal rights for development impacting Local Heritage Places.

Several respondents felt the overlay is too broad and captures non-heritage places.

**Commission’s response:** The overlay is proposed to be apply to each listed property only and a new Heritage Adjacency Overlay will be applied to adjacent sites.

Noting this overlay captures land adjacent to Local Heritage Places, it should be amended to clearly identify what policies apply specifically to these places as opposed to adjacent development. It has been suggested that as it currently reads, the overlay treats adjacent development in the same way as development of a Local Heritage Place.

Some existing Local Heritage Places are currently listed and mapped incorrectly in development plans (i.e. using incorrect property address details).
**Commission’s response:** The Commission will further consider and investigate current known uncertainties with the accuracy of some Local Heritage listings within development plans as a separate project and where necessary will revisit this issue as part of a future Code Amendment.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Commission’s Recommendations:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.177</strong> CREATE a new Heritage Adjacency Overlay which provides guidance for development on sites adjacent to State and Local Heritage Places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: Spatial application of the overlay is discussed in the Code Spatial Application section of this report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.178</strong> AMEND various policies to reference ‘Local Heritage Place’ instead of ‘place’, ‘principal building’ or ‘subject building’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.179</strong> AMEND PO 1.2 to reference siting, scale and massing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.180</strong> AMEND PO 1.3 to specify roof pitch and form, openings, chimneys and verandahs, as matters relevant to design and architectural detailing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.181</strong> AMEND PO 1.6 to reference structures as well as new buildings, which should not be placed between the primary nor secondary street boundaries and the façade of a Heritage Place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.182</strong> AMEND PO 1.7 by replacing the word ‘elements’ with the word ‘features’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.183</strong> AMEND PO 2.2 regarding adaptive reuse to support retention of heritage places in a manner that respects its original use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.184</strong> AMEND PO 3.2 regarding ancillary development to ensure such structures do not dominate the Local Heritage Place or its setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.185</strong> AMEND PO 3.3 to seek advertising to be located below the parapet line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.186</strong> INSERT new policy under the heading Ancillary Development to ensure fencing and gates closer to a street boundary (other than a laneway) than the street elevation of the associated building are consistent with the traditional period, style and form of the Local Heritage Place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P.187</strong> AMEND PO 4.1(a) to seek land division which maintains the heritage values of the Local Heritage Place, including setting, rather than compatibility with the surrounding pattern of subdivision.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**State Heritage Area Overlay**

*This overlay seeks to maintain the heritage and cultural values of State Heritage Areas through conservation, ongoing use and adaptive reuse. Specified development requires referral to the Minister administering the Heritage Places Act 1993.*
A number of industry groups, local government bodies and members of the public provided commentary and discussed a broad range of themes and topics. The key themes are listed below:

**State Heritage Guidelines for Development**

Engagement feedback:

Multiple submissions raised the need to reference Heritage SA’s ‘Guidelines for Development’ for State Heritage Areas within the ePlanning system and Statement of Heritage Significance documents as a component of assessment. It was considered that the provision of these two documents would provide greater guidance and clarity as to the appropriateness of development in each of the State Heritage Areas. Without reference to the guidelines and statements, the overlay was considered to require considerably more detail to avoid undermining existing policy provisions.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission supports referencing the State Heritage Guidelines in the Code. Such guidelines are currently publically available through the Department for Environment and Water website. These documents also include a Statement of Significance. It is considered that the adoption of these measures addresses the issues of a number of the submissions received.

**Definitions and Terminology**

Engagement feedback:

It was considered by several responses that some terminology required definition to be interpreted correctly in application. The choice of specific expressions was also queried and more direct language required. These included:

- Irredeemably beyond repair
- Adaptive reuse
- Unforeseen events beyond the control of the owner
- ‘Minor’ in reference to referrals, where development considered ‘minor in nature’ is not required to warrant a referral. In association, ‘like-for-like maintenance’ warrants a definition.
- Multiple submissions recommended more assertive, definitive language should feature in the overlay. For example, ‘should’ be replaced by ‘must’.

**Commission’s Response:**

The common definition and interpretation of the above expressions is considered sufficient to see their accurate application, and the Commission does not consider it necessary to define the above expressions in the Code. ‘Unforeseen events’ reference natural weather phenomenon, such as bushfire and flood. Definitive language suggested is inconsistent with the Code drafting principles and are not considered appropriate.

**Other feedback**

- PO 2.1 should directly reference a heritage building, as the proposed expression is inconsistent.
- A community submission desired that all development within the overlay be publicly notifiable to ensure proposed development does not diminish the heritage attributes of area.
Commission’s Response: It is not considered appropriate to notify all development. However, it is considered appropriate to notify demolition within the overlay.

- The ‘Purpose of Referral’ column is too vague and should be revised to provide greater guidance as to what heritage elements should be considered by referral bodies.

- It was suggested that Practice Directions be published for the State Heritage Area Overlay as such directions exist for similar overlays.

Commission’s Response: State Heritage Areas have a referral trigger to the Minister for Heritage and as such, guidance can be provided by the Minister. Further, Heritage SA have a series of Guidelines for Development and other guiding information to assist with the assessment of development associated with State Heritage. As such, a Practice Direction is considered unnecessary.

- Code Heritage Statements should be incorporated into the State Heritage Areas Overlay to reflect and provide appropriate guidance in relation to unique historic attributes for individual areas, similar to the approach taken to Historic Areas and Character Areas.

Clarification: The Commission notes that all State Heritage Areas are the subject of a ‘Statement of Significance’ in the SA Heritage Register, which is maintained by the South Australian Heritage Council under the Heritage Places Act 1993 and outline why an area is of heritage value. It should be noted that several State Heritage Areas have specific Guidelines for Development as well as more generic technical guides applicable to all areas and that development within State Heritage Areas generally triggers a referral to the Heritage Minister.

- Include a definition of ‘minor’ as this has implications for referrals to the Minister administering the Heritage Act.

Commission’s Response: It is considered a definition should not be provided as ‘minor’ will depend on the context of the proposal. For example, a small shed next to a very large and imposing State Heritage building could be deemed minor, whereas the same small shed next to a more modest State Heritage building could have significant implications. Further clarification could be considered for any potential future guidance material to support the Code.

Other issues raised in feedback included:

- Policy expression and inclusion of words such as ‘should’ and ‘must’
- Concern regarding the inclusion of a deemed-to-satisfy pathway and referral triggers
- Inclusion of policy to require landscaping where listed trees/gardens are removed
- Rewording of policies to provide clarity around buildings of heritage value.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.188 AMEND DO 1 to reference Statements of Significance and other relevant documents prepared and published by the administrative unit of the Public Service that is responsible for assisting a
Minister in the administration of the *Heritage Places Act 1993* (i.e. State Heritage Area Guidelines)

P.189 **INSERT** new PO under the heading *Alterations and Additions* to seek the adaptive reuse and revitalisation of heritage buildings and places to support their retention in a manner that respects and references the heritage values of the State Heritage Area.

P.190 **AMEND** PO 3.1 by adding the words ‘State Heritage’ before the word ‘Area’.

P.191 **AMEND** PO 3.3 to seek advertising to be located below the parapet line.

P.192 **INSERT** new PO under the heading *Ancillary Development* to seek fencing and gates consistent with the heritage values of the State Heritage Area.

P.193 **AMEND** PO 5.1 to refer specifically to street trees, kerbing, footpaths and other features that contribute to the historic value of the State Heritage Area.

**State Heritage Place Overlay**

*This overlay seeks to maintain the heritage and cultural values of State Heritage Places through conservation, ongoing use and adaptive reuse. Specified development requires referral to the Minister administering the Heritage Places Act 1993.*

A significant number of submissions were received concerning the State Heritage Place Overlay. The responses raised a number of issues and addressed varied themes. The topics of discussion listed below under each heading:

**Demolition**

Engagement feedback:

- Concern was raised that limited notification and appeal rights exist for the demolition of heritage places and that public notification requirements are inconsistent across zones.
- One group was concerned that heritage places and unlisted historic buildings within the Port Adelaide precinct are vulnerable to demolition.

Commission’s Response:

Notification varies zone by zone, however amendments are proposed to be made to some neighbourhood zones to require notification where demolition of a heritage place is proposed.

All State Heritage listed buildings are transitioning to the State Heritage Place Overlay and will retain demolition control. There is currently no protection for places which are not listed therefore the Code maintains status quo.

**Overlay Policy Content**

Engagement feedback:

- Development concessions are considered important in facilitating the adaptive re-use of heritage-listed buildings but the Code is silent in this regard. An additional PO which accommodates such dispensations should be included.
- PO 1.2 should be amended to consider the siting of development.
- Additional detail is needed in PO 1.3 to specify design features and architectural detailing.
- The scope of PO 1.6 should be expanded to encompass the curtilage of a State Heritage Place not only the front street boundary.
- Consistency in policy is needed, particularly in reference to ‘heritage building’ in place of ‘subject building’ in PO 2.1.
- Additions to PO 3.3 are needed to consider third party advertising, scale and projection of signage.
- PO 6.1 needs to be amended to focus on conservation and to consider deliberate neglect.

**Clarification:**

_Determining deliberate neglect can be subjective and problematic. Notwithstanding, the Heritage Places Act 1993 discusses such actions. It should be also noted that PO 6.1 is concerned with demolition, not conservation and that DO 1 addresses the intent to conserve heritage._

- The words ‘compatible’ and ‘either’ should be inserted in PO 1.5A.

**Commission’s Response:** The Commission support inclusion of these words in the policy to ensure consistency with the other heritage Overlays.

### Landscaping

**Engagement feedback:**

- PO 4.1 should be expanded to prescribe landscape setting and curtilage requirements for land division applications.
- PO 5.1 should be amended to consider landscaped settings around a State Heritage Place and list mitigation measures for the loss of trees or plantings if such loss is considered to impact heritage value or landscape character. New development should consider existing vegetation which should be retained.

**Commission’s Response:**

Landscaping is not considered development unless specifically listed. Mitigation measures such as replanting requirements could form part of development conditions, and be part of the Heritage Minister’s advice.

### Terminology and Expression

**Engagement feedback:**

- ‘Minor’ and ‘like-for-like’ should be defined when referenced in Referrals Table.
- The word ‘maintains’ should be replaced with ‘does not detrimentally affect’ in PO 1.1 - 1.3.
- The word ‘values’ should be replaced with ‘significance’ in PO 1.5, 3.1 and 6.1.

**Commission’s Response:**

It was considered that the word ‘significance’ has the same meaning and intent as ‘values’ in this context and as such, no change was required. Similarly, it was considered ‘maintains’ has the same intent as ‘does not detrimentally affect’.

### Procedural Matters – Referrals

**Engagement feedback:**
• Public notification should be required for demolition of State and Local Heritage Places and buildings situated within the Historic Area Overlay.

• Adjacency provisions are needed and further guidance is required about when a referral is triggered for either a heritage place and/or an adjacent property. In addition, it is considered the overlay triggers notification requirements for properties located some distance away and/or requires notification for a property whereby no heritage impacts would occur and should be altered.

• The phrases ‘like-for-like’, ‘materiality affect the context of the SHP’ and ‘substantive’ need definition.

Several submissions considered that the State Heritage Area Overlay is too generic and does not contain policy to appropriately address local circumstances. Many of these submissions recommended the inclusion of Historic Area Statements (or similar) for each of the 17 State Heritage Areas or suggested providing links to the various guidelines prepared and used by Heritage SA to inform the development assessment process. It was further suggested that Statements of Significance be included to articulate the historic values of each area.

A number of submissions from a range of stakeholder groups flagged a lack of specific policy guidance in both the State Heritage Place and State Heritage Area overlays for new development and its finished appearance, including form, size, proportions and materials (including what's not appropriate). Again, several submissions referred to the guidance of existing Heritage SA documents.

Some submissions suggested that more policy guidance is required around adaptive reuse and other development concessions. However, some considered that further guidance was required at the zone level (in relation to appropriate uses) rather than within the overlay itself.

The change in referrals to give the Heritage Minister the power of direction within the State Heritage Place and State Heritage Area overlays was generally supported, however, a small number of submissions raised concerns and sought to have more local input into the decision.

**Commission’s Response:**

The referral triggers have been developed in conjunction with SA Heritage as the agency responsible with State Heritage, and are therefore considered to be appropriate. Policies have been introduced to provide guidance around and incentivise the adaptive reuse of State Heritage Places.

**Other feedback**

Feedback received in relation to this overlay raised the need to clearly identify what policies apply to State Heritage Places as opposed to properties adjacent to these sites.

There was also a suggestion the Code should include the mapping of National Heritage.

*Clarification: These sites are covered by Commonwealth legislation.*

Other items of note include:

• Policy expression and inclusion of words such as ‘should’ and ‘must’

• Concern regarding inclusion of a DTS pathway and referral triggers.

• Suggestion of inclusion of policy to require landscaping where listed trees/gardens are removed.
- Minor rewording of policies to provide clarity.

**Commission’s Response:**

As with the feedback received for the Local Heritage Place Overlay, the inclusion of words such as ‘should’ and ‘must’ in policy does not meet the drafting principles of the Code and is therefore not recommended for adoption.

Guidance was also sought in relation to the term ‘irredeemably beyond repair’. This is intended to describe building fabric that is so compromised its value would be lost were it to be repaired or replaced.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

P.194 **AMEND** various policies to reference ‘State Heritage Place’ instead of ‘place’, ‘principal building’ or ‘subject building’.

P.195 **AMEND** PO 1.2 to reference siting, scale and massing.

P.196 **AMEND** PO 1.3 to specify roof pitch and form, openings, chimneys and verandahs as matters relevant to design and architectural detailing.

P.197 **AMEND** PO 1.6 to reference structures as well as new buildings, which should not be placed between the primary or secondary street boundaries and the façade of a Heritage Place.

P.198 **INSERT** new PO under the heading *Alterations and Additions* to seek the adaptive reuse and revitalisation of State Heritage Places to support their retention in a manner that respects and references the original use of the State Heritage Place.

P.199 **AMEND** PO 3.3 to seek advertising to be located below the parapet line.

P.200 **INSERT** a new PO under the heading *Ancillary Development* to ensure fencing and gates closer to a street boundary (other than a laneway) than the street elevation of the associated building are consistent with the traditional period, style and form of the State Heritage Place.

P.201 **AMEND** PO 4.1(a) to seek land division which maintains the heritage values of the State Heritage Place, including setting, rather than compatibility with the surrounding pattern of subdivision.

P.202 **AMEND** PO 7.1 to reference both exterior and interior conservation works.

**Noise and Emissions Overlay**

*This overlay provides policy guidance to protect sensitive development from noise and air emissions generated from major transport corridors (road and rail) and mixed land use. The overlay is also used as the trigger for application of Ministerial Building Standard MBS 010: ‘Construction requirements for the control of external sound’ and addresses development near high-volume roads and rail corridors, plus general noise in mixed-use areas (particularly from music venues).*

A number of submissions queried the spatial application of the overlay and suggested further review and refinement. Deemed-to-satisfy development was also considered to be inappropriately hindered by the overlay and more policy provisions concerned with noise attenuation measures were suggested.
Engagement feedback:

- A review of the spatial application of the overlay is needed as it is observed to be applied in areas where there are no or limited noise- or air-polluting sources.
- The spatial extent of the overlay should be applied more broadly across urban areas to support State Planning Policies relating to Integrated Planning, Design Quality, Employment Lands and Strategic Transport Infrastructure and reflect Technical Information Sheet 08.
- DTS criteria should be included as appropriate deemed-to-satisfy developments are not afforded a pathway in areas where the overlay applies.
- Noise attenuation policies should be introduced for residential development on main roads and arterial roads to provide consistency with current policy measures.

Clarification:

Reference to Australian Standards was not included in the Code as some aspects require subjective consideration and therefore are not suitable as measurable criteria for deemed-to-satisfy requirements.

The Commission will consider the use of Practice Guidelines or similar technical guidelines to assist in place of Australian Standards.

Commission’s Response:

The overlay has been applied widely across growth area zones and some residential zones, rather than adjacent to main road corridors and mixed use zones. Given it doesn’t include a deemed-to-satisfy pathway, this removes the pathway for dwellings etc.

A deemed-to-satisfy pathway is considered warrants for sensitive receivers: when not adjacent to a Designated Road Type A or B, Train or Tram Corridor or where it is adjacent to music venue, appropriate noise attenuation measures are incorporated.

Minor editorial amendments are recommended to remove reference to policy issues addressed by other parts of the Code (e.g. requirements for safety, urban design and access, wind impacts on pedestrian amenity).

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P203 CREATE DTS/DPF criteria for each PO in the overlay to provide a Deemed-to-satisfy pathway for sensitive receivers where not adjacent to a Designated Road Type A, B or R, Train or Tram Corridor, or where it is adjacent to music venue, appropriate noise attenuation measures are incorporated.
Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies

These general policies reflect the principles of good design and apply across a large number of development scenarios, not just residential. The policies relate to the design of buildings, structures and spaces for aesthetic and/or sustainable purposes. They also provide guidance for residential development with regard to amenity, private and communal open space, dwelling additions, and ancillary buildings and structures. Best practice policy (e.g. relating to WSUD, environmental sustainability and overall design and performance of new urban infill) is included.

The Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies drew a large amount of feedback from a range of stakeholders with the majority focussing on policies which apply to residential infill development including tree planting, landscaping and water sensitive design.

Tree planting

Engagement feedback:

The inclusion of deemed-to-satisfy-policy requiring landscaping and tree planting on residential sites was generally supported. Some respondents indicated that the requirements should be increased to improve alignment with tree canopy targets in the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide. Other suggestions related to linking urban heat mapping to Code policy. Some respondents queried how tree planting and landscaping policy could be enforced and monitored by authorities and the resources required to undertake this.

Development industry stakeholders raised the following matters:

- The requirement to plant a tree will increase footing specifications to address potential tree root effects and this increased footing size will increase the cost to the home builder and impact housing affordability.
- It is not feasible to provide a 4 x 4m space for a tree in front of buildings where the street setback is 3m so this policy should not be required in areas where 4 or more storeys are envisaged.

Local government submissions observed the following:

- More policy is needed in the Code to mitigate urban heat effects.
- Additional support through conditions and fees should be included to facilitate the planting of trees.
- Consideration of landscaping and its appropriateness in relation to its proximity to building footings should be considered.
- Soft landscaping and 1 tree per dwelling is positive but should be applied to all development.

Community members and groups:

- supported the provisions for increasing and maintaining tree cover in urban infill situations
- expressed concern that site provisions (infill density) will not protect tree canopy/biodiversity
- requested more policy to protect older trees and more planting policy that gives regard to the type of trees and how the trees are to be maintained.

Advocacy institutes/associations observed:

- The Code should encourage the use of fit-for-purpose plant species; incorporate guidelines on minimum tree size and quality at time of installation; require landscaping be installed prior to occupation; and reference a guide of suitable species.
- Land requirements to support tree planting should be at least 10% of the site for minimum deep soil area (based on 20% being allocated for private open space) and at least 2 larger trees for sites greater than 1500m².
Commission’s Response:

To address concerns and queries around the Code’s proposed tree planting policy, the Department commissioned a Cost Benefit Analysis by BDO EconSearch. The analysis found that:

- Overall, if well managed, the introduction of the tree planting policy will provide economic, amenity and liveability benefits for the community.

- Trees have the potential to impact on a building’s footings where they are set back a distance less than their mature growth height. In such cases, footings must be designed to address the risk of impact with costs depending on soil type, construction method, footing type and number of trees.

- The additional house footing costs and on-site tree planting and maintenance costs (borne by infill households) is offset by the non-market environmental and social benefits that increased urban tree canopy cover provides and the cost-saving benefit of reduced electricity use to infill households.

- The minimum 5m set back of the General Neighbourhood Zone allows a 4m tree (as per the draft DTS) to be planted outside the zone of ‘tree effect’ and therefore incurs no cost.

- The Housing Diversity and Urban Renewal Zone (with a minimum 3m setback) does not have space to fit a 4m mature tree without the footings being designed to accommodate this. However, the footings of many dwellings (in small lot infill environments) are already affected by near-by street trees and/or trees on adjacent sites so they already have to accommodate a ‘tree effect’ and this is not a new cost.

Given the notable benefits of tree planting observed in the analysis, the Commission proposes to retain the tree planting policy for new dwellings in urban areas, but not in:

- rural areas where loss of tree canopy is not as severe as urban infill areas
- master planned areas as open space and tree planting is likely to have been provided through the land division process.

To provide a more nuanced approach to apply to the tree planting policy, it is proposed to create a new Urban Tree Canopy Overlay which can be applied over ‘neighbourhood’ zones where urban tree canopy decline is experienced. This approach would also allow for nuancing in application of the policy to exclude tree planting requirements in cases where the cost of planting a tree (largely incurred by upgrades to building footings) may exceed the anticipated benefits, such as areas with higher soil reactivity.

In response to concerns about the impact on dwelling footings, the Commission may develop advisory material under section 66(5) of the PDI Act in the future which details:

- a suggested planting guide and a selection of tree species suitable for South Australian climate that meet the height/spread categories
- recommendations for setbacks from buildings and reference AS2807-2011 Residential Slabs and Footings
- maintenance guidelines, etc.

Mandatory tree setbacks from buildings are not proposed to be incorporated in the Code policy given that a closer tree may not impact on dwelling footings if the footings are upgraded in any case (e.g. where neighbouring trees, soil type, etc. require footing upgrades irrespective of new tree plantings).

The Cost Benefit Analysis also assessed the costs and benefits of meeting tree canopy cover requirements through an offset scheme. It is expected that there will be no additional house footing costs incurred by infill homeowners if those households choose to participate in an offset scheme. The Commission supports investigation into establishment of an off-set scheme into which payment could be made in lieu of planting one or more new trees, with moneys used to plant and maintain trees in public
reserves and nature strips. This would provide an additional option for payment in cases where it may be impractical to accommodate on-site plantings, such as in higher density zones where a front/rear setback of less than 3m is anticipated, or in areas where higher soil reactivity may substantially increase footing costs when a tree is planted.

Note: An Off-set Scheme established under section 197 of the PDI Act would not form part of the Code, but could provide the ability for a provision of the Code to apply with a specified variation under the terms of the scheme.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.204 CREATE an Urban Tree Canopy Overlay which contains the tree planting policy, and DELETE PO/DTS/DPF 21.2 from the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

Soft Landscaping

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on minimum soft landscaping (i.e. pervious areas) varied between different stakeholder groups.

Development industry stakeholders raised the following matters:

- The requirement for soft landscaping is too great an area, particularly for small/narrow sites, and should only apply to the front yard area.
- The Greenfield and Master Planned zones in non-infill areas should be exempt from this requirement as the concern is addressed in the public realm as part of a greenfield/master planned approach.
- Minimum pervious percentages should be reduced to align with POS requirements.
- The policy should not apply in Housing Diversity, Urban Corridor or Urban Renewal Neighbourhood zones.

Local government submissions observed the following:

- More policy is needed in the Code to address urban heat effects.
- The requirement to provide 15-25% soft landscape areas and a minimum of one (1) tree per dwelling is positive and strongly supported but should apply to all development regardless of type or scale.
- The term ‘living green landscaping’ should replace ‘soft landscaping’.
- The proportion of soft landscaping should align with the POS.
- An additional category of soft landscaping is needed to address very small allotments.

Community members and groups:

- expressed concerns about the impacts on urban heat, biodiversity and pollution resulting from plastic lawns instead of porous paving, gravel or vegetation
- requested that smaller sites should be required to have a higher proportion of soft landscaping
- requested that policy to stipulate where greenspace should be located for maximum microclimate benefit
- requested that permeable paving not be a predominant feature of soft landscaped areas.
Advocacy institutes/associations observed that policy relating to soft landscaping and permeable surfaces is ambiguous and open to interpretation and requested an increase in minimum dimension from 0.5m to 0.7m.

**Commission’s Response:**

While concern has been raised by some industry stakeholders regarding soft landscaping requirements, testing of a selection of standard house designs demonstrated that most designs achieve compliance with the criteria as drafted. Cases of non-compliance also demonstrated non-compliance with other criteria such as setbacks, site coverage or private open space, suggesting that those examples represented an over-development of the site that is not appropriate under the Code. However, the need to include an additional category with a reduced amount of landscaped area to apply to a very small site is considered appropriate.

The Commission supports the creation of a new administrative definition of soft landscaping to clarify that it does not include artificial lawn – see associated recommendation in the Administrative Definitions section of this report.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

P.205 AMEND policy under ‘Residential Development - 3 Building Levels or less > Landscaping’ to:

- increase the minimum proportion of soft landscaping forward of the building line to 30%
- increase the minimum dimension of landscaping from 0.5 to 0.7m
- include an additional category of dwelling Site Area (less than 150m²) with a 10% landscaping requirement.

**Rainwater tanks and water sensitive urban design**

*Engagement feedback:*

Feedback from development industry stakeholders on rainwater tanks raised the following matters:

- Rainwater tanks (including requirements for minimum 80% of roof area connected to tank and tank volume) could be difficult to achieve and costly and should be at the discretion of the homeowner.
- The 1000L capacity under Building Code of Australia (BCA) should be retained but be reduced to 50% for row dwellings.
- For greenfield/master planned developments, sufficient stormwater management provisions for the retention and detention of stormwater are likely to have already been provided.
- Water sensitive design policies related to 5-19 dwellings are too onerous and unnecessary and stormwater requirements for smaller residential developments, particularly connecting rainwater tanks, would add cost to development.

Some industry submissions indicated that stormwater retention was already addressed in the BCA and policy shouldn’t replicate / expand on this. It was also suggested that policy needed to be more flexible to consider local conditions. It was also identified that stormwater management policy should be reworded to improve clarity and make it more equitable, to ensure that it only requires additional stormwater runoff.
generated by a development to be managed rather than address existing pre-existing conditions / issues within a catchment.

Other industry submissions provided suggestions for improvements to stormwater related policies including retention and detention solutions.

Local government submissions:

- requested larger on-site stormwater retention/detention requirements
- requested clarification of WSUD provisions to ensure they are practicable and will achieve the desired outcomes.
- expressed concern around stormwater management with increased infill development (hazard mapping)
- queried why stormwater management policy only applies to 5-19 dwellings (stormwater principles for larger development).

Community members and groups:

- requested additional WSUD elements such as compulsory use of permeable paving and greater water catchment options
- requested more guidance for WSUD when it comes to small-scale development in established suburbs
- recommended the inclusion of urban design guidelines that provide standards for incorporating larger on-site water collection/storage for household use, e.g. large underground tanks, deep gutter roofing.
- considered the stormwater management policies could be onerous and inequitable in some circumstances and result in a requiring a reduction in pre-development peak flow rates and that the policy does not align with relevant guidelines used by engineering practitioners
- requested additional policies to mitigate stormwater management as a result of infill development and that further policy development should be undertaken to increase stormwater detention requirements for infill development at the development plan consent stage.

Commission’s response:

To address concerns and queries around the Code’s proposed rainwater tanks and water sensitive urban design policy, the Department commissioned a Cost Benefit Analysis by BDO. The analysis found that:

- Rainwater tanks are effective in reducing the impact of small-scale flooding provided they are able to be emptied appropriately. A detention component is therefore recommended.
- There is a wide range of existing development plan rainwater tank requirements (2,000-5,000L) and also assessment via the current ResCode for small-scale infill development (e.g. 10% in West Torrens to 64% in Marion) therefore the proposed Code policies provide an appropriate middle ground
- The cost of upgrading a tank is generally offset by water savings benefits to the household, and more notably, preventing the need for upgrades of existing stormwater infrastructure to deal with heavy rain events.

It is proposed to retain the tank sizes proposed in the consultation version for the Code, but to introduce a detention requirement for larger tanks to enhance benefits to the stormwater catchment. The majority of tanks will be used for retentions to deliver greater water-saving benefits to the homeowner, which represents a shift from most council requirements for predominantly detention tanks.

To ensure the efficiency of retention tanks, it is proposed to increase the percentage of roof area connected to the tank to 80% for all dwelling types.
Acknowledging the increase in cost of plumbing connections where dwellings incorporate more than 1 toilet, it is proposed to require connection to only 1 toilet instead of all toilet to minimise costly plumbing works, for example where a second-storey bathroom would require connection. Furthermore, for smaller sites, it is considered appropriate to provide the option for connection to either 1 toilet, laundry cold water outlets, or hot water service.

In accordance with the tree planting policy, it is proposed to apply the rainwater tank policy through application of a new overlay, which will allow the policy to be implemented only in urban areas where on-site stormwater management is needed.

It is acknowledged that on-site water sensitive design policies should not be relevant to new dwellings in master-planned areas given wholesale stormwater management is likely to have been implemented through the land division process.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**P.206** CREATE an Stormwater Management Overlay which contains the rainwater tank policy, and DELETE PO/DTS/DPF 22.1 from the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

**P.207** AMEND policy in the new Overlay to:

- introduce detention requirement for tanks on sites >200m² to assist in improving stormwater impacts but waive this requirement if site permeability exceeds 30-35%.
- increase the percentage of roof area connected to rainwater tanks to 80% for all dwelling types
- require connection to: either a toilet, laundry cold water outlets or hot water service for sites less than 200m²; or connected to one toilet and either the laundry cold water outlets or hot water service for sites of 200m² or greater
- clarify that the policy only relates to detached, semi-detached or row dwellings, or less than 5 group dwellings or dwellings within a residential flat building.

**P.208** AMEND the water sensitive design policies PO 22.2, DTS / DPF 22.2 and PO 22.3 and DTS / DPF 22.3 to:

- move from Residential Development (3 building levels or less) to ‘Group Dwellings, Residential Flat Buildings and Battle-axe Development’
- clarify that these policies relate only to development creating a common driveway / access that services 5 or more dwellings
- increase clarity, ease of use and ensure that they are contemporary.

**Private open space (POS)**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback on private open space criteria drew a variety of feedback from different stakeholder groups.

Development industry stakeholders raised the following matters:

- The private open space definitions and requirements are too onerous and should be reviewed to be more consistent with the current ResCode and reduce significant increases in requirements between allotment sizes (e.g. a 299m² allotment requires 24m² of private open space whereas a 300m² allotment requires 60m²).
- A single open space figure (24m$^2$) would be a more appropriate policy to apply across all but the most 'urban' forms of development (i.e. apartments and some very small lot terrace developments).

- Minimum dimension should be reduced to 3m to align with rear setback criteria.

Local government submissions observed the following:

- Private open space should not be located (or at least not encouraged) in front of the dwelling.
- The minimum dimension and areas for POS are considered largely insufficient and there is concern about the reduction in POS minimum dimension from 2.5 to 1.8m.
- A 20% POS should apply to all dwellings.

Community members/groups and advocacy institutes/associations:

- requested an increase in the requirements for POS provision to ensure liveability and standardised proportion of green space and recommended a minimum of 30%
- requested that requirements for residential flat buildings (apartments) should align with other dwelling forms
- expressed concern that the deemed-to-satisfy solutions around private open space are generally unsatisfactory and do not provide suitable POS for families and children to play
- requested that a minimum 20% POS should apply to all dwellings.

Commission’s Response:

Given new requirements for pervious landscaped areas, there is less relevance in prescribing POS as a minimum proportion of the site area. Prescribing a minimum functional area of POS that is directly accessible from living areas is considered a more appropriate and effective policy mechanism.

It is acknowledged that the main area of POS for a dwelling should not be encouraged forward of the building line due to the associated requirement for front fencing (reducing surveillance) and a generally incompatibility with standard house designs having living areas at the rear. As such, it is recommended that a single area of 24m$^2$ be located behind the building line.

Amendments to the definition of POS are supported to increase the minimum dimension to 2.0m and clarify that the POS must be screened by fencing etc., and that it includes open verandahs, decks, etc. Refer to associated recommendation in the Procedural and Technical > Administrative Definitions section of this report.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.209 AMEND Table 1 – Private Open Space to prescribe minimum POS of 24m$^2$ sited behind the building line with minimum dimensions of 3m and 16m$^2$ accessible from a living room for all dwellings other than residential flat buildings.

P.210 REMOVE policy requiring POS areas in front yards to be fenced and incorporate a verandah (this will be dealt with in the definition of POS in any case).

Garaging

Engagement feedback:
Industry groups raised concern with restricting garage/carport width to 50% of allotment as this would no longer allow the option of building a home with a double garage on a 10m wide block. It was also observed the proposed minimum internal garage widths of 3.2m (single garage) and 6.0m (double garage) and length 6.0m would exceed many builder’s designs and Australian Standards.

Alternatively, certain council feedback observed garage widths should be limited to a maximum of 30% and up to 6m to reflect certain development plans.

Commission’s response:

Currently the ResCode permits a 7m wide garage/carport door and this Code proposed to limit this to 50% of the allotment width or 7m (whichever is less).

A 50% limitation is a common parameter for garage widths in many development plans and assists in not only minimising garage dominance for aesthetic reasons, but also ensures dwellings can be designed with habitable rooms facing the street to enhance passive surveillance.

It is noted that on a 10m wide allotment, the 50% policy would allow a 5.0m wide garage door. This would allow for a double garage as a standard double-width door is 4.8m wide. The policy could be amended to clarify this relates to the width of the door opening, not the garage itself.

It is acknowledged that the 50% garage width restriction has less relevance to two-storey dwellings because the second storey enhances the street’s habitable windows, etc.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.211 AMEND policy under ‘Residential Development - 3 Building Levels or less > External appearance’ regarding garage and carport door width to:
- delete the maximum 3.5m door width on sites with a frontage less than 12m and replace with a width not exceeding 50% of the site frontage
- clarify that the maximum 7m or 50% garage/carport width criteria relates to the width of the door opening not the garage itself.

P.212 AMEND internal car parking dimension policy to accord with Australian Standards.

Driveways, access and street parking

Engagement feedback:

Comments on policies regarding driveway design and access observed that sites with a frontage of 12m or less are required to have an access point to the road of a maximum width of 3.2m which is too restrictive and does not allow for a double garage due to insufficient manoeuvring room.

A number of council and community submissions raised concern regarding driveway setbacks from street trees, including:

- Policy should better reflect the characteristics of the particular street tree in question with respect to its own tree protection zone (i.e. 2m may be acceptable for a bottlebrush but not for a 100-year-old gum).
• The setback required is currently determined by the tree species’ trunk diameter and, for large mature trees, its structural root zone radius, which is calculated in accordance with AS (a minimum separation between the subject tree and proposed crossover is to protect the tree and provide space for tree growth and minimise future damage to the crossover).

• It is unclear where the 2m setback is measured from (i.e. the trunk, the canopy, etc.).

In relation to the need to retain on-street car parks between driveway, there was concern that on-street car parks will be attributed to more than one proposal.

Commission’s response:

While limiting driveway widths is an important consideration in the new infill policy, there is scope to review the criteria to provide more flexibility on wider sites. It is considered appropriate to allow wider driveways on sites where double-garaging is permissible to allow for more convenient vehicle manoeuvring (4.8m standard double-garage door width suits sites with frontage >9.6m, therefore 10m frontage width should be the relevant parameter).

It is acknowledged that driveway setbacks from street trees can be guided by a variety of factors, which could be further investigated as design standards for the public realm are developed. Regarding concerns on the impact on large mature trees, it is noted that if a tree is classified as regulated or significant, a driveway in close proximity to the tree will comprise tree-damaging activity in any case, invoking a performance assessed pathway with relevant provisions from the Regulated and Significant Trees Overlay.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.213 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Car parking, access and manoeuvrability’ to clarify that on-street car parks are required where on-street parking is available abutting the site’s street frontage, at a rate of 0.33 per dwelling (rounded to the nearest whole number, therefore 1 space would be required for 1 or 2 dwellings).

P.214 AMEND DTS / DPF relating to driveway gradient and angle to improve clarity about appropriate alignment of vehicle crossovers / driveways.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.215 AMEND DTS/DPFs under ‘Car parking, access and manoeuvrability’ to:

- clarify setback from street trees refers to the base of the trunk
- limit driveways to 3.2m in width at the front boundary on sites with a frontage less than 10m, not 12m.

External Appearance

Engagement feedback:

• A window area of 2m² minimum is overly prescriptive and could have impact on energy efficiency and design. Also, does this relate to aggregate window size or each window?
• A minimum room width of 2.7m could have impact on internal design and overall built width will have a negative impact on narrow blocks.
• The requirement for the entry door to the front elevation to address the street is too prescriptive and will preclude different design options.
• The requirement for 3 minimum design features to the front elevation from 4 possible alternatives for single-storey dwellings is too restrictive and it is possible that streetscapes will become repetitive. Suggest additional option for at least two materials/colours on the front facade.
• Additional design criteria should be provided for front and side/rear façades, especially façades which present to public spaces such as secondary streets.

**Commission’s response:**

The 2m² minimum window area is considered achievable on most standard residential designs, however the policy could be amended to clarify this as it relates to the total of all windows on the front façade, not just 1.

It is noted that there has been some ambiguity about what comprises a ‘habitable room’, as there have been examples of hallways and the like being labelled as ‘study’ to achieve compliance with ResCode criteria. In such cases, the area is unlikely to be inhabited for extended periods and dilutes the intent of the policy to provide passive surveillance to the street. It is, however, considered appropriate to reduce the dimension to 2.4 metres.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**P.216 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘All residential development > Front elevations and passive surveillance’ to:**

- clarify that 2m² window area relates to the total aggregate area of all windows on front façade
- allow a dwelling’s entry door to be ‘visible’ from the street rather than facing the street.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**P.217 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘All residential development > Front elevations and passive surveillance’ to reduce minimum habitable room dimension from 2.7 to 2.4m.**

**P.218 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Residential Development - 3 Building Levels or less > External appearance’ to:**

- add new criteria to external appearance policy to allow a minimum of two different colours/materials incorporated on the front façade to satisfy 1 of the 3 required treatment options.
- require dwelling façades facing a secondary street frontage to satisfy 2 treatment options.

**P.219 REMOVE PO/DTS/DPF requiring recessing of the secondary street façade as articulation of secondary street frontages will be achieved through the other ‘External appearance’ policy.**
**Waste storage**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback from development industry observed that the requirement for waste bin storage mandates additional area that may or may not be used by homeowners. Further, the 3m² area for waste and unobstructed path to the street would not be achievable for narrow sites and will require additional POS.

Local government feedback requested waste storage criteria to apply to all dwellings and to include consideration of gradient for path of travel between waste bin storage and the street (<1:10).

**Commission’s Response:**

3 square metres may be a generous allocation of area for the storage of three domestic bins. It is considered appropriate to reduce the area, but prescribe a minimum dimension to ensure the area can conveniently accommodate standard bins. If an 0.9m dimension is prescribed, a standard side path could be used, taking an area of 0.9 x 2.2m to achieve 2m² area.

There may be ambiguity in the term ‘unobstructed path of travel’ as the existence of fences or a roller door (if the area is located in a garage) should not create non-compliance with the criteria.

It is noted that the waste storage area could be located to the side of a dwelling with a minimum dimension of 0.9m, which would not be classified as POS in any case.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

_Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.220 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Waste storage’ to:

a. Decrease the area from 3m² to 2m² and prescribe a minimum dimension of 0.9m.

b. Clarify the requirement for a continuous unobstructed path of travel doesn’t include moveable objects like gates and roller doors._

**Group dwellings, residential flat buildings and battle-axe dwellings**

**Engagement feedback:**

Local government submissions provided a range of feedback on battle-axe policies, including the following:

- Dedicated waste and recyclable material storage areas should be located at least 3m from any habitable room window and/or opening including doors, balcony or private open space (particularly for group dwellings, residential flat buildings, supported accommodation, housing for aged persons and people with disabilities).

- A 50m maximum distance should be required between the bin storage area and the bin collection point.

- Bins should be restricted to the road verge in front of the subject site rather than being placed outside neighbouring properties.

- Additional criteria around the design of Communal Open Space (COS) and clearer definition of the areas excluded is needed (e.g. driveways, POS, rights of way).
The Code does not articulate whether or where battle-axe development is appropriate but this type of development can have a detrimental impact on the land division pattern and landscaped pattern of a locality, as well as detrimentally impact the amenity of adjacent property occupants.

Battle-axe developments should require on-site reversing so all vehicles can leave in a forward direction.

A common driveway servicing 3 or more dwellings should have a 6m x 6m entrance point. Under Code policy this is only required for arterial roads, which is insufficient.

Policy to facilitate access of waste collection vehicles for developments of 10+ dwellings is needed.

Standard side and rear setbacks appropriate for typical side-by-side dwellings or outbuildings are not appropriate for dwellings adjacent to neighbouring private open space.

Industry feedback observed dwellings should only be separated from common driveways where they incorporate habitable room windows facing the driveway.

Commission's response:

Battle-axe development is considered a legitimate housing form in most neighbourhood zones provided such dwellings accord with the setback and height provisions in the relevant zone, particularly those which anticipate an increase in housing diversity. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to insert policy which specifically discourages battle-axe development in certain areas.

It is acknowledged that dwellings on battle-axe sites should not follow a deemed-to-satisfy pathway given qualitative assessment of vehicle turning areas, etc. warrants a merit assessment. As such, a DTS criteria could be drafted to prevent detached dwellings on battle-axe sites from following a deemed-to-satisfy pathway (rather than relying on descriptors in the development type). Furthermore, in a performance assessment, a corresponding PO could be drafted to ensure the battle-axe development is appropriately sited and designed to respond to the existing neighbourhood context.

Privacy treatments to a height 1.5 metres above finished floor level are considered sufficient to minimise direct overlooking into the private areas of adjacent properties whilst also maintaining a reasonable level of internal amenity for new dwellings.

It is considered appropriate to improve the ‘Group dwellings, residential flat buildings and battle-axe dwellings’ policies to:

- require forward entry/exit to all battle-axe sites, even where only servicing 1 dwelling
- align the driveway policy to align with Australian Standards regarding entrance width and passing areas
- provide more guidance on the design and siting of communal open space and its substitution for private open space.

Commission's Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.221 CREATE additional policy on the design/siting of communal open space.

P.222 AMEND car parking, access and manoeuvrability policies to:

- require a driveway width of 5.5m for the first 6m length of common driveway
- clarify vehicle access movements, differentiating between entry and exit movements
- apply entry and exit manoeuvring DTS/DPF to any dwelling on a battle-axe site (not just where servicing more than 1 dwelling)
- only require 1.5m dwelling separation from common driveways where the dwelling wall incorporates a ground floor habitable window or door.

P.223  AMEND policy to encourage common waste storage facilities to be conveniently located between the collection point and dwellings.

P.224  CREATE additional policy to seek battle-axe development that is appropriately sited and designed to respond to the existing neighbourhood context and to preclude battle-axe development from a deemed-to-satisfy pathway.

Flooding

Engagement feedback:

A number of comments on flooding policy PO/DTS/DPF 17.1 raised concern that the requirement for ground level finished floor level to be 300mm above top of kerb level is unnecessarily restrictive as it will preclude many homes from the DTS pathway of assessment. It was observed that many development sites are located on sloping land which results in a significant number being on the low side of the road, but in such cases, there are engineering solutions for appropriate stormwater drainage irrespective of minimum floor/site levels.

It was further observed that the issue around flooding of the allotment / dwelling is not what the FFL of the dwelling is but relates to the height at the property boundary in relation to the top of kerb. New estates generally have had to provide a 2 to 2.5% gradient up from the top of kerb to the property boundary to prevent for flood waters in the road coming into the allotment.

Other matters raised included:

- How FFL requirements will be measured for allotments that have a side slope, suggesting ‘Where the residential accommodation’s FFL is below the top of kerb, the property boundary’s level must be above the top of kerb’.
- Referring to projected increasing frequency and intensity of heavy rainfall events, e.g. “Residential accommodation … to prevent the entry of floodwaters considering projected increases in heavy rainfall events”.
- Changing PO 17.1 to ‘unless adequate provision for the management of stormwater has been provided’ i.e. rear allotment drainage.
- Flooding and water sensitive design policies aren’t relevant or suited to rural areas.
- Policy relating to flooding should be strengthened and consider other land uses (not just residential).
- Additional General Development Policies may be required to address flood hazard risk outside of those areas mapped within the overlay.
- Design in Urban Areas PO 17.1 (Flooding) relates only to residential accommodation not other development types.
• A policy mechanism to apply Finished Floor Levels TNV related to Australian Height Datum (AHD) to reflect current Development Plan policies is needed.

Clarification:

PO/DTS/DPF 17.1 exists to ensure residential development is designed to prevent the entry of flood waters. Stormwater disposal is dealt with under the Building Code of Australia in conjunction with the council’s requirements to dispose to their stormwater infrastructure. For this reason, the policy is considered better placed in the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.225   RELOCATE PO/DTS/DPF 17.1 to the new Hazards (Flooding General) Overlay.

Medium to high rise development

Engagement feedback:

A wide range of comments were received from local government regarding the design of medium to high rise development including residential aspects, the appearance of buildings and general functionality. They were generally supportive of the policy but did suggests a range of more detailed refinements including:

• strengthening policy around ‘liveability’ requirements for apartment style living (including in relation to solar access, ventilation, apartment size, outlook, private and communal open space and the like)
• strengthening policy in relation to multi-storey building design (including in relation to context, form, durability and the like)
• improving policy regarding waste storage in multi-storey buildings.

Comments from the development industry were received regarding policy relating to apartment liveability, primarily querying whether certain aspects are relevant planning considerations (such as specifying the maximum number of apartments accessing a corridor and maximum corridor length).

The requirements for a deep soil space in front of a building was commented on, and whether this might detract from building design in some urban areas (and that provision of trees in such location ought to be in the public realm).

Comment was made about the need to be careful around policy requirements relating to context for medium to high ride development, particularly where a location is low rise.

Feedback identified a policy gap relating to the provision of site facilities and waste storage, as the draft policies only relate to development incorporating 4 or more building levels. It was suggested that this policy be applied to all development (noting that this was already addressed for low-rise residential development by other specific policies).

Comments were received that suggested the proposed overlooking and visual privacy policy provisions should apply to all development which may cause potential overlooking impacts on residential development, such as medium to high rise commercial development rather than only being applied to low-scale residential development.
Privacy

Engagement feedback:

It was observed that many inner metro councils have policies requiring 1.7m sill heights so the proposed 1.5m sill heights were not supported due to concern with privacy impacts.

Industry submissions suggested the 'cone of vision' approach for visual privacy policy (e.g. a view cone 15m deep).

Commission's Response:

The ResCode currently allows window sill heights/glazing to a minimum height of 1.5 metres and it is considered appropriate to maintain this requirement. While typical eye level may be 1.7 metres, the 1.5m privacy treatment level is designed to minimise incidental overlooking, not to prevent overlooking if someone attempts to look over the sill/glazing height. It is also important to balance privacy with internal amenity for occupants and ensure upper-storey rooms have sufficient outlook and access to sunlight.

That being said, it is acknowledged that balconies facing side/rear boundaries can be perceived as a much more invasive so it is considered appropriate to provide a 1.7m screening height for balconies.

It is also considered appropriate to provide additional options for the treatment of upper-storey windows, including external screening.

Commission's Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

P.226 RENAME the Site Facilities / Waste Storage subheading to ‘Site Facilities / Waste Storage (excluding residential development 3 storeys or less)’ and relocate this section to the All Development section of the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

P.227 RELOCATE Overlooking/Visual Privacy PO and DTS/DPF 19.1 to the All Development section of the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

P.228 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Overlooking / Visual Privacy (in buildings 3 storeys or less)’ to provide the option to provide external screening adjacent these windows with maximum 25% openings.

P.229 CREATE a new PO and DTS / DPF relating the design and siting of balconies, including DTS criteria for screening on any balcony facing a side/rear boundary (maximum 25% transparency/openings) to a minimum height of:

- 1.5m above finished floor level where the balcony is located at least 15 metres from the nearest habitable window of a dwelling on adjacent land or
- 1.7m above finished floor level in all other cases.
Other feedback

- The ancillary development maximum total floor area of 60m$^2$ may be too low compared to current maximum floor areas for these types of development.
- Landscaping should be included at a height to adequately screen/minimise/improve the appearance of retaining walls.
- On-site waste treatment policy is needed.

Commission’s Response:

It is considered appropriate for the size of ancillary structures/buildings to reflect what is currently permitted in Schedule 1A and Schedule 4 of the Development Regulations 2008. As such, permitting 60m$^2$ floor area for each ancillary structure, not the total of all buildings on the site, is considered appropriate, particularly given that requirements for maximum site coverage and retention of POS will apply.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

P.230 RELOCATE policies from the Sloping Land Overlay into Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies regarding cut and fill, retaining walls, driveway gradients and the like.

P.231 AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Fences and walls’ to reference a landscape strip of 1m wide against the low side of retaining walls where visible from public land, removing reference to depth.

P.232 AMEND policy relating to the scale of ancillary buildings in the Design in Urban Areas module to clarify that 60m$^2$ floor area relates to the individual ancillary structure not the total of all buildings on the site.

P.233 CREATE a new DTS / DPF relating to transportable buildings to require that the sub-floor space of transportable buildings, not just dwellings, are enclosed, consistent with changes in the Design in Rural Areas General Development Policies.

P.234 CREATE a new PO and DTS / DPF relating to dedicated effluent disposal areas where development requires on-site waste treatment systems, consistent with that in the Design in Rural Areas General Development Policies.

Design in Rural Areas General Development Policies

These general policies reflect the principles of good design and apply across a large number of development types. The policies relate to the design of buildings, structures and spaces for aesthetic and/or sustainable purposes. They also provide guidance for residential development with regard to amenity, private and communal open space, dwelling additions and ancillary buildings and structures.

Engagement feedback:

Some respondents queried whether the Design in Rural Areas module was too similar to the Design in Urban Areas module and whether it responded adequately to a rural context. In particular:
• Policy relating to the design of dwellings such as requiring a window or door facing the street should be removed as dwelling facades are often not visible from streets in rural locations.

• Additional policy relating to the visual impact of horticultural netting could be included in the Design in Rural Areas module.

• The size of ancillary buildings is often larger in a rural context.

• Sections relating to higher density residential development, small allotment provisions etc. should be reconsidered in a rural context.

Other respondents sought policy improvements or additional policy:

• The Code should include greater acknowledgement of climate change and have regard to projected intense climatic events such as increases in heavy rainfall events which will change the ARI/AEP events and associated flood levels. References to storm or flood events could provide a reference date and refer to the need to consider future flood hazard.

• SAPPL general landscaping provisions and referencing to warmer and drier climatic conditions should be transitioned into PO 3.1.

• A new PO on resource conversion, founded on existing development plan policy, is needed.

• Industry and council submissions suggested refinements to the waste storage and collection elements of the module, specifically that the provision to collect 10 or more bins on-site is achievable without impacts to traffic movement.

• Landscaping policies which feature in the Design in Urban Areas module should be replicated.

• There should be a stronger requirement for onsite wastewater to be assessed at a development application stage.

• Performance assessment criteria for ancillary accommodation in the rural areas for such uses as a granny flat are needed.

• Design solutions to promote water sensitive building design and management of stormwater over the site using such methods as underdeck water storage tanks and permeable parking surfaces as suitable measures should be considered.

• DTS 16.1 regarding water quality for 5-19 dwellings should include reference to 90 per cent reduction of litter/gross pollutants compared to untreated stormwater runoff and ensure no visible oils/grease for flows up to the 1 in 3 months’ average return interval flood peak flow.

• A limit of 1m cut and 1m fill is not practical for large rural outbuildings/sheds.

• Policy about the following is needed:
  – environmentally sustainable design including passive heating and cooling
  – landscaping that contributes to biodiversity, the viability of ecosystems and uses locally indigenous species
  – recycling and waste.

• Design policies should include reference to previous guidelines and reference material prepared by the Office of Design and Architecture SA.
Commission’s Response:

It should be noted that some of the comments provided in relation to the Design in Urban Areas module are also relevant to this module, given that some policies are contained in both modules. Therefore, some of the recommendations that have resulted from feedback provided about the Design in Urban Areas have been included below.

Many of the policies in this module are suited to both rural areas as well as greenfield locations in urban areas where there is limited infill development or high rise residential development likely to occur. Accordingly, a change to the name of the module is supported to better reflect its application.

It’s considered appropriate to update relevant policies in the Design in Rural Areas General Development Policies to align with their equivalent in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

In relation to other policies, it’s acknowledged that the policy intent in non-urban areas differs from urban areas where policies are required to guide infill development. Examples of policy which may not be relevant in a non-urban context include:

- Landscaping / tree planting
- Façade design
- Entry doors
- Waste bin storage
- Common driveway permeability

Specific DTS/DPF policy relating to the design and scale of ancillary buildings and structures will be contained within relevant zone in rural areas as variation between zones is often required in a rural context. As such, it is recommended that the ancillary development DTS/DPF is removed from this module. Retaining the PO will ensure that some policy relating to ancillary buildings is available in the general section of the Code for rare circumstances where no zone policy exists.

PO and DTS / DPF 15.2 and 15.3 relating to the position of private open space are not considered relevant to non-urban areas as this policy was only intended to apply in more dense urban settings (e.g. medium density housing in the Urban Renewal Zone).

Private open space is outdoor space for building occupants to provide access to sunlight, ventilation and accommodate outdoor seating, clothes drying etc. It’s acknowledged that the size / dimensions to achieve this should not significantly differ between dwelling types and allotment sizes, so delineating a single figure for all ground-level dwellings is supported.

Rainwater tank policy is not recommended for residential development in rural areas as this policy is included in the Design in Urban Areas and is specifically designed to address infill development in metropolitan Adelaide.

Commission’s Recommendations:

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

| P.235 | RENAME the module ‘Design’ |
| P.236 | AMEND PO 1.2 to refer to safety in the public realm and reference verandahs, awnings etc. with adequate lighting, consistent with Design in Urban Areas. |
AMEND the minimum private open space requirements contained in Table 1 – Outdoor Open Space to address inconsistency in expectations between various allotment sizes. This can be achieved by introducing a single minimum requirement for private open space of 24m² noting that where relevant, other policies address maximum site coverage and maximum building envelopes.

REPLACE DTS / DPF 7.4 and 7.5 with ‘None are applicable’ as a standard approach to landscaping / tree planting may not be appropriate given the diverse range of climates and contexts (e.g. in arid environments tree planting may not be appropriate).

AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Fences and walls’ to reference a landscape strip of 1m wide against the low side of retaining walls where visible from public land, removing reference to depth.

REMOVE residential design requirements that are specific to an urban context (where higher rates of infill development are occurring), noting that the development of a new ‘Neighbourhood Zone’ will allow for greater distinction between rural and urban areas in relation to residential design policy:

- Remove PO and DTS / DPF 13.1 which relates to façade design.
- Replace DTS / DPF 18.1 relating to waste bin storage with ‘None are applicable’.

AMEND DTS / DPFs under ‘Car parking, access and manoeuvrability’ to align minimum car parking and garage dimensions with current Australian Standards for carparks and enclosed garages, consistent with Design in Urban Areas.

CREATE a new PO and DTS / DPF relating to dwelling additions to provide a simpler DTS pathway and assessment for additions that are located to the side or rear of existing dwellings.

CREATE a new PO and DTS / DPF relating the design and siting of balconies, including screening requirements.

DELETE PO and DTS / DPF 15.2 and 15.3 relating to the position of private open space and allowing private open space in front of dwellings.

AMEND DTS / DPF to improve clarity about appropriate alignment of vehicle crossovers / driveways.

CREATE a new DTS / DPF relating to transportable buildings to ensure that the sub-floor space of these buildings is enclosed and remove references to ‘dwelling’ in the corresponding PO to allow this policy to be used for other transportable buildings.

AMEND water sensitive design policies to increase clarity, ease of use, and ensure that they are contemporary.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

AMEND DTS / DPF in ‘Front elevations and passive surveillance’ to reduce the minimum habitable room dimension to 2.4m and clarify the minimum window area is related to the total aggregate window area across the façade, rather than a minimum individual window size.

AMEND PO and DTS / DPF under ‘Car parking, access and manoeuvrability’ to improve clarity and remove limitations for driveway widths where sites have frontages greater than 10m.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P.250</th>
<th><strong>RELOCATE</strong> Overlooking and privacy policies from ‘Residential Development’ to ‘All Development’.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P.251</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> DTS/DPF under ‘Water Sensitive Design’ to refer to 90% reduction in litter/gross pollutants and no visible oil or grease, consistent with Design in Urban Areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.252</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> DTS / DPFs under ‘Car parking, access and manoeuvrability’ to better express minimum on-street parking requirements, and reduce car park length from 6.0m to 5.4m except where an intermediate space between other on-street car parks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.253</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> ‘Communal Open Space’ policies to align with revised communal open space policies in Design in Urban Areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| P.254 | **AMEND** polices under ‘Group dwelling, residential flat buildings and battle-axe development > Car parking, access and manoeuvrability’ to:  
  - provide greater alignment with Australian Standards, improve clarity, and increase driveway width at the front boundary for 3+ dwellings  
  - clarify that the common driveway setback only applies where the dwelling wall incorporates an entry door or ground level habitable room windows. |
Housing Renewal General Development Policies

These policies will be applied to dwellings developed by the South Australian Housing Trust or registered community housing providers. They generally reflect the checklists used by the State Coordinator-General in the assessment of community/public housing undertaken through the Renewing Our Streets and Suburbs (ROSAS) Stimulus Program.

Engagement feedback:

Submissions received on the Housing Renewal General Development Policies raised concern that deemed-to-satisfy or performance-assessed residential development by the South Australian Housing Trust (SAHT) or registered community housing providers does not need to satisfy any zone/subzone provisions other than these policies. It was therefore requested that policy be included to ensure consistency with other residential developments that are assessed against the relevant provisions of the particular zone, particularly those relating to density and height.

The following matters were also raised:

- DTS/DPF 1.1(e) should be amended to delete 'except where incorporating above-ground dwellings'.

- Additional height above 2 storeys should only be allowed on larger sites with the additional height well separated from other residential areas to minimise impacts.

- Why is the DTS for housing by SAHT set at 3 storeys when the procedural table requires notification for buildings 3 storeys or greater? It is recommended that only 2 storey buildings be deemed-to-satisfy and that higher buildings require notification.

- Given a Procedural Table for notification is proposed in these General Development Policies, in accordance with hierarchy principles in the Rules of Interpretation, it could be superseded by any notification exclusions in the Procedural Table for the subject zone.

- PO 3.1 seeks buildings that are set back from the street boundary to be compatible with the DOs of the area but DTS/DPF 3.1 allows for setbacks of 3 metres. This is considered insufficient and the policy should require buildings to be set back the average of the adjacent dwellings, especially given the allowance for additional height.

- Why is the minimum dimension for soft landscaping between the road boundary and the primary building line set at 1.5m whereas it is 0.5m elsewhere in the Code?

- Requirements relating to environmental initiatives such as tree planting, water sensitive urban design, rainwater tanks, water quality, waste and recycling should be included.

- DTS/DPF 12.1 properties of less than 200sqm should provide more than 15% soft landscaping with the space(s) to be high quality.

- The site contamination policy in the Housing Renewal Module is inconsistent with the policy in the Site Contamination General Development Policies module and should be aligned.

- Concern the Hazards (Medium Risk) Overlay prevents a DTS pathway - the Minister’s Specification SA 78 is the more appropriate document / assessment measure within the established township areas of Mount Barker.
The SAHT sought the following amendments:

- Lowering the rear boundary setback to 3m for upper building levels (as per ground level) except 5m where facing a southern boundary
- Adding policy options in façade design (window awnings, 30% different materials on front facade)
- Decreasing the minimum window area facing the street from 2m$^2$ to 1m$^2$.
- Amending the visual privacy policy to minimise overlooking from balconies through 1.5m high screening where not facing a road or reserve.
- Reducing waste storage area requirements from 3m$^2$ to 2m$^2$.
- Adding diagrams to support policy.
- Correct reference in DTS/DPF 20.1 (d) that specifically refers to ‘where located in a Hazard (Bushfire Risk) Overlay’. Adequate water supply (and pressure) for fire-fighting purposes is required over metropolitan and regional areas, not just where located in a Hazard (Bushfire Risk) Overlay.

Commission’s Response:

The Housing Renewal General Development Policies seek to transition the criteria which currently apply to residential development undertaken by the SAHT through the Renewing Our Streets and Suburbs (ROSAS) Stimulus Program. Under the Development Act 1993, ROSAS development does not require a planning consent and development plan policies do not form part of the ROSAS criteria to ensure that such development is assessed by consistent policy throughout South Australia.

Given that the new Code under the PDI Act provides the opportunity to bring greater consistency in the planning rules more broadly, the consultation version of the Code proposed to bring new housing undertaken by/on behalf of the SAHT back into the planning system, meaning it would now require a planning consent. It is intended that most housing undertaken for the SAHT which is 3 storeys or less could follow a deemed-to-satisfy pathway where the relevant policies are satisfied.

The policies set out in the Housing Renewal General Development Policies maintain the policy intent of the current ROSAS criteria but include some improvements to align with the infill policy in the Design in Urban Areas module. It is considered inappropriate to apply provisions from the relevant zone as this would represent a substantial change from the current ROSAS criteria.

It is noted that development following this process will firstly require endorsement by the South Australian Housing Authority, and so, unlike a standard private development, these applications will face additional interrogation of suitability by the government before a development application is lodged under the PDI Act.

The notification exemptions have been drafted to carry forward the current intent of the ROSAS pathways. Currently single dwellings (e.g. detached, semi-detached, group and row dwellings, or residential flat buildings where no dwelling is located above another dwelling) up to 3 building levels in height are generally not consulted (and do not require planning consent) if they satisfy the relevant ROSAS criteria. However, residential flat buildings (where a dwelling is sited above another dwelling) of 3 building levels or greater are generally consulted by the South Australian Housing Authority under the ROSAS scheme. The notification exclusions in the Code seek to carry forward the intent of this current practice while bringing the current non-legislated consultation process in line with the PDI Act. It is acknowledged that if a development is classified as deemed-to-satisfy, the performance-assessed development notification triggers are not relevant.
A 5m upper level rear setback is considered appropriate and reduction in rear setback is not supported.

It is considered appropriate to update the policies in the Housing Renewal module to align with the relevant policies in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies, including those related to privacy, waste storage and façade design.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

P.255  **AMEND** the Housing Renewal General Development Policies to ensure policy consistency with the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

P.256  **AMEND** PO and DTS 21.1 to achieve consistency with the Site Contamination General Development Policies.

P.257  **REMOVE** Procedural Matters table from the Housing Renewal General Development Policies and instead reference notification exclusions for development undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust or registered community housing providers in the Procedural Matters table of relevant zones.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

P.258  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 (e) to delete ‘except where incorporating above-ground dwellings’.

P.259  **AMEND** PO 3.1 to reference streetscape character instead of desired outcomes.

P.260  **AMEND** policy to remove reference to *apartment* and instead refer to *dwelling* and *dwelling above ground level*.

P.261  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 12.1 to refer to a minimum soft landscaping with of 0.7m, consistent with the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

P.262  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 20.1(d) to delete reference to areas within a Hazard (Bushfire Risk) Overlay.
Land Division in Rural Areas General Development Policies

These policies seek to ensure land division results in allotments suitable for future uses, enables efficient provision of infrastructure, integrates with environmental features, avoids hazard risk, and supports energy efficiency.

Engagement feedback:

A wide range of feedback on the Land Division in Rural Areas General Development Policies was received, focussing on wastewater treatment, stormwater and infrastructure, allotment configurations, hazard risks, and urban design. The majority of feedback was received from local government and state government agencies.

Key feedback included:

- As the rural areas policy mirrors the Land Division in Urban Areas General Policies an opportunity exists to revisit this policy with a specific rural context.
- Pathways for land division (there is a DTS policy relating to land division but it is more onerous than the current ResCode).
- The Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas modules need to be amended to provide greater variation that reflects the rural and/or urban context.
- Specific policies relating to open space (such as % allowed for detention inundation) should provide more flexibility for local authorities given that this will be vested to the local authority at completion of the development.
- Additional policy is required for land divisions under 5 allotments in relation to water sensitive design / stormwater requirements.
- Where land division occurs, allotments should be able to be accessed from an all-weather road.

Wastewater and Environmental Health

Engagement feedback:

Submissions from local government and agencies on wastewater and environmental health in the Land Division in Rural Areas General Development Policies generally sought development outcomes that meet relevant public health and environmental standards:

- Land division in regional areas must remain of sufficient size if not serviced by SA Water sewerage or a CWMS to accommodate an on-site wastewater system.
- The Code currently broadly makes reference to 'South Australian standards for wastewater management and disposal' and 'South Australian Standards' rather than a specific reference to SA Health's 'On-site wastewater Systems Code' and the 'Community Waste Management System Code'.
- ‘Wastewater, sewage and other effluent’ could be replaced with the term ‘Wastewater’.
- ‘Pollutant load treatment’ should be replaced with ‘Organic treatment capacity’.
• ‘On-site waste water treatment and disposal’ should be replaced with ‘On-site wastewater system’.

Commission’s Response:

It is important that land division creates allotments suitable for their intended use. This is reflected in PO1.1. The resultant size and/or minimum allotment size will be controlled at a zone level rather than in the General Development Policies. PO 4.2 requires that wastewater, sewage and other effluent is capable of being disposed of from each allotment without risk to public health or the environment.

Whilst the SA Health On-Site Wastewater Systems Code is the current reference document relating to wastewater, the Code refers to ‘South Australian standards for wastewater management and disposal’ and ‘South Australian Standards’ so that any change to the relevant codes and standards do not require an update to the Planning and Design Code. This general approach to referencing relevant codes and standards is preferred.

It is appreciated that ‘wastewater’ could replace ‘wastewater, sewage and other effluent’, however it is intended that the Code captures a range of types and sources of wastewater.

Allotment Configuration, Size and Access

Engagement feedback:

• Battle-axe lots are inappropriate in rural areas and the Design in Rural Areas module should not facilitate their creation.

• More guidance for boundary realignments when taken in conjunction with the Character Preservation District Overlay is needed.

Commission’s Response:

The Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas General Policies seek to ensure the pattern of land division is suitable for future built forms and are not intended to relate to a specific land use type, which is dealt with in other parts of the Code.

The appropriateness of battle-axe allotments is dealt with at the zone and overlay level. This policy seeks to ensure that where created, access is appropriate.

In relation to boundary realignments, the Character Preservation District Overlay is intended to provide guidance on development within that specific area. It is not the intention of the General Policies to deal specifically with this type of division within a spatially defined and specific area. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to make any amendments to the General Policy.

Hazards and Risk

Engagement feedback:

Submissions requested greater clarity over whether land division should be avoided in areas of high natural hazard risk.
Clarification: Feedback was provided in relation to hazard risks and land division, including additional policy relating to avoiding land division in areas where there are significant natural hazards. This is considered as part of feedback relating to the ‘hazard’ overlays.

**Infrastructure**

**Engagement feedback:**

- The siting of stormwater detention basins could be incorporated into policy and include consideration of slope, shared use and accommodation of projected changes in rainfall, rainfall intensity and extreme weather events.

- Where allotments are relatively small, it will, in some cases, be impossible and unrealistic to achieve the desired water quality outcomes. A water quality levy is therefore requested to be applied to the developer/applicant to facilitate, manage and improve the overall catchment run-off downstream at the discretion of the council.

- Pre-development peak flow rates and volumes should be estimated and maintained as post development conditions for all recurrences taking into account the conveyance capacity existing downstream. This will need to be reviewed and further hydrological investigation is required.

- Imposing pre-development conditions of a 5-year ARI event would require a large on-site detention system for the 100-year ARI post-development occurrence, particularly when the existing drainage system is large enough to convey the 100-year pre-development flow rate. Pre-development conditions should therefore be based on each recurrence interval, taking into account the drainage capacity downstream of the site being developed.

- It is requested that the pre-development conditions for all recurrence intervals be maintained if there is no flooding downstream. Should the floodwaters be directed downstream, councils may be required to upgrade the drainage system with a resultant burden of additional costs. The post-development outflow rates could be limited and restricted to ensure that the capacity of the existing drainage system can accommodate the flow.

- New verges should have a minimum width to accommodate a permeable footpath and a deep soil zone.

- Policy should encourage a conduit under footpaths for irrigation purposes. A PO/DTS is requested to address this issue.

- Additional WSUD provisions linked to the management of stormwater run-off, water harvesting, landscaping, public spaces and open space areas, biodiversity protection and hazards when considering land division in urban areas are needed.

- This policy should also refer to meeting the ongoing requirements for water and wastewater treatment. Design features or alternative engineering solutions such as increased porous surfaces, integrated dual purpose detention basins and integrated water sensitive urban design which contributes to the public realm should be considered.

- Stormwater detention requirements in greenfield sites should achieve multiple benefits/performance outcomes rather than just water quality, such as biodiversity, amenity and recreational. There should be a minimum slope for stormwater detention basins as these are likely
to be fenced for safety, will be difficult to maintain and are likely to be positioned next to main roads with no access for residents.

- The siting of stormwater detention basins should be incorporated into policy and include consideration of projected changes in rainfall and rainfall intensity.

- A DO should be incorporated which highlights the need for land division applications to ensure land uses and divisions are compatible with the existing strategic infrastructure.

- References to storm or flood events should consider the future flood hazard due to the impacts of the projected urban infill and climate change.

- The ongoing performance of wetlands, detention and retention basis should be planned and designed to facilitate subsequent cleaning and other maintenance needs. Suggested amendments to PO 4.4: ‘Constructed wetland systems, including associated detention and retention basins, sited and designed to allow sediments to settle prior to discharge into watercourses or the marine environment and to facilitate subsequent cleaning and maintenance’.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas General Policies seek to ensure the pattern of land division is suitable for future built forms and are not intended to relate to a specific land use type, which is dealt with in other parts of the Code.

In response to requests for additional detailed policy to mitigate the effects of future flood events, analysis has revealed that future work is required to develop the necessary data, and therefore such an approach is not considered feasible for the first ‘generation’ of the Code.

Due to the site-specific nature of stormwater detention, the Code is designed to provide as much flexibility as possible.

The introduction of a water quality levy via the Code is not supported.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

Refer to ‘Land Division in Urban Areas’ recommendations

**Land Division in Urban Areas General Development Policies**

These policies seek to ensure land division results in allotments suitable for future uses, enables efficient provision of infrastructure, integrates with environmental features, avoids hazard risk, supports energy efficiency, and creates a compact urban form to support active travel.

A wide range of feedback on the Land Division in Urban Areas General Development Policies was received, focussing on assessment pathways, stormwater and infrastructure, open space, allotment configurations, hazard risks and urban design.

**Assessment Pathways and General Comments**

Engagement feedback:
• Concern was raised about the capacity of private certifiers to approve land divisions.

• Policies which seek to achieve a co-ordinated approach to allotment configuration and the delivery and funding of physical and community infrastructure provision are needed. This may include discussion relative to infrastructure schemes as and when detail in this space becomes clearer or commitments/security from developers via deeds.

• Policy which provides clarity on the link between land division applications, built form and accompanying stormwater management plans is needed.

• Additional structure plans across all council areas are needed which highlight when and where a range of infrastructure (traffic, stormwater, social etc.) is required and how it will be funded.

Commission's Response:

The Accredited Professionals Scheme is a key arm of the new planning system created under the PDI Act.

Under the scheme, planning and building professionals involved in assessing development applications will be expected to maintain minimum standards of professional practice and produce evidence that they are sufficiently qualified to make key decisions at certain levels.

In addition, all accredited professionals will be required to hold the necessary insurance, comply with an Accredited Professionals Code of Conduct, participate in annual compliance checks and undertake specified units of Continuing Professional Development.

As part of the modernisation of South Australia’s planning system, a more equitable and transparent process for coordinating and delivering infrastructure has been introduced. This will help unlock investment across the state and create vibrant, safe, healthy and affordable neighbourhoods. This new process will be realised through two new types of infrastructure schemes established under the PDI Act: a Basic Infrastructure Scheme and a General Infrastructure Scheme. Amendments to Code policy to support infrastructure schemes may be considered in future Code Amendments once infrastructure schemes can be evaluated in practice.

There are provisions that require stormwater management plans to be developed when undertaking land division. Given that in most instances the creation of allotments will precede the built form, PO 7.2 seeks land division designed to mitigate peak flows and manage the rate and duration of stormwater discharges from the site to ensure that the development does not increase the peak flows in downstream systems.

Requests for concept plans to be carried forward into the Code are considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

Hazards

Engagement feedback:

• Policy that refers to avoiding areas of high natural hazard risk is needed.

• The following PO should be included in relevant zones such as the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone: 'Land division should avoid areas where coastal or river processes occur and is for the creation of allotments required to accommodate dwellings relocated as a result of unacceptable hazard risk.'
Clarification: Feedback was provided in relation to hazard risks and land division, including additional policy relating to avoiding land division in areas where there are significant natural hazards. This is considered as part of feedback relating to the 'hazard' overlays.

Design and layout

Engagement feedback:

- The prevailing context should only apply as a factor for consideration when the zone is seeking to maintain a character. It should not apply to zones that are seeking change and / or a new character.

- DTS/DPF 2.3 should read “A minimum of 50% of the interface boundary has lots or facing or roads abutting the reserve.” This policy has been in place for many years and has successfully been used to create good outcomes.

Commission’s Response:

The Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas General Policies seek to ensure the pattern of land division is suitable for future built forms and are not intended to relate to a specific land use type, which is dealt with in other parts of the Code.

PO 1.2 requires land division to consider the physical characteristics of the land, preservation of environmental and cultural features of value and the prevailing context of the locality. The policy is not specific to any particular zone as it requires a holistic consideration of a range of external factors and features, including the prevailing context of the locality. Where a zone anticipates a change of character, this will be a consideration of the context. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to amend PO 1.2.

A DTS/DPF policy to corresponded to PO 2.3 is considered inappropriate given that the context and layout of different developments will allow this PO to be satisfied in a number of different ways.

Roads and Access

Engagement feedback:

- Definition of a road reserve is sought to specifically include/consider the road verge. Without the term road reserve being defined, applicants may try and use this provision to get a new crossover when a parcel of land is divided even if the crossover would conflict with on-street parking etc.

- Not all roads need cycle lanes. Amendment requested so that cycle lanes are provided where necessary on collector and arterial roads.

- Amend PO 3.6 to refer specifically to underground (piped) stormwater being in road reserves. Swales can be provided successfully in reserves.

- Tree planting on public streets does more than provide shade and enhance the amenity of streetscapes. This should also capture urban heat load.
• The term ‘stormwater drainage’ is outdated. A more inclusive term such as ‘stormwater management’ could be adopted in PO 3.6 as follows: ‘Road reserves accommodate stormwater drainage management infrastructure and public utilities.’

• Public streets should include tree planting with integrated passive watering from road run-off where practicable to provide shade and enhance the amenity of streetscapes. Consider a DTS prescribing a minimum area for tree planting in front of each new allotment.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Land Division General Policies are considered to provide suitable guidance around roads and access. The design of roads to cater for the safe and efficient movement of pedestrian, cycle and vehicular traffic is considered suitable as a PO in all cases. If cycle lanes aren’t warranted in a particular context, that can be considered in a performance assessment of the land division’s merits.

Policies exist in the module to encourage tree planting to enhance the amenity of streetscapes. Given that land division which creates new road reserves will not be classified as deemed-to-satisfy, it is not considered appropriate to provide a DTS/DPF quantifiable standard for street trees.

**Infrastructure**

**Engagement feedback:**

• Although the intent for state-wide policies is acknowledged, some individual policies are considered to be too simplistic while others are too specific.

• Division of land under five allotments could still generate significant stormwater management issues for council, depending on the locality, especially from a cumulative perspective. It is suggested that the threshold of 5 or more dwellings/parcels should be lowered.

• There is an assumption that a public stormwater system is capable of catering for a 1% AEP flood event if runoff can be contained within the road reserve. This performance outcome cannot be met in some instances.

• Provisions are needed which require allotments that are/will be connected to on-site disposal to have a greater minimum allotment size.

• The ongoing performance of wetlands, detention and retention basis will be greatly facilitated by planning and designing to facilitate subsequent cleaning and other maintenance needs. Suggest amending PO 4.4 as follows: ‘Constructed wetland systems, including associated detention and retention basins, sited and designed to allow sediments to settle prior to discharge into watercourses or the marine environment and to facilitate subsequent cleaning and maintenance.’

• The proposed policies fundamentally change the nature of who is responsible for dealing with inadequate drainage systems. For decades the principle of ‘do not discharge more stormwater from your site than you currently do’ has been in place. The proposed policies will, in many instances, require developers to detain more stormwater on-site to deal with upstream and/or downstream drainage system inadequacies. Fixing up such inadequacies is the responsibility of the council (the entire community) not the first purchasers of allotments/dwellings in a new estate.

• It is requested that "Sewerage system / Waste control system" be replaced with "Wastewater system".
• References to storm or flood events should consider the future flood hazard with regard to the impacts of the projected urban infill and climate change over the likely lifetime of development (e.g. 30 years). Therefore, all flood studies that underpin decisions in the Code need to include consideration of climate change and urban infill scenarios so that a relevant scenario can be referenced when assessing for flood risk.

**Major Land Division**

**Engagement feedback:**

• A minimum open space percentage should be included and the policy amended to seek that it be within easy walking distance of homes. Healthy Active by Design recommends the provision of large local parks (1 hectare minimum) within 500 metres safe walking distance from all dwellings and small local parks within 150-300 metres safe walking distance of all dwellings. Other health-based guidelines also recommend that open space be within easy, safe, walking distance, usually defined as 400m.

• The amount of open space that can be affected by flood events being counted towards the 12.5% public open space provision is too low. The policy in many councils has been up to 50% rather than 20%. Well-designed and constructed wetlands, detention basins and swales are amenity-enhancing assets which have a positive impact on surrounding land values. There are a number of examples (e.g. Dry Creek at Mawson Lakes, River Torrens Linear Park) where active and passive recreation areas have been created in ‘wet’ affected land (typically above the 1 in 20 flood line). It is considered the policy could be reworded to state the following: ‘Where provided no more than:
  (g) 20% of public open space has a slope of more than 1 in 4;
  (h) 75% of public open space is comprised of wetlands, watercourses or detention basins that are well landscaped and useable for passive and/or active recreation’.

• An administrative definition of ‘open space’ and ‘usable open space’ should be included. For example, ‘open space is ‘Public land intended for active and passive recreational uses’ and usable open space is ‘Open space which can comprise no more than 20% of land which has a slope of no more than 1:4 and/or comprises a watercourse, wetland or detention basin.’ PO 8.2 should be changed to ‘Land allocated for open space includes usable open space that is suitable for intended active and passive recreational uses considering gradient and potential for inundation.’ With the administrative definitions suggested above, no DTS/DPF would be required.

• The following should be added to DTS/DPF 9.3:
  (d) 90 per cent reduction of litter/gross pollutants compared to untreated stormwater runoff; and
  (e) no visible oils/grease for flows up to the 1 in 3 months’ average return interval flood peak flow.

• With 6-star rating requirements in the BCA for all dwellings, the solar orientation of allotments becomes a largely outdated tool. Orientation of allotments is just one of the factors that urban designers take into account when designing land divisions. The key factors are topography, views and existing boundaries. It is therefore requested that the solar orientation diagram be removed from the Code.
The DTS requirement for 80% of allotments that have a west-east orientation to have a lot frontage of 15m or more is identified as problematic. The average lot size in new estates is under 400sqm so it would not be possible to create that many 450sqm lots.

PO & DTS 9.1 require provision of a stormwater management plan but do not reference rainwater tanks. More criteria or reference to external sources is required in relation to the management plan.

The Desired Outcomes should include a provision to highlight the need for land division applications to design land use and divisions for compatibility with existing strategic infrastructure.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Land Division General Policies require open space to be provided that allocates or retains evenly distributed, high quality areas of open space to improve residential amenity and provide urban heat amelioration; is suitable for its intended active and passive recreational uses considering its gradient and potential for inundation; and has dimensions capable of accommodating a range of active recreational activities.

A prescriptive approach with additional definitions within the Code is therefore not supported.

The Commission acknowledges that in some outer metropolitan councils, a provision of less than 12.5% open space and a greater proportion of open space comprised of wetlands, watercourses or detention basins has been developed. Each of these has been undertaken where the specific circumstances supported such an outcome, however for infill development and for land division generally, the Commission does not support such a significant change to the configuration of open space. It should be noted that the DTS/DPF requirements serve as the ‘starting-point’ for open space and that where circumstances support a different approach, the Code will not prevent a developer from negotiating outcomes for a greater provision of wetlands, watercourses and/or steeper land as part of the open space provisions.

The Commission supports the introduction of additional policy to require litter/gross pollutant capture within stormwater systems.

The Commission acknowledges that the solar orientation policy could create unnecessary restriction on the layout and configuration of open space and supports the removal of orientation requirements in order to deliver efficiency in yields, noting that energy ratings for dwellings will still apply.

The provision of rainwater tanks is covered in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

| P.263 | REPLACE the Land Division in Urban Areas and Land Division in Rural Areas with a single Land Division module, given the similarity between them. |
| P.264 | AMEND Deemed-to-Satisfy land division criteria (DTS / DPF 1.1) to provide a DTS pathway for residential land divisions that relates to an approved dwelling development or a land division combined with an application for dwellings. |
| P.265 | REPLACE DTS / DPF 8.2 which relates location, size and slope of open space with ‘None are applicable’ to provide more flexibility in relation to the design of open space, noting open |
space will be vested in local councils and there may be a range of local factors that will influence how much land could be sloping or subject to inundation / watercourses / detention basins.

**P.266** **AMEND** policy relating to roads and access to identify that allotments should have access from an all-weather public road and replace references relating to road reserves providing ‘for footpaths, cycle lanes and shared use paths’ with providing ‘for pedestrian and cycling infrastructure’, noting that other design solutions / infrastructure can create walking and cycle-friendly environments.

**P.267** **AMEND** water sensitive design policy to refine and improve clarity and ease of use.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**P.268** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 9.3 to add 90 per cent reduction of litter/gross pollutants compared to untreated stormwater runoff.

**P.269** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 10.1 to remove solar orientation diagrams.
Workers' Accommodation and Settlements General Development Policies

These policies seek appropriately designed and located accommodation for seasonal and short-term workers in rural areas that minimises environmental and social impacts.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received in relation to the Workers’ Accommodation and Settlements General Development Policies.

- Support was provided for provisions that seek to minimise the environmental and social impacts associated with this form of short-term accommodation.

- Reference to both 'workers' accommodation' and 'settlements' within the module was queried, with suggestion that the two terms refer to different types of land uses and levels of intensity.

- It was suggested that parking requirements for workers’ accommodation should be reduced as part of the Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies in order to minimise any clearance of native vegetation where applicable.

Commission’s response:

Reference to 'workers' accommodation' and 'settlements' has been formulated with the intent of providing policy guidance for workers’ accommodation as well as accommodation groupings forming settlements for seasonal and short-term workers. This terminology may be reviewed as part of future Code amendments.

Amendments to off-street car parking requirements are considered as part of feedback relating to the Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies module.

Commission’s Recommendation:

No changes recommended.


2.2 Productive Economy (E)

Executive summary

The Productive Economy theme encompasses a range of modules in the Code library, including those related to retail (activity centres), employment areas, tourism development and primary industry. The following is a summary of the key issues raised, an overview of the feedback received, the Commission’s response and its recommendations.

Retail

Feedback on retail policy provided differing opinions about the suitability of out-of-centre retail and how the centres hierarchy should operate, with some respondents seeking greater flexibility for shops in mixed-use areas and others seeking to preserve the retail hierarchy structure.

A number of stakeholders observed that the Code requires additional policy and principles to guide the assessment of out-of-centre retail and suggested reducing the allowable level and scale of retail and shop developments across the various employment (and neighbourhood) zones in the Code, while still allowing for small shops and cafes to service employment precincts and the local workforce.

Respondents from local government and the community observed a policy gap in the centre hierarchy, with concerns that current Local Centre Zones don’t have a policy equivalent in the Code.

It was also suggested that shops which exceed the floor area limit in the zone’s policy should always be subject to public notification.

Employment

There were calls to include more tailored policy in both the Innovation Zone and Employment Zone to better recognise the development needs, specialised functions, vision and intent of major strategic development and employment sites such as Flinders Village, the Tonsley innovation precinct and the Osborne Naval Shipbuilding site in Port Adelaide, including the range of supporting uses. Suggestions to carryover Concept Plans applying to these sites also featured strongly, potentially via TNVs.

Many respondents supported the inclusion of policies that reflect the existing parameters found within development plans, including the size and scale of shops and commercial development across employment, business, tourism and innovation zones.

Similar to feedback in the Phase Two Amendment, height was a general topic of debate throughout a number of zones (including the Suburban Employment Zone, Business Neighbourhood Zone, Suburban Business and Innovation Zone and Tourism Development Zone, and for strategic development sites in the Innovation Zone), with recommendations to retain current building height policy. There was also some dissatisfaction with the term ‘low to medium rise buildings’ in the Business Neighbourhood Zone, where desired outcomes seek low-rise buildings of 1 to 2 storeys.

Tourism development

Similar to feedback in the Phase Two Amendment, some respondents called for policies to reinforce ‘environmentally sustainable tourism’, including avoiding areas subject to hazard such as bushfire risk. The potential for more contemporary policy and definition of tourist accommodation was also identified to address changing market needs and new or emerging models, including where accommodation options are increasing in residential neighbourhoods.

Primary Industry
Similar to feedback in the Phase Two Amendment, support was expressed for policies that seek to facilitate increased value-adding opportunities within rural communities.

Broad support was also provided for the inclusion of policies that reflect the existing parameters found within development plans and requests were received for amendments to the proposed TNVs to ensure greater consistency.

One issue raised by many respondents related to the proposed Peri-Urban Zone which spatially applies to areas around metropolitan Adelaide. Feedback suggested that the name detracts from the key focus of the zone which is primary production and related activities. This view is supported by the Commission\(^1\).

\(^1\) The Planning and Design Code: Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment - Update Report released by the Commission in December 2019
Changes to Productive Economy framework

The following summarises the zones, subzones and overlays relevant to this section and proposed name changes. The rationale behind these changes is described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Zones (and Subzones in <em>italics</em>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Capital City       | Capital City Zone  
                      |   City Frame Subzone  
                      |   City Riverbank Zone  
                      |   Cultural Institutions Subzone  
                      |   Entertainment Subzone  
                      |   Health Subzone  
                      |   Innovation Subzone  |
| Activity Centres and Main Streets | Urban Activity Centre Zone  
                      |   Port Adelaide Centre Subzone  
                      |   Suburban Activity Centre Zone  
                      |   Suburban Main Street Zone  
                      |   Township Activity Centre Zone  
                      |   Township Main Street Zone  
                      |   NEW Local Activity Centre Zone  |
| Employment Areas   | **RENAMES** Innovation Zone to Strategic Innovation Zone  
                      |   Rehabilitation Subzone  
                      |   **NEW** Repatriation Subzone  
                      |   **NEW** Flinders Subzone  
                      |   **NEW** Activity Node Subzone  
                      | **RENAMES** Employment Zone to Strategic Employment Zone  
                      |   **NEW** Significant Industry  
                      |   **NEW** Gillman Subzone  
                      |   **NEW** National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone  
                      |   **NEW** Ports Subzone  
                      | Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone  
                      | **RENAMES** Suburban Employment to Employment Zone  
                      |   **NEW** Retail Subzone  
                      |   **NEW** Roadside  
                      |   Service Centre Subzone  
                      | **RENAMES** Suburban Business and Innovation to Suburban Business Zone  
                      | **RENAMES** Suburban Business  
                      |   Neighbourhood Zone to Business Neighbourhood Zone  |

| Overlays           | Dwelling Excision  
                      | Environment and Food Production Areas  
                      | **NEW** Gateway  
                      | **NEW** Interface Management  
                      | Limited Dwelling  
                      | Limited Land Division  
                      | Resource Extraction Protection Area  
                      | **RENAMES** Significant Industry Interface to Significant Interface Management  |

| General Development Policies | Advertisements  
                      | Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping  
                      | Aquaculture  
                      | Beverage Production in Rural Areas  
                      | Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities  
                      | Forestry  
                      | Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies  
                      | Interface Between Land Uses  
                      | Resource Extraction  
<pre><code>                  | Tourism Development  |
</code></pre>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tourism Areas</th>
<th>Caravan and Tourist Park Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tourism Development Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NEW Monarto Safari Park Subzone</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NEW River Murray Experience Subzone</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NEW Winery Experience Subzone</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Industry Areas</th>
<th>Rural Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural Aquaculture Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural Horticulture Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>RENAME</strong> Peri-Urban Zone to Adelaide Country Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NEW The Cedars Subzone</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
General matters

City matters

Engagement feedback:
Adelaide City Council requested that the general demolition controls currently applying throughout the city area continue due to concerns that vacant sites may be used as car parking lots.

Commission’s response:
The Commission considered this matter and determined to reserve demolition controls for heritage-related matters only. However, inclusion of new policy in relevant zones is supported where urban design outcomes are critical (such as the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone) to avoid ‘gaps’ in the streetscape.

Engagement feedback:
The development plan currently defines ‘Adult Products and Services Premises’ and ‘Adult Entertainment Premises’ to enable the council to control their location. Council is concerned that not defining these activities means they will be able to occupy existing ‘shop’ premises or ‘licensed venues’.

Commission’s response:
An Adult Products and Services Premises is a shop while an Adult Entertainment Premises would usually be a type of Licenced Venue or Licenced Entertainment Venue. Their suitability would depend on a zone’s land use permissibility (a Licenced /Licensed Entertainment Venue is allowed in a small number of zones such as the Capital City and City Main Street Zone). Additional policy to better address interface issues with the City Living Zone in relation to Licenced & Licenced Entertainment Venue is considered warranted.

Engagement feedback:
Council expressed concern that mixed use areas in the city are not adequately covered in relation to noise and requested that current noise-related policy from its development plan be inserted.

Commission’s response:
The Interface Between Land Uses General Module which generally addresses ‘noise emitters’ (noting the policy is based on the Adelaide (City) Development Plan) and the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay, which addresses ‘noise sensitive receivers’ in mixed use environments, should be applied to relevant city zones (Capital City, City Main Street). Policy in the overlay should be amended to include policy from the Adelaide (City) Development Plan relating to sensitive receivers and music venues.

Engagement feedback:
Council requested that key parts of the current pedestrian priority policy in its development plan (such as limiting the location of stand-alone multi-deck car parks) which is supported through use of a Concept Plan and associated provisions be reinstated.

Council is also of the view that zones need to contain policy that is explicit about activities that are unacceptable and suggests a list similar to the current ‘non-complying development list’ be included.
Commission’s response:

The Commission’s view is that the structure and drafting of zone land use permissibility policy is suitable to control land use and that an explicit list of ‘non-complying’ uses is not needed. It is implicit that activities that are incompatible with a zone’s envisaged activities (described in a zone’s DOs and POs) would be inappropriate and therefore avoided.

Gateway areas

Engagement feedback:

Requests were received to introduce policy to guide development around key gateways into towns/areas.

Commission’s response:

A new ‘Gateway Overlay’ was created through the Phase Two Amendment and continues to be supported through the Phase Three Amendment. Spatial application of the overlay is considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

Commission’s Recommendation:

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

- **E.1 CREATE** a new Gateway Overlay which provides additional policy addressing:
  - (a) the provision of large building setbacks to accommodate generous landscaping between the road frontage and the front of any buildings
  - (b) parking areas not dominating the locality through siting behind buildings and screening and breaking up of expansive parking areas with landscaping strips
  - (c) placing new buildings behind established buildings
  - (d) incorporating space between buildings and side boundaries
  - (e) mitigating the appearance of buildings through high quality design and use of materials.

Retail fuel outlets

Engagement feedback:

Industry feedback observed General Development Policies relating to hours of operation should not be relevant to a retail fuel outlet given other policies address noise, vibration, air quality, light spill and the like.

It was requested to list ‘retail fuel outlet’ in the Performance Assessed Classification Table 3, but without reference to hours of operation, and adding it to the list of envisaged land uses in a number of zones.

Commission’s response:

Classification tables list activities that are typically envisaged and commonly occurring. Activities that are not listed will be assessed on merit, based on the relevant parts of the Code.
While retail fuel outlets may be suitable in certain locations, they are not specifically contemplated in a number of zones. It is therefore not considered necessary to list such uses in Table 3, allowing them to be appropriately performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code.

In relation to suggestions to remove the reference to hours of operation in Table 3 in favour of other interface policies in the Code, the Commission considers that while the impact of extended trading hours may be low for outlets located more centrally within employment zones, impacts may arise closer to periphery of zones where adjacent to sensitive residential development. It is therefore considered appropriate to retain reference to PO 2.1 of the Interface between Land Uses General policy provisions that seeks to ensure that non-residential development does not unreasonably impact on sensitive receivers or residential areas through its hours of operation as being applicable for retail fuel outlets.

A retail fuel outlet may be listed as an envisaged use in DTS/DPF 1.1 of zones where such a land use is anticipated, and in such cases, will generally be exempt from notification except for sites located adjacent to a dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone.

Telecommunications facilities

Engagement feedback:

It was requested that telecommunications facilities be included in Table 3: Performance Assessed in a number of zones, and be exempt from notification.

Commission’s response:

The Commission notes that part of the reason for requesting telecommunications facilities be listed in Table 3 is to avoid public notification. The Commission agrees that a telecommunication facility shouldn’t warrant public notification unless the potential to impact on a sensitive land uses (e.g. due to excess in height or setback from nearby dwellings). A clause exempting these facilities from notification is recommended to be inserted into Table 5 of suitable zones. It’s noted that notification would generally not be required for telecommunications facilities in activity centres which don’t affect sensitive land uses, by virtue of the exemption that limits notification to sites adjacent to a neighbourhood-type zone.

Telecommunications facilities will be performance assessed as they are not a restricted development type.

The Commission supports listing telecommunication facility in Table 3: Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development of zones where such a facility may be reasonably expected, including employment, infrastructure and activity centres zones.

The Commission supports listing telecommunications facility in DTS/DPF 1.1 of zones where such infrastructure is anticipated, including employment, innovation and infrastructure zones.

The Commission also supports creating new policy to guide the scale of telecommunications facilities in suitable zones.

Commission’s Recommendation:

**E.2** AMEND Table 5 - Procedural Matters to exempt telecommunications facilities from notification in the following zones: Caravan and Tourist Park Zone, Community Facilities Zone, Employment Zone, Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone, Employment (Enterprise) Zone, Infrastructure Zone, Recreation
Zone, Resource Extraction Zone, Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone, Strategic Employment Zone and Strategic Innovation Zone.

E.3 AMEND Table 3: Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development to list telecommunications facilities in the following zones: Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone, Employment Zone, Employment (Enterprise) Zone, Infrastructure Zone, Local Activity Centre Zone, Strategic Employment Zone, Strategic Innovation Zone, Suburban Activity Centre Zone, Suburban Main Street Zone, Township Activity Centre Zone, Township Main Street Zone and Urban Activity Centre Zone.

E.4 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to list telecommunications facilities in the following zones: Employment Zone (former Suburban Employment Zone), Roadside Service Centre Subzone, Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone, Employment (Enterprise) Zone, Infrastructure Zone, Strategic Employment Zone, Strategic Innovation Zone and Urban Activity Centre Zone.

E.5 CREATE new policy to guide the scale of telecommunications facilities in the following zones: Employment Zone (former Suburban Employment Zone), Employment (Enterprise) Zone, Resource Extraction Zone, Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone and Strategic Employment Zone.

Change of use to/from a shop, office, consulting room

Commission’s response:

Changes based on additional information/investigation

The 2016 Activity Centres Policy Review DPA introduced a number of policy changes to activity centres in the metropolitan area to improve their economic efficiencies and increase competitiveness. This included complying pathways for changes of use between a shop/office/consulting room, subject to meeting relevant criteria.

This pathway was transitioned into the Phase Three Amendment by listing ‘Change of use to a shop, office, consulting room or any combination of these uses where the area to be occupied by the proposed development is located in an existing building and utilises existing on-site car parking’ in Table 2 – Deemed to Satisfy Development Classification of for all Activity Centre and Main Street Zones.

In order to simplify the terms in the Classification Table (which are searched on the Online Code enquiry tool), the previous term is proposed to be replaced with the term ‘Change of use’, and to list the relevant criteria in a new DTS/DPF policy in the relevant zones.

In addition, an Accepted pathway for ‘Changes of use’ is also supported, except for a shop in the form of a restaurant, where criteria related to separation distances and exhaust system warrants an assessment.

Commission’s Recommendation:

E.6 AMEND the term ‘Change of use to a shop, office, consulting room or any combination of these uses where the area to be occupied by the proposed development is located in an existing building and utilises existing on-site car parking’ in Table 2 – Deemed to Satisfy Development Classification of for all Activity Centre and Main Street Zones to ‘Change of Use’.

E.7 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF in all Activity Centre and Main Street Zones regarding the criteria for changes of use between a shop, office and consulting room.
Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification in all Activity Centre and Main Street Zones to add an Accepted pathway for changes of use between a shop, office and consulting room (except a shop in the form of a restaurant).
Capital City Zone

Feedback on the Capital City Zone was principally received from the City of Adelaide. This zone was established in 2013 so comments raised relate to detailed aspects of the zone’s transition. Council’s key comments and requests:

- Policy in relation to public realm outcomes; pedestrian comfort and human scale; and activation be strengthened.
- The zone’s interface policy that addresses impacts of building mass on the adjacent City Living Zone has been removed and replaced by policy that primarily relates to land use intensity and only requires building massing issues to be addressed in relation to development above the prescribed zone height. Stronger policy commensurate with the current Capital City Zone is therefore requested.
- Some of the detailed design policies from the current Capital City Zone such as policy in relation to building podiums has been omitted, which could possibly result in poorer design outcomes. Reinstatement of these policies is requested.
- Policies to address the human scale and quality of the pedestrian environment and ensure pedestrian movement is given priority over the dominance of vehicles should be reinstated. For example, Core Pedestrian Areas have been excluded from the zone as has the prohibition of multi-level carparks within these areas.
- Local features relevant to good development outcomes for the City of Adelaide need to be included. For example, there is no reference to Adelaide’s distinct grid pattern or the roles of North Terrace as a cultural boulevard, King William Street as the commercial spine, and Pulteney Street and Morphett Street as mixed-use commercial boulevards.
- Zone-specific advertising policy needs to be included across all zones.
- Temporary public service depots should be classified as an accepted development.
- A list of inappropriate land uses should be included.
- General demolition controls need to be maintained to ensure unwanted vacant or open lot development does not occur.
- Exemptions should be provided for placement of notices in relation to procedural requirements (Table 5 of zones).

Commission’s Response:

Desired Outcomes / Land Use

The Land Use policy is recommended to be refined to ensure the appropriate range of uses are listed and reflect up to date terminology. Criteria in relation to change of land use should also be included, reflecting that used in other commercial zones. However, the Commission is of the view that a list of inappropriate land uses is not required as it is implicit that activities that are incompatible with those that are desired would be inappropriate.

Including Temporary Public Service Depot as an Accepted development is also recommended, given the current development plan contemplates this activity ‘as of right’ subject to criteria.

Design

Design policy is generally addressed throughout the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies. However, a range of adjustments and inclusions are recommended to achieve important zone specific outcomes to respond to the intensity of development, its context, and pedestrian orientation. Design policy is recommended to be adjusted as follows:
Strengthen policy relating to pedestrian comfort and experience, and human scale, and refine the policy relating to night time land uses to better reflect the desired outcome (i.e. incorporating activities at ground level that encourage daytime activation)

Include policy relating to the need for shopfronts that have security grilles or shutters to have some visual permeability, to ensure pedestrian amenity is not significantly impacted upon when shops are closed (reflecting current policy from the Development Plan)

Include new policy for design of buildings in relation to podiums and upper level setbacks where height rise development is in a predominantly low rise context. This is considered necessary as the current policy that addressed these issues is suitable for locations where surrounding development is already higher scale, but does not address situations where the immediate context is low rise.

Include new policy to strengthen requirements in relation to external appearance to reflect the context.

Strengthen policy regarding new development framing key city boulevards, and providing a sense of arrival into the city and define junctions.

Adjust policy relating to sunlight access to city main streets so that it is clear that it related to buildings casting shadows on the main street, rather than any development.

Adjust building height to reflect the intent of the Development Plan

Include policy requiring minimum ground level floor to ceiling height to assist with flexibility and adaptability. While the issue was raised by Council in relation to the City Frame Subzone, the Commission is of the view that the policy ought apply across all of the zone, as it does in other mixed use zones.

Demolition

The City of Adelaide’s concern about the demolition of buildings leading to the potential for sites to then be used as open lot carparks (and the like) that can significantly detract from the desired streetscape is acknowledged and policy to address this issue is warranted.

Interface

The Commission agrees that the interface policy should be amended to ensure built form impacts are addressed (i.e. building massing, overshadowing and the like), in addition to land use intensity issues, at the interface with the City Living Zone.

Advertising

Advertising policy is largely addressed through the Advertising General Module, however it is acknowledged that the city has a small number of zone-specific policies. It is therefore considered warranted to update advertising policy to reflect current key zone specific policy, avoiding any duplication with Advertising General Module.

Access / Movement

New policy to ensure new access points minimise interruption operation and queuing on public roads and pedestrian paths is considered appropriate. Council’s request to reinstate key aspects of the current pedestrian priority policy to address pedestrian connectivity and pedestrian primacy in the zone is also warranted.

Procedural Matters Table (notification)
The Commission is of the view that there is no need to provide an exemption from the requirement for the placement of on-site notices to be given in the city so this request is not supported.

The Zone’s Procedural Matters Table should be updated to reflect the structure and content consistent with other comparable zones, and ensure minor and unnecessary notification is avoided.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

It is considered appropriate to refine policy relating to night-time uses to better articulate the outcome and reflect the same wording in the City Main Street Zone to ensure consistency of approach.

General and consequential changes are recommended to the zone to improve expression, avoid any duplication with general policy and the like.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

E.1 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 by adding ‘Advertisement’, replacing ‘Child Care Centre’ with ‘Pre-school’, and deleting ‘Apartments’.

E.2 **CREATE** a new PO and DTS/DPF to address change of use requirements, consistent with change of use policy applied in centre type zones.

E.3 **AMEND** PO 2.3 (PO 2.2 in the consultation draft) to be clear that the outcome sought is for land uses typically open during night-time hours incorporate activities along street frontages at ground level that encourage day-time activation compatible with surrounding land uses.

E.4 **CREATE** a new PO relating to human scale, activation and vibrancy, openness to the sky and sense of address to new buildings.

E.5 **CREATE** a new PO to address streetscape impact of security grilles and doors.

E.6 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 3.2 so that it also addresses the development of high rise buildings in an existing low rise context, addressing matters such as human scale at street level; a well-defined frontage; contribution to pedestrian interest; relationship to the scale of adjoining built form; and contribution to emphasising and defining street corners to clearly define the street grid.

E.7 **CREATE** a new PO that transitions current zone policy requiring building façades that are strongly modelled, incorporate a vertical composition which reflects the proportions of existing frontages, and ensure that architectural detailing is consistent around corners and along minor streets and laneways.

E.8 **AMEND** PO 3.5 to better address outcomes that seek development that reinforces the city’s grid layout, frames boulevards, provides a sense of arrival into the city, and defines junctions on corner sites.

E.9 **CREATE** a new PO with an outcome that seeks to avoid activities that result in a gap (such as an open lot car park) in the built form along a public road or thoroughfare.
E.10 AMEND PO 3.11 (3.9 in the consultation draft) by adding in the words 'to main the prevailing built form patterns and structure' after the words 'is informed by its local context'.

E.11 CREATE a new PO and DTS/DPF relating to adaptability through a minimum ground floor to ceiling level, as is used in some other mixed use zones (such as the Urban Corridor Zones).

E.12 AMEND building height policy so that it achieves the intent of the current (Development Plan) Capital City Zone building height provision.

E.13 AMEND interface policy to address interface issues with the City Living Zone including built form impacts, and more explicitly reference licensed and entertainment premises in regard to higher-impacting land uses:
(a) in relation to building proportions, massing and overshadowing and
(b) by avoiding land uses, or intensity of land uses, that unduly impact residential amenity (including licensed premises).

E.14 DELETE PO & DTS/DPF 7.2 under ‘Access’.

E.15 CREATE a new PO under the heading ‘Access’ to ensure development is designed so that vehicle access points for parking, servicing or deliveries, and pedestrian access to a site, are located to minimise interrupting the operation of and queuing on public roads and pedestrian paths.

E.16 AMEND PO 8.1 by adding ‘and achieve an overall consistency of design and appearance along individual street frontages’ at the end of the provision.

E.17 CREATE a new PO to reflect advertising that currently applies in the area; being internally illuminated advertisements only along major streets, and only where it is a projecting display located beneath a verandah or awning extending over the footpath.

E.18 CREATE a new Pedestrian Priority Concept Plan with associated policy that reflect key policy elements in the current development plan such as limiting the location of stand-alone multi storey car parks, location of access points and the like, to apply to relevant parts of the zone.

City Frame Subzone

Engagement feedback:
Council recommended amending the expression in a number of policies through the inclusion or deletion of text in specified DOs and POs. Council also identified a potential gap in policy, whereby the subzone was observed to omit policy concerning floor-to-ceiling height, its interface with the City Living Zone and catalyst site provisions.

Commission’s Response:
Land use policy is recommended to be updated to ensure consistent use of terminology and defined uses, and to better reflect the range of desired uses for the subzone. The minimum floor to ceiling level policy has been included in the zone and as such also applies in the subzone.
Commission's Recommendations:

**E.19** REPLACE DO 1 with

*Primarily medium to high rise residential development supported by a mix of ground level shops, personal services, restaurants and community and hospitality uses, to create an active and visually continuous edge to the Adelaide Park Lands Zone.*

**E.20** REPLACE PO1.1 and DTS/DPF 1.1 with

**PO 1.1**
_medium to high rise residential development and other forms of accommodation supported by a mix of shops, personal services, restaurants and community and hospitality uses.

**DTS/DPF 1.1**
_Development in medium-rise or high-rise buildings comprising one or more of the following land uses:_

(a) *Dwelling*
(b) *Non-residential land uses at ground level including:*
   (i) Consulting room
   (ii) Hotel
   (iii) Indoor recreation facility
   (iv) Licensed premises
   (v) Office
   (vi) Pre-school
   (vii) Shop
(c) *Residential flat building*
(d) *Retirement facility*
(e) *Supported accommodation*
(f) *Tourist accommodation*
City Riverbank Zone

This zone applies to the North Terrace and riverbank areas along the River Torrens that contain a large number of important state institutions and entertainment facilities.

Engagement feedback:

The relatively small amount of comment received from Council and the community in relation to the zone concerned the following issues:

- Removal of key spatial information currently communicated within Figures, such as reference to the ‘central pathway’ which extends through this zone.
- The loss of built form interface policies between North Terrace and River Torrens Valley across all subzones.
- Lack of recognition of the Park Lands location and the natural environment of the River Torrens Valley.

Council also requested that temporary public service depot be included as an accepted classified development.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission supports including additional policy in the zone to ensure that the built form transitions from higher scale development along North Terrace down to low scale adjacent to the River Torrens and Adelaide Park Lands.

The importance of appropriate pedestrian linkages through the area is noted and the Commission agrees the zone policy should contain reference to all the important pedestrian linkages contained in current relevant development plan figures.

Including Temporary Public Service Depot as an Accepted development is also agreed to, given the current development plan policy contemplates this activity ‘as of right’ subject to criteria.

Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

In relation to development involving a change of use, the Commission notes that the City Riverbank did not have associated assessment criteria, nor did some other zones commented on during consultation. Development involving change of use needs to address assessment criteria, and the Commission is of the view that the issue should be consistently addressed across zones of a similar nature. The same policy that applies in activity centre type zones is therefore recommended in this instance.

General and consequential changes are recommended to improve expression, avoid duplication with general policy and the like. The Land Use policy is also recommended to be refined to ensure the appropriate range of uses are listed and reflect up to date terminology.

Commission’s Recommendations:

E.21 AMEND /DTS/DPF 1.1 by deleting ‘Motel’ and including ‘Pre-school’

E.22 AMEND Zone DTS/DPF 2.2 by adding a new part (e) that seek an outcome of transitioning scale from a strong city edge on the southern side of North Terrace to the landscaped setting provided by the River Torrens and Adelaide Park Lands.
**Cultural Institutions Subzone**

**Engagement feedback:**

The University of Adelaide’s submission requested some refinement to the Cultural and Institutions Subzone to better align with its North Terrace Campus masterplan, including identifying student accommodation as an appropriate use, as well as high-rise buildings in gateway locations or where replacing existing ones.

Council commented that there was no recognition of the vice-regal functions of Government House and that it is inappropriate for Government House to be contained in the Cultural and Institutions Subzone of the City Riverbank Zone and another subzone should be created for it.

**Commission’s Response:**

Government House is covered by the Cultural and Institutions Subzone, which applies between King William Road and Frome Road. A separate subzone is not considered necessary to apply to Government House; however its viceregal function can be recognised in the subzone.

Including student accommodation is warranted given the subzone contemplates serviced apartments and tourist accommodation.

The built form policy in the zone that seeks a transition in scale from the high scale form along North Terrace to low scale adjacent the Torrens is considered suitable. Proposals can be considered on merit in light of the location’s context.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

- **E.24** INCLUDE reference to viceregal in DO1 and PO 1.1
- **E.25** INCLUDE Student accommodation in the subzone’s land use policy.

**Entertainment Subzone**

**Engagement feedback:**

Council feedback suggested an additional desired outcome to address the layout of public space and additional performance outcomes to guide ground-level activation, interface with significant buildings and pedestrian connectivity. Amending the list of envisaged land uses was also recommended to exclude development considered inappropriate and include additional land uses which council envisages.

**Commission’s Response:**

An additional Desired Outcome is not considered necessary as the outcomes are considered sufficiently addressed, however the envisaged land use list in the zone is considered warranted.

The refinement of built form policy to be consistent with policy that addresses the transition in building scale from North Terrace to the River Torrens, without reference to the central pathway, is recommended, with policy including reference to low-scale development adjacent to the River Torrens.
A list of inappropriate land uses is not supported (refer to Capital City Zone discussion).

Additional policy addressing ground level activation is not considered necessary as is considered to be sufficiently addressed through the zone policy.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**E.26** AMEND PO & DTS/DPF 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 in the Entertainment Subzone so that it removes reference to the Central Pathway, includes reference to development adjacent to the River Torrens being low scale.

**Health Subzone**

Engagement feedback:

Council suggested amending policy concerning land use and intensity; retaining two Concept Plans; inserting a new PO, DTS/DPF that relates to buildings along Montefiore Road; and including additional POs that discuss active street frontages and vehicle access points along major pedestrian thoroughfares.

**Commission’s Response:**

Further policy change is not considered warranted as active frontages and access requirements are sufficiently addressed by Transport Access and Parking General Development Module policy.

**Innovation Subzone**

Engagement feedback:

The only submission from Council on this subzone noted the subsequent approval of the Mixed Use Innovation (Ministerial) Development Plan Amendment applying to Lot 14 (the old Royal Adelaide Hospital site) and that the policies in the Innovation Subzone need to be updated to reflect the policy approved in that DPA.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission notes that the Mixed Use Innovation Zone was established over the Lot 14 site and included policy that was different to the policy in the subzone at the time of the Code’s consultation. The Innovation Subzone should therefore be updated to reflect the approved Mixed-Use Innovation Zone.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**E.27** AMEND the Innovation Subzone so that the policy reflects the Adelaide (City) Development Plan Mixed Use (Innovation) Zone, removing any duplication or redundant policy covered by the zone or general development policies in the Code.

**Urban Activity Centre Zone**

This zone supports the full range of services and facilities required to cater for regional and district scale populations and lifestyle needs. The zone comprises retail, office, community, civic, entertainment, educational, tourist and recreational land uses and activities.
**Engagement feedback:**

**Land Use**

**Engagement feedback:**

A number of requests were made to include a list of envisaged land uses in the relevant DTS/DPF.

Other feedback requested policy amendment to allow for larger scale bulky goods development at the zone’s periphery. Alternatively, contrary comments were received noting the allowance of bulky good outlets at the periphery of the zone was considered inappropriate due to the interface with adjacent residential areas.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission supports amending DTS/DPF 1.1 to reference the land uses envisaged in the zone. This is consistent with the approach adopted for zones approved through the Phase Two Amendment.

Policy is also recommended to be amended to more generally require development to contribute to vibrant and interesting streetscapes (and identify the sorts of activities that contribute to this outcome such as shops, hotels, licenced premises and the like), rather than only referring to bulky goods development. The potential locations of larger scale bulky goods development at the periphery of a zone, and more vibrant and interesting streetscape in the primary retail areas is considered appropriate. The zone includes new building interface policy that addresses impacts on residential uses in adjoining zones, irrespective of the building’s use.

**Advertising Signage**

**Engagement feedback:**

There was strong opposition to the application of DTS 5.1 and Advertisements General Development Policies – Table 1, to advertisements in the Urban Activity Centre Zone. An industry submission recommended amending DTS criteria to permit larger signage in both height and area.

**Commission’s response:**

Given the existing and anticipated development of large-scale signage in the Urban Activity Centre Zone, a more contextual policy provision may be appropriate. The Commission therefore recommends amending the advertising policy in the zone to remove DTS/DPF size and instead allow a more contextual on merit assessment that enables advertising signage size that is commensurate with the size of the centre. This is the recommended approach across all activity centre zones.

**Residential Development**

**Engagement feedback:**

Reference to residential development in conjunction with non-residential uses is set out PO 1.3 and 1.5. It was requested that reference to residential development also be included in the overarching DOs and PO 1.1 to provide consistency across the zone. Furthermore, it was suggested the zone should provide further guidance for medium to high density residential development. Suggestions to content included:

- Reference to high-density residential development in DO 1 & 2
- Inclusion of residential land uses to PO 1.1.
- Amendment of DTS 1.4 to permit dwellings situated behind non-residential land uses on ground floor
- Revision of PO 1.5 to enable residential developments at greater densities per hectare, consistent with current policy.

**Clarification:** The submission stated that PO 1.5 does not refer to high density developments and should be amended to do so. However, the Performance Outcome states ‘medium to high densities.’

Commentary on the policy content encouraged additional envisaged land uses to be listed, including supported accommodation and aged care facilities. Additional policy relating to interface treatments, setbacks, noise attenuation measures, architectural form and linkages with retail centres was also suggested. An industry submission recommended any height control for the Urban Activity Centre Zone be equal to or greater than the proposed 32.5m height limit TNV applied to the adjacent Urban Neighbourhood Zone.

**Commission Response:**

Including dwelling in the list of envisaged land uses is recommended and is considered sufficient, along with other existing zone policy, to indicate the zone’s allowance for residential uses.

PO & DTS/DPF 1.4 seek residential development located above ground levels as a typical way of achieving/maintaining vibrant street frontages. The request to amend policy to locate residential uses behind buildings is a separate outcome and can be considered on merit. As such the Commission is of the view that such an amendment is not necessary.

**General comments**

**Engagement feedback:**

- A number of respondents raised concerns regarding the lack of detail given to policies addressing residential development, design outcomes, interface issues and height requirements.

- Several councils advocated the inclusion of desired land uses in DTS criteria, as featured in other zones.

- Established retail centres expressed concern about the operation of the proposed Procedural Matters – Notification list, seeking clarification on what zone the expression ‘neighbourhood’ applies to.

**Clarification:**

‘Neighbourhood-type zone’ is defined in Part 8 – Administrative Definitions

- An industry body suggested that policy should encourage parking to be located behind buildings to assist with achieving a performance outcome that seeks active street frontages.

- The zone name was queried by one council who considered that the term ‘urban’ may cause confusion in a regional context and was not reflective of the areas in which the zone is proposed to apply.

**Commission’s response:** The term ‘Urban’ does not inherently equate to an area within metropolitan Adelaide and the zone can be appropriately applied in regional centres.
Port Adelaide Centre Subzone

Commentary on the Port Adelaide Centre Subzone was received from the City of Port Adelaide Enfield, who argued that the amalgamation of 17 current Policy Areas into 1 Subzone undermines desired development outcomes. The following matters were of concern:

- Current nuanced policy area provisions reference historical development patterns and fine-grain urban landscape. A less distinctive policy framework would hinder the ability of an assessing authority to refuse an inappropriate development and so the transition of existing policy to the subzone is recommended.
- Council also recommended the transition of detailed desired character statements and associated policy measures to ensure the preservation of the historic fabric of Port Adelaide and realise desired development outcomes.

**Clarification:** The Code does not feature a similar mechanism to Desired Character Statements. Desired Outcomes are succinct paragraphs which provide a high-level guiding statement which can be used to set the vision of an area. In addition, the part of Port Adelaide Centre covered by the Historic Area Overlay could express local area nuancing in the Historic Area Statement.

**Commission Response:**

While a single subzone has been used, a series of Concept Plans also apply to the subzone area. This approach avoids potential duplication of policy that would otherwise occur, but still provides the local policy nuance requested by Council. The Commission therefore does not support the Subzone being split into seventeen separate Subzones.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

Amending the building height policy to be consistent with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and other comparable zones to give some flexibility by referring to general medium-rise development, plus referencing Building Height Technical and Numeric Variation layers, is recommended.

Consistent with the approach taken for other mixed use infill zones, specific density references are considered unnecessary given the Code provides an administrative definition for medium and high density.

Minor adjustment to the change in use performance outcome is recommended to better reflect the outcome sought to support efficient use and continued operation and vibrancy of activity centres. This amendment should be made to all the activity centre zones to ensure consistency.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.28</strong></td>
<td>AMEND land use policy (DTS/DPF1.1) to include a list of envisaged land uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.29</strong></td>
<td>AMEND residential density policy by removing any reference to minimum net dwelling density.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.30</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> policy relating to siting of bulky goods (PO &amp; DTS/DPF 1.6) and instead refer more generally to the sorts of activities that contribute to vibrant streets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E.31</strong></td>
<td><strong>REPLACE</strong> the advertising policy in the zone with new policy that seeks the following outcomes:</td>
</tr>
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Suburban Activity Centre Zone

This zone accommodates small to medium sized activity centres servicing a local or neighbourhood area. Development will primarily comprise shops, offices and consulting rooms. Residential development will be appropriate only in conjunction with non-residential development.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Suburban Activity Centre Zone focussed on the following key matters:

- allowances for free-standing signs
- land use policy needing to provide more detail about the sorts of residential types allowed, noting that the zone contemplates associated residential activity
- building scale and form in the zone
- building envelope policy
- freestanding advertising sign allowances
- retail floor limits.

A high volume of feedback focussed on the transition of current ‘centre’ zones, including local, neighbourhood, district and business zones, into one proposed zone.

Councils sought to preserve the current hierarchy structure due to concerns that local centres suited to residential areas will be altered by the introduction of larger-scale retail development. Respondents from local government observed a policy gap in the centre hierarchy with concerns that current Local Centre Zones don’t have a policy equivalent in the Code.

It was asserted that Suburban Activity Centres Zones are an inappropriate transition due to the permissible land uses envisaged, the scale and intensity of anticipated development and the fact that no limit is imposed on shop floor areas.

Many local government responses requested amendment or clarification of policy in relation to building heights in activity centres, requesting all heights in development plans be translated into Technical and Numeric Variations (TNVs) in the Code. A further numeric quality sought by councils was the refinement of floor area criteria to provide for better consistency with current policy.

The inclusion of residential development in association with a non-residential land use, tourist accommodation, student accommodation, health facility and service trade premises was proposed in Table 3 – Performance Assessed and DOs/POs. A considerable number of submissions also put forward the need to include residential development as an anticipated land use.

Some submissions raised concern with policy relating to bulky goods outlets, which may be inappropriate in existing local centres. The practicality of achieving bulky goods outlets sited and designed to achieve or maintain a vibrant and interesting streetscape was questioned given their nature and form.

The imposition of a maximum gross leasable floor area limit for retail development was advocated by councils.

Several local government responses suggested the inclusion of performance outcomes concerned with site contamination to ensure contamination issues are considered during assessment.

The usage of the term ‘medium-rise’ was observed to create potential conflict with TNVs that identify lower building heights.
Multiple council submissions encouraged the transition of land uses currently considered non-complying to feature in Table 4 – Restricted Development.

**Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

In relation to the procedural matters, it was suggested that service trade premises, industry, special industry, adult product and services premises, and telecommunications facility be listed as publicly notifiable.

Council submissions:

- sought a building envelope of 30 degrees (not 45)
- queried how the density of residential development should be considered
- questioned the ability of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone’s policy to cover the current centre zone range which includes local through to district centres
- requested the current development plan retail floor limits be applied
- requested an overall freestanding sign limit in addition to the limits that apply to individual signs.

**Commission’s Response:**

**Zoning**

Comments in regard to the range of zones that were proposed to be covered by the Suburban Activity Centre Zone are acknowledged. While it and the Urban Activity Centre Zone are considered suitable to apply to most circumstances, the need for a new activity centre zone to apply to small local centres is acknowledged and supported.

**Residential Land Use**

The Commission supports requests for additional residential types to be listed as envisaged uses in the zone (such as retirement facility and supported accommodation).

Policy in the zone seeks medium to high density residential development. Administrative definitions are provided for these, so assessment of relevant development would be in light of these.

**Retail Floor Limits**

The Commission is of the view that a retail limit is unnecessary in centre type zones and that in practice the scale of development in a centre location is largely a function of the size of the zoned area and whether it is comprised of a number of shops or fewer larger ones is largely immaterial.

**Location of Bulky Goods**
Policy should also be amended to more generally require development to contribute to vibrant and interesting streetscapes, rather than specifically referring to bulky goods outlet, consistent with the approach adopted in other centre zones. The potential location of larger scale bulky goods development at the periphery of a zone and more vibrant and interesting streetscape in the primary retail areas is considered appropriate.

**Built Form**

Policy addresses built form contextually through PO 2.1, however building siting should also be a consideration in addition to building scale.

The 45 degree building envelope provision is considered appropriate for use in the zone. Current developments don’t have building envelope policy applying to centres in most instances, so the inclusion of the policy in the Suburban Activity Centre Zone is an additional (warranted) requirement to address building massing issues at its periphery. Further the Commission is of the view that the 45-degree envelope is generally suitable to address building massing interface issues. It is noted that some current zones policy applies a 30 degree building envelope provision in some locations (e.g. some Urban Corridor Zone locations), however these were established through a previous amendment process that established a lower angle is suitable in the relevant locations, so the Commission supports these continuing.

However, the Commission does support refining policy to address interface impacts on adjoining residential development in neighbourhood-type zone through siting and design in a more general sense.

Comments in regard to building height policy are noted. Similar comments were received through the consultation process on the Phase Two Amendment, and those amendments continue to be supported in the Phase Three Amendment.

**Advertising**

The Commission agrees that the advertising policy in the zone should be amended by removing DTS/DPF size and instead allowing a more contextual on merit assessment that enables advertising signage size that is commensurate with the size of the centre, given the range of centre sizes where zone applies.

**Restricted Development Classification**

The Commission does not support the transition of current non-complying zone lists as the restricted classification and non-complying procedures and use are not comparable.

**Other changes based on additional information/investigation:**

Amending the land use policy to reference a wider range of uses to better reflect the outcomes sought in the zone, consistent with comparable other zones, is recommended.

Consistent with the recommended approach for other mixed use infill zones, specific density references are considered unnecessary given the Code provides administrative definitions for medium and high density.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**
Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.33 AMEND PO/DTS/DPF 3.1 to reference any relevant TNV in the PO, and specify a default building height of up to 3 building levels in the DTS/DPF where a TNV doesn't apply.

E.34 REPLACE ‘desired development’ with ‘adjacent development’ in PO 2.1.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.35 CREATE a new Local Activity Centre Zone to apply to small local centres.

E.36 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to better reflect the range of residential and non-residential uses contemplated /desired in the zone.

E.37 AMEND residential density policy (DTS/DPF 1.4) by removing any reference to minimum net dwelling density.

E.38 AMEND policy relating to siting of bulky goods (PO & DTS/DPF1.5) to instead refer more generally to the sorts of activities that contribute to vibrant streets.

E.39 AMEND policy relating to compatibility of development (DTS/DPF 2.1) to address building siting in addition to scale and include reference to mitigating impacts on adjoining residential uses in neighbourhood-type zones.

E.40 AMEND Interface built form policy so that a 30 degree building envelope applies to any centre location where the same envelope applies under current development plan policy.

E.41 REPLACE the advertising policy in the zone with new policy that seeks the following outcomes:

- Advertisements sited and designed to achieve an overall consistency and appearance along individual street frontages.

- The size of freestanding advertisements is commensurate with the scale of the centre and the street frontage, avoids visual clutter and positively responds to the context without dominating the locality.

Suburban Main Street Zone

This zone accommodates small to medium sized activity centres servicing a local or neighbourhood area. Development will primarily comprise shops, offices and consulting rooms. Residential development is appropriate only in conjunction with non-residential development. Buildings will be oriented towards the main street to create active frontages and reinforce the main street character.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback focussed on the following matters:

- allowances for free-standing signs
• the need for land use and land division policy to provide more detail about the sorts of residential types allowed, noting that the zone contemplates associated residential activity
• concerns over deemed-to-satisfy criteria and the appropriateness of the assessment pathways applying to several classes of development
• concern about the inclusion of bulky good outlets as an anticipated form of development and the need for a reduced floor area limit for these outlets to better fit with the main street nature of the zone
• the need for a 30 degree building envelope to apply on all boundaries (instead of 45)
• the need for a maximum shop floor area limit
• the inclusion of industry in the Restricted Development table. Views on this varied with light industry uses (e.g. service industries including microbreweries and furniture manufacturing) considered appropriate but classified by the Code as a restricted form of development. Several councils advocated for the exclusion of ‘light industry’ from Table 4
• industries sought greater allowance for building height to achieve the desired main street outcome
• clarification about the application of the public notification table as some terminology is ambiguous.

Commission’s Response:

Key issues in relation to this zone were largely addressed through the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment.

Policy should also be amended to more generally require development to contribute to vibrant and interesting streetscapes, rather than specifically referring to bulky goods outlet, consistent with the approach adopted in other centre zones.

Current policy in comparable development plan zones typically doesn’t have building envelope policy applying to centres so the inclusion of the policy in the Suburban Main Street Zone is an additional (warranted) requirement to address building massing issues at its periphery. It is noted that some current zones policy applies a 30 degree building envelope provision in some locations (e.g. some Urban Corridor Zone locations), however these were established through a previous amendment process that established a lower angle is suitable in the relevant locations, so the Commission supports these continuing.

Maximum shop floor areas are not considered appropriate for centre type zones. Main street built form outcomes are addressed through separate policy so policy seeking small-scale shops from a character perspective is not considered necessary.

Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

Minor changes to the land use policy to reference a wider range of uses to better reflect the outcomes sought in the zone and consistent with comparable other zones is recommended.

Consistent with the recommended approach for other mixed use infill zones, specific density references are considered unnecessary given the Code provides administrative definitions for medium and high density.

Commission’s Recommendations:
Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

**E.42** AMEND PO/DTS/DPF 3.1 to reference any relevant Technical and Numeric Variation in the PO, and specify a default building height of up to 3 building levels (or 4 building levels where site frontage is >25m and site depth is >50m) in the DTS/DPF where a TNV doesn’t apply.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

**E.43** AMEND Land use policy to reflect the desired range of anticipated uses in the zone consistent with other main street zones.

**E.44** AMEND PO 1.6 by replacing ‘Bulky good outlets are’ with ‘Development’, and DTS/DPF 1.6 to include uses that contribute to vibrancy (such as shops, licensed premises, hotels and the like).
Township Activity Centre Zone

This zone accommodates small to medium sized activity centres in regional areas that are the focus of activity in the district. The zone accommodates a range of retail, office, entertainment and recreational land uses. Housing may be appropriate where it will not prejudice the operation of envisaged non-residential uses.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received on the Township Activity Centre Zone with commentary focusing on residential development, advertisements and anticipated land uses.

The following comments were received:

- Parking, traffic and access provisions should be included as POs and DTS/DPF criteria.

  **Clarification:** The Transport, Access and Parking General Module addresses these matters.

- One industry submission advocated for the inclusion of dwellings and residential flat buildings as anticipated land uses as they are considered to be envisaged and appropriate in the zone.

- More contextual policy concerning freestanding advertisements was encouraged as the Code was not considered consistent with existing standards of signage in activity centre precincts.

- The ‘reference to hours of operation’ is considered unnecessary, given the standards specified in relation to noise or vibration, air quality, light spill and other amenity impacts elsewhere in the General Development Policies and the Code.

- Local government considered light industry may be appropriate if there are associated sales but that general and special industry would not be compatible with the zone’s desired outcomes.

  **Clarification:** Categorisation as restricted development doesn’t imply that a development is not envisaged/appropriate – this is most suitably determined through the zone policy rather than categorisation. In addition, light industry is listed as an exclusion in Table 4.

Commission’s Response:

Key issues in relation to this zone were largely addressed through the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment.

Other changes based on additional information/investigation:

Minor changes to the land use policy to reference a wider range of uses to better reflect the outcomes sought in the zone, consistent with comparable other zones is recommended.

Similarly, refinement regarding policy requirement development to contribute to vibrant and interesting streetscapes, rather than specifically referring to bulky goods outlet, has been recommended in some other centre zones and should be included in the Township Activity Centre Zone to achieve a consistent approach.

Policy regarding building siting and design to be complementary with development within the zone and to mitigate interface impacts on adjoining residential uses in neighbourhood zones, is contained in
comparable activity centre zones, and is recommended to be included in the Township Activity Centre Zone to achieve consistency.

Commission's Recommendations:

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

E.45 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to reflect the desired range of anticipated uses in the zone consistent with other comparable zones.

E.46 AMEND PO 1.4 by replacing ‘Bulky good outlets are’ with ‘Development’, and DTS/DPF 1.4 to include uses that contribute to vibrancy (such as shops, licensed premises, hotels and the like).

E.47 INCLUDE a new PO regarding building siting and design to be complementary with development within the zone and mitigate interface impacts on adjoining residential uses in neighbourhood-type zones, consistent with the same policy in comparable activity centre zones.

E.48 AMEND PO 3.2 regarding building height to remove reference to medium rise and generally seek low rise development that complements the established streetscape and local character, and to reference any relevant TNV.

Township Main Street Zone

This zone provides a focus for regional main streets that service the local community and visitors. Development will primarily comprise retail, office, entertainment and recreational land uses and activities.

Engagement feedback:

A significant volume of local government responses was received in relation to the Township Main Street Zone which focussed on the following key matters:

- allowances for free-standing signs
- the need for land use and land division policy to provide more detail about the sorts of residential types allowed, noting that the zone contemplates associated residential activity
- concern about the inclusion of bulky good outlets as an anticipated form of development and the need for a reduced floor area limit for these outlets to better fit with the main street nature of the zone. It was also put forward that the creation of a floor area limit would provide relevant authorities with a mechanism to control inappropriate retail development
- the amalgamation of existing zones to the zone is not considered appropriate in some areas as it would permit incompatible development outcomes
- the inclusion of industry in the Restricted Development table. Views on this varied, with light industry uses (e.g. service industries including microbreweries and furniture manufacturing) considered appropriate but classified by the Code as a restricted form of development.
- a need for clarification about the application of the public notification table as some terminology is ambiguous
- the need Desired Outcome 1 to be reworded to replace the word ‘local’ with ‘township’ as development should be serving the entire town not just a portion

Commission's Response:

Amending land use policy to refine the range of uses to better reflect the outcomes sought in the zone and to ensure better consistency across the range of centre zones is supported.

‘Dwelling above ground level’ should be changed to simply read ‘dwelling’ since dwelling is the land use and separate policy in the zone addresses the issue of its location.

Policy should also be amended to more generally require development to contribute to vibrant and interesting streetscapes, rather than specifically referring to bulky goods outlet, consistent with the approach adopted in other- centre zones.

Advertising policy for freestanding signs was included in Phase Two Amendment, and is considered suitable.

The Phase Two Amendment has extensively amended the notification tables and resolved many issues raised concerning the procedural matters section.

Commission's Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendation proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.49 REMOVE the word ‘local’ from DO 1.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.50 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to reflect the desired range of anticipated uses in the zone by adding ‘advertisement’ and ‘dwelling’.

E.51 AMEND PO 1.5 by replacing ‘Bulky good outlets are’ with ‘Development’, and DTS/DPF 1.5 to include uses that contribute to vibrancy (such as shops, licenced premises, hotel and cinema).

E.52 AMEND PO 3.1 regarding building height to remove reference to medium rise and instead reference a height consistent with the form expressed in any relevant TNV, or otherwise low rise.

Innovation Zone

This zone accommodates key education, research and innovation facilities supported by a mix of compatible land uses including tourism, hospitality, cultural, health, entertainment, recreation and small-scale retail activities to meet the needs of residents and visitors.

Engagement feedback:
Feedback on a range of technical matters within the Innovation Zone was received.

Aligning with feedback in relation to the Employment Zone, submissions sought policy in the Innovation Zone that better reflects its specialist development needs, intent and vision for major strategic development and employment sites such as Tonsley and Flinders Village, possibly via introducing a more focussed zone or new subzone. It was suggested that the list of envisaged uses in innovation (and employment) zones be aligned with anticipated uses for these strategic sites.

Opportunities for a more tailored approach to shops in the Innovation Zone (e.g. shops greater than 500m² proposed as restricted development) were identified, with suggestions that assessment pathways and policies should reflect existing conditions or allowance for strategic sites, including master plans and the vision guiding development of these sites. Opportunities to carryover existing Concept Plans for these sites was also suggested to further guide their development.

There were also suggestions to:

- provide further clarification regarding building heights in the zone
- include new policies to encourage the use of green infrastructure in open and public spaces for environmental benefits
- provide more detailed policy regarding car parking requirements applying to specific sites or areas within the zone
- include policies to promote design quality and sustainability features for development, similar to those applying in the City of Adelaide, particularly given the potential for taller buildings
- review Table 5 – Procedural Matters in relation to notification requirements to ensure the correct DTS/DPF criteria are applied and to consider amending the quantitative floor space trigger for notification of a shop to align with the maximum floor area identified in DTS/DPF 1.4 (i.e. 250m²).

Clarification: Notification requirements have been reviewed for all zones to identify those uses that are exempt from notification rather than exempting all forms of development other than where listed or fail to meet certain criteria.

Commission’s Response:

Given the strategic importance and nature of sites proposed to be included in the zone, it is proposed to amend the name of the zone to the Strategic Innovation Zone.

Further, in recognition of the specialist needs and uses anticipated for the Flinders University and village site at Bedford Park, the Commission also proposes to include this area in a new Flinders subzone of the Code, with policies to guide the development of uses to create a village atmosphere focused around transport and rail improvements as part of the Flinders Link project and to recognise the importance of open space across the site. It is also proposed to expand the range of envisaged uses listed in DTS/DPF 1.1 to better recognise the types of uses anticipated for locations in the zone.

The Commission also proposes to include the Repatriation General Hospital site in a new Repatriation Subzone to recognise the unique needs and the range of uses sought for the site and importance of heritage places.
The Commission’s response in relation to more specific feedback relating to the zone is provided under key headings below.

**Shops**

Recommendations for a more tailored approach to shops in the zone are recognised, including suggestions to remove the restricted floor area trigger for shops in some locations. The restricted development trigger for shops applicable in the zone of 500m$^2$ was amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to 1000m$^2$ to allow additional capacity to provide services based on local circumstances and provide additional scope for local planning authorities to consider proposals that are unlikely to impact land use patterns or affect strategic directions expressed in the State Planning Policies (SPPs). The restricted development floor area limit for shop development should be increased in the zone consistent with this approach.

The Commission recognises, however, that several locations proposed in the zone contemplate a level of retail and shop development over this floor area threshold, with many having no current floor area restrictions (except in relation to bulky goods outlets in some instances). These areas include Tonsley, Laffer’s Triangle, Flinders Village (proposed in a new Flinders Subzone), Glenside and the Lyell McEwin health precinct. Further, locations such as the Repatriation General Hospital site, which is also proposed in the Rehabilitation Subzone, currently contemplates up to 2000m$^2$ of shop floor area across the precinct.

The Commission therefore proposes to amend the restricted development criteria for shops in the following areas of the zone to allow such development to be considered via the performance assessed pathway:

- Flinders Village (in the new Flinders Subzone)
- Repatriation General Hospital (in new Repatriation Subzone)
- Glenside sites (proposed in the Rehabilitation Subzone)
- Tonsley site and Lyell McEwin Hospital precinct (in a proposed new Activity Node Subzone).

**Concept Plans and building heights**

The Commission acknowledges requests for further clarification regarding building heights in the zone and suggestions to transition a range of existing Concept Plans applying to strategic sites in the zone to better guide their development, including where these plans guide building form, location and height.

While building height limits apply to most sites or areas proposed to be included in the zone under existing development plans, such limits do not currently apply to parts of the Elizabeth Regional Centre. Areas where height limits apply in existing policy are proposed to be included as a height TNV in the zone. This includes locations such as Mawson Lakes and the Repatriation General Hospital site.

There are, however, a number of locations in the proposed zone where existing development plans apply policy in combination with Concept Plans to guide building height, including for Laffer’s Triangle, Bedford Park / Flinders, Tonsley and Glenside. These requirements have not transitioned to the Code as a building height TNV given the difficulties in applying a building height limit to a geographical location where a boundary definition is unavailable.

**Car parking**
Recommendations to retain car parking requirements applying to certain areas in the zone and include these areas within a ‘designated area’ for the purposes of car parking provision, are acknowledged.

Rezoning of sites at Tonsley, Bedford Park and Flinders University in 2018 recognised their convenient position near the railway line and high-frequency public transport as well as planned improvements to extend the train line to Flinders University as part of the Flinders Link project. Consequently, this rezoning included these areas within a ‘designated area’ for the purposes of applying more standardised car parking rates across a range of non-residential and residential uses without condition (e.g. proximity to public transport services).

On this basis, it is considered appropriate that the parking rates in Table 2 - Off-Street Vehicle Car Parking Requirements in Designated Areas in the Transportation, Access and Parking General policy provisions apply to the Innovation Zone for areas at Tonsley, Laffer’s Triangle and Flinders University (as originally intended) without condition, to reflect established development plan requirements and reinstate the intent of Ministerial policy directions. Parts of the Glenside mixed use area and the Repatriation General Hospital site are also currently ‘designated areas’ for the purposes of car parking without condition as part of recent rezonings and are therefore proposed to also be captured in Table 2.

The criteria included in Table 1 – General Off-Street Car Parking Requirements in the Transportation, Access and Parking General policy provisions should continue to apply to other locations in the zone (see associated recommendation in Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure > Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies section of this report).

Open space and green infrastructure

In relation to suggestions to include new performance objectives to maximise the greening of public realm and open space links to contribute to shading, cooling, air quality and amenity, the Commission draws attention to the General policy provisions of the Code which provide a basis for considering public realm and open space, particularly within intensifying development locations such as areas located in this zone. The Design and Design in Urban Areas General policies in particular, include requirements for landscaping for all developments that seek to achieve similar intent and will be called up as relevant policy for assessment of most performance assessed development in the zone. It is therefore not appropriate or necessary to duplicate or repeat the intent of this policy in the zone.

Design and sustainability

Suggestions to include additional policies in the zone to promote design quality and incorporation of sustainability features in new buildings given the potential for taller buildings on sites in the zone are acknowledged.

It is understood that the suggested policies have been based on policies currently applying in Adelaide’s Capital City Zone, which are intended to apply only where buildings are proposed to exceed building height limits to achieve greater levels of design, sustainability and environmental performance than buildings that would meet prescribed height limits. Achieving such higher design and environmental performance standards can also add significant costs to developments. It is therefore not considered practical or appropriate to apply such additional requirements to development in the zone without further detailed investigations and consultation as part of a future Code Amendment process.

Most forms of development in the zone will be performance-assessed, including against a range of General policy provisions promoting quality design of buildings. Further, a height limit is not specified for most locations proposed in the zone, consistent with the existing development plans.

Public notification
Suggestions to require development that exceeds a maximum building height limit in the zone be subject to notification (in particular where located adjacent to another zone) are acknowledged and consistent with the approach used in many other existing and proposed Code zones. It is therefore proposed to amend the notification table to require notification of proposals exceeding maximum building height and interface height when adjoining a neighbourhood-type zone.

The Commission also acknowledges suggestions to consider amending the quantitative floor space trigger for notification of a shop to align with the maximum floor area desired in DTS/DPF 1.4 (i.e. 250m²). Notification should generally extend to circumstances where they may be unreasonable impacts on neighbours, particularly in areas outside the zone where a higher level of amenity may reasonably be expected. In this regard, a standard clause has been used in the Code to limit notification for development generally within mixed use type zones by exempting "Any kind of development that is not located adjacent to a site used for residential purposes in a neighbourhood-type zone".

The Commission recommends applying this clause to the zone, which could also be used to support notification for shop proposals irrespective of any floor area limit. In addition, any class of development at the interface with a neighbourhood-type zone that is otherwise exempt from notification should only be notified where relevant criteria are not met (e.g. proposals that exceed maximum building heights). Adjustments of this type in Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification are therefore appropriate.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**E.53** **RENAME** the zone ‘Strategic Innovation Zone’ to better reflect the range of strategic development sites where the zone is proposed to apply.

**E.54** **CREATE** the following new subzones in the zone:

- ‘Flinders Subzone’ to apply to the Flinders Village site to better recognise the range of uses sought to achieve a village atmosphere centred around new railway infrastructure and open space objectives
- ‘Repatriation Subzone’ to apply to the Repatriation General Hospital site to better recognise the range of uses sought for the site and importance of heritage places
- ‘Activity Node Subzone’ to apply to areas in Tonsley and Lyell McEwin Hospital precinct to better recognise land uses contemplated adjacent road and railway infrastructure.

**E.55** **AMEND** Table 3 – Performance Assessed development to correctly reference the Rehabilitation Subzone.

**E.56** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 to include a wider range of additional uses in the list of envisaged uses in the Innovation Zone given locations where the zone is proposed to apply, including:

- Indoor recreation facility
- Retirement facility
- Shop
- Student accommodation
- Supported accommodation
- Tourist accommodation
- Workers’ accommodation.
E.57 **AMEND** Table 4 – Restricted development to exclude shops in the following areas of the zone from being restricted based on floor area to allow such development to be considered via the performance-assessed pathway:

- Flinders Village (in the new Flinders Subzone)
- Repatriation General Hospital (in the new Repatriation Subzone)
- Glenside (proposed in the Rehabilitation Subzone)
- Tonsley and Lyell McEwin Hospital precinct (in the new Activity Node Subzone).

E.58 **AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification to:

- Require notification of proposals exceeding maximum building height and interface height when adjoining a neighbourhood-type zone
- Include a new clause stating 'Any kind of development that is not located adjacent to a site used for residential purposes in a neighbourhood-type zone', other than in relation to demolition of a heritage place
- Include a list of uses that are exempt from notification, other than where prescribed criteria are not met (e.g. building height limits).
Employment Zone

This zone supports a range of industrial, high-impact land uses including general industry, logistical, warehousing, storage, research and training.

Engagement feedback:

A significant volume of responses was received from local government and industry in relation to the Employment Zone.

There was a shared view that more tailored policy or the application of a subzone would be appropriate for specialised functions and major strategic employment sites (e.g. a new ‘Ship Building Subzone’ should be applied to Osborne Naval shipyards). The major industrial areas of Gillman and Edinburgh were also identified as areas where a subzone may be more appropriate.

Conflicts and cross-purposes in policy were observed, with one prominent example being that ‘industry’ was considered a restricted form of development, with ‘special industry’ being an exemption.

Clarification: Reference to ‘industry’ as Restricted in the zone with the exception of ‘special industry’ was unintended and has been rectified in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment – Update Report and the Phase Two Amendment.

Several councils suggested the need to consider a new zone (or subzone) that provides an interface between sensitive land uses and more significant industry where industry interface areas exist in current development plans and to consider retaining existing bulky goods zones (or creating an equivalent subzone). One council identified that the zone does not provide sufficient guidance for development of a highway service centre, based on recent rezoning and suggested a new subzone to facilitate such a use.

Councils and industry groups raised concerns regarding floor area limits for shops and expressed the view that the proposed zone could undermine small businesses by focusing on the delivery of larger-scale developments. There was also some disagreement between councils as to whether ‘shop’ should be an anticipated form of development in the Employment Zone.

Clarification: In response to feedback on the Phase Two Amendment, the Commission recognised that DTS/DPF criteria for shops (i.e. gross leasable floor area 500m$^2$) was a significant increase over current development plan policies in similar zones. The desired floor area for shops was subsequently reduced to 250m$^2$ in the Phase Two Amendment. The Commission has also determined that ‘shop’ will remain an envisaged use for the zone.

Additional themes of discussion were the addition of land uses in the restricted development table, clarification of proposed policy, and inclusion of additional policy for landscaping, signage, emissions, site contamination and interface.

Terminology used in the Desired Outcomes and Performance Outcomes was queried, with clarification of policy expression desired.

Specific feedback is set out below:

Deemed-to-Satisfy

- Recommend that a deemed-to-satisfy pathway be provided for a ‘shop’. This was a source of contention among councils: one metropolitan council advocated for the inclusion of shop’ while two peri-urban councils argued for their omission from the list of desired uses.
• One industry group recommended that ‘bulky good outlets’ be afforded a deemed-to-satisfy pathway, as an anticipated and expected land use in the zone and be exempt from notification.

• Some councils suggested that fencing should be specifically included as deemed-to-satisfy and performance assessed (e.g. where over 2.1 metres) and should not default to ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ and be notified.

• One respondent commented that Consulting Rooms and an Office are listed as deemed-to-satisfy in Table 2 but are not specifically envisaged in DTS/DPF 1.1.

  Clarification: Based on a review of the assessment tables as part of the Phase Two Amendment, both Offices and Consulting Rooms are proposed to be listed as performance assessed development in Table 3 of the zone.

Performance Assessed Development

• One peri-urban council suggested that ‘land division’ should be included as a performance assessed form of development as the Code contains related provisions (PO 2.1, DTS/DPF 2.1) yet fails to list land division in the table.

  Clarification: Land Division has been specifically listed in Table 3 – Performance Assessed development in the zone as part of the Phase Two Amendment.

• Other respondents recommended that the listing of General Industry, Motor Repair Station and Telecommunications Facilities in Table 3 should refer to PO 1.2 (land use and intensity) and that PO 1.1 and PO 1.2 should be applicable policy for all performance assessed development. PO 1.3 is also not referred to within any of Table 3 (except in relation to Advertisements where it is not relevant) and should be called up for a shop or bulky goods outlet.

  Clarification: In response to feedback received in Phase Two Amendment, PO 1.1 and PO 1.2 are called up in Table 3 in relation to General Industry in the Phase Two Amendment, as well as in relation to most other commercial, retail and industrial uses listed in Table 3. A Motor Repair Station is no longer specifically listed in Table 3 based on feedback received during the Phase Two Amendment and will be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code.

  Reference to PO 1.3 associated with an Advertisement was deleted as part of the Phase Two Amendment, with PO 7.1 appropriately called up. Further, PO 1.3 has also been called up for a ‘Shop’ and ‘Restaurant’ in the Phase Two Amendment.

Restricted Development

• Significant opposition was received to ‘industry’ being listed as a restricted form of development, except for ‘special industry’ and suggested that policies to guide special industry should be included.

  Clarification: The Commission’s December 2019 Update Report acknowledged this error which occurred in Table 4. ‘Industry’ is to be deleted from the class of development column, and ‘special industry’ removed from the exclusions column and reinserted as a restricted class of development.
One agency recommended that ‘special industry’ should be performance assessed in the zone when located outside the EPA’s recommended evaluation distances, including in relation to areas at Gillman and Edinburgh, however an industry group recommended inclusion of special industry as an envisaged use in DTS/DPF 1.1 to support existing operations.

Recommendations were received from a number of councils to transition classes of development currently considered non-complying in existing development plans to restricted development in the zone. This included a range of sensitive land uses such as dwellings, nursing homes, pre-schools, primary schools, educational establishments, hospitals and tourist accommodation.

**Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

One council suggested that the 1000m$^2$ trigger for a ‘shop’ to be considered a restricted development was too great and may lead to inappropriate development outcomes and consumption of large areas of industrial land. There was also concern that larger scale retail developments may undermine traditional industrial areas as they are now considered an envisaged land use in areas where they are presently non-complying and discouraged. Conversely, one council identified that the floor area limits in the zone are too limiting in areas where a retail centre of up to 20,000m$^2$ is currently anticipated.

Another council suggested that dwellings and education establishments should be restricted in the zone.

Some respondents suggested that a range of exceptions to restricted development in the zone be included, such as caretaker’s residences, alteration/additions to an existing dwelling and short-term accommodation ancillary to and in association with industry.

**Bulky Good Outlets**

- Some respondents suggested the introduction of a maximum gross leasable floor area policy or TNV for bulky good outlets and retail developments.

- Clarification is required for PO 1.3 and DTS/DPF 1.3, with the DTS criteria seemingly contradicting the PO by the inclusion of ‘bulky good outlet.’

**Clarification:** The intent of PO 1.3 is to ensure shops, other than a bulky goods outlet and shops not ancillary to industry, cater to the surrounding workforce. The inclusion of bulky goods outlet to DTS/DPF 1.3 is not in conflict with the intent of PO 1.3. The correct interpretation of the performance outcome is that shops should cater for the surrounding workforce and bulky good outlets are exempt from having to meet this test as, by their nature, they cater to a large market which includes communities outside their immediate proximity.
Shops

- Shops were a source of contention among councils as some advocated for the inclusion of ‘shop’ to DTS/DPF 1.1 while others argued for its omission from the list of desired uses. There were also some suggestion to reduce the desired development size for shops to 250m², with 500m² applied as the trigger for restricted development.

Clarification: Based on feedback received during Phase Two of the Code, DTS/DPF 1.3 was amended in the Phase Two Amendment to reduce the desired gross leasable floor area for shops to 250m². Further, based on a review of the restricted development tables for most zones as part of Phase Two, the floor area trigger for a shop to be restricted has been increased to 1000m².

Other policy

- Some councils suggested that the reference to ‘comprehensive’ in the Desired Outcomes for the zone (DO 1) is unnecessary and could be removed.

- Suggestions were received to amend the expression of PO 1.1, which is considered cumbersome and lengthy, to provide greater clarity for authorities (e.g. including a ‘break’ in the performance outcome, with a sentence dedicated to interface issues).

- One council observed that DTS/DPF 1.2 may conflict with the intent of the zone.

Clarification: It is not considered that the DTS/DPF criteria conflicts with intent of zone. The policy acknowledges that allotments situated on the periphery of the zone are not suitable for all classes of development deemed appropriate elsewhere in the zone.

- Some councils requested that a TNV for building height be applied to the zone.

- Some respondents recommended amending PO 3.2 to remove the word ‘facade’ and apply the performance outcome to all building elevations and that policy to encourage building openings be located away from sensitive receivers be included.

- Suggestions were received that the term ‘neighbourhood zone’ in PO 4.1 and PO 4.2 should instead refer to ‘an adjacent zone that primarily envisages residential development’ to clarify intent.

Clarification: Use of the term ‘neighbourhood zone’ has been replaced in the Phase Two Amendment with ‘at the allotment boundary of a residential allotment within a neighbourhood-type zone’. The term ‘neighbourhood-type zone’ has also been specifically defined in the Administrative Definitions in Part 8 of the Code to clarify its application.

- Opportunities were identified to include additional policies relating to advertisements (e.g. to reduce proliferation or clutter), setbacks, landscaping, buffer zones and interface treatment (e.g. noise and air emissions) to better guide development outcomes. One agency also recommended inclusion of a specific policy to address site contamination given the nature of uses in the zone and where more sensitive land uses may be proposed.

- Industry suggested that the scale of advertisements in DTS/DPF 7.1 do not align with the size and scale of signs approved in some existing areas and should be reviewed.
Procedural Matters – Public Notification

- Recommendations to review the range of uses and activities subject to notification in Table 5 to exclude uses generally envisaged in the zone were received. There was also a recommendation from one council to review the expression ‘site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone’, as it is considered that only development adjacent residential land may be required to undertake public notification.

**Clarification:** The Public Notification Table has been extensively reviewed and amended as part of Phase Two Amendment and now excludes minor development and a range of performance assessed development from notification where generally envisaged in the zone. Terminology was also updated to refer to an adjacent dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone.

- Recommendations were received from both industry and councils to remove ‘bulky goods outlet’ from the notification table as it is an anticipated and expected land use in the zone.

**Clarification:** The Public Notification Table has been extensively amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment and bulky goods outlet has been removed from the notifiable class of development column.

Commission’s Response:

The need for more tailored policy or the application of new subzones to apply to major strategic employment sites and areas in the zone with specialised functions is acknowledged. To address this, the Commission proposes to include the following new subzones for the zone with commensurate policies to guide the development of specialist functions:

- ‘Gillman Subzone’ to apply to land at Gillman in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area
- ‘Ports Subzone’ to apply to port facilities in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area
- ‘National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone’ to apply to land in the Osborne Naval Shipyard in the Port Adelaide Enfield council area
- ‘Significant Industry Subzone’ to apply to areas where significant special industry uses are anticipated that require large areas of land for buffering, including at Port Pirie and Whyalla.

In response to comments that the zone does not provide sufficient guidance for development of a highway service centre (in particular based on recent rezoning of land for such purposes near Nuriootpa in the Barossa Valley and at Murray Bridge), the Commission proposes to transition these areas to the new Employment Zone (former Commercial and Business Zone in the Phase Two Amendment) and include a new ‘Road Side Service Centre Subzone’ in the zone to accommodate these specialised activities. In addition, in response to identification that the zone does not provide sufficient guidance for development of a highway service centre (in particular based on recent rezoning of land for such purposes near Nuriootpa in the Barossa Valley), the Commission also proposes to include a new ‘Roadside Service Centre Subzone’ in the Suburban Employment Zone to accommodate these specialised activities (see associated recommendation in the Suburban Employment Zone section of this report).

Other large-scale industrial and urban employment areas such as Greater Edinburgh Parks are considered to be adequately addressed by the zone policies which have been largely based on the existing Urban Employment Zone, and it is not therefore proposed to apply a separate zone or subzone to such areas.

Special Industry
Recommendations that special industry should be performance assessed in areas such as Gillman, the Osborne shipyards and Edinburgh where this form of industry occurs are recognised, in particular given changes made in the *Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment – Update Report* to specially list ‘special industry’ as restricted development in the zone.

The Commission therefore proposes to include an exclusion to the restricted classification of special industry where located in the new Gillman Subzone or National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone, to allow special industry to be appropriately performance assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in these subzones. The Commission will also consider inclusion of special industry as an envisaged land use in the Gillman subzone and National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone where there is appropriate separation to sensitive receivers.

With regard to Greater Edinburgh Parks, special industry is generally discouraged and current policies focus on the establishment of major logistics and manufacturing plants and high technology/research industries and more sensitive land uses to support the local workforce. On this basis, it is not proposed to remove the restricted status of special industry from Greater Edinburgh Parks to ensure a more rigorous assessment for any such proposals.

**Desired outcomes**

In relation to recommendations to amend DO 1 to remove the reference to ‘comprehensive’, the Commission agrees that this term is unnecessary and can be removed.

**Industry interface**

In relation to suggestions to include a new zone (or subzone) to provide an interface between sensitive uses and more significant industrial activities, the Significant Industry Interface Overlay is proposed to apply to areas surrounding state significant industrial activities (e.g. within Port Adelaide Enfield, Whyalla and Port Pirie) to ensure sensitive uses such as residential development are located away from, and do not encroach on, these industries.

The Commission recognises, however, that there are situations in existing development plans where an industry interface area or similar applies to provide a transition between core industry and residential areas. Such areas may include policies to encourage development of low impact, light industrial activities to minimise impacts on sensitive residential development. Where such interface areas exist and have been spatially identified in development plans, the Commission recommends that a new Interface Management Overlay be applied to these areas (see associated recommendation in *Productive Economy > Significant Industry Interface Overlay* section of this report).

**Restricted Development**

Suggestions from local government to expand the range of uses listed as restricted in Table 4 of the zone to include sensitive land uses (e.g. residential, educational establishments, hospitals, nursing homes and the like) are acknowledged. However, the restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway and, unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code. As these activities are not specifically envisaged in the zone, they will be appropriately performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code, allowing any interface issues to be appropriately considered. This includes consideration of dwellings (e.g. caretaker’s residences or short term accommodation associated with
industry) and uses such as pre-schools that are defined in the Code to include child care facilities, which may be an appropriate and necessary use in some employment areas where they meet policy requirements.

**Bulky goods outlets**

In relation to suggestions to transition existing bulky goods zones to an equivalent zone (or subzone) in the Code rather than the Employment Zone, areas where a bulky goods or similar zones currently apply (e.g. homemaker or specialist centres at Gepps Cross, Islington and Churchill Road) are proposed to be included in the new Employment Zone (former Commercial and Business Zone in the Phase Two Amendment) and included in a new Retail Activity Centre Subzone to better recognise the nature and land uses anticipated for these centres.

In relation to suggestions from industry that bulky goods outlets should be provided a deemed-to-satisfy pathway in the zone and noting that a number of bulky goods and specialist retail centres will be included in a separate zone and subzone, such uses can vary in scale and intensity (e.g. traffic impacts) and should be performance-assessed. In relation to suggestions to remove this class of development from public notification requirements, the reference to 'bulky goods outlet' was removed from Table 5 – Procedural Matters Notification as part of the Phase Two Amendment. This Table now only refers to a shop (which includes a bulky goods outlet) as being excluded from notification where it meets specific policies in the zone (including height and interface policies).

Suggestions for further clarification of PO 1.3 and DTS/DPF 1.3 in relation to bulky goods outlets were addressed as part of the Phase Two Amendment, resulting in the re-wording of DTS/DPF 1.3.

**Shops**

The Commission recognises differences in opinion in relation to the treatment of shops in the zone, including suggestions that such uses should continue to be envisaged and potentially afforded a deemed-to-satisfy pathway in the zone, and other suggestions that shops should not be specifically envisaged and that the restricted floor area trigger of 1000m² should be reduced.

It is important to note that the zone is proposed to encompass a greater range of employment-generating land uses than are currently encouraged in a number of traditional industrial zones or areas. This includes opportunities for shops that support local workers. On this basis, it is considered appropriate to retain shops as an envisaged land use in the zone. The desired gross leasable floor area for shops in DTS/DPF 1.3 was, however, reduced from 500m² to 250m² as part of the Phase Two Amendment to encourage shops of this scale that cater for the local workforce.

The floor area thresholds provided in Restricted development table have been set on the basis that shops below this threshold are unlikely to materially impact on locations and can be appropriately assessed by the relevant council rather than requiring assessment by the Commission. The Commission therefore proposes to retain the 1000m² floor area trigger applying to shops in Table 4 – Restricted development.

In relation to suggestions that the floor limits in the zone are too limiting for some specialist retail centres (i.e. such as at Gepps Cross, Churchill Road/Islington and Kings Road at Salisbury), these sites are proposed to be included in a new Retail Subzone of the new Employment Zone (former Suburban Employment Zone of the consulted Phase Three Amendment) to better recognise the nature and land uses anticipated for these specialist centres. It is also proposed to remove the application of the restricted floor area trigger for these areas.

**Building heights**
In relation to requests to apply a TNV for building height in the zone based on policy in some existing zones or areas where the zone is proposed to apply, it is not considered appropriate or practical to apply height limits given the wide range of significant business and employment activities proposed in the zone and scale of areas where the zone is proposed to apply. Building height limits are also not intended to apply in similar zones such as the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone or the Employment (Enterprise) Zone for similar reasons.

Interface height provisions will, however, apply in the zone (i.e. PO 4.1 & DTS/DPF 4.1 and PO 4.2 & DTS/DPF 4.2) to mitigate visual impacts of building massing and overshadowing on residential development where a development is proposed adjacent to a neighbourhood-type zone.

Airport building heights

In relation to the suggestion that the Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay should be applied to exempt all classes of development involving structures, the overlay policies have been applied as relevant policy (but only in areas where the overlay spatially applies) to all new development in Tables 2 (Deemed-to-Satisfy) and Table 3 (Performance Assessed). This will ensure the relevant policies in the overlay are considered for development and that referrals to the airport operator or Federal Government occur where building heights exceed the Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS).

It is not, however, appropriate to apply the overlay to accepted development in Table 1 of the zone given the development listed as accepted is generally excluded from requiring a development application under Schedule 4 of the PDI (General) Regulations and therefore not subject to any such constraints.

Advertisements

In relation to requests to amend DTS/DPF 7.1 to increase the allowable height and scale of free standing advertisements in the zone, the criteria in DTS/DPF 7.1 has been based on allowances provided in existing development plans for areas where the zone is proposed to apply and are considered appropriate. Larger-scale advertisements are generally anticipated in zones such as the Urban Activity Centre Zone where higher-order shopping, business and entertainment uses are anticipated.

With regard to suggestions to include additional policies in the zone to guide other forms of advertising signs, advertisements that do not meet the deemed-to-satisfy criteria in DTS/DPF 7.1 will be performance-assessed against a range of General Advertisements policy provisions that address design/appearance, content, amenity, safety and minimise proliferation of signs. It is therefore not considered necessary to duplicate these policies in the zone.

Site Contamination

While suggestions from an agency to include specific policy in the zone to address site contamination are acknowledged (particularly given the nature of existing uses in areas where the zone is proposed to apply), Part 9 – Referrals of the Code require a referral to the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) for direction where there is a change in use of land to a sensitive or more sensitive use. In such instances, the Site Contamination General provisions will be called up to ensure an appropriate and proportionate assessment of potential site contamination. It is therefore not necessary to duplicate these General provisions across individual zones in the Code.

Other matters

While observations that PO 1.1 (Land Use and Intensity) in the zone is lengthy are recognised, the intent of this policy to encourage higher impact uses to locate in areas of the zone that are not affected be an interface with sensitive uses is considered clear.
Suggestions to list a range of land uses that may be more suited to an interface area as a separate sentence within this performance objective is not considered appropriate (i.e. performance objectives should not be split into more than one sentence to address more than one policy matter, but instead included as separate policies if required). To this end, PO 1.2 was reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to better clarify the range of low-impact uses anticipated at the interface with more sensitive uses in residential or neighbourhood-type zone.

In relation to suggestions for additional policies to address building setbacks, the zone already contains appropriate policies to guide street setbacks (i.e. PO 3.3, DTS/DPF 3.3 and PO 3.4, DTS/DPF 3.4) and side and rear setbacks to provide vehicle access to the rear of sites (i.e. PO 3.5 and DTS/DPF 3.5). Interface height provisions will also ensure that taller building elements are directed away from adjacent low-rise residential areas. Additional setback policies are therefore not considered necessary.

Similarly, with regard to suggestions to include additional policies to guide landscaping in the zone, the range of landscaping policies provided in the zone (i.e. PO 5.1, DTS/DPF 5.1, PO 5.2, DTS/DPF 5.2 and PO 5.3, DTS/DPF 5.3) are considered sufficient. It is also not intended to transition existing landscaping schedules contained in development plans to the Code but councils can continue to provide guidance to proponents of development in relation to appropriate species within the local environment.

With regard to suggestions to include additional policies relating to appropriate separation buffers and interface treatments (e.g. noise and air emissions), most development in the zone, including higher impact industrial uses, will be required to be performance-assessed against a range of General policy provisions. This included the General Interface between Land Uses General provisions which provide guidance to manage a range of interface impacts, including noise, air quality, light spill, operating hours and the like. It is therefore not necessary to duplicate policy at the zone level. There may also be opportunity in the future to expand application of the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay (which is primarily designed to apply to higher density development in transport corridors) to interface areas, although this would require significant investigation and engagement as part of a future Code Amendment process.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.59 In relation to Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification:

- AMEND references to zone policies to clarify correct content is identified for each Class of Development listed in the table.
- AMEND the table to include relevant content from General Development Policies, including ‘Clearance from Overhead Powerlines’ for listed uses.

E.60 In relation to Table 3 - Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development:

- REMOVE the row commencing with ‘Tourist accommodation’.
- AMEND the table to require consideration of relevant zone policy content including requirements for built form and character, building height, setbacks and landscaping where appropriate.
- AMEND the table by adding ‘land division’ and identifying relevant zone, overlay and general development policies to guide assessments.

E.61 In relation to Table 4 – Restricted Development to:
• **AMEND** the table to identify ‘special industry’ as the only form of industry as restricted development in the zone.

**E.62** In relation to the zone’s policies:

- **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 list to include energy generation, rail and intermodal facilities.
- **AMEND** DTS/DPF floor area limits for shop with the view to introducing a reduced maximum for zones in regional areas (e.g. a gross leasable floor area up to 250m²).
- **AMEND** the land division policy to support a larger minimum allotment size when on-site disposal of wastewater and/or stormwater will be required.
- **AMEND** to include policy referencing Concept Plans, consistent with other Code zones.

**E.63** **AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters to identify activities contemplated in the zone and other minor classes of development that should be exempt from public notification.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**E.64** **RENAME** the zone ‘Strategic Employment Zone’ to better reflect the intent of the zone and development of areas where the zone will apply.

**E.65** **CREATE** the following new subzones to recognise major strategic employment sites and areas in the zone with specialised functions:

- Gillman Subzone to apply to land at Gillman in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area
- Ports Subzone to apply to port facilities, including at Port Adelaide
- National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone to apply to land in the Osborne Naval Shipyard in the Port Adelaide Enfield council area
- Significant Industry Subzone to apply to land in Port Pirie and Whyalla where significant special industrial activities are envisaged and require large areas of land to mitigate impacts.

**E.66** **AMEND** DO 1 to remove reference to ‘comprehensive’.

**E.67** **AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters (PM) – Notification to include a ‘fence’ as being excluded from notification in the zone.

**E.68** **AMEND** Table 4 – Restricted development to provide an exclusion for Special Industry where located in the Gillman Subzone, National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone or Significant Industry Subzone.

**Suburban Employment Zone**

*This zone supports a diverse range of low-impact, light industrial, commercial (including bulky goods) and business activities that complement the role of other zones with significant industrial, shopping and business activities.*

**Engagement feedback:**

A significant number of submissions, predominantly from local government, raised multiple issues with the Suburban Employment Zone. These centred on the inclusion of tourist accommodation as an anticipated
land use in the zone, the omission of warehouse from the anticipated land use list, the absence of uses in the procedural matters (notification) table and other matters.

Similar concerns as discussed in other productive economy zones were also raised, such as the perceived diminishing of existing retail centres if the proposed zoning is applied.

There were also suggestions from some councils that the proposed application of the zone does not align with the intensity of development in some existing business and industry areas, with suggestions for creation of an alternative zone to apply to such areas that seeks lower impact, low scale uses.

There were also recommendations for the creation of a separate zone or a new subzone with a greater focus on bulky goods retailing to apply to areas where this form on land use is the primary focus, and suggestions to review the implications of encouraging bulky goods in township locations (e.g. in The Barossa). Consideration of a new ‘Winery Subzone’ or similar was also identified to address areas in the zone where policy currently encourages winery development rather than a broader range of other industrial and employment land uses.

The feedback received is outlined under key headings below:

**Assessment pathways**

- A greater number of land uses should be deemed-to-satisfy in the zone and included in Table 2: Deemed-to-Satisfy, as it is considered the zone does not afford enough opportunity for developments to be assessed via this pathway.

- ‘Land division’ has not been included in Table 3 (or Table 2) despite policies to guide allotment sizes (e.g. PO 4.1 and DTS/DPF 4.1).

  **Clarification:** Land division was specifically listed as performance assessed in Table 3 as part of the Phase Two Amendment, and calls up PO 4.1 in the zone provisions.

- Land uses currently considered non-complying should be removed from Table 3: Performance Assessed development and/or the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1. These include ‘consulting room’, ‘office’, ‘hotel’, ‘place of worship’, ‘shop’ and ‘bulky goods outlet.’

- Existing non-complying development should be considered a restricted form of development in the Code.

  **Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in Development Plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

- Multiple councils and an industry group advocated for the amendment to the exclusions column for ‘shop’ and that the exemption criteria should to be lowered from 1000m² to 500m² (to reflect now revised DTS criteria) or 250m², to reflect current approach in development plans. Industry put forward that the limit should be raised to 2000m².
• One council proposed expanding the number of development classes listed in the restricted table to include development incompatible with residential allotments. These include crematoriums, agistment (horse keeping) and intensive animal keeping.

**Clarification:** It is not considered that such uses would be proposed in the zone. If an application was to arise, the classes of development listed would not sufficiently satisfy policy criteria to warrant consent, given their incompatible nature with a host of provisions.

• The Murray Bridge Council raised a specific concern in relation to existing Freeway Service Centre Precinct 4, which accommodates a large integrated service centre and permits a gross leasable area of 2500m\(^2\). Council considers that the restricted shop criteria of 1000m\(^2\) may stymie development at this site.

• Removing a ‘wrecking yard’ from Table 4 was suggested given that it is not a defined land use in the Code, or alternatively, a definition for such a use should be in the Land Use Definitions in Part 7 of the Code.

**Assessment provisions**

• A number of councils recommended the removal of ‘tourist accommodation’ from DTS/DPF 1.1, citing the inappropriateness of a residential land use in a dedicated employment area and potential for conflict with existing established zones.

**Clarification:** ‘Tourist accommodation’ was removed from the list of uses in Table 3 in the Phase Two Amendment, to allow such uses to be appropriately assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. It is also therefore proposed to remove ‘tourist accommodation’ from the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1, which was also an intended outcome on the Phase Two Amendment.

• Multiple councils and a community submission recommended the inclusion of ‘warehouse’ to DTS/DPF 1.1, contending that the class of development featured in Table 3 and other zone policy should be an anticipated land use. ‘Service industry’ and ‘educational establishment’ were also considered to be appropriate inclusions.

• DTS/DPF 1.2 is unclear in relation to shops and bulky goods outlets and should be reworded with multiple respondents suggesting that DTS/DPF 1.2 be amended to lower the permitted gross leasable floor area for shops (e.g. from 500m\(^2\) to as low as 100m\(^2\)).

**Clarification:** DTS/DPF 1.2 was reworded as part of the Phase Two Amendment to better clarify criteria based on similar feedback. Further, the desired floor area for shops was also reviewed and reduced from 500m\(^2\) to 100m\(^2\) in the Phase Two Amendment in response to significant feedback.

• ‘Objectionable emissions’ in PO 1.1 should be changed to ‘unreasonable emissions’ or ‘emissions that would detrimentally affect the amenity of the locality’ to achieve a clearer policy expression.

• DTS 3.4 should be amended to provide consistency with current development plans, which permits boundary to boundary development. In the absence of removal, further rationale for inclusion is needed.
• Multiple submissions recommended the application of a building height/storey TNV to the zone, reflecting existing height controls.

• A gross leasable floor area limit for ‘consulting room’, ‘office’ and ‘bulky goods outlet’ should be introduced to ensure appropriate development outcomes in the zone.

• DTS/DPF 3.5 should be amended to reference a 30 degree plane, consistent with current policy.

• Additional policy guiding landscaping, interface and setback criteria is needed which could be achieved by transitioning existing arrangements and nuanced policy provisions.

• A new subzone to address areas where an interface exists is needed to create a transition between heavier industries and residential areas (e.g. to include lower intensity uses, light industry and the like).

• DTS/DPF 6.1 should be amended to accommodate larger-scale signage in the zone commensurate with existing activities.

| Clarification: DTS/DPF 6.1 was amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to increase the allowable height of freestanding advertisements from 4m to 6m and increase the face from $3m^2$ to $8m^2$ to reflect industry standards in business precincts. |

• A performance outcome to discourage the creation of battle-axe allotments in the zone is needed.

• A new performance outcome is required in the zone to allow the transition of existing concept plans where such plans apply.

| Clarification: A new PO 7.1 and DTS/DPF 7.1 has been included in the zone in the Phase Two Amendment to ensure development is compatible with the outcomes sought by a relevant Concept Plan. |

**Procedural Matters**

• Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification does not reference any performance-assessed uses that may be excluded from notification.

| Clarification: The Public Notification Table has been extensively reviewed and amended as part of Phase Two Amendment and now excludes minor development and a range of performance assessed development from notification where generally envisaged in the Zone. Terminology was also updated to refer to an adjacent dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone, which is now specifically defined in the Administrative Definitions in Part 8 of the Code. |

• Shops, consulting rooms and offices in excess of the desired gross leasable floor area in the relevant DTS/DPF criteria should require public notification.

| Clarification: Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification was amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to list a shop, office and consulting room as exempt from notification except where it is unable to satisfy certain zone polices. In relation to a shop, this includes the desired floor area in |
DTS/DPF 1.2. policies do not, however, provide desirable floor areas for offices or consulting rooms in the zone.

- Bulky goods outlets should be excluded from notification in the zone (and in the Employment Zone and Suburban and Business Innovation Zone).

Commission’s Response:

The name of the zone was changed to the ‘Commercial and Business Zone’ as part of the Phase Two Amendment in response to feedback that the term ‘suburban’ did not relate well to regional areas. It is now proposed to revise the name of this zone to the ‘Employment Zone’ with the previous Employment Zone being elevated to the ‘Strategic Employment Zone’ to apply to major strategic employment areas that generate wealth and employment for the state.

In relation to feedback from the City of Murray Bridge that the zone does not appropriately recognise existing policies to facilitate a large integrated highway service centre adjacent the south-eastern freeway (e.g. with a gross leasable floor area in the order of 2,500m²), it is proposed to introduce a new Roadside Service Centre Subzone to apply to this and other similar sites with more tailored policies to facilitate such development and appropriate floor areas. This includes land recently rezoned for this purpose on the Sturt Highway near Nuriootpa in the Barossa Valley.

In relation to suggestions to create a separate zone or new subzone with a greater focus on bulky goods retailing to apply to areas where this form of land use is the primary focus, the Commission proposes to introduce a new Retail Activity Centre Subzone to apply to these areas.

Suggestions to consider a new ‘Winery Subzone’ or similar to address areas where policy currently encourages winery and tourism development rather than a broader range of other industrial and employment land uses are acknowledged. This suggestion is understood to primarily relate to an existing winery site in the Marion Council area (which has existing use rights), where policies primarily encourage hospitality and tourist facilities in addition to wine making and storage/sales of wines and other beverages. While the Suburban Employment Zone does not expressly envisage tourism development elements identified in existing policy, future proposals for such uses and activities in the zone can be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. It is therefore considered appropriate to retain this site in the Suburban Employment Zone and, given that the site is already developed and enjoys existing use rights, a separate subzone is not considered warranted.

Deemed-to-Satisfy development

In relation to suggestions that a greater number of land uses should be afforded a deemed-to-satisfy development pathway in the zone, the range of land uses in Table 2 was reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment but remains limited. Given the varying intensity of uses anticipated in the zone and need to manage interfaces, it is considered appropriate that most uses in the zone will be performance-assessed.

Performance Assessed development

In relation to suggestions to remove a range of uses that are currently non-complying in similar zones from being listed as performance assessed in Table 3, it must be recognised that the restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, this threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the
differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is not therefore considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

Table 3 was, however, reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment in response to feedback. This resulted in removal of uses such as a ‘hotel’, ‘tourist accommodation’, ‘motor repair station’ and ‘retail fuel outlet’ from the list of performance-assessed development in Table 3 to allow such uses to be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed development’ against the full Code.

**Wrecking yards**

A definition of ‘wrecking yard’ has been consistently used in development plans and is considered an appropriate term in the SA planning policy library despite not being defined in Schedule 1 of the Development Regulations 2008. The term has also been described in case law and its meaning is generally well understood. It is therefore not proposed to separately define this activity in the Land Use Definitions in the Code.

**Restricted floor area trigger for shops**

Similar to feedback received in relation to the Employment Zone, the Commission acknowledges significant feedback to consider lowering the Restricted floor area trigger for a ‘shop’ from 1000m$^2$ to where the floor area exceeds the criteria in DTS/DPF 1.2 in the zone (which was set at 500m$^2$ in the proposed Phase Three Amendment but has since been reduced to 100m$^2$ in the Phase Two Amendment). The Commission considered this matter further following consultation on the Phase Two Amendment. Importantly, the floor area thresholds provided in Restricted development table have been set on the basis that shops below this threshold are unlikely to materially impact on locations and can be appropriately assessed by the relevant council rather than requiring assessment by the Commission. The Commission therefore proposes to retain the 1000m$^2$ floor area trigger applying to shops in Table 4 – Restricted development. On this basis, suggestions from industry to increase the restricted floor area trigger to 2000m$^2$ is also not considered appropriate.

**Envisaged uses**

The Commission agrees with multiple suggestions that a ‘warehouse’ should be specifically listed in the range of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1, noting that this use is specifically listed in Table 3: Performance Assessed development, is generally encouraged in commercial and employment areas, and a store has been similarly envisaged.

In relation to suggestions to relocate a range of uses that are currently non-complying to the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1, the Commission points out that the zone is intended to support a diverse range of light industrial, commercial and business activities that complement the role of other zones accommodating more significant industrial, shopping and business activities. In this regard, the zone focusses on a wider range of employment activities than strictly industrial or light industrial activities. Recognising this, the range of uses listed as envisaged in DTS/DPF 1.1 includes employment-related activities found in existing light industry, commercial and business areas. This list was not altered as part of the Phase Two Amendment and uses such as bulky goods outlets, consulting rooms, offices, shops and restaurants are proposed to remain in Table 3. A ‘hotel’ is not, however, envisaged in DTS/DPF 1.1 and was therefore removed from Table 3 as part of the Phase Two Amendment to now be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code.

In relation to suggestions that tourist accommodation should not be envisaged in a dedicated employment zone and may give rise to conflict, the Commission advises that ‘tourist accommodation’ was removed from the list of uses in Table 3 in the Phase Two Amendment, to allow such uses to be appropriately assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. It is also therefore proposed
to remove 'tourist accommodation' from the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1, which was also an intended outcome of the Phase Two Amendment.

The inclusion of a ‘service industry’ as an envisaged use in DTS/DPF 1.1 is noted however, the Commission advises that the Land Use Definitions in the Code have expanded the definition of industry (i.e. as previously included in Schedule 1 of the Development Regulations 2008) to include the selling by retail of goods manufactured on site provided the floor area for the sales area does not exceed 250m². A service industry is therefore now a subset of industry in the Code rather than a separately defined land use and may therefore be deemed a light industry where considered to be a low impact, which is already envisaged in the zone. It is therefore not necessary or appropriate to list a service industry in DTS/DPF 1.1.

It is not considered appropriate to include ‘educational establishment’ in the zone as such activities are not considered to align with its desired outcomes and could give rise to land use conflicts if not appropriately managed. These activities would be performance assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code.

The suggestion to use alternative wording to ‘objectionable emissions’ in PO 1.1 is acknowledged. This term has generally been used in the Code to align with the intent for light industry to not detrimentally affect local amenity by way of elements such as emissions but it is recognised that sensitivity and/or level of objection to emissions vary. It is therefore proposed to amend use of this terminology to recognise amenity impacts from any emissions.

**Setbacks**

Requests to include additional policies to guide building setbacks in the zone are acknowledged however, the zone already contains policies to guide primary and secondary street setbacks, rear and side setbacks and interface height provisions. These policies are considered appropriate for the scale and nature of development envisaged in the zone and it is not considered necessary to amend or provide additional policies to guide setbacks.

The suggestion to amend DTS/DPF 3.4 to permit boundary to boundary development to maximise floor space (e.g. for warehouses), based on existing policy allowances, is recognised. The Commission advises that the intent of PO 3.4 and DTS/DPF 3.4 is to encourage vehicle access to the rear of sites for deliveries, maintenance and emergency purposes (including access for fire fighting vehicles) and to avoid use of the front of sites to accommodate such activities. DTS/DPF 3.4 is considered flexible enough, however, as it allows for development to be built to both side boundaries where a suitable alternative means of vehicle access is provided to the site (e.g. via a rear laneway). It is therefore not considered necessary to amend this policy to specifically encourage boundary to boundary development, which is more suited to main street environments where a continuous frontage is encouraged.

**Building heights and interfaces**

Multiple recommendations to provide guidance regarding building heights in the zone are acknowledged. Policies regarding building heights do not currently exist for all areas where the zone is proposed to apply, and are varied where such height controls exist (e.g. ranging from 2 to 3 storeys in some locations). Where building height limits currently apply in development plans for areas where the zone is proposed to apply, the Commission supports including building height TNVs to reflect existing heights. It has also been recommended to include a default building height limit of 2 storeys (9m) in the zone to reflect policies in some existing areas, which is appropriate where a building height TNV does not exist.

While it has been suggested to reference a lower inclined plane than the 45 degree plane (i.e. to reference a 30 degree plane), this policy has been successfully applied across a range of corridors and
strategic development sites under existing development plans to minimise impacts for adjoining uses in low rise areas. The 30 degree plane has generally only been applied for sites with a southern boundary adjoining a residential allotment in order to maintain appropriate solar access to the adjoining residence. Where existing policies include a 30 degree plane instead of a 45 degree plane (e.g. within some corridor or activity centre locations) it is proposed to allow for a 30 degree plane for these areas in the Code. Areas where the Suburban Employment Zone is proposed to apply do not generally include such policy and it is therefore proposed to continue to apply the 45 degree plane for the zone. Again, as identified above, building height will be guided through TNVs to reflect existing heights.

Commercial floor areas

Given the core focus of the zone is to accommodate a range of commercial and business activities, it is not considered appropriate to introduce floor area restrictions for uses such as consulting rooms or offices. Such uses will be performance-assessed against a range of policy and General provisions to ensure they are appropriate, including addressing any interfaces with adjacent neighbourhood-type zones or areas. Height maximums proposed to apply to the zone will also limit the scale of such uses.

As identified above, a new Retail Activity Centre Subzone is proposed to apply to existing locations or areas where there is currently a bulky goods or major retailing focus. This subzone will provide greater policy guidance where large format retail and commercial activities are envisaged, including indoor recreation and leisure facilities.

Interfaces

Suggestions to include a new zone (or subzone) to provide an interface between sensitive uses and more significant industrial activities is acknowledged. While a new Interface Management Overlay is proposed, this is more likely to apply to interface areas within the Employment Zone (now renamed Strategic Employment Zone), which anticipates higher order industries such as General Industry.

The Suburban Employment Zone anticipates low-impact light industrial, commercial and business activities that are less likely to generate interface impacts. Most uses in the zone are also proposed to be performance assessed, including against a range of policies contained in the Interface between Land Uses General provisions as well as height interface policies where located adjacent to residential development in a neighbourhood-type zone. Consequently, it is not considered necessary or appropriate to apply a separate subzone or overlay to further manage interfaces.

Land Division

In relation to suggestions from a council to include a separate performance outcomes to discourage creation of battle-axe allotments in the zone, such allotment configurations exist in areas where the zone is intended to apply and may be appropriate in commercial and employment areas where they meet certain criteria. Further, while proposed policies do not specifically encourage this form of division, minimum frontage widths (20 metres) applying in DTS/DPF 4.1 are also likely to limit opportunities for battle-axe formations except for significant larger allotments in the zone. It is therefore not recommended to include policies to specifically discourage this form of division in the zone.

Landscaping

In relation to suggestions to include additional policies to guide landscaping, PO 5.1 & DTS/DPF 5.1 and PO 5.2 & DTS/DPF 5.2 are considered to provide sufficient guidance to enhance the visual appearance of development and amenity of sites. These policies will be called up in relation to all commercial, business and light industrial development listed as performance assessed development in Table 3 of the zone. No additional policies are therefore considered necessary.
*Spatial matters*

Requests from individual councils to apply a different or new zone to areas proposed to transition to the zone are addressed separately in the Code Spatial Application chapter of this report.

In relation to recommendations from local government to include a new zone to cater for smaller commercial and business precincts within established suburbs, some such areas are now proposed to transition to zones such as the Suburban Business Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Business and Innovation Zone as appropriate to better reflect the intensity of uses anticipated in existing policies. It is therefore not proposed to introduce a new zone to apply to these areas.

*Procedural matters*

The Public Notification Table (Table 5) was extensively reviewed and amended as part of Phase Two Amendment and now excludes minor development and a range of performance assessed development from notification where generally envisaged in the Zone.

In relation to suggestions that shops, offices and consulting rooms should be notified where they exceed desired floor area limits in the zone, these have been exempted from notification in the Phase Two Amendment, except where such uses are unable to satisfy certain zone polices. In relation to a shop, this includes the desired floor area in DTS/DPF 1.2. As identified above, however, it is not intended to provide floor area restrictions for offices or consulting rooms in the zone.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

**E.69 AMEND** the zone’s policies to:

- Amend DTS/DPF 1.2 to decrease the maximum gross leasable floor area of a shop from 500m² to 100m² and allow for restaurants
- update the size of advertisement contemplated in DTS/DPF 6.1 to a level consistent with other business and commercial areas
- update land division policy to support a larger minimum allotment size if on-site disposal of wastewater and / or stormwater will be required
- include Concept Plans where relevant, consistent with other Code zones.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**E.70 RENAME** the Suburban Employment Zone (renamed to Commercial and Business Zone in Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment) to ‘Employment Zone’ and elevate the existing Employment Zone to ‘Strategic Employment Zone’.

**E.71 CREATE** a new ‘Roadside Service Centre Subzone’ to apply to land currently zoned to accommodate large integrated highway service centres.

**E.72 CREATE** a new ‘Retail Activity Centre Subzone’ to apply to areas where large format retail and commercial activities are currently anticipated.
E.73 **CREATE** a new DO which seeks distinctive building, landscape and streetscape design to achieve high visual and environmental amenity particularly along arterial roads, zone boundaries and public open spaces.

E.74 **AMEND** PO 1.1 to remove reference to ‘objectionable emissions’.

E.75 **AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to:**
- remove ‘tourist accommodation’ from the list of uses specifically envisaged in the zone
- include a ‘warehouse’ as an envisaged use in the zone.

E.76 **CREATE** a new PO and DTS/DPF to include building height TNVs to reflect existing building heights where they currently exist and to include a default building height limit of 2 building levels (9 metres) where no TNV exists.
Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone

In this zone, agricultural and other commodities are received, stored and dispatched in bulk to generate wealth and employment for the state.

Engagement feedback:

A small number of issues were raised during consultation on the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone which included:

- Concerns from one council that ‘light industry’ and ‘general industry’ are proposed to be listed in Table 3 – Performance Assessed development but are currently non-complying in its existing development plan.
- The zone should provide a level of protection for uses that support the handling of bulk materials rather than broader industrial activities.
- Recommendations from a state agency that additional policy guiding landscaping requirements should be included in the zone (similar to provisions in the Employment Zone), which may enhance the appearance of key visitor entrance ways such as the bulk handling facilities at Port Lincoln.
- The Department for Environment and Water (DEW) and Regional Climate Partnerships (a partnership of councils, industry groups, landscape boards and the Government of South Australia) recommended that the following classes of development listed in Table 3 should reference Design in Urban Areas / Design in Rural Areas [Water Sensitive Design] as these developments feature large impervious features:
  - General Industry
  - Light Industry
  - Store
- Water sensitive design provisions should apply to development types that typically involve large impervious areas.
- Ancillary dwellings should not be allowed in the zone.

**Clarification:** The zone currently lists dwellings as restricted except where associated with non-residential uses. For comparison, the Employment Zone treats a dwelling as performance-assessed if it is subordinate in the zone. As such, the policy approach in both zones has similar effect and the policy is considered suitable for this zone.

- Bulk handling facilities should be specifically listed as performance assessed in Table 3 of the zone and not require public notification given it is an envisaged use in the zone.

Commission’s Response:

The Employment Zone calls up some Water Sensitive Design policies for development types that typically involve large impervious areas so it is acknowledged the same provisions should apply in the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone.

In relation to concerns regarding more traditional forms of industry such as general industry and light industry being specifically listed as Performance Assessed development in Table 3 of the zone, these are currently merit uses in the Bulk Handling Zone of the SA Planning Policy Library. While these uses are not specifically envisaged in the zone (e.g. within DTS/DPF 1.1), policies do encourage establishment of
value-adding industries, including the processing and packaging of commodities, that complement bulk handling facilities in the zone (e.g. PO 1.2). It is therefore considered appropriate to allow such industries to be performance-assessed in the zone to meet these policy objectives.

In relation to recommendations requiring proposals for General Industry, Light Industry and a Store to be performance-assessed against the General policy provisions relating to Water Sensitive Design, the Design [All non-residential development [Water Sensitive Design]] General provisions PO 29.1 and PO 29.2 were included as relevant policy in Table 3 of the zone for General Industry as part of the Phase Two Amendment. These policies primarily seek development likely to result in significant risk of export of litter, oil or grease to include stormwater management systems designed to minimise pollutants entering stormwater and ensure that water discharged from a development site meets quality standards.

Given that the definitions for Light Industry in Part 7 of the Code include industries that do not detrimentally affect amenity, including by way of waste water, waste products, grit, oil and the like, it is not considered appropriate to apply these General policies to light industrial uses.

With regard to recommendations to include additional policy in the zone to guide landscaping to enhance the appearance of key visitor entrances, no such provisions are included in the existing Bulk Handling Zone in the SA Planning Policy Library. This is likely due to the practicalities of achieving the landscaping objectives sought in other zones (such as the Employment Zone) in relation to large scale, bulk handling facilities and their operative nature. Notwithstanding this, most forms of development, including bulk handling facilities and the like, will be performance-assessed development in the zone. This includes assessment against a range of General policy provisions, including in relation to the external appearance of buildings and the use of landscaping to screen development where practical. It is therefore not considered necessary or appropriate to include further policy at the zone level for the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

- **E.77** AMEND the zone to apply Water Sensitive Design Policies to relevant development types consistent with how they have been applied in the Employment Zone.

- **E.78** AMEND the zone to adjust notification requirements so that a Bulk Handling Facility is added to the list of performance-assessed activities that do not require notification.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

- **E.79** RETAIN both Light Industry and General Industry as performance-assessed development in the zone, including where they add value to and complement bulk handling activities in the zone.

**Suburban Business and Innovation Zone**

This zone provides for a mixture of commercial, light industrial, shop and residential land uses. Development will be designed and sited to minimise impacts on adjoining land uses.

Engagement feedback:
Some local government responses were received in relation to the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone. Feedback related to the extent to which residential activity is allowed in the zone noting that while the zone is mixed use, residential activity is secondary and therefore associated deemed to satisfy classifications should be removed. Built form policy was raised particularly in relation to concern around height allowances and zone interfaces.

A small number of comments from industry were received. Of note was the suggestion to include residential flat buildings as an envisaged use in the zone. Comments in relation to residential allowances were also received from industry, echoing those made by local government and freestanding advertising sign allowances were raised, requesting that they be increased.

The following additional matters were raised:

- There is no allowance in Table 3 for ‘dwelling’ when undertaken in conjunction with another use, as these may not meet the definition of a ‘residential flat building’.

- Clarification is needed around expectations for building height as there is no TNV proposed for the zone and policy PO 3.1 contemplates low to medium rise development (e.g. up to 6 building levels) and the corresponding DTS/DPF 3.1 allows up to 3 building levels.

- The list of development types contemplated in the zone should be expanded to include ‘residential flat building’ and ‘retail fuel outlet’.

- The height and area of advertisements in DTS/DPF 5.1 should be increased to reflect industry standards in business precincts. The draft zone contemplates signs being 6m in height and 4m² per side as per DTS/DPF 5.1.

Commission’s Response:

The zone’s primary role as a commercial zone with allowances for residential activity warrants removing residential-related uses from the deemed to satisfy classification so that these activities can be considered on merit to ensure that such activity is suitably assessed (particularly in relation to interface issues).

Amending the name of the zone to Suburban Business is warranted to better reflect the intent of the zone.

Given the nature of the zone, the gross floor area allowances for shop office and consulting rooms is considered appropriate, as are the freestanding signage allowances.

The interface provisions in the zone have been consistently applied and are considered appropriate.

Built form issues were addressed through the Phase Two Amendment and are proposed to be carried forward into the Phase Three Amendment.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

**E.80** AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification to remove land division.
E.81 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to include ‘residential flat building’ and ‘retail fuel outlet’ in the list of uses.

E.82 AMEND zone policies to ensure expectations in relation to building height are clear.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.83 RENAME the zone to ‘Suburban Business Zone’

E.84 AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification to remove detached, semi-detached and row dwelling.

Business Neighbourhood Zone

This zone envisages a mixed use environment which is of a lower scale and is more residential-focused than the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone. Only low impact, non-residential uses are envisaged in the form of small-scale shops, offices and consulting rooms.

Engagement feedback:

Responses on the Business Neighbourhood Zone raised the following suggestions:

- include residential flat buildings as an envisaged use in the zone
- include all ‘advertisements’ not just wall-mounted signs to the list of DTS
- exclude minor land division from the DTS pathway when a State Heritage Place / State Heritage Area overlay apply as both overlays include policy to consider the implications of land division on heritage value and should be included for the purpose of excluding a land division proposal from the operation of Table 2.
- include ‘dwelling’ to the Performance Assessed table to establish the provisions necessary to assess developments that include residential and non-residential elements. Although not essential for Phase Two as mixed use developments are less likely to occur, this amendment would future-proof the zone for assessment of mixed-use developments and establish greater consistency across Code zones contemplating mixed use developments generally (e.g. urban zones in Phase Three)
- remove ‘motor repair station’ from restricted development
- review the floor area trigger for ‘shop’, noting the Employment Zone allows performance assessment for shops with a gross leasable floor area less than 1000m²
- replace the phrase ‘low impact employment-generating land uses’ in DO 1 with more objective phrasing to emphasise compatibility between non-residential and residential uses
- increase the height and area of advertisements in DTS/DPF 5.1 to reflect industry standards in business precincts
- concern of conflict in building height policies.
Commission’s Response:

It is appreciated that freestanding advertisements in this zone would benefit from performance assessment, rather than relying on DTS criteria for height and display area, to enable consideration of the sign’s suitability in the particular locality.

As motor repair station is a contemplated use in existing areas proposed to be included in the zone and the Mixed Use Zone in the State’s Planning Policy Library, its deletion from Table 4 – Restricted Development is supported, noting there are policies in the Code that support performance assessment.

It is acknowledged there is degree of tension between the zone’s DO and policy detail on expectations for building height. More specifically, the DO contemplates low-rise buildings (1 and 2 building levels), PO 3.1 contemplates low to medium rise development (e.g. up to 6 building levels) and DTS/DPF 3.1 allows up to 3 building levels. Amendments are proposed to provide consistency.

Table 4 currently lists ‘general industry’ as a restricted form of development, meaning special and light industries can be determined via a performance assessment. It is expected that ‘light industry’ is the only form of industry contemplated in the zone as other types would be incompatible with housing. As a result, it is proposed to list ‘industry’ as restricted development and exclude ‘light industry’.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

**E.85** AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification to:

- reference all ‘advertisements’ not just wall-mounted ones
- remove land division.

**E.86** AMEND Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development by inserting ‘Dwelling’ to allow policies to be identified for dwellings that form part of a proposal involving non-residential elements.

**E.87** AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development by:

- deleting ‘motor repair station’
- increasing the size of a shop able to be determined as a performance assessed development from 500m² to 1000m²
- identifying ‘light industry’ as the only type of industry being determined through a performance assessment.

**E.88** AMEND the zone’s DO and policies to:

- emphasise compatibility between non-residential and residential uses in place of ‘low impact employment generating uses’
- clarify expectations for building height.

**E.89** CREATE policy on Concept Plans (as per other zones on the Code) to correspond with references to this in Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development.
Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.90 REMOVE DTS/DPF criteria under ‘Advertisements’.

Home Industry Zone

This zone accommodates small-scale and low-impact business enterprises in conjunction with a dwelling to provide opportunities to work from home and contribute to employment diversity.

Engagement feedback:

Aligning with feedback received in relation to the Phase Two Amendment, some submissions identified that minimum lot sizes proposed in the zone are smaller in some cases compared to existing home industry / business areas in development plans, including in areas where on-site waste water disposal is required which generally requires larger sites.

Policies to identify minimum frontages as well as side setbacks for vehicle access were recommended, as well as an opportunity to include policies that ensure vehicle access is maintained to the home business where the activity is located behind the main dwelling.

Some councils identified that a range of uses that are strongly discouraged in home industry zones in existing development plans are now proposed to be performance assessed in the Code with limited policy to guide their assessment. This includes consulting rooms, motor repair stations, and shops and/or offices not associated with a home industry. It was further suggested that such uses should be included in Table 4 – Restricted Development in the zone.

Clarification: The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

One industry group also suggested that a ‘retail fuel outlet’ should be specifically listed as Performance Assessed development in Table 3 and subject to similar applicable policies as a ‘shop’, reflecting a similar suggestion in relation to the Phase Two Amendment. There was also a suggestion from another industry group that the floor area cap for shops to be excluded from restricted development classification should align with the desired floor area for shops in DTS/DPF 1.2.

Similar to feedback received in relation to a number of other zones in the Code, one infrastructure provider recommended that a Telecommunications facility should be listed in Table 3 as Performance Assessed development in the zone.

Other submissions recommended that the application of Hours of Operation policy be reviewed, given the operational requirements of contemplated uses within the zone.

Commission’s Response:
Comments received during both the Phase Two and Phase Three Amendments that minimum lot sizes proposed in the zone are smaller in some cases compared to existing home industry / business areas in development plans, including in areas where on-site waste water disposal is required which generally require larger sites, are acknowledged. In response to this, DTS/DPF 4.1 was reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to differentiate between appropriate minimum allotment sizes where sites are connected to an approved common waste water disposal service (i.e. minimum 750m$^2$) and where on-site disposal of waste water is required (i.e. minimum 1500m$^2$). Minimum primary street frontages are also provided in this policy. No further changes are therefore recommended to this policy.

Suggestions to include policies that ensure vehicle access is maintained to the home business where the activity is located behind the main dwelling are acknowledged and such policies currently exist in relation to home business areas in the Onkaparinga Council. It is therefore proposed to include a new Performance Objective (PO 2.3) that seeks to ensure that residential and ancillary development or structures are located to allow off-street vehicle access to non-residential buildings that accommodate the home business or home industrial activity. It is also proposed to amend PO 3.3 relating to dwelling setbacks to side boundaries to accommodate access for vehicles to the rear of sites in the zone, with a deemed-to-satisfy requirement for buildings to be set back at least 3m to any one side boundary to allow this access.

With regard to suggestions from some councils to list a range of uses that are currently non-complying in similar zones in existing development plans in Table 3 – Restricted development, the categorisation as restricted development does not imply that development is not appropriate as this is mostly determined through the zone policy rather than categorisation. While there are some differences in existing development plans regarding the designation of land uses such as consulting rooms, motor repair stations, offices and shops, such uses are contemplated across a number of existing home industry or home business zones where in association with an existing dwelling (and in the case of shop, where in conjunction with a light industry) and are therefore specifically contemplated in DTS/DPF 1.1. Such uses will, however, be appropriately assessed as performance assessed development (except for shops with a gross leasable area of 1000m$^2$ or more, which are restricted) against a range of policies in the Code, but will generally be exempt from public notification where they meet certain criteria. It is not therefore considered appropriate to designate such uses as restricted development in the zone.

**Development classifications and notification**

In relation to the suggestion to specifically list a ‘retail fuel outlet’ as Performance Assessed development in Table 3, such an amendment is not considered necessary as the activity is subject to performance assessment anyway as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code and subject to notification. In addition, the Code typically contemplates this activity in more intensive business zones where potential impacts from extended hours of operation are less likely to cause conflict. Residential development also remains the predominant use in the Home Industry Zone.

Similarly, in relation suggestions to specifically list Telecommunications facilities as Performance Assessed development in Table 3, such an amendment is also not appropriate given the focus on residential development in the zone. Such facilities are appropriately subject to performance assessment anyway as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code and are subject to notification.

Further, in relation to suggestions that the Restricted development floor area cap for shops should align with the desired floor area for shops in DTS/DPF 1.2, the restricted development thresholds should not be taken into consideration in the assessment of a performance assessed development, as unlike development plans, there is no relevant policy which indicates that restricted development in inappropriate or otherwise. The floor area thresholds provided in Restricted development table have been set on the basis that shops below this threshold are unlikely to materially impact on locations and can be appropriately assessed by the relevant council rather than requiring assessment by the Commission. It is therefore not considered appropriate to set the Restricted trigger in line with DTS/DPF 1.2.
It is therefore considered appropriate to retain the current exclusion criteria in Table 4 – Restricted Development relating to a shop with a gross leasable floor area less than 1000m$^2$.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

E.91 **AMEND** the Classification Tables to remove the Hours of Operation Assessment Provisions from uses where considered appropriate.

E.92 **AMEND** the Classification Tables to include additional land uses that are contemplated within the zone.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

E.93 **CREATE** a new PO 2.3 that seeks to ensure that residential and ancillary development or structures are located to allow off-street vehicle access to non-residential buildings that accommodate the home business or home industrial activity.

E.94 **AMEND** PO 3.3 relating to dwelling setbacks to side boundaries to provide access for vehicles to the rear of sites in the zone where the business activity is located or proposed to be located behind the dwelling.

E.95 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 3.3 to require a setback of at least 3m to any one side boundary to provide vehicle access to the rear of the site where the business activity is located or proposed to be located behind the dwelling.

**Resource Extraction Zone**

*This zone supports the provision and protection of land for the extraction, production and/or processing of a mineral, extractive or petroleum resource and ensures that development does not inhibit the future extraction of such resources.*

**Engagement feedback:**

Industry feedback was generally supportive of the application of the Resource Extraction Zone to mining and quarrying activities, including the potential to expand its application over a number of existing extractive industry sites that are proposed within the Rural and Peri-Urban Zone in particular. It was also suggested to apply the zone to some sites located (or partially located) within Adelaide’s Hills Face Zone.

**Clarification:** Proposals to rezone specific land or areas to the Resource Extraction Zone are considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report. Application of the zone to areas currently zoned as Hills Face Zone would, however, require significant investigation, consultation and engagement as part of a separate Code Amendment process given the significance of the zone for metropolitan Adelaide and is not considered appropriate at this time.

Specific policy issues in relation to the zone included the following:
• Greater clarity should be provided in relation to ‘separation distances’, ‘mounding’ or ‘vegetation’ in respect to minimising adverse impacts from resource extraction activities to sensitive receivers (e.g. in relation to PO 3.1) rather than relying on direction from referrals.

• One council requested that the envisaged land uses in the zone (i.e. DTS/DPF 1.1) should not include development that is currently non-complying in development plans (e.g. all forms of development, except education and training facilities to support remediation and rehabilitation of existing mines and emergency services, or land division in the form of boundary realignments that meet certain criteria).

• Opportunities for the zone to identify a range of uses compatible with, or that can co-exist with or add value to, extractive industry (such as renewable energy facilities) as desired land uses was also identified.

• There was also some suggestion from industry groups for policies to include provisions that relate to the relocation and/or works within watercourses which are fundamental to quarrying, despite other Overlays that are proposed to apply to various quarry sites. Further clarification was also suggested in relation to removal of native vegetation for mining operations in order to avoid potential conflicts with other policies in the Code.

• It was suggested that policies for ‘offices’ associated with resource extraction activities be reviewed to refer to a ‘site’ rather than ‘allotment’ to address situations where a site comprises more than one allotment and again, to avoid a potential assessment conflict. There were also suggestions that floor area caps (i.e. in DTS/DPF 1.3) not apply for associated offices to ensure legislative requirements (e.g. occupational health and safety) can be met.

• One council recommended inclusion of additional policies in the zone to require reduction of scarring of land in scenic or highly visible areas of the zone, reduce interface conflict (e.g. where adjacent to horticulture) and enable development of caretakers/workers accommodation associated with resource extraction activities.

There were broad suggestions from councils to transition uses that are currently non-complying in the zone in existing development plans to restricted development.

**Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

Other feedback in relation to development classifications and assessment pathways included:

• Suggestions that Prescribed Mining Operations should be included as deemed-to-satisfy development in the zone, or if retained as performance-assessed development, should exempt from public notification where certain criteria are met.

• The zone is more restrictive in relation to the establishment of dwellings, which are proposed to be restricted development except where it is a replacement dwelling, while existing development plans allow dwellings to be considered on merit where they are ancillary to and in association with mining operations (and located on the same allotment). A replacement dwelling should also need to demonstrate a connection with existing or proposed mining operations.

**Commission’s Response:**
Separation distances and buffers

In relation to opportunities to provide greater clarity and quantifiable standards in the Code about appropriate separation distances and buffering requirements (e.g. mounding or vegetation buffers), quantifiable separation distances between uses have been provided in the Code where appropriate based on existing distances in development plans or recommended separation within the EPA's *Evaluation distances for effective air quality and noise management* guidelines.

In relation to uses anticipated in the Resource Extraction Zone such as extractive industries, mining and associated activities, the EPA guidelines note a range of potential air or noise impacts associated with extractive industry operations (including from excavation areas, haul roads, raw feed and product stockpiles, processing and screening plants, blasting, rock crushers, mobile screening plants, crushing, grinding and milling), which may require management through a range of means rather than relying on buffering or separation distances alone. Consequently, the guidelines do not establish an appropriate separation distance between these activities and sensitive receivers, instead recommending individual assessment. This assessment will occur through formal referral of these activities to the EPA for Direction under Part 9 – Referrals of the Code and it is therefore not practical or appropriate to include quantifiable separation or buffering requirements for such activities in the zone policies.

Brukunga Mine site

The recommendation that the envisaged uses listed in DTS/DPF 1.1 of the zone should not include uses that are currently non-complying in existing development plans relate particularly to the Brukunga Mine site situated adjacent to Dawesley Creek in the Mount Lofty Ranges, which is located in the existing Brukunga Mine Zone in the Mount Barker District Council Development Plan. Policies currently seek the remediation and rehabilitation of the abandoned mine and environs (which is subject to a remediation program devised by PIRSA in 2001) with envisaged uses only including those associated with the management of the abandoned Brukunga Mine site and associated acid neutralisation plant and existing CFS/SAPOL training facilities.

Given the transition of the Brukunga Mine Zone to the Resource Extraction Zone and the special requirements surrounding the abandoned mine and associated neutralisation plant, it is considered appropriate to include a new PO and DTS/DPF criteria to reference remediation and rehabilitation. Further, it is proposed to include a new performance objective (PO 2.2) to facilitate land division to achieve the effective remediation and rehabilitation.

Envisaged uses

In relation to opportunities to expand the range of envisaged uses for the Resource Extraction Zone to include a range of uses compatible with, or that can co-exist with or add value to, extractive industry (such as renewable energy facilities), the desired outcomes for the zone seek to protect land for resource extraction activities. The envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 therefore focus on uses and activities that are an integral component of, or ancillary to, resource extraction and processing. Importantly, other uses and activities that may consume land set aside for resource extraction and processing should not be specifically encouraged. Notwithstanding this, a range of minor or compatible uses are included as Accepted, Deemed-to-Satisfy or Performance Assessed in the zone, and uses that are not specifically captured in the relevant assessment tables (including as Restricted development) will fall into ‘All other Code Assessed Development’. It is therefore proposed to expand the range of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1.

Works within watercourses and clearance of native vegetation
In relation to suggestions from operators to include provisions that relate to the relocation and/or works within watercourses (despite other Overlays that are proposed to apply to various quarry sites), which are considered fundamental to quarrying, these matters are generally addressed through referral processes under Part 9 of the Code and it is not proposed to duplicate these in the Code.

In relation to requests for further policy clarification about the removal of native vegetation for mining operations, any proposed development involving the clearance of native vegetation will require both a development approval (under the PDI Act) and a native vegetation clearance approval (under the Native Vegetation Act). Under the new planning system however, native vegetation considerations will now be ‘up front’ in the development application process to better align these two approval processes and ensure that design and siting of development to avoid and minimise the clearance of native vegetation is a fundamental part of the planning process (particularly given past extensive clearance), including in relation to mining operations. Areas of the state where the Native Vegetation Act applies are captured in the Native Vegetation Overlay or State Significant Native Vegetation Areas Overlay. No changes are therefore recommended.

**Offices**

Suggestions that policies for offices associated with resource extraction activities should refer to a ‘site’ rather than ‘allotment’ to address situations where a site comprises more than one allotment and to avoid a potential assessment conflict are acknowledged. The term ‘site’ is specifically defined in the Administrative Definitions – Part 8 of the Code to mean the area of land (whether or not comprising a separate or entire allotment) on which a building is built, or proposed to be built, including the curtilage of the building. Given that a number of mining and resource extraction sites where the Resource Extraction Zone is proposed to apply are comprised of more than one or a number of allotments, it is considered appropriate to amend part (a) of DTS/DPF 1.3 to instead refer to offices being located on the same ‘site’ as resource extraction and/or processing operations.

In relation to suggestions to remove floor area caps for offices (currently with a gross floor area of up to 50m$^2$), it is recognised that this cap may not be appropriate to meet the needs of operating mines and resource extraction sites. The existing Mineral Extraction Zone in the SA Planning Policy Library and contained in a number of existing development plans currently includes offices less than 150m$^2$ where ancillary to and in association with a mining operation and located on the same allotment as being on merit (i.e. as an exclusion to non-complying development). This floor area cap is considered more appropriate in relation to offices in the Resource Extraction Zone. As the Resource Extraction Zone is not a commercial zone and noting that offices are currently non-complying in some existing Mineral Extraction or Extractive Industry zones in existing development plans (i.e. regardless of proposed floor areas), it is not considered appropriate to encourage larger office development to establish in the zone or remove floor area caps altogether. It is therefore recommended to increase the floor area cap for offices in part (b) of DTS/DPF 1.3 (renumbered DTS/DPF 1.4) to 150m$^2$ to better align with existing policy.

**Additional policies**

With regard to suggestions to include a range of additional policies in the zone, the Commission notes that resource extraction activities are to be assessed under the entire Code as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’, meaning that assessment authorities can call upon relevant General policy provisions of the Code in addition to the zone provisions.

The suggestion from one council to consider additional policies in the zone to require reduction of scarring of land in scenic or highly visible areas of the zone is acknowledged. Resource extraction and mining activities occurring in identified scenic and highly visible areas such as the Hills Face Zone are proposed to be retained in these zones to ensure new activities continue to meet the visual and character objectives of these important zones or areas. Other areas identified as having significant landscape
character have also been included the new Significant Landscape Protection Overlay in the Code to protect these areas from inappropriate development, although it is recognised that this overlay has not generally been applied to areas within the Resource Extraction Zone in Greater Adelaide.

The Resource Extraction General policy provisions in the Code (in particular PO 1.1) also seek to ensure that resource extraction activities minimise landscape damage and provide for the progressive reclamation and betterment of disturbed areas. This policy was expanded as part of the Phase Two Amendment to minimise landscape damage outside of areas necessarily disturbed to access and extract the resource. PO 3.2 in the Resource Extraction General Development Policies additionally require that resource extraction activities are screened from view from adjacent land by perimeter landscaping and/or mounding. On this basis, it is not considered appropriate or necessary to introduce additional policies to further manage disturbance or scarring of land.

With regard to opportunities to include additional policies in the zone to better manage interfaces (e.g. where adjacent horticultural activities), the Resource Extraction General Development Policies include provisions (particularly PO 3.1) to ensure that resource extraction activities minimise adverse impacts upon sensitive uses through incorporation of separation distances, mounding and/or vegetation. The range of policies contained in the Interface between Land Uses General policy provisions can also be applied in the assessment of resource extraction activities. It is therefore not considered necessary or appropriate to duplicate this policy in the zone.

In addition to the above and in response to feedback received during Phase Two, a new performance objective (PO 4.1) was included in the zone as part of the Phase Two Amendment to align development to a relevant Concept Plan where one applies to key resource extraction sites. A new performance objective (PO 5.1) and associated deemed-to-satisfy criteria (DTS/DPF 5.1) were also included to guide the development and placement of freestanding advertisements in the zone.

Assessment pathways

Prescribed mining operations

In relation to suggestions that Prescribed Mining Operations should be included as deemed-to-satisfy development in the zone where they meet certain criteria, given the zone’s focus on resource extraction activities, such activities can have significant visual and environmental impacts and should therefore be subject to more rigorous assessment regardless of the zone. It is therefore considered appropriate to allow such activities to be assessed under the entire Code as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ to ensure this level of assessment. Further, it is reasonable to expect that applications for potentially higher impact activities such as mining to be subject to notification.

Dwellings

In relation to feedback that the zone is more restrictive with regard to dwellings (including for caretakers) than the existing Mineral Extraction Zone, the restricted development classification (as distinct from non-complying development in current development plans) for dwellings would not preclude consideration of new dwellings where they are ancillary to or in association with mining operations but instead would ensure a more rigorous assessment of such proposals against all relevant provisions of the Code. Given the nature of resource extraction activities and the potential for interface impacts with sensitive uses, it is not considered appropriate to specifically encourage dwellings in the zone.

With regard to suggestions that a dwelling that will replace an existing lawfully erected dwelling should also need to demonstrate a connection with existing or proposed mining operations, a ‘replacement building’ is proposed to be deemed-to-satisfy in the zone (and in most other zones) where it involves the construction of a new building in the same, or substantially the same, position as a building which was
demolished within the previous 3 years and has the same, or substantially the same, layout and external appearance as the previous building. This is based on the land use definitions in Part 7 of the Code and reflects complying development provisions in Schedule 4 of the current Development Regulations (e.g. to address situations where an existing building may have been damaged by fire or demolished due to structural issues and needs to be replaced) and no deemed-to-satisfy criteria is therefore proposed to apply to such buildings.

Inclusion of policies to require replacement dwellings that do not meet the definition of a ‘replacement building’ in the Code to demonstrate a connection with existing or proposed mining operations may also disadvantage instances where an existing lawful dwelling exists within the zone (and generally meets separation and buffering requirements) but is not associated or ancillary to existing mining operations. Such proposals would be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in the zone, allowing an assessment against all policies in the Code that the relevant authority considers appropriate, including to manage interfaces with mining and resource extraction operations. It is therefore not considered appropriate to introduce such policy in the zone.

In relation to opportunities to allow development of workers’ accommodation associated with resource extraction activities, the Workers’ Settlement Zone has been included in the Code to apply to areas currently zoned to accommodate workers associated with mining. Applications for workers’ accommodation within the Resource Extraction Zone be appropriately assessed under the entire Code as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’, allowing such applications to be assessed against General Development Policies such as Workers’ Accommodation and Settlements.

Telecommunications facilities

In relation to suggestions that Telecommunications Facilities should be specifically listed as performance assessed and not be subject to notification, these have been specifically excluded from notification in Table 5 – Procedural Matters (PM) – Notification as part of the Phase Two Amendment in response to similar feedback and on the basis that such uses are currently prescribed as Category 1 in existing Mineral Extraction Zones in Schedule 9 of the Development Regulations 2008 where they do not exceed 30 metres in height. While Telecommunications Facilities are not specifically listed in Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development, they would therefore be considered as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ to appropriately enable an assessment against all relevant zone, overlay or general policy provisions in the Code.

An additional performance objective (PO 1.4) and associated deemed-to-satisfy criteria (DTS/DPF 1.4) were also introduced in the Phase Two Amendment to ensure these facilities do not exceed 30 metres in height (in line with the Development Regulations 2008) and are appropriately located to mitigate visual amenity impacts on residential areas.

In addition to feedback discussed above, the notification table in each zone was adjusted as part of the Phase Two Amendment to specify land uses that do not require public notification. In relation to the Resource Extraction Zone, this included development of a minor nature that (in the opinion of the relevant authority) is unlikely to impact on the locality as well as a range of ‘accepted’ or ‘deemed-to-satisfy development’ in the zone that is unable to meet all relevant criteria in the relevant assessment tables. Uses and activities such as demolitions, farming, horse keeping, horticulture, land division, offices, stores, telecommunications facilities and tree-damaging activities were also included.
E.96 CREATE a new PO and DTS/DPF criteria to facilitate remediation and rehabilitation where resource extraction is no longer viable.

E.97 CREATE a new PO to allow for land division which achieves the effective remediation and rehabilitation of the site and environs.

E.98 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.3 (renumbered 1.4) part (a) to require offices to be ancillary to and located on the same site as resource extraction and/or processing operations.

E.99 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.3 (renumbered 1.4) part (b) to increase the gross leasable floor area cap for offices from 50m² to 150m² to better align with existing policy provisions in development plans.
Caravan and Tourist Park Zone

This zone supports caravan and camping sites, cabins, transportable dwellings and their associated services and facilities. It primarily caters for short-term residents and visitors.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone was received principally from local government, however some feedback was also received from industry and government agencies. Key requests included:

- Additional forms of accepted development that are reflective of a wider range of anticipated development within the zone
- Concern regarding DTS criteria for additions and alterations
- Additional classes of development within classification tables, such as alterations or additions to existing tourist accommodation developments and caravan and tourist parks
- Changes to land division policy and more exemptions from restricted development status, including that boundary realignments should be excluded from restricted classification
- Increases to floor area limitations for shops
- Further policy guidance for common ancillary type uses such as light industrial activities
- Clarification and amendments to DTS/DPT 1.5 to create better clarity around the mix of contemplated permanent residents/accommodation within the zone
- Changes to the setback policies
- Better clarity around assessment pathways applying to additions to tourist accommodation
- New provisions to ensure that facilities are not constructed on hazard-prone land
- Amendments to public notification to avoid over-notification, particularly for minor developments.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission supports deletion of DTS pathways for dwelling and addition in the zone given these are not envisaged land uses in the zone.

It’s noted that a deemed-to-satisfy pathway is provided for tourist accommodation in the zone, which could include additions which comply with the relevant criteria.

The only land division exempt from restricted development is for a lease or licence granted under the Residential Parks Act 2007. A request to exempt land division from the restricted development pathway for a boundary realignment was also made in respect to the Phase Two Amendment and that continues to be supported in the Phase Three Amendment.

As part of the Phase Two Amendment, the Commission decided to increase the Restricted floor area limit for ‘shop’ (other than a restaurant) in this and other zones from 300m$^2$ to 1000m$^2$. This is intended to allow more shop proposals to be determined by a local planning authority at a scale that is unlikely to have strategic implications for shopping precincts in settlements and towns.
In relation to the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone, DTS/DPF 1.1 contemplates that all shops will be ancillary to tourist accommodation, which is supported by DTS/DPF 1.6 that establishes an upper floor area limit of 150m². While this suggests that shop development up to 150m² is reasonably contemplated in the zone (pending assessment against other relevant criteria), it does not discount the possibility that a larger shop might be reasonable after taking into account the local circumstances. For example, the notion of 'ancillary' development can change depending on the size of the caravan and tourist park and the number of tourists able to be accommodated on site.

All industry is a restricted form of development in the zone except for 'light industry'. Light industry is not identified as a contemplated use in the zone and there are no provisions in the zone that specifically guide such development. Light industry would be performance-assessed if proposed, and because it is not a class of development included in Table 3, the planning authority can determine the relevant provisions from the whole of the Code for the purposes of assessment. This is the same process that can be used to assess many other forms of performance-assessed developments regardless of how likely or unlikely it is expected in the zone. The zone provisions should provide a basis to help determine if a use is appropriate in the zone in the first place.

DTS/DPF 1.5 has an intent to ensure the accessibility of sites for genuine campers instead of permanent residents whilst not precluding permanent residents within such facilities.

A range of overlays in the Code deal with hazards, including flooding, bushfire and acid sulfate soils. The provisions of these overlays will apply to hazard-prone land within the zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.10: AMEND zone policies to include building height provisions to better manage assessment of built form.

E.10: AMEND to include additional land uses within classification tables that can be reasonably envisaged within the zone.

E.10: REMOVE boundary realignments as a restricted class of development within the zone.

E.10: AMEND zone policies to provide additional policy for assessment of flooding issues and APPLY Flood Building Level TNVs in areas not currently included within the relevant overlay.

Tourism Development Zone

This zone provides for a range of tourist accommodation and associated services and facilities that enhance visitor experiences and enjoyment.

Engagement feedback:

There were broad suggestions from councils that there may be a need for additional policy in the zone to guide the development of tourist accommodation, which is a key envisaged use, and that the size of advertisements anticipated in the zone (i.e. in DTS/DPF 3.1) may be excessive given the locations where the zone is proposed to apply. Other specific policy matters raised included:
• Recommendations to include uses such as ‘entertainment, cultural and exhibition facility’ and ‘nature or health retreat’ in DTS/DPF 1.1.

• Expectations in DTS/DPF 1.2 that a ‘shop’ must be in association with tourist accommodation is considered restrictive and unreasonable in some areas where the zone applies (e.g. Moana).

• Suggestions from the building industry that PO 1.4 and DTS/DPF 1.4 are overly restrictive and should allow for scenarios where wholly residential land uses are appropriate to support long-term rental and shared accommodation.

• Feedback from one council that an existing building height restriction that applies to an area within the current development plan has not transitioned to the Code zone.

• Consider including ‘retail fuel outlet’ in the list of envisaged uses in PO 1.1 of the zone.

• Recommendations from a state agency that the desired outcomes for the zone should promote environmentally sustainable and innovative tourism development, similar to the Tourism Development General policies in the SA Planning Policy Library.

One council indicated that all developments currently listed as non-complying have been transitioned as Performance Assessed Development and their concern is that these activities are considered ‘unsuitable’ in a tourist-focussed zone. They suggested transitioning the existing non-complying uses in the Tourism Development Zone to Restricted Development.

**Clarification:** The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

Other feedback regarding development classifications and assessment pathways included:

• Suggestions from one council that detached dwellings were previously non-complying in existing development plans in some circumstances where the zone now applies but are now proposed to be performance-assessed, which should be addressed.

• Assessment pathways for ‘shops’ requires further clarification, including the rationale for the floor area cap trigger for shops to be performance-assessed being higher (i.e. 500m²) than current non-complying triggers and a suggestion that the floor area cap for shops in DTS/DPF 1.2 be amended to align with the Restricted development trigger. There was also some suggestion that shops that exceed floor area caps should be subject to notification.

• Review the appropriateness of the exclusion of ‘bulky goods outlet’ associated with shop in Table 4 – Restricted Development and consider removing ‘light industry’ as an exclusion to the Restricted classification of industry to reflect existing conditions.

• Suggestions from industry that a ‘retail fuel outlet’ be included as a performance-assessed class of development in Table 3. Similarly, an infrastructure provider recommended the inclusion of ‘telecommunications facility’ in Table 3.
Commission’s Response:

Given the varying nature and sensitivities of each location in the Tourism Development Zone, it is anticipated that most forms of development will be performance assessed. While the provisions of the zone may appear to be less comprehensive than some similar zones in existing development plans, the development classification tables call up a range of General policy and overlay provisions to appropriately assess various forms of development in the zone. Tourism development can also involve a range of new, unique and innovative offerings and activities that are not specifically contemplated or envisaged but will appropriately be performance assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in the zone.

In this context, while policies relating to key envisaged uses such as tourist accommodation may be limited in the zone, a range of General and overlay policy is called up in Table 3 – Performance Assessed development in the zone to inform assessment of these uses. Accordingly, additional or duplicated policy is not required at the zone level to guide the assessment of such uses.

In relation to recommendations to expand the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 to includes uses currently envisaged in tourist development areas in existing development plans (e.g. entertainment, cultural and exhibition facilities, and nature/health retreats), PO 1.1 specifically seeks a range of complementary entertainment, recreation and service activities that cater for tourists. These activities could again include a range of unique or innovative tourism products and experiences beyond those listed in DTS/DPF 1.1. Land uses listed as envisaged in DTS/DPF 1.1 are primarily those included in the land use definitions in the Part 7 of the Code or uses more commonly anticipated in tourism development areas. It is therefore not appropriate or practical to list all potential uses in the zone, allowing for more unique or innovative tourism development and activities to be appropriately performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant Code policies based on the nature and sensitivities of the particular area or locality.

In relation to suggestions from industry that a ‘retail fuel outlet’ should be included as a performance assessed development, a ‘retail fuel outlet’ has been included as an envisaged land use in the zone as part of the Phase Two Amendment based on similar feedback. It was, however, considered appropriate to retain such uses as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ to ensure an assessment against the full Code and require notification of these uses given the focus of the zone.

The reference to ‘Caravan park’ in DTS/DPF 1.1 has been expanded to ‘Caravan and tourist park’ in the Phase Two Amendment to align with the land use definitions in Part 7 of the Code.

Advertisements

Concerns from one council that the size of freestanding advertisements anticipated as deemed-to-satisfy in the zone may be excessive in some locations where the zone is proposed to apply, are acknowledged. The Tourism Development Zone is proposed to apply to a diverse variety of areas across the state, from beachside and waterfront housing and urban areas, to rural areas and areas within or adjacent townships in the Barossa Valley and McLaren Vale wine regions, as well as sensitive environmental areas such as entry of the Flinders Chase National Park and adjacent the Chapman River and Antechamber Bay in the Lashmar Conservation Park on Kangaroo Island surrounded by conservation zones.
Criteria for freestanding advertising signs in DTS/DPF 3.1 generally adopted the criteria applying to caravan and tourist park sites in the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone of the Code, which applies to typically larger sites (and most existing caravan and tourist parks across the state are proposed in the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone rather than the Tourism Development Zone). It is recognised, however, that freestanding signs of this scale may not be appropriate in sensitive environmental areas or residential-type areas where the zone is proposed to apply. The Commission therefore recognises that the ‘one size fits all’ approach to freestanding and other advertising signs in the zone may not be appropriate given the variety of locations and different scale and sensitivities where the zone is proposed to apply, and noting that size criteria for advertising signs is not provided in similar zones across development plans.

On this basis, it is proposed to remove deemed-to-satisfy criteria for advertisements in this zone to enable appropriate assessments against performance objectives and General Advertising policies.

In relation to clarifying what can be advertised on tourism development and accommodation sites, the Advertisements General Development Policies (e.g. PO 3.1) seek that advertisements primarily relate to the lawful existing or proposed use of land (i.e. as opposed to third party signs). These policies (e.g. POs 2.1 and 2.2) also seek to limit freestanding advertisements to one per occupancy and ensure that advertising signs for multiple tenancy sites or complexes are located on a single structure to avoid proliferation of signs. Given the recommendation above to require freestanding advertising signs in the zone to be performance assessed, these policies can be called up by the planning authority for any assessment. It is therefore not considered necessary or appropriate to duplicate this policy in the zone.

Dwellings

One council is concerned that detached dwellings which were previously non-complying in existing development plans in some circumstances are now proposed to be performance-assessed. This relates primarily to the Tourist Development Zone in the Onkaparinga Council Development Plan in which dwellings are non-complying except where they involve modifying or replacing an existing dwelling or where associated with a predominant commercial use of a site.

The list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 of the zone specifically includes dwellings ancillary to tourist accommodation. PO 1.4 also seeks to facilitate dwellings in the form of a manager or caretaker residence in association with tourist accommodation. Detached dwellings are also no longer specifically listed in Table 3 relating to Performance Assessment development as part of the Phase Two Amendment, and will therefore be appropriately assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code that the authority considers appropriate. Dwelling additions are, however, specifically listed as Performance Assessed development in Table 3 but require assessment against PO 1.4 in the zone relating to manager’s or caretaker’s residences.

A replacement building has also been included as deemed-to-satisfy in the zone (and in most other zones) in the Phase Two Amendment based on the land use definitions in Part 7 of the Code, and reflects complying development provisions in Schedule 4 of the current Development Regulations (e.g. to address situations where an existing building may have been damaged by fire or demolished due to structural issues and needs to be replaced).

Given the land uses and intensity of development anticipated in the Tourism Development Zone, the assessment pathways for dwellings in the zone are considered appropriate.

In relation to suggestions from the building industry that PO 1.4 and DTS/DPF 1.4 may be too limiting and should allow for wholly residential land uses (e.g. to support long-term rental and shared accommodation), land in the zone has been set aside to accommodate tourist accommodation and the zone is not intended to be a core residential or neighbourhood-type zone. As identified above, such uses will be appropriately assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code that the authority considers appropriate. It is therefore proposed to retain the focus in the zone for dwellings and additions to be ancillary to tourist accommodation activities in the zone.
Caravan and Tourist Parks

The suggestion that the comprehensive list of overlays applying to a ‘Caravan and Tourist Park’ as exclusions to Performance Assessed development in Table 3 seems erroneous, is acknowledged. While land set aside of caravan and tourist parks is generally included in the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone in the Code, they are appropriately included in the list of envisaged development in the Tourism Development Zone (DTS/DPF 1.1). However, given that the sensitivities of each location within the zone can vary considerably, most forms of development will be performance assessed. In recognition of this, a caravan and tourist park is no longer specifically listed as Performance Assessed development in Table 3 as part of the Phase Two Amendment, and instead will be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code that the authority considers appropriate (although a range of ancillary uses are listed as deemed-to-satisfy or performance assessed in the zone). Changes to the overlays applying as exclusions to such uses being performance assessed in Table 3 is therefore no longer required. Caravan and tourist parks are also now excluded from notification in Table 5 – Procedural Matters (PM) – Notification of the zone in the operative Code from the Phase Two Amendment.

Shops, restaurants and bulky goods outlets

Opportunities to better clarify assessment pathways for shops in the Tourism Development Zone are acknowledged. Policies in the zone (e.g. POs 1.1 and 1.2) encourage development of shops and restaurants where they complement tourist accommodation and recreational activities for tourists and are of a scale that maintains the tourism values of the particular location.

In relation to shops, a gross leasable floor area of 250m² has been suggested (DTS/DPF 1.2), although there may be locations in the zone where larger shops are appropriate to support tourism development. No such quantifiable scale has been applied to restaurants, which in themselves can be an important attraction in tourism areas. In recognition of this and given different assessment needs, a ‘Restaurant’ and ‘Shop (not being a Restaurant)’ have now been separately listed in Table 3 – Performance Assessed development as part of the Phase Two Amendment with separate policy linkages. The floor area cap relating to shops in Table 3 has also been removed, given separate triggers in Table 4 – Restricted development.

With regard to suggestions to align the desired floor area for shops in the zone policies with the Restricted development trigger, the restricted development thresholds should not be taken into consideration in the assessment of a performance assessed development, as unlike development plans, there is no relevant policy which indicates that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise. The floor area thresholds provided in Restricted development table have been set on the basis that shops below this threshold are unlikely to materially impact on locations and can be appropriately assessed by the relevant council rather than requiring assessment by the Commission. It is therefore not considered appropriate to set the Restricted trigger in line with DTS/DPF 1.2.

In relation to suggestions that shops that exceed floor area thresholds in the zone should be subject to notification, shops that exceed the floor area trigger in Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification (set at 1000m² through the Phase Two Amendment) will appropriately be subject to notification under section 110(2) of the PDI Act. Shops proposed with a lower floor area are therefore proposed to be exempt from notification in the Code based on changes introduced in the Phase Two Amendment. It is considered appropriate to retain current notification requirements introduced through the Phase Two Amendment.

Comments regarding the appropriateness of bulky goods outlets in the zone are acknowledged. The proposed exclusion of ‘bulky goods outlet’ associated with a shop in Table 4 – Restricted development was reviewed and removed as part of the Phase Two Amendment as this reference was not necessary given that the definition of a shop in the land use definitions (Part 7) of the Code specifically includes
bulky goods outlets. The floor area exclusion relating to shops in Table 4 – Restricted development would therefore also apply to bulky goods outlets. The exclusion relating to shops as performance assessed where it is a bulky goods outlet in Table 3 (Performance Assessed development) of the zone has similarly been removed. Although bulky goods outlets are proposed to be retained as performance assessed development in the zone, policies do not encourage their establishment (e.g. DTS/DPF 1.2).

The suggestion from one council that the expectations in DTS/DPF 1.2 that a ‘shop’ must be in association with tourist accommodation may be restrictive is acknowledged, particularly given some locations where the zone is intended to apply such as the seaside location of Moana in the City of Onkaparinga. The intent of this policy criteria is to encourage shops and restaurants that are associated with tourism development to locate in the zone rather than serving other purposes, which is more appropriate for most areas where the zone is proposed to apply. Notwithstanding this however, shops and restaurants are both specifically included as Performance Assessed development in the zone and there are no situations where they are included as Deemed-to-Satisfy. Therefore, while it is appreciated that there may be instances where a proposal for a standalone shop or restaurant may not meet the criteria in DTS/DPF 1.2 but would be appropriate in the local context, this will not preclude such proposals being considered on its merits against other relevant policies listed in Table 3 of the zone. It is therefore proposed to retain the intent in DTS/DPF 1.2 to facilitate shops and restaurants that are associated with tourism development.

Light industry

Suggestions to remove ‘Light industry’ as an exclusion to the Restricted classification of ‘Industry’ in the zone are not considered appropriate as it is reasonable to expect some forms of light industry to establish in the zone and tourism areas, particularly where the light industrial activity itself is a tourist offering or destination in its own right (e.g. chocolate production or small-scale food and beverage industries). Such activities will be appropriately assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code, including General policies to manage interfaces with sensitive land uses. It is therefore considered appropriate to retain Light industry as an exclusion to the Restricted classification of Industry in the zone.

In relation to suggestions from industry that a ‘retail fuel outlet’ should be included as a performance assessed development, a ‘retail fuel outlet’ has been included as an envisaged land use in the zone in DTS/DPF 1.1 as part of the Phase Two Amendment based on similar feedback. It was, however, considered appropriate to retain such uses as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ to ensure an assessment against the full Code and require notification of these uses given the focus of the zone. This designation is proposed to be retained as part of the Phase Three Amendment.

Telecommunications facilities

In relation to suggestions from an infrastructure provider that a ‘Telecommunications facility’ should be specifically included as a Performance Assessed development in Table 3 of the zone, such facilities will be performance assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ to ensure an assessment against the full Code. Telecommunications facilities that do not exceed 30 metres in height have, however, been exempt from notification in the Phase Two Amendment, except where the site is located adjacent to a dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone. This designation is also proposed to be retained as part of the Phase Three Amendment.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:
E.104 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to include ‘retail fuel outlet’ in the list of uses to provide services in less populated areas.

E.105 AMEND Table 5 – Procedural Matters (PM) to exclude telecommunications facilities that do not exceed 30 metres in height and shops (and where not located adjacent to a dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone) from notification.

E.106 AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to increase the restricted threshold of ‘shop’ to 1000m$^2$ (except where comprising a restaurant).

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.107 CREATE the following new subzones:

- Monarto Safari Park Subzone
- River Murray Experience Subzone
- Winery Experience Subzone

E.108 AMEND PO 3.1 to require that advertisements are sited and designed to complement the scale of buildings and are not visually dominant and REMOVE criteria in DTS/DPF 3.1 relating to freestanding advertisements to allow advertising signs to be performance assessed based on local context.

Motorsport Park Zone

This zone is not included in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) geographic area.
Rural Zone

This zone covers vast areas of land between rural towns. It supports a wide range of primary production activities and provides opportunities for value-adding and the use of renewable energy sources, including updated windfarm/solar farm provisions.

Engagement feedback:

A considerable volume of submissions was received about the Rural Zone from a range of interested parties including local government, industry and industry representative bodies and the wider community.

The Rural Zone is recognised as one of the most widely applied zones within the state. Unlike the Peri-Urban Zone, there was a clear understanding from many contributors of the zone’s intent and function in transitioning existing Primary Production Zone policy. There was support for the zone’s intended purpose to foster primary industry activities as a principal driver, whilst facilitating opportunities to expand and diversify the economic base within communities through value-add and diversification.

Submissions were received about the following:

- Classification Table content
- Zone policy content
- Procedural matters
- Mapping.

Classification Table Content

Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification

Local Government and industry representative bodies requested amendments to Accepted Development Classification Criteria to more accurately reflect the characteristics of the rural setting and facilitate development which meets the intent of the zone. This included:

- Increasing the 15m² total floor area limit imposed on above-ground water tanks
- Facilitation of shops and industry, storage, warehousing and transport distribution as accepted or deemed-to-satisfy classes of development, subject to restrictions relating to setback and floor area.
- Request to include horticulture as an Accepted class of development.

**Clarification:** Shops and industry, storage, warehousing and transport distribution are listed as Deemed-to-Satisfy Classes of Development, subject to clarifications.

Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development

Particular matters received from industry applicable to Table 3 related to infrastructure, namely providing clear definition and distinction between small-scale solar power facilities and solar power facilities of larger scale and the inclusion of telecommunications facilities as a listed class of development.

Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification

A large volume of submissions received from the community requested the inclusion of wind farm activities as a Restricted form of development across the entire Rural Zone.

**Clarification:** Renewable energy facilities are identified as Restricted Classes of Development where located within either the Significant Landscape Protection Area or Character Preservation District Overlay (Table 4).
Local government identified a desire to retain a policy approach which limits the proliferation of dwellings on rural allotments where not sited on an allotment with a minimum area.

Commission’s Response:

Renewable energy generation is an important part of the South Australian energy mix and is supported by State Planning Policy, namely State Planning Policy 12: Energy. This policy specifically seeks to facilitate renewable sources of energy supply, including solar and wind, where the impact on surrounding land uses, regional communities and the natural and built environment can be minimised. Considerable guiding policy is provided within the General Development Policies to assist in the application and assessment of renewable resources.

Additional amendments are recommended to classification criteria within Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification to better identify the unique servicing characteristics of rural areas. Particular attention should be given to the reliance on water tanks for potable water supply and recognition that conventional tanks are not of suitable size to accommodate demand. Amendments are also recommended to the maximum floor area control.

Additional amendments are recommended to Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification to facilitate the development of agricultural buildings with a floor area not exceeding $250m^2$. This policy approach has been taken in recognition of the zone’s intent and the integral role that agricultural buildings play in supporting land use and to provide certainty and efficiency to applicants.

The Commission notes that the Code includes the Minimum Dwelling Allotment Size Technical and Numeric Variation layer. This data will apply to areas within Phase Three and address concerns relating to the siting of new dwellings on allotments meeting a minimum area.

Restricted classes of development are a procedural matter and restricted development thresholds should not be taken into consideration in the assessment of a performance-assessed development as, unlike development plans, there is no relevant policy which indicates that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise. It is therefore considered inappropriate to transition non-complying lists into restricted development tables due to these fundamental differences.

Finally, in reviewing the Code content, the Commission recognised a need consider policy which related to the assessment pathway for frost fans. Whilst noting the original intention to identify these structures within the Agricultural Building use class, there is strong merit to make amendments to the land use definitions and facilitate the assessment of frost fans under the ‘All other Code Assessed Development’. The Commission is acutely aware of the important supplementary role that frost fans play in providing protection to high value crops, particularly when considering the impact of individual frost events, which can result in substantial crop losses.

Separately, the Commission is also conscious of the potential impact on non-associated sensitive receivers and the need for frost fans to be appropriately sited, and consider the strict controls contained in the Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 2007.

The Commission is confident that proposed amendments to Zone policy and notification pathways take into account the protections afforded by the different policy layers and strength of general modules, namely the Interface between Land Uses General Development Policies.

Zone Policy Content

Engagement feedback:
A range of matters were raised in response to draft zone policy, including:

- Respondents generally supported policy which provides the opportunity to site secondary dwellings, subject to a number of criteria. In a number of local government areas, current policies do not enable the construction of secondary dwellings; primarily to minimise rural living type outcomes. It has been suggested that a future review be undertaken to determine the impacts of additional dwellings and if this is appropriate within this region. Industry highlighted concern with the minimum allotment size requirement, citing that the 40-hectare minimum requirement is too large and limits opportunity.

- Local government responses suggested that certain areas of the Rural Zone could be changed to the Peri-Urban Zone as this seeks smaller scale and less-intensive forms of agricultural industries. These changes are subject to and dependent upon any changes to the Peri-Urban Zone. A number of other zone changes have been identified where it is considered that the proposed zone does not reflect the existing development plan criteria.

- Local government respondents requested the identification of additional land uses within DTS/DPF 1.1. This includes renewable energy facilities, waste facility, stock slaughter works/abattoir, workers' accommodation and caretaker dwellings.

- Local government also identified a range of locations where it would be desirable to insert a Sub-Zone/s to accommodate areas of unique character or development outcomes.

- Multiple submissions recommended the inclusion of setback criteria from the South Eastern Freeway.

  **Clarification:** The Non-Stop Corridor Overlay and Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay have been applied to the South Eastern Freeway. Criteria contained within these Overlays provide guidance to the impacts which development must consider.

- The deletion of the expression 'residential development' in PO 5.3, and replacement with 'Dwellings' to provide more refined guidance as to what class of development is considered permissible.

  **Commission's response:** Adjustments to terminology corrected through wholesale consistency review of the Code.

- Refinement of PO 5.1 and DTS/DPF 5.1 to provide guidance that dwellings should, in addition to not compromising primary production uses, not encroach or impede value adding industries. DTS/DPF criteria to be satisfied if a dwelling meets necessary separation distances from incompatible land uses.

- A range of broad policy improvements suggested by councils related to function centres, shops, tourist accommodation, outbuildings, land division, boundary realignment, public notification and the reduction of restricted land uses.

- The majority of local government respondents supported an increased opportunity for small-scale tourist accommodation where associated with primary production activities. However, it was suggested that a further review of tourism related policies and land use definitions be undertaken to provide greater clarification and assist in the development assessment process and to ensure the primary intent of the zone is not eroded.

- Significant feedback was received from industry concerning 'small-scale ground mounted solar power facility' and more broadly, renewable energy facilities. Clarification as to the definition of,
and what scale of development is considered, ‘small-scale ground mounted solar power facility’ for the purposes of Table 3 and PO 9.2 is required. The refinement of policy to ensure that solar facilities are not captured by the ambit of PO 10.1 is encouraged.

- It has been suggested that a minimum lot frontage Technical and Numerical Variation be included for areas that currently contain these criteria. This coincides with a desire for the strengthening of policies to ensure allotment sizes within rural areas are not eroded. This also included general support for increased boundary realignment provisions to ensure that allotment boundaries are not realigned to the detriment of productive rural land.

**Clarification:** The Code includes provision of the Minimum Allotment Frontage Sizes Technical and Numeric Variation (TNV) which facilitates the inclusion of quantitative frontage measures.

- A number of submissions received from local government identified that DTS/DPF policy relating to enclosed horticultural buildings, agricultural buildings and industries, storage, warehousing and transport distribution activities is too restrictive, whilst others noted that this policy was too liberal.

This was particularly the case when considering total floor area controls and the requirement to site development of allotments meeting a minimum area.

- The inclusion of ‘dam’ and ‘frost fan’ as an envisaged land use within the Zone, with corresponding policy measures in the suitable Classification Table was requested. This is to avoid these forms of anticipated development being captured as ‘all other code assessed’, triggering public notification requirements and a thorough assessment of appropriate forms of development.

- Key feedback from councils included requests for the introduction of a PO criteria with applicable DTS/DPF consistent with current policy, which prescribes that winery developments have a ‘connection-to-place’. It was suggested that this policy addition would encourage existing local wineries to establish cellar doors and ancillary uses.

- Particular local government areas requested the removal of the Limited Land Division Overlay as it triggers land division applications to be Restricted Development.

**Clarification:** The Code is a new Statutory Instrument which replaces all development plans. Policy directions contained within the Limited Land Division Overlay largely reflect the current policy framework which often identifies land division as non-complying.

- Industry representative bodies and the community requested specific policy which seeks to manage interface conflict between primary industry uses (noting broad hectare/grazing and horticulture particularly).

- Not-for-profit groups noted the value and importance of retaining native vegetation and biologically diverse areas from inappropriate development, citing renewable energy facilities particularly and requested that development should be sited in a sensitive manner which limits the need for vegetation clearance.

**Clarification:** The General Development Policies provide policy guidance and direction with respect to native vegetation. Policies contained therein support both the retention of areas which exhibit high biodiversity and the need to site development in a sensitive manner.

- Local government identified a desire to retain policy which seeks minimum separation distances from specific sensitive land uses.
The inclusion of discrete zone policy to address animal keeping/kennels was requested.

**Clarification:** The General Development Policies provide specific policy guidance via the Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping Module. This Module will be 'called-up' when considering a development of this nature given the identification of Animal Keeping as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission acknowledges the volume of submissions received and the breadth of issues identified and provides the following response:

**Policy Expression**

The Commission notes respondents’ desire for greater clarity on policy expression and as such recommends minor changes and additions to ensure consistency is maintained and ambiguity is removed.

The inclusion of a state-wide policy framework which supports the siting of a second dwelling on an allotment is recognised as a considerable step forward and provides greater ability to farming families to both plan and facilitate ageing in place or to accommodate a manager’s residence. In both circumstances, the policy content strikes a balance between fragmentation of primary industry land and business planning.

The DTS/DPF content is intended to guide and assist the assessment of a wide range of development. It is highlighted that the content contained therein is just one means of addressing the particular matters and works in unison with General Development Policies. Applicants for development are afforded opportunity to innovate via the Performance Outcomes and the identification of all possible land use combinations is impractical.

The provision of a Function Centre in association with a primary production use supports the zones value-add intent. Minor modification to DTS/DPF policy expression is supported.

**Floor Area Limitations**

The Commission acknowledges the concerns relating to maximum floor area controls. The activities occurring within these buildings is mixed and varied, and there is a need to provide flexibility via the Code for these forms of development.

The Commission has taken stock of development statistics and reviewed a series of building configurations and sizes across the state, noting an intention to increase floor area limitations. The Commission remains confident that larger buildings used in relation to agricultural pursuits and ancillary supporting industry are capable of being accommodated across the varied landscapes in a manner which is respectful to the amenity. This is particularly true when working in unison with policies applying to maximum height and minimum allotment area.

Applicable floor area limitations are appropriate to support small-scale, ancillary tourist accommodation, sited in a manner which is sensitive to the core purpose of the zone which remains agricultural pursuits.

**Procedural Matters**

**Engagement feedback:**

- Request the removal of detached dwelling as a notifiable development in the Rural Zone.
Industry representatives and community respondents sought the identification of horticulture, particularly viticulture, as a class of development which requires notification.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission supports a procedural framework which simplifies notification. Notwithstanding this, amendments have been made to Table 5 - Procedural Matters which in turn results in the notification of a range of land uses, including horticulture. These amendments better reflect the current policy framework contained in development plans.

The Commission is of the view that a notice on land is not required for performance assessed development where subject to notification in the Rural Zone, given that many properties in this zone are unlikely to be frequently viewed by passing vehicles or foot traffic.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.109 In relation to the zone’s policies:

- AMEND zone policies to include an additional Performance Outcome to provide greater assessment criteria regarding land division and boundary realignments.
- AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to include dairy, renewable energy facility and stock slaughter works as envisaged uses within the Zone.
- AMEND existing dwelling provisions to reference the Minimum Dwelling Allotment Size Technical and Numerical Variation.

E.110 AMEND Table 5 – Procedural Matters (Placement Notices – Exemptions for Performance Assessed Development) to exempt the need to place a notice on land in the Rural Zone.

E.111 CREATE new Kangaroo Island Subzone.

E.112 AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to:

- add Commercial forestry within the Kangaroo Island Subzone
- increase the gross leasable floor area of a shop in the ‘exclusions’ column from 250m² to 1000m².

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.113 AMEND Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification – Water Tank (above ground): Accepted Development Classification Criteria 4 to increase the floor area to 30m²

E.114 AMEND Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification to insert Agricultural building up to 250m² in floor area, subject to various criteria.

E.115 AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification land use ‘Agricultural Building’ by excluding the pathway where the Character Preservation District Overlay applies.

E.116 AMEND Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development by referencing policies from the Character Preservation District Overlay and River Murray Flood Plain Protection Overlay under ‘Agricultural Building’.
E.117 **AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification to exclude function centre and dwelling from notification (subject to meeting certain criteria).

E.118 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 4.1(c) regarding industries, storage, warehousing and transport distribution activities to increase floor area from 250m² to 500m²

E.119 **CREATE** new PO under ‘Rural Industry’ heading regarding expansion of established small-scale or new large scale industry.

E.120 **AMEND** PO and DTS/DPF 5.2 and 5.3 regarding development resulting in more than one dwelling on an allotment to combine the two POs and provide additional DTS/DPF criteria regarding sharing the same access point and not resulting in more than two dwellings on the allotment.

E.121 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 12.1(d) regarding agricultural buildings to increase floor area from 250m² to 500m²

E.122 **AMEND** PO 5.1 to reference value-adding industries, or other development that is in keeping with the provisions of the zone, as well as primary production.

E.123 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 6.3 to reference Total Floor Area and clarify that where tourist accommodation is located in more than one building, the cumulative total floor area does not exceed 100m²

E.124 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 9.2(c) to reference a combined panel size exceeding 80m²

E.125 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 to insert Dam and Workers’ accommodation as envisaged land uses.

E.126 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 6.5 (b) to reference persons instead of seats for customer dining purposes in function centres.

E.127 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 13.1 to limit outbuildings on the same allotment to a combined total floor area not exceeding 150m².

E.128 **AMEND** DTS/DPF 6.2 (c) to increase building height for shops from 7m to 9m above natural ground level.

Rural Aquaculture Zone

*This zone supports marine- and land- based aquaculture including facilities, infrastructure, ancillary development and value-adding opportunities.*

Engagement feedback:

Feedback was received from industry seeking amendments to Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development to include telecommunications facility as an identified Class of Development.

It was requested that a small retail outlet associated with an aquaculture business should have the opportunity to sell seafood where it is sited on the same allotment as the aquaculture activity.
Commission’s Response:

The Commission acknowledges the limited submissions received in response to the Rural Aquaculture Zone, noting that a number of matters were addressed as part of the amendments made in response to Phase Two consultation of the Code.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

- **E.129** AMEND zone policies to include ‘shop’ in PO 4.1 to support a shop where directly related to an existing aquaculture use and located on the same allotment.
- **E.130** CREATE zone policies under new headings ‘Outbuildings, Carports and Verandahs’ and ‘Advertisements’.

Rural Horticulture Zone

This zone provides for intensive agriculture in the form of growing and processing of produce while supporting a wide range of low-impact rural activities. Value-adding opportunities are envisaged. It applies in areas used for horticulture, such as the Riverland.

Engagement feedback:

A range of feedback was received from local government, industry and government agencies, with a number seeking clarity on the application of the Rural Horticulture Zone across Greater Adelaide, including its status as a zone, rather than a subzone. A number of policy improvements were suggested.

Government agencies support the use of this zone to encourage and foster discrete intensive primary industry precincts (such as the Northern Adelaide Plains region) and extend the opportunities for farm diversification available in the other rural zones to all SA producers.

The key elements raised can be summarised as follows:

- Land Division was recommended to be included in Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification.
- Policy is needed to encourage but also address that interface, visual and noise aspects of frost fans.
- The inclusion of retail fuel outlets as a desired form of development within the zone was requested as they provide a necessary service to rural communities.

**Clarification:** Retail fuel outlets are not considered to be envisaged use in the Rural Horticulture Zone and are more appropriately situated in other zones therefore DTS/DPF 1.1 will remain unaltered.

- Updates to policy expression relating to tourist accommodation to more accurately reflect circumstances where this form of development will be sited in new built form.
The inclusion of zone policy to support the development of value-add and rural industries and development within flood affected areas was requested.

The quantitative floor area trigger allocated to ‘Shop’ should be increased to 100m\(^2\) to maintain consistency with associated Zone Policy.

**Clarification:** The matter of quantitative floor space triggers and notification were incorporated into the Phase Two Amendment as a result of industry feedback.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission acknowledges the feedback received and supports the retention of the Rural Horticulture Zone, recognising the role that the zone plays in facilitating a range of intensive horticultural and associated value-add enterprises across the state.

Considerable policy is contained within the General Development Policies to support the appropriate development of land where affected by hazards and this continues to play a key guiding role.

Amendments to applicable Performance Outcomes which provide greater clarity and definition to residential land uses and tourist accommodation are proposed to be incorporated.

**Other Amendments based on additional information/investigations:**

It has been identified that the Rural Horticulture Zone should support value-adding industries, similar to other ‘rural’ zones. Additional policies are recommended to achieve this.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

- **E.131** AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to increase the gross leasable floor area of a shop in the ‘exclusions’ column from 250m\(^2\) to 1000m\(^2\).

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

- **E.132** CREATE new policies to guide new rural industry and value-adding, to align with the Rural and Peri-Urban zones.
- **E.133** AMEND PO 5.1 to be clearer about the policy intent of dwellings in the zone; to provide a convenient base for landowners to conduct and manage commercial-scale primary production and rural-related value-adding activities without compromising the use of the allotment, adjacent land or long-term purpose of the zone for primary production or related tourism values due to a proliferation of dwellings.
- **E.134** AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification and Table 5 – Procedural matters – Notification to align with the Rural Zone.


Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone

This zone provides for the large-scale commercial production of animals and animal products (intensive animal keeping, broiler sheds, feedlots and piggeries), and their associated processing facilities and industries. The zone generally contains larger allotment sizes to deal with significant external impacts (noise, odour, waste) and large buffers.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback to the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone was received from local government, practitioners and the wider community. In general, support was expressed for the intent of the zone to provide areas that protect existing and future clusters of large-scale rural industries and allied services, with recognition that these land uses collectively contribute to the economic and employment success of the state.

A number of policy improvements were suggested which seek the promotion of a greater mix of rural industry and agricultural value-adding land uses, along with requests to consider if the Limited Land Division Overlay should be removed to create greater opportunity for economic investment.

Other comments/requests received:

- Telecommunications facilities should be included in Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development

- Amendment/removal of policy which prescribes the siting of Agricultural Buildings on allotments meeting a minimum allotment size was recommended, noting that the intent of the zone is to encourage intensive agricultural uses and supporting ancillary activities which can be accommodated on a range of allotment sizes.

- The insertion of discrete horse keeping policy content was requested, acknowledging that this is a popular activity in rural type zones.

- Local Government identified the need to reconsider the minimum site areas designated to guide land division.

- Policy expression relating to agricultural buildings should be reworded to provide greater clarity.

- Policy provisions should be reviewed to encourage a greater mix of smaller, ancillary and allied land uses in support of the envisaged larger industries.

Commission’s Response:

The Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone will be applied to various locations around the state and seeks mixed use intensive agricultural production which supports allied processing and ancillary support industries. The activities supported within the zone are recognised as important economic and employment generators for the state and warrant protection from conflicting land uses.

The Commission recognises the desire from local government, practitioners and the community to insert specific guiding policy within the zone to address anticipated lands uses. It is however noted that there is considerable content included within the General Development Policies which can be called upon to assist in the consideration of such land uses. Further, the Phase Three Amendment implementation carries forward many existing quantitative measures contained in development plans. The Code structure
facilitates the application of discretion via the Performance Outcome measures which ensures that local circumstances can be considered.

**Other amendments based on additional information/investigations:**

Upon review, there is merit in making amendments to zone policy and the corresponding Procedural Matters – Notification table to provide guiding policy to assist in the assessment of telecommunications facility installation. This addition recognises the importance of telecommunication facilities in rural areas to support access and provide coverage during emergencies.

Further, a detailed review of allotment configuration across the areas to be zoned Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone and consideration of Desired Outcomes supports a reduction in the minimum allotment area required to accommodate agricultural buildings.

---

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

- **E.135** CREATE zone policies under new headings ‘Outbuildings, Carports and Verandahs’ and ‘Advertisements’.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

- **E.136** CREATE a new DTS/DPF and PO under ‘Land Use and Intensity’ to guide the location/height of telecommunication facilities to mitigate impacts on visual amenity on residential areas.

- **E.137** AMEND Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification to exempt a telecommunications facility from notification, except where exceeding the relevant height/location criteria.

---

**Peri-Urban Zone**

This zone applies to areas in the Mount Lofty Ranges in the Adelaide Hills region, and supports a complex and diverse range of land uses at the appropriate scale and intensity needed to conserve and enhance the zone’s natural character, biodiversity, identity and scenic qualities.

A large volume of submissions was received in response to the proposed Peri-Urban Zone with a number of consistent issues raised by local government, government agencies and the wider community.

**Naming Convention**

**Engagement Feedback:**

Feedback from all groups suggested that the proposed name of the zone detracts from its key purpose, being for primary production and related ancillary activities, where residential type activities are subservient to these uses. Further, concern was raised as the zone name did not reference the watershed. Various zone name suggestions were proposed by respondents.

**Commission’s Response:**
Consistent with the Commission’s proposal outlined in the Planning and Design Code: Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment - Update Report released in December 2019, a new naming convention for the Peri-Urban Zone is supported.

**Spatial Extent**

**Engagement Feedback:**

A number of submissions requested clarification and consideration of the extent to which the Peri-Urban Zone should apply in-lieu of the Rural Zone. Submissions noted that there was not a clear rationale provided for the zone’s application, particularly when considering that the zone applied in the Barossa region.

Notwithstanding the above, there was a broad understanding that the area on the periphery of metropolitan Adelaide supports a dynamic mix of land uses which is not commonly found in more regional areas of the state.

**Commission’s Response:**

Further analysis of requests for rezoning are considered in the Code Spatial Application chapter of this report.

**Value-Add**

**Engagement Feedback:**

The overwhelming majority of respondents supported the introduction of policy to guide the establishment of ancillary value-add activities, citing the absence of such policy within development plans as a continual challenge.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission acknowledges respondents’ concerns relating to the proposed name and spatial application of the Zone and is actively working with local government to review and amend the spatial extent of the zone. In this respect, the Commission confirms that areas proposed to be zoned Peri-Urban will be replaced by the Rural Zone where:

- Dwellings are only envisaged on allotments over a certain size or where in association with primary production
- Land division is envisaged subject to achieving minimum allotment size.

More information on these spatial changes are contained in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

**Classification Table Content**

**Engagement Feedback:**

**Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification**

- Some respondents requested the 15m² total floor area limitation imposed on above-ground water tanks be increased.
Industry and local government recommended amendments to the Exceptions list for a range of land uses to delete reference to the Sloping Land Overlay, Water Protection Area Overlay and Water Resources Overlay. It was considered that the inclusion of these exceptions represents policy regression and will result in unnecessary applications and administrative burden for a number of local government areas.

Reconsideration of a number of accepted development classification tables was requested to:
- allow reduced setback requirements for solar photovoltaic panels (ground mounted), citing a requirement to achieve a 100m setback from a dwelling not associated with the system was unreasonable
- facilitate larger-capacity ground-mounted solar photovoltaic systems
- facilitate the development of above-ground water tanks on land subject to the Native Vegetation Overlay, State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay, Sloping Land Overlay and Water Resources Overlay.

The inclusion of additional land uses as Accepted and amendments to the definition of Farming to provide greater clarity was requested.

Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification
- Local government requested the listing of protective tree netting at DTS where located within the Sloping Land Overlay.
- Industry requested the inclusion Retail Fuel Outlet as a DTS class of development, subject to largely the same policy as a Shop.
- Government agencies raised their concern with a number of envisaged land uses and the potential impact of such on water quality.

Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development
- Local government identified that a number of key hazard overlays have not been included as applicable policy considerations for a range of land uses, not the least beverage production and subclasses contained therein.

Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification
- Local government identified a desire to retain a policy approach which limits the proliferation of dwellings on rural allotments where not sited on an allotment with a minimum area. This was identified as a carry-forward and is supported to reduce any potential for unintended consequence.
- Community respondents sought policy which prevented the fragmentation of peri-urban land, calling for all land division, including boundary re-alignment to be Restricted.
- Agencies and local government requested that a greater number of land uses be identified as Restricted where the development is deemed to have a potential impact on the watershed. It was recommended that a review of the Restricted Development table is needed which would take a risk-based approach to development types and consider the cumulative impact across the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment Overlay.

Commission’s Response:
The Commission supports amendments to Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification which facilitate the reasonable development of ancillary structures in a manner which does not compromise primary production activities and achieves general consistency across the state (where reasonable). In considering the deletion of exception criteria relating to protective tree netting structures, the Commission notes that such amendments are consistent with the criteria listed in Schedule 1A of the Development Regulations 2008.

The inclusion of Retail Fuel Outlet as an envisaged land use and listed Class of Development is considered inappropriate. This form of development is not in keeping with the intent of the zone to support the productive use of these areas for primary industry uses and associated allied services. Whilst recognising that Shop is listed as a DTS class of development, the corresponding DTS/DPF policy is very clear that development for this purpose shall be in association with the use of the land or adjoining land and take the form of value-add.

Hazard Modules play a key role in determining the suitability of land for development and identifying the risks which must be adequately managed. Amendments to all Assessment Tables is supported to ensure hazard overlays are adequately referenced.

The Commission considers current zone, general and overlay controls to be adequate to manage potential risk to drinking water supplies and reservoirs, particularly with the application of the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment Overlays, Water Resources Overlay and Water Protection Area Overlay.

Zone Policy

Engagement Feedback:

- Agencies raised concern that envisaged land uses identified in DTS/DPF 1.1 could result in detrimental impacts to water quality.

- Local government and industry respondents raised a number of suggested policy wording improvements across the zone and suggestions for alternative quantitative measures within DTS/DPF criteria, including but not limited to agricultural buildings and buildings used for rural industries.

- Changes were recommended to various policies to provide a Deemed-to-Satisfy pathway for a greater number of development types, including horticulture and horticultural buildings and shops within settlements.

- Support was provided from a select number of respondents for the combination of policy relating to breweries, cideries, distilleries and wineries (beverage production) under a single definition and a greater allowance for alternative forms of value-add beverage production (e.g. cordial).

- Local government and industry sought clarification and refinement of DTS/DPF 6.1 and the reference ‘produce or goods that are primarily sourced, produced or manufactured on the same allotment or from the region’.

- The inclusion of ‘dam’ and ‘frost fan’ as an envisaged land use within the Zone, with corresponding policy measures in the suitable Classification Table, were requested. This is to avoid these forms of anticipated development being captured as ‘all other code assessed’, triggering public notification requirements and a thorough assessment of appropriate forms of development.

Clarification: In response to feedback received to Phase Two Amendment consultation, the Commission amended Land Use Definitions to list ‘frost fan’ within the Agricultural Building land
Feedback was received from local government and industry concerning ‘small-scale ground-mounted solar power facility’ and more particularly how such facility is defined.

Industry sought the inclusion of retail fuel outlets as a Performance Assessed class of development within the zone and a reduction in corresponding policy to remove requirement for connection to land and management of interface conflict.

**Clarification:** Retail fuel outlets are not generally supported outside of urban boundaries and are considered incongruous with the primary intent of the zone.

Requests were received from local government to provide policy which incentivises and facilitates the adaptive reuse of buildings for tourist accommodation by providing greater allowances for maximum DTS floor area.

A number of respondents requested existing non-complying land uses be carried through to the Restricted Development Classification table (e.g. warehouse and industry).

Support was provided by local government to the inclusion of policy which emphasised the need to prevent fragmentation of primary production land via land division or via the siting of inappropriate residential land uses.

A community respondent highlighted the need for a localised policy approach to a historic site in proximity to Hahndorf called The Cedars (former home of Hans Heysen). This site is currently zoned Primary Production, however subject to detailed Policy Area and Precinct policy. It was requested that the Code include the insertion of existing Concept Plan Mt/B21 – The Cedars Precinct (Hahndorf).

Industry called for a review of the DTS/DPF maximum floor area limitations for shops, noting that the proposed gross leasable floor area of 100m\(^2\) is not sufficient.

Industry requested clarification of proposed policy and consideration of amended policy to facilitate workers’ accommodation on allotments smaller than 2ha, citing that such sites are preferred where adjoining primary production. Further, respondents supported the inclusion of policy to support the siting of a second dwelling on the land, where it facilitated sustainable primary industry outcomes.

Agencies requested the inclusion of additional Desired Outcome content.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission recognises concerns of agencies relating to water quality and notes that the DTS/DPF is just one policy control amongst many applicable zone, general and overlay policy. All policy content seeks to ensure development is orderly and efficient and impacts are avoided or mitigated.

The Commission was encouraged by the support shown by local government to the provision of Deemed-to-Satisfy pathways for a range of different land uses. Improvements have been incorporated to policy expression to ensure consistency across all zones, whilst minor amendments have been made to applicable policy to provide potential for a greater percentage of Deemed-to-Satisfy classes of development within the zone. In undertaking these improvements/amendments, it is important to note that the Peri-Urban Zone applies across a range of regions and local circumstances and that recommended policy improvements may not be appropriate broadly. As such, policy amendments and improvements have been made in this context.
DTS/DPF setback policy within the zone supports the siting of development in a manner which is sensitive to the amenity of the zone and takes into account the corresponding DTS/DPF criteria. Overlay policy which seeks separation of activities from watercourses is a broader control which seeks general water quality improvements and water course protection.

Additional criteria have been included around Rural Industry to provide greater clarity on the envisaged land uses. It is noted that the listed classes of development within the Code is not exhaustive and is intended as a guide only.

The zone is not intended to support the development of shops in a broad sense, rather the intent of policy within the Peri-Urban Zone is to support the development of ancillary land uses to supplement the principle use of the land for primary industry type activities. Policy prepared to support the development of shops is considered appropriate.

Policy amendments have been made to increase the maximum DTS floor area provision where tourist accommodation is to be sited within existing buildings. This amendment has been made in recognition that the built form is established and the likelihood of land use impact is low. It is however emphasised that policies which support the facilitation of ancillary value-add activities, such as shops, as Deemed-to-Satisfy classes of development, need to ensure that the integrity of the zone and its original intent is not compromised. Where DTS/DPF criteria relating to maximum floor area cannot be met, a performance assessment would occur.

The Commission acknowledges respondents' concerns relating to the demonstration that a product is sourced from the local region and a desire for greater definition of this term. In responding to these concerns, it is recognised that in limited circumstances there are systems in place already to manage provenance and this influences how users may 'brand' their product. An example of this is the Geographic Indicators used on wine labelling which is controlled by statute. For the purpose of the Code, reference to ‘from the region’ is intended to represent the discrete areas of the state. For example, the Barossa region, the Riverland region, the Fleurieu region. It is noted that this reference only appears as a DTS/DPF trigger, therefore providing for a relevant authority to determine provenance as part of an assessment process. The policy is not intended to limit the establishment of new industries which are of a wider scale than the ‘region’.

Respondents identified the provision of policy which supports the development of a second dwelling, subject to parameters, would assist in achieving the Zones Desired Outcome. The Commission supports this premise and has inserted policy accordingly.

Support is provided for the preparation of a sub-zone to apply to land comprising The Cedars at Heysen Road, Hahndorf. This comes with the recognition of the Commission that the land is unique, is of historic importance to the state, is listed on the State Heritage Register and is not capable or, or intended to be for primary production purposes.

Restricted classes of development are a procedural matter and restricted development thresholds should not be taken into consideration in the assessment of a performance-assessed development as, unlike development plans, there is no relevant policy which indicates that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise. It is therefore considered inappropriate to transition non-complying lists into restricted development tables due to these fundamental differences.

Finally, in reviewing the Code content, the Commission recognised a need to consider policy which relates to the assessment pathway for frost fans. Whilst noting the original intention to identify these structures within the Agricultural Building use class, there is strong merit to make amendments to the land use definitions and facilitate the assessment of frost fans under the ‘All other Code Assessed Development’. The Commission is acutely aware of the important supplementary role that frost fans play
in providing protection to high value crops, particularly when considering the impact of individual frost events, which can result in substantial crop losses.

Separately, the Commission is also conscious of the potential impact on non-associated sensitive receivers and the need for frost fans to be appropriately sited, and consider the strict controls contained in the *Environmental Protection (Noise) Policy 2007*.

The Commission is confident that proposed amendments to Zone policy and notification pathways take into account the protections afforded by the different policy layers and strength of general modules, namely the Interface between Land Uses Module.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**E.138**  
RENAME the Peri-Urban Zone ‘Adelaide Country Zone’.

**E.139**  
CREATE new ‘The Cedars Subzone’ seeking a cultural, arts and tourist precinct centred on the former residence and studio of artist Hans Heysen and conservation of the surrounding eucalypt forest.

**E.140**  
AMEND Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification – Water Tank (above ground): Accepted Development Classification Criteria to increase the maximum floor area to $30m^2$.

**E.141**  
AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to:
- remove dairy, intensive animal husbandry, landfill, stock sales yard and stock slaughter works
- increase the size of a shop in the ‘exclusions’ column from $250m^2$ to $1000m^2$
- add shop located in The Cedars Subzone in the ‘exclusions’ column
- add land division located in The Cedars Subzone in the ‘exclusions’ column.

**E.142**  
AMEND DO 1 to refer to sensitive environmental areas.

**E.143**  
CREATE new PO under ‘Rural Industry’ policies to guide the expansion of established small-scale or new large scale industry.

**E.144**  
AMEND PO 4.1 to refer to opportunities for diversification and value-adding to locally sourced primary production activities, and specifically refer to produce grading and packing.

**E.145**  
AMEND DTS/DPF 4.1 (c) to increase the total floor area of industries, etc. from $250m^2$ to $350m^2$.

**E.146**  
AMEND PO 5.1 to be clearer about the policy intent of dwellings in the zone to provide a convenient base for landowners to conduct and manage commercial-scale primary production and rural-related value-adding activities without compromising the use of the allotment, adjacent land or long-term purpose of the zone for primary production or related tourism values due to a proliferation of dwellings.

**E.147**  
CREATE new DTS/DPF and PO criteria under the heading ‘Dwellings’ to facilitate the development of a second dwelling on an allotment in appropriate circumstances, including where it:
- Is located within 20 metres of an existing dwelling on the same allotment
- utilises existing infrastructure and vehicle access used by an existing dwelling
- is located on an allotment not less than 40ha in area
- supports ageing-in-place for the owner of the allotment
- is located within 20 metres of an existing dwelling on the same allotment
- does not compromise primary production or value-adding industries.

E.148  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 6.3 (b) – Tourist accommodation to specify that a total floor area of 100m\(^2\) applies where in a new building, and where in an existing building, does not exceed 150m\(^2\).

E.149  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 6.5 (b) – Function Centre to refer to persons instead of seats.

E.150  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 13.1(d) to increase the permissible maximum floor area of agricultural buildings from 200m\(^2\) to **350m\(^2\)**.
Dwelling Excision Overlay

This overlay seeks to allow dwellings located on large rural allotments to be excised into a smaller allotment, leaving the balance of the land for primary production uses. It applies to areas where development plans currently anticipate land division that excises existing dwellings onto smaller allotments.

Engagement Feedback:

Limited feedback was received in relation to the Dwelling Excision Overlay, primarily from councils. Key issues included:

- The Overlay appears to contradict the existing Environment and Food Production Overlay (EFPA), which identifies that land division for residential purposes must not be supported.

**Clarification:** Under the PDI Act, the Environment and Food Production Area is subject to additional requirements when undertaking to divide land. In particular, the PDI Act directs the relevant planning authority to refuse to grant a development authorisation in relation to a proposal to create additional allotments to be used for ‘residential development’. This does not, however, include a dwelling for residential purposes on land primarily used for primary production.

- A ‘date criteria’ needs to be included in the Overlay to ensure that the ongoing fragmentation of rural land is minimised.

Commission’s response:

Based on feedback received in relation to Phase Two Amendment, the Dwelling Excision Overlay now proposes to allow a new allotment to be created between 1 hectare and 4 hectares to excise an existing dwelling and the provisions of the Overlay convey the intention of the excisions being for rural living purposes. Therefore, if a dwelling is being excised from a larger whole to accommodate an existing dwelling on an allotment of 4 hectares or less, it could be reasonably presumed the division is for residential purposes. This potentially places the Overlay at tension with PDI Act (although noting that the PDI Act will prevail in such circumstances).

It is considered appropriate to include a date for the excision of an existing dwelling to prevent multiple ongoing excisions or land fragmentation to occur over time. DTS/DPF 1.1(c) of the Dwelling Excision Overlay was amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to capture dwellings that existed prior to 1 December 2011. This date is considered appropriate based on a review of policies contained in all existing Development Plans, which included dates ranging from 1 December 1972 to 1 December 2011. Importantly, while the selected date may allow some additional dwellings excisions, it will discourage newly constructed dwellings (i.e. constructed since 1 December 2011) to be excised. Further, councils should have better records of recent dwelling constructions compared to older dates contained in some Development Plans, making it easier to track exact dates of construction and apply this policy.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.151 AMEND to include a ‘date’ in the Dwelling Excision Overlay to ensure that multiple excisions and ongoing fragmentation of land is minimised.
Environment and Food Production Areas Overlay

This overlay applies to the Environment and Food Production Areas as prescribed under Section 7 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016 and ensures these areas continue to be protected from urban encroachment. Land division that creates one or more additional allotments for residential purposes is prohibited.

Engagement Feedback:

Limited feedback was provided from councils and the community in relation to the Environment and Food Production Areas (EFPA) Overlay. The following matters were raised:

- The need to include referral bodies for development within the EFPA Overlay such as the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) or Department for Environment and Water.
- Clarification of the application of EFPA land division criteria and boundary realignments, including the contradictory nature of the Dwelling Excision Overlay in the Rural Zone and what constitutes a ‘new’ allotment for residential purposes.

Clarification:

The Environment and Food Production Area (EFPA) was introduced under the PDI Act on 1 April 2017 to protect vital agricultural lands surrounding metropolitan Adelaide from urban encroachment. It is established via a deposited General Registry Office (GRO) Plan, which can be varied by the State Planning Commission in accordance with a legislative process that includes Parliamentary scrutiny. A review by the Commission must be conducted every 5 years.

Under the PDI Act, any division to create one or more additional allotments requires the relevant authority to obtain concurrence from the Commission unless the Commission is the relevant authority in which case the Commission must obtain concurrence from the relevant council.

In relation to the Dwelling Excision Overlay, some overlap occurs with the EFPA Overlay and, in such cases, the requirements of the PDI Act will prevail. Tension between the Dwelling Excision Overlay and the PDI Act is addressed in the preceding section.

Further, the EFPA Overlay does not mention ‘new’ allotments, but instead refers to land divisions undertaken in accordance with the relevant section of the PDI Act (i.e. section 7) to ensure consistency with the PDI Act. The PDI Act refers to a ‘division of land that would create 1 or more additional allotments’ and requires a condition to be attached to a division that an additional allotment will not be used for ‘residential development’. In relation to ‘residential development’, the PDI Act also includes a description of this phrase as to mean ‘development primarily for residential purposes’, but does not include a ‘dwelling for residential purposes on land used primarily for primary production purposes’.

Commission’s Response:

Issues associated with overlap between EFPA Overlay and Dwelling Excision Overlay and its implications for dividing land have been addressed in the preceding section, with recommendations to amend
application of the Dwelling Excision Overlay to ensure it does not spatially apply within the Environment and Food Production Area.

In relation to requests for further clarification in relation to division of land (in particular, rural boundary realignments) within the EFPA Overlay, the Commission has issued a Practice Direction on the SA Planning Portal that requires the insertion of a statement on the development approval to the effect that ‘additional allotments must not be used for residential purposes’. The Portal also includes a Factsheet that includes a paragraph about boundary realignments, which states that boundary realignments can be lodged for consideration where they comply with policies in the relevant development plan and do not create additional allotments for ‘residential development’. It is acknowledged, however, that the PDI Act itself does not specifically encompass boundary realignments and additional clarity may be warranted in relation to the role of the PDI Act versus the Code in relation to ‘boundary realignments’ to assist councils and planning authorities. It is therefore proposed to review the content of the Practice Direction and Factsheet relating to the EFPA to better clarify assessment requirements when proposing a boundary realignment that does not result in any additional allotments.

In relation to requests to include referral bodies for proposed activities within the EFPA Overlay, while the EFPA Overlay has been established to protect areas of primary production close to metropolitan Adelaide from urban encroachment, it does not specifically focus on environmental management. Referrals to the EPA and Native Vegetation Council for such matters are addressed elsewhere in the Code (e.g. within the Native Vegetation Overlay, the State Significant Native Vegetation Areas Overlay, Water Protection Area Overlay and a range of activities in Part 9 – Referrals of the Code).

While no recommendations to the Code are proposed, the Commission recommends the Practice Direction and Fact Sheet relating to the Environment and Food Production Areas in the SA Planning Portal to provide greater clarity in relation to division of land within the EFPA, in particular boundary realignments.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

No changes recommended.

**Limited Dwelling Overlay**

*This overlay seeks to prevent new dwellings being constructed in rural areas where such development may restrict primary production activities. This is evident in various `paper towns` throughout the state (or adjoining key regional towns/cities) where there is pressure for rural living on existing smaller allotments and a desire to retain productive primary production lands.*

**Engagement feedback:**

Limited feedback was received in relation to the Limited Dwelling Overlay. One council suggested creation of a separate ‘Paper Township Overlay’ to better reflect the unique circumstances of settlements that exist only on record (such as Currency Creek in Alexandrina and similar settlements in other council areas), where dwellings are not currently envisaged.

**Commission’s response:**

The Limited Dwelling Overlay only contemplates a replacement dwelling on the same allotment. This is considered consistent with the development intent expressed in the existing Alexandrina Council
Development Plan for the Currency Creek settlement, which is currently located in the Primary Production Zone - Currency Creek Precinct 13 and states that ‘no additional dwellings should be established within the precinct’. It is also consistent with existing policies for similar settlements such as Leasingham in the Clare and Gilbert Valleys council area where the Overlay is proposed to apply, where policies identify that future housing on vacant allotments is at odds with achieving the precinct’s desired character and therefore housing development is not envisaged.

Furthermore, dwellings in the Overlay are classified as restricted development where they fall within Rural and Rural Horticultural Zone, unless it is a replacement dwelling.

On this basis, it is not considered necessary to create a new Overlay for paper townships or settlements.

Commission’s Recommendations:
No changes recommended.

Limited Land Division Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect land from ongoing fragmentation by limiting land divisions.

Engagement feedback:

Limited comments were received in relation to the Limited Land Division Overlay. Broadly, the creation of the overlay was supported, and its intent to discourage division that results in an additional allotment was considered to reflect the intent of current Development Plan policies in areas to where the Overlay is proposed to apply. Key issues included:

- A need to revise DO 1 to provide greater guidance as its intent in current policy expression is considered unclear.

- This Overlay needs to be amended to include an additional Performance Outcome to assist in the assessment of boundary realignments to ensure that the number of existing allotments with a site area less than that specified in the relevant zone is not greater than the number that existed prior to the boundary realignment.

- Requests to apply the Overlay to other zones in the Code that similarly seek to discourage the division of land to create additional allotments, such as the Peri Urban Zone.

Clarification: The Limited Land Division Overlay applies to portions of zones in the Code where existing development plan requirements discourage division creating an additional allotment. The underlying development plan zoning of areas affected by the Overlay includes circumstances ranging from watershed areas and water protection areas to primary production land and township fringes. While these circumstances may seem unconnected, there are underlying concerns about the additional development expectations formed when a new allotment is created. Those concerns (e.g. to reduce potential environmental impacts on water supply areas; support local character or preserve long-term opportunities for agricultural production / changes in demand for commodities) differ between communities and council jurisdictions. The Code provides a basis to recognise those differences, accepting that jurisdictions may have formed an approach based on well-founded experiences and need to respond to different development and community pressures.
Commission’s Response:

DO 1 was revised and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to improve policy expression and clarify its intent.

An additional Performance Outcome (PO 1.2) was included in the Overlay as part of the Phase Two Amendment to guide the assessment of boundary realignment proposals. This specifically requires that land divisions involving boundary realignments occurs only where the number of resulting allotments with a site area less than that specified in the relevant Zone is not greater than the number that existed prior to the realignment.

Suggestions to expand spatial application of the Overlay are considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.153 AMEND to include an additional Performance Outcome to assist in the assessment of boundary realignments.

Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect the current and future extraction of key mineral and other resources by ensuring development has regard to potential environmental and amenity impacts generated by the operation of strategic mines or quarries.

Engagement feedback:

Limited submissions were received in relation to the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay.

Feedback included support for the Overlay and the potential to expand its application to identify and protect other strategic resource areas and key quarry sites (including in urban areas) and known economically workable deposits of minerals from incompatible development. This was also suggested in the absence of any rezoning of sites and was viewed as a way to better transition current development restrictions applying to areas surrounding some mining or quarry sites (i.e. by way of existing encumbrances or land management agreements), including the Gulfview Heights Quarry in the Salisbury Council area. In particular, the Code should recognise that residential uses within close proximity of the Gulfview Heights Quarry should be subject to additional policy under an Extractive Industry Area Overlay to reflect the existing encumbrance controls that relate to this area.

Commission’s Response:

In relation to opportunities to expand the application of the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay, in particular to protect strategic resource areas in urban areas, the overlay has only been applied in greenfield locations at this time to provide a level of protection for mineral resources from encroachment by sensitive uses such as residential development.

The application of more onerous land use requirements to established urban areas within separation distances of existing resources and operating quarries is considerably more complex and may require a
different approach to the one applied in this overlay. Management plans for these mines and quarries also have a role to play in managing potential impacts and mitigating complaints from residents in proximity to mining operations. Further application of the Overlay (or a new Overlay) to strategic resource areas in urban areas would require significant further investigation and is therefore not recommended or appropriate at this time.

With regard to recommendations to include additional or localised policies in the overlay (or a new overlay) to reflect existing encumbrance controls applying to existing quarries such as the Gulfview Heights Quarry in the Salisbury Council area, it is noted that while the existing Salisbury Council Development Plan includes policy in the Residential Hills Zone to the west of the quarry to discourage the creation of additional allotments within 500 metres of the Mineral Extraction Zone, no equivalent policy applies in the adjacent Residential Zones in Salisbury or Tea Tree Gully despite these zones also being within 500 metres of the Mineral Extraction Zone. It is also noted that most land allotments in the existing Residential Hills Zone in this location are already developed and redevelopment opportunities appear limited. This Residential Hills Zone is also proposed to transition to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone in the Code, which includes minimum site area and frontage Technical Numerical Variations (TNVs) that are likely to curtail further division in the subject area.

On this basis, there is considered to be no substantive benefit in introducing additional requirements via this Overlay (or a new Overlay) to further mitigate intensification of residential development in the location surrounding Gulfview Heights Quarry. Generally, the imposition of additional requirements to limit intensification of residential development near mineral resource operations should be applied based on planning merits and outcomes. The selective application of additional requirements to some residential areas and not others in similar circumstances (e.g. proximity to the same mineral resource) is not considered equitable or likely to help achieve wider objectives such as mitigating the number of residents exposed to mining operations.

In addition, following a review of the overlay based on feedback received on the Phase Two Amendment, there was concern that the referral trigger for development located within a Resource Extraction Zone could result in minor classes of development being referred to the relevant body. The referral as currently drafted in the Phase Three Amendment only excludes a limited range of developments and there is no discretion available to the relevant planning authority. The referral requirements associated with the overlay were therefore amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment by exempting the need for a referral where the development is, in the opinion of the relevant authority, minor in nature and would not warrant a referral when considering the purpose of the referral.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**E.154** AMEND the referral requirements associated with the overlay by exempting the need for a referral where the development is, in the opinion of the relevant authority, minor in nature and would not warrant a referral when considering the purpose of the referral.

**Significant Industry Interface Overlay**

*This overlay seeks to protect the operations of significant industries by ensuring further sensitive development is precluded due to their potential environmental and/or amenity impacts. It does this by ensuring that land division creating one or more additional allotments for residential purposes is a restricted form of development, and includes policies to guide other sensitive forms of development.*
Engagement feedback:

Concern was raised in relation to the absence of policy referencing industrial hazard risks. It was argued the Code has changed the policy emphasis to the management of interface matters (e.g. noise and dust). Council recommend the implementation of a new Overlay that is more suitable to the circumstances present on the Lefevre Peninsula.

Clarification:
The overlay has been introduced to address an existing situation that warrants a land use response to limit development in proximity to identified emissions and hazards. It could be argued that the planning authority has knowledge about the circumstances in question already and is therefore able to monitor the overlay’s relevance rather than place requirements on a landowner through amending the overlay provisions.

Commission’s response:

It is considered that refinements should be considered to the existing draft Significant Industry Interface Overlay to improve its intent, emphasising the need to mitigate intensification of sensitive receivers within the overlay area to mitigate community exposures to sources of hazard and emissions, rather than the protection of an existing industries (or other activities).

To enable more flexibility in application of the overlay in suitable circumstances, it is recommended that the overlay name not specifically reference significant industry, but rather interface management more broadly.

Furthermore, in areas where more significant controls are warranted to prevent new sensitive receivers located near significant hazards and environmental/amenity impacts, a new overlay is recommended.

Amendments based on additional information/investigation:

It is also considered appropriate to amend the overlay to include requirements associated with the division of land, being an activity not included under the definition of 'sensitive receiver'.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

E.155 CREATE new ‘Significant Interface Management Overlay’ which prevents the establishment of new, and intensification of sensitive receivers to mitigate community exposure to potential adverse hazards and environmental and amenity impacts generated by the lawful operation of proximate significant activities.

E.156 RENAME overlay to ‘Interface Management Overlay’.

E.157 DELETE DTS/DPF 1.1 and adapt for inclusion in DTS/DPF 1.1 and 1.2 of the new Significant Interface Management Overlay.

Advertisements General Development Policies

These policies seek to ensure advertisements are appropriate to their context, efficient and effective in communicating, limited in number to avoid clutter, and do not create hazard.

Engagement feedback:
Extensive feedback on the Advertisements General Development Policies was received from local government, industry, government agencies and the wider community.

Key feedback included:

- Introduction of policy that advertisements and/or advertising hoarding should be sited to avoid damage to, or pruning or lopping of, on-site landscaping and/or street trees.
- More policy is needed on how to deal with third party advertising and clarification of PO3.1 as to the use of the word ‘Primarily’ and the extent of third party advertisements possible.
- Changes to policy to restrict advertising within residential zones are needed.
- Requests for clarification and/or definition of advertising to include flags, bunting and streamers currently found in Development Plans.
- Policy is missing within the Code for maximum size and height requirements for advertisements and advertising hoardings as it relates to some zones (including Recreation Zone, Community Facilities Zone, Suburban Employment) particularly when it concerns freestanding signs.
- PO and DTS/DPF 2.2 should allow for more than one advertisement on larger sites with long road frontages where additional signs are unlikely to result in a proliferation.
- Numerical values for freestanding signs are needed.
- Provision for illuminated signs in DTS/DPF 4.1 should be made when the signs are separated from a sensitive receiver (e.g. 25m).

**Clarification:** PO 4.1 aims to address the effects of light spill from advertisements on sensitive receivers. Such effects depend on the size of the advertisement and/or level (brightness) of the illumination, as well as existing background lighting levels. Further work will inform a policy approach to this issue.

- In regard to DTS/DPF criteria, referencing to ‘road widening’ is difficult to determine objectively and part (b) of DTS/DPF 1.3 should be removed.
- The content of Table 1 is incomplete.

**Clarification:** Table 1 was intended to consolidate requirements around the scale of advertisements, however, such requirements have been included within relevant zones. As such, the table does not serve its purpose and can be removed.

- There is concern that if the sign area exceeds the DTS, no other criteria is provided within Table 1 that will provide some assessment criteria to what should be deemed as appropriate.
- Amend PO 1.2 as follows: ‘Where possible, advertisements in the public realm integrated with existing structures and infrastructure’.
- The design criteria should be more explicit, i.e. signage designed respective of buildings or site of historical significance or heritage value and reference character of the rural or urban landscape.
- Clarification is needed about the permissibility (or otherwise) of A-Frame and moveable signs.
- Signs that primarily use an architectural or sculptural form (rather than text) to identify with the on-site enterprise should have maximum dimensions that approximate with those recommended for free-standing signs.
- Illustrations are needed to support policy and definitions to provide greater guidance to planners.
- Where a Future Road Widening Overlay applies, then (in most circumstances) the proposed property boundary realignment will not be known with any degree of certainty and the provision will be incapable of objective application. Therefore, recommend that DTS/DPF 1.3(b) be deleted.
- Policies that guide temporary advertisement hoardings or shrouds generally and for the screening of construction sites have not been included in the Code.
- Sky signs are undesired and LED signs are lacking detail in the Code and guidance on these structures is paramount in the city.
• Request for additional policy relating to vending machines and automatic teller machines to
maintain the character and continuity of activity along street frontages, maintain good visibility from
the street or public places for security, and not disrupt pedestrian movement.

**Clarification:** There are potential implications associated with any policy change that requires some
level of investigation to inform policy development and avoid an unintended level of clutter / untidiness
across different zones (e.g. allowances for multiple signs might impact rural amenity where an
allotment contains multiple businesses).

**Commission's Response:**

The request for the introduction of policy that advertisements and/or advertising hoarding should be sited
to avoid damage to, or pruning or lopping of, on-site landscaping or street trees is acknowledged. Where
signage affects a significant or regulated tree, those parts of the Code relating to trees will apply and
guide the development. Landscaping that is required by way of a condition of consent or shown as part of
a development will affect the ability, or otherwise, of an advertisement to be sited. The Code requires that
advertisements and/or advertising hoardings are contained within the boundaries of the site. Where such
structures impact a street tree, this will be managed outside the scope of the Code. Accordingly, no
additional policy relating to landscaping or street trees is supported by the Commission.

In response to requests for more policy on how to deal with third party advertising and clarification of PO
3.1, this Performance Objective has been amended to clarify the outcome being sought in relation to
‘Advertising Content’ to better inform performance assessments when advertisements are proposed that
are not related to a use on the same site (e.g. assist to mitigate the overall extent and proliferation of
advertising material).

In response to feedback requesting changes to policy to restrict advertising within residential zones, this
is best placed within each zone, rather than a general policy regarding advertisements. Where
appropriate, each zone will address this issue.

Requests to identify numerical values for freestanding signs and policy within the Code for maximum size
and height requirements for advertisements and advertising hoardings is acknowledged, particularly as it
relates to some zones. This detail appears in each relevant zone, rather than in the general policy
regarding advertisements. Table 1 was intended to consolidate requirements around the scale of
advertisements, however, such requirements have been included within relevant zones. As such, the
table does not serve its purpose and can be removed.

In response to requests that PO and DTS/DPF 2.2 allow for more than one advertisement on larger sites
with long road frontages where additional signs are unlikely to result in a proliferation, amendments
include an allowance for multiple advertisements to be accommodated on larger sites taking into account
different settings (e.g. urban, township, rural).

In response to illuminated signs in DTS/DPF 4.1 should be made when the signs are separated from a
sensitive receiver (e.g. 25m), the Commission notes PO 4.1 aims to address the effects of light spill from
advertisements on sensitive receivers. Such effects depend on the size of the advertisement and / or
level (brightness) of the illumination, as well as existing background lighting levels. Further work will
inform a policy approach to this issue in future generations of the Code.

In reference to DTS/DPF criteria, references to ‘road widening’ in DTS/DPF 1.3 have been removed.
Amendments have been made to PO 1.2 requiring advertisements to conceal their supporting structure.
The Commission acknowledges the request for more explicit design criteria in respect of buildings or sites of historical significance or heritage value. PO 1.1 seeks advertisements that are compatible and integrated with the design of the building and/or land they are located on. This requires regard to heritage values and historic context.

Queries about the permissibly (or otherwise) for A-Frame and moveable signs are noted, however in most instances these signs are not development and are managed by other legislation.

The feedback regarding signs that primarily use an architectural or sculptural form (rather than text) to have maximum dimensions that approximate with those recommended for free-standing signs is acknowledged. The size provisions within each zone will apply to such signage.

The Commission does not support the request to include illustrations to support policy and definitions with regard to advertisements.

The Commission acknowledges feedback regarding the policies that guide temporary advertisement hoardings or shrouds generally and for the screening of construction sites has not been included in the Code. It is acknowledged that such hoardings and shrouds are temporary and in many cases necessary. Notwithstanding the temporary nature of such advertisements, the general policies will still apply including those that require advertisements and/or advertising hoardings of a scale and size appropriate to the character of the locality. Given that these advertisements are not permanent and are removed at the completion of construction, additional specific policy addressing them is not considered warranted.

The Commission notes council feedback that sky signs are undesired and provisions relating to LED signs are lacking detail in the Code. PO 1.1 seeks advertisements are compatible and integrated with the design of the building and/or land they are located on, with the associated DTS/DPF noting that where located above a canopy, advertisements are flush with a wall, do not have any part rising above parapet height and are not attached to the roof of the building. No additional provisions are considered necessary by the Commission.

The request for additional policy relating to vending machines and automatic teller machines to maintain the character and continuity of activity along street frontages, maintain good visibility from the street or public places for security, and not disrupt pedestrian movement is acknowledged. Where these include advertisements, policies will continue to apply relating to proliferation of advertisements being minimised to avoid visual clutter and untidiness.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

**E.158** AMEND PO 3.1 to clarify the outcome being sought in relation to ‘Advertising Content’ to better inform performance assessments when advertisements are proposed that are not related to a use on the same site (e.g. assist to mitigate the overall extent and proliferation of advertising material).

**E.159** AMEND DTS/DPF 5.3 to remove reference to other DTS policies and instead stipulate that advertisements are not located in a public road or rail reserve, and are located outside of corner cut-off areas.

**E.160** REMOVE Table 1 – Maximum Size and Height Requirements, including references to this table (DTS/DPF 1.5) from the Code.
Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping General Development Policies

These policies seek to ensure that animals are kept at a density not beyond the carrying capacity of the land and in a manner that minimises their adverse effects on the environment, local amenity and surrounding development. Note: Policy relating to more intensive animal keeping, including dairies and aquaculture, are contained in Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies General Development Policies.

Engagement feedback:

A range of feedback was received from councils, state agencies and the community in relation to the Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping General Development Policy module. Key matters raised included the following:

- A need to address observed administrative errors and relocation of policy to better reflect its content (e.g. PO 2.3 refers to kennelling but falls under the heading of ‘Horse Keeping’).

- Opportunities are needed to include more tailored or additional policies to guide assessment of emerging activities such as ‘doggy day care’ (i.e. which may not align with uses such as kennelling) and non-traditional domestic pet keeping (e.g. pigs, goats and llamas).

- There is a need to transition existing policy in The Barossa Council Development Plan regarding fencing for animal keeping and site requirements for horse keeping.

- Queries were raised regarding the need for kennels to be sited in association with a permanent dwelling on the land as required by DTS/DPF 3.3.

- Further clarity is required in terms of the relationship between these general policies and the ‘Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies’ General Development Policies, in particular to ensure appropriate separation of intensive animal keeping activities (e.g. piggeries) from sensitive dwellings and whether intensive animal husbandry should be subject to public notification.

Clarification:

Policy relating to intensive animal keeping activities are contained in the separate ‘Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies’ General policy provisions. The Land Use Definitions in the Code specifically define intensive animal husbandry to include activities such as piggeries, feedlots, poultry hatcheries and batteries, and broiler sheds. The ‘Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies’ General policy provisions therefore cover intensive animal husbandry beyond simply dairies. Applications for many such activities also require referral to the EPA under the Code to provide expert technical assessment, which includes consideration of appropriate separation distances to sensitive residential development depending on local or site-specific circumstances. Intensive animal husbandry is also subject to notification in a number of Zones/Subzones, in particular where sensitive uses are intended.

- Exclusion of criteria outside the scope of a planning assessment, specifically use of the phrases ‘carrying capacity of the land’ in DO 1 and ‘minimise potential transmission of disease’ in PO 1.2.

Clarification:

The policy expression, ‘carrying capacity of the land’ already exists in current development plans and the SA Planning Policy Library, and is applied as a means to control the density of animal keeping. It is considered appropriate to retain and apply this concept in the Code.
Revision of policy expression to apply to broader contexts in relation to flood events (i.e. to consider rarer flooding and rainfall events in response to climate change) and wastewater land application areas (i.e. as opposed to septic tank effluent disposal areas) is needed.

Clarification:

The term ‘septic tank effluent disposal area’ or ‘septic tank effluent drainage field’ has been applied consistently throughout existing development plans, and its meaning is well recognised by practitioners and the community. These terms also appear throughout the Code based on this clear understanding. While it is acknowledged that the term ‘wastewater land application areas’ is applied in other jurisdictions, it is therefore not considered appropriate to apply this term in the Code at this time.

With regard to rainfall and flood events, the Code generally seeks to ensure that development is designed and sited to manage/accommodate or avoid pollution in a 100-year ARI flood event (or 1% AEP). This is based on contemporary planning standards in most jurisdictions across Australia and baseline information derived from stormwater analysis, scenario planning and flood mapping prepared by a number of Greater Adelaide councils to support Stormwater Management Plans. While some locations (particularly internationally) are moving towards planning for rarer events, such as a 1 in 500 year or 1 in 1000-year event, this has not yet been the case with the SA planning system and requires further review / investigation and establishment of baseline data prior to any future changes to the Code.

Commission’s Response:

The Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping General policy provisions in the Code have been drafted to comprise policy from the existing Animal Keeping General policy module contained in the SA Planning Policy Library. Policy relating to more intensive forms of animal keeping, including dairies and aquaculture, are addressed elsewhere in the Code in the ‘Intensive Animal Keeping and Dairies’ and ‘Aquaculture’ General provisions.

With regard to suggestions to include additional policies to guide the assessment of the keeping of non-traditional domestic pets (e.g. pigs, goats and llamas), it is acknowledged that policies have traditionally focused on forms of animal keeping that may give rise to greater environmental impacts or land use conflicts such as horse keeping and the kennelling of dogs. While the keeping of less traditional domestic pets may be increasing in popularity, it is not considered practical for the Code to list all potential animals that may conceivably be kept on land. POs 1.1 and 1.2 of the General Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping policy provisions are also intended to guide the assessment of any form of animal keeping, in particular to ensure such activities do not create adverse environmental or amenity impacts or increase potential for transmission of disease. The keeping of various types of animals is also addressed through individual council by-laws and it is not the intent of the Code to override local requirements in this regard.

In relation to requests to remove conflicting policy in DTS/DPF 2.2, the reference stating that no DTS/DPF criteria is applicable was removed as part of the Phase Two Amendment in favour of other criteria included in this provision. Further, reference in PO 2.3 to ‘kennel flooring’ under the horse keeping provisions was also amended to correctly refer to ‘stable flooring’ as part of the Phase Two Amendment.

With regard to concerns that DTS/DPF 3.3 requires kennels to be sited in association with a permanent dwelling on the land, the intent of the performance objective (PO 3.3) is to ensure that dogs are regularly observed and managed to minimise nuisance impact on adjoining sensitive receivers from animal behaviour. This outcome is often more likely to be achieved where kennels are established with an associated residence i.e. (caretaker’s residence) and the DTS/DPF therefore affords greater opportunity.
for the establishment of a kennel in these circumstances. This policy does not, however, preclude the establishment of kennels on an allotment where a permanently occupied dwelling is not located subject to further assessment.

Suggestions to include more tailored or additional policies to guide assessment of emerging activities such as ‘doggy day care’ (i.e. which may not align with uses such as kennelling) are acknowledged. While such facilities may not align with the definition of ‘intensive animal keeping’ under the current Development Regulations 2008, the Land Use Definitions in the Code now make a distinction between ‘Intensive animal husbandry’, ‘low intensity animal husbandry’ and ‘animal keeping’, with the latter including “the boarding (short or long term), keeping, breeding or training of animals, except horses and/or commercially kept livestock”. This definition (Column C) specifically includes dog kennelling, which would have similar impacts to day care facilities for dogs. Applications for dog day care facilities will be Performance Assessed under most zones in the Code and should therefore be assessed against policy provisions contained in the Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping General policy of the Code, including PO 1.1 and PO 1.2 to ensure such activities do not create adverse environmental or amenity impacts, as well as a range of other policies in the Code to manage interfaces with adjacent uses (e.g. within Interface between Land Use General provisions).

With regard to suggestions to transition local policy in the existing Barossa Council Development Plan relating to fencing for animal keeping (e.g. to require fencing to be open and constructed using new materials), it is noted that many forms of fencing are excluded from the definition of ‘development’ under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017, and therefore do not require lodgement of a development application for approval. It is therefore not considered appropriate to include specific requirements relating to fencing for animal keeping within the Code.

Further, policies in the existing Barossa Council Development Plan relating to site features for horse keeping (i.e. minimum size and dimensions for horse stables, shelters and holding yards) are similarly reflected in a number of other development plans. Notwithstanding this, there are differences between these plans in relation to the preferred / desired minimum sizes and dimensions for stables, shelters and yards based on local circumstances. Given these differences, it is not appropriate or practical to include such provisions or criteria in the Code without more robust review and engagement.

While suggestions that PO 1.2 relating to minimising potential transmission of disease between animal keeping operations is outside the scope of planning assessment are acknowledged, disease transmission between animal species is paramount to manage and mitigate, particularly to protect commercial operations. Existing policy provisions in development plans also seek to address this issue, including for more intensive operations such as aquaculture. Appropriate siting of animal keeping areas through the planning and development system can be an effective means to address this issue, and such policies are considered appropriate to retain in the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

No changes recommended.

**Aquaculture General Development Policies**

*These policies encourage development of aquaculture facilities in an ecologically, economically and socially sustainable manner to support an equitable sharing of marine, coastal and inland resources and mitigate conflict with other water-based and land-based uses.*
Engagement feedback:

A limited amount of feedback on the Aquaculture General Development Policies was received, focussing on references to storm or flood events and the consideration of future flood hazard with regard to the impacts of the projected urban infill and climate change.

Specific feedback included:

- Policy on separation distances for land-based aquaculture from DTS/DPF 1.1 should be removed as such developments are required to be referred to the EPA under Part 9 of the Code (unless ‘wastewater is discharged to an approved wastewater management system’).

  **Clarification:**

  The referral trigger in Part 9 of the Code relates to all land-based aquaculture when it involves the discharge of wastewater to marine or inland waters or onto land. A referral is not required if the disposal of wastewater is to an approved wastewater management facility.

  The separation distances in DTS/DPF 1.1 are a combination of the following:

  - the EPA’s *Evaluation distances for effective air quality and noise management document*, which establishes evaluation distances for various components of an aquaculture activity, including a ‘pump-ashore’ (coastal flow through) which attracts the greatest separation distance of 200m – and the Code applies this to any sensitive receiver
  
  - established land use policy in Development Plans, which requires land based aquaculture to be located 500m from a township, settlement or urban area.

  The separation distances proposed in the Code appear to be aimed at mitigating potential noise generated by pumps and the like, which does not appear to be the primary reason behind the referral trigger. That is, if wastewater from land based aquaculture were to be deposited to an approved wastewater management facility the referral is not required irrespective of whether a pump-ashore forms part of the proposal.

  DTS/DPF 1.1 (a) is the only new requirement and provides additional guidance that is reflective of evaluation distances recognised by the EPA. On this basis it is proposed to be retained pending any clarification from the EPA about how the separation requirement might affect a referral to it for land based aquaculture.

- Policies that are subject to requirements under the *Aquaculture Regulations 2016* should be removed

  **Clarification:**

  At this stage aquaculture development outside of an Aquaculture Zone under the Aquaculture Act is not an exempt form of development under the PDI Act. As such, the Code needs to contain enough policy for proper consideration of aquaculture proposals by a relevant planning authority and to defend determinations in the court if needed. This means there may be overlay between planning requirements and licencing requirements from a proponent’s perspective. Although this is less than ideal, information provided to PIRSA to inform a licence application might also be used in the planning assessment process and vice versa.

  In terms of the administrative arrangement related to this, the Code includes a referral to the Minister for the time being administering the Aquaculture Act 2001 for any aquaculture development.
One submission noted that existing Development Plan policy content which deals with the siting of aquaculture sites taking into account ‘traditional indigenous and commercial fishing grounds’ has not transitioned to the Code.

**Clarification:**
The impact of 'commercial fishing grounds' should be considered by PIRSA when issuing licences under the Aquaculture Act 2001. Indigenous fishing grounds' are better considered under other legislation that addresses Aboriginal heritage sites or processes for Native Title determinations.

Reference to storm or flood events should consider the future flood hazard with regards to the impacts of the projected urban infill and climate change over the likely lifetime of development e.g. 30 years. Therefore, all flood studies that underpin decisions in the Code need to include consideration of climate change and urban infill scenarios so that a relevant scenario can be referenced when assessing for flood risk.

It is suggested that development should have regard to rarer events (1:500 AEP, 1:1000 AEP) to reflect the general expectation that the rarer events will become more frequent with climate change and/or urban infill. Consider including additional PO to capture rarer events.

**Commission's Response:**

The Commission does not support the adoption of reference to rarer events (i.e. 1:500 AEP, 1:1000 AEP), noting that future updates are anticipated as further investigations are completed and data on flooding becomes available.

The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay will be updated in the future as investigations into flooding are undertaken and data regarding flooding becomes available.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

**E.161** REMOVE policies that unnecessarily duplicate licencing requirements under the *Aquaculture Regulations 2016* (PO 2.8 and 3.3).

*Note: Other changes to aquaculture provisions in the Code will be a matter of ongoing dialogue between the Department and PIRSA to determine Code content based on responsibilities or changes to responsibilities under the respective legislative instruments.*

**E.162** AMEND PO 2.2 to clarify the intended outcome (e.g. mitigate environmental harm from the build-up of waste in marine aquaculture sites).

**Beverage Production in Rural Areas General Development Policies**

*These policies seek to mitigate the potential amenity and environmental impacts of value-adding beverage production facilities such as wineries, distilleries, cideries and breweries. The policies are based on existing development plan policies associated with wineries.*
Feedback on the Beverage Production in Rural Areas General Development module focussed on the following matters:

- Rewording the general module to drop reference to rural areas, and simply state ‘Beverage Production General Development Policy.’ This would enable Phase Three councils and other relevant areas to apply the policy measures to non-rural areas.
- The inclusion of other beverage facilities which fall outside the ambit of ‘brewery, cidery, distillery and winery’ as explicitly mentioned in DO 1.
- The revision of DTS/DPF 1.5 to remove reference to ‘48 hours’ as it is considered prohibitive and unrealistic by industry.
- The inclusion of 48-hour maximum for solid waste to be removed, to be prescribed in PO 1.5.
- Rewording PO 1.1 policies to refer to sensitive receivers to provide further protection to these land uses.
- Introduction of a ‘connection in place’ policy that reflects current development plans to discourage the establishment of beverage facilities which have no connection to place.
- Inclusion of a definition for ‘Cellar Door’ to Part 8 – Administrative Definitions, to provide guidance as to what constitutes a cellar door.

Commission’s Response:

The policy in this module is primarily intended to address environmental and amenity impacts from alcoholic beverage production and the associated impacts (such as odour and noise) in rural areas, and as such, policy change to widen its intent is not considered necessary.

The module was approved to apply in regional area through the approval of the Phase Two Amendment, and is considered suitable to apply in rural areas that are affected by the Phase Three Amendment.

Commission’s Recommendations:

No changes recommended.
Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities General Development Policies

These policies encourage facilities for the bulk handling and storage of agricultural, mineral, petroleum, rock, ore or other similar commodities to be designed to minimise adverse impacts on transport networks, the landscape and surrounding land uses. It includes minimum separation buffers from sensitive land uses through deemed-to-satisfy requirements for specific bulk handling and storage facilities, such as coal or bulk petroleum storage.

A limited amount of feedback on the Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities General Development Policies was received, focussing on terminology, separation distances and visual impact.

Key feedback included:

- A request to include a definition for Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities to limit future misinterpretation.

  Clarification: The ordinary meaning of the term ‘building handling and storage facility’ is considered sufficient, and as such, a land use definition is not warranted.

- The need to establish minimum separation distances for all bulk handling facilities from sensitive receptors.

- Amendments to bulk handling and storage facilities should incorporate landscaping to assist with screening and dust filtration and to contribute to tree canopy cover throughout metropolitan Adelaide.

- The requirements in DTS/DPF 1.1 should either define ‘bulk petroleum storage’ or provide detail as to capacity limits within the DTS criteria (similar to coal handling in part (c) of the same policy).

- The DTS/DPF 1.1 criteria should include the nature and extent of requirements that trigger a referral to the EPA for advice.

- DTS/DPF 1.1 potentially misrepresents the intent behind the use of evaluation distances and their referral triggers where separation distances applied to impact-generating uses may vary according to factors like scale, method of storage, facility management and environmental conditions.

- PO 1.1 needs to be redrafted to apply to facilities up to the time a referral is triggered. Visual impacts should be minimised by integrating them into the building design and screening them from public view (e.g. fencing, landscaping and built form).

Commission’s Response:

Changes to the Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities General Development Policies were incorporated into the Phase Two Amendment as a result of agency, council and industry feedback. This included provisions requiring that facilities for the handling, storage and dispatch of commodities in bulk (excluding processing) meet minimum separation distances from sensitive receivers.

The Commission acknowledges the comments relating to landscaping and visual impacts associated with Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities. PO 2.1 and 2.2 require bulk handling and storage facilities to incorporate a buffer area for the establishment of dense landscaping adjacent road frontages the incorporation of landscaping to assist with screening and dust filtration.
Commission's Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.163 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to apply to development types in a manner that mitigate the potential for inadequate separation requirements being applied under the Code to developments that are subject to referral to the EPA under the Code for advice.

Forestry General Development Policies

These policies ensure commercial forests are designed and sited to maximise economic benefits whilst managing potential negative impacts on the environment, transport networks, surrounding land uses and landscapes.

Limited feedback on the Forestry General Development Policies was received from local government and agencies, focussing on clearance, watercourse setbacks and guidance for carbon absorption plantings.

Key feedback included:

- Request clarification of watercourse reference locations and definitions
- Amendments to carbon sequestration and carbon capture policy are required to ensure the policy is not unnecessarily restrictive for carbon farming
- Policies used for the assessment of commercial forest operations (e.g. PO 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4) may unduly limit areas that are suitable for carbon planting.
- The setback requirement in PO 1.4 relating to reserves constituted under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972 or wilderness areas constituted under the Wilderness Protection Act 1992 is queried as it could be taken to apply to fire breaks and access tracks and therefore reduce the amount of land available for forestry activities.

Clarification: The setback requirements in the Code establish a setback expectation for DTS/DPF purposes. Plantation trees, access tracks etc. that do not meet the setback will be determined on a case-by-case basis against the corresponding PO. Land within the 50m reserve buffer area may be used if the application can demonstrate a lesser distance satisfies the outcome.

Commission's Response:

Existing development plan policies on carbon plantings were not core state-based requirements and only appear in a limited number of development plans. The requirements have not transitioned into the Code as they seek to encourage environmental plantings rather than provide for the assessment of commercial forestry generally, which is the main purpose of the module. No additional changes are proposed to the Forestry General Development Policies.

Commission's Recommendation:

No changes recommended.
Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies General Development Policies

These policies encourage development of intensive animal husbandry and dairies in locations that are protected from encroachment by sensitive receivers in a manner that minimises their adverse effects on amenity and the environment.

A small number of comments were received on the Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies General Development policies from councils, industry and members of the public:

- Policies should discourage the establishment of intensive animal keeping and ancillary uses in high-flood risk areas.
- AEP Flood Event referenced in PO 2.1 should include reference to rarer flood events to reflect the increased likelihood of such events in the event of climate change and urban infill scenarios.
- Separation distances related to noise and air emissions should apply to all uses that fall under the ambit of intensive animal husbandry in DTS/DPF 1.4, in addition to dairies.
- Spatial mapping that depicts ‘third order or higher streams’ as referenced in PO 3.1 and DTS/DPF 3.1 to provide guidance to applicants and relevant authorities is needed.

**Clarification:** The inclusion of this spatial layer would capture an immense amount of data, which has not been fully surveyed. Definition of third order or higher stream is available from the EPA and is defined as where second order streams join, they form a third order stream.

Commission’s Response:

This module is comprised of policy from the existing SAPPL Animal Keeping general policy relating to more intense activities (e.g. poultry sheds, piggeries and dairies) without fundamental change to scope or intent, separate from policy relating to less intensive animal keeping such as kennels and horse keeping.

In relation to requests for specific setback distances to be included for all uses that fall under the ambit of intensive animal husbandry in DTS/DPF 1.4, it is noted that this provision only serves as a Designated Performance Feature (DPF) to guide performance assessment as dairies are not activities which attract a DTS pathway. Other land uses captured under the definition of intensive animal husbandry within Part 7 of the Code would also require performance assessment and in many cases a referral to the EPA or an EPA Licence. As such it is not considered necessary to include specific setback provisions within the Code. For these reasons, no changes are recommended to this module.

Commission’s Recommendations:

No changes recommended
Interface Between Land Uses General Development Policies

These policies ensure development is located and designed to mitigate adverse effects on or from neighbouring and proximate land uses. It seeks to reduce conflict and protect health by addressing interface issues such as land use separation, overshadowing, noise and vibration, and air quality.

The development industry requested the following:

- Overshadowing requirements should be tempered in relation to higher density and scale zones
- Noise policy should be managed not minimised
- Light spill policy should seek to manage light spill, not eliminate it

Councils requested the following:

- The inclusion of hours of operation in relation to non-residential activity in neighbourhood type zones
- Provision of additional guidance in relation to solar access for solar panels
- Interface issues need to take into account sensitive receivers that have been approved but not yet constructed.

Comments were also received for buffer distances to be included in relation to additional activities or be specified as a DTS/DPF where there isn’t one specified.

**Clarification:** The overshadowing provisions specify the requirements for light access for adjacent residential uses in relation to windows and private / communal open space, as well as generally in relation to solar panels. Overshadowing policy will apply to performance-assessed development. It will not apply to development classified as deemed-to-satisfy.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Interface Between Land Uses General Module is largely considered to be suitable, with a number of key issues addressed through the approval process for the Phase Two Amendment (such as Sunday hours of operation).

However, considering issues in a more intense urban context is important.

**Hours of operation**

Impacts from commercial activity are as a result of intensity and scale. In residential areas only small-scale intensity activities are envisaged, so impacts will inherently be minor. Standard hours of operation are considered appropriate.

**Overshadowing**

Standard overshadowing requirements in relation to windows and private / communal open space of adjacent residential uses will be more difficult to meet in infill / medium to high scale zones and may inhibit achieving desired outcomes for those zones, so tempering these requirements in such locations is supported. Accordingly, the Commission recommends adjusting the overshadowing provision in relation to windows and private / communal open space so that overshadowing is ‘minimised’ in relation to residential uses in neighbourhood zones, and ‘managed’ in other zones, and related DTS / DPF provisions to qualify their effect in relation to adjacent residential development within a neighbourhood-type zone is also warranted.
Assessment of solar access in relation to solar panels is considered best left as a performance-assessed matter as some subjective evaluation will be needed.

**Noise policy**

Noise policy is mostly framed around not unreasonably impacting on the amenity of adjacent sensitive receivers, which is considered appropriate. In relation to bedrooms, policy seeks to minimise impacts which is considered appropriate given health considerations and the effect noise can have on sleep. Various comments were received around wording and more prescriptive policy, however outcomes are considered to be sufficiently addressed and enable suitable performance assessment.

In relation to policy addressing noise from a licenced premises, this should be expanded to also deal with licensed entertainment premises (which are envisaged in some zones).

It should also be noted that additional requirements apply to some mixed use locations through the application of the Noise and Emissions Overlay, including in relation to noise from high-volume roads where relevant. Additional policy in relation to music noise is recommended in relation to the Noise and Emissions Overlay.

**Light spill**

Light spill policy seeks to not cause unreasonable light spill impact on adjacent sensitive receivers (rather than eliminate it), which is considered appropriate.

The suggestion to amend PO 6.5 in the Transport Access and Parking General Module to soften it by replacing the need for floodlit entry points to ‘sufficiently lit entry points’ is supported.

**Separation of land uses**

Requests for buffer distances for additional activities (or a numbered DTS/DPF for those that don’t currently have one) are acknowledged. However, buffer distances have been included generally for activities where these could be established with some certainty and consistency (typically based on current development plan criteria).

A minor change is recommended to clarify that the intent of the policy also applies to lawfully approved development.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

E.164 AMEND DTS/DPF 9.5 to establish separation requirements for sensitive receivers that are equitable with requirements for the siting and referral requirements applied to bulk storage facilities.

E.165 AMEND DTS/DPF criteria relating to hours of operation to include allowances for Sunday trading and differentiate ‘restaurant’ from the umbrella term ‘shop’ to recognise different operating requirements.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

E.166 AMEND PO 3.1 & 3.2 so that the outcome is to ‘minimise’ overshadowing in relation residential uses in neighbourhood type zones, and to ‘manage’ in relation to residential uses in all other zones.
E.167 AMEND DTS/DPF 3.1 and 3.2 so it only relates to adjacent residential uses in neighbourhood-type zones.

E.168 AMEND PO 4.5 to include licensed premises.

E.169 AMEND policy through the module to refer to ‘lawfully approved’ activity / use in addition to ‘existing’ activity / use – for example PO 1.1 would read ‘Sensitive receivers are designed and sited to protect residents and occupants from adverse impacts generated by lawfully existing land uses (or lawfully approved land uses) and land uses desired in the zone.

E.170 AMEND DTS/DPF 9.5 regarding separation from sensitive receivers to provide different distances depending on the nature of the commodity.

Resource Extraction General Development Policies

These policies ensure resource extraction activities (i.e. mining) are developed in a manner that minimises human and environmental impacts.

Limited feedback was received regarding the Resource Extraction General Development Policy module:

- A number of councils suggested that additional policy should be included to address site rehabilitation, including through reference to rehabilitation plans.
  
  Clarification: Site rehabilitation is largely addressed as a condition of planning consent therefore additional general development policies are not considered necessary.

- It was noted that the Resource Extraction General Development Policy Module did not appear to have been applied to any of the zones within the Code.
  
  Clarification: Resource extraction activities are mostly regulated under the Mining Act 1971 and as such, planning applications are generally limited to borrow pits or activities where the mined resource will not be sold. These applications are therefore quite rare and unpredictable in nature. As a result, it is considered more appropriate to allow resource extraction activities to be assessed under the entire Code as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’.

- One industry group suggested that very few mining operations do not materially impact the landscape and that it was unreasonable to expect minimal damage. It was considered reasonable however to require the reclamation of disturbed areas.

- One council suggested the need to include policy that identifies and protects known economically workable deposits of minerals from incompatible development.
  
  Clarification: Policies that identify and protect known economically workable deposits of minerals from incompatible development are provided through application of the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay and the Resource Extraction Zone.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:
E.171 AMEND PO 1.1 to minimise landscape damage outside of areas necessarily disturbed to access and extract the resource.
Tourism Development General Development Policies

These policies seek tourism development built in locations that cater to the needs of visitors and positively contribute to South Australia’s economy.

Limited feedback was received in relation to the Tourism Development General policy provisions, with submissions predominately received from councils:

- It was suggested that additional policies may be needed to guide siting and development of tourism operations where located in areas of environmental significance to manage impacts on native vegetation, biodiversity and landscape amenity.

- Several submissions sought a review of DO 1 and PO1.1 to further reference environmentally sustainable tourism as well as surrounding environmental contexts.

- It was suggested that policy guidance for tourism development in rural areas relating to value-adding activities, processing of farm produce and reuse of existing buildings should be addressed.

**Clarification:** Various environmental, landscape, heritage and resource issues are addressed by other components of the Code. In addition, effort has been made to support tourism and value-adding opportunities within rural locations through zone policies.

- It was suggested that tourism development policy should better recognise changing market needs and desires for unique experiences. Policies could also differentiate the type and scale of tourism development across the state rather than adopting a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.

**Commission’s response:** It is considered that form and scale of tourism development is largely addressed by other components of the Code, including individual zone policies, where applicable. Additional flexibility and guidance is provided through the Tourism Development General Development policies in referencing local, natural, cultural and historic contexts.

- It was also suggested that key tourism segments that are reflected in other strategic tourism documents, particularly in relation to SA’s natural landscapes, food and wine produce and events / functions should be captured.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

E.172 AMEND DO 1 to read ‘tourism development in suitable locations that caters to the needs of visitors and positively contributes to South Australia’s visitor economy.’

E.173 AMEND PO 1.1 to read ‘tourism development complements and contributes to local, natural, cultural or historical context where:

a) it supports immersive natural experiences
b) it showcases South Australia’s landscapes and produce
c) its events and functions are connected to local food, wine and nature.’

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:
E.174 CREATE policy to address tourism development in areas of environmental significance, such as areas constituted under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972.

Note: See associated discussion under Natural Resources and Environment > Conservation Zone of this report.
2.3 Natural Resources and Environment (N)

A high proportion of submissions received related to our Natural Resources and Environment, with a particular interest in climate change, zoning of National Parks and Wilderness Protection areas, coastal protection, native vegetation and flood mapping.

The following is a summary of the key issues raised, followed by an overview of the feedback received on specific zones/subzones/overlays/general development policies, the Commission’s response and associated recommendations.

The key issues identified in the natural resources and environment theme included:

- the need for additional land uses in the restricted tables within Conservation Zones or Parks (i.e. tourist accommodation, renewable energy facilities, farming)
- recommendation for new overlays for ‘Critical Habitat Areas’
- the extent of the Native Vegetation Overlay including its application within residential areas and townships
- the need for stronger policy to reduce further loss of tree canopy over the state and greater requirements for more and linked landscaped areas
- concern about the inadequacy of policy to combat urban heat from infill development
- concern regarding the loss of existing policies and level of protection of significant and regulated trees
- concern about the lack of policies to prepare developments for climate change, particularly over the life of the development
- the need for further policy development around stormwater management with increased infill development being more prevalent.

The development / implementation of more policies to mitigate climate change was of great importance to the community. The feedback recommended that policies be developed to guide sustainable development practices within the development industry including:

- measures to protect existing mature trees and mandating the inclusion of trees in any development
- mandating water-sensitive and energy-efficient building design
- large water tanks to be plumbed to the home
- permeable surface areas increased
- inclusion of energy generation i.e. individual or community solar systems
- reduction of heat caused by solid surfaces through the inclusion of more than one tree and increased landscaped cover
- policies to ensure developments are designed for their expected lifetime with regard to the changing climate
- application of energy-efficiency policies to different development types.
Changes to Natural Resources and Environment framework

The following summarises the zones, subzones and overlays relevant to this section and proposed name changes. The rationale behind these changes is described in the sections below.

**Intensity** | Zones (and Subzones in *italics*) | Overlays (cont.)
---|---|---
**Capital City** | *RENAME* City Park Lands Zone to Adelaide Park Lands Zone  
*DELETE* Adelaide Oval Subzone  
*DELETE* Eastern Park Lands Subzone | Hazards (Flooding)  
**NEW** Hazards (Flooding General)  
Historic Shipwrecks  
Marine Parks (Managed Use)  
Marine Parks (Restricted Use)  
Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1)  
Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2)  
Murray Darling Basin  
Native Vegetation  
State Significant Native Vegetation  
Prescribed Surface Water Area  
Prescribed Watercourses  
Prescribed Water Resources Area  
Prescribed Wells Area  
Ramsar Wetlands  
*RENAME* Regulated Tree to Regulated and Significant Tree  
*RENAME* River Murray Flood Plain to River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area  
*RENAME* River Murray Tributaries to River Murray Tributaries Protection Area  
**NEW** Scenic Quality  
Significant Landscape Protection  
**REMOVE** Sloping Land  
**NEW** Urban Tree Canopy  
**NEW** Stormwater Management  
Water Protection Area  
Water Resources  
**General Development Policies**  
Site Contamination  
Open Space and Recreation

**Suburban Areas and Townships** | Hills Face Zone  
Open Space Zone  
Recreation Zone |  
**Overlays (cont.)**

**Natural Areas** | Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone  
Conservation Zone  
**Dwelling Subzone**  
**Small Scale Settlement Subzone**  
**Visitor Experience Subzone**  
**Aquaculture and Recreation Subzone**  
**NEW** Shack Relocation Subzone  
Remote Areas Zone |  
**Overlays (cont.)**

**NEW** Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary  
Coastal Areas  
Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils)  
Hazards (Bushfire – Outback)  
Hazards (Bushfire – General Risk)  
Hazards (Bushfire – Medium Risk)  
Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk)  
Hazards (Bushfire – Regional)  
Hazards (Bushfire – Urban Interface)
General matters

Loss of tree canopy and urban heat

The community highly values tree canopy cover and significant feedback sought further policy development to reduce further loss of tree canopy, including requirements for more and linked landscaped areas. There was also concern that developments clear all vegetation from sites rather than considering the social and environmental benefits of existing mature vegetation on the land. Policy incentives for retaining existing trees on sites are therefore recommended for inclusion in the Code.

A number of submissions also sought additional policies encouraging the planting of native vegetation in new developments.

Multiple submissions were received from the community seeking strengthened policy to combat urban heat from infill development. This included suggestions such as the retention of mature large trees with canopies and increased percentage of landscaped areas within neighbourhoods (in both the public and private realm). Some feedback suggested that the Code does not currently align with, nor support the Government’s 30 Year Plan tree canopy target.

Replacement buildings

Concern was raised about the gap in the ability to assess or apply suitable requirements for ‘replacement buildings’ in areas of known hazards risk such as coastal or high bushfire hazard. There are many vulnerable coastal areas and medium to high bushfire risk areas, subject to various zones under the Code, where there is no DTS exception for replacement buildings to ensure coastal or bushfire hazards are addressed.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission recognises that there are a number of buildings in hazard risk areas, some of which have existed for a considerable period of time and that they, as a result of natural processes and the effects of climate change, may now be more vulnerable than when they were originally developed.

Therefore, the Commission considers it appropriate that where a building is to be replaced in a known hazard risk area, such as where coastal processes occur, or an area subject to medium to high bushfire risk, that an assessment of that risk should be undertaken, rather than an automatic approval being granted that may result in risk to property and life.

Commission’s Recommendations

N.1 AMEND ‘Replacement building’ in ‘Deemed- to- Satisfy Development Classification’ Table 2 for all Zones to include the Coastal Areas Overlay as an exclusion.

N.2 AMEND ‘Replacement building’ in ‘Deemed- to- Satisfy Development Classification’ Table 2 for all Zones to include the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) and Hazards (Bushfire – Medium Risk) Overlays as an exclusion.

Dolphin Sanctuary

During the consultation it was noted that no specific overlay has been provided for the Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary and that numerous zones, for example the Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands, Open Space, Infrastructure and Community Facilities and overlays e.g. Coastal Areas, Historic Shipwrecks, State Heritage Places and Water Resources apply over this area.
The submissions raised concern that while general stormwater and water-sensitive urban design policies (called up via the existing zones and overlays) will go some way to protecting receiving waters from pollution and may apply to development within and adjacent the sanctuary, there is only one PO that refers to the sanctuary in the Port Adelaide Centre Subzone. This it is considered that the importance of this area warrants an overlay with corresponding policies that seek to explicitly protect the resident dolphin population and the habitat on which they depend.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission recognises the importance of the Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary and that the Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary Act is recognised as a Special Legislative Scheme. The Commission therefore supports a specific overlay that provides guidance about stormwater and pollution management (amongst other things) to ensure the dolphin population and habitat is maintained, protected and restored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commission’s Recommendations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.3 CREATE an Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary Overlay to the gazetted Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Carbon Planting**

A number of respondents in the community, industries and agencies sought greater inclusion of carbon planting/sequestration in the Desired Outcomes and envisaged its use in policies such as the Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands and the Conservation zones.

However, it is also noted in submissions that inclusion of the term ‘carbon absorption’ in the definition for commercial forestry restricts the ability to promote carbon planting in some of these areas as other types of commercial forestry would not be appropriate.

Subsequently, a request that the definition for Commercial Forestry should include the ‘commercial exploitation of the carbon absorption capacity of the forest’ (i.e. carbon farming) to not adversely restrict farming for carbon capture and storage.

It was also recommended that the Code include additional policies to guide the establishment of carbon plantings, based on the Kangaroo Island Council Development Plan.

One local government authority raised concerns about the loss of agricultural land to ‘biodiversity planting’ and requested that biodiversity planting be considered ‘development’ and therefore able to be assessed and controlled particularly with regard to its effect on agricultural production.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission recognises that carbon sequestration or carbon planting is a key element of the Government’s Climate Change strategy and that the planning system has a role in achieving the goals in relation to carbon sequestration. However, given the complexities and consequences of changing the definition and the application of new policy, further consideration with key agencies is considered necessary and this will therefore be considered more closely as part of the second generation of the Code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commission’s Recommendations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Biodiversity and critical habitat

A high number of respondents, primarily from industry and community groups raised concern that there is inadequate policy to protect biodiversity and threatened fauna and species and critical habitat for these species, particularly compared with existing policy.

A number of these respondents called for a critical habitat or threatened species overlay to be applied where known breeding and movement occurs and habitat of critically endangered or threatened species is located. Others requested additional policy throughout the Code, particularly to reflect the role of open space areas in providing for biodiversity and other environmental health-related functions such as mitigating urban heat. The following is a summary of some of the key issues raised:

- There should be a general requirement for any development to avoid or minimise impacts on biodiversity. Although the introduction of the two native vegetation overlays will give some benefit to reducing development impacts on biodiversity, it is noted that the Code is generally light on mentions of species or habitat outside of native vegetation, conservation or coastal overlays or zones. It is important that biodiversity is recognised as being of value in almost every location and therefore it is recommended that more Code policies consider how to protect and enhance biodiversity. A threatened species overlay would be a useful addition for developers to appreciate where impacts on key habitats or species could be avoided.

- The Code has reduced the focus on the preservation of cultural, scientific, geological, natural habitat and ecosystems of the coastal and riverine environments by the promotion of insensitive land uses that may impact on the conservation role of these areas and lack of detailed guiding assessment policy.

- Based on the importance of biodiversity to human health and ecosystems, it was recommended that further work be undertaken to better recognise and protect biodiversity. In particular this work needs to address environmental assets located outside of areas of 'environmental significance' such as roadside vegetation; remnant native vegetation and habitat; urban habitat in trees and gardens; non-vegetated habitat (i.e. mud flats and rocky outcrops); some productive landscapes; and non-recognised native vegetation (i.e. grasslands and sedgelands).

- The lack of policies addressing biodiversity in the Open Space Zone and for open space areas is a significant shortcoming, given the priority focus of providing green space and canopy cover necessary for healthy living conditions. It was recommended that biodiversity value be incorporated in all relevant DOs for open space, with corresponding PO policy.

- The Code does not address State Planning Policy 4 – Biodiversity. Therefore, a ‘critical habitat’ and a ‘threatened species’ overlay should be created. This mapping is mostly already available and where it is not available, scientists and professionals in threatened species conservation should be consulted. New development in these areas should demonstrate how proactive efforts will be made to minimise impacts and promote species to recovery.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission acknowledges the importance of biodiversity for healthy functioning communities and environments and recognises that the SAPPL Natural Resources General Module contains policies for the protection and enhancement of biodiversity which is subsequently reflected in development plans across the State.
Policies for the protection of biodiversity in the Code are focussed in the Native Vegetation Overlay, the State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay and the Conservation Zone, with other more general policies located in the Land Division general module, seeking that land division retains areas of environmental significance.

However, the Commission recognises the opportunity for additional policies acknowledging the role of our urban and rural open space areas in providing for biodiversity as an immediate improvement and intends to work with the Department for Environment and Water in developing appropriate mapping and policy for the protection of the habitat, breeding areas and movement corridors of threatened or critically endangered species.

Commission’s Recommendations:

N.5 AMEND DO 1 of the Open Space Zone to recognise the importance of these areas for their role in biodiversity, tree canopy cover, urban cooling and visual relief.

N.6 AMEND DO 1 of the Open Space and Recreation General Module to recognise the importance of these areas for their role in biodiversity, community health, urban cooling, tree canopy cover, visual amenity, gathering spaces, wildlife and waterway corridors.

N.7 AMEND DO 1 of the Native Vegetation Overlay to reference how native vegetation helps to sustain biodiversity, threatened species and habitat.

Climate Change

A high number of respondents raised concern that there is inadequate policy to explicitly address climate change including highlighting that the words: ‘climate change’ are not used in the Code. A number of submissions suggested the inclusion of additional policies to address this. The following summarises the responses received regarding climate change policy in the Code:

- The Code relies on motherhood policy for climate change but real and measurable policy is required to promote better building outcomes.
- It is notable and surprising that the words ‘climate change’ are not specifically referenced as this does not reflect the urgent need for climate mitigation, adaptation and resilience. Now and in the future, land use choices will be impacted by increasing hazards, health impacts and threats to critical infrastructure.
- The Code must articulate the need for climate resilience in all forms of development including consideration of what, where and how we build to adequately mitigate future climate impacts and reduce carbon emissions.

Natural Hazards

- There is an need to adopt a risk-based approach to hazard management, particularly from threats such as flooding, coastal inundation and bushfires. The 2019/20 summer season’s catastrophic fire events have emphasised the need to seriously consider more radical changes in planning and design to keep citizens safe.
- All available hazard data should be included in the Code.
- A Heatwave Overlay should be developed.
- Other than in respect to the Coastal Areas Overlay, current and future risks, which are projected to increase in frequency and intensity as a result of climate change (e.g. heavier rainfall events),
are inadequately considered. There is also a gap on how risk is addressed over the lifetime of the development which requires the ability to project risks.

- It will be difficult to achieve the objectives of the State Planning Policy 5 Climate Change without inclusion of clear requirements in the Code that land use planners and developers consider climate change issues and ensure that all natural hazard risks to personal and public safety and property are assessed. It is suggested that reinstating the performance outcomes included in the Phase One draft relating to environmental protection and hazard risk minimisation, with the additional reference to future hazards under a changing climate, could remedy this.
- A general provision PO is needed that promotes hazard-risk minimisation and requires regard for the increasing severity and frequency of hazards (such as bushfire and flooding) associated with climate change. This is consistent with the approach in SAPPL and with State Planning Policy 5.5.
- Climate change risks and ways to mitigate and adapt to them need to be better articulated in Desired Outcomes & POs.
- The impact of increased rain intensity on land slip and soil erosion should be addressed, perhaps through WSUD provisions.

**Climate smart development**

- The Code needs to ensure that policies relating to climate change mitigation and adaptation (including promoting compact urban form, usable private and communal open space, soft landscaping, tree planting, WSUD and the environmental performance of buildings; minimising transport emissions; encouraging cool urban environments; and minimising energy and water consumption) seek to achieve these outcomes over the lifetime of the development with regard to how the climate will change over time and over the life of the development (e.g. choose plants that can cope, encourage additional shade etc.).
- Opportunities for passive solar design are needed.
- Zone Assessment Tables should reference the full suite of design provisions that contribute to climate-smart developments such as orientation, WSUD, landscaping.
- Electric vehicle charging in the general Transport, Access and Parking provisions should be provided through a new DTS.
- There are good sustainability and urban design quality POs in the city zones that should be applied in other high density zones e.g. the Urban Neighbourhood Zone.
- There is a need to promote shading, cooling, air quality and amenity in the public realm in a way that is functional, amenable and comfortable in current and future climatic conditions.
- Provisions should ensure that development conserves materials, energy and water.
- Landscaping POs should refer to green landscaping and its role in climate control, enhancing biodiversity, retaining rainwater, reusing stormwater and being more resilient to future climatic conditions.
- Residential zones need to ensure development:
  - reduces emissions and promotes resilience
  - enables trees and landscaping
  - maximises efficient use of water
  - provides for street tree planting
  - promotes walking, cycling and public transport use.

**Natural Environment**
• There are insufficient references to the need to make our natural environment more resilient to the impacts of climate change. The role the natural environment plays in contributing to climate resilience should be articulated, include a PO in the Coastal Areas Overlay.
• A PO that recognises the role of the natural areas including marine and coastal environments as blue and green carbon storage areas is needed.
• New provisions that address the cumulative impact of development and climate change on the natural environment should be included.
• A new overlay for biodiversity, canopy targets and greening priorities should be developed.
• The Regulated Tree Overlay should recognise the role of trees in contributing to places being more climate resilient.
• The Ramsar Wetland Overlay should include a PO that considers the impact of climate change on water quality and quantity.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission agrees that the planning system has a key role to play in ensuring that the built and natural environments are able to adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change. While many existing policies that promote climate-ready development have been included in the Code it is acknowledged that these achieve climate change outcomes but don’t reference climate change specifically. The Commission is making a number of amendments across multiple zones and overlays to make more explicit how future development can adapt to and mitigate the impacts of climate change.

The Commission also acknowledges that further work is required to improve the Code’s response to hazards, creating resilient development and recognising the role of the natural environment in supporting resilience.

The Commission recognises the importance of energy efficiency in building orientation and design and policies to address these issues are provided in the Land Division General Module, seeking good solar orientation of allotments and also in the Design General Module which encourages the appropriate siting of buildings and use of eaves, verandahs and other shading structures for example. However, the Commission also acknowledges the significant role that the National Construction Code plays in the energy efficiency of buildings through the energy efficiency rating scheme and subsequently the application of these general design policies is limited where a Deemed to Satisfy pathway is provided for a development type.

Centrally coordinated hazard mapping

This submission sought further collaboration between state and local governments to undertake centrally coordinated mapping of heat, bushfire, flood and coastal erosion and inundation hazards, and to fully integrate these into the planning policies and overlays.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission agrees and is currently working with agencies and local government to deliver the best and most accurate mapping that is available in relation to hazards. This is ongoing work.
City Park Lands Zone

This zone comprises a distinctive and culturally significant landscaped park and open space setting (for passive and active recreational uses) which is integral to the form and setting of the City of Adelaide.

A high volume of feedback was received on the City Park Lands Zone, which suggested the following key changes:

- Rename the zone ‘Adelaide Park Lands Zone’
- Include the six city squares in the zone
- Delete the Adelaide Oval and Eastern Park Lands Subzone and include zone-wide policies instead
- Include more descriptive Desired Outcomes
- Revise built form and character provisions to provide greater clarity regarding new buildings in the Park Lands, including:
  - a reduction of building floor area, fenced and paved areas
  - progressive return of alienated land to the Park Lands
  - reduction in the number and extent of buildings permitted
  - incorporation of the City of Adelaide’s Park Lands Building Design Guideline into the Code (or as a Design Standard)
- Remove Educational Establishment, Hotel, and Public Infrastructure from Restricted classification
- Reinsert concept plans or mapping to identify event locations, heritage places, alienated land to be returned to the Park Lands and bicycle networks
- Include the unique planning considerations of the current Development Plan Park Lands Zone on matters relating to movement and parking, advertising and fencing (rather than the general policy that applies across other zones that does not adequately recognise the unique qualities of the Adelaide Park Lands)
- Re-insert Special Landscape Character policy based on the current Development Plan Zone as it is important in considering the siting of any proposed new development.
- Outline the context of the National Heritage Listing.

Council and the Adelaide Park Lands Authority acknowledged that the Current Park Lands Zone is out of date, and that while the special attributes of the Park Lands are recognised in the City Park Lands Zone, they considered certain aspects are in need of refinement including:

**Built Form** – The proposed policy allows for new and larger buildings than currently contemplated by the development plan, and a more zone-wide overall approach to built form, rather than specific building directions, should be adopted. Current policy seeks a reduction in building floor area, progressive return of alienated land to Park Lands, reduction in the number and extent of buildings.

Council also commented that current policy seeks to reduce / remove car parking in various locations and reinstate to Park Lands, and requested this policy be reinstated.

**Special Landscape character** – this policy is important in considering the siting of any proposed new development and should be reinstated.
City Squares – these should be included in the Park Lands Zone.

Subzones - delete the Adelaide Oval and Eastern Subzone and replace with a comprehensive set of zone-wide policies.

Restricted Development - remove educational establishments, hotel and public infrastructure from the ‘Restricted’ classification.

Feedback from the community largely reflected that put forward by the City of Adelaide and the Adelaide Park Lands Authority. Additional commentary was made in relation to the North Adelaide Aquatic Centre site, seeking policy that would return the site to public Park Lands.

Commission’s Response:

Zoning

The suggested zone name ‘Adelaide Park Lands’ better aligns with other established naming, so it is considered appropriate to rename the zone accordingly. There is no ‘policy effect’ to this change.

Given the city squares are part of the Park Lands it is appropriate to include them in the Adelaide Park Lands Zone.

Reference to the city squares should be made in the zone’s Desired Outcome(s) and a new Performance Outcome regarding new development enhancing visual amenity and increasing the range of uses of the city squares (reflecting current Development Plan policy).

Deleting the Adelaide Oval and Eastern Park Lands Subzones is supported, although reference to Adelaide Oval and the Victoria Park Grandstand should be inserted in the zone’s list of existing building and structures. Land use provisions from the Adelaide Oval Subzone relating to activities adjacent to the River Torrens, and Torrens training Depot and Parade Ground, should be retained in the zone.

Park Lands legislative framework

The Commission acknowledges that there is a range of strategic objectives and factors that are considered in relation to the use and management of the Park Lands and that while detailed policy relating to these elements is not supported, including references in the zone to items that are in the legislative framework to ensure high level strategic alignment e.g. returning alienated land to Park Lands, Park Lands National Heritage Values, areas of Landscape Significance and the like, is warranted.

Built Form and Character policy

Park Lands policy allows buildings only where it satisfies all of the following:

- it is a replacement building
- it provides complementary recreation, sporting or tourism facilities that could not otherwise have been provided in the zone
- it will be multi-purpose and used by more than one user group.

Policy also identifies key existing development (e.g. Adelaide and Botanic high schools) and allows ancillary development on the site.

Policy generally does not seek a reduction in floor area as such policy creates some tension given the planning system’s allowance to have substantially the same replacement buildings ‘as of right’. However, reference to replacement buildings being limited to the same footprint is warranted.
Reference to returning alienated land in the zone to provide some alignment with the overall legislative framework for the Park Lands is considered appropriate.

The Park Lands Building Design Guidelines are new and were not part of the consultation on the Code so it is not suitable to consider them for relevance for inclusion on the Code at this point. They could be reviewed as part of a future Code amendment process to determine if any parts have relevance to the Code.

**Unique Planning Considerations in the Park Lands**

Some of the current policy that is specific to the Park Lands in relation to advertising, car parking and fencing is warranted as they assist in supporting the Park Lands’ character, as follows:

- **Advertising** – include zone-specific policy primarily relating to size and permanent signage primarily to assist with interpretation or directions.
- **Fencing** – include policy with an outcome that fencing is open (noting that such policy will only relate to fences that are ‘development’).
- **Car parking** – include provision that seeks to minimise new car parking or expansion of existing, locate new development in proximity to roads, public transport to minimise the need for new / additional parking, and amend Table 2 Off Street Car parking in the Transport Access and Parking General Module so that off-street parking does not need to be provided in the zone.

General and consequential changes are recommended to the zone to improve expression, avoid duplication with general policy and the like.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.8</td>
<td><strong>RENAME</strong> the City Park Lands Zone to Adelaide Park Lands Zone, to apply to the City squares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.9</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> DO1 to include the words ‘including the formal city squares,’ immediately following the words ‘well connected open space system’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.10</td>
<td><strong>DELETE</strong> the Adelaide Oval Subzone and Eastern Park Lands Subzone, include ‘Adelaide Oval’ and ‘Victoria Park Grandstand’ in PO 1.8 (PO1.7 in the consultation draft of the Code), and include Adelaide Oval Subzone POs 1.2 and 1.4 in the zone under the heading Land Use and Intensity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.11</td>
<td><strong>INCLUDE</strong> Advertisement in DTS/DPF 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.12</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> DTS/DPF 1.2 (b) by changing 100m2 to 50m2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.13</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> PO 1.5 (PO 1.3 in the consultation version) by replacing it with: ‘Special events in suitable locations and recreation uses of a temporary or transient nature limiting their impacts on the open and natural character of the Adelaide Park Lands.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.14</td>
<td><strong>REMOVE</strong> PO and DTS/DPF 1.4 and insert Temporary public service depot and the associated criteria in the Accepted Development Classification Table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.15</td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> PO1.7 (1.6 in the consultation draft of the Code) by adding the words ‘and does not increase the overall building footprint’ to the end of part (a).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hills Face Zone

This zone seeks to preserve, enhance and re-establish the natural character of Adelaide’s landscape backdrop. Its policies prevent urban areas from extending into the western slopes of the Mount Lofty Ranges; seek to preserve biodiversity and restore locally indigenous vegetation and fauna; and contribute to the provision of areas for open space and passive recreation.

Significant feedback was received from the community, councils and industry groups in relation to the Hills Face Zone which is summarised under key headings below.

Zone Policy

Engagement feedback:

There was general support for the desired outcomes of the zone (in particular DO 1) and associated performance outcomes, which generally reflect existing provisions contained in existing development plans, with opportunities to further strengthen qualitative assessment criteria in respect to protecting the high conservation, biodiversity and environmental aspects of the zone from inappropriate development.

One community member suggested that the description of ‘natural character’ should expressly recognise primary production, horticultural activities and cropping that feature in the zone’s landscape. It was also suggested that existing references to the zone ‘not being a residential zone’ in existing development plans be transitioned to the Code so as to not create unreasonable expectations regarding residential...
development opportunities, and for DO 1 to note the application of the new Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment Area 1 Overlay in the zone, replacing the current Watershed policy.

**Clarification:** Based on the structuring of the Code and that multiple overlays may apply to zones or areas; it is not necessary to list relevant overlays within the desired outcomes of zones in the Code. Relevant overlay policy will be spatially applied and called upon for the assessment of development within an overlay area.

Suggestions for alternative wording to some policy provisions to strengthen, better clarify the intent or capture additional criteria (e.g. PO 11.1 relating to retention of native vegetation) were received. Other feedback relating to specific policy provisions in the Code included:

- Suggestions that olive plantations should be expressly discouraged, as in the current development plan zone, due to their invasive nature and status as a declared pest plant.
- Setbacks prescribed for horticulture to significant native vegetation and watercourses in DTS/DPF 6.1 and DTS/DPF should not apply to olive growing (due to their invasive and flammable nature) and should be increased.
- There is an opportunity to include DTS/DPF criteria to further support PO 8.1 in relation to driveways, access tracks and car parking, potentially based on current non-complying exclusions for dwellings in the zone in existing development plans.
- Flooding policies in the zone (PO 10.6 and DTS/DPF 10.6) should refer to a date of assessment (e.g. 30 years hence) and protection for the life of a development, and address rarer events such as the 1:500 and 1:1000 AEP. This was raised as a general issue across Code policies.
- The Code should apply a consistent reference to the state’s ‘On-site Wastewater Systems Code’ and ‘Community Waste Management System Code’ rather than broadly referring to SA standards for wastewater management and disposal or simply to ‘South Australian Standards’. This includes within the exclusions relating to dwellings in the zone.
- The Significant Landscape Protection Overlay should apply over the entire Hills Face Zone to provide greater policy strength and support the desired outcomes for the zone.

**Clarification:** The Significant Landscape Protection Overlay has been introduced in the Code to protect areas having significant rural landscape character from inappropriate development. Notably, the overlay has been applied to areas currently located in Rural Landscape Protection Zones in existing development plans. The desired outcomes for the Hills Face Zone, however, refer to the preservation, enhancement and re-establishment of a more unique ‘natural character’ (as opposed to rural character) that is specific to the zone. Consequently, there is tension between the intent of the overlay and zone.

Commission’s response:

**Desired outcomes and ‘natural character’**

The suggestion to amend the description of ‘natural character’ in DO 1 to expressly recognise primary production, horticultural activities and cropping that feature in the zone’s landscape is acknowledged. However, while more intensive agricultural and horticultural activities are present in parts of the zone, they are not considered to define its natural character and further intensification of these activities is not encouraged in the context of the zone’s character. It is therefore not considered appropriate to amend or expand the description of natural character in the Code to include these activities.
**Driveways, access tracks and car parking**

In relation to suggestions to include DTS/DPF criteria to further support PO 8.1 in relation to driveways, access tracks and car parking, exclusion criteria have been retained in relation to new dwellings in the Restricted development table of the Code zone (similar to non-complying exclusion criteria for dwellings in existing development plans). This includes where access to a new dwelling is provided by a private vehicular access track that is less than 30m in length and which has a gradient of less than 16 degrees (1-in-3.5) at any point. This criteria has been modified based on the exclusions applying in existing development plans but removes criteria regarding minimising the need for earthworks to limit disturbance to the natural topography, which is considered too subjective for development classification. Further, PO 8.1 seeks outcomes far beyond minimising the length and gradient of driveways (i.e. requirements to follow land contours, use of appropriate surface materials and treatments, minimising erosion, etc.) which require more extensive assessment. It is therefore not considered practical to apply DTS/DPF criteria in this instance.

**Native vegetation, biodiversity and landscapes**

With regard to alternative or expanded wording to PO 11.1 to align with policies applying to biodiversity and native vegetation (under natural resources) in existing development plans, PO 11.1 reflects existing policy for the Hills Face Zone in the SA Planning policy Library and Development Plans – and its intent is clear. Suggested wording that ‘Development avoids, or where it cannot be practically avoided, should minimise the clearance of native vegetation and endangered plants, wildlife habitat and movement corridors and only be undertaken if it can be located and designed to maximise the retention of existing native vegetation, increase the planting of locally indigenous plant species and take into account the siting of buildings, access points and driveways, bushfire protection measures and building maintenance’ is considered overly complex and would not provide the same strength as existing policy. It is therefore considered appropriate to retain this policy in the Code zone.

With regard to suggestions to transition existing development plan policies applying to biodiversity and native vegetation to the Hills Face Zone in the Code, relevant policies have been elevated to the Native Vegetation Overlay or State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay which covers the areas where the Native Vegetation Act 1991 applies to enable better alignment between the land use system and native vegetation clearance consent processes. The Native Vegetation Overlay applies to the Hills Face Zone, while the State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay also applies to national parks and selected reserves in the zone. It is not therefore necessary or appropriate to duplicate this policy in the zone provisions.

In relation to opportunities to apply the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay over the entire Hills Face Zone in tandem with other overlays to provide greater policy strength and support the desired outcomes for the zone, is not considered appropriate, given the potential for tension between the zone’s policies and the overlay (e.g. different expectations regarding excavation and filling of land) as well as the desired outcomes of the overlay compared to the zone, where ‘natural character’ is separately defined and tailored to the zone.

**Flooding and climate change**

In relation to recommendations for PO 10.6 and DTS/DPF 10.6 regarding flooding to refer to a date of assessment and protection of the life of a development, and address rarer events such as the 1:500 and 1:1000 AEP, flood policies in the Code are based on contemporary planning standards in most jurisdictions across Australia and baseline information derived from stormwater analysis, scenario planning and flood mapping prepared by a number of Greater Adelaide councils to support Stormwater Management Plans. The assumptions used to inform this analysis and mapping can vary from one council area or catchment to another. Further, while some locations (particularly internationally) are moving towards planning for rarer events, such as a 1-in-500 year or 1-in-1000-year event, this has not
yet been the case with the SA planning system and requires further review / investigation, and establishment of baseline data prior to any future changes to the Code.

Concept plans

The request to transition the existing Hills Face Zone Buffer concept plan (Figure R/1 (Parts A, B and C) of the Burnside Council Development Plan relating to land immediately adjacent to the Hills Face Zone to the Code is acknowledged. The area to which the buffer applies is located in the existing Residential Zone (and in particular Northern Foothills Policy Area 9, Ferguson Policy Area 17 and Southern Foothills Policy Area 27) in the Development Plan, which is proposed to transition to a wider Suburban Neighbourhood Zone in the Code. Notably, the existing Residential Zone and associated policy area includes additional policy relating specifically to land captured in concept plan and Hills Face Zone buffer to ensure that new development in this area remains sympathetic to and does not detract from the natural character of the zone (e.g. in terms of siting, visual bulk, reflectivity, materials, colours, minimising earthworks, and the like). Based on further feedback, it is proposed to include areas covered by this buffer within a new Hills Neighbourhood Zone, which will include policy to address development in proximity to the Hills Face Zone (see associated recommendation in People and Neighbourhoods > General Neighbourhood Zone of this report).

Assessment Pathways

Engagement feedback:

There was broad suggestion from councils that additional land uses should be Restricted in the zone to reflect the ‘like for like’ range of current non-complying land uses in development plans, in particular to discourage inappropriate development occurring in such a sensitive zone with high biodiversity and conservation value and to align with relevant State Planning Policy (SPP) directions.

Clarification: The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise. The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance-assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

Feedback relating the classification of specific forms of development in the zone included:

- Concerns that uses such as ‘light industry’ that are likely to generate impacts will be performance-assessed in the zone but are currently non-complying in development plans. It is also unclear as to whether ‘breweries or cideries’ fall under light industry, which may require separate definition in the Code.

- The Restricted development table exclusions for ‘excavation’ and ‘filling’ refers to excavation of 3m below ground level and filling to a height of up to 3m above natural ground level, which may have implications where a proposal sits between these two values and how they align to PO 3.1(a) in the zone. The rationale for excavation and filling criteria in the Sloping Land Overlay, which applies to most of the zone, is also unclear.

Clarification: Based on feedback received in the Phase Two Amendment, the Sloping Land Overlay was removed from the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment due to current data limitation, which will result in an inaccurate application of the overlay.
- The inclusion of telecommunications facilities as Restricted Development is supported by councils, but not industry, given the need for such infrastructure in the zone (e.g. for community and bushfire safety) and based on case law.

- One council suggested that ‘prescribed mining operations’ should be either deemed-to-satisfy or performance assessed rather than Restricted, in the context of existing operations in the zone, and not be subject to public notification. A more streamlined process for mining operations was also suggested in the zone, potentially though the use of a new subzone.

- Some councils suggested that boundary realignments should be exempt from the ambit of land division, which are captured as Restricted development. Conversely, a member of the community also suggested that boundary re-alignments should be expressly included as ‘land divisions’ and be Restricted. There was also a suggestion to include performance objectives relating to land division in the Small-scale Settlement Subzone of the Conservation Zone in the Hills Face Zone.

- One submission supported removal of current exclusions to non-complying development in existing development plans relating to landfill operations, ensuring such operations are restricted development.

- The reference to ‘lake, watercourse or wetland’ in the exclusion criteria in the Restricted development table may be ambiguous with respect to dams and consideration should be given to include the word ‘dam’ within the exclusion.

Commission’s response:

Suggestions from councils that additional land uses should be included in the Restricted development classification in the zone to reflect current non-complying land uses and State Planning Policy directions for the zone and to discourage inappropriate development occurring in such a sensitive zone with high biodiversity and conservation value, are acknowledged. The State Planning Policies, in particular SPP 4 relating to biodiversity, specifically seek to minimise impacts of development on areas with recognised natural character and values, such as Adelaide’s Hills Face Zone. This intent is clearly replicated in the desired outcomes and policy provisions for the zone in the Code and was a key consideration in determining development and land use classifications in the zone.

The planning reforms also seek to afford greater opportunities for land uses currently considered to be non-complying, to be considered by a planning authority on its merits. It is not practical for the Code to include all potential development forms or eventualities within the zone tables, and land uses that are not specifically listed in the zone tables will generally default to performance-assessed development and will be assessed against all relevant zone and General policy provisions that the relevant planning authority considers appropriate. Recommendations for changes to development pathways for specific forms of development based on feedback are considered below.

Light industry

Comments regarding the appropriateness of uses such as ‘light industry’, which have potential to generate impacts and are currently non-complying in the zone in existing development plans, and requests for these to be performance-assessed in the Code, are noted. Importantly, the land use definitions in the Code (part 7) define light industry (as distinct from other forms of industry) as being where the industry is conducted and of a scale that does not detrimentally affect local amenity (e.g. by way of building bulk, emissions and the like). Allowances for light industrial activities to be performance-assessed is therefore considered appropriate, noting that such activities fall under ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in table 3, allowing the relevant planning authority to assess such proposals against all zone and General policies provisions that it considers appropriate.
With regard to suggestions to include a separate definition for activities such as ‘breweries’ or ‘cideries’ in the Code, these activities are considered to be a form of ‘industry’ as defined in the land use definitions (part 7) of the Code and again may be considered ‘light industry’ where they are of a scale and nature that is unlikely to affect local amenity. Consequently, larger-scale activities may not qualify as light industry and as such would be Restricted in the zone, which is considered appropriate. Separately defining such uses without consideration of scale implications is therefore not considered appropriate.

**Horticulture and olive growing**

Concerns that olive growing is proposed to be Performance Assessed under the Code and suggestions that olive plantations should be expressly discouraged (as in the current development plan) due to their invasive nature and status as a declared pest plant are acknowledged. The current non-complying status for olive growing was introduced as part of the Ministerial Hills Face Zone (Interim Policy) Plan Amendment Report in 2005 due to concerns at the time regarding the impact of olive growing in the zone. Given current restrictions on this form of horticultural activity in the development plan and the need for more stringent assessment of proposals for olive plantations in the zone (in particular where within proximity to national parks, conservation areas and significant areas of native vegetation), it is considered appropriate that olive growing become a Restricted form of development in the Code’s Hills Face Zone.

Suggestions from one council that the setbacks prescribed for horticulture to significant native vegetation and watercourses in DTS/DPF 6.1 and DTS/DPF should be increased in relation to olive growing (due to their invasive nature and potential to fuel bushfires) are acknowledged. It has been specifically suggested that olive growing should not be located closer than 500 metres of an area identified in the State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay, or areas adjacent a conservation area, reserve and areas of significant native vegetation and native grasses to minimise its adverse impacts. This generally aligns with General policies in existing development plans relating to natural resources and exceptions to non-complying criteria for olive growing in primary production zones, as well as other rural-type zones in the Code (including the Peri-Urban Zone, Rural Zone and Rural Horticulture Zone). While no such distinction between olive growing and horticulture is included in the existing Hills Face Zone in development plans, this is likely due to their existing non-complying status. Noting recommendations above to make olive growing Restricted development in the Code zone, it is entirely appropriate to include additional separation requirements for olive growing to sensitive areas in the Hills Face Zone to guide future assessments.

With regard to suggestions to exclude olive growing from DTS/DPF 6.2 in relation to distance of horticultural activities from watercourses, no such distinction is currently made in existing development plans. Further, while it has also been suggested that olive growing be excluded from the application of PO 6.3 in terms of distance of such activities from a sensitive receiver, it is considered that olive growing is likely to have similar impacts to other forms of horticulture (i.e. arising from noise, chemical spray-drift and run-off) on sensitive land uses and no such distinction is again made in existing development plans in this regard. Consequently, it is not considered necessary to include any distinction between olive growing and other forms of horticulture in either PO 6.2 (and DTS/DPF 6.2) or PO 6.3.

**Excavation and filling**

Feedback that the exclusions for both ‘excavation’ and ‘filling’ in the Restricted Development Classification table (Table 4) do not align with PO 3.1(a) of the zone policies which may have implications for proposals that sit between the chosen depths/heights are noted. PO 3.1(a) has been based on a like-for-like transition of existing policy from development plans and applies specifically to land outside of townships and urban areas in the zone, while the exclusions for both ‘excavation’ and ‘filling’ in the Restricted development table apply across the entire zone (including within townships and urban areas).

The height of filling and depth of excavation specified in the exclusions to Restricted development in the Code have, however, changed the current values in the exclusions to non-complying development for the zone in development plans – with the exclusions for filling increased from a maximum depth of 1 metre up
to 3 metres in the Code and, similarly, excavation increased from a depth of 2 metres to 3 metres below natural ground level. On further review, it is acknowledged that such allowances could have significant visual impacts in the zone. It is therefore recommended to retain the existing non-complying triggers for excavation and filling in existing development plans as restricted triggers.

With regard to suggestions that additional DTS/DPF criteria should be provided to support PO 3.2, this performance objective is broad-reaching and involves a level of discretion in any assessment by a planning authority to ensure that excavation and/or filling meets character objectives of the zone. It is therefore not considered practical to include DTS criteria to support this performance objective.

**Telecommunications facilities**

With regard to industry concerns in relation to the inclusion of ‘telecommunications facilities’ as Restricted development, it is noted that this development classification was supported by councils, particularly given that such infrastructure is currently a non-complying form of development in the zone in a number of development plans and advocated as such in the SA Planning Policy Library. While there is an acknowledged need and often a demand for telecommunications infrastructure in the zone, this form of development can significantly impact on the character and visual values of the zone. Retaining such uses as Restricted will therefore ensure that future proposals are appropriately assessed against a wider range of policies in the Code, including to ensure any visual and other impacts are managed through appropriate siting, scale, bulk, screening, colour and the like.

**Land division and boundary re-alignments**

Suggestions from some councils that boundary realignments should be exempt from the ambit of land division and therefore not be a Restricted class of development in the Hills Face Zone are noted. Conversely, it is acknowledged that at least one member of the community suggested that the Code be amended to expressly include boundary re-alignments as ‘land division’ to reaffirm that this form of division should be restricted. Under current development plans, land division (including boundary re-alignments) is a non-complying form of development and therefore strongly discouraged. This is likely due to issues (and costs) associated with providing services to steeper land in the zone. Retention of land division and boundary alignments as Restricted in the zone is therefore considered appropriate in the Code to ensure that any form of division is assessed against wider policies in the Code.

While the suggestion to include performance objectives for land division in the Hills Face Zone based on those contained in the Small-scale Settlement Subzone of the Conservation Zone is noted, PO 3.1 of the subzone primarily seeks to address coastal hazard risks, which is not relevant to the Hills Face Zone. Further, PO 3.2 of the subzone specifically contemplates land division where it accommodates an existing lawful dwelling, which would be in conflict with the intent to retain all forms of land division as Restricted in the zone. It is therefore not considered appropriate to apply these policies to the Hills Face Zone.

**Prescribed mining operations**

In relation to the classification of ‘prescribed mining operations’ in the zone, suggestions for a more streamlined process for mining operations (e.g. through a new subzone) and the inclusion of such activities as either deemed-to-satisfy or performance-assessed rather than Restricted (and not thereby subject to notification) are acknowledged. It is also noted that while a number of mining and resource extraction sites exist in the zone and have current use rights, new prescribed mining operations have remained a non-complying form of development in development plans and are also discouraged in the zone provisions in the Code (e.g. PO 4.1). Mining operations can have significant visual and environmental impacts on sensitive areas and uses in the zone and therefore require careful planning and assessment. On this basis, it is considered appropriate to retain such activities as Restricted development in the zone to ensure they are comprehensively assessed against a wide range of policies in the Code. It is also not considered appropriate or necessary to include a new subzone in the Hills Face Zone to streamline this assessment.
Other activities and uses

Suggestions that the reference to ‘lake, watercourse or wetland’ in the exclusion criteria in the Restricted development table relating to dwellings located in the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay may be ambiguous with respect to dams are acknowledged. Given that the intent of this exclusion is to minimise risk of pollution to water sources in the region (and a dam has potential to flow into waterways in the catchment during flood), it is considered appropriate to specifically refer to dams within the exclusion criteria.

While not identified in submissions, a further review has identified that while the Regulated Tree Overlay applies to the zone, a ‘tree-damaging activity’ has not been specifically listed in the Performance Assessed Development Table and would be subject to notification, which requires correction.

Administrative and Land Use Definitions

Engagement feedback:

Feedback was received regarding the need to better define certain forms of development in the zone, including:

- A need for better definition of a communications tower as referred to in PO 9.1, and whether this is captured as a Telecommunications Facility (i.e. which is Restricted in the zone).

- A need to clarify the distinction between Tourist Accommodation and Tourist Development, including what is deemed ‘low-scale’ to better assist and guide planning authorities and industry in determining what is an appropriate scale.

Commission’s Response:

Communication towers and masts

In relation to opportunities to better define what is meant by a ‘communication tower’ in PO 9.1 and whether such structures/facilities are classified as a Telecommunications Facility, the land use definitions in the Code (Part 7) define a Telecommunications Facility as a facility within the meaning of the Commonwealth Telecommunications Act 1997. This term was recommended for existing development plans by the courts in Telstra Corp Ltd v City of Mitcham [2001] SASC 1666 and encompasses a range of telecommunications and radio communications devices and facilities under the Commonwealth Act and has therefore been retained in the Code. ‘Low-impact facilities’ are also exempt from state planning laws, according to the definition in the Commonwealth’s Telecommunications (Low-impact Facilities) Determination 1997 and certain types of aerials and towers are also excluded from being development under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017.

Reference in PO 9.1 to ‘communications towers and masts’ has been based on a like-for-like transition of existing policy in the Hills Face Zone and, based on the above, is likely to be a form of (or structure associated with) a telecommunications facility within the meaning of the Telecommunications Act that requires development approval. It is therefore considered appropriate to expand the terminology used in PO 9.1 to identify such elements, including telecommunications facilities and aerials where they are considered to be development.

Inclusion of additional DTS/DPF criteria regarding heights, location, use and colour of such infrastructure would require substantive further investigations and engagement and should be reserved for future Code Amendments if appropriate.

Tourist accommodation and development
In relation to suggestions for the Code to provide a clearer distinction between ‘Tourist Accommodation’ and ‘Tourist (or Tourism) Development’, ‘Tourist accommodation’ is defined in the land use definitions in the Code (part 7) to mean ‘premises in which temporary or short-term accommodation is provided to travellers on a commercial basis’. This definition was also amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to add ‘campground’ to the list of exclusions to avoid confusion with such activities.

‘Tourist (or Tourism) development’ is not, however, separately defined in the land use definitions in the Code despite being used in a number of zones but would be taken to include tourist accommodation. The Code also includes ‘Tourism Development’ General policies to provide further guidance about such uses.

In respect to the Hills Face Zone, tourist accommodation, tourist development or tourist facilities are also not specifically listed in the zone tables and therefore fall under “All Other Code Assessed Development”, meaning that all relevant zone and General policies can be considered by the planning authority in the assessment of proposals.

With regard to better clarification as to what is deemed ‘low-scale’ in PO 7.1 of the zone, terms such as low-scale and small-scale are featured throughout the Code in relation to a range of land uses, including shops/retail activities, commercial and industrial uses, offices, community facilities, licensed premises, renewable energy facilities and tourist accommodation. In some cases, appropriate scale has been quantified where practical (such as in relation to the power generation of ground mounted solar facilities), but in the most part it will be up to the planning authority to determine what may be small-scale based on an assessment against other provisions of the relevant zone and Code. The classification of tourist development and accommodation as performance-assessed in the Hills Face Zone will facilitate this level of assessment, including against a range of built form and character provisions to preserve the zone’s defined natural character. It is also not considered practical or appropriate to place quantifiable limits (e.g. floor area restrictions) on the scale of tourist development given the various forms that such development may take.

**Wastewater systems and standards**

Recommendations for the Code to specifically reference other relevant codes/standards such as the ‘On-site Wastewater Systems Code’ and ‘Community Waste Management System Code’ rather than broadly referring to SA standards for wastewater management and disposal or simply to ‘South Australian Standards’ were also raised during consultation on the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment. Broader terminology has been applied the Code to allow for changes in relevant standards or other codes to occur without the need for a Code Amendment and to reduce risks that the Code policy becomes outdated based on any such changes to other standards, codes or best practice documents. It is therefore appropriate to retain the wording used in the Code.

**Requests for rezoning**

**Engagement feedback:**

Some members of the community requested that the Hills Face Zone be rezoned in the Code.

**Clarification:** Given the cultural significance and long-standing nature of the Hills Face Zone to metropolitan Adelaide, any proposals to rezone land in the zone to a different zone would require significant investigation, consultation and engagement as part of a separate Code Amendment process and are not considered appropriate at this time.

**Commission’s Response:**

The concept of the Hills Face Zone was first suggested by the State Government in 1962 and now forms an important landscape backdrop to metropolitan Adelaide. The importance of the zone is also
recognised in The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide, which seeks to protect its natural and rural character and ensure that land uses in the zone contribute to this landscape backdrop and area of significant biodiversity.

Planning policies for the zone have largely remained unchanged and focus on preserving, enhancing and re-establishing the natural character through accommodating low-intensity agricultural activities, public/private open space and limiting development, including the visual intrusion of new buildings and structures when viewed from the Adelaide plains. Consequently, and as recognised though feedback received on the Phase Three Amendment, transition of the zone and its policies to the new Hills Face Zone in the Code has largely been ‘like-for-like’ in order to retain this focus, and the general support for the desired outcomes and performance outcomes of the zone are acknowledged.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**N.24** AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to include horticulture involving olive growing.

**N.25** AMEND Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development to include ‘tree damaging activity’, including policies from the Regulated Trees Overlay

**N.26** AMEND DTS/DPF 6.1 to exclude olive growing.

**N.27** CREATE a new PO and DTS/DPF to require that horticulture involving the growing of olives is avoided or is progressively replaced to maintain and improve native vegetation and conservation values within the zone.

**N.28** AMEND PO 9.1 to include reference to ‘telecommunications facilities, communication towers, aerials and masts’ to improve clarity regarding the range of structures to be captured by this policy provision.

**N.29** AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to include the word ‘dam’ in the list of exclusions for Dwelling. E.g. ‘is situated 25m from any dam, lake, watercourse or wetland’ and ‘does not have any part of a septic tank effluent drainage field or any other wastewater disposal area (e.g. irrigation area) located within 50m of a dam, lake, watercourse or wetland.’

**N.30** AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification in relation to ‘excavation’ and ‘filling’ of land to apply current exemptions for non-complying development from development plans (being exceptions for less than 2m of excavation and less than 1m of filling, rather than 3m for both).
Open Space Zone

This zone seeks areas of natural and landscaped open space to provide visual relief to the built environment for the enjoyment of the community and applies to current open space zones/policy areas/precincts which accommodate sporting ovals, parks, etc.

Engagement feedback:

A number of council submissions requested that the Desired Outcome of the Open Space Zone be revisited to capture the many important functions these areas provide to the community. It was suggested that particular reference be made to their key roles, including the provision of biodiversity, urban greening, urban cooling and public amenity and the protection of native vegetation, flora, fauna and significant habitats. These submissions considered it important that the Desired Outcome specifically identify these roles to ensure that they are achieved.

A technical issue was raised by a number of councils in relation to transitioning the Metropolitan Open Space System (MOSS) to the Open Space Zone, and in particular, the Code’s interaction with the Native Vegetation Act 1991. Specifically, the Native Vegetation Act 1991 references land located within the Metropolitan Open Space System (MOSS) area in its definition of where the Act applies for native vegetation protection. Further clarification was sought as to whether the rezoning proposed in the Code will result in a severance from the Native Vegetation Act 1991, meaning the native vegetation currently on this land may no longer be protected.

A policy gap was observed in the assessment tables and the apparent contradiction that has occurred with the anticipated land uses listed in a DTS/DPF provision not featuring in the table. This would inadvertently lead to anticipated uses being considered ‘all other Code assessed’ and subject to public notification, argued to be an unintended outcome.

An agency submission encouraged the inclusion of additional performance objectives that promote conservation practices and provide guidance as to what open space areas should achieve functionally. Additional detail and scope for proposed policy provisions were recommended by multiple responses. Furthermore, amendments to expression and terminology were discussed.

The creation of a ‘Metropolitan Beach Subzone’ was encouraged to be spatially applied to urban beach settings. It was argued that the subzone would more appropriately cater for and accommodate land uses and development anticipated in such settings and the submission included a comprehensive suite of suggested performance objectives.

Assessment Tables

Multiple councils queried the absence of any restricted development classes and strongly encouraged the inclusion of land uses which would not be appropriate in the open space zone or incompatible with regional open space objectives. There were also suggestions that a range of inappropriate forms of development will be considered ‘all other Code assessed’ for the purposes of Table 3 and, while councils currently have the right to not proceed with a non-complying assessment, this right is lost for performance-assessed development. It was also suggested to:

- remove ‘all other Code assessed development’ from Table 3
- include discouraged land uses in Table 4
- include classes of development currently considered ‘non-complying’ as Restricted Development.
Clarification: The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in development plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise.

Other suggestions relating to the assessment tables included:

- Given that Advertisements are deemed-to-satisfy, criteria is required to guide their scale and maximum height and size in the zone.

- The deemed-to-satisfy criteria for shops and offices should be expanded to ensure that such uses are subordinate to the principal use of the land.

- The envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 should be listed in the assessment tables (e.g. fences) and not be subject to notification.

- Minor ancillary structures associated with open space facilities should be provided with a DTS pathway and feature in Table 2: Deemed-To-Satisfy. These include toilets and general facilities.

- Shops and offices should be included as 'All other Code Assessed Development' given that they are not explicitly envisaged in the zone.

- A Telecommunications Facility should be included as performance-assessed development in Table 3.

- Conversely, there was some suggestions that Telecommunications Facilities should be Restricted in the zone citing that they are non-complying where over 40m in a number of existing areas where the zone is proposed to apply.

Zone Policy

- Considerable feedback suggested expanding DO 1 to consider a wider range of themes.

- Policies to facilitate beach management and the continued implementation of the Coast Park shared pathway (including potential for a new Subzone to be applied to the ‘Adelaide beach area’ stretching from Kingston Park to Outer Harbour) should be included.

- PO 1.1 should be expanded to include ‘small-scale low impact development’.

- The Sloping Land Overlay or relevant policy concerning topography should be included to enhance protection measures for the natural environment and topography of the land.

Clarification: Based on feedback received in Phase Two Amendment, the Sloping Land Overlay was removed from the Phase Two Amendment due to current data limitations, which may result in an inaccurate application of the overlay.

- The Native Vegetation Overlay should apply to the zone.

- Additional policy guidance should be provided in relation to the scale of shops and offices anticipated in the zone and where commensurate with sporting/recreation clubs. One council also suggested that commercial activities be discouraged in the zone.
• Limiting the scale of playground equipment in DTS/DPF 2.2 was queried, noting that current development plans do not apply such limits.

• Policy concerning existing educational facilities should be transitioned to the zone.

• Additional policy suggestions included the encouragement of favourable environmental and biodiversity outcomes, natural features, flora and fauna, enhanced access for pedestrian and cycle paths and modes of active transport.

• Important elements of the MOSS policy, including creation of a continuous linear park and shared cycle/bikeway along areas such as the Gawler River, should be retained.

• Suggestions to include policies relating to short term tourist accommodation in the zone.

• PO 3.1 should be amended to reference ‘public open space’ and expanded to include areas of existing native vegetation, habitat and biodiversity.

• Clarification is needed about the appropriate height of telecommunications towers in the zone and the continued use of Land Management Agreements (LMAs) to regulate land use outcomes.

• The application of building height TNVs should occur in the zone where height policy currently exists.

• Two new POs are needed to reflect the expanded function of open space areas:

  **PO X:** High quality and publicly accessible natural and semi-natural open space, linked to other open space, that:

  (a) provides for a variety of both passive and active uses appropriate to the location and community needs

  (b) conserves sites of scientific, cultural or heritage interest

  (c) conserves and restores remnant native vegetation

  (d) creates corridors for the movement of people and native fauna

  (e) protects water bodies and assists with urban water management

  (f) provides a buffer to adjoining areas of conservation significance.

  **PO X:** Development is sited and designed to be compatible with the conservation and enhancement of the natural environment.

• PO 2.1 should be amended to include the need for development to be designed unobtrusively so not to spoil the open space character or interrupt views of natural or landscape features.

• Procedural Matters should be amended to include a greater scope of developments and exemptions to avoid unnecessary notifications for minor developments.

**Commission’s Response:**

[Assessment Tables]
In relation to suggestions from local government to consider listing uses as Restricted development, the zone encompasses a variety of land with different sensitivities. This includes a range of natural reserves, sporting facilities, recreation grounds, coastal open space, linear parks, and tourist gateways. In recognition of these variations, most forms of development will be performance-assessed in the zone. Notwithstanding this, the Commission considers that intensive or high impact uses such as industry and intensive animal husbandry should be listed as Restricted in the zone and subject to notification.

With regard to suggestions to remove ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ from Table 3 in favour of listing all forms of development in the assessment tables, including as restricted development in Table 4, it is not practical or appropriate to comprehensively identify all land uses that may be proposed in the zone. This allows developments that are not specifically listed as accepted, deemed-to-satisfy, performance assessed or restricted to be performance assessed against the full Code. It is therefore appropriate to retain reference to ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in Table 3.

In relation to suggestions from local government that minor ancillary structures associated with open space facilities should be provided a deemed-to-satisfy pathway in Table 2 (e.g. recreation facilities and toilets), a range of works undertaken by councils in open space and recreation areas are excluded from being ‘development’ under the PDI (General) Regulations and would not be subject to a development application. This includes a range of structures/shelters, recreation buildings and the like. Notwithstanding this, the classification tables were reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to reflect the range of uses envisaged for the zone and allows for minor forms of development to be accepted or deemed-to-satisfy in the zone.

While suggestions that envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 should be listed in the assessment tables and not be subject to notification are noted, uses generally listed in DTS/DPF 1.1 can comprise a range of elements, which can have a variety of different impacts and require different levels of assessment. For example, lighting, advertisements, clubrooms, licensed premises and the like associated with ‘Sporting ovals and fields’. It would therefore be appropriate for some such elements to be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. Table 5 – Procedural Matters (PM) Notification was, however, comprehensively reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to exclude notification for a range of minor and anticipated performance-assessed development.

Shops and Offices

Suggestions from local government to discourage commercial activities in the zone or that shops and offices should be included as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ rather than be specifically listed in Table 3 given that they are not explicitly envisaged in the zone, are noted. While such uses are not specifically listed with the principal open space and recreation type uses in DPF/DT S 1.1, policies facilitating these uses are included in the zone (i.e. PO 1.3 and PO 1.4) where they are of a scale that is subordinate to the principal open space use of the land. Small-scale shops and restaurants in particular are reasonably expected in certain areas in the zone to complement open space and recreational uses and add to visitor experiences. The Phase Two Amendment has also separately listed a ‘restaurant’ as a performance-assessed development in Table 3 to provide greater clarity for assessment of such uses and to align with the land use definitions in Part 7 of the Code.

It is also not considered necessary to replicate the intent in PO 1.3 and PO 1.4 for these uses to be subordinate to the principal open space use of the land in the DTS/DPF criteria. The DTS criteria also provides direction on desired floor areas for such uses, which is of low-scale.

Similar to the Recreation Zone and Community Facilities Zone, which both anticipate small-scale shops ancillary to the principal use of land, it is considered appropriate to list a Shop as Restricted development in the zone where it has a floor area of 1000m² or greater, but excluding restaurants.
Advertisements

In relation to suggestions to include criteria to guide the scale of advertisements in the zone (i.e. given that an Advertisement is proposed in Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy), an appropriate scale for advertisements is variable given the range of environments and sensitivities of land in the zone. Consequently, Advertisements were removed from Table 2 in the Phase Two Amendment and instead included in Table 3 – Performance Assessed with references to appropriate Advertisements General Development Policies.

Telecommunications facilities

In relation to suggestions to specifically list a Telecommunications facility in Table 3 – Performance Assessed development, the zone encompasses a variety of land and open space areas with different sensitivities. It is therefore considered appropriate to continue to allow such facilities to be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. With regard to suggestions to make telecommunications facilities Restricted development where over a certain height, this is also not considered appropriate based on the variety of areas to which the zone applies and given that such facilities can be appropriately located in open space, sporting and recreation areas subject to meeting policies in the Code.

Technical and legislative matters

Metropolitan Open Space System (MOSS)

The Commission acknowledges that the removal of the MOSS Zone has had implications for the application of the Native Vegetation Act in some areas of metropolitan Adelaide. The Department for Environment and Water is currently progressing an amendment to the Native Vegetation Regulations to ensure that areas currently covered by the Native Vegetation Act will continue to be subject to native vegetation clearance controls despite any zoning changes. The regulation amendment will remove any ambiguity and ensure that the original intent of the Native Vegetation Act to apply to these areas, such as the MOSS Zone, is retained. It will also ensure that any future rezoning proposals don’t impact the application of the Native Vegetation Act. For this reason, it is not necessary to retain the MOSS Zone for this purpose.

In relation to suggestions to retain important policies from the existing MOSS Zone in development plans within the Open Space Zone in the Code, important elements applying to land in the existing MOSS Zone from the SA Planning Policy Library have been transitioned to the Open Space Zone and Open Space and Recreation General policy provisions or the Native Vegetation Overlay where appropriate. This includes policies that encourage pedestrian and cycle links, visual elements, wildlife corridors, habitat protection and the like. It is not, however, intended to include localised policy in the zone that may not apply to other areas (e.g. specific references to a shared pedestrian/cyclist pathway along the Gawler River).

Land Management Agreements

In relation to requests for clarification regarding use of land management agreements (LMAs) under the Code to achieve the desired outcomes and performance objectives of the zone, section 192 of the PDI Act still allows authorities the ability to enter into agreements relating to the development, management, preservation or conservation of land with the owner of the land, including for greenways. Section 193 of the PDI Act also guides land management agreements where part of a development application.

Policy matters
Suggestions that the Desired Outcomes (DO 1) for the zone are less comprehensive than the objectives in the existing Open Space Zone in the SA Planning Policy Library and should be expanded are noted. However, the desired outcomes in the Code are intended to provide more concise, high level direction regarding outcomes sought for a particular zone compared to the range of objectives found in existing development plans.

Significant areas of open space across Greater Adelaide and the state are under the care and control of local councils or are Crown land. Policies in the zone have therefore been developed in recognition that the design or re-design of open space and recreation areas by these authorities is often undertaken without the need for development approval. Indeed, a range of uses, activities or components in the development of open space areas is excluded from being ‘development’ under the PDI (General) Regulations. This includes works carried out by local councils in recreation and open space areas such as infrastructure works, construction/alteration of recreation buildings under a certain size, shelters, building of playgrounds (or exercise or recreation equipment), street furniture, signage, lighting and the like, as well as similar works undertaken by state agencies. Consequently, a limited range of open space activities will require assessment against the Code. It is, however, recognised that many of these elements may require approval for open space areas on private land.

Further, most uses and activities that constitute ‘development’ will be performance-assessed in the zone, with more significant development to be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the wider Code. This includes against the Open Space and Recreation General provisions. It is therefore not necessary or appropriate to duplicate these General policy provisions in the zone where specific matters are addressed.

**Expanded function of open space**

In relation to recommendations to amend DO 1 to better reference the range of key functions provided by open space, it is proposed to expand the desired outcomes to recognise other functions such as biodiversity, tree canopy and urban cooling in particular.

The recommendations from a state agency to include a new performance objective in the zone to further reflect the expanded function of open space areas is acknowledged. However, the Open Space and Recreation General provisions are considered to adequately address matters such as linkages between areas of open space and habitats and provision of wildlife corridors (e.g. PO 2.3 and PO 8.3), and promotion of pedestrian (and cycle) linkages (e.g. PO 3.1). Support for passive/unstructured and active recreation uses is already facilitated in PO 1.1 of the zone policies.

The protection of areas of scientific, cultural or heritage interest are also generally addressed through application of overlays in the Code and/or covered by other legislation. Similarly, relevant policies relating to conservation of native vegetation and protection of areas of conservation significance have been elevated to the Native Vegetation Overlay or State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay to apply to areas where the *Native Vegetation Act 1991* applies (the latter including national parks and selected reserves) to enable better alignment between the land use system and native vegetation clearance consent processes. The planting and retention of large trees and vegetation is also encouraged in the General policy provisions (e.g. PO 8.1). Protection of important water bodies and watercourses is also afforded by a number of separate overlays in the Code, including the Prescribed Watercourses Overlay and Prescribed Water Resources Area Overlay, among others.

**Metropolitan beach management**

Identification by a state agency that the proposed Open Space Zone does not reflect the outcomes and uses envisaged in the government’s ‘*Securing the future of our coastline*’ for Adelaide’s managed beach
system, and suggestions to consider a new subzone (e.g. Metropolitan Beach Subzone) with policies to facilitate this management, are acknowledged.

It has been recommended that policies be included to facilitate the provision of a sand recycling pipeline (which is being progressively implemented) and associated infrastructure, large-scale beach replenishment, sand movement and dune restoration. Policies to facilitate the ongoing implementation of a coastal linear park along the length of the metropolitan coastline (i.e. as part of the Coast park initiative) have also been suggested. While such policies do not generally feature in the Open Space Zone, beach areas in the zone are also included in the Coastal Areas Overlay of the Code which contains a range of additional policies to protect coastal land and maintain public access to beach areas and requires referral to the Coast Protection Board for a range of activities.

In relation to suggestions to include policies in the zone (or a new subzone) to facilitate beach management, certain development undertaken by state agencies is exempt from requiring development approval under Schedule 13 of the PDI (General) Regulations. This includes the excavation, removal or placement of sand and other beach sediment by, or as authorised by, the Coast Protection Board. Further, dune restoration activities in the form of revegetation and clearance of pest plants along the metropolitan coast are generally undertaken by local councils with assistance from the State Government and community volunteers and are not subject to development assessment. Repairs, maintenance or replacement of seawalls or other structures associated with coastal protection are also excluded from being development in many cases under Schedule 4 of the PDI (General) Regulations, although it is acknowledged that new state infrastructure may require approval in some cases.

In relation to suggestions to include policies to facilitate the ongoing implementation of a coastal linear park along the length of the metropolitan coastline, significant areas of the Coast Park shared pathway have been completed along the metropolitan coastline, with sections between Grange and Semaphore Park being the only areas remaining between Outer Harbor and the City of Marion’s southern boundary. These are currently in the planning phase. While sections are yet to be completed in the City of Onkaparinga, these are primarily located within the Conservation Zone, which includes specific policies relating to recreation trails and access ways.

Notwithstanding this, recreation paths undertaken by a council, public authority or the Crown (including on coastal land) and ancillary development (such as landscaping, safety features, directional signs and street furniture) are exempt from requiring approval under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017. Consequently, it is not considered necessary to include policies in the zone (or in any subzone) to continue to facilitate the coast park shared pathway.

**Scale of development**

While suggestions to expand to expand PO 1.1 to refer to ‘small-scale low impact development’ are acknowledged, the zone is proposed to apply to a diverse variety of land with varying sensitivities. Further, the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF includes a variety of sporting and recreation facilities, which may not be small-scale and can vary in terms of impact and intensity of use. Most uses will, however, be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code to ensure any impact or managed. On this basis, it is not appropriate to limit the scale of envisaged uses.

**Design and siting of buildings**

In relation to suggestions to amend PO 2.1 to include the need for development to be sited and designed to be unobtrusive and not to spoil the open space character or interrupt views of natural or landscape features, the Commission supports this recommendation.

**Building heights**
Requests to apply a building height TNV to areas where a building height is currently prescribed in open space and recreation areas in existing development plans are acknowledged. However, it is noted that many development plans do not currently contain prescriptive building height criteria in open space zones. The policies in the zone regarding built form and character are considered sufficient to guide the suitable scale of buildings, which may vary depending on the context of the development.

**Playgrounds**

Queries regarding policy that limits the scale of playgrounds in the zone are acknowledged, in particular given that no such limits exist in the zone in the SA Planning Policy Library or development plans. This policy is considered unnecessary, particularly given that the placement, installation or construction of a playground (or exercise and recreation equipment) by a council or state agency is exempt from requiring approval under the PDI (General) Regulations. Consequently, it is recommended that PO 2.2 and DTS/DPF 2.2 be deleted from the zone.

**Towers and telecommunications facilities**

In relation to suggestions to provide clarification regarding the height of communication towers in the zone, no such clarification is provided in the SA Planning Policy Library for the zone or similar zones. While such policies are included in highly visible and sensitive locations such as the Hills Face Zone, land to be included in the Open Space Zone is far more diverse. As identified above, it is considered appropriate for telecommunications facilities and towers to be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code, allowing for careful consideration of such facilities in more sensitive areas in the zone.

**Native vegetation**

In relation to recommendations to apply the Native Vegetation Overlay to the zone, this overlay has been applied in the Code to areas where the *Native Vegetation Act 1991* applies to enable better alignment between the land use system and native vegetation clearance consent processes. This includes land in the Open Space Zone in areas such as the Onkaparinga Council area, which is subject to the Native Vegetation Act. It is not therefore intended or appropriate to apply this overlay to land where the Act does not apply.

**Educational establishments**

Suggestions to transition existing development plan policy that recognises existing educational uses in the zone relate primarily to the TAFE SA, Investigator College and Victor Harbor High School campuses, which enjoy existing use rights. These uses are currently recognised in the desired character statement in the zone, which is not intended to transition to the Code. Notwithstanding this recognition in policy, educational establishments are non-complying in the existing zone. While it is not intended or appropriate to include policies in the Code to facilitate educational establishments in the zone, the zone allows for recreation, open space and sporting facilities associated with educational establishments. Educational establishments will also be appropriately performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code.

**Tourist Accommodation**

Suggestions to include policies relating to short-term tourist accommodation based on such uses being envisaged in existing areas where the zone is proposed to apply are recognised. This is understood to relate to areas such as the Fort Glanville precinct, which includes a caravan park in the Coastal Open Space Zone. This precinct is now proposed to be located in the Conservation Zone based on an existing
management agreement that exists under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972, which contemplates tourist accommodation within these reserves.

Land Division

Suggestions that PO 3.1 relating to land divisions in the zone be amended to reference ‘public open space’ and expanded to include areas of existing native vegetation, habitat and biodiversity are acknowledged and agreed. The Commission therefore proposes to amend this policy accordingly.

Other policy matters

Suggestions to include additional policies concerning favourable environmental and biodiversity outcomes, natural features, flora and fauna are acknowledged. Notably, however, the zone is not intended to be a conservation zone, which is reserved for the Conservation Zone in the Code. Notwithstanding this, however, most development in the zone will be assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed development’ against the full Code. This includes the ability for authorities to assess proposals (particularly within more sensitive areas in the zone) against the Open Space and Recreation General policies, which include provisions relating to environmental and biodiversity outcomes. It is therefore not necessary or appropriate to duplicate this policy in the zone.

Similarly, the Open Space and Recreation General provisions are considered to adequately address pedestrian and cycle linkages (e.g. PO 3.1) and promote design features conducive to active travel. It is again, not therefore necessary or appropriate to duplicate this policy in the zone.

Procedural Matters and notification

In relation to recommendations to review the notification requirements applying to a range of uses in the zone, the ‘Procedural Matters – Notification tables’ were reviewed and amended for all zones as part of the Phase Two Amendment to ensure that development generally envisaged in the zone or considered of a minor nature is not subject to notification, except where acceptable standards of built form or intensity may be exceeded and/or the development is likely to result in impacts on the amenity of adjacent dwellings located on land in another zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

N.31 AMEND DO 1 to reflect the wider range of functions provided by open space.

N.32 AMEND PO 2.1 to ensure that developments are designed and sited to be unobtrusive to protect open space character and not interrupt views.

N.33 CREATE a new PO to ensure that developed is sited and designed to be compatible with the conservation and enhancement of the natural environment.

N.34 AMEND Table 4 - Restricted Development Classification to include the following uses:

   Industry

   Intensive animal husbandry

   Shop (except for a shop with a gross leasable floor area less than 1000m2 or a shop that is a restaurant).

N.35 REMOVE PO 2.2 and DTS/DPF 2.2 relating to playgrounds in the zone.
AMEND PO 3.1 and DTS/DPF 3.1 relating to land division to reference ‘public’ open space and be expanded to include land division which contributes to the preservation of native vegetation, habitat or biodiversity improvements.

Recreation Zone

This zone seeks the provision of a range of accessible recreational facilities and applies to current recreation zones/policy areas/precincts which accommodate recreational facilities such as golf courses, sporting clubrooms, etc.

A significant amount of feedback was received in relation to the Recreation Zone. Feedback primarily related to the following key matters:

Shop floor area

Engagement feedback:

- Support was provided regarding the zone’s DTS/DPF shop floor area provision of 80m². It was suggested that this was appropriate to ensure that any retail land use is subordinate to the principal recreation use of the land.

- It was suggested that additional policy could be added in the zone to further strengthen and guide retail development that sits outside of Deemed-to-Satisfy criteria.

Commission’s Response: The Recreation Zone provides policies that seek retail development to be subordinate to the principal recreation use of land. In addition, as noted in the Rules of Interpretation, the Designated Performance Feature (DPF) provides a guide to the relevant authority as to what is generally considered to satisfy the corresponding performance outcome but does not need to necessarily be satisfied to meet the performance outcome, nor does it derogate from the discretion to determine that the outcome is met in another way, or from the need to assess development on its merits against all relevant policies.

Envisaged Land uses and Classification Tables

Engagement feedback:

- All envisaged land uses contained within DTS/DPF 1.1 should be included in zone classification tables 2 and 3 where considered appropriate

- Additional policy should be provided to further strengthen the intent of the zone in accommodating only those uses directly associated with recreational land uses.

Commission’s Response: Land use and Intensity Performance Outcome 1.1 provides that development is associated with or ancillary to the provision of structured, unstructured, active and / or passive recreational facilities. It is considered that this along with the Desired Outcome of the zone provide sufficient guidance in seeking that development is primarily undertaken for the purpose of recreational uses.
**Restricted Development**

Engagement feedback:

Some concern was expressed regarding the limited amount of restricted land uses contained within the zone. It was suggested that protection from inappropriate forms of development would be weakened where such uses are currently non-complying.

**Commission’s Response:** Restricted classes of development are a procedural matter. Unlike development plans, there is no relevant policy which indicates that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise. The suitability of a use or form of a development will be assessed against the relevant Desired Outcomes and Performance Outcomes in the zone. As such, it is considered that uses which are clearly incompatible with relevant policies in the zone would not necessarily warrant a state-level assessment.

**Built Form Guidance**

Engagement feedback:

- It was queried whether the zone’s 50m setback policy applies to structures such as light towers and fencing, and whether light towers require specific policy guidance given they are more likely to impact on adjacent land. It was also suggested that the draft 50m setback policy should be amended to better reflect existing conditions.

**Commission’s Response:** It is considered that impacts of light spill associated with external lighting are managed through the Code’s Interface between Land Uses General Development Policies. It is acknowledged that the draft 50m building setback policy should be further reviewed and amended accordingly to better reflect existing development plan policy conditions.

- Additional height limit policy and built form guidance should be provided to guide appropriate built form, particularly in relation to surrounding residential land uses.

**Commission’s Response:** No change to building height policy within the Recreation Zone is recommended as this is considered largely consistent with the majority of existing policy conditions for recreation-type zones. However, it is considered that additional guidance regarding interface height surrounding residential development may be provided in the zone, as well as policy guiding the visual impact of buildings along public roads and open spaces.

- Maximum size and height requirements for advertisements should be provided.

Additional policy should be provided in the zone regarding the provision of appropriate landscaping to be incorporated to address appearances to road frontages, car parking areas and the like.

**Commission’s Response:** It is considered that policy relating to landscaping to address car parking areas and road frontages is included as part of the Code’s General Development Policies.

**Creation of Subzones**

Engagement feedback:
Several councils requested the creation of subzones to address unique policy conditions across the state involving varying intensities of recreation-type land uses. These included locations accommodating racecourses, stadiums, motorsport tracks and showgrounds, as well as associated uses such as animal keeping, tourist accommodation and vehicle maintenance activities.

**Commission's Response:** It is considered that the Recreation Zone is capable of accommodating a wide range of recreation-type uses, including complementary and associated uses subject to the incorporation of policy guidance to support varying circumstances. It is not considered preferable to isolate specific recreational land uses through the creation of individual subzones as any future change to these land uses may warrant a rezoning of land. It is preferable that a variety of recreation-type land uses is accommodated within the zone and that sufficient policy guidance is provided in order to accommodate complementary activities and varying land use intensities.

It is considered that appropriate policy guidance within the zone can be incorporated to address facilities capable of attracting larger numbers and/or longer-term spectators such as racecourses, showgrounds and motorsport tracks, as well as associated activities such as animal keeping, vehicle storage, and tourist accommodation where appropriate.

**Public Notification**

A number of submissions suggested that additional public notification exemptions should be provided in the zone for envisaged and contemplated land uses to avoid unnecessary and onerous notifications.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N.37</th>
<th>AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1, Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification, and Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development to include additional land uses contemplated within the zone.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.38</td>
<td>CREATE new built form PO to guide the visual amenity of development, particularly along public roads and open spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.39</td>
<td>AMEND setback policy contained in DTS/DPF 2.2 (former 2.1) to seek buildings to align with adjoining buildings, or 8m where no adjoining building exists or where adjoining a sensitive receiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.40</td>
<td>CREATE new interface height POs and DTS/DPF policy within the zone to address development in locations adjacent to residential development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.41</td>
<td>CREATE policy to address facilities capable of attracting larger numbers of spectators (such as racecourses, motorsport tracks and showgrounds) and their associated activities such as animal keeping, maintenance of vehicles and tourist accommodation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.42</td>
<td>CREATE policy within the Recreation Zone to guide the size and height of advertisements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.43</td>
<td>AMEND public notification requirements in the zone to incorporate additional notification exemptions for envisaged and contemplated uses in the zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone**

The zone seeks to protect the state’s coastal waters, including marine parks and offshore islands, and recognises the importance of these areas for commercial, tourism, recreation and navigation activities.
Engagement feedback:

A range of submissions were received regarding the Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone some of which were resolved as part of the Phase Two Amendment. There were recommendations for additional improvements to policy in regard to avoiding pollution and harmful effects on the marine environment as well as the following comments:

- Prioritising the preservation of unique coastal and offshore environments is vitally important.
- Recognition should be made of the natural marine and coastal environment for (blue) carbon storage, particularly associated with mangroves and saltmarshes.
- Attention should be given to:
  - Marine pest biosecurity
  - Sensitive location of small-scale tourism
- Recreational pontoons should be classified as DTS.
- There is concern around fisheries and aquaculture activities including the duplication in assessment processes under aquaculture and planning legislation; public notification arrangements for development proposals in Coastal Waters and other aquatic settings, including the mechanism for ensuring holders of aquaculture leases and licences are contacted; and referral fees.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission undertook a number of improvements to the Phase Two Amendment release of the Code and supports further improvements to policy to change the emphasis from minimising to avoiding pollution in these sensitive localities.

The Commission is of the view that a notice on land is not required for performance-assessed development where subject to notification in the Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone, given that many properties in this zone are unlikely to be frequently viewed by passing vehicles or foot traffic.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.44 AMEND DO 2 to seek small-scale, low impact development for the purpose of conservation, navigation, science, recreation, tourism, aquaculture or carbon storage.

N.45 AMEND PO 3.1 to address biosecurity risks.

N.46 AMEND PO 2.3 to read: ‘...small scale tourist accommodation such as caravan camping grounds, huts and cabins avoids delicate or environmentally sensitive areas.’

N.47 AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-Satisfy Development Classification Criteria to add ‘Recreational Pontoons’ as a Deemed-to-Satisfy class of development and include a new DTS / DPF with relevant minimum criteria.

N.48 AMEND Table 5 – Procedural Matters (Placement Notices – Exemptions for Performance Assessed Development) to exempt the need to place a notice on land in the Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:
AMEND PO 3.2 as follows:
‘Development minimises the potential for harmful effects of avoids pollution (including turbidity, and sedimentation), pollution, shading and effects on water flows of harming the marine environment both inside and outside of the zone.’
Conservation Zone

This zone seeks the conservation and enhancement of the natural environment and natural ecological processes for their historic, scientific, landscape, faunal habitat, biodiversity, carbon storage and cultural values and provision of opportunities for visitors to experience these through low-impact recreational and tourism development. It provides for a limited mix of development/land uses, including signage related to conservation and tourist information, small-scale recreational facilities/amenities, campgrounds and structures for conservation purposes.

A high number of submissions were received regarding the Conservation Zone, with particular concern raised about the wording used in Park Management Plans about tourist accommodation. A number of submissions raised concerns that the number of land uses provided for in the zone do not reflect the conservation purpose of the zone.

Tourist Accommodation & development

Engagement feedback:

- the restricted pathway for tourist accommodation in areas protected under the Wilderness Protection Act 1992 should be retained.
- The word ‘contemplated’ is too vague in regard to tourism accommodation being ‘performance-assessed’ rather than ‘restricted’ if it is contemplated in a relevant Park Management Plan, which may lead to tourist accommodation being considered without public scrutiny.
- All tourism proposals on reserves should be classified as the highest category of assessment (i.e. ‘restricted’) and that assessment should include consideration of ‘public good’.
- Tourist accommodation in public parks should be publicly notified and undergo public scrutiny
- Additional policy is needed to address tourist accommodation.

Clarification: Tourism accommodation is currently contemplated in a number of existing Conservation Zones in development plans.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission supports a restricted pathway for tourist accommodation in these environmentally sensitive areas, except where it is located in the Visitor Experience Subzone or where the relevant Park Management Plan identifies tourist accommodation as an envisaged land use. It is proposed to remove the word ‘contemplated’ to provide greater clarity.

Updates to the public notification table are supported to only exclude from notification land uses which are envisaged in the zone, consistent with the principle expressed in Procedural and Technical > Public Notification section of this report.

Purpose of Zone/ Envisaged Land Uses/Development Types

Engagement feedback:

- A high number of respondents suggested that anything other than minor development should either not occur or should require the highest level of assessment (be ‘restricted’ development types) in the Conservation Zone. This was particularly raised in respect to tourist accommodation, large-scale renewable energy facilities, farming and signage.
• The creation of a Wilderness Protection Subzone for the fourteen areas currently proclaimed under the *Wilderness Protection Act 1992* with policy that mirrors the provisions of that Act should be considered.

• When campgrounds become commercialised and provide for semi-permanent structures, these should be called up as restricted and undergo public notification.

• There is concern that recreation and visitor facilities might result in additional recreation trails/paths to access them.

• Management Plans are not up to date and not usually specific enough.

• There is concern that the word ‘amenity’ in DTS 1.1 is too broad and the word ‘toilet’ should be used instead.

• The details of Granite Island’s management plan are not yet known and without knowledge of the detail, there is concern about its significance on, and implications for, future development assessment under the Code.

• Additional wording that reflects the importance of conservation areas for their role in combatting climate change is needed.

• The Code does not allow the replacement of a detached dwelling where development plans currently allow it e.g. in some parts of the River Murray Flood Zone and certain Policy Areas within the River Murray Zone.

• ‘Carport’ should be added to Table 3 Performance Assessed types of development

• The words ‘wastewater system’ should be used instead of ‘Waste control system and effluent disposal’.

• Regarding DO 1 of the Small-Scale Settlement Subzone of the Conservation Zone, it is unclear why ‘faunal habitat’ is identified separately. Suggest removing ‘faunal’ or add ‘and floral’.

• The treatment of all forms of renewable energy facilities as performance-assessed rather than restricted is of concern as it relates to wind farms and large scale solar farms as most of the zone applies to sensitive areas along the River Murray and designated Conservation Parks. It is noted that the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay has not been applied to the Conservation Zone in the Riverland, meaning that Overlay PO 1.2 that restricts wind farms and large scale solar farms would not apply.

**Commission’s Response:**

It is considered important to provide an appropriate balance of land uses within the Conservation Zone that reflects existing development plan policy through the use of policy within the zone and the application of subzones where appropriate.

As a response to submissions raised for Phase Two as well as Phase Three, the Commission supports recognition of concerns about renewable energy facilities within these environmentally sensitive areas and has implemented a restricted development pathway for renewable energy facilities, allowing a state-level assessment by the Commission.

As part of a future ‘generation’ of the Code, the Commission may consider the creation of a Wilderness Protection Subzone for areas currently proclaimed under the *Wilderness Protection Act 1992* with policy that mirrors the provisions of that Act, i.e. that prohibits roads, tracks, buildings or structures except those that are specifically authorised by the management plan.
Carbon Storage

Engagement feedback:

- The DO should be broadened to recognise the (green and blue) carbon storage values of conserving the natural environment and natural ecological processes, consistent with State Planning Policy 5.7.

- An additional PO is needed to protect blue carbon ecosystems for their biodiversity value and carbon storage potential.

- An additional PO is needed which ensures development avoids seagrass, mangroves and saltmarshes for their biodiversity value and carbon storage potential.

- PO and DTS Criteria Land Use PO 1.1 should include carbon storage.

- DTS 1.1 should include carbon planting.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission agrees with the recommendation for additional policy to reflect the carbon storage role of Conservation Zones and subsequent amendment to the DO. Further, the Commission supports the addition of carbon planting with locally indigenous species to the DTS/DPF 1.1 and an additional PO to reflect the importance of seagrass, mangroves and saltmarshes for biodiversity and carbon storage potential.

Land Division

Engagement feedback:

The restriction on the creation of additional allotments in the zone was supported. However, it was noted provision (b) of DTS 2.1, which refers to minor boundary re-alignments, refers solely to the boundaries affecting the location of existing structures. The new policy does not include management of native vegetation as directed in current zone policy. Boundary realignments should not occur unless to assist in the management of native vegetation.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission recognises that a majority of development plans containing the Conservation Zone provide for ‘merit’ based land division (boundary realignment) where it is to assist in the management of native vegetation as well as to adjust anomalies with respect to existing structures and therefore considers an amendment to include this in DTS 2.1 is reasonable.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.50 In relation to the Zone’s policies:

AMEND the DO to read: ‘The conservation and enhancement of the natural environment and natural ecological processes for their historic, scientific, landscape, faunal habitat, biodiversity,
carbon storage and cultural values and provision of opportunities for the public to experience these through low-impact recreational and tourism development.’

N.51 In relation to Table 4 – Restricted Development:

AMEND to refine the wording for the exception to ‘restricted development’ in relation to tourist accommodation where ‘contemplated’ in certain locations (refer to the note below in relation to further investigations regarding Park Management Plans).

AMEND to make the replacement of an existing dwelling ‘performance assessed’.

AMEND to include ‘renewable energy facilities’ as restricted in the Conservation Zone.

N.52 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.1 to insert a TNV field for minimum site area.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.53 AMEND the DO to add words to reflect the climate change role of conservation areas and to remove the word ‘faunal’.

N.54 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 by replacing the word ‘amenity’ with the word ‘toilet’.

N.55 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.1 to refer to allotments with frontage to the coast and for the purposes of native vegetation management.

N.56 CREATE new PO 3.2 to reflect the importance of seagrass, mangroves and saltmarshes for biodiversity and carbon storage potential.

N.57 AMEND PO 4.3 by adding the word ‘existing’ before the words ‘recreation trails’.

Aquaculture and Recreation Subzone

No specific comments were received regarding this subzone, however it is considered appropriate to update the DO to align with terminology changes in the Conservation Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:
Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.58 AMEND DO 1 by deleting the word ‘faunal’.

Dwelling Subzone

The Dwelling Subzone was designed and applied to areas with the Conservation Zone or Coastal Conservation Zone where existing policy provides for (limited) dwellings.

Bushfire risk

One local government respondent suggested adding the words ‘particularly that of bushfire’ after the word ‘risk’ in PO 3.1(d) (Environment Protection and Hazard Risk Minimisation) in Dwelling Subzone of the Conservation Zone.

Commission’s Response:
The Commission does not consider this necessary and is concerned that individually listing hazards may have the unintended consequence of other hazards not being considered in this regard.

**Limiting dwellings**

One local government respondent advised of general support for the transition of their existing zones to the Conservation Zone with the appropriate subzones and the Coastal Areas Overlay applied. However, they question whether there is a mechanism to limit the number of dwellings within the Dwelling Subzone.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission considers that the proposed Dwelling Subzone provides adequate policy to limit the number of dwellings to be developed in these areas, including with the Desired Outcome being for ‘Replacement dwellings and limited new dwellings’ and through DTS/DPF 2.1 which limits detached dwellings to ‘no more than one dwelling on an allotment’, coupled with land division policies not providing for any new allotments.

**Duplication of hazard policy**

DTS 2.1 outlines design criteria to minimise coastal hazard risks, e.g. no closer to a water frontage than the existing dwelling. One submission suggested that this is unnecessary because the Coastal Areas and the River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area Overlays provide performance-based policy to help determine site and setback recommendations or suitable requirements, which is often a site-by-site assessment.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission agrees that policy regarding hazard should be retained in the relevant Overlay and therefore the hazard reference in the PO and the DTS should be deleted.

**DO 1 wording**

The following issue has been included in the Dwelling Subzone as it is equally relevant to DO 1 of this subzone as it is to the subzone DO it was raised for:

One local government respondent questioned why the word ‘faunal’ is used in respect to protection of habitat, while not including ‘floral’ in the Desired Outcome (DO) for the Small Scale Settlement Subzone.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission notes that while the wording is a reflection of existing SAPPL and development plan policy, that it is unnecessary to include the word ‘faunal’ and therefore agrees to its removal, leaving ‘habitat’ referring to that of plant or animal.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

N.59 **AMEND** DO 1 by deleting the word ‘faunal’
N.60 AMEND Dwelling Subzone PO 2.1 by removing the reference to hazards and including the requirement limiting development to one dwelling per allotment (currently in DTS/DPF 2.1 to be deleted).

N.61 DELETE Dwelling Subzone DTS/DPF 2.1

N.62 AMEND Dwelling Subzone PO 3.1 by:

- adding the words ‘Replacement dwellings and’:
- replacing the words ‘waste control system and effluent disposal’ with the words: ‘wastewater system’; and
- by removing the words ‘increased setbacks from coastal hazards’ (part (2)).

Small Scale Settlement Subzone

Engagement feedback:

- Limited submissions were received in relation to the Small Scale Settlement Subzone with feedback suggesting it is not necessary due to its similarity to the Dwelling Subzone. A further submission raised concern about the intention and application of Performance Outcome 3.1 (Land Division) which recognises that there may be need to undertake land division to accommodate the relocation of shacks.

Commission’s Response: The Small Scale Settlement Subzone was created to apply to those areas currently zoned Coastal Conservation or Conservation where land division and dwelling (under certain circumstances) are ‘merit’ forms of development. The Commission considers it prudent to recognise the potential effects of climate change resulting in the need for relocation of some shacks into the future and the performance outcome was included for that purpose.

- DTS 2.1 outlines design criteria to minimise coastal hazard risks, e.g. no closer to a water frontage that the existing dwelling. One submission suggested that this is unnecessary because the Coastal Areas and the River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area Overlays provide performance-based policy to help determine site and setback recommendations or suitable requirements, which is often a site by site assessment.

Commission’s Response: The Commission agrees that policy regarding hazard should be retained in the relevant Overlay and therefore the hazard reference in the PO and the DTS should be deleted.

Note: The Commission notes that while the wording is a reflection of existing SAPPL and development plan policy, that it is unnecessary to include the word ‘faunal’ and therefore agrees to its removal, therefore ‘habitat’ referring as it should to that of plant or animal.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:
**Visitor Experience Subzone**

A limited number of submissions were received regarding the Visitor Experience Subzone of the Conservation Zone.

There were opposing views regarding PO 2.4 which seeks that tourist accommodation is designed to prevent easy conversion to permanent occupation, with one view suggesting that this PO and particularly the required minimum number of accommodation units, might hinder the development of small-scale exclusive and luxury accommodation and discourage designs that minimise the overall footprint of accommodation, whilst others supported the provision for its role in appropriately guiding tourist accommodation design to prevent conversion to dwellings, which was seen as an ongoing assessment issue.

The following summarises the other issues raised:

- The Visitor Experience Subzone should be applied to the Conservation Zone to promote tourist accommodation and investment in key areas.
- For consistency of policy, shops that exceed the maximum gross leasable floor area identified in DTS/DPF 1.1 should be subject to notification and the following clause should be included under the Procedural Matters, Notification table: ‘(a) shops, consulting rooms or offices in excess of the gross leasable floor area specified in DTS/DPF 1.1’.
- One local government respondent questioned why the word ‘faunal’ is used in respect to protection of habitat, while not including ‘floral’ in the Desired Outcome (DO) for the Small Scale Settlement Subzone.

**Commission's Response:**

In respect to PO 2.4 the Commission recognises the concerns around tourist accommodation and dwelling conversion and is satisfied that the proposed policy is based on existing working policy from a number of development plans which currently include non-complying limitations on number of accommodation units, as part of the policy response.

Public notification requirements were updated for the Phase Two Amendment which resulted in notification for shops in this zone.
In respect to the wording of DO 1, the Commission notes that while the wording is a reflection of existing SAPPL and development plan policy, that it is unnecessary to include the word ‘faunal’ and therefore agrees to its removal, therefore ‘habitat’ referring as it should to that of plant or animal.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.67 AMEND PO 2.1 to read: “Tourist accommodation avoids delicate or environmentally sensitive areas such as sand dunes, cliff tops, estuaries, wetlands or substantially intact strata of native vegetation (including regeneration areas of native vegetation lost through bush fire))”.

N.68 AMEND DO 1 by removing the word ‘faunal’.

Coastal Areas Overlay

This overlay seeks to conserve and enhance the natural coastal environment (including environmentally important features such as mangroves, wetlands, saltmarsh, sand dunes, cliff tops, native vegetation, wildlife habitat, shore and estuarine areas). Provision is made for natural coastal processes and recognition is given to current and future coastal hazards including sea level rise, flooding erosion and dune drift to avoid the need, now and in the future, for public expenditure on protection of the environment and development.

There were a number of submissions providing comment on the Coastal Areas Overlay including suggestions for improved policy wording, particularly in relation to the role that coastal areas play in climate resilience and carbon storage, some of which were resolved as part of the Phase Two Amendment. Some submissions raised concern about the application of the Coastal Areas Overlay, leaving areas prone to natural coastal processes without adequate policy to address. The following summarises issues raised:

Climate Change/coastal processes

Engagement feedback:

- The DO needs to be refined to better reflect State Planning Policy 5.7 requiring the protection of areas for their contribution to climate resilience to provide biodiversity and ecological services and maximise opportunities for carbon storage.
- A minor amendment is needed to provide greater clarity on the state’s sea level rise allowance (1 metre).
- The sea level rise policy needs to be expanded and strengthened in response to climate change mapping.
- PO 3.1 anticipates that no development will necessitate the implementation of protection measures. There will be instances where protection measures are warranted in order to deliver a much-needed piece of infrastructure, for example, a boat ramp or a marina. It is recommended that PO 3.1 be amended as follows: ‘Development will not necessitate unreasonable protection measures against coastal erosion, sea or stormwater flooding, sand drift or the management of other coastal processes.’
- PO 3.3 implies that the developer of a facility that requires coastal protection will fund all ongoing management and maintenance. Many facilities will generate community benefits that warrant a broader management/maintenance cost base. It is recommended that PO 3.3 be amended as follows: ‘Necessary coastal protection measures may be the subject of binding agreements to
cover the cost of future construction, operation, maintenance and management measures and will not: (a) have an adverse effect on coastal ecology, processes, conservation, public access and amenity; (b) require commitment of public resources including land; and (c) present acceptable risk of failure relative to potential hazard resulting from failure.’

- Consideration of a risk-based assessment such as the Hazards Overlay for bushfires may be an alternative solution for assessment of developments near the coast (i.e. Low, Med and High) and to provide greater clarity and consistency in the application of this policy.
- With regard to PO 3.1, should/could other development techniques and principles be listed here to avoid the need for coast protection works?
- Hazard mapping needs to be updated regularly, including coastal hazard maps.
- The Code should recognise and expand policy that is currently reflected in the development plan, particularly for low-lying areas of land in areas such as Moana (Esplanade, Nashawk Crescent) and Port Noarlunga. The Code goes some way to consider the possible impacts of sea levels and storm surges and intense weather events but additional updated policy concerning site levels, management of building setbacks, height guidelines, open space and FFLs of buildings is required.
- Clarification is sought on the design criteria that must be achieved before a referral is triggered. This should guard against coastal erosion, sea and storm water flooding and the need for management of other coastal processes.

**Commission’s Response:**

In respect to suggestions for amended wording of the desired outcome relating to the coastal environment’s role in climate resilience, whilst the Commission agrees that it is an important role, it is considered that the words of the DO that these areas be conserved and enhanced in and of themselves rather than listing the reasons is preferable.

The Commission recognises the complexity of providing for development in areas where coastal processes are present and is committed to providing Practice Guidelines for clarity for assessing authorities and applicants for development where the Coastal Areas Overlay applies.

The Commission recognises that there may be circumstances or developments that do result in the need for coast protection works, however, it is considered reasonable to include a performance outcome that seeks that development avoids the need for this in the first instance. This performance outcome on its own should not result in the refusal of developments that can demonstrate achievement of other desired and performance outcomes of the overlay or underlying zone. Further, it is considered that the agreement process for necessary coast protection works itself would reflect the level of community benefit.

In respect to containing additional policies about sea level rise and storm surge, it is considered that this policy is contained within the Coastal Areas Overlay. Changes to spatial application of that overlay are considered in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

**Waste disposal**

**Engagement feedback:**

- PO 4.1 and PO 4.5 contain mandatory provisions relating to the discharge of certain pollutants into any waters or onto land in a place from which it is reasonably likely to enter any waters. Such provisions could form the basis of a Deemed-to-Satisfy criterion for development that is not referred to the EPA. SA Health’s ‘On-site wastewater systems code’ (2013) provides for a setback of 100m between land application for an on-site wastewater system and the mean high
water spring tide along coastal foreshore areas. Such a distance could form the basis of a Deemed-to-Satisfy criterion.

- The position / location of waste water and sewerage infrastructure particularly in areas in danger of sea level rise (residential and community) should be considered.

**Clarification:**

A query was received about whether there should be an additional performance outcome relating to the size of allotments and their ability to have on-site wastewater disposal without causing adverse off-site impacts on the marine environment, including cumulative impacts. The size of allotments and their ability to accommodate on-site wastewater disposal without negative impacts is an issue considered at the zone level. Therefore no change is recommended for this overlay on this issue.

**Commission's Response:**

The Commission supports changes to reflect SA Health’s ‘On-site wastewater systems code’ including the introduction of a new DTS criteria as recommended.

**Other**

**Engagement feedback:**

- Policies are needed to support the enhancement of the coastal environment.

- Coastal Areas Overlay Beneficial policy contained within the current SAPPL, including erosion buffers, protection of economic resources and development in appropriate locations and maintaining of public access, appears to be missing. Council recommends a review of the South Australian Planning Policy Library (SAPPL) and implementation of more relevant policy that seeks to protect and enhance coastal areas.

**Commission’s Response:** The Commission considers that these policies are covered by policies in the Coastal Areas Overlay under the subheadings of ‘Environment Protection’ and ‘Access’.

- Coastal Areas Overlay - DO 1 is supported, but it is suggested the wording ‘flooding erosion’ should also include ‘wind erosion’ or simply refer to ‘erosion’ more generally.

**Commission’s Response:** Amendment to the DO is supported.

- If the Coastal Areas Overlay boundary is adjusted to capture foreshore development, referral provision (b) (ii) should be amended to read: areas within 100m of the mean high water mark, excluding land adjacent the ‘metropolitan beach subzone’ (also subject to subzone being adopted -see open space zone subzone recommendations).

**Commission’s Response:** The Commission does not support the introduction of a Metropolitan Beach Subzone and therefore this policy change is not supported.

- Higher densities in the Coastal Areas Overlay are requested.
Commission’s Response: The Coastal Areas Overlay is applied to areas subject to coastal processes and often fragile environments. The Commission does not support higher density development in these localities.

Commission’s recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.69 AMEND the Index of TNVs to contain site and building floor level requirements to allow development that meets these levels to retain their assessment pathways and to ensure that necessary referrals to the Coast Protection Board occur.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.70 CREATE a new Coastal Flooding Overlay to apply to areas subject to coastal hazard risk but where the Coastal Areas Overlay does not apply.

Note: See associated recommendations in the Code Spatial Application section of this report.

N.71 AMEND DO 1 by separating it into two DOs to better reflect the role of coastal areas in climate change resilience and carbon storage and to ensure that ‘erosion’ is considered a separate issue to ‘flooding’.

N.72 AMEND PO 4.5 to reflect the wording of the Environment Protection (Water Quality) Policy.

N.73 CREATE a new DTS/DPF that requires on-site wastewater systems to be set back from the Mean High Water Mark at spring tide.

Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect the environment from the release of acid water resulting from the disturbance of acid sulfate soils.

Limited feedback was received in relation to the Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay which included:

- amending PO 1.1 to avoid disturbance of acid sulfate soils in the first instance, followed by measures to minimise any resulting impacts
- linking the policy to relevant Deemed-to-Satisfy and Performance Assessed classes of development in applicable zones
- removing the Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay as an exception for protective tree netting structures as Accepted Development in applicable zones.

Commission’s response:

The Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay seeks for development to avoid excavation of land or change to a water table. The overlay captures areas that have previously been unidentified in the planning system under the Development Act 1993. While it is important to ensure that development does not disturb acid sulfate soils, there are also some types of minor and expected development which are unlikely to involve
substantial excavation that should continue to follow streamlined assessment pathways. Accordingly, the Commission supports review of the applicability of the overlay in classification tables to be identified as applicable policy only to land uses where disruption of acid sulfate soils is likely.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**N.74 AMEND** PO 1.1. to read: Development that involves excavation or a change to a water table where potential or actual acid sulfate soils are present is undertaken to minimise soil disturbance or drainage, prevent or minimise oxidation, and contain and treat any acid drainage to prevent harm or damage to the environment, primary production, buildings, structures and infrastructure, and public health’.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**N.75 AMEND** links for applicable Deemed-to-Satisfy and Performance Assessed classes of development to include Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay policy in applicable zones.

**N.76 REMOVE** the Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay as an exception to Accepted and Deemed-to-satisfy pathways for development which is unlikely to involve substantial excavation, and those development types which are ancillary to an already established land use (e.g. carport, verandah).

**Hazards (Bushfire) – All Overlays**

*These overlays ensure development, including land division, respond to the level of bushfire risk by siting and designing buildings in a manner that mitigates the threat and impact of bushfires on life and property taking into account the increased frequency and intensity of bushfires as a result of climate change. It ensures access for emergency service vehicles is facilitated to aid the protection of lives and assets from bushfire danger. The overlays include:*

- Hazards (Bushfire – General Risk) Overlay
- Hazards (Bushfire – Medium Risk) Overlay
- Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay
- Hazards (Bushfire – Outback) Overlay
- Hazards (Bushfire – Regional) Overlay
- Hazards (Bushfire – Urban Interface) Overlay

There were a number of responses received in relation to the suite of Hazards (Bushfire) modules within the Code. The following key matters were raised:

- Asset protection zones, bushfire buffer zones and native vegetation loss
- Bushfire mapping
- Deemed-to-satisfy pathways for minor developments
- Land division in Urban Interface Overlay
- Additional referral requests
- Policy clarification and improvements:
  - Recognition of climate change on bushfire events
Asset protection zones, bushfire buffer zones and native vegetation loss

Engagement feedback:

The extent of asset protection zones was of interest to many stakeholders and various perspectives were offered. Industry emphasised importance of effective asset protection zones, citing recent bushfires in the Adelaide Hills and Kangaroo Island and observing the impact of vegetation and terrain on the intensity and speed of bushfires. Other submissions raised concerns with native vegetation loss particularly when bushfire buffer zones are an added requirement. Opportunities for greater alignment with the relevant Australian Standard for Construction in Bushfire Prone Areas (AS3959) were put forward as a possible improvement to Code policy. Strengthened policies aimed at avoiding significant impact on, and the unnecessary clearance of, native vegetation, significant trees, regulated trees and mature vegetation were suggested.

Clarification: The consultation version of the bushfire overlays sought to include policy aimed at minimising the clearance of native vegetation. On reflection, this is taking on the role of the native vegetation overlays, which is not the job of bushfire overlays. The same applies to regulated trees and the Regulated and Significant Trees Overlay.

Commission’s response:

The Commission understands that the issue of native vegetation conservation versus clearance to support bushfire protection is complex and sensitive. The bushfire overlays and native vegetation overlays should, however, be able to do their job without influencing one another. Instead, they should be considered together when a development proposal is assessed by a relevant authority. In some cases, vegetation protection will win out over clearance for bushfire protection and vice versa. It will then be up to the proponent to explore alternative solutions. It is therefore recommended that the bushfire overlays be updated to focus on their primary role of protecting lives and property from loss rather than including policy on native vegetation clearance as originally drafted.

With respect to asset protection zones, the Commission acknowledges the request to increase the minimum DTS/DPF standard to 100m for all overlays (except the Outback), particularly in light of recent fires in the Adelaide Hills and on Kangaroo Island. Instead of a ‘cover all’ approach, the Commission is of the view that the minimum asset protection zone distances should be broken down to a basic level of vegetation type (grasslands versus hazardous bushland vegetation) and slope (less than 6 degrees), to allow greater flexibility when site circumstances allow. It is recommended that further explanation on asset protection zones and their relationship with native vegetation legislation be provided by way of a Practice Guideline.

Bushfire mapping

Engagement feedback:

The following comments were received in relation to bushfire mapping:

---

2 Currently only the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay requires a minimum asset protection zone width of 100m
• Industry submissions sought a reduction in the number of bushfire hazard overlays for simplification and a reduction in the impact of overlays on deemed-to-satisfy pathways for new dwellings.

• Many councils expressed that bushfire mapping must consider recent bushfire events and sought assurance that this was included in the proposed mapping.

• Many councils considered that the Hazards (Bushfire – Regional) Overlay shouldn’t be applied to established settlements.

**Clarification:**

*When developing the Regional Overlay and to ensure a level of consistency with current Development Plan policy, it was proposed that townships be excluded from the Regional Overlay, similar to those areas of the state that are currently mapped in terms of bushfire risk. Using the existing urban areas/township boundary data set was considered the most logical option for defining the excluded areas. As identified, this data layer hasn’t necessarily kept pace with on ground development, meaning that some areas of the state that have experienced township growth haven’t yet been captured in the data layer.*

• General commentary around high, medium and general categorisation of bushfire hazard risk was also received, with cropping fire risk raised as a key gap in the current mapping methodology.

**Commission’s response:**

The bushfire overlays and hazard mapping proposed in the first generation of the Code are transitional and generally reflect existing development plan mapping. This represents the first stage of a broader bushfire hazard mapping project undertaken by the Department in conjunction with SAFECOM, which will be progressively implemented in future generations of the Code, after the Phase Three Amendment has come into effect.

The overlay is a transitional policy measure to cover a current gap in development plan mapping and will eventually be replaced with formal bushfire risk mapping and urban interface areas as part the subsequent generational change to the Code, as mentioned above. It is therefore recommended that the mapping for the Hazards (Bushfire – Regional) Overlay remain as per the consultation version, other than those smaller settlements that abut areas of vegetation/bushfire risk which warrant inclusion into the overlay.

**Deemed-to-Satisfy pathways for minor development**

**Engagement feedback:**

Inconsistencies have been identified in the Code regarding the application of bushfire overlays and their impact on accepted and Deemed-to-Satisfy pathways for minor forms of development such as carports, verandahs and outbuildings.

**Clarification:**

*Under the Development Regulations, such activities (subject to meeting size and some locational requirements) are either exempt from development or do not require planning approval as they are unaffected by bushfire mapping or referral requirements. These arrangements have now been ‘grandfathered’ over to the Code.*

**Commission’s response:**
Allowance for minor development pathways has been allowed for in the Code and no further action will be taken at this juncture.

**Land Division in Urban Interface Overlay**

**Engagement feedback:**

Many councils considered that the Hazards (Bushfire – Urban Interface) Overlay may impact council resources and efficiency relating to the assessment of land division and will affect the performance assessment for dwellings and non-residential uses in Township Zones. Councils also raised the importance of the ‘Deemed to Satisfy’ pathway in townships and that this should not be precluded.

**Commission’s response:**

When the overlay was originally drafted, its intent was not to capture larger land divisions where they would be designed into the proposal. It was not the intent of the Commission to capture small, i.e. 1 into 2 land divisions in areas where traditional residential development is supported. For these reasons, the Commission agrees that small-scale land divisions (fewer than 10 allotments) should be offered a DTS pathway in areas designated for residential development and not be limited by the Land Division in Urban Interface Overlay.

**Additional referral request**

**Engagement feedback:**

There was general support for the nature of uses that would require referral to the CFS in the High Risk Overlay. In addition, it was requested that the Commission consider establishing a referral to the CFS in the Medium Risk Overlay for land division that is proposed adjacent to a High Risk Overlay. This would allow the CFS to undertake more detailed assessment of land division applications that abut high risk areas and provide direction in relation to safety of future residents.

**Commission’s response:**

Without a head power in the PDI Regulations, the Commission is unable to action additional referrals outside of the High Risk overlay. This is a decision for the government.

**General policy clarification and improvements**

**Engagement feedback:**

The following general matters of policy clarification and improvement were raised.

- Greater acknowledgement in the Desired Outcomes on how bushfire hazards will change as the climate changes is needed.
- Amendments to driveway design and an increase in building distance to a public road from 30m to 60m before the requirements kick in is supported.

**Clarification:**

The CFS have advised that fire fighting vehicles are now fitted with additional equipment and hoses thus enabling the increase in distance, provided that a safe and unobstructed path of travel to the building is available.

- Policy is needed enable people to be evacuated to a Bushfire Safer place (rather than just anywhere)
• Bushfire attack level (BAL) ratings should be incorporated into Code policies.
• DTS and performance assessed criteria for rainwater tanks that are dedicated to firefighting purposes are needed.
• The relevant bushfire overlays should clarify the distinction between Asset Protection Zones (0-100m), bushfire buffer zones (up to 1000m) and defendable space (0-20m).
• Changes to bushfire policy were generally supported but it was suggested that the Desired Outcomes (where relevant) need to include greater clarity around land division and its role in bushfire protection.
• Clarity was also sought around what is meant by ‘unacceptable bushfire risk’.
• There were suggestions around policy expression including those which speak of facilitating access for emergency service vehicles to protect assets and lives from bushfire danger. This was considered to be aspirational / unachievable in that fire crews can only ‘assist’, not ‘protect’.

Commission’s Response:

Addressing and mitigating the effects of climate change is of paramount importance and policies to assist to address these issues are included in the State Planning Policies. Recent bushfire events in South Australia and Australia have particularly highlighted the importance of protecting lives and property from damage and loss and have drawn the public’s attention towards what can be done from a policy perspective.

Incorporating BAL levels into Code policy would require a BAL assessment to be carried out for each individual application and would potentially complicate the planning and building assessment processes that are currently in play. Such an approach is not considered appropriate for the first generation of the Code but should be further considered as part of a separate mapping review.

The Commission considers that a Practice Guideline or similar would complement and benefit the interpretation of Code policy by practitioners and the general public. A guideline of this nature would be able to provide greater detail on matters of bushfire protection and how it relates to Code policy, including:

• Suitable siting and design approaches, taking into account vegetation cover, type and terrain
• Asset protection zones: what they can contain in terms of vegetation and how they are calculated based on slope and vegetation type
• Bushfire buffer zones and land division applications
• Vegetation clearance and how it ties in with requirements/approvals needed under the Native Vegetation Act.

The Commission has also undertaken a secondary review of the Bushfire Overlays to ensure consistency in writing with other Code modules. A lot of the bushfire module policies try to cover multiple topics in the one PO. There are also a number of examples where the same issue is covered by multiple policies. Consideration should be given to refining these policies to focus on single issues (the ‘what’) with detail and explanation on the ‘how’ being shifted to accompanying DTS/DPF policy or the Practice Guideline.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.77 AMEND Desired Outcomes to clarify the role land division plays in bushfire protection and to take into account climate change and its potential to increase the frequency and intensity of bushfires.
| 78 | In relation to the areas of the Regional Overlay, **SPATIALLY APPLY** smaller settlements that don’t have sufficient urban buffer within the overlay. Larger settlements will remain as currently mapped. |
| 79 | **AMEND** relevant zones to ensure minor forms of development such as carports, outbuildings and verandahs remain accepted and Deemed-to-Satisfy regardless of the application of bushfire overlays.  
*Note: this amendment maintains consistency with current provisions of the Development Regulations 2008.* |

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

| 80 | **AMEND** all bushfire overlays to ensure that all policies are concisely written and, where possible, focussed towards single policy topics. |
| 81 | **AMEND** policies of the Urban Interface Overlay to limit (as a general rule) its application to land divisions creating 10 or more new allotments or public roads. |
| 82 | **AMEND** ‘asset protection zone policy’ to support the increase in minimum distances to 100m but only in relation to distances to hazardous bushland vegetation. 50m to be retained in relation to unmanaged grasslands or for sites that have an average slope of less than 6 degrees (other than the High Risk overlay). |
| 83 | **AMEND** all bushfire overlays to remove policy addressed by the native vegetation overlays. |
| 84 | **AMEND** DTS/DPF 5.2 of the General, Medium and Regional Overlays, DTS/DPF 2.2 of the Outback Overlay and DTS/DPF 6.2 of the High Overlay to increase, from 30m to 60m, the minimum acceptable distance that the furthest point of a building can be from a public road before specific driveway requirements need to be met. |
| 85 | **AMEND** DTS/DPF 5.2 of the General, Medium and Regional Overlays, DTS/DPF 2.2 of the Outback Overlay and DTS/DPF 6.2 of the High Overlay to include the option of a ‘U’ shaped drive design as another alternative. |
| 86 | **CREATE** a new PO addressing fire tracks in all bushfire overlays (except the Outback):  
*Development does not rely on fire tracks as a means of evacuation or access for fire-fighting purposes unless there are no safe alternatives available.* |
| 87 | **AMEND** PO 1.2 of the High Overlay to encourage evacuations to Bushfire Safer Places:  
*Pre-schools, educational establishments, hospitals, retirement and supported accommodation are sited away from areas of unacceptable bushfire risk and locations that are remote from or don’t have a safe path of travel to a Bushfire Safer Place.* |
| 88 | **AMEND** the administrative definitions for Asset Protection Zone and Bushfire Buffer Zone to include the following note:  
*Note: this term has been defined for use in the Code. Other organisations or legislation may use the same term but with different meaning and for different purposes.* |
Hazards (Flooding) Overlay

This overlay seeks to minimise impacts on people, property, infrastructure and the environment from exposure to flood hazard risk through the limitation of development intensification.

Engagement feedback:

- The Desired Outcome appears to focus mainly on urban infill development rather than development in peri-urban or greenfield sites.
- The term ‘unacceptable’ risk needs clarification and greater emphasis should be given to access and safety requirements.
- The scope of the policy should be more clearly defined to relate only to terrestrial flooding (i.e. removing reference to setbacks etc. which relate more to coastal/riverine environments and are dealt with via other overlays).
- Clarity is needed about thresholds for development appropriate within the overlay.
- Specific reference to flood areas other than 1% AEP, such as 5% AEP (1 in 20) or 0.1% AEP (1 in 1000) is needed to reflect policy approaches currently contained in some development plans.
- There is concern about the loss the general provisions that would otherwise act as a safeguard for flood-affected areas which are not mapped and additional general policy should be included.
- There is concern about the applicability of a single overlay covering flood-affected areas, which does not reflect the structure of policy in some development plans.
- The rationale for the change in terminology referring to flood events with a 1% AEP (Annual Exceedance Probability) instead of 1 in 100 ARI (Average Return Interval) is questioned.

Clarification: The change from ARI to AEP was incorporated in the Phase One Amendment as a result of Agency feedback.

- The Phase Two Amendment refers only to flood mapping currently contained within development plans which is often outdated or incomplete. Overlay mapping should be expanded to incorporate flood mapping currently held by councils outside of development plans.

Clarification: The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay may be updated in the future as investigations into flooding are undertaken and data regarding flooding becomes available.

Commission’s Response

Transitioning flood hazard policy for development plans presents challenges given the variability in available mapping-related data and policy content.

It is acknowledged that the proposed approach of applying a Hazard (Flooding) Overlay over known flood-prone areas and then having general flooding policy in the Design General Modules available for all other locations requires some modification to enable effective transition of the various flood-related policy approaches contained in development plans into a single structure in the Code.
Implementing a robust structure that is fit-for-purpose for ongoing use is also important. The approach adopted in some development plans that have incorporated more recent flood hazard policy and mapping that identifies areas of high risk, areas subject to low flood risk and moderate inundation, and areas identified as not at risk (based on a 1 in 100-year event), is considered the most desirable approach and suitable for ongoing purposes. Reflecting this approach into the Code would involve require two overlays:

1. **Overlay 1 – Hazards (Flooding General) Overlay** would apply to locations that are prone to inundation (i.e. areas subject to 300mm or less flood water depth or areas mapped as low or medium flood hazard) but not more serious flooding. Policy in this overlay would require:
   - raised finished floor levels for most buildings (through a DTS/DPF criteria)
   - suitable design of buildings housing hazardous materials
   - buildings housing vulnerable people, community services, key infrastructure and emergency services be located away from highly affected areas.

   The application of this overlay will preserve Deemed-to-satisfy pathway for relevant development (such as dwellings, additions etc.) in affected areas.

2. **Overlay 2 – Hazard (Flooding) Overlay** would largely reflect the current Hazard (Flooding) Overlay applying in hazardous locations and have additional requirements relating to development to not impede flows (with development located outside of the 5% AEP principal flow path) and consider the impacts on adjoining properties, fencing controls, access requirements as so on. Development in this overlay would be expected to be performance assessed, with DTS/DPF criteria guidance on acceptability on certain matters such as raised floor levels and open-sided structures (which were included through the approval of the Phase Two Amendment).

In addition, areas that are known not to be subject of inundation or flooding (i.e. suitable investigations have been undertaken and mapping has been produced to verify locations are not affected) would not be affected by either overlay.

The inclusion of the new Hazards (Flooding General) Overlay would also remove the need for general flood-related policy in the Design and Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies.

In council areas where flood mapping / data is not available, an intermediate approach is required where the overlays would be applied based on an approach of ‘best fit’ so that flood hazard risk and general inundation issues could be addressed on a precautionary basis. In these circumstances the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay is recommended to apply along watercourses, and the Hazards (Flooding General) Overlay apply otherwise (to the same effect as the general design policy of a raised finished floor level requirement it replaces).

The proposed structure enables the spatial application of the overlays to be adjusted over time following suitable flood-related investigations, ultimately resulting in unaffected areas being able to be excluded altogether.

The content of the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay is generally considered suitable for relevant locations, as was approved to apply in regional areas through the Phase Two Amendment. However, in relation to comments received on land division policy in the overlay, the Commission is of the view that criteria (PO 1.2 & 1.3) may be impractical to apply and be unnecessarily onerous, particularly in an urban context, and therefore are recommended to be deleted. The more general land division policy in the Overlay (PO 1.1) is considered sufficient to address land division matters for the purposes of flood-prone areas and applied only as a performance outcome (given the more limited areas where this overlay is recommended to apply).

Areas that are flood-prone in relation to coastal processes are addressed by Coastal related modules. The application of the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay will typically be in relation to terrestrial processes, so policy refinement is considered unnecessary.
Commission’s Recommendations:

_Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:_

**N.89 CREATE** a new Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay that has a requirement for buildings to have a raised finished floor level through DTS/DPF criteria, includes requirements for development in which hazardous material are stored to be suitably designed, and requires buildings housing vulnerable people, community services, key infrastructure and emergency services to be located away from highly affected areas.

**N.90** Apply the Hazards (Flooding General) Overlay in locations:
- identified as low and medium flood risk or areas subject to 300mm or less flood water depth (as identified either in development plans or through suitable flood management mapping or data)
- where flood or inundation risk is unknown (i.e. where flood management mapping or data is unavailable), except for locations where the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay applies.

**N.91 DELETE** PO and DTS/DPF 1.2 & 1.3, and DTS/DPF 1.1 from the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay.

**N.92 APPLY** the Hazard (Flooding) Overlay:
- in locations identified as high and extreme flood risk or areas subject to greater than 300mm flood water depth (as identified either in development plans or through suitable flood management mapping or data)
- along identified water courses where development plan or flood management mapping or data is not available.

**Historic Shipwrecks Overlay**

This overlay maps the indicative location of historic shipwrecks to protect and conserve these important artefacts and sites.

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions queried why a referral trigger to the Australian Government Heritage Minster under the new _Underwater Cultural Heritage Act 2018_ was not included in the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**N.93 AMEND** to include the referral trigger to the Australian Government Heritage Minister under the _Underwater Cultural Heritage Act 2018._
Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect marine habitats and biodiversity through limiting development to coastal infrastructure (jetties, marinas, pontoons), aquaculture, tourism, recreation and renewable energy facilities.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received from the community and councils in relation to the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay. Key issues included:

- Suggestions that the overlay policies (DO 1 and PO 1.1) could encompass an expanded suite of environments and other considerations beyond the marine environment given the nature of areas where the overlay is proposed to apply (e.g. a portion of the Onkaparinga River in the Onkaparinga Council area). This could include protection of archaeological, geological and cultural elements, areas of scientific significance, and riverine / estuarine environments as currently referenced in current development plan policy.
- Opportunities to include additional policy to enable the development of unstructured passive and active recreation, providing the activity does not detrimentally affect the conservation and preservation of the natural environment.
- Suggestions to incorporate additional elements such as the conservation of ‘functioning ecosystems’ and ‘biological diversity’ within DO 1.
- The wording of the performance outcomes in the Overlay was considered imprecise and potentially open to interpretation (e.g. use of the term ‘not unduly harm’).

**Clarification:** The Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay and Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay are intended to reflect the network of 19 marine parks which were proclaimed in 2009 under the Marine Parks Act 2007 to protect and conserve marine biological diversity and marine habitats. A multiple-use zoning scheme containing four identified Marine Park Zones (including general managed use, habitat protection, sanctuary and restricted access zones) provides for varying levels of conservation, recreational and commercial use.

The Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay is intended to specifically apply to areas within both the General Managed Use and Habitat Protection Marine Park zones, given that development (under the current Development Act 1993) deemed to be consistent with the objectives of these zones is identical.

Performance-assessed development within the area of the overlay includes marinas, jetties, pontoons, break walls, outfalls and pipelines, renewable energy infrastructure and specific purpose development identified under the terms of the applicable marine park management plan. All other development within the overlay is restricted.

Commission’s response:

The Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay and Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay are intended to reflect and be consistent with zoned marine parks under the Marine Parks Act 2007 with a clear focus on protecting the marine environment.

With regard to issues raised in relation to language and policy expression in the performance objectives of the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay, the wording of PO 1.1 was revised and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to improve interpretation. This included replacing the term ‘not unduly harm’
with stronger wording consistently applied in the Code to ensure that development avoids or minimises harm to marine habitats, biodiversity or the functioning of ecosystems.

In relation to suggestions to incorporate additional elements such as the conservation of functioning ecosystems and biological diversity within DO 1, it is considered that these elements are already sufficiently captured in PO 1.1 of the overlay.

With regard to suggestions that DO 1 and PO 1.1 could encompass an expanded suite of environments and other considerations beyond the marine environment, in particular given its application to the Onkaparinga River environment in the Onkaparinga council area, the Onkaparinga River and its environs will also be subject to the Coastal Areas Overlay. Notably, the Coastal Areas Overlay seeks to conserve and enhance an expanded range of environments including mangroves, wetlands, saltmarsh, sand dunes, cliff tops, native vegetation, wildlife habitat, shore and, importantly, estuarine areas associated with river systems such as the Onkaparinga River. It is therefore not considered appropriate or necessary to reference and duplicate this expanded range of environments in the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay.

Similarly, areas where significant scientific, historic, scientific, landscape, faunal habitat, biodiversity and cultural values exist and should be conserved or preserved are generally located with the Code's Conservation Zone and its subzones which provide a range of polices for the protection of these elements. Notably, the Conservation Zone is proposed to apply to the western portion of the Onkaparinga River located west of Commercial Road / Saltfleet Street in the Onkaparinga Council area. Therefore, duplication of these elements in the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay in the context of the Onkaparinga River is also not considered necessary or appropriate.

In relation to suggestions to include additional policy in the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay (in particular, again as it applies to the Onkaparinga River) to enable the development of unstructured passive and active recreation that does not detrimentally affect the conservation and preservation of the natural environment, the Conservation Zone specifically provides opportunities for such activities, in particular, low-impact recreational and tourism development that offers public experiences.

Areas surrounding the Onkaparinga River east of Commercial Road / Saltfleet Street in the Onkaparinga council area that are affected by the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay are proposed to be located in the Open Space Zone, which similarly and specifically encourages development associated with or ancillary to the provision of unstructured outdoor passive and active recreation facilities. Duplication of these activities or elements within the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay is also therefore not considered necessary or appropriate.

Commission’s Recommendations:

No recommended changes.
Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay

This overlay ensures high-value marine habitats and biological diversity are protected and provides tighter development controls than the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received from one council in relation to the Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay as it relates to the western portion of the Onkaparinga River in the Onkaparinga Council area.

This feedback generally reflected similar comments received in relation to the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay, including suggestions to amend to the Desired Outcome (DO 1) to incorporate riverine and estuarine environments in the context of its application to the Onkaparinga River and include reference to additional elements such as the conservation of functioning ecosystems and biological diversity within the overlay's desired outcome.

The relevance of the reference in PO 1.1 regarding ports and harbours to the Onkaparinga River system was also queried given the low likelihood of such developments occurring within the river system.

Clarification: The Marine Parks (Managed Use) and Marine Parks (Restricted Use) overlays are intended to reflect the network of 19 marine parks which were proclaimed in 2009 under the Marine Parks Act 2007 to protect and conserve marine biological diversity and marine habitats. A multiple-use zoning scheme, containing four identified Marine Park Zones (including general managed use, habitat protection, sanctuary and restricted access zones), provides for varying levels of conservation, recreational and commercial use.

The Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay is intended to specifically capture both the Sanctuary and Restricted Access Marine Park zones (both of which are included in the Onkaparinga River), given that development (under the current Development Act 1993) deemed to be consistent with the objectives of these zones is identical. The 'Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay' provides tighter development controls than the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay.

Performance-assessed development within the area of the overlay includes specific purpose development identified under the terms of the applicable marine park management plan and aquaculture. All other forms of development within the overlay are generally restricted.

Commission’s response:

Both the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay and Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay in the Code are intended to reflect and be consistent with zoned marine parks under the Marine Parks Act 2007, with a clear focus on protecting the marine environment.

The overlay is one component of a broader zoning and policy framework applying to the Onkaparinga River environs in the Code, which is also proposed within the Conservation Zone and Open Space Zone and subject to application of the Coastal Areas Overlay. These zones, additional overlays and policy frameworks provide reference to an expanded range of environments akin to the Onkaparinga River. It is therefore not considered necessary or appropriate to duplicate policies from these zones or overlays within the Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay (or the Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay), particularly given their focus on protecting and conserving marine biological diversity and marine habitats.

In relation to suggestions to incorporate additional elements such as the conservation of functioning ecosystems and biological diversity within DO 1, it is considered that these elements are already sufficiently captured in PO 1.1 of the overlay.
With regard to the relevance of references to ports and harbours in PO 1.1 in the context of the Onkaparinga River system, the overlay has been applied to both the Sanctuary and Restricted Access Marine Park zones declared under the *Marine Parks Act 2007*, both of which form part of this river system. While it is accepted that the likelihood of ports or harbours being proposed landward of the river mouth may be low, this may not be the case for the seaward portion of the overlay that is located within a marine park sanctuary zone. Retention of references to such development in the overlay is therefore considered appropriate.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

No recommended changes are proposed.

**Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay**

The new Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay applies to Mount Lofty Ranges Water Protection Area 1. Potentially high-risk or high-impacting uses are restricted in this area and there are fewer opportunities for deemed-to-satisfy pathways due to its sensitive nature and importance.

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback on the overlay can be summarised as follows:

**Overlay Name**

- The EPA suggested amending the overlay name to read ‘Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 1)’ as it is considered important that the name reference water to more clearly reflect the overlay’s intention.

**Overlay Policy Content**

- Consistent terminology is recommended in DTS/DPF 2.1 and PO 5.2, with the inclusion of ‘SA Health’s On-Site Wastewater Systems Code’ and ‘Community Waste Management System Code’ in place of ‘South Australian standards for wastewater management and disposal’ and ‘South Australian standards’, which are considered ambiguous.
- Noted that the setback specified in DTS/DPF 2.2 may not be the standard separation recommended in the future and a slope greater than 1 in 5 can be appropriately developed with engineering intervention.
- Suggested that DTS/DPF 2.2 include reference to compliance legislation, e.g.:

  (e) compliant with the relevant South Australian regulations and standards.

- Rarer flooding events should be considered in the absence of accurate mapping to accommodate more frequent damaging events and be applied to DTS/DPF 2.2
- The perceived restrictive nature of DTS/DPF 3.8 was queried with the submission arguing that the 50m separation and 20% gradient requirements do not reflect current horticultural practice.
- The cumulative impact of development and climate change on natural features should be included through the addition of a new PO that may read (if adopted):

  PO X: Development designed to minimise the cumulative impacts on landscapes and natural features from vegetation clearance, changing climatic condition and human disturbance.
• DO 1 should be amended to include reference to the spatial application of overlay and the following content may be appropriate:

DO 1: Safeguard greater Adelaide’s public water supply by ensuring development has a neutral or beneficial effect on the quality of water harvested from primary reservoir or diversion weir catchments in the Mount Lofty Ranges.

• PO 5.2 does not adequately address a concern regarding boundary realignments creating additional residential allotments and the addition of ‘where no such potential currently exists’ at the conclusion of the performance outcome is considered appropriate. In addition, PO 5.2 should be amended to reference ‘on-site wastewater system.’

• A review about minimum allotment sizes in unsewered areas within the catchment is needed to ensure that current minimums are retained to discourage residential development in inappropriate areas.

Further guidance is required for a relevant authority to determine whether a development will result in a neutral or beneficial effect on water quality as stipulated by PO 1.1. A measurable quality that would enable an authority to determine if a development is having a negligible impact to water quality is encouraged. This may be in the form of a Practice Guidelines and/or a water management and stormwater assessment tool. An online assessment tool, similar to the InSite Water Tool developed by Water Sensitive SA, may provide the support required.

Procedural Matters – Referrals

• Within the Class of Development column, it has been suggested that (b) (ii) should refer to the total number of persons (capacity) instead of seat numbers.

• (b) (iii) ((b)) should be amended to refer to ‘a restaurant with more than 30 seats and in association with a cellar door’ to provide clearer policy expression.

• More concise policy expression is needed in the Purpose of Referral column and the following guidance should be provided in place of the current explanation:

To provide direction to the relevant authority on measures to prevent or mitigate harm from pollution from the development.

Commission’s Response:

The Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 1) Overlay is a specific overlay designed to protect Adelaide’s water supply catchment, in particular land that drains directly into primary reservoirs and weir catchments. The Commission recognises that there was no distinction between Area 1 and Area 2 and have redrafted the desired outcome to reflect this distinction.

In addition, the Commission recognises that referrals to the Minister responsible for the Landscape South Australia Act 2019 as addressed under the Prescribed Water Resources Overlay are able to be removed from this overlay as they are a duplicate.

DTS/DPF criteria reflect industry standard and as a result remain unchanged.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.94 AMEND the name of the Overlay to ‘Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 1)’
| N.95 | AMEND the DO to distinguish between Area 1 and Area 2 by adding ‘from primary reservoirs or diversion weir catchments’ to Area 1. |
| N.96 | AMEND PO 1.1 to provide further detail and examples of development which may impact on water quality, and seek development to be connected to a sewerage system or community wastewater management system. |
| N.97 | AMEND PO 5.2 to add ‘…where no such potential currently exists’ to ensure like-for-like policy transfers from the Development Act. |
| N.98 | REMOVE the referral to the Minister responsible for the Landscape South Australia Act 2019 for dam walls and other structures. |

Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2) Overlay

The new Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2) Overlay applies to Mount Lofty Ranges Water Protection Areas 2 and 3. The policy safeguards Greater Adelaide’s water supply within these overlays by ensuring development has a neutral or beneficial effect on the quality of water harvested.

Engagement feedback:

The feedback received for Area 2 comprised the same recommendations, amendments and points of discussion raised in relation to Area 1. It should be considered that the above content relating to Area 1 applies to Area 2.

There were also several specific comments in relation to Area 2:

- The EPA suggested amending the overlay name to read ‘Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 2)’ as it is considered important the name reference water to more clearly reflect overlay’s intention.
- Amend DTS/DPF 3.5 to refer to ‘dwellings’ in place of ‘dwelling additions’.
- Amend DO 1 to reference spatial application of Area 2. Text could read as follows:

  DO 1: Safeguard greater Adelaide's public water supply by ensuring development has a neutral or beneficial effect on the quality of water harvested from primary reservoir or diversion weir catchments in the Mount Lofty Ranges.

- More concise policy expression is needed in the Purpose of Referral column. The following guidance could be provided in place of the current explanation:

  To provide direction to the relevant authority on measures to prevent or mitigate harm from pollution from development.

Commission’s Response:

The Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 2) Overlay is a specific overlay designed to protect Adelaide water supply catchment, in particular land that drains directing into secondary reservoirs and weir catchments. The Commission recognises that there was no distinction between Area 1 and Area 2 and hence have redrafted the desired outcome to reflect this distinction.
In addition, it recognises that referrals to the Minister responsible for the *Landscape South Australia Act 2019* as addressed under the Prescribed water resources overlay are able to be removed from this overlay as they are a duplicate.

DTS/DPF criteria reflect industry standard and as a result remain unchanged.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**N.99** AMEND the name of the Overlay to ‘Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 2)’

**N.100** AMEND the DO to distinguish between Area 1 and Area 2 by adding ‘from secondary reservoirs or diversion weir catchments’ to Area 2.

**N.101** AMEND PO 1.1 to provide further detail and examples of development which may impact on water quality, and seek development to be connected to a sewerage system or community wastewater management system.

**N.102** AMEND PO 5.2 to add ‘…where no such potential currently exists’ to ensure like-for-like policy transfers from the Development Act.

**N.103** REMOVE the referral to the Minister responsible for the *Landscape South Australia Act 2019* for dam walls and other structures.

**Murray-Darling Basin Overlay**

The overlay seeks to protect the Murray-Darling Basin by ensuring activities involving the taking of water are undertaken in a sustainable manner.

Limited feedback was received on the Murray-Darling Basin Overlay.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

No recommended changes.

**Native Vegetation Overlay**

This overlay seeks to protect, retain and restore areas of native vegetation to enable better alignment between the land use planning system and native vegetation clearance consent process. Where an application involves native vegetation removal, it may trigger the need for expert input into the development assessment process via an accredited consultant’s report and/or referral to the Native Vegetation Council. It applies to areas of the state which are subject to the Native Vegetation Act 1991 (excluding those areas covered by the State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay).

**Engagement feedback:**

Considerable feedback was received about the Native Vegetation Overlay. Many submissions supported the overlay and considered that alignment with the native vegetation clearance consent process would
result in better outcomes. Some submissions thought the overlay doesn’t go far enough in protecting biodiversity while conversely, other submissions consider that the overlay is applied too broadly the Native Vegetation Council shouldn’t have the power of direction.

A number of submissions considered that the overlay has been applied too liberally, including over township and residential areas where it restricts simple and what would otherwise be deemed-to-satisfy development from occurring. It was suggested that the overlay be reviewed to remove its impact on townships and residential areas to enable deemed to satisfy developments to occur.

Submissions from industry representatives suggested that the procedural arrangements associated with the Native Vegetation Overlay will require specialist advice and expense up front. These submissions suggested that the data report containing specialist advice be required at the Native Vegetation Act approval stage only, not at the planning consent stage. Concern was also expressed that the referral to the Native Vegetation Council is for ‘Direction’ and the preference is that the referral be for ‘Regard’.

Many respondents that supported the overlay don’t think it goes far enough in addressing the impact of new development on other areas of biodiversity e.g. other types of valued vegetation (such as grassland and samphire) and threatened species. There were recommendations for SAPPL policies to be mirrored in Code, particularly those addressing biodiversity, habitat, climate resilience and revegetation using locally indigenous plant species. If such policies are not transitioned, additional policy measures reflecting biodiversity was encouraged (see the separate section Biodiversity and critical habitat policy gap in General section).

A number of submissions pointed out that there was an absence of policy that sought to enhance and restore native vegetation, as envisaged by the Desired Outcome, and suggested the inclusion of additional policies requiring the planting of locally indigenous native vegetation.

The responses received can be themed as follows:

Overlay Name
The overlay name was considered too narrow and it was suggested by local government that it be amended to ‘Biodiversity and Native Vegetation Overlay’ to better reflect its intent to protect habitat and biodiversity.

Commission’s response:
The Native Vegetation Overlay was created primarily to align the native vegetation clearance consent process with the development assessment process. The overlay was not designed to consider the impacts of development on biodiversity more broadly, although it will do this in relation to how the clearance of native vegetation will impact biodiversity. It is not considered appropriate to amend the name of the overlay because the current name already reflects its intent. The Commission intends to work with the Department for Environment and Water to develop an appropriate policy and mapping response for biodiversity (for further information see the separate Biodiversity and critical habitat policy gap section).

Overlay Content
- A number of submissions said that the overlay did not go far enough in addressing the impacts of new development on biodiversity more broadly, including in relation to impacts on threatened species, habitat and climate resilience.
- One council submission advocated for the topic of biodiversity to be referred and discussed in PO 1.1 - 1.3, as current POs are limited in scope and do not consider the fundamental issue of biodiversity.
Commission’s response:

The Commission agrees that the overlay could better recognise the role that protecting native vegetation plays in supporting biodiversity and will recommend that the Desired Outcome be amended to reflect this. As mentioned above, the Commission intends to work with the Department for Environment and Water to develop a policy and mapping response to address the impact of development on biodiversity more broadly, including on habitat and threatened species and communities.

- A repeated suggestion was the inclusion of additional POs which facilitate restoring areas of native vegetation. This is consistent with the Desired Outcome, so it was suggested that POs in support of achieving the intent of the outcome with regard to restoring native vegetation be adopted and implemented.
- One local government requested that existing development plan policies concerned with revegetation measures be mirrored in the Code. This included specific comments about the need to use locally indigenous plant species, which is the current approach in SAPPL.
- Multiple submissions suggested the inclusion of an additional PO that encourages/prescribes the planting of native and indigenous species.

Commission’s response: The Commission agrees that existing PO 1.4 should be expanded to better reflect the intention of the Desired Outcome and SAPPL policies.

- An environmental cross-sectoral group recommended that the cumulative impact of development and climate change should be considered by POs.

Commission’s response: The Commission intends to look at the issue of cumulative impact and climate change as part of the policy response to addressing biodiversity more broadly.

- DTS/DPF 1.1 may undermine the intent of PO 1.1 by requesting a declaration stating no vegetation is to be removed while the PO anticipates removal in circumstances where such removal cannot be avoided.

Clarification:

The PO is not considered to be undermined by the application of the DTS/DPF. The DTS/DPF can apply to developments that involve Level 1 clearance as determined by the data report provided with the development application.

- PO and DTS/DPF 1.3 should be reviewed and refined to ensure the separation of inappropriate land uses from the boundaries of all native vegetation areas, not just those in State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay Areas (SSNVAO).

Clarification:

Such measures are considered difficult to spatially identify. The intent of this DTS is to recognise that the interface between the two overlays is likely to be an area where there is greater native vegetation coverage and therefore the impact from more intense rural land uses would be greater. No change is considered necessary.

- A question was raised about the inconsistent use of terminology in DTS/DPF 1.1 of the SSNVAO and PO 2.1 of Native Vegetation Overlay. ‘Minor’ clearance is used in PO 2.1 and ‘low level clearance’ in DTS/DPF 1.1.
**Commission’s response:** References to minor and low level clearance have been updated to ‘Level 1 clearance’ in both the Native Vegetation Overlay and State Significant Native Vegetation Areas Overlay.

- One council submission commented that the issue of planting pest/weed species is not addressed.

**Commission response:** A new PO will be included in the landscaping section of the general Design module to ensure that landscaping does not result in the spread of pest plant or weed species.

- One industry submission suggested that PO 2.1 be amended to accommodate instances where large-scale land division developments would inevitably lead to native vegetation being fragmented.

- Concern held in adopting a ‘risk-based approach’ to native vegetation clearance, and the appropriateness of certain classes of development (i.e. tourist accommodation) in clearing any area of vegetation.

- Local government and public submission recommended a requirement for land divisions, tourism accommodations and critical infrastructure to be situated in areas already substantially cleared. An amendment to PO 1.1 has been suggested. One community group suggested that clearance approvals be prescribed for all assessment pathways.

**Commission’s response:** No changes are considered necessary as the policies in the overlay are adequate to determine if the clearance of native vegetation has been avoided and where it hasn’t that it has been minimised, thus ensuring that the development has been sited where it will have the least impact. This is consistent with the approach of assessing native vegetation clearance applications under the Native Vegetation Act.

- Clarification is sought about whether the Regulated Trees Overlay or Native Vegetation Overlay take precedence when applied to the same spatial area.

**Clarification:** PDI Regulation 3F(4)(d) states that the significant/regulated tree requirements do not apply to a tree that may not be cleared without the consent of the Native Vegetation Council under the Native Vegetation Act.

- One community submission suggested two sub-categories of native vegetation be adopted, similar to the tier system in the Hazard modules. The categories are recommended to be ‘High Conservation Area’ and ‘Management Plan Assessed’ to restrict development within open space systems.

**Clarification:** Such measures are considered difficult to spatially identify and may not lead to better land use outcomes.

**Procedural Matters**

- Multiple submissions requested clarification on Schedule 9 of the PDI Regulations (which doesn’t identify the Native Vegetation Council as a prescribed referral body) and confirmation that referrals to the Native Vegetation Council are in accordance with legislative requirements.
• Several respondents advised that the draft overlay is incorrectly listed in the 'Except where any of the following apply' section within the DTS classification tables and some Accepted Development tables within many zones.

• Numerous submissions considered that the Native Vegetation Overlay has been applied too liberally, including over township and residential areas where it restricts simple, what would otherwise be deemed-to-satisfy development, from occurring.

  **Clarification:** Schedule 9 has been amended to include the Native Vegetation Council as a referral body. The classification tables have been updated to ensure that Accepted and Deemed-to-satisfy pathways are maintained where no clearance is proposed and the Native Vegetation Overlay applies to locations where the Native Vegetation Act 1991 currently applies.

• Industry groups are opposed to the notion that a declaration/report is required prior to approvals or consents being granted, arguing the costs incurred are detrimental to applicants.

• Industry groups queried the Native Vegetation Council being granted the power of direction, advocating that this raises native vegetation to the paramount planning consideration, and would require dual approval to clear native vegetation. Request the referral should be for ‘regard’ and remove requirement for applicant to provide a ‘data report’.

  **Clarification:** The lodgement of a data report prepared by an accredited consultant is an essential part of the new referral process for development that also involves the clearance of native vegetation. The data report will provide the information required by the relevant planning authority to determine if a referral is required and whether specialist advice is needed to assist in the assessment process. This is no different from a relevant planning authority seeking specialist advice on matters such as noise and traffic. The data report is also used in the Native Vegetation Act clearance consent process meaning only one report is required for the two assessment processes. A referral to the Native Vegetation Council is triggered only where the application proposed Level 3 or 4 clearance (the level of clearance is determined by the data report). The Native Vegetation Council has been given the power of direction consistent with other prescribed referral bodies and in recognition of the approval powers it has under the Native Vegetation Act.

• Further supporting information is needed to explain the greater alignment between the planning system and the Native Vegetation Act.

  **Commission’s response:** The Commission agrees with this comment and native vegetation information documents will be released to support applicants, councils and accredited consultants in understanding the process for development applications that do and don’t involve the clearance of native vegetation.

  **Commission’s response:**

  The purpose of the Native Vegetation Overlay is to provide a process for better alignment between the development assessment process and the native vegetation clearance consent process. Where native vegetation is being cleared as part a development proposal then the impact of that clearance should be considered up front. Where native vegetation is not being cleared this is confirmed by a declaration and the Accepted development and Deemed-to-Satisfy pathways are maintained. The majority of submissions supported the Native Vegetation Overlay and recognised the benefits of considering siting and design up front at the development assessment stage in order to avoid and minimise the clearance of native vegetation.

  Where native vegetation is being cleared the provision of the data report is essential to provide the relevant planning authority with the information needed to make an assessment to determine the level of clearance being proposed and to identify whether a referral to the Native Vegetation Council is required.
The data report is also required during the native vegetation clearance consent process so the one document is able to be used in both assessment processes. The Native Vegetation Council has also advised that it will only require one application fee so that if a development application is lodged then the native vegetation clearance consent fee will be waived. For this reason, the two application fees have been set at the same amount.

A number of submissions were concerned about the large area covered by the overlay and that the Native Vegetation Council has the power of direction. The application of the Overlay mirrors the application of the Native Vegetation Act which is appropriate in order to align the two systems. As a result, no amendment to the spatial application of the overlay is recommended. The Native Vegetation Council has been given the power of direction in accordance with the approach under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act that referral bodies have the power of direction and recognises the approval process the Native Vegetation Council has under the Native Vegetation Act. Where the Native Vegetation Council has already considered the native vegetation clearance as part of the development application, the native vegetation clearance consent process will simply be about determining the offset (significant environmental benefit).

The new process is not a significant change in practice. Native vegetation clearance will require referral and approval from the Native Vegetation Council for more significant clearance of native vegetation (Level 3 & 4)

A DTS pathway will be available for Level 1 and Level 2 clearance, while Level 3-4 clearance requires referral and approval by the Native Vegetation Council. The overlay policy provides a 'hook' to the Native Vegetation legislation but enables low and moderate level native vegetation clearance (Level 1 & 2) to be addressed through the planning system without referral.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

**N.104** AMEND to include an additional PO: *Development enhances biodiversity and habitat values through revegetation (PO 1.4).*

**N.105** AMEND the assessment tables to add DTS 1.1 of the Overlay to ensure that Accepted development and Deemed-to-Satisfy development can continue on these pathways when accompanied by a declaration that development will not involve clearance of native vegetation.

*Note: The Commission recommend a Practice Guideline be prepared to support the implementation of this Overlay.*

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**N.106** AMEND DO 1 of the Native Vegetation Overlay to reference how native vegetation helps to sustain biodiversity, threatened species and habitat.

**N.107** AMEND PO 1.4 to better reflect the Desired Outcomes to restore native vegetation.

**N.108** CREATE a new PO under ‘Landscaping’ in the Design General Development Policies to ensure that landscaping avoids the spread of pest plants and weed species.
State Significant Native Vegetation Area Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect, retain and restore significant areas of native vegetation. Where an application involves native vegetation removal it may trigger the need for expert input into the development assessment process via an accredited consultant’s report and/or referral to the Native Vegetation Council. It applies to selected reserves, national parks and heritage agreements which contain significant stands of native vegetation. A 50 metre buffer area is included in the overlay to capture development in close proximity to these areas.

Feedback received focused on the spatial application of the overlay, additional policy recommendations, amendments to policies and queries regarding referral to Native Vegetation Council. These are summarised below:

Overlay Name

An environmental group suggested a more appropriate name for the overlay would be ‘Reserves and Heritage Agreement Native Vegetation Overlay’ given it is spatially derived from tenure/administrative categories and not from a biodiversity inventory of state significance.

Commission response: The overlay name is appropriate as it is intended to eventually include areas of state-significant native vegetation.

Overlay Policy Content

- One agency requested that DO 1 be amended to better reflect State Planning Policies, the overlay scope be expanded and that the overlay’s intention be more detailed.

- One community submission recommended the overlay scope be expanded to consider vegetation corridors used by identified species.

- One agency suggested that threatened ecological communities be identified and for policies to be introduced on threatened flora and fauna to provide guidance to applicants and relevant authorities.

Commission response: The Commission recognises the opportunity for additional policies to address biodiversity more broadly and will work with the Department for Environment and Heritage to develop appropriate mapping and policies via a critical/threatened species overlay for the protection of habitat, breeding areas and movement corridors of threatened or critically endangered species.

- A service provider commented that the overlay is more prescriptive than current requirements and may lead to higher costs incurred by applicants to meet vegetation clearance requirements.

Clarification: The new process is not considered a significant change in practice. Native Vegetation clearance will require approval from the Native Vegetation Council. Level 1 clearance for land division maintains a DTS pathway, while all other clearance will require referral and approval by the Native Vegetation Council.

Spatial Extent

One agency recommended the overlay be spatially applied to forest reserves in the south-east of the state.
Commission response: The Commission will work with the Department for Environment and Water and other agencies and groups to determine whether this overlay can be applied to additional areas that contain State significant native vegetation.

Procedural Matters – Referrals

Industry suggested imposing a requirement that the Native Vegetation Council should issue a clearance approval under the Native Vegetation Act in tandem with the issuing of a development consent. They also argued that the purpose for referral required clarification and noted a potential inconsistency in the application of DTS criteria and the referral trigger.

Commission response:

As with approvals under other legislation, applicants can choose in which order approvals are obtained. Once an applicant has a development approval it should be a quick and simple process to obtain a native vegetation clearance consent. The purpose of the referral accurately reflects the role of the Native Vegetation Act and therefore does not require alteration. The Accepted and Deemed-to-satisfy pathways have been amended to ensure those pathways are available for applicants that are not clearing native vegetation.

Commission’s Recommendations:

No recommended changes.

Prescribed Surface Water Areas Overlay

The overlay seeks sustainable water use in prescribed surface water areas that maintains the health and natural flow paths of watercourses. It applies to prescribed surface water areas under the Natural Resources Management Act 2004 (replaced by the Landscape South Australia Act 2019).

Engagement feedback:

- It was suggested that the draft Desired Outcome did not align with the purpose of the referral and should include the natural flow paths of watercourses in moving water across landscapes and meeting ecological needs. It was suggested that the desired outcome be amended to broaden its context and reference watercourses and their function.

- It was noted that the retention of the requirement for all dams to be assessed under the NRM Act through a mandatory referral was supported.

- Feedback was also received regarding procedural matters, including amendments to referral content and purpose.

Commission's Recommendations:

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

N.109 AMEND the DO to elaborate on the purpose of the overlay, i.e. the maintenance of the health and natural flow paths of watercourses.
N.110 AMEND to include a DTS (1.2) to provide an easier pathway for proposals not requiring a new or amended licence:

‘Development satisfies either of the following:

a) The applicant has a current water licence in which sufficient spare capacity exists to accommodate the water needs of the proposed use

or

b) The proposal does not involve the taking of water for which a licence would be required under the Landscape South Australia Act 2019.’

N.111 AMEND the purpose of the referral to provide additional detail about its focus.

Prescribed Water Resources Area Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect prescribed water resources by ensuring the taking of water in such areas is avoided or undertaken in a sustainable manner. It applies to prescribed water resource areas under the Natural Resources Management Act 2004 (replaced by the Landscape South Australia Act 2019).

Engagement feedback:

- It was suggested that the Desired Outcome statement relating to the taking of water does not align with the purpose of the referral. It was suggested that the desired outcome be amended to broaden its context and to reference watercourses and their function.

- It was suggested that the Performance Outcome related to dams, as per the Prescribed Surface Water Overlay, should be included.

- Amendments to referral triggers contained within the overlay were also suggested.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.112 AMEND the DO to elaborate on the purpose of the overlay i.e. the maintenance of the health and natural flow paths of watercourses.

N.113 AMEND the referral triggers to include a referral for the ‘erection, construction, modification, enlargement or removal of a dam, wall or other structure that will collect or divert, or collects or diverts surface water flowing over land’ to the relevant authority under the Landscape South Australia Act 2019.

*Note: policy protecting the banks of watercourses is included in the Water Resources Overlay which applies more broadly across the state.*
Prescribed Watercourses Overlay

This overlay seeks to protect watercourses by ensuring activities involving the taking of water are avoided or undertaken in a sustainable manner. It applies to prescribed watercourses under the Natural Resources Management Act 2004 (replaced by the Landscape South Australia Act 2019).

Engagement feedback:

- It was suggested that the Desired Outcome should include reference to protecting the natural flow paths of watercourses in moving water across landscapes and meeting ecological needs.
- It was also suggested that the Desired Outcome should be amended to reference the taking of water for environmental benefit.
- Spatial application of the Prescribed Watercourses Overlay was queried, noting that some portions of the overlay captures centrelines of watercourses compared to larger extents of land parcels being captured in other locations.

Clarification: The Prescribed Watercourses Overlay delineates the portion of the South Australian section of the River Murray gazetted as a prescribed watercourse, and includes several other watercourses prescribed under the Water Resources Act 1997. The overlay contains the line work delineating the watercourses which have been prescribed through legislation utilising data provided by the Department for Environment and Water.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.114 AMEND the Desired Outcome to elaborate on the purpose of the Overlay i.e. the maintenance of the health and natural flow paths of watercourses.

N.115 CREATE a new PO regarding dams to ensure they are undertaken in a manner that maintains the quality and quantity of flows required to meet the needs of the environment as well as downstream users.

Prescribed Wells Area Overlay

The overlay seeks to protect wells by ensuring activities involving the taking of water are avoided or undertaken in a sustainable manner. It applies to prescribed wells areas under the Natural Resources Management Act 2004 (as replaced by the Landscape South Australia Act 2019).

Engagement feedback:

- Clarification was sought as to the application of PO 1.1, including whether the Performance Outcome applies to all development or only development where water is sourced from a well.

Clarification: The prescribed Wells Area Overlay is principally included in the Code as a mechanism to spatially apply the referral trigger for activities that draw water from underground water resources.
- It was queried whether additional / alternative spatial layers derived from other programs will be incorporated or referred to in Code, in order to ensure consistency regarding Water Allocation Plans.

**Clarification:** The spatial data contained within the Prescribed Wells Area Overlay delineates the boundaries of prescribed wells (groundwater resource areas) within South Australia. The overlay contains the line work of the groundwater resource areas which have been prescribed through legislation, with data provided by the Department for Environment and Water. The overlay contains a referral allowing Water Allocation Plans to be considered in appropriate circumstances.

- The inclusion of additional provisions that refer to the ‘injection of water’ for environmental benefits and later recovery was suggested.

**Commission's response:** It is considered that activities involving the injection of water for environmental benefits and later recovery would not be precluded by policies contained within the Prescribed Wells Area Overlay, providing that activities are undertaken in a sustainable manner and do not place undue strain on water resources.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

N.116 **CREATE** an applicable DTS/DPF policy within the overlay to accommodate development that does not involve the taking of water for which a license would be required.

**Ramsar Wetlands Overlay**

**Engagement feedback:**

The Commission received a small number of submissions regarding the Ramsar Wetlands Overlay, primarily from affected local government areas and agencies. The suggestions were largely recommendations for policy improvement, concern regarding loss of policy, or policy considered unnecessary:

- Mapping identifying areas designated as Ramsar reserves within the Ramsar wetland has not been undertaken for other Ramsar sites in South Australia and therefore:
  - PO 1.3 (which references reserves) is redundant and should be removed
  - PO 1.4 should be removed on the basis that, in the Alexandrina Development Plan, policy to not locate buildings or structures related specifically to mapped key habitat areas, rather than the entire Ramsar wetland.

- There is a need to be consistent with policy and mapping so that areas with additional mapping are not subject to additional policies and areas with less mapping are subject to fewer policies.

- The Ramsar wetlands are not about restricting development per se, they are about minimising impact from development on the wetlands values e.g. hydrological regime, habitat and vulnerable species and the policies in the overlay adequately do that. This PO can be deleted.
• Specific Ramsar policies have been generalised and concern is raised that significant content has been lost. Additional policies that reflect existing PDCs 45-49 of the Natural Resource Module in the Alexandrina Council Development Plan are needed.

• Key Ramsar Habitat Area not reflected within the overlay need to be updated and/or provide additional layer for ‘key habitat areas’, provide new administrative definition for ‘key habitat areas’ and include policies to ensure adequate protection of the key areas identified.

• The word ‘significant’ in PO 1.1 of the Ramsar Wetlands Overlay should be removed to ensure development which leads to negative impacts on Ramsar wetland habitats is precluded and to be consistent with PO 1.3.

• PO 1.6 of the Ramsar Wetlands Overlay needs to better define/clarify what is meant by ‘frequent jetties’ i.e. what is the intent/meaning of a multiple number of jetties?

• The term ‘ecologically significant proportion’ in PO 1.7 is considered too vague and should be defined/supported by a quantitative figure to be applied with rigour and confidence.

• The State Government’s Blue Carbon strategy includes action to support protected wetland management under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands blue carbon resolution (4.3). In keeping with this:
  o The DO could be amended to promote the restoration of recognised Ramsar Wetlands as follows: ‘Protection and restoration of recognised Ramsar Wetlands.’
  o An additional PO is needed: ‘Development promotes the restoration and sustainable management of wetlands habitat.’
  o PO 1.1 should be amended as follows: ‘Development does not lead to significant negative impacts on Ramsar wetland habitat and its carbon capture and storage potential.’

• Projected reductions in rainfall and runoff and warmer air temperatures are likely to have adverse impacts on water quality across South Australia. PO 1.5 should therefore refer to the need to consider the effect of climate changes on water quality.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission recognises the importance of these areas, including for their ability to store carbon and thus contribute to climate change resilience. For these reasons, the Commission agrees to policy changes that will contribute to supporting these outcomes.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.117 REMOVE Performance Outcome 1.3.

N.118 REMOVE Performance Outcome 1.4.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.119 AMEND DO 1 by adding the words ‘and restoration’.
**Regulated Tree Overlay**

*This overlay captures the area within which trees may be classified as ‘regulated’ or ‘significant’ by virtue of their trunk circumference in accordance with the PDI Act, and sets out the policies against which tree-damaging activity (including pruning or removal of a regulated/significant tree) is assessed.*

**Engagement feedback:**

Retaining existing protections for significant and regulated trees is an important topic for the community. A number of respondents suggested that the policy be reviewed to ensure that the Code transitions current regulated and significant tree policy in a like-for-like manner.

Submissions generally sought to strengthen proposed policy measures perceived to diminish existing protections for significant trees. The following comments were received from local government and community members/groups:

- The decision not to differentiate between regulated and significant trees affords less protection to significant trees than current policy is of concern. It is recommended that the Commission reinstate such differentiation with the inclusion of a Significant Tree Overlay or register, to permit greater protection measures.
- PO 1.1 be reworded simply to state ‘Significant trees are retained/should be preserved.’
- PO 1.2 be reworded to: ‘Regulated and significant trees should be preserved, particularly if they are indigenous to the locality, important habitat for native fauna, part of a wildlife corridor of a remnant area of native vegetation and/or are important to biodiversity of the local area.’
- The inclusion of the following to PO 1.3: ‘all reasonable remedial treatments and measures must first have been determined to be ineffective’ is requested.
- Removal of a regulated tree should automatically trigger public notification with the requirement of a public notice on subject site.
- Grey Box Gum (*Eucalyptus Moluccana*) has a narrow trunk, which does not satisfy regulated tree criteria, possesses a significant canopy which should be afforded the same level of protection.

*Clarification: The addition of Grey Box Gum to the definition of ‘regulated tree’ would require amendment to definition of a regulated tree in the PDI Act and Regulations, which is outside of scope of this Code Amendment.*

- Policy should make reference to tree canopy and the positive impacts of preserving such canopies, including microclimate management and shade.
• Trees should be valued economically, as the City of Melbourne does, to reinforce their importance both economically as well as environmentally/socially.
• Criteria in DTS/DPF 2.1 should permit the protection of trees’ roots and structure as a means to satisfy PO 2.1.
• Stronger, distinct policy is needed to encourage the preservation of significant trees as a separate entity to regulated trees.
• Current protection measures from development plans should be reinstated into the Code.
• The proposed policy measures relating to regulated trees should be strengthened to ensure retention of such trees where possible.

Commission's Response:

In relation to requests for public notification to apply for all instances where a regulated tree is proposed to be removed, it is noted that only tree-damaging activity on land owned or occupied by a council where the council is also the relevant authority, is required to be given notice under the current Development Regulations 2008. Given that council will no longer be a relevant authority in relation to the granting of planning consent (and an assessment manager is likely to be the relevant authority) it is not considered necessary to carry forward this notification trigger.

In relation to requests to reference tree canopy benefits in the policy, it is appreciated that the retention of tree canopy can have a positive impact on streetscapes and minimises the urban heat island effect. PO 1.1 seeks to retain regulated trees where they make an important visual contribution to local character and amenity, which enables consideration of tree canopy. In addition, it is noted that tree planting policy has been incorporated into the Code, particularly in urban infill areas, which assists in realising the benefits of increased tree canopy cover.

It is considered appropriate to update policy in the overlay to achieve better alignment with standard policy in current development plans and the SA Planning Policy Library.

It is not considered appropriate to include deemed-to-satisfy criteria in the overlay’s policies, given that tree-damaging activity will be performance assessed, and the manner in which the POs can be assessed is difficult to quantify.

Requests for the inclusion of a Significant Tree Overlay are noted, however the outcome sought by such requests can be accommodated by the following:

a. The Regulated Tree Overlay, being the ‘designated regulated tree overlay’ for the purposes of regulation 3F of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017 (the Regulations) already captures significant trees (being those trees with a trunk circumference exceeding 3 metres).

b. A register of significant trees is contained in Part 10 of the Code pursuant to section 68 of the PDI Act.

c. Policies in the Regulated Tree Overlay can be clarified to refer to significant trees where appropriate.

d. Renaming the overlay to reference significant trees.

Commission's Recommendations:
**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>N.124</strong></td>
<td><strong>RENAME</strong> ‘Regulated and Significant Tree Overlay’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N.125</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> PO 1.1 to update the criteria for regulated tree retention to also reference rare/endangered species and habitat for native fauna (consistent with current standard Development Plan general policy).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N.126</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> PO 1.2 to relate only to retention criteria for significant trees and include reference to habitat for native fauna; notable visual element in the surrounding area; the wildlife corridor; remnant area native vegetation; and the biodiversity of the local area (consistent with current standard Development Plan general policy).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N.127</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> PO 1.3 to acknowledge that tree-damaging activity should only be undertaken in relation to a significant tree where all other reasonable remedial treatments and measures have been determined to be ineffective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N.128</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMEND</strong> notification tables in zones to exempt performance assessed tree-damaging activity from notification.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
River Murray Flood Plain Overlay

This overlay seeks the conservation and protection of water quality and the riverine environment, provision for environmental water flows, the protection of life and property against flood risk, and recognition of the riverine environment as an important ecological, tourist and recreational resource. It anticipates development for the purpose of recreation (e.g. landings, jetties, houseboat moorings), water extraction, wetland management and irrigation management (e.g. channels, pumping stands, flood gates).

Engagement feedback:

Many submissions from industry groups, local government and agencies were received about this overlay:

1956 Flood Plain

The 1956 flood plain extent was advocated by multiple submissions to be reinstated within the overlay. Its inclusion was argued as an additional element to improve assessment in relation to potential flooding impacts, and the flood plain is currently considered a crucial tool to ensure accurate assessment of development captured by the mapping.

Wastewater Management

- The inclusion of additional PO and DTS/DPF criteria to outline that wastewater management systems have a neutral or beneficial impact on water quality was encouraged.

Jetties, Pontoons and Wharfs

- Specific policy provisions as to the appropriate siting and scale of river structures should be transitioned to Code from the Mid Murray Council Development Plan.

Other Overlay Matters

Queried the practical reality of development satisfying DTS/DPF 7.4, which provides a figure of how water pumping infrastructure is to be designed and constructed. It was argued that infrastructure providing a public water supply would be required to be delivered in a different configuration and the DTS/DPF assumes identical conditions along the river. It was therefore suggested that:

- the phrase ‘generally in accordance with’ be included to DTS/DPF 7.4.
- infrastructure providing public water supply be exempt from achieving DTS/DPF criteria, given the operational and functional requirements of such infrastructure.
- ‘Dwelling additions’ and ‘outbuildings’ be encouraged to reference the Overlay in Table 3 of the Rural Shack Settlement Zone.

Clarification: The Phase Two Amendment has added references to the overlay for these classes of development in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone.

- DTS/DPF 2.2 (b), which stipulates that a reserve of 50m or more in width along the water frontage be provided in boundary realignments, cannot be achieved by a large volume of allotments. This provision could be amended through the inclusion of ‘50m or as wide as practically possible’ to accommodate dwellings situated within the 50m buffer.
• Floor area limits and average underfloor clearance height to DTS/DPF 3.1, 4.2 and 4.3, consistent with current provisions should be imposed.
• The addition of ‘not within 100m of Rural Shack Settlement Zone’ to DTS/DPF 7.9 is recommended to avoid conflict between houseboats and recreational users and any impact on council wastewater infrastructure.
• The inclusion of additional policy guiding appropriate façade lines and setbacks from the river is encouraged and amending PO 3.1 to achieve this purpose by referencing façade lines is recommended.
• Transmission infrastructure is considered to be at a disadvantage in proposed system as the overlay potentially leads to higher costs in vegetation clearance requirements.

Procedural Matters – Referrals

• An exemption should be included to allow for ‘farm buildings’ or ‘outbuildings’ up to 100 square metres located above the flood plain to be exempt from a referral to the Department for Environment and Water. For this to be applicable the mapping needs to show the 1956 flood plain.
• Blanchetown and Swan Reach should be exempt from having to refer to the Department for Environment and Water for all development located in the River Murray Protection Area.
• Dwellings within the overlay that are not connected to a CMWS or sewer are proposed to not require a referral to the EPA. This is supported, but it was recommended that stringent wastewater policy be provided to afford the relevant authority the ability to refuse an application if wastewater is not considered to be adequately managed.
• A 10m$^3$ of excavation trigger should be adopted for a referral to the EPA, which will reduce the number of referrals inconsequential to the riverbank.
• A referral to the Department of Health and Wellbeing regarding the Safe Drinking Water Act 2011 and the South Australian Public Health Act 2011, for human wastewater referrals is recommended.
• Clarification is needed about whether referral to EPA is for regard or direction.

Commission’s Response:

The River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area Overlay has been drafted to reflect the water protection areas protected through the Environment Protection Act and the River Murray Act with the primary focus on maintaining water quality and river health. In addition to referrals to the Minister responsible for the River Murray Act and the Environment Protection Authority, policy contained within the overlay aims to provide an overarching set of policies specific to the iconic River Murray.

The 1956 flood plain is an important historical reference used in the application and assessment of many policies. The 1956 Flood plain extent is located in several mapping platforms including SAPPA and Location SA and therefore will remain readily available.

A declared water protection area development within the overlay area must be neutral or beneficially affect the river environment. Much of the form and function of development is addressed within the Rural Shack Settlement Zone or through General provisions. This overlay’s objective is to ensure additional policy emphasising the protection of water quality and the river’s important ecological, tourist and recreational resource. As a result the Commission has adopted additional specific policy to ensure water quality is appropriately addressed and the river’s unique character is maintained.

The overlay includes policy, including figures, relating to the design of jetties, pontoons and wharfs specific to the overlay area. In addition, the General Development Policies: Marinas and On-Water structures are applicable and provide a comprehensive set of assessment policy.
The Commission has made several minor amendments to the Performance Outcome and Deemed-to-:
satisfy/Designated Performance Feature criteria to improve assessment considerations such as policy
referencing façade lines and setbacks.

Referrals to the Minister responsible for the River Murray Act and the Environment Protection Authority
(EPA) are a primary result of the overlay. Referrals and the power for direction or advice is detailed in
Regulation 41 and Schedule 9 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations
2017. Referral required for Water Protection Areas to the EPA were wrongly not reflected in this overlay.
In addition, referrals to the Minister responsible for the River Murray Act have been amended to ensure
development likely to potential impacts from development on the health of the River Murray system, its
natural flow regime (including floodwaters), water quality and cultural heritage. Creating a new referral to
the Department of Health and Wellbeing is not supported at this time.

Commission’s Recommendations:

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban
Areas) Code Amendment:**

**N.129** AMEND the name of the Overlay to ‘River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area Overlay’.

**N.130** AMEND DO 1 to acknowledge the ecological importance of the River Murray.

**N.131** AMEND DTS/DPF 4.1 (3.1 in the original consultation version) to ensure consistency with
Accepted Development outbuilding policy on cladding.

**N.132** REMOVE DTS/DPF 5.4 as storage of chemicals within an outbuilding is not a form of
development and wholly locating an outbuilding within a bund is impractical.

**N.133** AMEND DTS/DPF 7.5 to ensure jetties or pontoons are only constructed in association with
a dwelling.

**N.134** AMEND DTS/DPF 7.6 to remove the reference to missing Figures 5 and 6.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**N.135** CREATE a new PO that relates to the need for wastewater management systems resulting
in a neutral or beneficial effect on the quality of water draining the site (PO 1.1).

**N.136** CREATE new PO that relates to outbuilding design which may be viewable from the River
Murray.

**N.137** CREATE a new PO to allow for assessment of setbacks from river frontage.

**N.138** AMEND PO 5.3 (4.2 in the original consultation version) to include additions and alterations
dwelling.

**N.139** AMEND DTS/DPF 5.3(b) (4.2(c) in the original consultation version) that relates to enclosed
areas from 10 m² to 15 m²

**N.140** In relation to the referrals:
**AMEND** the referral to the Minister responsible for the River Murray Act exclusions item 10(3)(2) that relates to shed, garages or similar outbuilding from 60 m² to 100 m² and add agricultural building to the list of buildings exempt from referral.

**CREATE** relevant referrals to the Environment Protection Authority that relate to water protection areas that were missed, namely composting works, wastewater treatment works, feedlots, piggeries, and dairies.
River Murray Tributaries Area Overlay

*This overlay seeks sustainable water use and conservation of riverine environments within the River Murray Tributaries area.*

**Engagement feedback:**

Only a limited amount of feedback was received in relation to this overlay. These are summarised below:

- The overlay considered to be unduly restricting Accepted and Deemed-to-Satisfy development in residential type zones.
- One industry group considered that ‘land division creating 4 or more additional allotments’ in a residential or township type zone should be afforded an exemption from being referred to the Minister responsible for the River Murray Act. The submission recommended deleting (d) from the class of activity/development column.

**Commission’s Response:**

The River Murray Tributaries Area Overlay has been drafted to reflect the tributaries area defined by the River Murray Act. The tributaries are an important network of water courses that feed into the main stem of the River Murray. The inclusion of ‘protection’ in the overlay name emphasises this importance.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

- **N.141 AMEND** the name of the Overlay to ‘River Murray Tributaries Protection Area Overlay’.

Significant Landscape Protection Overlay

*The overlay seeks to protect areas identified as having significant landscape character. Wind farms and large-scale solar farms may be a restricted form of development within the area of the overlay and require a more stringent assessment of their visual impacts.*

**Engagement feedback:**

A reasonable number of submissions were received in relation to the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay with some common themes including the retention of current development plan policies for the Rural Landscape Protection Zone and Conservation Zone.

Several suggestions were made by multiple councils to carry over current development plan policies to preserve the natural character of the Rural Landscape Protection Zone, and specifically, to retain setback requirements relating to development associated with the South Eastern Freeway. It is evident that feedback on this topic is mostly concerned with the requirements within relevant zones to discourage development that is likely to be inappropriate (dwellings, light industry, fuel depot etc.). Importantly, it has been suggested that farming, solar photovoltaic panels and horticulture be excluded from accepted and deemed-to-satisfy development classifications within this overlay for the reasons listed above.

**Clarification:**
Spatial changes and changes to zone assessment pathways should be addressed by amendment relevant zones. However, changes to overlay policies could be reasonably justified as the broad intent of the overlay is to provide additional requirements to manage the appearance of development in a variety a settings, be it rural or natural environments.

There was also council support for the overlay to cover the Hills Face Zone but it was also suggested to strengthen policies in the overlay to closer align with Hills Face Zone policies and incorporate design criteria such as built form, protection of native vegetation and siting for development etc.

The following actions were also requested by councils:

- Reword PO 2.2(b) to ‘are required to support existing pastoral or rural activities’ to allow for new dwellings on smaller allotments.
- Introduce a ‘River Murray International Dark Sky’ Overlay to offer additional protection and official recognition within the Code to ensure its future protection from light pollution.
- Review and clarify what constitutes ‘significant landscapes’ and their spatial extent as the overlay is not extensive enough to confer sufficient protection to the wide-ranging agricultural landscapes.
- Implement the equivalent Rural Landscape Protection Zone in the Code as a Conservation Zone with the overlay.
- Review policy conflict within Mount Remarkable’s Conservation Zone where renewable energy is envisaged form of development as the overlay indicates otherwise.
- Review the inconsistency of approach for application of the overlay in the Flinders Ranges Conservation Zone.
- Consider winds farms as restricted development within the Conservation Zone.

Separate to the above matters, a recommendation was put forward by a community group to include the overlay over the Adelaide Park Lands and city.

Commission’s Response:

Additional limits to allowable types of development are not considered necessary (and are a zone matter). The overlay provides additional requirements to manage the appearance of development in a variety a settings, be it rural or natural environments.

Commission’s Recommendation:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

**N.142 AMEND** polices in the Overlay to include references to ‘natural character’ (not just rural character) and built form criteria to include ‘low-scale’.
**Sloping Land Overlay**

The primary purpose of this overlay is to guide development which occurs on land that contains steep slopes and/or unstable soils. The mapping dataset was based on spatial layers provided by the Department for Environment and Water.

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback on the Sloping Land Overlay raised the following matters:

- The sloping land overlay does not apply to some sloping land in locations where there is policy in development plans relating to design of development to respond to slope.
- The overlay should be expanded to capture land that has a slope of 1:8 or greater rather than 1:4.
- Limiting the height of retaining walls to 1.5m is too restrictive.
- The overlay does not adequately cover areas susceptible to very high or extreme soil water erosion or land slip.
- The sloping land requirements should not be applied to the delivery of electricity infrastructure.
- Greater guidance for the permissible extent of cut and fill is needed.
- PO 1.1 should be amended to include additional criteria for the consideration of increased frequency of heavy rainfall events.
- Industry submissions advocated for the deletion of the overlay, citing inconsistencies.

**Commission’s response:**

It is appreciated that there are data limitations in the application of the Sloping Land Overlay which is used to capture the average gradient of an area thus the overlay may include certain properties with a minor land gradient and may not include others with a significant gradient. It is therefore recommended that policies guiding development on sloping land are instead applied through:

1. **Design in Urban Areas / Design General Development Policies**
2. **A new Hills Neighbourhood Zone.**

This will allow sloping land policies to be applied more flexibly through general policies and enable it to be applied as relevant depending on land gradient (and not defined by a particular spatial area). In addition, existing zones/policy areas specific to ‘hills’ or ‘foothills’ areas can be represented in a new zone which carries forward the current policy intent (e.g. to provide a transition between denser built-up areas and elevated areas comprising escarpments, steep hillsides and gullies).

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:
N.143 REMOVE the Sloping Land Overlay from the Planning and Design Code due to the current data limitation which may result in its inaccurate application.

N.144 AMEND the Design General Development Policies modules to include policy content regarding cut and fill, retaining walls, driveway gradients and the like to replace the content of the Sloping Land Overlay.

Water Protection Area Overlay

This overlay seeks to safeguard South Australia’s public water supplies by protecting regionally and locally significant surface and underground water resources from pollution in ecologically significant Water Protection Areas. It applies to Water Protection Areas under the Environment Protection Act 1993 (except where covered by other relevant overlays).

Engagement feedback:

The limited amount of feedback from councils, industry and an industry body on this overlay covered the following discussion points:

- Inconsistent setback requirements exist between the Water Protection Area Overlay and Water Resources Overlay. Recommend review and clarification for consistency.
- EPA considers additional classes of development may be appropriate in the Accepted and/or Deemed-to-Satisfy column in circumstances where the overlay applies.
- Wastewater treatment works should be referred to the Department of Health and Wellbeing under the provisions of the SA Public Health (Wastewater) Regulations 2013 as these systems require approval by DHW regardless of the volume of water treated.
- The ‘purpose of referral’ column should be amended to provide more concise policy expression.

Commission’s Response:

The Water Protection Area Overlay reflects those areas prescribed as Water Protection Areas by 61A of the Environment Protection Act. As a result, the Water Protection Area Overlay and the Water Resources Overlay are inherently different and setback requirements may be stricter within the Water Protection Area Overlay as the waters protected by this overlay are commonly used for drinking.

Referrals to the EPA in Water Protection Area Overlay relate to those transferred across from the Development Act. Creating a new referral to Department of Health and Wellbeing will be considered in the next generation of the Code.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.145 AMEND the overlay to include a PO that lists fuel depot and special industry as undesirable land uses within this overlay.

N.146 AMEND the overlay to include wastewater management policies.
**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

N.147 **AMEND** PO 3.1 to ‘Irrigated areas sites to ensure that they …do not increase the salinity levels of groundwater’.

N.148 **AMEND** DO 1 restructure the DO to read ‘Safeguard South Australia’s public water supplies and ecologically significant areas by protecting regionally and locally significant surface and underground water resources in Water Protection Areas from pollution. This includes considering adverse water quality impacts associated with projected reductions in rainfall and warmer air temperatures as a result of climate change.’

**Water Resources Overlay**

This overlay seeks the protection of the quality of surface waters taking into account the projected reductions in rainfall and warmer air temperatures as a result of climate change. It also seeks to maintain the conveyance function and natural flow paths of watercourses to assist in the management of flood waters and stormwater runoff.

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback received was varied and broad in nature. Amendments to Desired Outcomes and Performance Outcomes were suggested, as were the introduction of new DOs and POs relating to setbacks from watercourses, inappropriate development and urban-related watercourses. The responses are summarised as follows:

- One submission advocated for the inclusion of a DO that encourages the restoration of native vegetation.
- POs and DTS/DPF criteria for watercourses located in an urban context should be included as submissions perceived that the proposed policy considers a rural context but cannot be easily applied to an urban setting. DTS/DPF 1.5 and PO 1.6 were specifically mentioned as being difficult to apply in urban environment and it was recommended they be amended or an additional PO be created.
- Further guidance is needed about the measured outcomes or criteria for ‘hydrology/water-regime’ in the application of PO 1.2.
- Clarification is required as to whether PO 1.6 interacts with the Natural Resource Management Act, and if so, whether a referral is required for water-affecting permits.
- Guidance is required for which criteria is to be used to ensure development satisfies PO 1.7 - PO 1.9.
- Clarification is needed as to whether water quality control is dictated by the relevant authority.
- Additional policy which promotes retention of onsite stormwater to mitigate negative effects on biodiversity, erosion, erosion and issues for downstream properties encouraged.
- Additional setback guidance is required as it is considered that there is a lack of guiding criteria in relation to this. If adopted, criteria could read:

  PO X: Maintain character and uniformity of development along the water’s edge.
DTS/DPF X: Development shall not occur within 25 metres of the edge of the watercourse with the exception of jetties, landings and structures that are required to stabilise the water's edge.

- Amend PO 1.1 to include ‘or for an integrated stormwater solution and strategy in a master planned community’ at the end of the provision.
- A new PO is needed to explicitly discourage buildings, with exemptions, over watercourses.
- Clarification is needed to explain why the overlay is spatially applied as a buffer in place of individual allotments being captured as inappropriate allotments are being captured by the buffer approach.
- Similar to the Water Protection Area Overlay, the overlay is considered to hinder appropriate Accepted and DTS applications where spatially applied.
- The application of the overlay to a number of man-made structures is questioned, including two ornamental lakes at Regency Park Golf Course, Encounter Lakes at Encounter Bay and a drainage creek at Trinity College in Gawler. Is this appropriate or an oversight?
- A review and refinement of classification tables and applicable assessment provisions is recommended.
- The reinstatement of referral to DEW is recommended for consideration of watercourses and banks as they would otherwise be considered under ‘water-affecting activities permits.’

Commission’s Response:

The Water Resources Overlay replaces policy previously located in the SAPPL Natural Resources General Module and other policy contained throughout a number of different zones across the state. It covers water resources that are not covered by a Water Protection Area Overlay or a Prescribed Watercourses Overlay. This distinction has caused some confusion and hence questions with regard to referrals that are covered under the separate overlays. Water-affecting activities relate to prescribed water courses or areas so are picked up under the Prescribed Watercourses Overlay.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

N.149 AMEND to include the following Desired Outcome: ‘Maintain the conveyance function and natural flow paths in watercourses to assist in the management of flood waters and stormwater runoff.’

N.150 AMEND to include the definition of ‘floodplain’ to PO1 to ensure clarity, such as:

Watercourses and their beds, banks, wetlands and floodplains (1:100 AEP flood extent) are not damaged or modified and are retained in their natural state, except where modification is required for essential access or maintenance purposes.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.151 AMEND DO1 to replace ‘taking into account the’ with ‘considering adverse water quality impacts associated with…’

N.152 AMEND PO1.2 to reference improving the existing conditions to enhance environmental values.
Open Space and Recreation General Development Policies

*These policies seek pleasant, functional and accessible open space and recreation facilities provided for active and passive recreation.*

Engagement feedback:

Significant feedback on the Open Space and Recreation General Development Policies was received from local government, industry, government agencies and the wider community.

Key feedback included:

- policy amendments to provide greater clarity and direction
- inclusion of new policy to consider future climate change implications
- minor changes to policy expression
- additional policy to provide guidance for larger open space areas
- amendments to better differentiate between intended uses and types of open space
- improvements for better consistency between open space policies
- policies that could be strengthened or refined within the Open Space and Recreation module to make clear the importance of incorporating natural features and settings within public open spaces, including large and medium trees that provide good shade, natural grasses and soft landscapes
- increased recognition of the need for linkages between open spaces.

Commission’s Response:

In response to various requests to policy changes and refinements, an analysis of the open space and recreation general provisions was undertaken. This analysis revealed a number of appropriate amendments and inclusions considered appropriate for this first generation of the Code.

Commission’s Recommendations:

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**N.153** AMEND DO1 to identify the range of functions for which open space could be used and the range in size appropriate to these different functions.

**N.154** AMEND policy relating to play equipment to provide greater clarity regarding passive surveillance.

**N.155** CREATE a new PO to seek landscaping to be passively watered with local rainfall run-off, where practicable.
CREATE a new PO to seek open space to include landscaped areas which use locally indigenous plant species and large trees.
Site Contamination General Development Policies

These policies seek to ensure land is suitable for the proposed use in circumstances where it is, or may have been, subject to site contamination. It will apply to most applications for sensitive uses (dwellings, pre-schools, etc.), to check that the previous use of the land does not pose risk of site contamination, or if it does, to require appropriate investigations and documentation to remediate any contamination.

Engagement feedback:

- PO 1.1 and DTS/DPF 1.1 contain inconsistencies with the wording and terminology used in the Draft Practice Direction and the risk-based framework agreed to by the Department, the EPA and the joint industry/practitioner reference group.
- Submissions raised some confusion around the use of a Site Contamination Audit Report (SCAR) to fulfil DTS/DPF 1.1.
- Further clarity was requested on how the EPA’s online register of contaminated sites in SA can work with the State Atlas to assist assessments against the policy criteria in this module.
- Further engagement and capacity building was requested to help upskill practitioners on the correct application of site contamination aspects of the Code, the practice direction and the regulation changes which, taken together, will give effect to the new site contamination procedures.
- More time was needed to consider and work through the policy amendment and proposed referrals.
- The general policies should be enhanced to take into consideration the issue of potential contamination which arises but is not subject to a formal contamination register or audit process.
- Mapping on sites and linking it to an overlay was suggested by several submissions.
- Concern was expressed for the need to provide an audit report and a site history should suffice. Additionally, comments suggested that the provision of detailed reports and possibly remediation plans as part of the development assessment process is not required.
- Several comments offered suggested policy expression aimed at simplifying reading and interpretation.
- Industry bodies were concerned that referrals to the EPA will compound the issue and result in the over-use of consultants and over-prescription of audits.
- Several submissions raised concern with the use of the term ‘adjacent use’ and its meaning and the potential for this term to significantly increase the number of impacted sites.
- Submissions contended that site contamination was not a planning issue, suggesting that the planning system should not require any site contamination assessment prior to the grant of approval.

Clarification:

Responses to this module should be considered alongside submissions received on the Draft Site Contamination Practice Direction which contains proposed procedural guidance for practitioners on how
to apply a risk-based assessment framework for consideration of site contamination. The Draft Code and practice direction were placed on concurrent consultation, with the practice direction remaining on consultation until 28 February 2020.

Discussion and recommendations on the referral trigger to the EPA related to these policies are located in the Procedural and Technical > Referrals section of this report.

Commission’s response:

A Site Contamination Reference Group (SCRG) was established by the EPA in 2017 on the understanding that site contamination is, and remains, a complex issue in need of reform through the planning system. The SCRG’s work involves planning and industry bodies and it has met regularly since that time to provide feedback and oversight of the establishment of a framework for the assessment of site contamination in the planning system.

Submissions raised concern with the current imprecise concept of using the term ‘adjacent or other land’. In response the Commission has worked with the EPA to map three site contamination data sets on the South Australian Property and Planning Atlas (SAPPA):

- Groundwater Prohibition Areas (GPA)
- EPA Assessment Areas (AA)
- Notifications of site contamination of underground water (s.83A Environment Protection Act 1993 notifications).

In mapping these records, those circumstances where offsite contamination is a relevant consideration for a development site will be defined.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

N.157 AMEND PO 1.1 to simplify by stating ‘Land is suitable for use when land use changes to a more sensitive use’.

N.158 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to simplify wording to ensure that the DTS pathway can be used where development does not involve a change of use or where it does involve a change of use. The DTS pathway can still be used in certain circumstances where site contamination has been assessed or the use of the site is already a sensitive use and the site is considered suitable for the land use proposed.
2.4 Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure (M)

Executive Summary

The following is a summary of the key issues raised on Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure, followed by an overview of the feedback received on specific zones/subzones/overlays/general development policies, the Commission’s response and associated recommendations.

Infrastructure/Community facilities

Broad support was provided for the infrastructure policies and their intent at the general and zone level. Significant concern was however raised for the potential for conflict where policies and DTS within the Code do not mirror mandatory industry standards for certain infrastructure.

A consistent issue raised by local government, the development industry and the wider community related to the envisaged uses within the Infrastructure and Community Facilities zones and ensuring these zones promote appropriate infrastructure uses. In particular, there was broad support from all submissions that the list of envisaged uses could be expanded. A number of submissions also raised the need to consider the provision of uses such as aged care facilities.

Transport Routes and Parking

Various comments were received in relation to policy detail in transport policies and overlays and suggested improvements. In particular, there were a large number of comments in relation to off street parking requirements and feedback around the DTS/DPF criteria used in some of the transport overlays generally being excessive.

Aviation

Consistent with the feedback received during the Phase Two Amendment, concern was raised that the suite of policies and associated mapping related to aviation within the Code is inconsistent in application. Feedback typically focussed on the suite of aviation-related overlays with limited suggestions for improvement to be made to the Infrastructure (Airfield) Zone and no feedback provided for the Residential Aviation Estate Subzone.

Although little feedback was received from the development industry or community members, multiple submissions were received from all levels of government as well as the aviation industry. These suggested amendments to overlay mapping as well as a number of policy and procedural refinements to improve the development assessment process. Each of these proposed changes will be considered by the Commission.

Gas Pipelines

Consistent with the feedback received during the Phase Two Amendment, there is support for the refinement of the Strategic Infrastructure (Gas Pipelines) Overlay. However, concern has been expressed relating to the spatial application of the overlay in terms of the rules governing how mapping was generated as well as the objectives of the overlay policy.

Renewable Energy

A consistent issue raised by local government, government agencies, energy providers and the development industry relates to the limitations on the types of land uses which are envisaged within the overlay, as well as the lack of clarity regarding the alignment of the overlay with the requirements of Australian Standard (AS) 2885 Pipelines - Gas & Liquid Petroleum. A range of amendments to the overlay policy and mapping were thus proposed and each of these will be considered by the Commission.
A number of submissions from a wide range of community members, councils, and industry groups were received in relation to the renewable energy theme with a particular focus on those policies that guide the development of wind turbines (wind farms) and solar facilities (solar farms).

In summary, the feedback received across multiple submissions addressed the following policy areas as they relate to renewable energy facilities:

- Setbacks and separation distances
- Turbine height and blade length
- Siting, topography and cumulative effect
- Noise and its impact on communities
- Visual amenity
- Impacts/clearance of native vegetation, habitat and fauna
- Decommissioning of facilities
- Appropriateness of renewable energy facilities within certain zones (rural) and overlays
- Conflict with primary production and crops
- Procedural matters such public notification, referrals to government agencies and third party appeal rights.
Changes to Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure framework

The following summarises the zones, subzones and overlays relevant to this section and proposed name changes. The rationale behind these changes is described in the sections below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zones</th>
<th>General Development Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commonwealth Facility Zone</td>
<td>Clearance from Overhead Powerlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Facilities Zone</td>
<td>Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> St Andrew's Hospital Precinct Subzone</td>
<td>Marinas and On Water Structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> Women's and Children's Hospital and Memorial Hospital Precinct Subzone</td>
<td>Transport, Access and Parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> Neighbourhood Subzone</td>
<td>Waste Treatment and Management Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred Urban Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure (Airfield) Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overlays</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport Building Heights (Aircraft Landing Area) Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Near Airfields Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defence Aviation Area Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Road Widening Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> Future Local Road Widening Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Outback and Rural Routes Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Railway Crossings Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-stop Corridor Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RENAME</strong> Strategic Infrastructure Gas Pipelines Overlay to Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW</strong> Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines (Facilities) Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Generating Development Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Transport Routes Overlay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Commonwealth Facility Zone

This zone accommodates nationally significant aviation and defence-related activities.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received from council and industry which focused on Adelaide Airport and the important function it serves. The application and exclusion of overlays to the zone was a further source of discussion. Commentary encompassed the following points:

Assessment Tables

- Telecommunications Facility should be included in Table 3 – Performance Assessed
- Industry, petrol filling stations, road transport terminals, service trade premises, shops and warehouses should be included in Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification
- Overlays to the boundaries of Adelaide Airport and Parafield Airports should be removed given that an exemption exists under the *Airports Act 1996* and the application of overlays may influence the development of airport land.

Zone Policy

Adelaide Airport Limited (AAL) is generally supportive of the zone and the acknowledgement by the Code that significant exemptions apply within the Commonwealth Facility Zone whereby development does not require approval under the *Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016*. AAL did however advocate for an additional Desired Outcome and associated Performance Outcome, DTS/DPF criteria on the following subject matter:

- DO 2: A zone that includes a range of employment, community, aviation, educational, innovation, recreational, tourism and entertainment facilities.
- PO 2.1: A mix of employment, retail, community, health, aviation, educational, recreational, tourism and entertainment facilities.
- DTS/DPF 2.1: None are applicable,

West Torrens Council is of the opinion that greater recognition of the significance of Adelaide Airport in the Code is required, with policy to support and reinforce the airport as the international, national and regional gateway of South Australia. AAL and the council share the opinion that an additional DO and PO that lists envisaged land uses is required to better guide the development of Adelaide Airport.

Charles Sturt Council is supportive of the zone and agrees with the absence of Deemed-to-Satisfy classes of development. Their submission recommended the following inclusions to the Code:

- Transition of PDC 4 of the General Section - Building near Airfields, which lists aeronautical considerations that development must consider
- Building height limitations made visible on overlay maps.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission acknowledges the interest in this zone however it also recognises that land in the zone is subject to Commonwealth laws where development may occur without the need for an approval under the *Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016*. 
The strategic importance of these facilities is considered to be best recognised within planning strategies, rather than within the Code which is the single source of planning policy for assessing development applications across the state.

In relation to a range of employment, community, aviation, educational, innovation, recreational, tourism and entertainment facilities identified within the zone, these are best addressed via alternative methods. As the operator of Adelaide Airport, Adelaide Airport Limited (AAL) is required to prepare a master plan in accordance with the Airports Act 1996 for approval by the Commonwealth Government.

The master plan is the primary planning document for the airport and presents the long-term strategic plans. These plans are required to be reviewed and submitted to the Commonwealth Minister for approval every eight years and includes a range of consultation with stakeholders and the community.

Commission’s Recommendations:

No changes recommended.

Community Facilities Zone

This zone provides for a range of community and institutional developments. These include social, health, welfare, educational and recreation facilities that service the community.

Engagement feedback:

A considerable number of responses were received in relation to the Community Facilities Zone, predominantly from local government with input from industry groups and community members also recorded.

Submissions from community groups and local councils encouraged the application of height TNVs broadly across the zone to reflect existing height controls. Conversely, an aged care provider supported the omission of TNVs.

Other feedback is outlined below:

- Suggestions to review the range of uses in Table 1: Accepted and Table 2: Deemed-to-Satisfy to include additional classes of development where appropriate.
- Recommendations from an education provider to include an ‘educational establishment’ in Table 3 – Performance Assessed as they consider ‘all other Code assessed’ to be inappropriate for all classes of educational development, including minor associated development (e.g. shelters and playgrounds). It was also suggested that schools/educational establishments be subject to reduced notification requirements.
- Suggestions from a number of councils to include a ‘shop’ in Table 4 – Restricted Development and for shops to be actively discouraged by its omission from the envisaged land use table. It was also suggested that a shop with a gross leasable area of less than 50m² should be envisaged. There were also some suggestions to restrict the gross leasable floor areas for commercial uses such as offices, consulting rooms and health care facilities.
- Suggestions from one council that ‘dwelling’ should be classed as a Restricted Development unless in conjunction with non-residential development. In the event this suggestion is not adopted, council desires additional guidance as to appropriate residential outcomes in the zone.
- Suggestions from an infrastructure provider that Telecommunications facilities should be added to Table 3 as performance assessed development.
- General recommendations to expand the range of Restricted development in the zone to safeguard it from inappropriate development.
- Suggestions from councils to expand the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 to include uses such as a community facility, library, civic centre or public administration office; emergency services facility; health facility and hospital; and tourist accommodation, based on local circumstances.
- An aged care provider recommended the inclusion of 'Retirement and Supported Accommodation' to desired land use list in DTS/DPF 1.1.
- There was also a request from some councils to remove 'Consulting room' and 'Office' as envisaged land uses in 1.1 as such uses may not align with the desired outcomes for the zone. Another council suggested discouraging commercial uses where they are not associated with community facilities.

**Clarification:** Additional land uses have been included in the list of envisaged uses as part of the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment, including ‘community facility’, ‘hospital’ and ‘emergency services facility.’

- Suggestions from an education provider to provide greater clarity in relation to PO 1.2 as they consider the intent of the provision and its application unclear. It was also requested to elevate PO 1.3 to the General policy provisions as it was considered this should apply to all development in any zone.
- Recommendations from an agency to include an additional PO that considers hazard risk-minimisation strategies.
- Recommendations to amend DTS/DPF 3.1 to reference a lower inclined plane than the 45 degree plane proposed, as the policy would lead to ‘profound impacts’ on development yield in sites with a shallow depth.
- Broad recommendations for additional policy promoting greenspaces and landscaping, and building setbacks. There was also suggestions from councils for policies to encourage flexible and adaptive use of open space and facilities to restrict residential development from occurring at ground level and to better address development near zone boundaries.
- Recommendations to include setback policies in the zone.
- One industry response advocated for the review and refinement to zone policy with regard to Desired Outcomes to give greater weight to residential development. They also consider the proposed zone is in conflict with an existing 8-storey student accommodation tower. There were also suggestions to allow residential development to be considered on merit in the zone based on existing zoning and as allow for medium-density residential development.
- Suggestion from one council that the zone is overly restrictive and not reflective of current zone which encourages mixed use development. Another council considered the zone to be a significant policy change from existing arrangements and recommended applying additional policy measures and height TNV to reflect current controls and policy guidance.
- Suggestions to include an additional PO under ‘Land Use and Intensity’ to facilitate temporary use of vacant or underdeveloped land in the zone.
- Recommendations to include additional performance objectives on demolition control and car parking provision as such inclusions are considered to lead to better development outcomes.
- Identification that St Andrews Hospital, which is currently specifically catered for through a tailored zone, is not referenced in the Code has been omitted.
- Suggestions from industry that the zone be identified as a ‘Designated Area’ for the purposes of parking.
- Identification by industry groups that provisions relating to catalyst or significant development sites (i.e. sites greater than 1500m²) have been removed in some areas where the zone is proposed to apply, with recommendations to reintroduce these.
• Recommendations to include a definition in the Code for a ‘public community facility’ or ‘private community facility’ to better clarify such uses.

A number of submissions recommended a review of notification requirements applying to a range of uses including suggestions to:

• Increase the scope of development listed in Table 5 and remove notification requirements for minor uses and activities.
• Remove the ‘all development adjacent to land in a different zone’ clause.
• Remove the ‘all other Code assessed development’ clause.
• Increase the scope of the exclusion column to exclude anticipated development.

Commission’s Response:

In relation to suggestions to better define a ‘public’ versus ‘private’ community facility as referred to in the desired outcomes (DO 1) of the zone, no such distinction exists in the objectives existing Community Zone in the SA Planning Policy Library. Further, it is inconsequential whether the range of envisaged uses in the zone are private or public uses. The Commission therefore recommends to remove these references in DO 1. It is also proposed to include a definition of ‘community facility’ in the land use definitions of the Code to provide greater clarity in relation to such uses (see associated recommendation in Procedural and Technical > Land Use Definitions section of this report).

Assessment Tables

Suggestions to review the range of land uses to be classified as ‘accepted’ or ‘deemed to satisfy’ in the zone are acknowledged. Table 1 and Table 2 were reviewed and amended as part of the Phase Two Amendment to include a range of minor and expected uses across all zones.

With regard to broader suggestions to expand the range of restricted development in the zone to safeguard it from inappropriate development, most forms of development will be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in the zone, enabling the authority to call up all relevant policy provisions in the Code. Further, it is not appropriate to list uses that are currently non-complying in development plans as restricted as these classes of development are a procedural matter and there is no relevant policy indicating that restricted development is inappropriate or otherwise.

Shops and Offices

With regard to suggestions that a shop should be restricted and questions regarding the appropriate scale of shops in the zone, shops have been included as restricted development in the zone as part of the Phase Two Amendment except where below an established floor area (i.e. 1000m²) or where they involve a restaurant. The list of envisaged land uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 was also amended to require a shop to be associated with a community service (rather than a standalone use) and a new performance objective (PO 1.2) has been included to ensure shops and restaurants are subordinate to the community use of land, with new deemed-to-satisfy criteria limiting them to 250m². Suggestions to limit shops to 50m² is not considered appropriate in the context of multi-purpose community facilities and hubs.

Similarly, in relation to suggestions to limit the floor areas for offices in the zone, a new performance objective (PO 1.3) and associated DTSDPF 1.3 was included in the Phase Two Amendment to ensure uses are subordinate to the principal community use of the land and limiting these uses to 250m².

With regard to suggestions to limit floor areas for health care facilities and consulting rooms in the zone, such uses are anticipated in the zone and will generally respond to community needs or identified gaps in services. These uses will also appropriately be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed
Development’ against the full Code, and it is not considered appropriate to limit or ‘cap’ floor areas for these anticipated uses.

**Educational facilities**

Suggestions to specifically list an educational establishment in Table 3 – Performance Assessed development are acknowledged. However, while these are envisaged in the zone, classes of development which can vary in scale or intensity have not been specifically identified in the Performance Assessed Development classification tables given the complexity of capturing all relevant assessment criteria in a variety of different circumstances. It is therefore appropriate to enable such uses and developments to be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ to enable assessment against the full Code and be subject to notification.

**Dwellings and mixed use development**

In relation to suggestions that a ‘dwelling’ should be classed as a Restricted development unless in conjunction with non-residential development, dwellings will be appropriately performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. Further, as the zone provisions do not specifically envisage or encourage development of dwellings, it is not necessary to include additional policies to guide their assessment.

Concerns from local government that the zone does not facilitate residential (including medium-density residential) and mixed use outcomes that are currently anticipated in areas where the zone is proposed to apply are acknowledged. It is not intended or appropriate to change the focus of the zone to accommodate a wider range and mix of uses, noting that most forms of development will be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. Alternative zoning will be considered for areas where the zone has been inappropriately applied given the range of uses currently envisaged in such areas.

In relation to concerns that the zone does not recognise existing multi-level buildings in areas where the zone is proposed to apply, the intent of the Code is to apply to new development. Notwithstanding, it is proposed to include a new Neighbourhood Subzone under the zone or alternative zoning for areas where the zone has been inappropriately applied and more intensive forms and higher-scale residential development may be anticipated.

**Telecommunications facilities**

In relation to suggestions from industry that Telecommunications facilities should be added to Table 3 as performance-assessed development in the zone, such facilities are not specifically envisaged in the zone (i.e. in DTS/DPF 1.1). It is therefore considered appropriate for such facilities to be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against the full Code. Following a review of the Table 5 – Procedural Matters (PM) – Notification as part of the Phase Two Amendment, a telecommunications facility that does not exceed 30m in height has been excluded from notification in the Phase Two Amendment where not located adjacent to a dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone.

**Policy matters**

**Envisaged uses**

In relation to suggestions to expand the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 of the zone, a range of additional land uses have been included in the list of envisaged uses as part of the Phase Two (Rural
Areas) Code Amendment based on uses generally anticipated in similar existing zones. This includes a community facility, cemetery, health care facility, hospital and emergency services facility.

Suggestions to include further uses such as civic centres / public administration offices and libraries are acknowledged, given that these uses are common to areas where the zone is proposed to apply. While use of the term ‘Library’ has been applied as a standalone use in current policies and the SA Planning Policy Library, civic centres have generally been included as a subset of a ‘community centre’ or ‘community facility’. Further, a ‘public administration office’ has not been defined in either the current Development Regulations 2008 or in the Code. On this basis, it is therefore recommended to specifically include ‘Library’ in DTS/DPF 1.1, with civic centres and public administration offices being captured as either a ‘community facility’ or ‘office associated with community service’, which are already captured in DTS/DPF 1.1.

In relation to tourist accommodation, such activities are not considered to align with the range of uses anticipated in the desired outcomes of the zone and are therefore not considered appropriate to include in the list of uses in DTS/DPF 1.1. This does not, however, preclude such uses from being performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in the zone against the full range of policies in the Code.

Similarly, while there may be areas in the zone where uses such as retirement and supported accommodation may be appropriate (e.g. where aligned to hospital or health care facilities), such uses are not generally anticipated and are therefore not recommended to be included as envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1. In response to suggestions as part of the Phase Two Amendment to specifically includes these and similar uses as Performance Assessed development in Table 3, the Commission recommended that classes of development which can vary in scale or intensity should not be identified in the Performance Assessed Development classification tables, given the complexity of capturing all relevant assessment criteria in a variety of different circumstances.

In relation to suggestions to remove ‘Consulting room’ and ‘Office’ as envisaged land uses in 1.1, such uses are considered to align with the range of uses and facilities in the desired outcomes in DO 1 of the zone. Reference to offices was, however, expanded in the Phase Two Amendment to clarify that these should be associated with a community service and not a standalone facility.

Clarification of policy

Suggestions that the intent of PO 1.2 may be unclear is acknowledged. This policy was derived, in part, from a similar policy in the Community Zone in the SA Planning Policy Library that sought to ensure that development does not inhibit or prejudice the integrated development of land within the zone for further community and institutional uses (e.g. through creating fragmented, unrelated uses). The focus was clearly on achieving integrated development outcomes in the zone to improve efficiency in the delivery of services. It is also noted that elements of this policy have also now been included in PO 1.3 with exception to referencing integrated development outcomes. Therefore, on further review, it is proposed to reword PO 1.2 to remove reference to ‘adjoining’ uses and better clarify the zone’s intent to enhance the accessibility and efficiency of service delivery.

In relation to suggestions to elevate PO 1.3 to the General policy provisions to apply to all development in any zone, this policy is focused on delivery of uses specifically anticipated in the Community Facilities Zone. Consequently, it is appropriate to retain this policy in the zone.

Hazard risk minimisation
Recommendations from a state agency to include additional policy in the zone to manage the risk of hazards due to the potential vulnerabilities of use anticipated in the zone are acknowledged. The range of potential hazards (including from bushfires and flooding) are captured in the Hazards overlays in the Code, which is spatially applied to known hazard risk areas. These overlays contain policies to ensure impacts on people, property, infrastructure and the environment are minimised from exposure to hazard risk, including through limiting development intensification in identified areas. It is therefore considered appropriate to address potential hazards through overlay policies rather than individual zone policy.

**Building heights and interfaces**

Identification that the building interface height provisions (i.e. DTS/DPF 3.1) in the zone may significantly impact on development yield of sites with a shallow depth is acknowledged. While it has been suggested to reference a lower inclined plane than the 45-degree plane, this policy has been successful applied across a range of corridors and strategic development sites under existing development plans to minimise impacts for adjoining uses in low rise areas. It is therefore not proposed to amend this policy in the zone.

Notwithstanding this, building height TNVs are proposed to apply to sites or areas where existing Development Plan policies allow for taller buildings.

**Building setbacks**

Recommendations to include policies to guide building setbacks in the zone are acknowledged, particularly with regard to rear boundary setbacks to minimise impacts on neighbouring properties. While the interface height provisions (i.e. PO 3.1 and DTS/DPF 3.1, PO 3.2 and DTS/DPF 3.2) provide some guidance in respect to development adjacent a neighbourhood zone, no guidance is provided where adjacent to other development in the zone.

In terms of rear setback policies, it is noted that the Suburban Main Street Zone anticipates a similar range of land uses to the Community Facilities Zone as well as retail and entertainment uses. On this basis, it is considered appropriate to apply the same rear setback policies that exist in the Suburban Main Street Zone to development in this zone.

**Temporary use of vacant land sites**

In relation to feedback from one council to include policy facilitating the temporary use of vacant or underdeveloped sites in the zone, such policy is not specific to the Community Facilities Zone. While some zones such as the City Park Lands Zone are established to accommodate temporary events and associated infrastructure, this is not the intended function of other zones. Further, a range of temporary uses for vacant sites may not qualify as development and certain activities on council land are also excluded from being development under the PDI Act and its Regulations. Where temporary uses are development, these should be appropriately assessed in the same way as permanent land uses. It is not therefore recommended to include additional policy in the zone or Code for the temporary use of land.

**Demolition**

In relation to suggestions to include policies in the zone to prevent demolition of buildings from occurring until a replacement development has been approved, the demolition of buildings is excluded from development or is complying building work in most cases under the PDI (General) Regulations (e.g. except where it involves a heritage place or is in a heritage area). The heritage overlays in the Code will be used to provide demolition control for heritage areas. It is therefore not appropriate or necessary to include such policies in the Community Facilities Zone or other zones in the Code.

**Car parking**
In relation to suggestions to include additional policies in the zone relating to car parking, the General Transport, Access and Parking provisions include car parking requirements applying to land uses (including uses anticipated in the Community Facilities Zone) or designated areas in the Code. Most uses in the zone will be performance assessed against the full Code, allowing authorities to call up these General policy provisions. It is therefore not necessary to duplicate car parking requirements for specific uses in this zone.

Further, in relation to suggestions to include the zone as a ‘designated area’ for the purpose of car parking, areas designated for this purpose have generally focused on higher density, significant mixed use or corridor zones and locations in Greater Adelaide located close to high frequency transport. Given the focus of the Community Facilities Zone and the various locations in which it applies, it is not considered appropriate to include the zone as a designated area for the purposes of off-street vehicle parking requirements in Table 2 – Off-Street Vehicle Parking Requirements in Designated Areas.

**Significant Development Sites**

The identification by industry groups regarding the removal of provisions relating to catalyst or significant development sites (i.e. sites greater than 1500m$^2$) in some areas where the zone is proposed to apply, is recognised. This policy currently applies to sites in areas where high density mixed use development outcomes are anticipated such as central Adelaide and Glenelg.

Given the land uses and intensity anticipated in the Community Facilities Zone, it is not considered appropriate to apply this policy in the zone.

**Other policies**

In relation to suggestions to include a range of additional policies in the zone, most forms of development will be performance-assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ against all relevant policies in the Code that the authority considers appropriate. It is therefore not necessary or appropriate to duplicate General policy provisions (e.g. relating to elements such as landscaping) in the zone policies.

Notwithstanding this, it is recognised that some General policies applying specifically to community facilities in the SA Planning Policy Library and development plans have not transitioned to the Code but are important to guide the development of such facilities. This includes policies that seek the design of community facilities to encourage flexible and adaptable use of open space and facilities for a range of uses and it is recognised that such facilities need to respond to changing demographics and community needs. It is therefore recommended to include such policy in the zone.

In relation to suggestions to restrict residential development from occurring at the ground level of buildings in the zone, residential development is not specifically envisaged in the zone. Consequently, it is not considered appropriate or necessary to include policies to guide the location of such development in the zone. Any proposals involving residential development would also performance assessed as ‘All other Code Assessed Development’ in the zone against the full Code.

**Procedural Matters – Public Notification**

In relation to recommendations to review the notification requirements applying to a range of uses in the zone, the ‘Procedural Matters – Notification tables’ were reviewed and amended for all zones as part of the Phase Two Amendment to ensure that development generally envisaged in the zone or considered to be minor is not subject to notification, except where acceptable standards of built form or intensity may be exceeded and/or the development is likely to result in impacts on the amenity of adjacent dwellings located on land in another zone. This included removal of the clauses relating to ‘All Other Code Assessed Development’ and ‘all development adjacent to land in a different zone’.
Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

M.1  **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 to include additional land uses within zone that may be contemplated within the zone (e.g. community facility, emergency services facility, cemetery, indoor recreation facility).

M.2  **AMEND** to include additional classes of development within Deemed-to-Satisfy and Performance Assessed development classification tables where appropriate.

M.3  **AMEND** to include additional Assessment Provisions within the zone relating to floor area of shops and offices.

M.4  **AMEND** building height Assessment Provisions to reference any relevant TNV and acknowledge prevailing character.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.5  **CREATE** the following new subzones:

- St Andrews Hospital Precinct Subzone which specifically seeks hospital, clinical and health training, and allied research and educational facilities, along with independent medical and allied health facilities, supported by a mix of compatible accommodation and retail activity.
- WCH and Memorial Hospital Precinct Subzone which seeks provision of health care and associated facilities.
- Neighbourhood Subzone which seeks community, educational and health care land uses complemented by residential development at medium densities as an alternative land use.

M.6  **AMEND** DO 1 of the zone to remove reference to ‘public’ and ‘private’ community, educational, recreational and health care facilities.

M.7  **AMEND** the list of envisaged uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 to include ‘Library’ given the locations where the zone is proposed to apply.

M.8  **AMEND** PO 1.2 to improve clarity of intent, to read ‘Integration and coordination of land uses to enhance the accessibility and efficiency of service delivery.’

M.9  **AMEND** the heading ‘Built Form and Character’ to ‘Building Height and Setbacks’ and **CREATE** a new PO and DTS/DPF criteria to guide rear setbacks in the zone.

M.10 **REMOVE** the heading ‘Interface Height’ and relocate policies under this heading to new heading ‘Building Height and Setbacks’.

M.11 **CREATE** a new PO under the heading ‘Land Use and Intensity’ to encourage flexible and adaptable use of open space and facilities.
Deferred Urban Zone

This zone allows for a limited range of low-intensity land uses and activities needed to support the existing use of land without impeding the ability of the land to be developed for alternative forms of urban development in the future.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback was received from local government and industry group, with key issues being raised by multiple responses. The restriction on land division was queried, as it was argued to be inconsistent with current policy arrangements. Council submissions suggested the transition of existing policy measures to discourage residential development and provide further guidance as to appropriate built form outcomes in specified settings.

Local government and industry submissions advocated for the existing development plan policy on land division be transferred to the Code’s Deferred Urban Zone, which permits land divisions with a minimum 4ha allotment size unless the division is for public infrastructure purposes, in which case the allotment can be smaller. Onkaparinga Council raised the need to ensure that land proposed as Deferred Urban Zone along the verge of the Southern Expressway is discouraged from being used for dwellings.

The development industry advocated for the inclusion of a clause that would permit development that facilitates the provision of public or private services or amenities to existing and future communities where the development is not materially inconsistent with any applicable Concept Plan.

Concern was raised by Mount Barker District Council that the Deferred Urban Zone captures allotments located within the Mt Barker Growth Area. This was considered inappropriate, given the restrictions it will impose on development that will occur in the foreseeable future. They proposed that Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, with the existing Restricted Urban Policy Area, would be more suitable to transition as a subzone.

A local government and industry submission are of the opinion that land divisions should be excluded from the ambit of Table 4 – Restricted Development if the allotments proposed are a minimum 4ha in area.

Feedback on the Deferred Urban Zone focussed on the following key matters:

- A council and industry submission suggested the inclusion of the following text to the ‘exclusions’ column of Table 4 – Restricted Development:

  Land division that does not create additional allotments less than 4 hectares in size other than for the purpose of providing public infrastructure.

  **Clarification:** Proposed policy is guided by the South Australian Planning Policy Library (SAPPL), which does not prescribe a quantitative measure for minimum allotment sizes.

- Greater detail is needed to ensure the preservation and retention of character in existing areas currently afforded such measures in the applicable development plan.

- A limited number of desired land uses should be included to enable use of the land in the intermediate period until it is developed for urban use.

- A PO that imposes a requirement that structure planning is a requirement for any large-scale urban development was recommended.
Commission’s Response:

The Deferred Urban Zone has been drafted to afford protection to peri-urban areas which are anticipated to be developed as urban settlements in the long-term future. A limited number of land uses are envisaged to safeguard the future expansion of urban centres.

The strengthening of DO 1 to provide greater detail and guidance as to the qualities of the area that should be preserved and reinforced, is considered unnecessary. Specifically, the submissions suggested the transition of SAPPL – Deferred Urban Zone – Objective 1, which mentions that development should ‘maintain the rural appearance of the zone’. Given that the zone has been spatially applied to areas of Metropolitan Adelaide and other settlements (Port Willunga, Victor Harbor), the test of rural appearance cannot be achieved and is inappropriate. It has been determined that the inclusion of a built form assessment element to PO 2.2 will not be adopted as it undermines the intent of the zone to discourage undesired built form outcomes.

In relation to an industry request for land division that create allotments of a minimum 4ha in size to be listed as an exemption in Table 4 – Restricted Development, this request is considered inappropriate. The text proposed has its foundations in SAPPL and accommodating land divisions undermines the intent of the zone. A local government response which requested an exemption to permit consolidating allotments into larger allotments or undertaking minor boundary re-alignments that do not result in the creating of allotments less than 4 hectares in area, is achieved by the proposed policy content and is not considered necessary to adopt. There appears to be a misinterpretation that land divisions would not be permitted under any circumstance due to its listing as Restricted, whereas what the classification consequently triggers is an assessment by the Commission.

Regarding the development industry submission which recommended minimum site area requirements be avoided, it is appreciated that such requirements may hinder a range of private development activity. However, the intent of the Deferred Urban Zone is for only a limited number of land uses to be facilitated. Although the provision of public or private services and amenities may provide benefits to the surrounding community, such services would already exist in established local centres that the local population can access. The Deferred Urban Zone is to remain vacant of any development which could hinder the future development of the area for urban expansion and this is reinforced by the inclusion of land division as Restricted Development.

It is appreciated that the Deferred Urban Zone conflicts with the strategy of Mount Barker’s Growth Area and has been applied spatially to allotments which are in such growth areas. After reviewing the request, replacing the Deferred Urban Zone with the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is recommended.

It is considered appropriate for a limited range of land uses, including farming and low-intensity animal husbandry, to be listed as DTS / DPF criteria. These activities do not compromise the future development of the area and enable the valued use of allotments until such time they are required to be developed for urban purposes.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.12 AMEND DTS / DPF 1.1 to read:
Development comprising farming (broad acre cropping, grazing) and/or low-intensity animal husbandry.

Infrastructure Zone

This zone provides for the protection, provision, maintenance and expansion of infrastructure services and facilities, whilst ensuring that development, vehicular movements and infrastructure services and facilities manage environmental impacts.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback was received from councils, agencies and industry with submissions centred on additional policy recommendations, refinement of proposed criteria and retention of passages from desired character statements. The feedback can be summarised as follows:

- Telecommunications facilities should be explicitly encouraged in the zone through their inclusion in Table 2 – Deemed to Satisfy and Table 3 – Performance Assessed Classification Tables.
- Recreation area should be included in Table 2 – Deemed to Satisfy
- Conflict exists between PO 2.1 and functional security requirements of fencing in substations.
- Clarification is needed as to the application of this policy in conjunction with Schedule 13 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017.
- Expansion of DO 2 to reference impacts of climate change in addition to environmental impacts is requested.
- Policy relating to building height is needed.
- Inclusion of Correctional Facility as an envisaged land use, as the Zone has been spatially applied to a site accommodating such a use, is requested.
- Refinement of public notification table referencing Practice Direction 3 and exclusionary criteria for notification requirements is needed.

Clarification: Schedule 13 will take precedence over the Code policy measure in question. PO 2.1 is relevant to fencing development undertaken by non-crown agencies, within the Infrastructure Zone.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission acknowledges the feedback received, noting the zone supports a range of utility and infrastructure facilities. Telecommunications towers are a specifically envisaged development within the zone.

The Commission notes that further consideration is required for any future reference to climate change, however DO 2 specifically relates to managing environmental impacts from infrastructure services and facilities.

Specific building height policy is not contemplated for this zone as the range of facilities and resultant height will be guided by the technology and type of infrastructure facility being developed.

A recreation area is not consistent with the intent of the zone and has not been included in Table 2.

Commission’s Recommendations:
Infrastructure (Airfield) Zone

This zone caters for air transport movements and associated development that will not impede aviation operations.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received which included the following requests:

- Envisaged forms of development listed in DTS/DPF 1.1 to feature in the Assessment Table 1 & 2 (Deemed-to-Satisfy and Performance Assessed) to enable such developments and avoid public notification requirements.
- Reference within the Code to the National Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF) guidelines for development in proximity to airfields.
- Inclusion of retail fuel outlet and telecommunications facility to Table 3 - Performance Assessed Development.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission acknowledges the feedback received, noting the zone provides for aviation operations together with allied and complementary activities as well as aviation-related recreational pursuits. Telecommunications facilities and retail fuel outlets beyond those required for aviation operations are not specifically envisaged within the zone considering the accessibility of more appropriate zones and the height of telecommunications facilities could conflict with overlay criteria that seeks to protect airfields from obtrusive developments.

Amendments to the public notification table are supported to ensure that performance assessed development of a type envisaged in the zone is not subject to notification, in accordance with the recommendation in the Procedural and Technical > Public Notification section of this report.

Based on review of Restricted development thresholds throughout the Code, the Commission recommends that the size of a shop excluded from Restricted classification in this zone is increased to 1000m².

Commission’s Recommendations:

M.13 AMEND Table 4 – Restricted Development Classification to increase the size of a shop excluded from Restricted classification from 250m² to 1000m².

Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone

This zone supports the development of marinas, on-water structures, ferry facilities, complementary uses to enhance passenger transport services, tourism and ancillary services.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback comprised the following:
The list of envisaged land uses should be reduced and inclusion of all other land uses not comprising a marina, boat repair or slipping facilities should be listed as Restricted Development.

The inclusion of retail fuel outlet as a specifically envisaged form of development within the zone is requested.

Formatting error in numbering requires correction.

The inclusion of additional land uses to Table 3 – Performance Assessed is requested.

Proposed policy which captures development situated adjacent another zone is of concern in relation to Mannum Waters which actively markets land uses ancillary to the marina.

Telecommunications Facility should be performance assessed and not subject to notification.

The zone should be amended to specifically reference off-water land uses including port and harbour facilities and residential development.

**Commission’s Response:**

Amendments to the performance outcomes to provide greater clarity surrounding envisaged land uses, including port and harbour facilities and residential development, are supported and a range of specific off-water development classes will provide greater clarity.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

*M.14 AMEND Performance Outcomes to provide greater clarity surrounding envisaged land uses, including port and harbour facilities and residential development.*

**Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay**

*This overlay maps the areas in which a referral to the Commissioner for Highways applies for certain advertisements. The overlay area represents land within 100 metres from any signalised intersections or crossings which intersect state-maintained roads.*

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback noted that the referral is slightly different to the current referral in the Development Regulations which refers to certain colours of illumination for signage.

**Commission’s Response:**

The referral in the overlay requires any advertisement or advertising hoarding within 100m of a signalised intersection or signalised pedestrian crossing that will be internally illuminated and/or incorporates a moving or changing display and/or a flashing light be referred to the Commissioner for Highways. The current referral is considered appropriate.

Upon review of the overlay policies, it is recommended that wording in the PO be clarified, and that a DTS/DPF criteria be created to enable DTS pathways for advertising which does not incorporate illumination, moving displays or flashing lights.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**
**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**M.15** AMEND PO 1.1 to remove reference to excessive size and instead reference illumination, flashing lights, or moving or changing displays or messages.

**M.16** CREATE DTS/DPF criteria 1.1 which supports advertising that is not illuminated, does not incorporate a moving or changing display or message, does not incorporate a flashing light(s).

### Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay

*This overlay seeks to ensure that sensitive land uses exposed to documented aircraft noise are designed and constructed appropriately.*

#### Engagement feedback:

Issues surrounding like-for-like transition of development plans to the Code are particularly noteworthy in relation to the Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay. Although feedback recognised that current mapping of areas where aircraft noise policy applies is deficient in some locations, issues have arisen from the fact that mapping has been transitioned like-for-like, however policy content has not.

In particular, this relates to a reference to Australian Standard (AS) 2021- Acoustics- Aircraft Noise Intrusion- Building Siting and Construction, which is contained within current development plans, however has not been transitioned to the Code. The provision referencing AS 2021, which in turn references the Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF), allows a relevant authority to utilise up-to-date ANEF mapping in the assessment of aircraft noise exposure even where current mapping has not been incorporated within a development plan.

A range of policy and procedural improvements has also been suggested, including:

- Provision of up-to-date ANEF mapping within the Code, particularly in relation to Adelaide and Parafield airports
- Amendment of Ministerial Building Standard 10 - Construction requirements for the control of external sound (MBS 10) to include requirements for noise-sensitive development in relation to aircraft noise exposure as well as reference to AS 2021 Acoustics – Aircraft noise intrusion – Building siting and construction and its associated ANEF Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) system.
- Creation of a Deemed-to-Satisfy pathway for noise-sensitive development within the ANEF 25 contour where it can meet the requirements of the updated MBS 10 at the building rules assessment stage.

### Aviation Industry Feedback / Key Issues

Aviation industry feedback suggested that noise-sensitive development should be assessed via the Restricted Assessment Pathway rather than Performance Assessment where such development is proposed within the ANEF 30 contour and above. Feedback expressed that Adelaide Airport in particular should not be subjected to further constraints on passenger numbers or freight growth which could potentially arise due to additional population and housing within this noise contour.

**Commission’s Response:**
The Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay has been drafted to reflect current assessment processes for minimising the impacts of aircraft noise on sensitive receivers including dwellings, educational facilities, tourist accommodation and hospitals. In many cases, the mapping of noise-affected areas for this overlay has been carried over from current development plans. Numerous requests were received to update this mapping to reflect the latest ANEF contours for Adelaide and Parafield airports given that mapping contained within current development plans is often inconsistent or incomplete. For this reason, it is considered appropriate to update noise exposure mapping for these airports. There are currently other airports which do not have noise mapping which reflects the ANEF, but rather indicate areas where noise impacts exist. In the absence of detailed mapping, it is considered appropriate to require the performance assessment of sensitive receivers within these areas.

As many development plans do not currently include noise mapping but instead only include a reference to AS 2021-2015, there is no clear guidance for applicants as to where noise policies will apply in relation to a development, the types of noise mitigation measures required or the assessment pathways that may be available. It is considered that the approach outlined above would result in a net improvement to current assessment processes as the inclusion of ANEF mapping for airports within the overlay (Adelaide, Parafield and Edinburgh) will provide greater clarity about where noise policy is relevant to an assessment.

In relation to requests for strengthening of policy related to aircraft noise exposure, it is considered appropriate to create additional policy to better guide the development of noise-sensitive land uses and to facilitate a DTS assessment pathway for sensitive receivers within the ANEF 25 contour.

Given the importance of ensuring that noise-sensitive land uses are appropriately designed and located, it is considered appropriate to also require the performance assessment of land division applications for the purposes of accommodating noise-sensitive land uses in areas where noise impacts are higher.

Although the achievement of a DTS pathway within lower-impacted areas of this overlay is desirable, it is considered that an alternative approach whereby sensitive receivers require performance assessment within the ANEF 25 contour and above (as opposed to DTS) would reflect current assessment processes undertaken by council planners, whereby aircraft noise is assessed on merit, requiring in many cases for an applicant to furnish an acoustic report and comply with requirements for noise mitigation.

The Commission supports amendments to Ministerial Building Standard 10 Construction requirements for the control of external sound to incorporate appropriate building requirements related to aircraft noise to support the creation of a DTS pathway for sensitive receivers within the ANEF 25 contour.

In relation to requests for sensitive receivers to be classified as Restricted forms of development within the ANEF 30 contours and above, this could be assessed against the relevant Desired Outcomes and Performance Outcomes in the overlay. Such uses which are clearly incompatible with the desired outcomes of the overlay would not necessarily warrant a state-level assessment. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to require the assessment of noise-sensitive development within the ANEF 30 contour via the Restricted Assessment Pathway.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**M.17 AMEND** Desired Outcome to reflect the appropriate location of development in noise affected areas, rather than just design.
Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.18 **SPATIALLY APPLY** updated ANEF contours for Adelaide and Parafield airports

M.19 **CREATE** new policies within the overlay to provide greater clarity regarding the assessment of sensitive receivers within the ANEF 25 contours and above.

*Note: Further improvements to facilitate a DTS pathway for sensitive receivers within the ANEF 25 contour, whilst retaining Performance Assessment for noise sensitive development (including land division for such purposes) ANEF 30 contour and above to be considered once Phases 2 and 3 of the Code are operational.*
Airport Building Heights (Aircraft Landing Area) Overlay

This overlay maps the location of unregulated aircraft landing sites with no specific registration or CASA regulation, but which operate as an airfield. The overlay seeks to ensure the appropriate height and setback of adjacent developments to ensure the long-term operational and safety requirements of the landing sites are not compromised.

Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback was received on the Airport Building Heights (Aircraft Landing Area) Overlay and focussed on the following key matters:

- The Overlay should consider the impacts of building heights on Strategic Helicopter Landing Sites to more closely align with the National Airport Safeguarding Framework.
- The Overlay should include a referral to the Aircraft Landing Area Operator for development which exceeds height thresholds set out by the Overlay

Commission’s Response:

The Airport Building Heights (Aircraft Landing Areas) Overlay has been drafted to potential impacts of Management of potential impacts of building heights on the operational and safety requirements of aircraft landing areas.

In relation to requests for a referral to be given to Aircraft Landing Area Operators in relation to buildings which exceed height limits, there is no regulatory requirement in place for the management of obstacles in relation to Aircraft Landing Areas. As such, the Overlay policy was based on an advisory circular provided by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority. For this reason, it is not considered appropriate to refer development applications that may exceed height limits within this Overlay for direction to the Aircraft Landing Area Operator.

In response to various requests to further reflect the National Aviation Safety Framework (NASF) guidelines through the inclusion of policy requirements related to Strategic Helicopter Landing Sites (not located on an aerodrome) within this Overlay, an analysis of current development plans was undertaken. This analysis revealed that very few Development Plans currently consider Helicopter Landing Sites in detail, or include appropriate mapping to inform the spatial application of the Overlay for this purpose. In order to accommodate such a policy response, a wider reaching study involving the identification and mapping of Strategic Helicopter Landing Sites, as well as associated building height limits would be required to appropriately spatially apply this policy. Therefore, such an approach is not considered appropriate for the first ‘generation’ of the Code.

Commission’s Recommendation:

No changes recommended.
**Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay**

*This overlay ensures the appropriate height and setback of development adjacent to regulated airports to ensure their long-term operational and safety requirements are not compromised. It includes areas surrounding commercial and military airfields, airports, airstrips and helicopter landing sites.*

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback related primarily to ensuring that airport building height mapping is up to date and that referral triggers are directed to airport operators, particularly in relation to Adelaide and Parafield airports:

- Mapping for Adelaide and Parfield airports should be updated to reflect the latest Obstacle Limitations Surface (OLS) data to ensure consistency
- Building-generated plume impacts should be considered in addition to buildings
- Application of overlay policy should be further considered to ensure that unnecessary referrals are not triggered for low-impacting forms of development including swimming pools and fences.
- The referral for over-height development should be amended to include the airport operator as a referral authority for matters covered by this overlay to ensure consistency with Commonwealth legislation.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay has been drafted to reflect current assessment processes to manage potential impacts of buildings and generated emissions on the operational and safety requirements of registered and certified commercial and military airfields, airports, airstrips and helicopter landing sites.

In relation to requests for updated airport building height mapping to reflect OLS data around Adelaide and Parafield airports, the OLS mapping data was unable to be incorporated due to significant areas where the OLS heights were below natural ground level. This would have resulted in unnecessary referrals for development where currently no such referrals exist, creating an administrative burden for the referral agency and effectively removing Accepted and Deemed-to-Satisfy pathways for development within these areas. As such, mapping for this Overlay continues to be based on maps from existing development plans.

It is considered appropriate to include reference to AHD in the mapping where appropriate.

It is appreciated that current referral processes should require the relevant airport operator to be contacted in the first instance thus it is considered appropriate to amend the referral trigger to ensure referrals are directed to the relevant airport operator first.

In response to various requests to ensure that the overlay does not result in unnecessary referrals being sent in relation to minor- or low- risk ancillary developments (including swimming pools, domestic fences, outbuildings associated with a dwelling, etc.), it is considered appropriate to update the list of land uses to which this Overlay applies to ensure that unnecessary referrals are not being sent in relation to minor or low risk ancillary developments.

**Clarification:**

*Although ultimately the referral body for development which intrudes on an airport’s Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) is the Commonwealth Secretary for the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development (DITCRD), it is intended that referrals for OLS intrusions are sent to the relevant airport operator*
Commission's Recommendation:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.20 AMEND the referral body in the Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay to ‘The airport-operator company for the relevant airport within the meaning of the Airports Act 1996 of the Commonwealth or, if there is no airport-operator company, the Secretary of the Minister responsible for the administration of the Airports Act 1996 of the Commonwealth’.

M.21 AMEND mapping to indicate reference to metres AHD where the Overlay is spatially applied to the City of Adelaide.

M.22 RELOCATE policy relating to turbulence and windshear to the Building Near Airfields Overlays.

M.23 CREATE policy to specifically address plume impacts.

M.24 UPDATE the list of land uses to which this overlay applies to ensure that unnecessary referrals are not being sent in relation to minor- or low-risk ancillary developments.

Building Near Airfields Overlay

This overlay seeks to manage non-residential lighting and wildlife attraction impacts on the operational and safety requirements of certified commercial and military airfields, airports, airstrips and helicopter landing sites.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback obtained during the Phase Three Amendment was largely consistent with that given during the Phase Two Amendment and again highlighted concerns that the spatial application of this overlay could result in significant impacts on the potential for development to be considered as Accepted or Deemed-to-Satisfy. It was suggested that more detailed requirements and greater clarity surrounding the land uses which this overlay relates be considered to achieve the intended purpose of the overlay without limiting development opportunity. In particular, feedback related to policy concerning outdoor lighting and wildlife strike, as well as policy relating to aircraft noise which duplicates provisions contained within the Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay.

It was also noted that there is opportunity within this overlay to address a number of additional aviation-related issues such as those currently outlined within existing development plans. These include:

- Lighting glare
- Smoke, dust and exhaust omissions
- Air turbulence
- Reflective surfaces (including large windows, roofs)
- Inclusion of policy that relates to safeguarding navigational aids
- Materials that affect aircraft navigational aids.

State and Commonwealth Agency Feedback / Key Issues
Feedback from all levels of government highlighted opportunities to further incorporate the *National Airports Safeguarding Framework* into the Code. Key suggestions included incorporating NASF Guidelines G Communications, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) and Guideline I Public Safety Areas.

**Development Industry Feedback / Key Issues**

Development industry feedback reiterated concerns about the spatial application of aviation-related overlays potentially impacting Accepted or Deemed-to-Satisfy development.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Building Near Airfields Overlay has been drafted to manage potential impacts of non-residential lighting, turbulence and activities that may attract or result in the congregation of wildlife.

In response to various requests to further reflect the National Aviation Safety Framework (NASF) guidelines through the inclusion of policy requirements related to Communication and Navigation Systems, or Public Safety Areas within this overlay it is considered that a wider-reaching study involving the identification and mapping of these facilities and/or areas, as well as the development of an appropriate policy framework would be required. Therefore, such an approach is not considered appropriate for the first generation of the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:*

**M.25** AMEND the application of the overlay in various zone Classification Tables where appropriate to ensure that it is not applied unnecessarily to development types that will not impact airport operations.

**M.26** In relation to the overlay policies:

- **AMEND** policy content relating to lighting to ensure greater clarity about the types of development to which it applies.
- **AMEND** policy relating to minimisation of bird strike to minimisation of wildlife strike.
- **REMOVE** PO 1.3 relating to airport noise from the overlay and instead apply the Airport Noise Exposure Overlay to noise-affected areas where appropriate.

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**M.27** AMEND policy to include policy related to turbulence and windshear (See comments related to Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay and Defence Aviation Area Overlay).

**Defence Aviation Area Overlay**

This overlay manages the potential impacts of buildings on the operational and safety requirements of surrounding Defence Aviation Areas.

**Engagement feedback:**
Limited feedback was received on the Defence Aviation Area Overlay which focussed on the following key matters:

- Consideration of a consistent mapping approach to airport building heights, as the Defence Aviation Area Overlay currently uses a maximum height system, whilst Obstacle Limitations Surface (OLS) has been used for Adelaide and Parafield airports.
- Consideration of temporary structures (e.g. cranes), as well as tall vegetation and gas or exhaust plumes which may exceed height limits within Airport Building Heights and Defence Aviation Area overlays.
- Transition of additional defence-related policy from current development plans to the Code, including specific mapping of outdoor lighting constraints.

Commission’s Response:

The Building Near Airfields Overlay has been drafted to manage potential impacts of buildings on the operational and safety requirements of Defence Aviation Areas, in particular the Edinburgh RAAF base.

Given that the Defence Aviation Area Overlay and Airport Building Heights (Regulated) overlays contain different approaches to mapping for metropolitan airports, it is appreciated that a desire to create a consistent approach to mapping has been expressed. However, as the mapping of the Defence Aviation Area Overlay reflects that contained within the Defence (RAAF Base Edinburgh Defence Aviation Area) Declaration 2018, it is not considered appropriate to pursue a change to mapping approaches at this stage.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.28 RELOCATE policy relating to turbulence and windshear to the Building Near Airfields Overlay.

Future Road Widening Overlay

This overlay identifies where development should be limited to facilitate the widening of key state-maintained roads.

Engagement feedback:

A small number of councils commented on the need for this overlay to apply to local roads, noting that they have similar policy in their development plans.

Commission’s Response:

The overlay applies only to Commissioner for Highway roads and triggers referral, so it not suitable for local roads. However, the need for a similar overlay to apply to certain local roads is acknowledged and a Local Road Widening Overlay is recommended to be created.
Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

**M.29** CREATE a new Future Local Road Widening Overlay and apply it to relevant local roads.

Key Outback and Rural Routes Overlay

*This overlay maps the location of freight routes, tourist routes and other key outback routes, and ensures development does not interfere with the safe and efficient operation of these roads.*

Engagement feedback:

- DTS policy should be aligned to the Australian Standards / AustRoads Guidelines rather than codifying the requirements such as access spacing and sight lines.

- Additional DTS policy could be developed to support the satisfaction of DTS criteria, e.g. where a qualified and experienced traffic engineer has designed / investigated whether the proposed access, sight lines and/or vehicle queueing are appropriate, and the AustRoads Guidelines / Australian Standards are satisfied.

- Minor wording changes are needed to avoid ambiguity in the Performance Outcomes.

- The numerical value placed on DTS provisions is too conservative.

- An access point servicing more than 60 vehicle movements per day should not preclude the development from being classified as a DTS provided it has been designed to allow for access in accordance with applicable Australian Standards/ Guidelines.

- Development should not be precluded from DTS if left-turn-only entry and exit movements are not able to be satisfied. As long as the right turn movements are safe, they should be considered to be provided for.

**Clarification:**

The applicability of requirements allowing for qualified and experienced traffic engineers to provide designs / investigations to show that AustRoads / Australian Standards are satisfied will be investigated during development of Phase Three.

Reference to Australian Standards was not included in the Code as some aspects require subjective consideration and therefore are not suitable as measurable criteria for Deemed-to-Satisfy requirements.

The Commission will consider the use of Practice Guidelines or similar technical guidelines to assist in place of Australian Standards.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

**M.30** In relation to the policies:
AMEND DTS/DPF1.1 to contemplate right-turn-only access to the site in a limited capacity.

AMEND DTS/DPF2.1 to provide clarity around on-site queueing and access point width requirements.

AMEND DTS/DPF3.1 to provide clarity around traffic volume numbers, vehicles per day entering the site and class of vehicles using existing access points.

AMEND PO4.1 to change ‘widely spaced’ to ‘appropriately spaced’.

### Key Railway Crossings Overlay

*This overlay ensures development on key roads in close proximity to a crossing does not interrupt or affect the safe operation of the crossing.*

#### Engagement feedback:

Limited feedback on the overlay was received, including:

- DTS/DPF 1.1 refers to certain distances from railway crossings relative to speed limits but fails to include 40km/hr roads which should be addressed.

  **Clarification:**
  
  DTS/DPF 1.1 (vii) accommodates roads of speeds 50km/h or less which addresses roads with a sign-posted speed of 40km/h.

- Should a referral body be listed when development is contrary to DTS/DPF 1.1?

  **Clarification:**
  
  Development on state-controlled roads will be referred to the Commissioner of Highways regardless, negating the requirement for a referral body to be listed.

**Commission's Recommendation:**

No changes recommended.

### Urban Transport Routes Overlay and Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay

The Urban Transport Routes Overlay covers all land abutting state-maintained roads and any intersecting local roads up to a distance of 25m from the state-maintained road within the Greater Adelaide Region.

The Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay transitions the freight and major traffic routes from the ‘Functional Hierarchy for South Australia’s Land Transport Network’, and applies to land abutting selected state-maintained roads within the Greater Adelaide Region and any intersecting local roads up to a distance of 25m from state-maintained roads.

#### Engagement feedback:
Some councils and industry commented that a number of DTS requirements in relation to on-site queuing, sight lines and the like are too onerous and in excess of those sought by the relevant Australian / Austroads standards. It was suggested that these be reviewed to reflect Australian / Austroads standards.

**Clarification:** Reference to Australian Standards was not included in the Code as some aspects require subjective consideration and are therefore not suitable as measurable criteria for Deemed-to-Satisfy requirements.

Other feedback sought clarification of several policy provisions, queried the maximum measurements applied and advocated for the removal of prescriptive references considered to be covered by other standards.

A definition of Urban Transport Route and what differentiates ‘Major Urban Transport Route’ was requested by one council which considered that a definition would assist authorities in determining how the overlay has been spatially applied. A definition of ‘roadside infrastructure’ was also suggested to provide assistance in interpreting a deemed-to-satisfy policy.

**Overlay Content**

Submissions requested:

- The inclusion of access widths
- Amendment of DTS/DPF 1.1 (b) (iii) C. to read ‘vehicles exceeding 8.9m in length’
- The inclusion of illustrations/diagrams to assist in interpreting DTS/DPF 2.1
- Clarification about whether 2.1 (b) is to be applied only to non-residential developments and whether it should read ‘more than 60 vehicle movements per day’ in place of ‘less than 60’
- More concise expression for specified policy provisions
- Amendment of policy to include developments that will generate more than 60 vehicle movements a day, affording them a DTS pathway where appropriate
- Amendment of DTS/DPF 3.1 to capture development that will result in increased traffic volume by industry
- Clarification about what is considered a ‘Controlled Access Road’
- Revision of separation distances proposed for new access points and intersections as they are considered excessive
- Clarification of the assessable component of DTS/DPF 4.1
- Deletion of access spacing and sight distance requirements as they are outlined in AustRoads Guide to Road Design.

**Clarification:** Reference to Australian Standards was not included in the Code as some aspects require subjective consideration and are therefore not suitable as measurable criteria for Deemed-to-Satisfy requirements.

- Clarification of the term ‘unobstructed’ and whether street trees would be considered an obstruction
- Reduction of the sight line distances as they are considered excessive
- Use of AustRoads design guidelines in place of policy in Code.

**Procedural Matters – Referrals**

One submission sought a definition or practice direction for the term ‘minor’, in relation to the expression ‘minor in the opinion of the relevant authority.’ Clarification is also required about whether Urban Traffic
Route has the same meaning as Urban Transport Route. Industry suggested providing a more concise 'Purpose of Referral' column and that the word ‘management' be deleted.

**Commission’s Response:**

The intention of the overlays is to support development along state-maintained roads to ensure their ongoing operation and management is not impacted. The policy in each overlay is intended to be largely the same with variation relating to some of the technical requirements for sight lines and the like and are spatially mapped to ensure the correct criteria is clearly defined. As such a definition for each overlay is not considered necessary.

The volume of feedback received in relation to the low likelihood that development would meet the DTS criteria prompted the Commission to review the proposed policy. A revised structure that addresses minor development types (6 or fewer dwellings and small-scale commercial developments) and enables their use of existing access points subject to simple criteria is suggested, which, if met, can preserve a DTS pathway for these types of development.

Higher-intensity development that is more likely to impact on the function of state-maintained roads should be subject to suitable requirements and evaluation via referral by the Commissioner for Highways. Development requiring new access points should also be structured around minor development types and higher impacting activities described above, with calibrated criteria for each.

A clearer structure by listing all relevant criteria in relation to a particular issue by development where possible is recommended to simplify reading and understanding.

It is acknowledged that a development industry response advocated for a number of amendments to simplify requirements for lower-impacting development and where possible provide Deemed to Satisfy criteria that can be more readily achieved. This would result in stronger alignment for the criteria to the Australian Standards and AustRoads Guidelines. Accordingly, the following changes are considered warranted:

- removing the requirement for left turn only entry and exit for development involving 6 or fewer dwellings in relation to the Urban Transport Routes Overlay
- qualifying that access criteria are on the basis of a single access point serving a site
- simplifying and splitting the requirements for on-site queuing relating to development under 6 dwellings into parts relating to vehicles 6.4m in length or less, and greater than 6.4m in length
- amending criteria relating to existing access points to include criteria relating to small-scale, non-residential land uses instead of criteria relating to an allowable percentage increase in traffic volumes, and a criteria that the access point is not on a Controlled Access Road
- simplifying criteria in relation to the location (spacing) of new access points for 6 or fewer dwellings so that access can be achieved away from high-speed environments so that separation distance criteria need not apply to this type of development (including aligning criteria with AS/NZS 2890.1 as reflected in the included diagram); and where local road access is not available having less onerous separation distance criteria (one set applying to 6 or fewer dwellings [AustRoads Part 4 – left turn overlap] and another for all other development [ASD/SSD AustRoads Part 4A]) adjusted to suit each overlay
- providing more clarity regarding sightline requirement for access point locations for drivers and pedestrians with less onerous criteria (split into two categories 6 or fewer dwellings and all other development) and reducing requirements in relation to the 6 or fewer dwellings dwelling category
- including diagrams where relevant to assist in simplifying criteria.
The outcome of these recommended changes is a greater likelihood of minor development being able to maintain a deemed to satisfy pathway (where relevant) as well as reduced referrals (noting that not meeting DTS/DPF criteria would trigger a referral).

Upon review of the overlay policies, policies relating to mud and debris, stormwater, building on the road reserve, public road junctions and corner cut offs contained in the Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay are applicable to all state-maintained roads and therefore should also be included in the Urban Transport Routes Overlay.

In relation to referrals, a Statutory Reference column is required with relevant statutory reference. The referral requirements and information are otherwise considered suitable.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Note: Recommendations are in relation to both overlays unless otherwise stated.*

**Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:**

**M.31** In relation to the Overlay policies:

- **AMEND** PO 4.1 to change ‘widely spaced’ to ‘appropriately spaced’.
- **AMEND** PO 2.1 to include the phrase ‘when entering the site’.
- **AMEND** DTS/DPF 2.1 to include the word ‘enter’.
- **AMEND** DTS/DPF 3.1 to support a marginally higher rate of vehicle movements through an existing access.

**Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:**

**M.32** **AMEND** the structure of the overlays so that all relevant criteria are specified in relation to a particular category of development to simplify their intent, including diagrams where possible to assist in understanding, and refine policy to generally improve clarity and understanding of the intent of the overlays as required.

**M.33** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 by including a criteria for each category of development (i.e. single dwelling, 2-6 dwellings, 7+ dwellings, and non-residential land uses) so that development will not result in more than one access point servicing the site; and remove the requirement for a left turn entry and exit only in relation to 6 or fewer dwellings in the Urban Transport Routes Overlay.

**M.34** **AMEND** DTS/DPF 2.1 part (b) so that criteria are simplified and split two parts relating to access points servicing small vehicles (6.4m in length or less, or greater than 6.4m in length) by replacing it with the following:

(a) will service, or is intended to service, development that will generate fewer than 60 vehicle movements per day, and:
   (i) is expected to be serviced by vehicles with a length no greater than 6.4m
   (ii) there are no internal driveways, intersections, parking spaces or gates within 6.0m of the access point (measured from the site boundary into the site)
(b) will service, or is intended to service, development that will generate fewer than 60 vehicle movements per day, and:
(i) is expected to be serviced by vehicles with a length greater than a 6.4m small rigid vehicle
(ii) there are no internal driveways, intersections, parking spaces or gates within 6.0m of the access point (measured from the site boundary into the site)
(iii) any termination of or change in priority of movement within the main car park aisle is located far enough into the site so that the largest vehicle expected on-site can park fully within the site before being required to stop
(iv) all parking or manoeuvring areas for commercial vehicles are located a minimum of 12m or the length of the longest vehicle expected on site from the access (measured from the site boundary into the site) as shown in the following diagram:

M.35 AMEND DTS/DPF 3.1 to include criteria relating to small scale non-residential land uses instead of criteria relating to an allowable percentage increase in traffic volumes, and a criteria that the access point is not on a Controlled Access Road, by replacing it with the following:

DTS/DPF 3.1
An existing access point satisfies (a), (b) or (c):

(a) it will not service, or is not intended to service, more than 6 dwellings
(b) it is not located on a Controlled Access Road and will not service development that will result in a larger class of vehicle expected to access the site using the existing access
(c) is not located on a Controlled Access Road and development constitutes:
   (i) a change of use between an office <500m² gross leasable floor area and a consulting room <500m² gross leasable floor area or vice versa
   (ii) a change in use from a shop to an office, consulting room or personal or domestic services establishment
(iii) a change of use from a consulting room or office <250m² gross leasable floor area to shop <250m² gross leasable floor area
(iv) a change of use from a shop <500m² gross leasable floor area to a warehouse <500m² gross leasable floor area
(v) an office or consulting room with a <500m² gross leasable floor area.

M.36 AMEND DTS/DPF 4.1 to include simplified criteria in relation to 6 or fewer dwellings so that access can be achieved (either to a local road, or otherwise) away from high-speed environments so that separation distance criteria need not apply and where local road access is not available having less onerous separation distance criteria (one set applying to 6 or fewer dwellings and another to all other development) by replacing it with the following:

DTS/DPF 4.1
A new access point satisfies (a), (b) or (c):

(a) where a development site is intended to serve between 6 or fewer dwellings and has frontage to a local road (not being a Controlled Access Road) with a speed environment of 60km/h or less, the new access point is provided on the local road and located a minimum of 6.0m from the tangent point as shown in the following diagram:

(b) where the development site is intended to serve 6 or fewer dwellings and access from a local road (being a road that is not a state-maintained road) is not available, the new access:
   (i) is not located on a Controlled Access Road
   (ii) is not located on a section of road affected by double barrier lines
   (iii) will be on a road with a speed environment of 70km/h or less
   (iv) is located outside of the bold lines on the diagram shown in the diagram following part (a)
   (v) located a minimum of 6m from a median opening or pedestrian crossing.
(c) where DTS/DPF 4.1 part (a) and (b) do not apply and access from an alternative local road at least 25m from the Urban Route is not available and the access is not located on a Controlled Access Road, the new access is separated in accordance with the following:

**[in the Urban Transport Routes Overlay]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed Limit</th>
<th>Separation between access points</th>
<th>Separation from public road junctions and merging/terminating lanes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 km/h or less</td>
<td>No spacing requirement</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 km/h</td>
<td>30m</td>
<td>73m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 km/h</td>
<td>40m</td>
<td>92m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 km/h</td>
<td>50m</td>
<td>114m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 km/h</td>
<td>65m</td>
<td>139m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 km/h</td>
<td>80m</td>
<td>165m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 km/h</td>
<td>100m</td>
<td>193m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[In the Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay]:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed Limit</th>
<th>Separation between access points</th>
<th>Separation from public road junctions and merging/terminating lanes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 km/h or less</td>
<td>no spacing requirement</td>
<td>20m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 km/h</td>
<td>40m</td>
<td>123m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 km/h</td>
<td>55m</td>
<td>151m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 km/h</td>
<td>70m</td>
<td>181m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 km/h</td>
<td>90m</td>
<td>214m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 km/h</td>
<td>110m</td>
<td>248m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 km/h</td>
<td>135m</td>
<td>285m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**M.37 AMEND** PO and DTS/DPF 5.1 to provide more clarity regarding sightline requirements for access point locations for drivers and pedestrians with less onerous criteria split into two categories (1-6 dwellings and all other development) with further reduced requirements in relation to the 1-6 dwelling category as follows:
PO 5.1
Access points are located and designed to accommodate sight lines that enable drivers and pedestrians to navigate potential conflict points with roads in a controlled and safe manner.

DTS/DPF 5.1
An access point satisfies (a) or (b):

(a) drivers approaching or exiting an access point have an unobstructed line of sight in accordance with the following (measured at a height of 1.1m above the surface of the road):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed Limit</th>
<th>Access point serving 1-6 dwellings</th>
<th>Access point serving all other development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40km/h or less</td>
<td>40m</td>
<td>73m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50km/h</td>
<td>55m</td>
<td>97m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60km/h</td>
<td>73m</td>
<td>123m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70km/h</td>
<td>92m</td>
<td>151m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80km/h</td>
<td>114m</td>
<td>181m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90km/h</td>
<td>139m</td>
<td>214m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100km/h</td>
<td>165m</td>
<td>248m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110km/h</td>
<td>193m</td>
<td>285m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) pedestrian sight lines in accordance with the following diagram:
**AMEND** the Urban Transport Routes Overlay by including the Access – mud and debris, access – stormwater, building on road reserve, public road junctions and corner cut-offs provisions from the Major Transport Routes Overlay.

**M.38** **AMEND** the Procedural Matters Table by including the ‘Statutory Reference’ column, containing the following: Development of a class to which Schedule 9 clause 3 item 7 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017 applies.

**Non-Stop Corridor Overlay**

*This overlay ensures the safe and efficient operation of non-stop corridors (e.g. major expressways and highways) where free-flowing traffic movement is prioritised.*

Limited feedback was received on the overlay.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

No changes recommended.

**Strategic Infrastructure Gas Pipelines Overlay**

*This overlay seeks to provide guidance for the assessment of development within the measurement length of high-pressure gas pipelines to ensure that impacts relating to public safety, property and the environment can be managed in the event of an emergency.*

**Engagement feedback:**
Feedback generally supported the Strategic Infrastructure Gas Pipelines Overlay, however concern was expressed relating to its spatial application in terms of the rules governing how the mapping was generated and about the objectives of the overlay policy.

A consistent issue raised by local government, government agencies, energy providers and the development industry relates to the limitations on the types of land uses envisaged within the overlay as well as the lack of clarity regarding the alignment of the overlay with the requirements of Australian Standard (AS) 2885 *Pipelines - Gas & Liquid Petroleum*. A range of amendments to the overlay policy and mapping were proposed.

**Clarification:**

*Measurement length is the radius of the 4.7kW/m² radiation contour for an ignited rupture, calculated in accordance with AS/NZS 2885.6, applied at all locations along a pipeline. This distance is larger than easements for access and maintenance purposes.*

A range of procedural amendments were suggested to improve the development assessment process.

**State Agency and Local Government Feedback / Key Issues**

State agency feedback indicated support for the refinement of the overlay mapping to reflect where different sections of high-pressure gas transmission pipelines are designed to accommodate high sensitivity, high density, residential or rural development areas. Similarly, it was suggested that the overlay policy be refined to align with the requirements of Australian Standard AS 2885. This would ensure that new development within the vicinity of such pipelines is consistent with a relevant Safety Management Study on potential safety issues relating to the development, or the potential for the development, to impact the ongoing operation of pipeline infrastructure. It was also requested that referral powers to be granted to the Department of Energy and Mining so an assessment could be made of the impact of the land division or development against the provisions for safety and security of supply in AS 2885.

Relatively few local government submissions were received on the overlay. In line with the feedback given by state agencies and the pipeline industry, some feedback indicated support for the strengthening of overlay policy with regard to the obligations of the pipeline operator in accordance with Australian Standard AS 2885. This feedback also expressed support for referral powers to be granted to the Department of Energy and Mining for proposals. In particular, this related to proposals seeking the division of land for the purposes of the land uses outlined in Overlay DTS/DPF 2.1.

Other councils expressed caution that the application of the overlay may have implications for development in certain underutilised areas where uplift would be favourable, even expressing a desire for the overlay to be removed from certain sites.

**Pipeline Industry Feedback / Key Issues**

Feedback from the pipeline industry expressed concern that the proposed overlay does not provide enough clarity for developers or relevant authorities and may afford less consideration to pipeline safety risk than existing processes. As such, strong support was given for the refinement of both the policy and mapping components of the overlay to more appropriately recognise the requirements for pipeline safety under the South Australian Petroleum and Geothermal Energy Act 2000 (PGE Act), yet allow for a reduced footprint in certain locations where pipelines already have sufficient design safeguards to coexist with densely populated areas. Similarly, support was given for referral powers to be granted to the Department of Energy and Mining as well as a suggestion that a practice direction be drafted to ensure
consultation processes will be more efficient for all parties involved. Key suggestions for improvement include:

- A referral trigger to the Department of Energy and Mining should be included for rezoning and specific land uses within the overlay area.
- The overlay should be renamed the Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines Overlay to better reflect the nature of the infrastructure it addresses.
- The mapping should be updated to reflect where current pipeline safety management studies are in place, as well as the location of sites where noise may impact on adjacent sensitive development.

**Development Industry Feedback / Key Issues**

In line with some council feedback, submissions from the development industry expressed concern that the overlay would restrict development in areas where zoning currently enables, or has been rezoned to enable, urban development. In particular, this concern related to the wording of overlay provisions which refer to the preservation of access to high-pressure gas transmission pipelines for maintenance and emergency response purposes despite the overlay being spatially applied to an area much larger than the statutory easement surrounding a pipeline. Similarly, concern was raised that policy wording could effectively render some land undevelopable for uses which are appropriate and permissible in certain locations and result in confusion or inappropriate decision-making on the part of a relevant authority without specialist understanding of gas pipeline regulation. Greater clarity was therefore requested surrounding the purpose of the overlay and the types of development permissible.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Strategic Infrastructure (Gas Pipelines) Overlay has been drafted to manage risk to public safety, the environment and security of energy supply from the encroachment of development on gas and liquid petroleum pipelines and associated infrastructure.

In relation to requests for mapping to better reflect areas where current Safety Management Studies and pipeline rating may allow for a decrease in the overlay buffer width, it is noted that updated mapping data has been provided for this overlay which is a substantial decrease in the spatial application of the overlay to areas where a smaller buffer distance is acceptable. Similarly, requests to include the location and noise buffer requirements of pipeline vent facilities are acknowledged and it is recommended they be incorporated within a secondary Overlay – the Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Facilities) Overlay. It is considered that the proposed mapping and policy updates will provide greater clarity to councils and the development industry as to where sensitive development may not be appropriate within the overlay area, whilst ensuring that a Deemed-to-satisfy pathway is available for low-risk land uses and in areas where a higher level of urban development already exists.

It is considered that the inclusion of a referral trigger to the Department of Energy and Mining to provide expert technical assessment to the relevant authority where additional safety measures are required as part of a Safety Management Study will provide greater clarity at the early stages of development whilst ensuring relevant safety standards are met. It is also recommended to develop advisory material to provide guidance on rezoning of land within proximity of gas pipelines to ensure that these matters can be addressed at a strategic level.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**
### Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

**M.39** CREATE additional policies to provide greater guidance for the types of development that are appropriate within the overlay.

**M.40** CREATE referral to the Department of Energy and Mining for development which does not satisfy DTS requirements or where a pre-lodgement agreement is not in place.

**M.41** UPDATE mapping and buffer widths to reflect where pipelines have been designed to accommodate high sensitivity, high density, residential or rural development.

**M.42** RENAME the Strategic Infrastructure (Gas Pipelines) Overlay to the Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines Overlay.

**M.43** CREATE an additional Gas and Liquid Petroleum (Facilities) Overlay to address the noise impacts of gas pipeline facilities and main-line vents.

### Traffic-Generating Development Overlay

*This overlay ensures the development of large-scale commercial, industrial or educational uses and greenfield subdivision developments in close proximity to main roads is referred to the Commissioner of Highways.*

#### Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Traffic-Generating Development Overlay focussed on the referral trigger to the Commissioner of Highways. The following matters were raised:

- Referral should refer to gross leasable floor area
- Referral trigger only relates to creating additional allotments and doesn’t include development with 50+ dwellings - e.g. apartment, retirement etc.
- The overlay should be amended to remove the Commissioner of Highways’ referral for retail development which exceeds 2000sqm
- The referral should incorporate a clause that states referrals are required ‘except where the development is, in the opinion of the relevant authority, minor in nature and would not warrant a referral...’ and the referral be for regard purposes and not for direction, particularly given referrals will be required for many developments that do not directly affect an arterial road.
- Attention should be given to the Traffic Generating Development Overlay referral triggers to assist in interpretation, in particular, whether:
  - the new access points trigger relates only to those proposed on the arterial road network (or within 25m of a junction)
  - the floor areas identified for commercial and retail development is additional (i.e. proposed) or overall. If overall, this will result in automatic referrals for existing shopping centres
Is the reference to ‘250m of an Urban Traffic Route or Major Urban Traffic Route’ within clause (f) of the trigger meant to apply to all criteria listed or just part (f)?

Commission’s Response:

Minor changes to the referral are supported, including reference to the gross leasable floor area and deleting text in part (f) to ensure consistency with other Transport Overlays as the spatial application of the overlay determines its extent of application.

Adjusting the referral in relation to the retail threshold (or not applying it to centre zones) is not supported as development exceeding this could still have a significant impact and requires consideration by the Commissioner of Highways. Amending the referral to include additional types of development is not supported.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.44 AMEND the referral to:

a) refer to gross leasable floor area
b) delete the text in part (f) relating to development ‘that is on, or is to be located within 250m of an Urban Traffic Route Road or Major Urban Traffic Route Road’

Clearance from Overhead Powerlines General Development Policies

This module seeks to reinforce established practices under the Development Regulations 2008 to ensure development near overhead powerlines is suitably sited for safety reasons.

Engagement feedback:

Limited comments were received on the Clearance from Overhead Powerlines General Development Policies, which included the following requests:

- More detail in relation to clearance requirements and permissible vegetation in proximity to powerlines through the inclusion of policies imposed by the Office of the Technical Regulator.

  Clarification: DTS 1.1 references Section 86 of the Electricity Act 1996 which prescribes the regulations. The inclusion of such regulations in the Code is therefore not appropriate considering these controls are directly referenced by DTS 1.1.

- Reference to both underground and overhead powerlines as separation distances apply in both instances.

Commission’s Response:

In relation to requests by councils to include the criteria listed in Section 86 of the Electricity Act 1996, a proponent is required to provide a declaration that the development is not contrary to the Act to satisfy DTS / DPF 1.1. The inclusion of such detail to the Code is not appropriate.
It is considered appropriate for reference to be made to both underground and overhead powerlines to avoid a potential misunderstanding in the application of the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**M.45 AMEND PO 1.1 to read:**

‘Buildings are adequately separated from aboveground and underground powerlines to minimise potential hazard to people and property.’

**Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities General Development Policies**

*This module seeks to ensure development is provided with electricity, water and gas supply, drainage, stormwater and effluent disposal systems, roads, and telecommunications services.*

**Renewable Energy Facilities**

**Engagement feedback:**

A number of submissions from a wide range of community members, councils, and industry groups were received in relation to renewable energy, with a particular focus on those policies that guide the development of wind turbines (wind farms) and solar facilities (solar farms).

The submissions received reflect a diverse and often opposing, range of positions covering need, appropriateness, siting, landscaping and amenity issues.

In summary, the feedback received across multiple submissions addressed the following policy areas as they relate to renewable energy facilities (REFs):

- Setbacks and separation distances
- Turbine height and blade length
- Siting, topography and cumulative effects considered in site location and assessment
- Noise and its impact on communities
- Visual amenity
- Impacts/clearance of native vegetation, habitat and fauna
- Decommissioning of facilities
- Appropriateness of renewable energy facilities within certain zones (rural) and overlays
- Conflict with primary production and crops
- Procedural matters such public notification, referrals to government agencies and third party appeal rights.

Multiple submissions raised the following key themes and suggestions:
• Setback criteria should be amended to the effect that non-associated (non-stakeholder) dwellings are afforded the same setback requirements as those dwellings within the zones listed in DTS/DPF 8.1.

• Why differences in separation exist, as it is perceived to place rural residents at a disadvantage to those who reside in settlements.

• The 1.2km setback DTS/DPF criteria for non-associated dwellings is considered inadequate.

| Clarification: The Phase Two Amendment increased the separation distance to 1.5km. |

• Impacts to visual amenity should be guided by the adoption of criteria within the ‘NSW Wind Farms Visual Assessment Bulletin’

• Additional protection measures for specified species under threat, birds and bats should be included.

• Productive and arable land should be protected through the inclusion of policy that discourages renewable developments in such areas.

• The impact of low-frequency noise on amenity and health should be considered.

| Clarification: Such a consideration is outside the scope of the Code. |

• Cumulative impact of wind farms should be considered in assessments.

• Specific policy provisions concerning decommissioning requirements need to be implemented.

• PO 9.2, concerning security fencing requirements, should be amended to provide further guidance to ‘extensive’ and the operational requirements of security fencing which may require ‘extensive’ fencing.

• Policy conflict exists between the application of PO 4.3, PO 2.3 and 5.1. PO 4.3 requires a cleared area of vegetation around infrastructure while the other two POs encourage the retention of natural vegetation.

• The perceived potential and casual observation of frost resulting from wind turbines should be considered.

• ‘Topple Height’ provision that prescribes setback minimums for turbines adjacent property lines, public places and roads should be included.

• Increased policy emphasis should be given to the management of environmental, health and amenity impacts of large renewable energy facilities, particularly wind and solar farms by e.g.:
  o increasing setback distances from wind farms to townships, dwellings and other sensitive receptors
  o re-examining setback distances for solar farms to implement a scaled-approach, whereby the size and scale of a proposed solar farm determines its setbacks
  o adding a policy to discourage the establishment of solar farms on intact native vegetation and areas of high environmental value
  o incorporating specific noise policy for wind farms
  o reducing environmental impacts such as dust and vegetation clearance through landscaping, under-planting and wildlife corridor policy without compromising the security of a facility.

Respondents also requested:

• revisiting the land use definition for ‘Renewable Energy Facility’ to better define and categorise differences between large and small-scale solar power facilities
- listing renewable energy facilities as envisaged land uses in PO 1.1 and DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Rural Zone to support the Desired Outcomes of the zone
- categorising all wind farm and pumped hydro applications as Impact Assessed Developments due to their state interest and significant size, scale and potential environmental impacts.
- Policy for buffers surrounding infrastructure facilities should be amended and there should be more requirements to ensure visual impacts are reduced to adjacent sensitive land uses, while managing bushfire risk to key services.

Opponents of wind farms argue that this form of electricity generation should fall within the ambit of the land use definition for industry.

Clarification: The decision to classify development as Impact Assessed must be declared by the Minister or prescribed through regulations. Accordingly, this matter is beyond the scope of the Code.

Wastewater

Engagement feedback:

Feedback from local government primarily focused on wastewater and powerline infrastructure requirements, particularly where existing mandatory requirements were not reflected in the Code.

Concern was expressed on the ability for allotments to be approved without appropriate consideration of the wastewater infrastructure requirements in the future.

In particular, local government submissions requested that:

- All On Site Wastewater Code requirements including setbacks be referenced in the Code
- Guidance, possibly through a TNV or other mechanism, be used for minimum allotment sizes when on-site wastewater is required
- Terminology when referencing certain types of infrastructure (such as wastewater) is consistent
- Provisions for the augmentation of council services within land divisions, particularly to assist with connections to council-operated (non SA Water) CWMS systems, is allowed
- Reference to the requirements of the Wastewater Regulations and Wastewater Code in PO 12.1 and DTS/DPF 12.1 is included.

Commission's Response:

The Infrastructure and Renewable Energy General Development Policies seek to transition the current general sections on Infrastructure, Renewable Energy Facilities and telecommunications Facilities in the SAPPL, with additions introduced in Phase One of the Code which address:

- the rehabilitation of decommissioned infrastructure sites and corridors
- hazard management and new overlay policy to enable battery storage facilities
- on-site water supply and wastewater services
- temporary facilities such as borrow pits, concrete batching plants and worker amenity areas
- large-scale windfarms, solar photovoltaic arrays, solar thermal plants, grid-scale batteries, biofuels facilities and pumped hydro systems
• concerns such as dust, noise and amenity.

In response to feedback related to windfarms, the Commission does not propose to include numerical limits on the size, scale and distribution of wind turbines and wind farms in the Code. This is considered to be inappropriate due to the potential impact on investment, rapidly changing technology, extended project timeframes and inconsistency with projects with current approvals under the Development Act 1993. Nor does the Commission propose to include specific noise policy for wind farms in the Code as this is considered to represent an unnecessary duplication of processes conducted by the EPA under the normal agency referral process for such facilities. It is however considered appropriate to amend policies to incorporate increased minimum setback distances to townships, settlements and non-associated dwellings for wind farms as well as solar power facilities.

In response to requests for the inclusion of additional setbacks related to wind turbine topple distances, it is considered that PO 1.1, 4.1 and 4.2 of the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities General Development Policies can be used to address hazards relating to renewable energy facilities through performance assessment. Further investigation would be required in order to appropriately apply standards related to the catastrophic failure of a wind turbine and as such is considered to be inappropriate for inclusion in the first generation of the Code.

It is appreciated that there is a desire for policy to minimise the visual impacts of infrastructure development on surrounding areas. However, due to fire and security risks related to vegetated buffers in electricity substations, it is considered inappropriate to reference substations in PO 2.2. Similarly, as high voltage transmission lines are by their nature visible and that obscuring transmission lines using vegetation or topography is often impractical, it is considered that this should be excluded from PO 2.1 in the same way as wind turbines.

In response to various requests to include policies from the On-site Wastewater Systems Code, PO/DTS 12.1 of the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities General Development Policies require that wastewater systems comply with the requirements of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011 (SAPH Act). As the On-site Wastewater Systems Code was developed pursuant to the provisions of the SAPH Act 2011 and the regulations made under that Act deal with wastewater (Wastewater Regulations), it is considered inappropriate to duplicate that content within the Code.

It is considered appropriate to amend DTS / DPF 12.1 to remove specific requirements relating to the location of waste disposal systems and instead reference the requirements of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011. The previous technical requirements would be difficult for a planning authority to determine and these matters are assessed separately as part of a wastewater works approval under the South Australia Public Health Act 2011.

Amendments to the land use definition for ‘Renewable Energy Facility’ are supported to lower the 5MW exclusion threshold from this definition for smaller-scale solar PV facilities, and separately define ‘Small-scale ground mounted Solar Power facility’. Amending the definition of Industry to explicitly exclude Renewable Energy Generation facilities such as wind and solar farms is also supported. Recommendations regarding these changes are contained in the Procedural and Technical > Land Use Definitions section of this report.

The Commission supports amending the Rural Zone to add renewable energy facilities as envisaged land uses in PO1.1 and DTS / DPF 1.1 and thereby align these with the reference to renewable energy generation in DO 1. Given the restrictions placed on the development of such facilities in significant landscapes, coastal areas, conservation areas and character preservation areas, it is considered appropriate for Rural Zone policy to reference and align with the uses sought for the zone in the Desired Outcomes. Recommendations regarding these changes are contained in the Productive Economy > Rural Zone section of this report.
Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Two (Rural Areas) recommendations proposed to be carried forward in the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Code Amendment:

M.46 AMEND policies to incorporate increased minimum setback distances to townships, settlements and non-associated dwellings for wind farms and solar power facilities by:

- **AMENDING** DTS/DPF 8.1 (Wind Farms) to increase minimum setbacks to non-associated dwellings and tourist accommodation from 1.2km to 1.5km.
- **RETAINING** a minimum 2km setback and additional 10m setback per additional metre over 150m turbine height.
- **AMENDING** DTS/DPF 9.3 (a) to ensure National Parks and Conservation Parks are captured within the meaning of ‘conservation areas’.

M.47 AMEND DTS/DPF 9.3 to include different adjoining land setback distances for solar farms. This could be achieved through use of a scaled-setbacks approach based on the approximate size of the ground mounted solar field, e.g. by:

- amending setback distances in DTS/DPF 9.3 (Solar Power) from 100m from townships and settlements to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation Capacity</th>
<th>Setback from boundary</th>
<th>Approx. size of array</th>
<th>Sensitive zone Setback*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50MW&gt;</td>
<td>30m</td>
<td>80ha+</td>
<td>2km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10MW&lt;50MW</td>
<td>25m</td>
<td>16ha&lt;-80ha</td>
<td>1.5km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MW&lt;10MW</td>
<td>20m</td>
<td>8ha to &lt;16ha</td>
<td>1km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1MW&lt;5MW</td>
<td>15m</td>
<td>1.6ha to &lt;8ha</td>
<td>500m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100kW&lt;1MW</td>
<td>10m</td>
<td>0.5ha&lt;1.6ha</td>
<td>100m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100kW</td>
<td>5m</td>
<td>&lt;0.5ha</td>
<td>25m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Policy intent is to ensure largest solar farms are not established next to townships for future land availability, landscape character and rural amenity reasons (or having such facilities being ‘gateway’ developments).

M.48 AMEND the wording of PO 9.4 to encourage better management of the environmental impacts of solar farms, balanced with the need to maintain access to infrastructure and ensure bushfire safety and operational efficiency.

M.49 AMEND DTS / DPF 12.1 to remove specific requirements relating to the location of waste disposal systems and instead reference the requirements of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011.

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.50 AMEND PO 2.1 to remove reference to high-voltage transmission lines.

M.51 AMEND PO 2.2 to remove reference to substations requiring vegetated buffers due to security and fire risk.
Marinas and On-Water Structures General Development Policies

*This module seeks to ensure marinas and on-water structures are located and designed to minimise impairment of commercial, recreational and navigational activities and adverse impacts on the environment.*

No specific feedback was received on these policies.

**Commission's Recommendation:**

No changes recommended.
Transport Access and Parking General Development Policies

This module retains the intent of the existing SAPPL Transportation and Access general policy, and seeks to ensure development is provided with sufficient on-site parking and vehicle access.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Transport Access and Parking General Module focussed on the following key matters:

- A number of comments stated that the proposed rates of off-street car parking requirements for various activities are excessive.
- Others commented that in some instances proposed rates are lower compared to current development plan requirements, particularly in relation to residential development in Neighbourhood Zones and requested that all dwellings should have room for 2 cars (and for at least one covered carpark located behind the main face of the dwelling).
- Some also suggested reduced rates to encourage more active modes of transport and movement.
- Comments were received in relation to bicycle parking criteria. This included a request for additional categories and to widen the circumstances where bike parking is required.
- The need for a corner cut-off policy, similar to the one that is in the Urban Transport Routes Overlay, to be available to apply on local roads.
- Queries in relation to how existing car parking funds would link to car parking requirements in the Code.

Clarification: Car parking funds apply to designated locations in some council areas where a monetary contribution can be made to offset a shortfall in the provision of car parking, which then goes towards the purchase of land within the designated area to provide additional car parking.

- DTS/DPF criteria for distances for and access point from a level crossing should be included.
- The policy in relation to the requirement for lighting of open car parking areas should be softened.

Commission’s Response:

Off-Street Car Parking Rates

Proposed car parking rates in Table 1- General Off-Street Car Parking Requirements are based on relatively long-standing rates and common feedback that these do not reflect more contemporary understanding is acknowledged. Car parking rates have been reviewed using contemporary data and understanding. The review is based on best available data but does not extend to investigating activities or issue where data is not available (including in relation to emerging technologies - e.g. electric car charging which requires investigation). Adjustments are recommended to a number of rates where recent data is available to support an adjustment.
Current statistics demonstrate that 2-bedroom homes typically own 1 car or less. As such, it is considered appropriate to retain a rate of 1 on-site car park for a 2-bedroom dwelling. All other car parking rates for infill dwellings remain consistent with the ResCode\(^3\).

It is not considered necessary for all on-site car parks to be covered to enable great flexibility for homeowners.

In is noted that some city-specific car parking criteria in Table 2: Off Street Vehicle Parking Requirements in Designated Areas to reflect certain city parking aspects should be included as follows:

- Include City Riverbank, Adelaide Park Lands Zone, Business Neighbourhood (within the City of Adelaide) and City Subzones of the Community Facilities Zone under the heading ‘Development Generally’
- Include the City Living Zone as a Designated Area in the non-residential development classes (the category not subject to Table 2 Criteria) and Tourist Accommodation, plus in the Residential Development classes.

The inclusion of the additional Table 2 Criteria that is currently in development plans (i.e. is within 200 metres of any section of a road reserve along which a high frequency bus service operates) is supported to ensure all of the relevant criteria for Designated Areas are transitioned across to the Code.

A reference to DTS/DPF to enable a lower rate through the operation of a lawfully operating carparking fund is also recommended.

Car Parking Area Lighting

A minor change to soften the requirements car park lighting (in PO 6.5), to require ‘sufficient lighting’ rather than ‘floodlit’ is recommended.

Corner Cut-off

The Commission is of the view that a corner cut-off requirement is contained in Urban Transport and Major Urban Transport Routes Overlays. Including this policy in the Transport Access and Parking General Module so it is available to apply to local roads.

Access Separation from Level Crossings

Separation distances for access points from a railway crossing is contained in the Key Railway Crossings Overlay as DTS/DPF criteria. Transport Access and Parking PO 3.7 addresses the same issues, however does not have any separation distances specified. These are recommended to be included as a DTS/DPF, based on those in the Key Outback and Rural Routes Overlay.

Bicycle parking rates

The Commission supports the inclusion of some additional categories for bicycle parking for more common uses. Including additional classes in Table 3 - Off-Street Bicycle Parking Requirements in relation to classes of development is considered warranted to apply in all of the designated areas to ensure consistency in the classes of development that require bicycle parking, including:

- Licensed premises
- Pre-schools
- Recreation areas
- Residential flat buildings and residential components of a multi-storey building.

\(^3\) Complying dwellings under Schedule 4 clause 2B of the Development Regulations 2008
Commission’s Recommendations:

Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:

M.52 CREATE new DTS/DPF 3.7 to reflect the same criteria used in the Urban Transport Overlay with relevant speed categories used on local roads.

M.53 AMEND DTS/DPF 5.1 to include reference to, and offset through, the operation of a lawfully established car parking fund.

M.54 AMEND PO 6.5 to read ‘Vehicle parking areas that are likely to be used during non-daylight hours are provided with sufficient lighting to entry and exit points to ensure clear visibility to users’.

M.55 CREATE new ‘Corner cut-off’ PO & DTS, using the same provision from Urban Transport Routes Overlay and include it in the Transport Access and Parking General Module.

M.56 AMEND Table 2 Off-Street Car Parking Requirements in Designated Areas by:

- Under the heading ‘Development Generally’, amending the maximum rate applying to ‘All classes of development’ to read:

  No maximum, except in the Primary Pedestrian Area identified in the Primary Pedestrian Area Concept Plan, where the maximum is:

  1 space for each dwelling with a total floor area less than 75 square metres

  2 spaces for each dwelling with a total floor area between 75 square metres and 150 square metres

  3 spaces for each dwelling with a total floor area greater than 150 square metres.

  1 visitor space for each 6 dwellings in a residential flat building or residential component of a multi-storey building.

  - Including the City Riverbank Zone, Adelaide Park Lands Zone, Business Neighbourhood (within the City of Adelaide), the St Andrews Hospital Precinct Subzone and the Women’s and Children’s Hospital Precinct Subzone of the Community Facilities Zone as Designated Areas in relation to ‘All classes of development’

  - Including City Living Zone as a Designated Area relation to the Non-residential classes of development (the category not subject to Table 2 criteria) and residential classes of development

  - Including a new criterion in Table 2 – ‘Is within 200 metres of any section of road reserve along which a high frequency bus service operates as a public transit service’ with the following note ‘A high frequency public transit service is a route serviced every 15 minutes between 7.30am and 6.30pm Monday to Friday and every 30 minutes at night, Saturday, Sunday and public holidays until 10pm.’

  - Including the Strategic Innovation Zone as a Designated Area for areas within the City of Burnside, City of Marion and City of Mitcham.
Table 3 Off-Street Bicycle Parking Requirements by:

- Including ‘Licensed Premises: 1 per 20 employees, plus 1 per 60 square metres total floor area, plus 1 per 40 square metres of bar floor area, plus 1 per 120 square metres lounge and beer garden floor area, plus 1 per 60 square metres dining floor area, plus 1 per 40 square metres gaming room floor area.’
- Including ‘Pre-school: 1 space per 20 full time employees plus 1 space per 40 full-time students’
- Include ‘Recreation Area: 1 per 1500 spectator seats for employees. 1 per 250 visitor and customers.’
- Replace the bicycle parking rate for residential flat buildings and residential components of a multi-storey building with ‘Within the City of Adelaide 1 for every dwelling for residents with a total floor area less than 150 square metres, 2 for every dwelling for residents with a total floor area greater than 150 square metres, plus 1 for every 10 dwellings for visitors, and in all other cases 1 space for every 4 dwellings for residents plus 1 space for every 10 dwellings for visitors.’

Waste Treatment and Management Facilities General Development Policies

This module seeks to ensure the mitigation of potential environmental and amenity impacts of waste treatment and management facilities through considerations such as siting, soil and water protection, protection of amenity, access, fencing and security.

Engagement feedback:

Feedback on the Waste Treatment and Management Facilities General Development Policies was received from Local Government, Industry, Government Agencies and the wider community.

Key requests included:

- Policy to facilitate development within specific travel times from markets and end users
- Inclusion of new policy to consider future climate implications
- Minor changes to policy expression
- Additional policy to change references to high water marks and watercourse setbacks
- Amendments to exclude sensitive uses adjacent to existing facilities
- Incorporation of EPA criteria
- Additional policy relating to the protection of water quality and minimisation of public and environmental health risks.

Commission’s Response:
Given the importance of waste treatment and management facilities within our existing and future communities, the Commission values the feedback received.

In response to various requests to policy changes and refinements, it is noted that a number of submissions related to matters outside the scope of the Code amendment.

The Commission notes that where possible, consistency with other parts of the Code is preferred, particularly with regard to setbacks and reference points. This includes references to a high water mark.

It is noted that in many instances, referral to the EPA will be required and accordingly the inclusion of current EPA guidelines and criteria is not supported, particularly as these may change over time and this would necessitate an amendment to the Code.

Amendments to policy that identifies specific areas and relates to specific land uses not directly associated with waste treatment and management facilities are not agreed to as the Commission considers these issues are more appropriately dealt with at the zone level.

Future flood hazards and the impacts of the projected urban infill and climate change over the likely lifetime of development are not available for incorporation into this generation of the Code. Future flood studies and climate modelling to include consideration of climate change and urban infill scenarios may be incorporated into future generations of the Code.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

*Phase Three (Urban Areas) recommendations:*

**M.58** AMEND PO 8.1 to include minimising risk to public and environmental health and water quality.
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Chapter 3: Original consultation – Summary of feedback, response and recommended amendments to Code Spatial Application

The following section details the amendments sought to the spatial application of the Code. Included is a summary of the amendments requested through engagement feedback, as well as a list of changes recommended by the Commission, and those that have not been supported.
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Summary

New Zones / Subzones / Overlays

The following new zones are proposed to be added to the Code Framework. The location where they are to apply is discussed in further detail in the local government area summaries in the following sections of this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rules for application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Established Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>To those residential areas where a historic area or character area overlay applies, and areas where current development plan policy seeks a built form character which is not compatible with General Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Hills Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>To those residential areas with steep topography such as existing ‘Hills’ or ‘Foothills’ zones/policy areas from Development Plans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>To residential areas in waterfront locations with policy specific to dual frontage of water-facing sites (such as West Lakes and properties fronting the Esplanade at Henley Beach).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Township Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>To residential areas of townships where commercial land uses are not envisaged, and which seek for development to complement the township settlement pattern (such as Willunga, Hahndorf and Lyndoch).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone</td>
<td>Local Activity Centre Zone</td>
<td>To existing Local Centre zones from Development Plans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of key feedback

Significant feedback was received from communities across metropolitan Adelaide, particularly in Unley, Burnside, Norwood, Payneham and St Peters, Prospect, West Torrens, and Alexandrina, seeking the conversion of some localities from the General Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, which provides for TNVs.

Similarly, a large number of respondents also sought the conversion of localities from the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Other spatial issues raised by community members for consideration included:

- For residents in the Adelaide Hills, retention of the ‘median rule land division tool’, which was incorporated into the Adelaide Hills Council Development Plan as part of a 2017 Development Plan Amendment.
- Development and implementation of a Critical Habitat Overlay that includes critical habitat for threatened species and ecological communities listed nationally and at the State level.
- Development and implementation of a Biodiversity Overlay to be added to the Open Space Zone.
- Requests to map National, Commonwealth and Aboriginal Heritage in order to identify referrals to the Commonwealth Government.
- The community at Kudla in the Town of Gawler voiced their strong support for seeing the area re-zoned from the Rural Zone to the Rural Living Zone.

Feedback from councils expressed concerns around quality of flood mapping within the Code and have requested the inclusion of up-to-date flood data be considered, even if it is not currently reflected in
Development Plans. Additionally, multiple councils requested the transition of the current Metropolitan Open Space System to the Open Space Zone.

Other spatial issues raised by multiple councils for consideration included:

- Retention of Concept Plans within specific zones to guide development.
- Review of the application of the Community Facilities Zone which appears to be too broad in the proposed Code.
- Review of the application of the Peri-Urban Zone.
- Consider introducing new overlays to manage development along scenic routes and in Primary Production Priority Areas (PPPA).

Discussion and recommendations in relation to this feedback are discussed further in the section based on local government areas.

Similarly, a large number of respondents also sought the conversion of localities from the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone due to concerns regarding the higher density envisaged in the former. It was perceived that conversion to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone would enable existing quantitative provisions to be carried over into the Code as TNVs.

Development Plan Amendments

While not forming part of the Phase Three Amendment, a number of approved Development Plan Amendments (DPAs) have resulted in changes to the spatial layers of the Phase Three Amendment including:

- Abattoirs Road DPA - Port Pirie
- Adelaide Minor Amendments DPA – Adelaide City
- Findon Road Kidman Park (North) Mixed Use (Residential and Commercial) DPA - Charles Sturt
- Playford Health Precinct DPA - Playford
- Value Adding (Virginia) DPA - Playford
- Lot Fourteen DPA (Ministerial) – Adelaide City
- Devon Park DPA (Ministerial) – Port Adelaide Enfield
- Morphettville Racecourse DPA – Marion/West Torrens
- Old Reynella Winery - Mixed Use - Onkaparinga
- Lonsdale Residential DPA (Ministerial) - Onkaparinga
- Totness Employment Land DPA – Mount Barker
- Growth Precincts DPA - Mitcham
- Norman Terrace Everard Park Residential Regeneration DPA - Unley
- Regency Park DPA – Port Adelaide Enfield.
Spatial amendments spanning multiple council areas

Conservation Zone

Feedback observed the spatial application of this zone to protected areas under the *National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972* or the *Wilderness Protection Act 1992* is inconsistent in the draft Code online mapping viewer.

There was also a request to create a Wilderness Protection Subzone for the fourteen areas currently proclaimed under the *Wilderness Protection Act 1992* with policy that mirrors the provisions of that Act i.e. that prohibits roads, tracks, buildings or structures except those that are specifically authorised by the plan of management. (See MCR-765)

**Commission’s Response:**

It was intended that the Conservation Zone apply to all areas subject to the *National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972* or the *Wilderness Protection Act 1992* and this error in the mapping was resolved for the Phase 2 release of the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

SA.1 APPLY the Conservation Zone to all reserves constituted under the *National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972* and all areas constituted as wilderness protection areas or zones under the *Wilderness Protection Act 1992*.

Historic Area Overlay

A small number of community submissions sought expansion or reduction in the application of the Historic Area Overlay:

- Port Elliot and Waterport – expansion
- Middleton – expansion
- Gawler (Town Centre) – reduction
- Glen Osmond Road – reduction
- Aldinga (Eco Arts Village) – reduction.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Historic Area Overlay has been applied to existing historic areas following current Development Plan zone boundaries. Given the implications of the Historic Area Overlay on development rights, it is not considered appropriate to alter the extent of the overlay without re-consultation. Accordingly, these changes are not supported.

Affordable Housing Overlay

State Agency feedback identified that the Affordable Housing Overlay should be applied to:

- Existing Development Plan Zones or Policy Areas where Council Wide or General Objectives and Principles of Development Control envisage Affordable Housing.
Commission’s Response:

Existence of policies in the Council-wide or General Sections of existing Development Plans regarding affordable housing are not considered appropriate to spatially capture in the Overlay, given it would capture entire local government areas.

The Overlay is intended to be spatially applied to the following:

- Areas subject to the existing Affordable Housing Overlay identified in Development Plans.
- Development Plan zones, policy areas or precincts that expressly seek a minimum 15% affordable housing.
- In cases where 15% affordable housing is specified in Council Wide or General policies, to Development Plan zones, policy areas or precincts which envisage affordable housing.

The Overlay is not appropriate to apply to the following:

- Over entire local government areas where Council Wide policies seek 15% affordable housing.
- In Development Plan zones, policy areas or precincts where affordable housing is mentioned as an anticipated form of development, but there is no minimum requirement for 15%.

Application of the Overlay to the Code’s Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone is only appropriate where in accordance with these principles.

It is noted that the consultation version of the Affordable Housing Overlay contained some discrepancies against these principles in that policy areas or precincts contained in a zone which sought 15% affordable housing were not included in the Overlay. It is considered appropriate to rectify these discrepancies.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.2 SPATIALLY APPLY the Affordable Housing Overlay to areas where a minimum 15% affordable housing is expressly sought in Development Plans.

Heritage Overlays

Feedback raised concerns that some non-heritage listed properties were being treated in the same way as listed properties because the proposed spatial application for the State Heritage Place and Local Heritage Place Overlays capture land adjacent to these places.

In relation to the State Heritage Area Overlay, submissions queried the spatial extent of the Overlay and sought further control of development adjacent these areas.

Commission’s response:

As discussed in the Local Heritage Place and State Heritage Place sections in the Code Policy Content part of this report, the Commission supports the creation of a new Heritage Adjacency Overlay.
The way in which the new Overlay is to be applied is demonstrated in the diagrams below:

Application of the Heritage Adjacency Overlay around State Heritage Areas is considered inappropriate given adjacency considerations are less relevant to listed areas than for specific listed places. It is also recommended that the State Heritage Area Overlay covers only the listed State Heritage Area to provide clearer delineation and relevance to the State Heritage Area Overlay policy, which is not intended to apply to areas outside the State Heritage Area.
Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.3 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of any areas in the State Heritage Place Overlay and Local Heritage Place Overlay which are not within the extent of listed properties and AND REPLACE with the new Heritage Adjacency Overlay in accordance with the following mapping rules:

(a) Within urban areas:
   • Any directly abutting allotment, to a maximum distance of 60 metres.
   • Any property within 6 metres of the allotment on which the heritage place is located, to a maximum distance of 60 metres, except where separated by a road/reserve greater than 6 metres wide.
   • Any land that falls within 30 metres of a place where the place is located within a road reserve.

(b) Within rural areas:
   • Any land that falls within 500 metres of a heritage place and that is on a separate allotment to the heritage place.

SA.4 AMEND the spatial application of the State Heritage Area Overlay to match extent of listed area only in order to provide clear delineation between listed properties and adjacent properties.

Coastal Overlays

Submissions highlighted that the spatial application of the Coastal Areas Overlay has, in some cases, meant that coastal hazard risk minimisation policy no longer applies to some towns and settlements (or portion of) that are exposed to coastal flooding hazard risks. This is due to the loss of the hazard risk minimisation policies that were in the general section of existing Development Plans.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission recognises that there are locations that are subject to coastal hazard flooding that are not covered by the Coastal Areas Overlay. It is considered reasonable to apply this Overlay to additional discreet localities in circumstances where coastal flood hazard risk is present and where there is limited development opportunity.

In addition, for locations where there is greater scope for development and coastal flood hazard risk is present, a new Coastal Flooding Overlay has been created. The new Coastal Flooding Overlay seeks to replicate the existing Coastal Hazard Risk Minimisation general policy from SAPPL and call up relevant finished floor and ground levels derived from Development Plan data.

The following are the specific locations, where the absence of coastal hazard policy is of particular concern:
• City of Port Adelaide Enfield:
  o The Port Adelaide Regional Centre which has policy requiring specific finished floor and site levels.
  o The Gillman area is low lying, flood prone, subject to acid sulphate soils and contains intertidal saltmarsh habitat. The existing Gillman Policy Area 74 provides a range of specific, local policy and associated concept plans that address coastal issues.
  o The coastal wetland area between Club Road and North Arm Road (on land not within a council area) that currently splits the Gillman Policy Area 74.
  o 100m landward of the Port River that reflects current Schedule 8 referral mechanisms – there are currently gaps where the Overlay does not apply landward, e.g. along the eastern side of Lefevre Peninsula at Osbourne.
  o Torrens Islands and Garden Island.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission agrees that the nature of this area and the existing Development Plan policy warrant application of the Coastal Areas Overlay. In respect to the existing Port Adelaide Regional Centre zoned land, it is considered that due to the heavily developed nature of this land that the most suitable tool to minimise coastal flood risk is to apply the new Coastal Flooding Overlay that will require development to meet relevant finished floor and site levels.

• City of Onkaparinga:
  o The Coastal Areas Overlay boundary extends too far along the Onkaparinga River. A reasonable landward boundary ‘cut-off’ could align with the Saltfleet Street Bridge.
  o Low lying land around Moana.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission agrees that the nature of the low lying land at Moana area and the existing Development Plan policy warrant application of the Coastal Areas Overlay. Further, the Commission supports the reduction of the application of the Coastal Areas Overlay along the Onkaparinga River and recognises that other water related overlays and policies apply here.

• City of Port Pirie:
  o The township of Port Pirie is subject to coastal flood risk and minimum site and building floor levels (3.15m and 3.40m AHD, respectively), as expressed under the Port Pirie General Section Coastal Areas Hazard Risk Minimisation PDC 18 currently apply.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission recognises the challenges of applying appropriate coastal hazard policy for the Port Pirie township, including that a levee is in place to prevent flooding from sea level rise until the year 2050. It is considered that applying the Coastal Areas Overlay to this large, developed township is not an appropriate solution and that the more tailored Coastal Flood Overlay is the best solution in this circumstance. The Coastal Flooding Overlay will apply to the majority of the township within the vicinity of the coast and provide for the minimum floor areas for the DW Plan.
• District Council of Yankalilla:
  o The township of Lady Bay.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission agrees that the nature of this area and the existing Development Plan policy warrants application of the Coastal Areas Overlay.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.5  SPATIALLY APPLY the new Coastal Flooding Overlay to the Port Pirie township (or part thereof).

SA.6  SPATIALLY APPLY the new Coastal Flooding Overlay to the existing Port Adelaide Regional Centre Zoned land.

SA.7  SPATIALLY APPLY the Coastal Areas Overlay to Port Adelaide Industry Zone-Gillman Policy Area 74 and Coastal Resource Recovery Policy Area 10.

SA.8  SPATIALLY APPLY the Coastal Areas Overlay to the coastal wetland area between Club Road and North Arm Road (on land not within a council area) that currently splits the existing Gillman Policy Area 74.

SA.9  SPATIALLY APPLY the Coastal Areas Overlay 100m landward of the Port River to reflect current Schedule 8 referral mechanisms.

SA.10 SPATIALLY APPLY the Coastal Areas Overlay to the existing Country Township Zone at Lady Bay.

SA.11 SPATIALLY REMOVE the Coastal Areas Overlay from where it applies along the Onkaparinga River east of the Saltfleet Street bridge.

Technical and Numeric Variations (TNVs)

A high volume of requests were received from councils to apply, remove and amend the values contained within the various Technical and Numeric Variations (TNVs) in specific locations.

Notably, not all zones have the capability for TNVs. Any amendment to the Code’s policy to enable TNV data to populate the relevant policy have been considered in the Code Policy Content section of this report.

Requests to vary TNV values and amendments to TNVs are supported in cases where:

1. The zone/subzone/overlay policy applying to the location has capability to be populated by TNV data; and
2. The TNV value reflects current Development Plan policy.

Amendments to TNVs that sought to apply different values to those that appear in the current Development Plan are not supported as they are deemed to be outside the scope of the Phase Three Amendment.

Commission’s Recommendations:
SA.12  SPATIALLY APPLY Technical and Numeric Variation data in accordance with current development plan criteria in cases where the relevant policy in the zone/subzone/overlay references TNVs.
Spatial amendments by local government area

The following section summarises the feedback received in each local government area and lists the Commission's recommendations for changes to the spatial application of zones, subzones, overlays, TNVs and concept plans.
City of Adelaide

Feedback received from the City of Adelaide sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new Subzones:
  - City High Street Subzone under the City Main Street Zone (replacing the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone), to be applied to the current Main Street O’Connell Street, Melbourne Street East and Hutt Street zones, as well as Halifax and Sturt Streets (both within the current Main Street (Adelaide) Zone).
  - Melbourne Street West Subzone under the Business Neighbourhood Zone to be applied to Melbourne Street West.
  - East Terrace Subzone under the City Living Zone to be applied to the current East Terrace Policy Area 29.
  - North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone under the City Living Zone to be applied to all areas where the zone is proposed to be applied to North Adelaide.
  - St Andrew’s Hospital Precinct Subzone under the Community Facilities Zone to be applied to the current Institutional (St Andrew’s) Zone.
  - WCH and Memorial Hospital Precinct Subzone under the Community Facilities Zone to be applied to the current Women’s and Children’s Hospital Policy Area 9.
  - Government House Subzone under the City Riverbank Zone to be applied to the current Institutional (Government House) Zone.
- Removal of the proposed Adelaide Oval Subzone and the Eastern Park Lands Subzone from the Code Framework and applying the Adelaide Park Lands Zone only to both locations.
- Removal of the proposed City Living Zone from all six squares in the council area – Victoria Square, Light Square, Hurtle Square, Whitmore Square, Hindmarsh Square and Wellington Square – and replace with the application of the City Park Lands Zone.
- Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the current City of Adelaide Development Plan:
  - Existing Adelaide (City) Primary Pedestrian Area Map Adel/1 (Overlay 2A) to be transitioned across to the Code in modified form to the Capital City and City Main Street Zones.
  - Concept Plan Fig T/1 (site formerly occupied by Channel 9 in Tynte Street).
  - Concept Plan Fig SE/1 (Carrington Street South).
  - Concept Plan Fig MU (I)/1 (Mixed Use (Innovation) Zone applied to former Royal Adelaide Hospital site).
- Expanding the application of the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay to include the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Creation of a new Subzone to address policy intent, guidance and dispensation in relation to St Andrew’s Hospital and neighbouring businesses.
- Rezoning of the St Andrew’s Hospital site from the proposed Community Facilities Zone to a combination of the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone and Capital City Zone.
- Expansion of the application of the Advertising near Signalised Intersections Overlay.
- Expansion of the application of the Rundle Mall Subzone further west to the border of King William Street.
- Expansion of the application of the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone to an individual property.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

**SA.13** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Capital City Zone from all CBD squares within the City of Adelaide **AND REPLACE** with the Adelaide Park Lands Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Square</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Square</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurtle Square</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Adelaide as the city squares are already considered part of the Park Lands under the Adelaide Park Lands Act 2005.

SA.14 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the City Living Zone from Wellington Square in North Adelaide within the City of Adelaide AND REPLACE with the Adelaide Park Lands Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wellington Square</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Adelaide as the city squares are already considered part of the Park Lands under the *Adelaide Park Lands Act 2005*.  

**SA.15** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Adelaide Oval Subzone from the land located in the existing Adelaide Oval Policy Area 25 within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Oval Policy Area 25</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.16** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Eastern Park Lands Subzone from the land located in the existing Botanic Policy Area 19 and Eastern Park Lands Policy Area 21 within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Botanic Policy Area 19</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
Eastern Park Lands Policy Area 21

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.17 SPATIALLY APPLY the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone to the land located in the City Living Zone in North Adelaide within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hill Street Policy Area 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childers East Policy Area 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellington Square Policy Area 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tynte Policy Area 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carclew Policy Area 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archer West Policy Area 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathedral Policy Area 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Margaret Street Policy Area 6
Lefevre Policy Area 7

Stanley West Policy Area 10
Kentish Arms Policy Area 11
Finniss Policy Area 12

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.18 SPATIALLY APPLY the East Terrace Subzone to the land located in the existing East Terrace Policy Area 29 within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.19** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the land located in the existing Mixed Use (Melbourne West) Zone within the City of Adelaide, REPLACE it with the Business Neighbourhood Zone, AND SPATIALLY APPLY the Melbourne West Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use (Melbourne West) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.20** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Urban Corridor (Main Street Zone) from all locations within the City of Adelaide, REPLACE with the City Main Street Zone, AND SPATIALLY APPLY the City High Street Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.21. SPATIALLY APPLY the St Andrew’s Hospital Subzone to the land located in the existing I1 Institutional (St Andrew’s) Zone within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**I1 Institutional (St Andrew’s) Zone**

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.22 SPATIALLY APPLY** the WCH and Memorial Hospital Subzone to the land located in Women’s & Children’s Policy Area 9 within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone, Women’s &amp; Children’s Policy Area 9</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.23 EXTEND SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay to include all land located in the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.24. **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Adelaide (City) Primary Pedestrian Area Map Adel/1 (Overlay 2A) as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Capital City Zone, City Main Street Zone and Adelaide Park Lands Zone within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Development Plan" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.25  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Fig T/1 Former Channel 9 Site to the land located in the existing Tynte Street Policy Area 4 within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Development Plan" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.27. **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Fig MU(I)/1 to the land located in the existing Mixed Use (Innovation) Zone within the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Development Plan Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Application Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Adelaide</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a new Government House Subzone to provide further policy support to the application of the Adelaide Riverbank Zone at the location.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a new Subzone to address policy intent, guidance and dispensation in relation to St Andrew’s Hospital and neighbouring businesses.</td>
<td>The proposed amendment was addressed via Council’s request to create a Subzone for the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of the St Andrew’s Hospital site from the proposed Community Facilities Zone to a combination of the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone and Capital City Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion of the application of the Advertisement Near Signalised Intersections Overlay within the City of Adelaide LGA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code Zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion of the application of the Rundle Mall Subzone further west to the border of King William Street.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The proposed amendment was initially not supported as the request was considered to be outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion of the application of the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone to a single property.</td>
<td>However, the proposed amendment has since been addressed via Council’s request to apply the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone to all areas in North Adelaide covered by the City Living Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Adelaide Hills Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Alternative sought to the proposed spatial application of the Township Main Street Zone to the entire township areas of Birdwood and Balhannah.
- Removal of a portion of land from the Township Activity Centre Zone at Aldgate and replacement with the Township Main Street Zone.
- Alternative sought to the proposed spatial application of the Infrastructure Zone to the Wairoa House site at Aldgate.
- Removal of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the area currently within the Residential (Medium Density) Policy Area of the Residential Zone and replacement with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new subzone of the Peri-Urban Zone for the former Inverbrackie accommodation site.
- Creation and spatial application of new subzones of the Peri-Urban Zone for the existing settlement Policy Areas of the Watershed (Primary Production) Zone at Verdon, Inglewood and Lenswood.
- Correction of historic zoning inconsistencies associated with policy areas of the current Public Purpose Zone, including the Public Lands, Education, Conservation, Open Space and Recreation Policy Areas.
- Removal of areas of the current Hills Face Zone east of the Mount Lofty Ranges ridgeline from the proposed Code Hills Face Zone, and replacement with the Peri-Urban Zone.
- Transitioning policies associated with the Median Rule Land Division Tool for areas currently within the Country Living Zone proposed to transition to the Code Rural Neighbourhood (formerly Residential Neighbourhood) Zone.
- Spatial application of the Limited Land Division Overlay to the area currently within Ayers Hill Road Historic Policy Area 73 of the Country Living Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Desired Character Area Overlay to areas of Stirling currently within the District Centre Zone, and to other townships throughout the council area to transition policy elements of Desired Character Statements not addressed by Code policy.
- Alternative sought to the proposed spatial application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to areas of Stirling and Crafers currently within the Mixed Residential Zone.
- Correction of an identified zone boundary anomaly associated with the Mixed Residential Zone at Stirling.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Scenic Routes Overlay to provide for a transition of the scenic routes and associated policy identified in Figure AdHi(EC)/1 of the Development Plan.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments within its local government area:

- Removal of a parcel of community land at Beavis Court, Gumeracha from the Environment and Food Production Areas Overlay.
- Transitioning policies associated with the Median Rule Land Division Tool, allotment sizes, building heights and frontage widths for areas of Aldgate, Stirling, Crafers, Upper Sturt, Bridgewater and nearby areas currently within the Country Living Zone proposed to transition to the Code Rural Neighbourhood (formerly Residential Neighbourhood) Zone.
- Rezoning of Cleland Conservation Park from the Hills Face Zone to the Conservation Zone (this change was supported by the Commission in association with the Phase 2 Code Amendment).
- Rezoning of the Lobethal Quarry site from Rural Zone to Resource Extraction Zone, with the spatial application of the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay to areas surrounding the site.
- Rezoning of land at the former Inverbrackie facility site near Woodside from Peri-Urban Zone to the Township Zone, and removal of the Limited Land Division Overlay.
- Rezoning of land at Crafers from the Residential Neighbourhood Zone to the Peri-Urban Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new overlay to transition policies and spatial information underpinning PIRSA’s Primary Production Priority Area mapping to the Code.
- Creation of a Design Standard to reflect and transition the Stirling Village Guidelines within the Code.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**SA.28** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Adelaide Hills Subzone to the areas of the existing Country Living Zone proposed to transition to the Rural Neighbourhood Zone, except the existing Country Living (Bridgewater) Policy Area 27 and Country Living (Ayers Hill Road Historic) Policy Area 73 within Adelaide Hills Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Living Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendments to ensure the policy intent of what is known as the Median Rule Land Division Tool is reflected in Code policies for areas currently covered by that provision.
SA.29  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Limited Land Division Overlay to the existing Country Living Zone, Country Living (Ayers Hill Road Historic) Policy Area 73 within Adelaide Hills Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Living (Ayers Hill Road Historic) Policy Area 73</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.30  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Country Living Zone, Country Living (Ayers Hill Road Historic) Policy Area 73 within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Living (Ayers Hill Road Historic) Policy Area 73</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.31

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the areas of Stirling within the Mixed Residential Zone within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Residential Zone</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.32

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential (Foothills) Policy Area 31 within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential (Foothills) Policy Area 31</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.33 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Township Main Street Zone from the existing Township Zone, Township (Balhannah) Policy Area 33 and Township (Birdwood) Policy Area 34 within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Township (Balhannah) Policy Area 33 and Township (Birdwood) Policy Area 34</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Application Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Application Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.34** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Activity Centre Zone from a portion of the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone which lies outside of the existing Policy Area 57 at Aldgate within Adelaide Hills Council AND REPLACE with the Rural Neighbourhood Zone and Adelaide Hills Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Aldgate</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to correct an identified Development Plan mapping anomaly and to ensure the proposed Code Zoning reflects both the intent of the Development Plan and surrounding residential land uses.
### SA.35

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Infrastructure Zone from the existing Public Purpose Zone, Public Purpose (Public Lands) Policy Area 67 (the Wairoa House Site at Aldgate) Zone within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the Community Facilities as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Purpose Zone, Public Purpose (Public Lands) Policy Area 67 (the Wairoa House Site at Aldgate)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.36

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential (Medium Density) Policy Area 32 within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential (Medium Density) Policy Area 32</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.37**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Peri-Urban Zone from the existing Watershed (Primary Production) Zone, Settlement Policy Area 18 (Inglewood, Lenswood and Verdun) within Adelaide Hills Council **AND REPLACE** with the Rural Settlement Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watershed (Primary Production) Zone, Settlement Policy Area 18 (Inglewood, Lenswood and Verdun)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram of draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram of amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal of the Infrastructure Zone from the existing Public Purpose (Public Lands) Policy Area 67 of the Public Purpose Zone (the Wairoa House Site at Aldgate) and replacement with the Residential Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>An alternative spatial application of the Code zoning was applied by the Commission at this location which is considered more consistent with current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the creation of a subzone of the Code Peri-Urban Zone for the Inverbrackie Site to better reflect the existing nature and use of the land, and provide policies to guide future development.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request that several zoning inconsistencies which still persist in relation to some areas of the existing Public Purpose Zone (and are attributed to the legacy of the council amalgamation process), are addressed as part of the Code transition process.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request that areas of the Hills Face Zone on the eastern side of the Mount Lofty Ranges ridgeline are considered for inclusion in the Code Peri-Urban Zone instead of a transition to the Code Hills Face Zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propose that the most important elements of Desired Character Statements are transitioned to the Code via a Desired Character Area Overlay or as a TNV for relevant areas.</td>
<td>The Commission considers that the most important policy aspects of Desired Character Statements are able to be transitioned to the Code via a combination of General Policies, Zone, Subzone, Overlay and Technical and Numeric Variations. TNVs have been transitioned across to the Code wherever relevant or applicable under the parent zone. For example, maximum building height limits have been transitioned as TNVs for the Stirling Core and Stirling Fringe Policy Areas of the current District Centre Zone. Maximum building height limits have also been transitioned for townships including Aldgate, Birdwood, Balhannah, Lobethal and Woodside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>The Commission considers that the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone provides a suitable transition for the Mixed Residential Zone as it:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppose the application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Mixed Residential Zone at Crafers. Request that an alternative zoning transition is developed to capture the intent of the General Neighbourhood Zone, while allowing for TNV functionality.</td>
<td>• Contains policies which support a diversity of housing types at low densities; • Includes a particular policy emphasis on supporting residential character and amenity; and, • Supports a wide range of TNV capabilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adelaide Hills Council</th>
<th>The Commission considers that the Scenic Quality Overlay cannot be applied to the linear routes identified in the Development Plan as they have no defined spatial extent in terms of areas or view sheds to which the Overlay should apply. These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented as it is considered that more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request that the scenic routes and associated policy as identified in the Development Plan form the basis of the creation of a Scenic Routes Overlay in the Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cr Malcolm Herriman</th>
<th>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. Changing the EFPA boundary would also require a legislative change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removal of the Environment and Food Production Area Overlay from land at Beavis Court, Gumeracha.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | |
| | |

| | |
Feedback received from the Adelaide Plains Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the current Mallala Development Plan:
  - Concept Plan Map Mal/1 (Recreation Two Wells)
  - Concept Plan Map Mal/3 (Mallala Residential)
  - Concept Plan Map Mal/7 (Two Wells)
  - Concept Plan Map Mal/8 (Two Wells) – Site Contamination Investigation Areas
  - Concept Plan Map Mal/10 (Two Wells Town Centre Areas)
- Creation and spatial application of a bespoke Adelaide Plains Animal Husbandry Zone to support the unique policy settings and land uses present in the areas of the council currently within the Animal Husbandry Zones of the Development Plan.
- Spatial application of the Significant Industry Interface Overlay to land surrounding the Dublin Landfill Facility.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Mallala Racecourse Subzone of the Code Motorsport Park Zone to land currently within the Mallala Racecourse Zone and neighbouring Policy Area 2 of the Light Industry Zone, rather than the proposed transition to the Code Recreation Zone.
- Spatial application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (or alternative) instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone to areas of Two Wells and Mallala currently within the Residential Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Two Wells Subzone of the Code Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the growth areas of Two Wells currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone of the Development Plan.
- Removal of the proposed Township Activity Centre and Community Facilities Zones from the town centre area of Two Wells and replacement with the Township Main Street Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Two Wells Subzone of the Code Township Main Street Zone to the area currently within the Two Wells Town Centre Policy Area 5 of the Town Centre Zone.
- Transition specific policies regarding animal keeping, commercial land uses and minimum allotment frontage widths from Precinct 3 of the current Rural Living Zone to the Code via the creation of either a new Subzone, a new overlay or a change to an alternative zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Subzone of the Rural Settlement Zone to allow for the transition of a range of locally-specific policies relating to allowable land uses and public notification, included within the current Settlement Zone of the Development Plan.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Adelaide Plains Coastal Subzone of the Rural Settlement Zone to allow for the transition of a range of locally-specific policies relating to land use restrictions, development parameters and procedural directions, included within the current Coastal Settlement Zone of the Development Plan.
- Creation and spatial application of a more detailed suite of Flood Hazard Overlays which accurately map areas of high, medium and low flood risk and transition specific flood related policy from the Development Plan.
- Realign the zone boundary between areas within the current Precinct 3 – Two Wells of the Rural Living Zone and Policy Area 4 of the Residential Zone at Two Wells to better follow cadastre and road alignments and avoid the dissection of numerous allotments into different zones.
- Removal of the Environment and Food Production Areas Overlay from the Rural Living and Animal Husbandry Zones, due to their residential land use focus.
- Correction of a series of anomalies identified by council relating to the boundary of the Environment and Food Production Areas Overlay around the periphery of the Mallala township area.
Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments within its local government area:

- Removal of the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the area of Two Wells currently within Residential Policy Area 4 of the Residential Zone and replacement with the Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone.
- Removal of the Dwelling Subzone of the Conservation Zone from coastal areas of the council currently within the Coastal Conservation Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.38  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Two Wells within Adelaide Plains Council AND REPLACE with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone and Emerging Activity Centre Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, Two Wells</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan, including provision for a future retail and service centre to support the future growth of Two Wells.
**SA.39**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Policy Area 4 at Two Wells within Adelaide Plains Council **AND REPLACE** with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone and Emerging Activity Centre Subzone. Also realign the eastern boundary of the zone (abutting the Rural Zone) to align with the centreline of Almond Boulevard and Magnolia Boulevard as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Policy Area 4, Two Wells</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan, including provision for a future retail and service centre to support the future growth of Two Wells.
**SA.40** SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Mal/3 to the Mallala area within the Adelaide Plains Council. Also merge key stormwater, bypass road alignment and other infrastructure from existing Concept Plan Mal/9 into Concept Plan Mal/3 to transition these elements to the Code, as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Development Plan Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.41 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Mal/7 to the Two Wells area within the Adelaide Plains Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Concept Plan Map Mal/7" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Concept Plan Map 99" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**SA.42** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone at Two Wells and Mallala within Adelaide Plains Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Residential Zone, Two Wells | ![Draft application](image1)  
 ![Amended application](image2) | ![Amended application](image3) |

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and will ensure policy support is provided for larger minimum allotment sizes in circumstances where alternative wastewater connection or disposal arrangements are required.

**SA.43** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Activity Centre Zone and Community Facilities Zone from the existing Town Centre Zone in Two Wells within Adelaide Plains Council AND REPLACE with the Township Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Town Centre Zone, Two Wells | ![Draft application](image4)  
 ![Amended application](image5) | ![Amended application](image6) |

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to reverse the originally proposed split of zones per a council request, which is considered to deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.44** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Dwelling Subzone of the Conservation Zone from the Adelaide Plains Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Conservation Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Coastal Conservation Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Amended Coastal Conservation Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment in recognition of the existing Development Plan policy that does not support dwellings in this location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Plains Council</strong> Request existing Concept Plan Mal/1 is transitioned into the Code.</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Plains Council</strong> Request to include a revised and upgraded version of existing Concept Plan Mal/10 in the Code, to more explicitly identify the spatial elements of a subzone for the Two Wells Centre proposed by council.</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Plains Council</strong> Request the proposed Animal Husbandry Subzone and Code Rural Living Zone are replaced with the creation of a new, bespoke Adelaide Plains Animal Husbandry Zone to support the unique policy settings and land uses present in the areas of</td>
<td>The proposed Rural Living Zone and Animal Husbandry Subzone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adelaide Plains Council
Request the Significant Industry Interface Overlay to be spatially applied to the Dublin Landfill Facility, inclusive of neighbouring land, which is sufficient to ensure a reasonable buffer is incorporated to help safeguard the ongoing operation of the facility into the future.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. In any event, current landfill operations are considered a low risk of being constrained by other land uses, as sensitive urban development is not envisaged in the vicinity.

Adelaide Plains Council
Request the existing Mallala Racecourse Zone and neighbouring Policy Area 2 of the Light Industry Zone are transitioned to the Motorsport Park Zone with a new Mallala Racecourse Subzone, rather than the proposed transition to the Code Recreation Zone.

The Code Motorsport Park Zone contains policies that are tailored to the very specific, multi-use nature of the Tailem Bend facility and do not represent a suitable policy transition for the Mallala site. In response to submissions, the Commission has made amendments to the Recreation Zone to provide specific policy support for motorsport-related and complementary land uses, which are considered to provide a more suitable transition for this facility.

Adelaide Plains Council
Request the creation of a new Two Wells Subzone of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to be applied to growth areas of Two Wells currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

The Commission has applied the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone instead of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the affected land, in alignment with the revised Code Framework. This zoning is also proposed to apply to the neighbouring land within Residential Policy Area 4 to ensure a coordinated policy approach. The Emerging Activity Centre Subzone has also been spatially applied to the subject land, which contains specific policies to address the development of a retail centre over time in association with relevant master plans and Concept Plans for the growth area.

Adelaide Plains Council
Request the creation of a new Two Wells Subzone under the Code Township Main Street Zone to capture locally important policy in the existing Two Wells Centre Policy Area 5.

The Commission considers that the separation of land uses through the creation of policy in a bespoke Subzone is inconsistent with the Code Framework application principles. The Township Main Street Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are closely aligned with the Development Plan.

Adelaide Plains Council
Request the transition to the Code of specific policy regarding animal keeping, commercial use restrictions and minimum frontage policies for the

The Commission considers that the application of the Rural Living Zone facilitates a consistent approach to policy application whilst providing appropriate levels of guidance for the performance
area currently comprising the Rural Living Zone, Precinct 3 of the Development Plan via one of the following proposals:

1. The creation of a special spatial Overlay.
2. The creation of a new Subzone under the Code Rural Living Zone.
3. The transition of the subject area into the adjoining low density Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with a 0.5 ha minimum allotment size.

assessment of non-residential development. Additional policy controls have also been included for areas of this zone subject to the Hazards (Flood) Overlay suite.

Further, a 5000sqm Minimum Site Area TNV has been applied and the western boundary of the proposed Rural Living Zone has been realigned with Almond Boulevard and Magnolia Boulevard to better align zone boundaries with cadastre.

The Commission also notes that a minimum frontage dimension of 50m is provided in DPF 3.1 of the Code Rural Living Zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Rural Settlement Zone to incorporate local policies specific to the Adelaide Plains Area currently included in the Settlement Zone of the Development Plan.</td>
<td>The Commission considers that there is insufficient justification for the creation of a standalone Subzone. The current spatial application of the Code will deliver desired policy outcomes consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the creation of an Adelaide Plains Coastal Subzone under the Rural Settlement Zone to capture locally important policies from the existing Coastal Settlement Zone of the Development Plan.</td>
<td>The Rural Settlement Zone together with the Coastal Areas Overlay will deliver desired policy outcomes that are consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the removal of the EFPA over the Rural Living and Animal Husbandry Zones as they are historically not food production areas and geared toward a more residential focus on detached dwellings and further subdivisions.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. Changing the EFPA boundary would also require a legislative change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
<th>Adelaide Plains Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request that a series of identified anomalies to the boundary of the EFPA around the Mallala township be amended via this Code amendment.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. Changing the EFPA boundary would also require a legislative change via a separate process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Alexandrina Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Replace the spatial application of General Neighbourhood Zone with an alternate zone that is more consistent with Development plan policy.
- Replace the spatial application of the Community Facilities Zone with the Recreation Zone to the District Centre Zone, Goolwa Centre Policy Area 3, Precinct 2 Civic Focus.
- Replace the spatial application of the Community Facilities Zone with the Recreation Zone to the Open Space Zone, Strathalbyn Recreation and Community Policy Area 33.
- Replace the spatial application of the Community Facilities Zone with the Open Space Zone to the District Centre Zone, Strathalbyn Centre Policy Area 4, Precinct 5 Angus River and Soldiers Memorial.
- Review the spatial application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Mount Compass Golf Course and adjacent residential zoned land.
- Review the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone, Goolwa Historic Policy Area 13.
- Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Tourism Development Zone to the land north of the Port Elliot Caravan Park.
- Retain the following Concept Plans:
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/1 - Streetscape Elevations (Port Elliot and Goolwa)
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/2 - Streetscape Elevations (Port Elliot and Goolwa)
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/3 - Streetscape Elevations (Port Elliot and Goolwa)
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/4 - Streetscape Elevations (Port Elliot and Goolwa)
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/12 - Residential Marina (Hindmarsh Island)
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/16 - Residential Growth (Strathalbyn North)
  - Concept Plan Map Alex/21 - Rural Living
- Review the spatial application of the Building near Airfields Overlay to the Goolwa Airport.
- Apply the Character Area Overlay to each of the main townships of the Council District and the Historic Goolwa Wharf to reflect existing Desired Character Statements.
- Replace the application of the Historic Area Overlay with the Character Area Overlay to the Residential Zone, Goolwa Historic Policy Area 13 to better reflect the desired character.
- Consider the spatial application of the Key Railway Crossings Overlay to local road crossings.
- Apply the Key Railway Crossings Overlay to Goolwa Road and the S-Bend at Goolwa, which are both DPTI Roads.
- Create and apply a Paper Township Overlay to paper townships such as Wellington and Leasingham to ensure that no dwellings can be established in these areas.
- Apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Peri-Urban Zone.
- Review the spatial application of the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Langhorne Creek Region to ensure the creation of additional allotments for horticultural/farming purposes will still be an option in limited circumstances.
- Amend the existing Ramsar Wetlands Overlay or create and apply a new overlay to include a ‘Key Ramsar Habitat Areas’ layer.
- Update the Ramsar Wetlands Overlay to reflect amended Ramsar boundary in the vicinity of the Milang Township.
- Create and apply a new Scenic Routes Overlay with supporting policy for managing visual impact in a number of scenic routes across the State, including but not limited to the routes currently identified in the Development Plan.
• Apply the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay in areas where Schedule 8 of Development Regulations 2008 provides an exemption for specific Zones. Review the application of the Overlay in the areas where it is currently exempt to minimise unnecessary referrals that do not currently occur.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

• Request to rezone the existing Residential Policy Area 11 within Port Elliot and Middleton from General Neighbourhood Zone to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, and include all relevant TNVs.
• Request to rezone the existing Residential Zone – Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27 from Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to Greenfields Neighbourhood Zone.
• A number of submissions objected to the proposed increase of maximum building height to two storeys, as there are many historic single storey buildings.
• A number of submissions consider it important that the current minimum allotment sizes, building heights and frontage widths maintain those currently included in the relevant Development Plan.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.45  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the following existing Residential Zone, Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, Goolwa Central Policy Area 12, Goolwa North Policy Area 14, Port Elliot Drive In Policy Area 22, Strathalbyn Residential Policy Area 25 and the Residential Zone at Mount Compass & at Goolwa within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone area as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 16</td>
<td><img src="Residential-Zone-Southern-Policy-Area-11-Precinct-16-Boomer-Beach.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Residential-Zone-Southern-Policy-Area-11-Precinct-16-Boomer-Beach-Amended-Application.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boomer Beach</td>
<td><img src="Residential-Zone-Southern-Policy-Area-11-Precinct-16-Boomer-Beach-Amended-Application.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 17</td>
<td><img src="Residential-Zone-Southern-Policy-Area-11-Precinct-17-Chiton-Rocks.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="Residential-Zone-Southern-Policy-Area-11-Precinct-17-Chiton-Rocks-Amended-Application.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiton Rocks</td>
<td><img src="Residential-Zone-Southern-Policy-Area-11-Precinct-17-Chiton-Rocks-Amended-Application.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goolwa Beach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 19</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middleton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 21</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Lakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Southern Policy Area 11, Precinct 22</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surfers Beach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Goolwa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Policy Area 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Goolwa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Policy Area 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Southern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Area 11, Precinct 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Elliot Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Port Elliot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive In Policy Area 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Zone: Strathalbyn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Policy Area 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that the Neighbourhood Zone is a better fit to these areas that have a rural/regional nature where infrastructure provision is limited.

SA.46  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone: Marina Policy Area 18 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Marina Policy Area 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
SA.47 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Tourist Accommodation Zone at Goolwa and Port Elliot within the Alexandrina Council **AND REPLACE** with the Tourism Development Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Accommodation Zone: Goolwa</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Accommodation Zone: Port Elliot</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.48** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Island West Policy Area 16, Milang Policy Area 19, Mount Compass Policy Area 21 and Port Elliot West Policy Area 24 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Hindmarsh Island West Policy Area 16</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Milang Policy Area 19</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Mount Compass Policy Area 21</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residential Zone: Port Elliot West Policy Area 24

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.49 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Southern Policy Area 11, Port Elliot Historic Policy Area 23, Strathalbyn Residential Policy Area 25 – Precinct 23 Historic Strathalbyn Central, Precinct 24 Historic Strathalbyn Northern, Precinct 25 Historic Strathalbyn Western within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Port Elliot Historic Policy Area 23</td>
<td><img src="draft.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="amended.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Strathalbyn Residential Policy Area 25 – Precinct 23 Historic Strathalbyn Central</td>
<td><img src="draft.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="amended.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.50 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Strathalbyn North Policy Area 26 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Strathalbyn North Policy Area 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.51** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone - Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.52** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Goolwa Historic Policy Area 13 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Goolwa Historic Policy Area 13</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.53 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Neighbourhood Zone from part of the existing Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Island North Policy Area 15 within the Alexandrina Council AND **REPLACE** with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone: Hindmarsh Island North Policy Area 15 (part)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.54 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Golf Course Estate Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Mount Compass Golf Course Policy Area 20 within the Alexandrina Council AND **REPLACE** with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone – Mount Compass Golf Course Policy Area 20</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.55** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing District Centre Zone, Goolwa Centre Policy Area 3, Precinct 2 Civic Focus and the Open Space Zone, Strathalbyn Recreation and Community Policy Area 33 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Goolwa Centre Policy Area 3, Precinct 2 Civic Focus</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Space Zone, Strathalbyn Recreation and Community Policy Area 33</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.56

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities from the existing District Centre Zone, Strathalbyn Centre Policy Area 4, Precinct 5 Angus River and Soldiers Memorial within the Alexandrina Council **AND REPLACE** with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Strathalbyn Centre Policy Area 4, Precinct 5 Angus River and Soldiers Memorial</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map of District Centre Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map of Open Space Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.57

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Zone from the existing Primary Production Zone-Langhorne Creek Region within the Alexandrina Council **AND REPLACE** with the Rural Horticulture Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Langhorne Creek Region of the Primary Production Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map of Primary Production Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map of Rural Horticulture Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.58 SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Alex/16 Residential Growth to the Hills Neighbourhood Zone at Strathalbyn to the land located in the existing Residential Zone, Strathalbyn North Policy Area 26 within the Alexandrina Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Concept Plan Map Alex/16 RESIDENTIAL GROWTH" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Concept Plan 113 STRATHALBYN NORTH" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
### SA.59 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION

**Location within Council area**
- Langhorne Creek Region of the Primary Production Zone

**Reason:** The Commission recognises that existing policy provides for land division in the locality for the purposes of more intensive forms of primary production.

### SA.60 SPATIALLY APPLY

**Location within Council area**
- Primary Production Zone Flood Policy Area 7

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.61** SPATIALLY APPLY the Limited Dwelling Overlay, Limited Land Division Overlay and Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to the existing Primary Production Zone Flood Policy Area 7, Precinct 10 Langhorne Creek within the Alexandrina Council as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone Flood Policy Area 7, Precinct 10 Langhorne Creek</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.62** SPATIALLY APPLY the Character Area Overlay to the existing Town Centre Zone at Milang within the Alexandrina Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town Centre Zone, Milang</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** On careful consideration of all of the relevant policy in the Alexandrina Development Plan, the Commission determined that the policy content in the existing Town Centre Zone at Milang warranted the addition of a Character Area Overlay.
**SA.63**  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Limited Land Division Overlay to the existing Watershed Protection (Mount Lofty Ranges) Zone and the Primary Production Zone, Policy Area 9 Mount Lofty Ranges Precinct 14- Landscape (both proposed Adelaide Country Zone) within the Alexandrina Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watershed Protection (Mount Lofty Ranges) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.64**  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Key Railway Crossings Overlay to the S-Bend on Alexandrina Road within the Alexandrina Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-Bend, Alexandrina Road</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Alexandrina Council**  
The application of the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone to the existing Open Space Zone, Goolwa Wharf and Surrounds Policy Area 6 is incompatible. Change to more appropriate and/or new Zone that better reflects the land uses and historic Goolwa Wharf and surrounds. | The Infrastructure Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone offers a reasonable transition of policy for this area based on the existing policy intent with the State Heritage Area Overlay providing the heritage related policy content to the majority of the Policy Area. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Creation of a Currency Creek subzone including PDCs from the existing policy area or the application of Concept Plan Map Alex/21 - Rural Living (Currency Creek). | The Limited Dwelling Overlay together with the zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Review the spatial application of the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Langhorne Creek Region to ensure the creation of additional allotments for horticultural/farming purposes will still be an option in limited circumstances. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Request existing Concept Plans Alex/1, Alex/2, Alex/3, Alex/4, Alex/12 and Map Alex/20 are transitioned to the Code. | The retention of the Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Further it is considered that the Limited Dwelling Overlay, together with zone policy and other water related overlays will achieve the policy intent in relation to Alex/20. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
The extent to which the Building Near Airfields Overlay applies surrounding the Goolwa Airport should be reconsidered to a more suitable extent. | The current spatial application of the overlay meets the industry requirement for a 6km radius to be provided around airfields. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Include a Character Area Overlay for each of the main townships of the Council District and the Historic Goolwa Wharf to reflect existing Desired Character Statements. | On consideration of the relevant policy in the Alexandrina Development Plan, the Commission has determined that the policy content in the existing Town Centre Zone at Milang warrants the addition of a Character Area Overlay, however, that there is inadequate justification to apply this Overlay in other locations. In respect to Mount Compass, the application of the new Established Neighbourhood |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alexandrina Council</th>
<th>Zone was considered to provide an appropriate policy framework.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Character Area Overlay rather than the Historic Area Overlay should apply to existing Residential Zone, Goolwa Historic Policy Area 13 to better reflect the desired character.</td>
<td>The Commission considers that the Historic Area Overlay provides the most appropriate policy framework to this location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given the unique scenario of Currency Creek and other paper townships such as Wellington and Leasingham etc., it is suggested that a ‘Paper Township Overlay’ is created to ensure that no dwellings can be established in these areas.</td>
<td>The Commission consider that the Limited Dwelling Overlay that applies in this location provides adequate policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification is sought as to what constitutes a ‘key railway crossing’ &amp; whether the Key Railway Crossings Overlay should be applied to local road crossings.</td>
<td>The Key Railway Crossings Overlay applies to state roads crossing a rail line and has therefore been appropriately applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Ramsar Habitat Area not reflected within overlays. Update and/or provide additional layer for ‘key habitat areas’, provide new administrative definition for ‘key habitat areas’ and include PDC’s 45-49 of the Natural Resource Module to ensure adequate protection of the key areas identified.</td>
<td>The Commission recognises the need to review this policy in conjunction with a broader review of key habitat areas for threatened or endangered species, however this is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update the Ramsar Wetlands Overlay to reflect amended Ramsar boundary in the vicinity of the Milang township.</td>
<td>The Commission received advice from the Department for Environment and Water that these new boundaries have not been ratified yet so the current boundary is correct. If ratified, a Section 76 amendment will be undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a ‘Scenic Routes’ Overlay with supporting policy for managing visual impact in a number of scenic routes across the State, including but not limited to the routes currently identified in the Development Plan. Equally this overlay could also be expanded upon to cover the SATC (South Australian Tourism Commission) Brown Scenic Routes or Way signs such as the ‘Fleurieu Way’</td>
<td>The Commission considers that the application of this Overlay should be the subject of a future Code amendment including analysis to identify specific landscapes to be retained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrina Council</td>
<td>The land division policy contained within the Peri-Urban Zone (renamed Adelaide Country Zone) provides sufficient policy guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatially apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Peri-Urban Zone to limit land division.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td>The Limited Land Division Overlay does not reflect existing policies for the Langhorne Creek Region, which in limited circumstances enables the creation of additional allotments for horticultural/farming purposes. Reconsider how the Limited Land Division Policies apply to the Langhorne Creek Region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong></td>
<td>The land division policy contained within the Rural Horticulture Zone and accompanying TNVs realises the intent of these policies, notwithstanding those allotments created prior to the Development Plan date which is considers will be able to be performance assessed and approved where assessment deems suitable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The application of the River Murray Flood Plain Overlay in areas where Schedule 8 of Development Regulations 2008 provides an exemption for specific Zones.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Barossa Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Removal of the General Neighbourhood Zone from areas of Nuriootpa, Tanunda and Angaston currently within the Residential Zone and replacement with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (or similar).
- Creation and spatial application of a new Subzone of the Township Zone for areas of Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount Pleasant currently within residential-oriented policy areas.
- Removal of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the area currently within the Residential (Gawler East) Zone and replacement with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
- Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the current Barossa Development Plan:
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/1 (Nuriootpa District Town Centre Zone)
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/2 (Nuriootpa Township)
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/8 (Cockatoo Valley Rural Living)
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/9 (Moppa Road South Industry (Barossa Valley Region))
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/10 (Kroemer Crossing)
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/11 (Light Industry and Warehouse Area)
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/15 (Gawler East)
  - Concept Plan Map Baro/16 (Tanunda Residential).
- Creation and spatial application of a new Subzone of the Rural Zone to transition the unique policies of the current Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 of the Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone at Nuriootpa to the Code.
- Spatial application of the Limited Land Division Overlay to areas of Bethany and Krondorf currently within the Settlement Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Subzone to ensure that the unique policies relating to the management of interfaces and the staging of residential development are transitioned to the Code for the areas of Tanunda currently within Menge Road Policy Area 11 and Precinct 40 Illaparra Winery of the Residential Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Subzone of the Township Zone to transition the policies of Residential Lyndoch Policy Area 12, and Residential Mount Pleasant Policy Area 8 of the existing Township Zone, supporting the residential growth of those townships.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Subzone of the Rural Living Zone to enable the transition of unique policies from Precinct 32 – Tanunda of the current Rural Living Zone of the Development Plan.
- Transition areas of Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount Pleasant currently within the Township Zone, Town Centre Policy Area 10 to the Township Main Street Zone.
- Merge the zone split for Nuriootpa District Town Centre Zone into a single Township Activity Centre Zone.
- Transition the Goat Square area of Tanunda from the General Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Transition the residential areas of Angaston covered by the Historic Area Overlay (Baro2) from the General Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Removal of the Character Area Overlay at Lyndoch and Tanunda in areas where the Historic and Character Area Overlays currently overlap.
- Expand the extent of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to incorporate the entirety of the allotments at 26-38 Basedow Road, Tanunda.
- Spatially apply the Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay to allotments separated from Barossa Valley Way by the railway corridor between Nuriootpa and Tanunda.
- Spatially apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to all land proposed to transition to the Resource Extraction Zone.
• Spatially apply the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay to all land adjacent to land in the Resource Extraction Zone.
• Removal of the Township Zone from the Moculta Recreation Park and replacement with the Recreation Zone.
• Removal of all ovals and recreation grounds at Angaston and Tanunda from their relevant Neighbourhood Zones and replacement with the Recreation Zone.
• Removal of allotments at 3-5, 7 and 9 Elizabeth Street, Tanunda from the General Neighbourhood Zone and replacement with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
• Removal of 127 Menge Road from the Community Facilities Zone and replacement with the Rural Zone.
• Removal of allotments at the following locations from the Recreation Zone and replacement with either the General Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Neighbourhood Zone:
  o 1D, 1E, 2A Murray Street
  o Allot 442 Murray Street
  o 2A and 4 Maria St
  o Lot 476 Maria Street, Tanunda.
• Removal of allotments at the following locations from the Recreation Zone and replacement with the Township Main Street Zone:
  o 51 Melrose St
  o 53 Melrose St
  o 55 Melrose St
  o 57 Melrose St
  o 57A Melrose St
  o 59 Melrose Street
  o Allot 1 Talunga Park Road, Mount Pleasant.
• Removal of the Recreation Zone from the land care reserve at Altona and replacement with the Conservation Zone.
• Removal of the Rural Zone from land currently within Watershed Policy Area 3 of the Rural Living Zone and replacement with the Peri-Urban Zone.
• Removal of the Limited Land Division Overlay and Minimum Site Area TNV from land at the following locations:
  o Moppa Road South, Peramangk Road and Old Kapunda Road in Nuriootpa
  o 3241 Eden Valley Road, and Herriot Road in Mount Pleasant
• Transition the policy intent and spatial identification of the ‘Infill Dwelling Sites’ listed in Table Baro/3 of the Development Plan.
• Removal of the Peri-Urban Zone from all land currently within the Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone and replacement with the Rural Zone.

**Non-council submissions**

In addition to council’s feedback, a public submission was received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendment:

• Removal of the Peri-Urban Zone from all land currently within the Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone and replacement with the Rural Zone.
Commission's Recommendations:

SA.65 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone at Nuriootpa, Tanunda and Angaston within the Barossa Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Nuriootpa, Tanunda and Angaston</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely
aligned with Council’s Development Plan and to ensure policy support is provided for larger minimum allotment sizes in circumstances where alternative wastewater connection or disposal arrangements are required.

**SA.66** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Zone from the existing Residential Policy Areas 7 and 8 at Williamstown, Lyndoch and Mount Pleasant within the Barossa Council AND REPLACE with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Policy Areas 7 and 8, Williamstown, Lyndoch and Mount Pleasant</td>
<td><img src="map1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="map2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.67** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Gawler East) Zone within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Gawler East) Zone</td>
<td>![Map of Gawler Residential Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Gawler Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.68** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Employment Zone from the existing Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with a split of:

- The Strategic Employment Zone for ‘Area 1’; and
- The Employment Zone and Roadside Service Centre Subzone for ‘Area 2’.

As depicted on the existing Concept Plan Baro/18 and identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Map of Employment Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Employment Zone and Roadside Service Centre Subzone]</td>
<td>![Map of Strategic Employment Zone for Area 1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.69** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone and Deferred Urban Zone from the existing Menge Road Policy Area 11 and Illaparra Winery Precinct 40 AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone within the Barossa Council. Also SPATIALLY APPLY the Interface Management Overlay to the existing Precinct 40 as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Menge Road Policy Area 11 and Illaparra Winery Precinct 40</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and to ensure policies to help manage the interface with industrial land uses are retained.
SA.70 SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Baro/8 to the Rural Living Zone in Cockatoo Valley within the Barossa Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Development Plan" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

SA.71 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Zone from areas of Lyndoch, Williamstown and Mount Pleasant in the existing Township Zone, Town Centre Policy Area 10 within the Barossa Council AND REPLACE with the Township Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Town Centre Policy Area 10</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.72** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Main Street Zone from part of Nuriootpa in the existing District Town Centre Zone within the Barossa Council AND REPLACE with the Township Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Town Centre Zone, Nuriootpa</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.73** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone from part of Angaston in the existing District Town Centre Zone within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with the Township Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Town Centre Zone, Angaston</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.74** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone in the areas covered by a Historic Area Overlay in Goat Square at Tanunda (Baro10), Angaston residential areas (Baro2) and Tanunda residential areas (Baro9) within the Barossa Council, as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Tanunda, Angaston</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.75 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Character Area Overlay in areas of Lyndoch and Tanunda where both the Character Area Overlay and Historic Area Overlay apply within the Barossa Council, as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyndoch, Tanunda</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
aligned with Council’s Development Plan and to correct a spatial anomaly where only one of the overlays should apply in a given location.

**SA.76**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Zone from the existing Rural Living Zone, Watershed Policy Area 3 within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with the Adelaide Country Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Living Zone, Watershed Policy Area 3</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.77**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Peri-Urban Zone from the existing Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with the Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Retain Concept Plan Baro/15 in relation to the Springwood growth area at Gawler East.</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Create a new subzone of the Rural Zone for the service centre land on the Sturt Highway north of Nuriootpa.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to spatially apply the Strategic Employment Zone to ‘Area 1’ and the Employment Zone and Roadside Service Centre Subzone to ‘Area 2’ in Concept Plan Baro/18. The Strategic Employment Zone and Roadside Service Centre Subzone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to Settlement Zone at Bethany and Krondorf.</td>
<td>The spatial application of the Historic Area Overlay and Character Preservation District Overlay will limit land division in these areas without the need for the Limited Land Division Overlay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Request that the policy provisions of existing Residential Zone, Menge Road Policy Area 11 and Precinct 40 Illaparra Winery are transitioned to a new Subzone. Also request the transition of Concept Plan Baro/16 to the Code.</td>
<td>The spatial application of the Neighbourhood Zone to Policy Area 11 and the spatial application of the Interface Management Overlay to Precinct 40 will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Request existing Concept Plans Baro/1, Baro/2, Baro/8, Baro/9, Baro/10 and Baro/11 are transitioned to the Code.</td>
<td>The retention of Concept Plans Baro/1, Baro/2, Baro/9, Baro/10 and Baro/11 is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. An updated version of Concept Plan Baro/8 has been retained in the Code to guide the future provision of essential infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Barossa Council | Land division in the Rural Living Zone is a performance based assessment (i.e. not Restricted) whether or not the subject land is covered by the Limited Land Division Overlay. In this context, it is further considered that the Code contains suitable policy for a performance based assessment of land division proposals in the subject area noting the following key overlays apply which generally discourage land division to create additional rural living allotments (as distinct from land division to create a public linear reserve):
  - Limited Land Division Overlay
  - Hazards (Flooding) Overlay
  - Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay
  - Water Resources Overlay. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>Barossa Council Request existing policy exempting land division from being non-complying (where for the purposes of establishing a linear reserve along the North Para River) within Precinct 32 (Tanunda) of the Rural Living Zone, are transitioned to the Code via the creation of a Subzone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>Barossa Council Request land outside of existing Policy Area 11 at 26-38 Basedow Road, Tanunda is transitioned to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, consistent with the balance of the allotments at those addresses located within Policy Area 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>The presence and ownership of the rail corridor, and the limited ability to gain vehicular access points across it, means that the current spatial extent and application does not require amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>The new Established Neighbourhood Zone Commission has been spatially applied to the land currently within Policy Area 2, Precinct 11, which will be covered by the Historic Area Overlay (Baro11). The portion of the subject allotments not covered by the Historic Area Overlay will transition to the Neighbourhood Zone instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone. The proposed change to zone boundaries is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>Barossa Council Request the Major Urban Transport Routes Overlay is spatially applied to allotments separated from Barossa Valley Way by the rail corridor between Nuriootpa and Tanunda.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>The policies of the Resource Extraction Zone expressly discourage the division of allotments and it is therefore considered that the current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>Barossa Council Request the Limited Land Division Overlay is applied to land proposed to transition to the Code Resource Extraction Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>This overlay has not been spatially applied to long-established resource extraction zones, particularly those close to urban areas where surrounding zoning already permits certain land uses and the application of the overlay would result in the reasonable expansion or development of those land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong></td>
<td>Barossa Council Request the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay is applied to land immediately adjacent to land within the Resource Extraction Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
uses becoming more difficult over time. The Overlay was also only applied outside of Greater Adelaide, unless a zone already existed within a current development plan for that purpose.

**Barossa Council**

Request ovals and recreation parks at Angaston and Tanunda, and the Moculta Recreation Park are transitioned to the Recreation Zone instead of the mix of township or neighbourhood zones.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

**Barossa Council**

Request allotments located at 3-5, 7 and 9 Elizabeth Street, Tanunda currently within the Residential Zone are transitioned to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.

The Commission has resolved to spatially apply the Neighbourhood Zone to these sites to retain consistency with the transition for other parts of the current Residential Zone at Tanunda.

These matters would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.

**Barossa Council**

Request privately owned land currently within the Community Zone at 127 Menge Road is transitioned to the Rural Zone instead of the Community Facilities Zone.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

**Barossa Council**

Request the following sites at Tanunda transition to either the General Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead of the Recreation Zone:

- 1D, 1E, 2A Murray Street
- Allot 442 Murray Street
- 2A and 4 Maria St
- Lot 476 Maria Street.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

**Barossa Council**

Request the following sites currently within the Recreation Policy Area 6 of the Township Zone at Mount Pleasant transition to the Township Main Street Zone instead of the Recreation Zone:

- 51 Melrose St
- 53 Melrose St
- 55 Melrose St
- 57 Melrose St
- 57A Melrose St
- 59 Melrose Street
- Allot 1 Talunga Park Road.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Barossa Council</strong></th>
<th>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the land care reserve which is currently within the Recreation Zone at Altona be transitioned to the Code Conservation Zone instead of the Recreation Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Barossa Council</strong></th>
<th>The Limited Land Division Overlay has been spatially applied to land within the Watershed Protection (Mount Lofty Ranges) Zone and wherever the Per-Urban Zone (renamed Adelaide Country Zone) has been applied. The Commission considers that this application is considered to deliver the highest level of consistency with current policy for these areas. Future changes to the spatial application of this Overlay and TNV would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request to remove the Limited Land Division Overlay and Minimum Site Area TNV from the following land:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Moppa Road South, Peramangk Road and Old Kapunda Road in Nuriootpa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 3241 Eden Valley Road and Herriot Road in Mount Pleasant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the City of Burnside sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of new zones for the following areas:
  - Middle order centre zone to be applied to the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone.
  - Lower order centre zone to be applied to the existing Local Centre Zone.
  - Smaller scale commercial zone to be applied to the existing Office Zone.
  - New zone that reflects the urban context and ongoing winery operations to the existing Winery (Magill Estate) Zone.
  - Local business zone to be applied to the existing Local Commercial (Auldana) Zone.
- Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to all existing residential policy areas.
- Replace the spatial application of the Suburban Employment Zone with the Business Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Business (Fullarton Road) Zone.
- Replace the application of the Suburban Business Zone with the Business Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Local Business Zone.
- Replace the Strategic Innovation Zone with a residential-type zone to the existing Mixed Use (Glenside) Zone, Policy Area 2.
- Retention and application of the following existing Concept Plan:
  - Fig DCe/1 – District Centre.
- Application of the Character Area Overlay to specific areas of the existing Residential Zone to reflect existing character.
- Application of the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to the existing Watercourse Zone.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Rezoning of various existing Residential Zone Policy Areas from General Neighbourhood to Suburban Neighbourhood.
- Removal of the Local Heritage Place Overlay and Traffic Generating Development Overlay from land in Rose Park.
- Rezoning of land in Rose Park from Community Facilities to Suburban Neighbourhood.
- Rezoning of land on Greenhill Road from Suburban Business to Urban Corridor (Boulevard).
- Rezoning of land along Osborn Avenue, Beulah Park, from General Neighbourhood Zone to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Rezoning of land owned by Pembroke School from Suburban Neighbourhood to Community Facilities Zone.
- Rezoning of the former Massada College and Adelaide Synagogue site from Community Facilities Zone to Strategic Innovation or Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.
- Rezoning of land in Eastwood from Suburban Neighbourhood to Urban Corridor (Boulevard) or Business Neighbourhood.
- Creation of a new zone to be applied to the existing Local Centre Zone.
**Commission's Recommendations:**

SA.78 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Historic Conservation Areas in Rose Park, Eastwood, St Georges (Wootoona Terrace), Beulah Park, Tusmore, Toorak Gardens (North), Toorak Gardens (Fergusson Square), Glenunga Park and Kensington Gardens (Reserve) within the City of Burnside **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic Conservation Area 1 Rose Park</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Conservation Area 2 Eastwood</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Conservation Area 3 St Georges (Wootoona Terrace)</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Conservation Area</td>
<td>Map 1</td>
<td>Map 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Beulah Park</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Tusmore</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Toorak Gardens (North)</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Toorak Gardens (Fergusson Square)</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.79  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from existing Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 9 Northern Foothills, Residential Policy Areas 17 Ferguson, Residential Policy Area 27 Southern Foothills and Residential Policy Area 29 Skye and Auldana within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Area 9 Northern Foothills</td>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.80** *REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION* of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Burnside *AND REPLACE* with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Beulah Park</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Beulah Park" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Local Centre Zone, Beulah Park" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Kensington Park/Kensington Gardens</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Kensington Park/Kensington Gardens" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Local Centre Zone, Kensington Park/Kensington Gardens" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Magill</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Magill" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Amended Local Centre Zone, Magill" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Kensington Gardens/Erindale</td>
<td><img src="image-url" alt="Map" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Wattle Park</td>
<td><img src="image-url" alt="Map" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Leabrook</td>
<td><img src="image-url" alt="Map" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Stonyfell</td>
<td><img src="image-url" alt="Map" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.81 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 18 Eastwood and Residential Area 5 Kensington Park (South West) within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 18 Eastwood</td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="#" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 5 Kensington Park (South West)

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan

SA.82 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone in the existing Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 1 Greater Beulah Park, Residential Policy Area 10 Leabrook (North), and Residential Policy Area 13 Dulwich within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Policy Area 1 Greater Beulah Park</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Policy Area 11 Leabrook (South)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residential Policy Area 13 Dulwich

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.83** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone in the existing Residential Zone, a portion of Residential Policy Area 2 Northern, Residential Policy Area 20 Glenside (Village), Residential Policy Area 21 Linden Park, Residential Policy Area 23 Frewville and Residential Policy Area 28 Glen Osmond within the City of Burnside AND **REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Area 2 Northern (part – area subject to Residential Code to remain General Neighbourhood) – includes Osborn Avenue, Beulah Park</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Area 20 Glenside (Village)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.84** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone from the existing Office Zone and Local Business Zone within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the Business Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Office Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Office Zone Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Office Zone Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Business Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Local Business Zone Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Local Business Zone Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.

**SA.85** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone from the existing Business (Fullarton Road) Zone within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the Business Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business (Fullarton Road) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
SA.86 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Peri Urban Zone (renamed Adelaide Country Zone) from the existing Winery (Magill Estate) Zone within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the Tourism Development Zone and new Winery Experience Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winery (Magill Estate) Zone</td>
<td>![Map of Winery Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Tourism Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.87 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone from the existing Local Commercial (Auldana) Zone within the City of Burnside AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial (Auldana) Zone</td>
<td>![Map of Local Commercial Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Suburban Business Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.88 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Strategic Innovation Zone from the existing Mixed Use (Glenside) Zone, Policy Area 2 within the City of Burnside **AND REPLACE** with the General Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use (Glenside) Zone, Policy Area 2</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.89 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to the existing Watercourse Zone within the City of Burnside as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watercourse Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.90 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Local Heritage Place Overlay from land at 46 Watson Avenue, Rose Park within the City of Burnside as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.91 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the new Neighbourhood Subzone to the Community Zone to allow for residential development to occur as an acceptable alternative land use, in line with current policy within the City of Burnside as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Burnside</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle order zone to be applied to the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone.</td>
<td>A middle order retail zone is not required as the Suburban Activity Zone has been drafted to apply to both Neighbourhood and District Centres. A new Local Activity Centre Zone has been introduced in recognition that a lower-order retail zone is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Burnside</strong></td>
<td>The Development Plan does not contain sufficient policy regarding character to warrant the application of the Character Area Overlay in these locations. The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of the Character Area Overlay to specific areas of the existing Residential Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Burnside</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention and application of the existing Concept Plan Fig DCe/1 – District Centre.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal of the Traffic Generating Development Overlay from private land in Rose Park.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of private land from Community Facilities to Suburban Neighbourhood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of land along Greenhill Road from Suburban Business to Urban Corridor (Boulevard).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of land owned by Pembroke School from Suburban Neighbourhood to Community Facilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of the former Massada College and Adelaide Synagogue site from Community Facilities Zone to Strategic Innovation or Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of private land in Eastwood from Suburban Neighbourhood to Urban Corridor (Boulevard) or Business Neighbourhood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Campbelltown City Council

Feedback received from the Campbelltown City Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new zones:
  - New Established Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone), to be applied to the existing Residential Zone, Low Density Policy Area 7 that applies to the Poets Corner area of Tranmere.
  - New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone), to be applied to the existing Residential Zone, Foothills Policy Area 6 that applies to Athelstone and Rostrevor.
  - New Local Activity Centre Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone), to be applied to the existing Local Centre Zone (various locations across the Council area).
  - Employment Zone (replacing the proposed Strategic Employment Zone), to be applied to the existing Urban Employment Zone.
  - Infrastructure Zone (replacing the proposed Employment Zone), to be applied to the existing Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Magill.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council's feedback, a public submission was received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Rezone the existing Suburban Activity Node Zone at Paradise from the proposed Urban Neighbourhood Zone to an alternate zone more consistent with existing Development Plan requirements with regard to non-residential land uses.

Commission's Recommendations:

SA.92 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Low Density Policy Area 7 within Campbelltown City Council AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Low Density Policy Area 7</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.93** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Foothills Policy Area 8 within Campbelltown City Council AND REPLACE with the new Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Foothills Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.94** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Strategic Employment Zone (formerly known as the ‘Employment Zone’) from the Urban Employment Zone within Campbelltown City Council AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone (formerly known as the ‘Suburban Employment Zone’) as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Employment Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.

**SA.95** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within Campbelltown City Council AND REPLACE with the new Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Magill</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Magill Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended Magill Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Athelstone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Athelstone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended Athelstone Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Campbelltown</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Campbelltown Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended Campbelltown Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Hectorville, Tranmere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Map of Hectorville, Tranmere]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Rostrevor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Map of Rostrevor]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Campbelltown</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezoning of the existing Commercial Zone (Magill Road, Magill) from the proposed Employment Zone to Infrastructure Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezoning of the existing Suburban Activity Node Zone at Darley Road from Urban Neighbourhood Zone to an alternate zone more in keeping with the adjacent land uses and where retail is DTS at 250m² and public notification is required for anything over the DTS requirement.</td>
<td>The proposed transition of the subject land to the Urban Neighbourhood Zone is reflective of the current Development Plan policy for the area. The establishment of a shop or group of shops, excluding a bulky goods outlet or retail showroom, is also currently envisaged in the area so the request to restrict such development totalling more than 500m² is not supported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Charles Sturt

Feedback received from the City of Charles Sturt sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new zones and Subzones:
  - A Subzone to be applied to the existing District Centre Zone, Hindmarsh Policy Area 2, Precinct 8 Gateway to limit residential land uses.
  - A Subzone to be applied to the existing Industry Interface Area to provide a transition area between sensitive zones and core industry areas.
  - A Subzone to be applied to the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Findon Policy Area 10, Precinct 84, to reflect a recent DPA that included specific policy regarding land use, access, landscaping and design.

- Replace the spatial application of:
  - The Community Facilities Zone with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the existing District Centre Zone, Woodville Policy Area 5, Precinct 20 Civic.
  - The Community Facilities Zone with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the existing District Centre Zone, Fulham Gardens Policy Area 1, Precinct 4 Recreation Fulham Gardens.
  - The Employment Zone with the Suburban Business Zone to the existing Mixed Use Zone, Urban Village Findon Policy Area 9, Precinct 50 Village Employment and Living.
  - The Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone with a zone that allow retails with a GLFA of 5000m² to the existing Residential Zone, Cheltenham Park Policy Area 22.
  - Open Space Zone with the Recreation Zone and Community Facilities Zone to areas of the existing Special Uses Zone that comprise golf courses, schools and cemeteries.

- Spatially apply the following Overlays:
  - The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to areas identified as flood prone.
  - The Design Overlay to all areas where buildings >5 levels are anticipated.

- Remove or reduce the spatial application of the following Overlays:
  - Remove the Character Area Overlay from the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone where the Historic Area Overlay applies.
  - Reduce the extent of the Historic Area Overlay around the former Brompton Gasworks site to reflect recent State Heritage listing.
  - Reduce the extent of the Local Heritage Place Overlay so that it does not apply to adjacent land.
  - Reduce the extent of the State Heritage Place Overlay so that it does not apply to adjacent land.

- Retention and application of the following existing Concept Plans:
  - Concept Plan ChSt/7 – Findon Policy Area 10
  - Concept Plan ChSt/22 – Woodville West
  - Concept Plan ChSt/24 – Precinct 21 Railway
  - Concept Plan ChSt/25 – West Lakes - Urban Core Zone
  - Concept Plan ChSt/30 – Seaton - Suburban Activity Node Zone
  - Concept Plan ChSt/31 – Bowden-Brompton – Urban Core Zone.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Replace the spatial application of the Recreation Zone with the Tourist and Caravan Zone over the West Beach Parks Caravan Park.
• Replace the spatial application of the Open Space Zone with the Infrastructure Zone to the SA Water Treatment Plant on Frederick Road, currently zoned Special Uses.
• Reduce the spatial extent of the Main Street Subzone over the Urban Neighbourhood Zone, West Lakes, to reflect the existing Main Street Policy Area, Urban Core Zone.
• Replace the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the Urban Neighbourhood Zone over land at Henley Beach South to reflect the development expectations in this location.
• Replace the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone over land in Seaton.
• Replace the spatial application of the Open Space Zone with a new zone to reflect the existing golf course use.
• Replace the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the General Neighbourhood Zone to land currently zoned Inner Suburban Policy Area 15 to reflect the existing density requirements.
• Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with a mixed use zone to land along Port Road, West Croydon.
• Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Business Zone to land in Woodville to reflect a recent development approval.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.96  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from all Precincts of the existing Residential Character Zone within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 66 Bowden / Brompton</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 67 Brompton Park</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 68 Early SA Housing Trust</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 69 Croydon / West Croydon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 70 Allenby Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 71 Pre-World War One</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 72 Welland Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 73 Woodville South Character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 74 Kilkenny</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residential Character Zone, Precinct 75 Woodville Park

Residential Character Zone, Precinct 76 Woodville

Residential Character Zone, Precinct 77 Cheltenham East

Residential Character Zone, Precinct 78 Cheltenham West
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.97 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone and Local Shopping Policy Area 7 within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, West Lakes Shore</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Pennington</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, West Lakes, Seaton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, West Lakes, Grange, Henley Beach, Fulham Gardens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Henley Beach, Henley Beach South</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, West Beach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Local Centre Zone, Seaton, Findon, Kidman Park, Flinders Park, |
|-----------------------------|--|

| Local Centre Zone, Welland, West Croydon, Croydon, Ridleyton, Brompton |
|-----------------------------|--|

| Local Centre Zone, Woodville Park, Killkenny |  |
Local Centre Zone, Athol Park

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.98** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Character Area Overlay from the new Established Neighbourhood Zone (formerly Suburban Neighbourhood Zone) where the Historic Area Overlay applies within the City of Charles Sturt as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.99** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Western Edge Policy Area 17, West Lakes General Policy Area 18 and West Lakes Medium Density Policy Area 19 within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Western Edge Policy Area 17, West Lakes General Policy Area 18, West Lakes Medium Density Policy Area 19</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.100** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing District Centre Zone, Woodville Policy Area 5, Precinct 20 Civic within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Woodville Policy Area 5, Precinct 20 Civic</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.101** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone from the retail precinct of the existing Residential Zone, Cheltenham Policy Area 22 within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Cheltenham Policy Area 22</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram of Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram of Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.102** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Open Space Zone from various golf course, cemetery and school locations within the existing Special Uses Zone within the City of Charles Sturt **AND REPLACE** with the Recreation Zone and Community Facilities Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Use Zone</strong></td>
<td>![Map of Grange Golf course]</td>
<td>![Amended application of Grange Golf course]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Grange Golf course</td>
<td>![Map of Royal Adelaide Golf Club]</td>
<td>![Amended application of Royal Adelaide Golf Club]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Royal Adelaide Golf Club</td>
<td>![Map of West Lakes Golf Course]</td>
<td>![Amended application of West Lakes Golf Course]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o West Lakes Golf Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Use Zone</strong></td>
<td>![Map of Cheltenham Cemetery]</td>
<td>![Amended application of Cheltenham Cemetery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Cheltenham Cemetery</td>
<td>![Map of Hindmarsh Cemetery]</td>
<td>![Amended application of Hindmarsh Cemetery]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Hindmarsh Cemetery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special Use Zone
  - Nazareth College

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.103**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Recreation Zone from an area of the existing Adelaide Shores Zone comprising the West Beach Parks Caravan Park within the City of Charles Sturt AND **REPLACE** with the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Shores Zone (part Charles Sturt Council / part West Torrens Council)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SPATIALLY APPLY the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and Hazards (Flooding General) Overlay to areas identified as flood prone within the City of Charles Sturt as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple locations affected – example shown</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.105 SPATIALLY APPLY existing Concept Plans ChSt/24 – Precinct 21 Railway, ChSt/25 – West Lakes - Urban Core Zone, ChSt/30 – Seaton - Suburban Activity Node Zone, ChSt/31 – Bowden-Brompton – Urban Core Zone to the relevant locations within the City of Charles Sturt as identified in the recommended amendment maps:
**Reason:** The Commission supports the retention of the Concept Plans as they meet the principles for retention and will assist in guiding the future development of key sites.

**SA.106 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Open Space Zone from the SA Water Treatment Plant in the existing Special Uses Zone within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the Infrastructure Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Uses Zone</td>
<td><img src="draft.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="amended.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.107 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Main Street Subzone within the Urban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Urban Core Zone not within a policy area at West Lakes within the City of Charles Sturt AND REPLACE with the Retail Activity Centre Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Core Zone with Main Street Policy Area</td>
<td><img src="draft_map.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="amended_map.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

Spatial amendments **not** recommended by the Commission:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Charles Sturt</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatially apply a new Subzone to the existing District Centre Zone, Hindmarsh Policy Area 2, and Precinct 8 Gateway to limit residential land uses.</td>
<td>The Suburban Activity Centre Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Charles Sturt</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatially apply a new Subzone to the Employment Zone to provide a transition area between sensitive zones and core industry areas.</td>
<td>Policy has been added to the Employment Zone to encourage low impact non-residential uses at the interface with neighbourhood zones, which will act as a transition area between sensitive uses and core industry areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Charles Sturt</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replace the spatial application of the Community Facilities Zone with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the existing District Centre Zone, Woodville Policy Area 5, and Precinct 20 Civic.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Charles Sturt</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replace the spatial application of the Community Facilities Zone with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the existing District Centre Zone, Fulham</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Charles Sturt</strong></td>
<td><strong>Gardens Policy Area 1, and Precinct 4 Recreation Fulham Gardens.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spatially apply the Design Overlay to all zones where buildings &gt;5 levels are anticipated.</strong></td>
<td>The Design Overlay only applies to Urban Corridor Zones and the City of Adelaide.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>City of Charles Sturt</strong></th>
<th><strong>Retain and spatially apply existing Concept Plan ChSt/7 Findon Policy Area 10.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retain and spatially apply existing Concept Plan ChSt/22 Woodville West.</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>City of Charles Sturt</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reduce the spatial extent of the Historic Area Overlay around the former Brompton Gasworks site to reflect recent State Heritage listing.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th><strong>Replace the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the Urban Neighbourhood Zone over land at Henley Beach South.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th><strong>Replace the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone over land in Seaton.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th><strong>Replace the spatial application of the Open Space Zone with a new zone to reflect the existing golf course use.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th><strong>Replace the spatial application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the General Neighbourhood Zone to land currently zoned Inner Suburban Policy Area 15.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TNV capabilities have been introduced for the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone, which will enable the existing site area, frontage and height provisions of Inner Suburban Policy Area 15 to be reflected in the Code.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with a mixed use zone to land along Port Road, West Croydon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Business Zone over land in Woodville to reflect a recent development approval.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Town of Gawler sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Removal of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the area currently within the Gawler South Residential Policy Area 7 of the Residential Zone and replacement with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and a 2000sqm Minimum Site Area TNV for the area currently defined as the ‘Low Density Residential Escarpment’ in Figure Res/5 of the Development Plan.
- Enhanced spatial definition of collector roads in the Code if they are to be used as a trigger for the public notification of a development application in certain circumstances.
- Spatial application of the Sloping Land Overlay to the areas currently within the Residential (Gawler East) Zone and the Residential (Hills) Zone.
- Spatial application of the Limited Land Division Overlay to land currently within Policy Areas 12 and 13 of the Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone at Willaston.
- Removal of the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone for land currently within the Residential Park Zone at Hillier and replacement with the Residential Park Zone.
- Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from land currently within the Special Use Zone along the Gawler River corridor, including Clonlea Park, and replacement with the Open Space Zone.
- Removal of the Open Space Zone from land currently within Policy Area 2 of the Special Use Zone along the Gawler River corridor and replacement with the Recreation Zone.
- Amendment of the proposed spatial extent of the Native Vegetation Overlay to ensure it is applied only to areas where native vegetation is likely to be located.
- Spatial application the Affordable Housing Overlay to areas of the Town of Gawler to be determined by further investigation.
- Amendment of the Defence Aviation Area Overlay to ensure that the spatial information contained in the overlay identifies the centreline of the runway to help determine the required set back distances of the policy.
- Updating of the Bushfire Hazard Overlays in light of recent bushfire experience in the region, including consideration of whether the boundaries of the overlays require alteration.
- Amendment of the Key Railway Crossings Overlay and Urban Transport Routes Overlay to better identify the sign posted speed limit of roads subject to the overlay to ensure the appropriate setback distance is captured.
- Creation and spatial application of a new River and Stream Overlay to guide new infrastructure to incorporate Water Sensitive Urban design, settlement and bio filtration infrastructure before urban stormwater enters streams and rivers.
- Review the spatial application of the State Heritage Area and State Heritage Place Overlays to ensure they are applied using a clear and consistent approach.
- Spatially apply places of Local Heritage value identified within an ongoing Development Plan Amendment as Local Heritage Places within the Code Local Heritage Places Overlay.
- Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the current Town of Gawler Development Plan:
  - Gawler East Structure Plan Map Ga/1 (Overlay 1) Enlargement G
  - Evanston Gardens / Evanston South / Hillier Structure Plan Map Ga/1 (Overlay 1) Enlargement H.
- Removal of the Limited Land Division Overlay from areas currently within the Rural Zone of the Development Plan, which are proposed to transition to the Code Rural Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new Vegetation of Local Significance Overlay to conservation areas currently identified within the Gawler East Structure Plan to ensure that they are afforded an appropriate level of policy protection.
- Spatial application of the Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay to areas surrounding the Gawler Hospital Helipad and the Adelaide Soaring Club.
- Updating of the Flood Hazard Overlay suite to reflect the availability of updated mapping data for the Town of Gawler, which includes a larger area than the immediate Gawler River flood plain.
• Reconsideration of the proposed transition of areas currently within the Business Zone to the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
• Inclusion of policies which better reflect the desired development outcomes of the current Mixed Use Centre Policy Area 3 of the Residential (Gawler East) Zone. Alternatively request a transition to an alternative Zone.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following amendments to the spatial application Gawler:

• Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from the Trinity College Gawler campus at Evanston South and replacement with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
• Removal of the Rural Zone from some areas of Kudla, Evanston Gardens and Hillier and replacement with a residential-type zone from the Code framework.
• Creation and spatial application of a new overlay to support the ongoing operations of commercial businesses located in the area known as the Northern Trade Centre in the Rural Zone alongside Main North Road.
• Removal of the Township Main Street Zone and the Historic Area Overlay from the area known as the Gawler Central Shopping Centre and Gawler Central Train Station Precinct and replacement with the Township Activity Centre Zone.
• Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from land at Kellys Road at Willaston and replacement with the Employment Zone.
• Removal of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the site currently within the Business Zone and known as the Gawler Large Format Retail Centre and replacement with the Employment Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.108 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of a split of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and the Open Space Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.109** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Gawler East) Zone, Local Centre Policy Area 19 within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Gawler East) Zone, Local Centre Policy Area 19</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.110** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Evanston Gardens/Evanston South/Hiller Residential Policy Area 4 within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Evanston Gardens/Evanston South/Hiller Residential Policy Area 4</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.111**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Gawler East) Zone within the Town of Gawler **AND REPLACE** with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Gawler East) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Gawler East Residential Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.112**  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone of the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Residential (Gawler East) Zone, Mixed Use Centre Policy Area 3 within the Town of Gawler as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Gawler East) Zone, Mixed Use Centre Policy Area 3</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Gawler East Residential Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.113 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from all policy areas of the existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.114 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Gawler South Policy Area 7 within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with:

- The General Neighbourhood Zone for the portion of the existing policy area outside of the ‘Low Density Residential Escarpment’ as defined in Development Plan Figure Res/5; and
- The Rural Neighbourhood Zone to the portion of the existing policy area within the ‘Low Density Residential Escarpment’ as defined in Development Plan Figure Res/5.

As identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gawler South Policy Area 7</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A 2000 square metre Minimum Site Area TNV has also been applied for the escarpment area to maintain consistency with current land division policies within the policy area.

**SA.115 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone at Hillier within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Residential Park Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Park Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.116 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone to land currently within the Special Use Zone along the Gawler River corridor (including Clonlea Park) within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Use Zone along the Gawler River corridor (including Clonlea Park)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.117** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Open Space Zone to the existing Special Use Zone, Historic (Conservation) Policy Area 2 within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Use Zone, Historic (Conservation) Policy Area 2</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.118 SPATIALLY APPLY an updated version of the Concept Plan identified in the Development Plan as Gawler East Structure Plan Map Ga/1 (Overlay 1) Enlargement G to the relevant growth areas of Gawler as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Development Plan map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**SA.119 SPATIALLY APPLY** an updated version of the Concept Plan identified in the Development Plan as Evanston Gardens / Evanston South / Hillier Structure Plan Map Ga/1 (Overlay 1) Enlargement H to the relevant growth areas of Gawler as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**SA.120** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Hills) Zone within the Town of Gawler **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Hills) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.121** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Limited Land Division Overlay from areas of Gawler proposed to transition to the Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. Instead of the Overlay, a Minimum Site Area TNV has been spatially applied to these areas to more accurately reflect current development plan policy.
**SA.122 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Business Zone within the Town of Gawler AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. Instead of the Overlay, a Minimum Site Area TNV has been spatially applied to these areas to more accurately reflect current development plan policy.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town of Gawler</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request collector roads are spatially defined in the Code if they are to be a trigger for public notification.</td>
<td>It is considered that mapping of council collector roads in this way is unnecessary due to the removal of policy references to collector roads from relevant zones during the post-consultation period. State-maintained roads will be updated into the State Maintained Roads Layer as they are progressively opened/gazetted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town of Gawler</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the application of the Sloping Land Overlay to the areas currently defined as the Residential (Gawler East) Zone and Residential (Hills) Zone to promote better design outcomes and encourage development to work with the lay of the land.</td>
<td>The Sloping Land Overlay has been removed from the Code. It is considered that sufficient policy guidance is provided in the general policies, and particularly within the Design module of the Code, to ensure that appropriate design outcomes are achieved in relation to sloping land.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town of Gawler</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the Limited Land Division Overlay is spatially applied to land currently within the:</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to spatially apply the new Established Neighbourhood Zone instead of the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Willaston (Redbanks Road) Residential Historic (Conservation) Policy Area 12; and

Of the Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, which is proposed to transition to the Code Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. This change is requested to reflect current policy which envisages that no division of allotments (creation of new allotments or substantial realignment) should occur.

Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to this area, as it is covered by a Historic Area Overlay.

The Established Neighbourhood Zone enables the activation of a Minimum Site Area TNV (if present) to guide DTS land division policy. As no TNV value is currently present for this area, it is considered that DTS/DPF 2.1 will not be able to be met and therefore, a future land division development application would undergo a full Performance Assessment.

It is considered that the Limited Land Division Overlay has generally only been applied to areas where land division was a non-complying form of development within the Development Plan without any exceptions for additional allotments. This is not the case for this existing zone and therefore no Minimum Site Area TNV has been applied to the subject area.

**Town of Gawler**

Express concern regarding the Native Vegetation Overlay, and in particular its application to some built-up residential areas. Suggest changing the boundaries of the Overlay to ensure it applies to areas where native vegetation is likely to be located.

The spatial extent of the Native Vegetation Overlay follows the legislated boundary prescribed by the *Native Vegetation Act 1991*. It is considered that a change to these boundaries is outside of the scope of this amendment.

In areas where the Native Vegetation Overlay applies, DTS pathways remain available within the Neighbourhood, Township, Activity Centre and Employment suite of Zones where the declaration is completed to fulfil DTS 1.1 of the Overlay.

**Town of Gawler**

Request the application of the Affordable Housing Overlay to areas of Gawler, with the spatial application to be determined via further investigation.

The Affordable Housing Overlay has been spatially applied to areas where specific affordable housing policies or existing overlays are present in Development Plans.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

**Town of Gawler**

Request the spatial information of the Defence Aviation Area Overlay identify the ‘centre line of the runway’ to determine the setback distances required.

The Defence Aviation Area Overlay has been spatially applied to areas specified within data provided by the Federal Department of Defence. Amendments to this Overlay must be undertaken by the department under relevant legislation.

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></th>
<th>investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Request further consideration be given to undertaking updated mapping for the Bushfire Hazard Overlay modules in light of recent development and land use changes.</strong></td>
<td>The proposed suite of Code bushfire hazard overlays have been spatially informed by current policy and mapping within Development Plans. The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Request the speed limit of roads subject to the spatial application of the Key Railway Crossings Overlay and Urban Transport Routes Overlay are mapped to ensure the appropriate setback distance is captured.</strong></td>
<td>The Commission considers that the existing Water Resources Overlay and Prescribed Watercourses Overlay provide a suitable level of policy to guide development (and water use/disposal) within areas covered by each overlay. It is further considered that the availability of the updated flood hazard overlays will provide a significant level of additional policy support for areas covered, particularly for development within the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay (i.e. higher risk) areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></td>
<td>The Commission consider that changes to the Code cannot be made until the DPA is approved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Request a new River and Stream Overlay is created to guide new infrastructure to incorporate Water Sensitive Urban design, settlement and bio filtration infrastructure before urban stormwater enters streams and rivers.</strong></td>
<td>The Commission have undertaken a substantial review of all Heritage and Character Overlays and Historic and Character Area Statements to address feedback received from the first Code consultation period. The State Heritage Place Overlay and the State Heritage Area Overlay are reflective of the current listings within the Heritage Register. The Heritage Adjacency Overlay has been applied to either the adjoining allotment or a 60m buffer area from the allotment boundary of a State or Local Heritage Place (or the entirety of an adjoining allotment if the adjoining allotment is less than 60m away).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></td>
<td>The Commission considers that changes to the Code cannot be made until the DPA is approved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Request the spatial application of the State Heritage Area and State Heritage Place Overlays are reviewed to ensure they have been applied using a clear and consistent approach.</strong></td>
<td>The Commission have undertaken a substantial review of all Heritage and Character Overlays and Historic and Character Area Statements to address feedback received from the first Code consultation period. The State Heritage Place Overlay and the State Heritage Area Overlay are reflective of the current listings within the Heritage Register. The Heritage Adjacency Overlay has been applied to either the adjoining allotment or a 60m buffer area from the allotment boundary of a State or Local Heritage Place (or the entirety of an adjoining allotment if the adjoining allotment is less than 60m away).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></td>
<td>The Commission consider that changes to the Code cannot be made until the DPA is approved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Request places of Local Heritage value identified within the DPA currently under investigation be</strong></td>
<td>The Commission has undertaken a substantial review of all Heritage and Character Overlays and Historic and Character Area Statements to address feedback received from the first Code consultation period. The State Heritage Place Overlay and the State Heritage Area Overlay are reflective of the current listings within the Heritage Register. The Heritage Adjacency Overlay has been applied to either the adjoining allotment or a 60m buffer area from the allotment boundary of a State or Local Heritage Place (or the entirety of an adjoining allotment if the adjoining allotment is less than 60m away).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town of Gawler</th>
<th>Town of Gawler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the creation of a new overlay to spatially identify and protect the conservation areas shown in the Gawler East Structure Plan.</td>
<td>It is considered that the application of the Native Vegetation Overlay to this area and the transition of the relevant Concept Plan to the Code will together provide sufficient policy guidance to protect areas of locally significant native vegetation in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There doesn’t appear to be an appropriate overlay for vegetation of local significance as it may be unlikely they meet the ‘State Significant Native Vegetation Overlay’, however they are still very important.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>Public Submission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from the Trinity College Gawler campus at Evanston South and replacement with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>Public Submission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removal of the Rural Zone from some areas of Kudla, Evanston Gardens and Hillier and replacement with a residential-type zone from the Code framework.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>Public Submission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation and spatial application of a new overlay to support the ongoing operations of commercial businesses located in the area known as the Northern Trade Centre in the Rural Zone alongside Main North Road.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Current listings of Local Heritage items have been transitioned across into the Code via the Local Heritage Place Overlay. Any potential future local heritage items listed through the DPA process would be spatially identified in the Code once completed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Removal of the Township Main Street Zone and the Historic Area Overlay from the area known as the Gawler Central Shopping Centre and Gawler Central Train Station Precinct and replacement with the Township Activity Centre Zone.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from land at Kellys Road at Willaston and replacement with the Employment Zone.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Holdfast Bay

Feedback received from the City of Holdfast Bay sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Alternative zoning for existing Residential Zone Policy Area 3.
- Alternative zoning for existing Residential Zone South West Policy Area 7.
- Alternative zoning for the Glenelg Foreshore and Patawalonga area with more suitable zoning, as the Suburban Activity Centre Zone is not consistent with the current tourism and residential focus (especially the area on the northern side of the marina where it is entirely residential).
- Brighton Railway station is currently zoned commercial and is proposed to be zoned Commercial and Business. This area would be more suited as an Infrastructure Zone.
- Existing Light Industry Zone will be converted to the Suburban Employment Zone. Request to maintain this area as a light industry and manufacturing area.
- Residential Character Zone - Central Glenelg Village Policy Area 8 has been put into the General Neighbourhood Zone, which is not the most appropriate zone for this area.
- Multiple zones requiring the addition and/or amendment of TNVs. Minimum building site and floor levels required as set out in the current Overlay “Development Constraints” Development Plan maps.

Non-council Submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Review zoning of the existing Glenelg Foreshore and Patawalonga Zone.
- Minimum building site and floor levels required, as set out in the current Overlay “Development Constraints” maps.
- Review zoning of areas within the Urban Neighbourhood Zone of Glenelg Foreshore.
- Bowker Street Oval, North Brighton to be amended from General Neighbourhood to Open Space Zone.
- Request to zone non-residential land uses down side streets off Jetty Road, to ensure that they are positioned within the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone.
- Coastal Flooding Overlay needs to be applied to the areas shown on the Development Constraints Maps.
### Commission's Recommendations:

**SA.123**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone/General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone (all policy areas) within the City of Holdfast Bay **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Central Glenelg Village Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Da Costa Park Policy Area 9</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Maturin Road Policy Area 10</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, New Glenelg Policy Area 1</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.124** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone and the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Central West Policy Area 3, and South West Policy Area 7 within the City of Holdfast Bay AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Central West Policy Area 3</td>
<td>Example provided below (not all Residential Zone, Central West Policy Area 3 locations shown):</td>
<td>Example provided below (not all Residential Zone, Central West Policy Area 3 locations shown):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, South West Policy Area 7</td>
<td>Example provided below (not all Residential Zone, Central West Policy Area 3 locations shown):</td>
<td>Example provided below (not all Residential Zone, Central West Policy Area 3 locations shown):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.125** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Holdfast AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Glenelg Foreshore and Patawalonga Zone within the City of Holdfast AND REPLACE with the Urban Neighbourhood Zone, Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone, Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glenelg Foreshore and Patawalonga Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image3.png)
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Holdfast Bay</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brighton Railway station is currently zoned commercial and is proposed to be zoned Commercial and Business. This area would be more suited as an Infrastructure Zone as there is no space for intensification of this area due to demand for parking (park and ride).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Holdfast Bay</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The existing Light Industry Zone will be converted to the Suburban Employment Zone. The Zone is going to a more commercial focus, increased parking demand and conflicting land uses with current uses. Request this Zone remain as a ‘Light Industry’, both in name and in policy, with significant less commercial uses than proposed in the Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the application and policy for the area within the existing Residential High Density / Urban Glenelg Policy Area 15 be reviewed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for Bowker Street Oval, North Brighton to be rezoned from General Neighbourhood to Open Space Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the rezoning of non-residential land uses down side streets off Jetty Road, to ensure that they are positioned within the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Light Regional Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Removal of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the growth areas of Roseworthy currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and replacement with an alternative zone from the Code framework.
- Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the Light Regional Council Development Plan:
  - Concept Plan Map Lig/2 (Nuriootpa Samuel Road Industry)
  - Concept Plan Map Lig/5 (Kingsford Regional Estate)
  - Concept Plan Map Lig/10 (Residential Senior’s Living)
  - Concept Plan Map Lig/13 (Roseworthy Town Expansion)
- Creation and spatial application of a new subzone to incorporate and transition locally important policies regarding residential land uses for the area currently within Residential Senior’s Living Policy Area 11 of the Residential Zone at Kapunda.
- Exclusion of the ‘built up’ or established areas of Hewett from the Hazards (Bushfire – General) Overlay.
- Removal of the Rural Zone from land owned by Viterra and used for bulk handling operations northwest of the existing Bulk Handling Zone at Roseworthy and replacement with the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone.
- Transition locally-important policies relevant to the Kingsford Regional Industrial Estate to the Code via a combination of zoning, overlays, subzones (if applicable) and a Concept Plan.
- Removal of the Community Facilities Zone and Township Activity Centre Zone from areas currently within the District Centre Zone at Kapunda and replacement with the Township Main Street Zone.
- Removal of the General Neighbourhood Zone from areas currently within the Historic (Conservation) Kapunda Mine Zone comprising (or previously comprising) mining-type activities and replacement with the Recreation Zone.
- Removal of the Township Activity Centre Zone from areas currently within the Township Zone at Wasleys and replacement with the Township Zone.
- Removal of the Rural Zone from areas of the Marananga and Seppeltsfield fringe currently within Precinct 19, Policy Area 6 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Peri-Urban Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a new ‘Destination’ or ‘Tourism Precinct’ type Subzone to the area currently within Seppeltsfield Winery Policy Area 5 of the Primary Production Zone to recognise the scale, nature and status of these destinations.
- Spatial application of the Limited Land Division Overlay to land currently within Roseworthy College Policy Area 4 of the Primary Production Zone.
- Removal of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the land currently within Residential North West Kapunda Policy Area 8 of the Residential Zone and replacement with the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Removal of the Character Area Overlay from areas of Freeling, Roseworthy and Greenock currently within the Residential Character Zone.
- Transition the policy intent and spatial identification of the ‘Infill Dwelling Sites’ listed in Table Lig/6 of the Development Plan.
- Removal of the Peri-Urban Zone from all land currently within the Barossa Valley Region Policy Area 2 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Rural Zone.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following amendments to the spatial amendments:
• Removal of the General Neighbourhood Zone from areas of Roseworthy currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and replacement with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
• Removal of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from areas of Roseworthy currently within Precinct 27 of the Residential Character Zone and replacement with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
• Removal of the Rural Zone from land immediately north-east of the township of Freeling and replacement with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
• Removal of the Rural Zone from all land currently within the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Peri-Urban Zone.
• Expanding the application of the Character Preservation District Overlay to the St Kitts area, which is currently proposed to transition to a split of the Rural Horticulture Zone and Rural Zone.
• Removal of the Rural Horticulture Zone from land currently within Horticulture Precinct 16, General Farming Policy Area 3 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Rural Living Zone.
• Removal of the Rural Zone from land at Kingsford currently within General Farming Policy Area 3 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Suburban Employment Zone.
• Removal of the Local Heritage Place Overlay from the southern extent of land currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone near Roseworthy and Gawler Belt.
• Removal of the Peri-Urban Zone from all land currently within the Barossa Valley Region Policy Area 2 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Rural Zone.

Commission's Recommendations:

SA.127 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Roseworthy within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone and Emerging Activity Centre Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.128**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone, Roseworthy Residential Character Precinct 27 within Light Regional Council **AND REPLACE** with the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Roseworthy Residential Character Precinct 27</td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="Image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.129 SPATIALLY APPLY an updated version of Concept Plan Lig/13 to the growth areas of Roseworthy within Light Regional Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**SA.130** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Senior’s Living Policy Area 11 at Kapunda within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Senior’s Living Policy Area 11</td>
<td>![Map of Residential Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A Minimum Site Area TNV and a Minimum Frontage TNV have been spatially applied to these areas to maintain consistency with development policy.

**SA.131** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Employment Zone from the existing Industry Zone, Industry Kingsford Regional Estate Policy Area 1 within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone for Kingsford South Precinct 8, and the Strategic Employment Zone for Kingsford North Precinct 7, as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Industry Kingsford Regional Estate Policy Area 1</td>
<td>![Map of Industry Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Employment Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A Minimum Site Area TNV and a Minimum
Frontage TNV have been spatially applied to these areas to maintain consistency with development policy.

SA.132 SPATIALLY APPLY an updated version of Concept Plan Lig/5 to the Strategic Employment and Employment Zones at the Kingsford Regional Industrial Estate within Light Regional Council, as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Development Plan**

**Amended application**

Reason: The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.133 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Activity Centre Zone and the Community Facilities Zone from the existing District Centre Zone, Precincts 1 and 2 at Kapunda within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Township Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Precincts 1 and 2 at Kapunda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.134 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from areas of Kapunda currently in the existing Historic (Conservation) Kapunda Mine Zone within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with:

- The new Established Neighbourhood Zone for residential allotments not related to previous mining activities/workings within the zone identified by the current zoning provisions of the development plan; and
- The Conservation Zone for the remainder of the current zone.

as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Kapunda Mine Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are
more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A Minimum Site Area TNV of 1500 square metres has also been spatially applied to allotments proposed to transition to the new Established Neighbourhood Zone.

### SA.135 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION

The Township Activity Centre Zone at Wasleys within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone at Wasleys</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.136 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION

The Peri-Urban Zone from the existing Primary Production Zone, Seppeltsfield Winery Policy Area 5 within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Tourism Development Zone and Winery Experience Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Seppeltsfield Winery Policy Area 5</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.137 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Limited Land Division Overlay to the existing Primary Production Zone, Roseworthy College Policy Area 4 within Light Regional Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Roseworthy College Policy Area 4</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A Minimum Site Area TNV of 20 hectares has also been spatially applied to this area.

SA.138 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential North West Kapunda Policy Area 8 within Light Regional Council **AND REPLACE** with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential North West Kapunda Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and will ensure sufficient policy guidance is provided to guide the installation of and connection to suitable wastewater disposal systems for new dwellings within the zone.
## SA.139 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION

of the Character Area Overlay from the existing Residential Character Zone Precincts 25, 26 and 27 at Freeling, Greenock and Roseworthy within Light Regional Council as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone Precincts 25, 26 and 27 at Freeling, Greenock and Roseworthy</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map of draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map of amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.140** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential General Policy Area 9 within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential General Policy Area 9</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A Minimum Site Area TNV and a Minimum Frontage TNV have been spatially applied to these areas to maintain consistency with development policy.

**SA.141** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Kapunda Policy Area 10 within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Kapunda Policy Area 10</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. A Minimum Site Area TNV and a Minimum Frontage TNV have been spatially applied to these areas to maintain consistency with development policy.

SA.142 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Peri-Urban Zone from the existing Primary Production Zone, Barossa Valley Region Policy Area 2 within Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Barossa Valley Region Policy Area 2</td>
<td>![Draft application image]</td>
<td>![Amended application image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Regional Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request that the built-up area of Hewett is excluded from the Hazards (Bushfire – General) Overlay.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Regional Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request land north west of the existing Bulk Handling Zone at Roseworthy transitions to the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone instead of the Rural Zone, in recognition of the expansion of Viterra bulk handling operations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Regional Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the Rural Zone ‘island’ around Marananga and Seppeltsfield is replaced with the Peri-Urban</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Rural Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone to maintain consistency with surrounding areas and recognise current land uses.</th>
<th>Surrounding areas originally proposed to transition to the Peri-Urban Zone will instead transition to the Rural Zone in response to requests from council, industry and other stakeholders.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Light Regional Council**  
Request the transition of existing Concept Plan Lig/2 to the Code. | The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of the Rural Zone from land immediately north-east of the township of Freeling and replacement with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of the Rural Zone from all land currently within the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Peri-Urban Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Public Submission**  
Expanding the application of the Character Preservation District Overlay to the St Kitts area, which is currently proposed to transition to a split of the Rural Horticulture Zone and Rural Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of the Rural Horticulture Zone from land currently within Horticulture Precinct 16, General Farming Policy Area 3 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Rural Living Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of the Rural Zone from land at Kingsford currently within General Farming Policy Area 3 of the Primary Production Zone and replacement with the Suburban Employment Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of the Local Heritage Place Overlay from the southern extent of land currently within the | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| Suburban Neighbourhood Zone near Roseworthy and Gawler Belt. | A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
Feedback received from the City of Marion sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- **Creation and application of the following new zones and Subzones:**
  - A new Local Activity Centre Zone to preserve the intent of the Local and Neighbourhood Centre Zones.
  - A new Subzone at Tonsley to allow for retail/commercial floor areas to exceed 500sqm, and current areas nominated for residential development should be zoned to the Urban Neighbourhood Zone.
  - A new Subzone to preserve the desired outcome and anticipated development for the existing Racecourse (Morphettville) Zone.
  - A new Subzone which retains policy found in the existing Winery Policy Area 8.
  - A new Subzone to preserve the desired outcome and anticipated development for the existing Mixed Use Zone, Precinct 12 Castle Plaza Environmental Assessment Area and Precinct 13 Limited Residential Development.
  - A new Subzone to reflect appropriate interface between sensitive land uses and heavy industry over the existing Precinct 4 Industry Interface.

- **Rezoning of the following areas:**
  - The land adjacent to Marion Road from the proposed General Neighbourhood, Suburban Activity Centre and Commercial and Business zones to the Urban Corridor Zone as previously consulted on during the Housing Diversity DPA.
  - The existing Oaklands Park Policy Area 14 from the General Neighbourhood Zone to the Open Space Zone.

- **Amendment to the proposed zoning in the following areas:**
  - Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Marion Plains Policy Area 8, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.
  - Apply the Urban Neighbourhood Zone to the areas identified for residential development in the current Tonsley redevelopment in line with existing Concept Map Mar/7 and Mar/8.

- **Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the current Development Plan:**
  - Concept Plan Mar/6 – Winery Site Development
  - Concept Plan Mar/7 – Laffer’s Triangle
  - Concept Plan Mar/8 – Tonsley
  - Concept Plan Mar/9 – Mixed Use Zone.

**Non-council submissions**

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking a number of spatial amendments.

Included in this was strong community support (680 signatures) for Council’s submission to rezone Marion Road to the Urban Corridor Zone. Further to this, several responses were received from residents seeking an amendment to the application of the General Neighbourhood Zone in the existing Hills Policy Area 11, asking it be replaced with either the Suburban Neighbourhood or Residential Neighbourhood zones to better reflect the larger allotment development pattern. Finally, a number of residents in Marino also provided feedback in support of the proposed application of the General Neighbourhood Zone in their suburb.
Other spatial amendments sought by members of the community, land owners and industry representatives included the following:

- A number of rezoning requests, including:
  - All of the land located within the existing Medium Density Policy Area 12 from the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone.
  - Boral's Linwood Quarry in Seacliff from Hills Face Zone to Resource Extraction Zone.
  - Sunrise Christian School campus, which is proposed to be transitioned to three separate zones under the Code – Urban Renewal Neighbourhood, General Neighbourhood and Suburban Employment – solely within the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone.
  - Expansion of the application of the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone surrounding the Marion Shopping Centre to capture more properties and enable the amalgamation of allotments.
  - Castle Plaza Shopping Centre, which is proposed to be transitioned to into three zones – Suburban Activity Centre Zone (for existing centre), Suburban Main Street Zone (for Raglan Avenue and South Road fronted land) and Suburban Business and Innovation Zone (for the remainder of the land to the north) – solely within the Urban Activity Centre Zone.
  - A property located in Adams Road, Trott Park from the Hills Face Zone to Residential Neighbourhood Zone to enable the further development of the subject land.
  - A property located at Kodaro Road, Marino from the Hills Face Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
  - Several properties located on Winton Avenue, Warradale from the Local Centre Zone to either the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone or General Neighbourhood Zone to align the land use with surrounding residential development.
- The establishment of a new Biodiversity Overlay to include policy on urban green cover and climate change adaptation.
- Removal of policies relating to mitigating coastal impacts, by way of a rezoning or otherwise, particularly relating to AHD levels and minimum site areas for new allotments, from existing Coastal Policy Area 21.
Commission’s Recommendations:

**SA.143** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Oaklands Park Policy Area 14 within the City of Marion AND REPLACE with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oaklands Park Policy Area 14</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Oaklands Park Policy Area 14" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Marion as the current Development Plan Policy Area was created prior to the redevelopment of the locality and creation of Oaklands Wetlands. Residential development is not an anticipated or desired outcome of the site.

**SA.144** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Marion AND REPLACE with the new Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/2</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/3
+ Zone Map Mar/18

Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/3

Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map 3" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Map 5" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Map 6" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Map 7" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Map 8" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Map 9" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/6

Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/7

Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map Mar/7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 3" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Images of maps are shown, but the actual content of the maps is not transcribed.
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.145 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Character Policy Area 17 **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone within the City of Marion as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Policy Area 17 as it appears in Policy Area Map Mar/2</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Policy Area 17 as it appears in Policy Area Map Mar/3</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Policy Area 17 as it appears in Policy Area Map Mar/3</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map 6" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.146** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Hills Policy Area 11, Worthing Mine Policy Area 20 and Foothills and Seaside Policy Area 23 within the City of Marion **AND REPLACE** with the new Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hills Policy Area 11 as it appears in Policy Area Maps Mar/9 + Mar/10 + Mar 12</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hills Policy Area 11 as it appears in Policy Area Maps Mar/10 + Mar/11 Mar/13</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthing Mine Policy Area 20 as it appears in Policy Area Maps Mar/15 + Mar/16 + Mar/17</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map 6" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Foothills and Seaside Policy Area 23 as it appears in Policy Area Maps Mar/12 + Mar/13 + Mar/15 + Mar/16

*See map above for areas not included in Foothills and Seaside Policy Area 23

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.147** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Cement Hill Policy Area 10 and Southern Policy Area 18 within the City of Marion AND REPLACE with the new Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cement Hill Policy Area 10 as it appears in Policy Area Map Mar/10</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.148 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Main Street Zone from the existing Mixed Use Zone, Precinct 13 Limited Residential Development within the City of Marion **AND REPLACE** with the Business Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precinct 13 Limited Residential Development as it appears in Precinct Map Mar/3</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Mar/9 – Mixed Use Zone with amendments (the removal of area 1 and area 2) within the City of Marion to the existing Mixed Use Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Development Plan**

**Amended application**

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**SA.150** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Innovation Zone from the area identified as the Regional Activity Transition Area within existing Concept Plan Mar/8 – Tonsley within the City of Marion AND REPLACE with the Urban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Activity Transition Area as it appears in Concept Plan Map Mar/8 – Tonsley</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.151** SPATIALLY APPLY the new Retail Activity Centre subzone to the land located in the Strategic Innovation Zone in Tonsley within the City of Marion as identified in the recommended amendment map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tonsley as it appears in the Regional Activity Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.152 SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Mar/8 – Tonsley to the land located in the existing Regional Activity Zone within the City of Marion as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Development Plan" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion Create and apply a new Subzone within the Recreation Zone to the existing Racecourse (Morphettville) Zone in the Development Plan to</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Create and apply a new Subzone within the existing Industry Zone, Precinct 4 Industry Interface to reflect appropriate interface between sensitive land uses and heavy industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>The Interface Between Land Uses General Development Policies and the Building Envelope policy within the Employment Zone (formerly named Commercial and Business Zone) will provide sufficient guidance to minimise impacts to adjacent uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Create and apply a new Subzone within the Industry Zone to the existing Winery Policy Area 8 to reflect policy contained within the Policy Area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Given the site is already developed and the owners have existing use rights, the creation of a Subzone for this locality is not supported, nor is the retention of the Concept Plan. Any future development will be performance assessed and the inclusion of the Interface Between Land Use general development policies within the Code will ensure impacts to adjacent residential properties are mitigated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Create and apply a new Subzone within the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the existing Mixed Use Zone to preserve the desired outcome and anticipated development for the Mixed Use Zone in the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>The request does not align with the State Planning Commission’s approved principles for changing to Suburban Neighbourhood, and will be returned to the General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>The proposed amendment is not supported as the issues addressed by the Concept Plan are now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain the existing Concept Plan Mar/7 – Laffer’s Triangle.</td>
<td>addressed through either greater TNV capability in the affected zone or new policy in the Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezone the land at 1C, 1D and 1E Winton Avenue, Warradale from the Suburban Activity Centre Zone (now Local Activity Centre Zone) to either the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone or the General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The proposed zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. And the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required).&lt;br&gt;These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezone the land surrounding the Marion Shopping Centre from the General Neighbourhood and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood zones to the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone to enable the amalgamation of blocks.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required).&lt;br&gt;These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezone Boral’s Linwood Quarry in Seacliff from the Hills Face Zone to the Resource Extraction Zone.</td>
<td>The proposed transition of the site to the Hills Face Zone is considered to be an appropriate reflection of current Development Plan policy.&lt;br&gt;Rezoning the land would constitute a significant change in policy which could potentially impact other neighbouring land owners, thereby warranting public consultation.&lt;br&gt;It is also noted that regardless of the zoning, the existing facility would benefit from existing use rights, and therefore would not be unreasonably restricted.&lt;br&gt;This matter would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezone Sunrise Christian School from the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood, General Neighbourhood and Suburban Employment zones to only the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone to capture its campus zoned solely within a single zone.</td>
<td>The Proposed zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. And the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required).&lt;br&gt;These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>Alternate recommended change proposed. See recommendation <strong>Error! Reference source not found.</strong> above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezone Castle Plaza Shopping Centre from the Suburban Activity Centre, Suburban Main Street and Suburban Business and Innovation Zones to the Urban Activity Centre Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The proposed zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy, and the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required). These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezone the land at 142 Adams Road, Trott Park from the Hills Face Zone to the Residential Neighbourhood Zone to enable the further development of the subject land.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>A review of the consultation map revealed the proposed zoning for the locality was the General Neighbourhood Zone, not the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as indicated in the submission. The proposed zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezone the area known as the Medium Density Policy Area 12 in the Development Plan from the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The proposed zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy, and the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required). These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezone a property at Kodaro Road, Marino from the Hills Face Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone due to its significant potential for low density residential development.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required). These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create and apply a new Biodiversity Overlay to include policy on urban green cover and climate change adaptation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The proposed zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy, and the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required). These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove policies relating to mitigating coastal impacts, by way of a rezoning or otherwise, particularly relating to AHD levels and minimum site areas for new allotments, from the existing Coastal Policy Area 21.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mid Murray Council

Feedback received from the Mid Murray Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- A Subzone be created to facilitate tourist developments in the Recreation Zone (proposed to replace the existing Recreation and Tourism Policy Area (within the River Murray Zone)).
- Request land currently zoned Urban Waterfront (Floodplain) transition to Suburban Neighbourhood, as opposed to Recreation Zone.
- Request the residential area known as Paddlesteamer Estate in Mannum transition to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, rather than the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Request the five (5) existing primary caravan parks in the Council area transition into the Caravan & Tourist Park Zone.
- Request the creation of a "River Murray International Dark Sky Overlay" to control lighting.
- Request the existing Transport Industry Zone (proposed to transition to the Employment Zone) instead transition to the neighbouring Rural Zone.
- 1956 flood mapping that exists in the Development Plan has not been transferred to the Code.
- Suggest exclusions apply to townships except for those parts of the town located in the Rural Shack Settlement Area or within the 1956 flood plain.
- Suggest extending Suburban Employment Zone along Walker Avenue to include the large site comprising Mannum Storage.
- Allotments on the north-west side of the river along Purnong Road, just out of Mannum, are split between the Rural Zone and Rural Settlement Zone.
- Request the existing Kia Marina and Rivershare Marina be zoned Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities), rather than ‘Recreation’.
- Request a boundary anomaly be corrected at Younghusband. Amend to include whole of allotments within the Rural Settlement Zone.
- Request the Township Zone boundary, in Sedan to include the whole of all township allotments.
- Request the Greenways Irrigation Area be included wholly within the Rural Horticulture Zone.
- Request a single allotment located in Palmer be included within the Township Zone.
- Request the ‘Dwelling Excision Overlay’ to apply to the Rural Zone.

Non-Council Submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Request for a portion of the Mannum Waters development (owned by Tallwood Pty Ltd) to be zoned Conservation Zone (Dwelling Subzone) for the central "waterfront" portion of the land, while the remainder is zoned Rural Zone.
- Request for a portion of land with Mannum Water development to be rezoned General Neighbourhood.
- 1956 flood mapping that exists in the Development Plan has not been transferred to the Code.
- Application of the Dwelling Subzone (of the Conservation Zone) has been incorrectly applied within the Mid Murray Council Area - should be removed.
Commission’s Recommendations:

**SA.153** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone within the Mid Murray Council AND REPLACE with the Suburban neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.154** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Dwelling Subzone Overlay within the Conservation Zone to the existing River Murray Zone, Floodplain Policy Area 8 within the Mid Murray Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>River Murray Zone, Floodplain Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Example" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Example" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.155** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Recreation Zone from the existing River Murray Zone, Recreation and Tourism Policy Area 9 within the Mid Murray Council AND REPLACE with the Tourism Development Zone, River Murray Experience Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>River Murray Zone, Recreation and Tourism Policy Area 9</td>
<td>Example provided below (not all River Murray Zone, Recreation and Tourism Policy Area 9 locations shown):</td>
<td>Example provided below (not all River Murray Zone, Recreation and Tourism Policy Area 9 locations shown):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.156** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Zone from area/allotments within Palmer and Sedan townships within the Mid Murray Council AND REPLACE with the Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Centre (Palmer) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Centre (Sedan) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and amend an anomaly.

**SA.157** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Zone from area/allotments in Younghusband and Mannum townships within the Mid Murray Council **AND REPLACE** with the Rural Settlement Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>River Murray Zone, River Settlement Policy area 12 – Younghusband</td>
<td>Example provided below (other minor boundary alignments to Rural Settlement zoning):</td>
<td>Example provided below (other minor boundary alignments to Rural Settlement zoning):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Murray Zone, River Settlement Policy area 12 – Mannum</td>
<td>Example provided below (other minor boundary alignments to Rural Settlement zoning):</td>
<td>Example provided below (other minor boundary alignments to Rural Settlement zoning):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and amend an anomaly.
### SA.158 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Floodplain Policy Area 5 within the Mid Murray Council AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Floodplain Policy Area 5</td>
<td>![Suburban Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
<td>![Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.

### SA.159 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Marina) Zone and Residential (Marina) Zone, Waterfront Policy Area 22 within the Mid Murray Council AND REPLACE with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Marina) Zone</td>
<td>![Suburban Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
<td>![Suburban Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Marina) Zone, Waterfront Policy Area 22</td>
<td>![Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.160 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone within the Mid Murray Council AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mid Murray Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request land currently zoned Urban Waterfront (Floodplain) transition to Suburban Neighbourhood, as opposed to Recreation Zone, as this better reflects the existing and envisaged land uses for the area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason: The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mid Murray Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the five (5) existing primary caravan parks in the Council area transition into the Caravan &amp; Tourist Park Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason: The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mid Murray Council</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request the creation of a &quot;River Murray International Dark Sky Overlay&quot; to control lighting.</th>
<th>through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Mid Murray Council**  
Request the existing Transport Industry Zone (proposed to transition to the Employment Zone) instead transition to the neighbouring Rural Zone, given the surrounding land uses and likely future land use. | The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. |
| **Mid Murray Council**  
Suggest extending Suburban Employment Zone along Walker Avenue to include the large site comprising Mannum Storage. | The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. |
| **Mid Murray Council**  
Request the existing Kia Marina and Rivershare Marina be zoned Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities), rather than ‘Recreation’, to better suit the current and intended land use. | The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. |
| **Mid Murray Council**  
Request the Greenways Irrigation Area be included wholly within the Rural Horticulture Zone. Currently, it is split between Rural Zone and Rural Horticulture Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Request the eastern portion of the Mannum Waters development (owned by Tallwood Pty Ltd) is proposed to be zoned Conservation Zone (Dwelling Subzone) for the central “waterfront” portion of the land, while the remainder is zoned Rural Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Request a portion of land in Mannum Waters be zoned General Neighbourhood, as is currently proposed for the central portion of the residential land. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
City of Mitcham

Feedback received from the City of Mitcham sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- **State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens)** warrants its own individual zone with each current policy area (including reserves) be located within a separate Subzone. Council does not support the application of the following zones for the State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens):
  - Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
  - Open Space Zone for Internal Reserves – Policy Area 2, or Major Public Parks -Policy Area 1
  - Suburban Main Street Zone for the Local Shopping Precincts – Policy Area 3.

- Council does not support the transition of the Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 12 to the General Neighbourhood Zone as it currently contains unique policy regarding interface with restrictions of land division that are not transitioned.

- Council does not support the application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for the following locations:
  - Historic (Conservation) - Belair Village Zone
  - Residential (Hills) Policy Area 17 Adey Road.

- Council does not support the application of the Community Facilities Zone at the following locations:
  - Institutional Zone at the following locations:
    - Colebrook Aboriginal lands, Karinya Reserve, Blackwood High & Primary School, Wittunga Botanical Gardens site (Eden Hills)
    - South Australian Women’s Memorial Playing Fields
    - Blackwood Forest Reserve.
  - Special Uses Zone at the following locations:
    - St Mary’s Oval (Panther Park)
    - A.A. Bailey Reserve
    - Hawthorn Oval (Price Memorial Oval)
    - Kingswood Oval.
  - District Centre Zone at the following locations:
    - Mitcham Civic Centre
    - Mitcham Railway Station
    - Mitcham Library.

- Council does not support the application of the Open Space Zone for land within the MOSS Zone as this will affect the application of the *Native Vegetation Act 1993*.

- Council does not support the application of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone where currently either the Local Centre or Neighbourhood Centre Zone applies.

- Council does not support the application of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone for the following locations:
  - Commercial (Coromandel Parade) Zone/Mixed use Zone (Blackwood)* *Note: The Commercial (Coromandel Parade) Zone was replaced with the District Centre Zone (part), the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (part) and the Mixed Use Zone (part) as part of the Growth Precincts DPA that was Gazetted on 20 August 2020.
  - Commercial (Main Road) Zone.

- Existing Concept Plan Fig Mit//1 Bedford Park should be transitioned to the Code to identify where higher densities and heights are encouraged and where Open Space is to be retained.

- Existing Mixed Use Zone Concept Plan Fig Mu//1 should be transitioned to the Code.

- The Limited Land Division Overlay should be applied over the currently zoned State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens).
- A buffer area overlay is recommended to apply over sensitive land uses and interfaces.
- A Character Area Overlay should be applied to the existing Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 9 to transition desired character statement policy.
- State Heritage Overlays to apply consistently to adjacent properties that have the capacity to affect a State Heritage Place.
- Council recommends that the Commission considers including Councils existing flood mapping within the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay.
- The Sloping Land Overlay should be applied to all properties currently within the following existing zones and be called up via Part 5 – Designated Areas ensuring that excavation & fill be development in these areas in keeping with current legislation:
  - Residential (Hills) Zone
  - Residential (Foothills) Zone in Bedford Park
  - Residential (Blackwood Urban) Zone
  - Commercial (Main Road) Zone
  - Commercial (Coromandel Parade) Zone
  - Neighbourhood Centre Zone within the suburb of Belair
  - Historic (Conservation) Zone - Belair Village
  - Special Uses Zones
  - Rural Landscape Zone.

Non-council Submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Request a separate zone be created for Colonel Light Gardens.
- Request 621 Goodwood Road, Panorama (currently the Douglas Mawson Tafe site) proposed zoning be changed to either the Urban Neighbourhood Zone or Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to support a range of uses that reflect the strategic potential of the 10ha site (existing Institutional Zone).
Commission's Recommendations:

**SA.161** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 12 within the City of Mitcham AND REPLACE with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 12</td>
<td>![Map 1]</td>
<td>![Map 2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.162** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Historic (Conservation) - Belair Village Zone, Historic (Conservation) - Mitcham Village Zone, Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 9, Residential (Central Plains) Historic (Conservation) Policy Area 15, Residential (Hills) Policy Area 17 Adey Road and State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens) within the City of Mitcham AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) - Belair Village Zone</td>
<td>![Map 3]</td>
<td>![Map 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone Description</td>
<td>Map 1</td>
<td>Map 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) - Mitcham Village Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 9</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Central Plains) Historic (Conservation) Policy Area 15</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Hills) Policy Area 17 Adey Road</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens)

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.163** **REPLACE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Hills) Zone within the City of Mitcham **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Hills) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Residential (Hills) Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Hills Neighbourhood Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.164** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential (Foothills) Zone within the City of Mitcham AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Foothills) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.165 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing Institutional Zone at Karinya Reserve (Eden Hills) and South Australian Women’s Memorial Playing Fields and the existing Special Uses Zone at St Mary’s Oval (Panther Park), A.A. Bailey Reserve, Hawthorn Oval (Price Memorial Oval) and Kingswood Oval within the City of Mitcham AND REPLACE with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Zone: Karinya Reserve</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Karinya Reserve" /></td>
<td><img src="!%5B%5D(image)" alt="Recreation Zone" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Zone: South Australian Women’s Memorial Playing Fields</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="South Australian Women’s Memorial Playing Fields" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Recreation Zone" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Uses Zone: St Mary’s Oval (Panther Park)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="St Mary’s Oval (Panther Park)" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Recreation Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Special Uses Zone:
A.A. Bailey Reserve

Special Uses Zone:
Hawthorn Oval (Price Memorial Oval)

Special Uses Zone:
Kingswood Oval

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.166 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing Institutional Zone: Colebrook Aboriginal Lands Trust and Wittunga Botanic Gardens (Eden Hills) within the City of Mitcham **AND REPLACE** with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Zone: Colebrook Aboriginal Lands Trust, Wittunga Botanic Gardens</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Institutional Zone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Open Space Zone Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.167 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing District Centre Zone at Mitcham Civic centre, Mitcham Railway Station and Mitcham Library within the City of Mitcham **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone: Mitcham Civic Centre, Mitcham Railway Station and Mitcham Library</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="District Centre Zone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Suburban Activity Centre Zone Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.168** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone from the existing Mixed Use Zone (Blackwood) (former Commercial (Coromandel Parade) Zone) within the City of Mitcham **AND REPLACE** with the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use Zone (Blackwood)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Mixed Use Zone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Application Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.169** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (renamed Employment Zone) and Community Facilities Zone from the existing Institutional Zone and Light Industry Zone at Panorama within the City of Mitcham **AND REPLACE** with the Urban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Zone and Light Industry Zone (Panorama)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Institutional Zone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Application Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Mitcham</strong></td>
<td>The application of the following zone framework together with the State Heritage Area Guidelines provides a suitable transition of the intent of the existing policy:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens) warrants its own individual zone with each current policy area (including reserves) be located within a separate subzone. Council does not support the application of the following zones for the State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens):</td>
<td>- Established Neighbourhood Zone (new)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Open Space Zone for Internal Reserves – Policy Area 2, or Major Public Parks -Policy Area 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Suburban Main Street Zone for the Local Shopping Precincts – Policy Area 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Mitcham</strong></td>
<td>The Native Vegetation Act 1993 has been amended in order to ensure that those Development Plan areas that were covered by the Act, will continue to be subject to the Native Vegetation Act 1993.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council does not support the application of the Open Space Zone for land within the MOSS Zone as this will affect the application of the Native Vegetation Act 1993.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Mitcham</strong></td>
<td>The Suburban Business Zone (formerly named Suburban Business and Innovation Zone) will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council does not support the application of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone for the existing Commercial (Main Road) Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Mitcham</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The existing Concept Plan Fig Mit//1 Bedford Park should be transitioned to the Code to identify where higher densities and heights are encouraged and where Open Space is to be retained.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Mitcham</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The existing Mixed Use Zone Concept Plan Fig Mu//1 should be transitioned to the Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **City of Mitcham**  
A Character Area Overlay should be applied to existing Residential (Central Plains) Policy Area 9 to transition desired character statement policy. | Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan. |
|---|---|
| **City of Mitcham**  
The Limited Land Division Overlay be applied over the currently zoned State Heritage Area (Colonel Light Gardens). | The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **City of Mitcham**  
The Sloping Land Overlay should be applied to all properties currently within the following Zones and be called up via Part 5 – Designated Areas ensuring that excavation & fill be development in these areas in keeping with current legislation. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. Specific policy related to land division will be called up via the State Heritage Guideline. |
| **Public Submission**  
Request a separate zone be created for Colonel Light Gardens. | The Sloping Land Overlay no longer exists in the Code however the Commission supports the designation of areas with sloping land to be zoned Hills Neighbourhood Zone to ensure that excavation and fill are considered development. |
|  | The Commission considers that the application of the following zone framework together with the application of State Heritage Area Guidelines provides a suitable transition of the intent of the existing policy:  
  - Established Neighbourhood Zone (new)  
  - Open Space Zone for the Internal Reserves – Policy Area 2, or Major Public Parks -Policy Area 1  
  - Local Activity Centre Zone for the Local Shopping Precincts – Policy Area 3. |
Feedback received from the Mount Barker District Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new Subzones:
  - A Subzone within the Adelaide Country Zone to reflect unique policy within ‘Precinct 2 The Cedars’ relating to the redevelopment of the former Hans Heysen house and studio for art and tourism related uses.
  - A Subzone within the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
  - A Subzone within the Mineral Extraction Zone to reflect policy for the Brukunga Mine Zone which is contaminated land that previously accommodated an activity of major environmental significance.
  - A Subzone to capture policy contained within Precinct 1 Dunn Mill within the Regional Town Centre Zone.
- Replacement of the Deferred Urban Zone with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone and creation of a new Emerging Activity Centre Subzone to reflect policy within existing Restricted Urban Policy Area 14 that limits urban development until impacts from existing intensive animal keeping no longer exists.
- Apply the Nairne Redevelopment Subzone to the existing Redevelopment Policy Area 28 within the Township Zone in the current Development Plan.
- Creation of a new Zone or Subzone to apply to land within existing Residential Infill Policy Area 9, Residential Policy Area 21 and Residential Character Policy Area 10 that limits development to only residential uses.
- Creation of a new Zone or Subzone to apply to land captured by existing Bulky Goods Policy Area 4 within the Regional Town Centre Zone that limits development to bulky goods development and other uses with large floor plates.
- Consider whether the application of the Township Zone or Township Main Street Zone is most appropriate for land within existing Policy Areas 20 and 22 in the Township Zone.
- Replacement of the Community Facilities Zone with the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone to the Mount Barker Caravan Park.
- Removal of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone from existing Mixed Use Policy Area 11 and replace with either the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone or Business Neighbourhood Zone.
- Retention and application of a number of existing Concept Plans within the current Mount Barker Development Plan.
- Application of the following Overlays:
  - The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to land subject to inundation in Hahndorf
  - The Historic Area Overlay to the existing Gawler Street Policy Area 7.

Non-council submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the public consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Replacement of the Suburban Employment Zone with the Employment Zone to all large retail format centres for consistency, including the Mount Barker Large Format Retail Centre.
- Retention of the existing Concept Plan Map MtB/21 - The Cedars Precinct.
- Replacement of the Deferred Urban Zone to the existing Residential Neighbourhood Zone Restricted Policy Area 14.
- Replacement of the Rural Zone with the Deferred Urban Zone in Jervois.
- Removal of the Traffic Generating Development Overlay and the Urban Transport Routes Overlay along Flaxley Road.
- Replacement of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone with the Neighbourhood Zone in Callington.
- Replacement of Rural Zone, Hills Face Zone and Open Space Zone with the Resource Extraction Zone and the application of the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay across multiple quarry sites.
- Replacement of the Rural Zone with the Employment Zone across a number of concrete plants in Littlehampton and Rocky Gully.
- Update TNVs to better reflect existing Development Plan Policy.
- Replace the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay with Scenic Quality.
- Remove the Limited Land Division Overlay from the land, which is currently located within the existing Cedars Precinct 2 in the Mount Barker Development Plan.
- Apply the Local Activity Centre Zone to the existing Local Centre Zone.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

**SA.170 SPATIALLY APPLY** The Cedars Subzone within the Productive Rural Landscape Zone (formerly named Adelaide Country Zone and Peri-Urban Zone) to the existing Primary Production Zone, Hahndorf Rural Activity Policy Area 24, Precinct 2 The Cedars within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Hahndorf Rural Activity Policy Area 24, Precinct 2 The Cedars</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code to Precinct 2 The Cedars, to reflect unique policy within this Precinct relating to the redevelopment of the former Hans Heysen house and studio for art and tourism related uses.
SA.171 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone and the Emerging Activity Subzone to the existing Residential Neighbourhood Zone Restricted Urban Policy Area 14 within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Neighbourhood Zone, Restricted Urban Policy Area 14</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code to Policy Area 14, in order to transition the existing policy framework regarding evading housing in proximity to poultry farms.

SA.172 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Nairne Redevelopment Subzone to the existing Township Zone, Nairne Main Street Policy Area 27 within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Nairne Main Street Policy Area 27</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code to Nairne Main Street Policy Area 27, in order to align the boundaries to the existing Development Plan Policy Area and amend a minor anomaly.
**SA.173 SPATIALLY APPLY** the Township Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Township Zone Residential Policy Area 21 within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Residential Policy Area 21</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.174 SPATIALLY APPLY** the Township Main Street Zone to the existing Township Zone Hufendorf Policy Area 20, Strassendorf Policy Area 22 and Nairne Policy Area 27 within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone Hufendorf Policy Area 20, Strassendorf Policy Area 22 and Nairne Policy Area 27.</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.175 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone and a maximum building height Technical and Numeric Variation (5 storey) to the existing Regional Town Centre Zone Mixed Use Policy Area 11 within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Town Centre Zone, Mixed Use Policy Area 11</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.176 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay to the Township of Hahndorf within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hahndorf Township</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.177 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Historic Area Overlay to the existing Regional Town Centre Zone Gawler Street Policy Area 7 within Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Town Centre Zone, Gawler Street Policy Area 7</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.178 SPATIALLY APPLY existing Concept Plan MtB/1 (Hawthorn Road, Mount Barker), Concept Plan MtB/7 (Gardener Street, Littlehampton), Concept Plan MtB/8 (Woodside Road, Nairne, Concept Plan MtB/9 (Mill Street and Nottage Road, Meadows) and Concept Plan MtB/16 (Mount Barker) to the relevant locations within the Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment maps.

Development Plan

Amended application
Reason: The Commission supports the retention of these Concept Plan as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

SA.179 SPATIALLY REMOVE the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay where it applies within the Mount Barker District Council AND REPLACE it with the Scenic Quality Overlay as identified in the recommended amendment map:

Draft application for consultation

Amended application

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code, as it will deliver better policy outcomes, which are more aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.180 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Significant Interface Management Overlay to the existing Restricted Urban Policy Area within the Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Urban Policy Area</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code by applying the Significant Interface Management Overlay to accommodate the policy intent of the existing Restricted Urban Policy Area within Council’s existing Development Plan.

SA.181 **SPATIALLY REMOVE** the Limited Land Division Overlay from the existing Primary Production Zone, Hahndorf Rural Activity Policy Area 24, Precinct 2 Cedars within the Mount Barker District Council. This area will be located within the Adelaide Country Zone and the Cedars Subzone in the Code as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Hahndorf Rural Activity Policy Area 24, Precinct 2 Cedars</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the removal of the Limited Land Division Overlay from the land, which is currently located within the existing Cedars Precinct 2 in the Mount Barker Development Plan, as this area will now be located within the Adelaide Country Zone and the
Cedars Subzone’ in the Code and this will deliver better policy outcomes, which are more aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.182 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Local Activity Zone to the existing Local Centre Zone within the Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Callington</td>
<td>![Map of Local Centre Zone, Callington]</td>
<td>![Amended map of Local Centre Zone, Callington]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Echunga</td>
<td>![Map of Local Centre Zone, Echunga]</td>
<td>![Amended map of Local Centre Zone, Echunga]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Kanmantoo</td>
<td>![Map of Local Centre Zone, Kanmantoo]</td>
<td>![Amended map of Local Centre Zone, Kanmantoo]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone, Littlehampton

Local Centre Zone, Macclesfield

Local Centre Zone, Meadows

Local Centre Zone, Mount Barker
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.183 SPATIALLY APPLY** the Urban Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Regional Town Centre Zone-Mixed Use Policy Area 11 within the Mount Barker District Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town Centre Zone- Mixed Use Policy Area 11</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the transition to the proposed Urban Neighbourhood Zone and although the policies may provide opportunities for larger non-residential forms of development, this outcome is consistent with the intent of the Code for this zone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mount Barker District Council</strong></td>
<td>Site contamination is addressed through the Site Contamination General Module and will be supported through the introduction of additional mapping that identifies known contaminated land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a Subzone within the Mineral Extraction Zone to reflect policy for the Brukunga Mine Zone which is contaminated land that previously accommodated an activity of major environmental significance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mount Barker District Council</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a Subzone to capture policy contained within Precinct 1 Dunn Mill of the existing Regional Town Centre Zone.</td>
<td>A maximum building height Technical and Numeric Variation has been applied to Precinct 1 (3 storey and 11m).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mount Barker District Council</strong></td>
<td>The Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone (Policy Area 9), new Established Neighbourhood Zone (Policy Area 10), and Township Neighbourhood Zone (Policy Area 21) Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a new zone or Subzone to apply to land currently within Residential Infill Policy Area 9, Residential Policy Area 21 and Residential Character Policy Area 10 that limits development to only residential uses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Barker District Council</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a new zone or Subzone to apply to land captured by the existing Bulky Goods Policy Area 4 within the Regional Town Centre Zone that limits development to bulky goods development and other uses with large floor plates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mount Barker District Council</th>
<th>The Caravan Park has existing use rights and this form of development will be performance assessed (all Code assessed) which would not prevent redevelopment / intensification.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of the Community Facilities Zone with the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone to the Mount Barker Caravan Park.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mount Barker District Council</th>
<th>This proposed amendment was partially supported. The following Concept Plans have not been included in the Code:</th>
<th>The balance were not retained as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retention of the following Concept Plans within the current Mount Barker Development Plan:</td>
<td>- Concept Plans MtB/1, MtB/7, MtB/8, MtB/9, MtB/10, MtB/11, MtB/13, MtB/14, MtB/18, MtB/19, MtB/20, MtB/21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/1 (Hawthorn Road, Mount Barker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/7 (Gardener Street, Littlehampton)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/8 (Woodside Road, Nairne)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/9 (Mill Street and Nottage Road, Meadows)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plans MtB/10, MtB/11, MtB/18, MtB/19 (Mount Barker Regional Town Centre)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/13 (Waterford Avenue, Mount Barker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/14 (Hahndorf)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/16 (Mount Barker)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/20 (Nairne Main Street)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Concept Plan MtB/21 (The Cedars)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>The Suburban Employment Zone has been renamed to the Employment Zone and therefore no replacement of zoning is required.</th>
<th>The Cedars Subzone has been created which contains policy addressing matters contained within the Concept Plan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of the Suburban Employment Zone with the Employment Zone to all large retail format centres for consistency, including the Mount Barker Large Format Retail Centre.</td>
<td>The application of the Employment Zone to large retail centres is considered the most appropriate transition to reflect current Development Plan policy.</td>
<td>The Rural Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>The Cedars Subzone has been created which contains policy addressing matters contained within the Concept Plan.</th>
<th>The Rural Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retention of the existing Concept Plan Map MtB/21 - The Cedars Precinct.</td>
<td></td>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>The Rural Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</th>
<th>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of the Rural Zone with the Deferred Urban Zone in Jervois.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal of the Traffic Generating Development Overlay and the Urban Transport Routes Overlay along Flaxley Road.</td>
<td>Initial investigation and research has been undertaken to determine the extent of the application of these overlays to this area. A Code amendment would be required to remove these overlays.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone with the Neighbourhood Zone in Callington.</td>
<td>A new Local Activity Centre Zone has been created to reflect the intent of current Local Centre Zones and applied to this area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of Rural Zone, Hills Face Zone and Open Space Zone with the Resource Extraction Zone and the application of the Resource Extraction Protection Area Overlay across multiple quarry sites.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement of the Rural Zone with the Employment Zone across a number of concrete plants in Littlehampton and Rocky Gully.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the City of Mount Gambier sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Request the hospital facility and Flinders University Medical Training Facility are rezoned from the General Neighbourhood Zone to the Community Facilities Zone.
- Recommend all TAFEs and Schools are more appropriately suited to the Innovation Zone rather than Neighbourhood Zones.
- Request the minimum allotment size to all existing residential zoned areas.

Non-Council Submission

In addition to Council’s feedback, a submission was received during the public consultation period seeking the following spatial amendment:

- Request the proposed zoning of the subject vacant land be amended from the Suburban Activity Zone to the General Neighbourhood Zone.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

SA.184 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone within the City of Mount Gambier **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone (excluding areas covered by the Historic Conservation Area – see below)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.185** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone (covered by the Historic Character Areas) within the City of Mount Gambier AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone (within areas covered by the Historic Conservation Zone)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.186** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Mount Gambier AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.187 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Attamurra Golf Course Policy Area 3 within the City of Mount Gambier AND REPLACE with the Golf Course Estate Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Attamurra Golf Course Policy Area 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Mount Gambier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the hospital facility and Flinders University Medical Training Facility are rezoned from the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason: The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
General Neighbourhood Zone to the Community Facilities Zone which they align more closely with.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Mount Gambier</th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent Development Plan policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recommend that all TAFEs and Schools are more appropriately suited to the Innovation Zone rather than Residential Zones which is the current situation in Development Plans which in turn makes future development difficult.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Development Plan policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the proposed zoning of the subject vacant land to be amended from the Suburban Activity Zone to the General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Rural City of Murray Bridge sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Request a new zone be created for Monarto Zone.
- Note that the Dwelling Excision Overlay conflicts with the Environment and Food Production Overlay (EFPA) in the Rural Zone.
- Request Shack Settlement Zone policies be applied to the areas identified as Greenbanks and Sunnyside.
- Request to facilitate the development of the Sturt Reserve Master Plan through either the inclusion of a Concept Plan or TNV.
- Request a review of the transition of the existing Local Centre Zones to Suburban Activity Zone.
- Request existing Policy Area 9 transition to the Suburban Main Street Zone as opposed to the Urban Activity Centre.
- Request existing Concept Plan Map MuBr/5 – Recreation Zone (Murray Bridge East) be retained.
- Request for existing Concept Plan Map MuBr/14 – Equine Recreation and Concept plan MuBr/15 – Southern Area Residential be retained.
- Request the creation of a new Subzone to facilitate future development surrounding the Murray Bridge Racecourse.
- Request the inclusion of existing Concept Plan Map MuBr/7- Residential (Narooma).
- Suggest small pockets of land in the existing River Murray Fringe Zone are not appropriate to transition to the Rural Zone.
- Request the inclusion of existing Concept Plan Map MuBr/11 – River Murray Settlement Zone Woodlane as it articulates areas affected by the River Murray Flood plain.
- Request provisions included in the existing Rural Living (Swanport) Precinct 21 be retained as well as existing Concept Plan Map MuBr/20.
- Request existing Concept Plan MuBr/3 be retained.
- Suggest that the proposed transition to Suburban Employment Zone from Urban Employment (Freeway Service Centre Precinct 4) is not suitable for the intended use of the land, and that an alternate zone/overlay should be considered.
- Suggest that the following existing Concept Plans be included:
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/1 – General Industry Zone
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/2 – General Industry Zone
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/4 – Motor Sport Facility and Organic Composting Buffer Zone
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/9 - East Side
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/10 – Country Township Zone
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/13 – Hindmarsh Road
  - Concept Plan Map MuBr/19 – Allied Food Industry – Value Adding (Flagstaff Road).

Non-council Submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Rezoning request and spatial application of Overlay for Boral Quarry site.
- The existing Primary Production, within the Central Policy Area 3 and is covered by Concept Plan MuBr/4 and it is suggested that the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone better reflects the intensive nature.
- Rezone land within existing Primary Production Zone, North Central Policy Area 5 to from Rural to Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone. This zone better reflects the nature of activities for this site.
- Property in Murray Bridge seeks to have the Historic Area Overlay removed from their land.
- Request the Limited Division Overlay be removed from the land within the existing Primary Production Zone, Central Policy Areas Policy Area 3 and the Flagstaff Road Precinct 23.
- Request rezoning and concept plans for the former 'Puzzle Park' Site.
- Request to transition Concept Plan Mu/Br/4 - Motor Sport Facility and Organic Composting Buffer Zone.
- Request the Significant Industry Interface and Limited Dwelling Overlays to be applied to land and a "buffer area" (1km radius of the site).
- Request the Code adopt a consistent zoning for all Defence sites within SA.

Commission's Recommendations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Zone, Central Area Policy Area 3 – Concept Map MuBr/4 – 1000m buffer</td>
<td>Interface Management Overlay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monarto Zoological Park Zone – 500m buffer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.189 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Zone from the identified area/allotments in the existing Primary Production Zone, East Area Policy Area 4 within the Rural City of Murray Bridge AND REPLACE with the Commonwealth Facilities Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified allotments within the Primary Production Zone, East Area Policy Area 4</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Rural Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Commonwealth Facilities Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses.

SA.190 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Roadside Service Centre Subzone of the Employment Zone to the existing Urban Employment Zone, Precinct 4 Freeway Service Centre within the Rural City of Murray Bridge as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Employment Zone, Precinct 4 Freeway Service Centre</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Suburban Employment Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Roadside Service Centre Subzone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.191 SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Rural Living Zone, Precinct 21 Swanport – Concept Plan MuBr/20 to the Rural Neighbourhood Zone in Swanport within the Rural City of Murray Bridge as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Development Plan Map MuBr/20" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application Concept Plan 88 SWANPORT" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plans MuBr/14 and 15 to the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone, Recreation Zone, Suburban Activity Centre Zone and Rural Living Zone within the Rural City of Murray Bridge as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.194** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Recreation Zone from the area in the existing Recreation Zone, identified within Concept Plan MuBr/5 within the Rural City of Murray Bridge AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recreation Zone – identified area within Concept Plan MuBr/5</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Recreation Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Employment Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.195** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Urban Activity Centre Zone from the area in the existing Regional Town Centre Zone, Mixed Use Policy Area 9 within the Rural City of Murray Bridge AND REPLACE with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Town Centre Zone, Mixed Use Policy Area 9</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Urban Activity Centre Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Suburban Main Street Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.196** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Dwelling Excision Overlay from the existing Primary Production Zone within the Rural City of Murray Bridge as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone</td>
<td><img src="Diagram" alt="Dwelling Excision Overlay" /></td>
<td><img src="Diagram" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.197** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing Monarto Zoological Park Zone within the Rural City of Murray Bridge **AND REPLACE** with the Tourism Development Zone and Monarto Safari Park Subzone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monarto Zoological Park Zone</td>
<td><img src="Diagram" alt="Community Facilities Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="Diagram" alt="Tourism Development Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.198** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and Township Main Street from the existing Local Centre Zone within the Rural City of Murray Bridge AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Callington (East)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Murray Bridge East</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Murray Bridge</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.199 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Southern Area Policy Area 20 within the Rural City of Murray Bridge AND REPLACE with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Southern Area Policy Area 20</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and alignment to the Code Framework for application of Neighbourhood zoning.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rural City of Murray Bridge Request Shack Settlement Zone polices be applied to the areas identified as Greenbanks and Sunnyside.</th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural City of Murray Bridge</strong> Request to facilitate the development of the Sturt Reserve Master Plan through either the inclusion of a Concept Plan or TNV.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural City of Murray Bridge</strong> Request the creation of a new Subzone to facilitate future development surrounding the Murray Bridge Racecourse.</td>
<td>Refinements have been made to the Recreation Zone to improve consistency with Development Plan policy. The creation of a new subzone is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Public Submission | Rezoning request and spatial application of Overlay for Boral Quarry site.                                                                                                                                  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning request from Rural (within existing Primary Production Zone, (North Central Policy Area 5)) to Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone. This zone better reflects the nature of activities for this site.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for the Historic Area Overlay to be removed from their land. Currently, the property is covered by a Historic Conservation Area.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for the Limited Division Overlay to be removed from the land to support a greater mix of smaller, ancillary and allied uses to support and complement the larger industries in the Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning request to Tourism Development, TNV and concept plans for the former ‘Puzzle Park’ Site.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Norwood, Payneham & St Peters

Feedback received from the City of Norwood, Payneham & St Peters sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- **Creation and application of the following new zones:**
  - New ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone (9 Policy Areas) as it currently applies to Hackney, Kent Town, Norwood, Payneham and Stepney to better reflect conservation in a medium density environment.
  - New ‘small scale professional / business Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Business Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the existing Local Office Zone at Payneham Road, St Peters and Evandale to cater for more homogenous land uses.
  - New ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Employment Zone) to apply to the existing Light Industry Zone at Stepney, Maylands and Payneham to reflect the unique character of existing industrial precincts.
  - New ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone) to apply to the existing Local Shopping Zone at Glynde Corner - Glynde to accommodate a lesser scale and intensity of development than that envisaged in the proposed zone.
  - New ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone) to apply to the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone at Magill Road – Norwood and Kensington Road – Marryatville to accommodate a lesser scale and intensity of development than that envisaged in the proposed zone.
  - New Established Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Suburban Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to all 22 Policy Areas of the existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, all 5 Policy Areas of the existing Residential Character Zone and the existing Residential Character (Norwood) Zone to better reflect conservation in a low to medium density environment.

- **Creation and application of the following new Subzones:**
  - New Subzone(s) under the Suburban Business Zone, to be applied to the existing Business Zone – West Norwood Policy Area 6.1, Beulah Road Policy Area 6.2, Magill Road West Policy Area 6.3, Magill Road East Policy Area 6.6 and Kensington Road Policy Area 6.7 to reflect existing local policy nuances (in particular different land use mixes).
  - New Subzone under the Suburban Business Zone, to be applied to the existing Mixed Use A Zone at Stepney and Norwood to reflect existing local policy nuances.
  - New Subzone under the Business Neighbourhood Zone, to be applied to the existing Mixed Use Historic (Conservation) Zone at Payneham Road - College Park, Portrush Road – Evandale, Fullarton Road – Kent Town, The Parade – Norwood and Kensington and Dequetteville Terrace – Kent Town – to better reflect existing local policy nuances.
  - New Subzone under the Community Facilities Zone, to be applied to the existing Community Zone, Education Policy Area (14 school locations) to reflect policy applied through Councils 2019 Educational Establishments Development Plan Amendment.
  - New Subzone under the Community Facilities Zone, to be applied to the existing Community Zone, Recreation Policy Area (Dunstone Grove-Linde Reserve – Stepney and the MARS Sporting Club / Azzurri Sports Club – Marden) – to reflect existing local policy nuances.
  - New Subzone under the Recreation Zone, to be applied to the Norwood Oval – to reflect existing local policy nuances.
• Removal of the proposed Employment Zone (existing Local Commercial Zone) from 13 locations in the Council area - at Hackney, Stepney, Maylands, Trinity Gardens, Evandale, Payneham South, Royston Park and Glynde – and replace with the application of the following zones:
  o Suburban Business Zone to 10 locations at Hackney Road and North Terrace - Hackney, Maid and Magpie Hotel site and Nelson Street - Stepney, Maylands Hotel site and Magill Road - Maylands, Magill Road - Trinity Gardens, Portrush Road - Evandale, Payneham Tavern site - Royston Park and Lewis Road - Glynde
  o Business Neighbourhood Zone at North Terrace - Hackney
  o Suburban Main Street Zone to Magill Road - Maylands
  o Community Facilities Zone to the Mausoleum at Second Avenue, Payneham South.

• Removal of the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone (existing District Commercial Zone) from 3 locations in the Council area - at Portrush Road - Evandale, Portrush Road – Trinity Gardens and Magill Road / Bennett Street – Maylands – and replace with the application of the following zones:
  o Employment Zone to Portrush Road - Evandale
  o Suburban Business Zone to Portrush Road - Trinity Gardens
  o Suburban Main Street Zone to Magill Road - Maylands
  o Suburban Business Zone to Bennett Street - Maylands.

• Removal of the proposed Business Neighbourhood Zone (existing Local Office Zone) from 2 locations in the Council area - at Payneham Road – Evandale and Davis Road - Glynde – and replace with the application of the following zones:
  o New Code Zone to Payneham Road – Evandale
  o Employment Zone to Davis Road – Glynde.

• Removal of the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone (existing Local Shopping Zone) from 3 locations in the Council area - at Glynde Corner – Glynde, Payneham Road – Royston Park and Magill Road – Trinity Gardens – and replace with the application of the following zones:
  o New Code Zone to Glynde Corner – Glynde
  o Suburban Main Street Zone to Payneham Road – Evandale and Magill Road – Trinity Gardens.

• Removal of the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone (existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone) from 2 locations in the Council area - at Magill Road – Norwood and Kensington Road, Marryatville – and replace with the application of a new Code Zone to accommodate a lesser scale and intensity of development than that envisaged in the proposed zone.

• Removal of the proposed Suburban Business Zone (existing Mixed Use A Zone) from the area south of Chapel Street – Norwood – and replace with the application of the Business Neighbourhood Zone.

• Removal of the proposed Employment Zone (existing Light Industry Zone) from Stepney, Maylands and Glynde – and replace with the application of the following zones:
  o New Code Zone or Suburban Business Zone to Stepney Triangle – Stepney and Former Otto Timbers site – Maylands
  o New Code Zone to Glynde Industrial Estate – Glynde.

• Removal of the proposed Recreation Zone (existing Recreation Zone) over existing dwellings in Florence / Beyer Streets – Norwood – and replace with the application of either the General Neighbourhood or Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zones.

• Retention and application of the following existing Concept Plans within the current City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters Development Plan:
  o Figure RC (N)/1 (applying to existing Residential Character [Norwood] Zone) to be transitioned across to the Code in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
  o Figure MUH(C)/1, UrC/1, UrC/2 and DCE/1 (applying to existing Mixed Use Historic [Conservation] Zone, Urban Corridor Zone and District Centre [Norwood] Zone) to be transitioned across to the Code to the Business Neighbourhood Zone, Urban Corridor
[Boulevard] Zone, Urban Corridor [Business] Zone and Urban Corridor [Main Street] Zone.

- Figure DCE/2, DCE/3, DCE/4 and R/1 (applying to existing District Centre [Norwood] Zone and Residential Zone, Medium Density Policy Area) to be transitioned across to the Code to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone and the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.

- Map NPSP/1 (Overlay 4) Part A and B Laneways, Minor Streets and Unserviced Roads (applying to existing Residential Zone, Residential Historic [Conservation] Zone and Urban Corridor Zone) to be transitioned to the Code and applied to the following zones:
  - Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
  - Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone
  - General Neighbourhood Zone
  - Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone
  - Urban Corridor (Business) Zone
  - Suburban Business Zone.

**Non-council submissions**

In addition to council’s feedback, a number public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Rezoning of 65-71 Edwards Street, Norwood from the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Business Zone to reflect that existing development on this site includes non-residential land uses.

- Rezoning of 243 The Parade and 278 Portrush Road, Beulah Park from the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Business Zone combination to either the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone or Suburban Business Zone to more closely align with the current use of both sites.

- Rezoning of a site on the corner of Kensington Road and Portrush Road, Norwood (e.g. 315 Portrush Road, 137-141 Kensington Road) from the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Business Neighbourhood Zone combination to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone to allow future development of this large parcel of land on the corner of two arterial roads.

- Rezoning of 183A and 185 Payneham Road, St Peters from the existing Local Office Zone and Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, The Avenues Policy Area combination to a Business Neighbourhood and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone split to enable greater development which would assist in achieving the 30 Year Plan.

- Rezoning of 134 The Parade, Norwood from the proposed Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone / Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (site straddles both zones) to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone only.

- The existing hierarchy of centres should be maintained – additional centres zones are therefore needed to cater for lower intensity centres, particularly in older established areas.

- Rezoning of existing Residential zoned areas from General Neighbourhood and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone + TNV’s to transition across existing local policy intent and better reflect existing character and development.

- Rezoning of existing Residential zoned areas from the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone + TNV’s to transition across existing local policy intent and better reflect existing character and development.

- Rezoning of existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone / Residential Character Zone / Residential Character (Norwood) Zone from the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone split to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone + increased TNV capability to better address existing local policy nuances and assist in preserving character rather than accommodating a greater intensity of development than existing.
**Commission's Recommendations:**

**SA.200** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the following nine Policy Areas of the existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Hackney North Policy Area</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Hackney South Policy Area</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Kent Town 1 Policy Area</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Kent Town 2 Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Norwood 2 Policy Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Norwood 3 Policy Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Norwood 5 Policy Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Payneham (Henry Street / George Street) Policy Area

Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – Stepney Policy Area

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.201 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, College Park Policy Area, Joslin / Royston Park Policy Area, Kensington 1 Policy Area, Kensington 2 Policy Area, Marden (Broad Street / Pollock Avenue) Policy Area, Maylands Policy Area, Norwood Policy Area 1, Norwood Policy Area 4, Payneham (Harcourt Road) Policy Area, St Peters Policy Area and The Avenues Policy Area within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College Park Policy Area</td>
<td>The Avenues Policy Area (representative example only)</td>
<td>The Avenues Policy Area (representative example only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joslin / Royston Park Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kensington 1 Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kensington 2 Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marden (Broad Street / Pollock Avenue) Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maylands Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood Policy Area 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood Policy Area 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Avenues Policy Area (representative example only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.

SA.202 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone, Evandale/ Maylands / Stepney Policy Area, Hackney Policy Area, Heathpool / Marryatville Policy Area, St Peters / Joslin / Royston Park Policy Area and Trinity Gardens / St Morris Policy Area within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evandale/ Maylands / Stepney Policy Area</td>
<td>Hackney Policy Area (representative example only)</td>
<td>Hackney Policy Area (representative example only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackney Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heathpool / Marryatville Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Peters / Joslin / Royston Park Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinity Gardens / St Morris Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.203** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character (Norwood) Zone within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character (Norwood) Zone</td>
<td>![Draft application image]</td>
<td>![Amended application image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.204** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing District Commercial Zone at Portrush Road, Evandale within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Commercial Zone at Portrush Road, Evandale</td>
<td>![Draft application image]</td>
<td>![Amended application image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.205**  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing District Commercial Zone at Portrush Road, Trinity Gardens within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Commercial Zone at Portrush Road, Trinity Gardens</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of SA.205 Location" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Amended SA.205 Location" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.206**  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing District Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Maylands City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Main Street Zone within the as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Maylands</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of SA.206 Location" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map of Amended SA.206 Location" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.207** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing District Commercial Zone at Bennett Street, Maylands within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Commercial Zone at Bennett Street, Maylands</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.208** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Hackney Road, Hackney within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Hackney Road / North Terrace, Hackney</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.209** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at North Terrace, Hackney within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Business Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at North Terrace, Hackney</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Local Commercial Zone at North Terrace, Hackney" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.210** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Maid and Magpie Hotel, Stepney within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Maid and Magpie Hotel, Stepney</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Local Commercial Zone at Maid and Magpie Hotel, Stepney" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.211 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Nelson Street, Stepney within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND **REPLACE** with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Nelson Street, Stepney</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.212 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Maylands (Site 1) within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND **REPLACE** with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Maylands (Site 1)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.213**  
**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Maylands (Site 2) within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Maylands (Site 2)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.214**  
**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Maylands Hotel, Maylands within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Maylands Hotel, Maylands</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.215** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Trinity Gardens within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Magill Road, Trinity Gardens</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.216** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Portrush Road, Evandale City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone within the as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Portrush Road, Evandale</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.217 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the Mausoleum on Second Avenue (existing Local Commercial Zone) City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Community Facilities Zone within the as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Second Avenue, Payneham South</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.218 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the Payneham Tavern site at Payneham Road, Royston Park (existing Local Commercial Zone) Zone within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Payneham Tavern site at Payneham Road, Royston Park</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.219** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) from the existing Local Commercial Zone at Lewis Avenue, Glynde within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Commercial Zone at Lewis Avenue, Glynde</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.220** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Business Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Local Office Zone at Davis Road, Glynde within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Office Zone at Davis Road, Glynde</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters as the Employment Zone is considered to be a better ‘zone fit’ and replacement for the existing Local Office Zone at Davis Road, Glynde and is consistent with the zoning of the adjacent Robern Menz site at Glynburn Road.
**SA.221** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Shopping Zone Payneham Road, Royston Park within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Shopping Zone at Payneham Road, Royston Park</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Amended Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.222** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from Magill Road, Trinity Gardens within the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters AND REPLACE with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Shopping Zone at Magill Road, Trinity Gardens</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Amended Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.223 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Business and Innovation Zone (now called the Suburban Business Zone) from the area south of Chapel Street, Norwood (existing Mixed Use A Zone) within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Business Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use A Zone at Chapel Street, Norwood</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.224 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Recreation Zone from the existing Recreation Zone at Florence / Beyer Streets, Norwood within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recreation Zone at Florence / Beyer Streets, Norwood</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.225**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone from The Parade West, Norwood within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Parade West, Norwood</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/draft.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/amended.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.226**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Hard-Edged Built Form Subzone and the Soft-Edged Landscaped Subzone from the areas proposed to transition to the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone (existing Boulevard Policy Area 34) in the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters **AND REPLACE** with the new Minimum Front Setback (metres) Technical and Numeric Variation (TNV).

**SPATIALLY APPLY** the Minimum Front Setback (metres) to the Urban Corridor suite of zones as they apply to the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boulevard Policy Area</td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/draft.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="https://example.com/amended.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SPATIALLY APPLY existing 24-46 Richmond Street, Hackney Concept Plan Figure R/1 as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone at Hackney within the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Creation of a new ‘Small Scale Professional / Business Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Business Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the existing Local Office Zone at Payneham Road, St Peters and Evandale to cater for more homogenous land uses.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Employment Zone) to apply to the existing Light Industry Zone at Stepney, Maylands, Payneham and Glynde to reflect the unique character of existing industrial precincts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone) to apply to the existing Local Shopping Zone at Glynde Corner - Glynde to accommodate a lesser scale and intensity of development than that envisaged in the proposed zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new ‘Code Zone’ (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone) to apply to the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone at Magill Road – Norwood and Kensington Road – Marrayatville to accommodate a lesser scale and intensity of development than that envisaged in the proposed zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new Subzone to provide further policy support to the application of the Suburban Business Zone at West Norwood, Beulah Road, Magill Road West and Kensington Road (existing Business Zone locations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new Subzone to provide further policy support to the application of the Business Neighbourhood Zone at College Park, Evandale, Kent Town, Norwood and Kensington (existing Mixed Use (Historic) Conservation Zone locations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new Subzone to provide further policy support to the application of the Community Facilities Zone at 14 schools locations across the Council area (existing Community Zone, Education Policy Area).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Creation of a new Subzone to provide further policy support to the application of the Community Facilities Zone at 14 schools locations across the Council area (existing Community Zone, Education Policy Area).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities Zone to the Dunstone Grove-Linde Reserve, Stepney and the MARS Sporting Club / Azzurri Sports Club, Marden (existing Community Zone, Recreation Policy Area).</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters  
Creation of a new Subzone to provide further policy support to the application of the Recreation Zone to the Norwood Oval, Norwood. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required).  
These matters would require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented. |
| Public Submission (3 public submissions)  
Rezoning of 65-71 Edwards Street, Norwood from the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Business Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy. |
| Public Submission  
Rezoning of 243 The Parade and 278 Portrush Road, Beulah Park from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Business Zone combination to either the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone or Suburban Business Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| Public Submission  
Rezoning of 315 Portrush Road and 137-141 Kensington Road, Norwood from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Business Neighbourhood Zone combination to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| Public Submission  
Rezoning of 183A and 185 Payneham Road, St Peters from the existing Local Office Zone and Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone – The Avenues Policy Area combination to a Business Neighbourhood and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone split. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| Public Submission  
Rezoning of 134 The Parade, Norwood from the proposed Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone / Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone only. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| Public Submission (12 submissions)  
Rezoning of existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone / Residential Character Zone / Residential Character (Norwood) Zone from | This has been addressed via Council’s request to apply the new Established Neighbourhood Zone with greater TNV capability (e.g. maximum building height, minimum site and frontage, maximum site coverage and side setbacks) to all |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>proposed General Neighbourhood Zone and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone split to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with increased TNV capability.</th>
<th>areas where the Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone / Residential Character Zone and Residential Character (Norwood) Zone currently spatially apply.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Public Submission (19 submissions)  
The existing hierarchy of centres should be maintained – additional zones are needed to cater for the lower intensity centres, particularly in older established areas. | While a new Local Activity Centre Zone has been included in the Code to address some of the concerns identified here, this does not apply to any location within the City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters (including its existing Local Shopping Zones).  
Existing centres zoning within the Council therefore continues to be transitioned to either the Suburban Main Street, Suburban Activity Centre or Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zones to reflect local character and policy. |
Feedback received from the City of Onkaparinga sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new zones:
  - New ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ (replacing the proposed Township Zone) to apply to the existing Township Zone as it currently applies to Aldinga, Willunga, Port Willunga, Clarendon, Old Noarlunga, Old Reynella, McLaren Flat, Kangarilla and Yaroona to better reflect existing township character and be more consistent with current Development Plan policy.
  - Recreation Zone (replacing the proposed Township Zone) to apply to part of the existing Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 29 Aldinga Village to address existing recreational land uses including the oval area to the south of Port Road.
  - Recreation Zone (replacing the proposed Township Zone) to apply to part of the existing Township Zone, McLaren Flat Policy Area 59 at McLaren Flat to address existing recreational land uses including oval area.
  - Recreation Zone (replacing the proposed Township Zone) to apply to part of the existing Township Zone, Yaroona Policy Area 64 at Yaroona to address existing recreational land uses including oval area.
  - Peri-Urban Zone (replacing the proposed Rural Zone) to apply to the existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 23 – Landscape Environ at Clarendon, to reflect the unique character of the area and be more consistent with current Development Plan policy.
  - General Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the existing Residential Zone, Hart Road Policy Area 52 at Aldinga Beach to provide a better ‘zone fit’ closer to the current zoning. (Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone)
  - Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to several existing Residential Zoned areas where the Hazard (Bushfire Urban Interface), Hazard (Bushfire – Medium Risk) + Hazard (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlays apply and where areas are currently unsewered and require larger site areas for on-site septic systems (this includes areas in Maslin’s Beach, O’Sullivans Beach, Flagstaff Hill, Willunga and McLaren Vale).
  - Suburban Neighbourhood Zone w additional TNV capability (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to all existing Residential Zoned areas of Council due to existing issues, including site gradient, locations in Bushfire Risk Area and locations which are unsewered etc.
  - Township Main Street Zone (replacing the proposed Township Zone) to apply to existing Township Zone, Old Reynella Policy Area 61, Precinct 27 Town Centre at Old Reynella to better address the existing or preferred pattern of development for this area.
  - New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to existing Residential Zone, Willunga Policy Area 49 at Willunga to better address the existing or preferred pattern of development for this area.
  - New Established Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to existing Residential Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area 39 at McLaren Vale to better address the existing or preferred pattern of development for this area.
  - New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the Residential Zone at Port Willunga due to existing topography and native vegetation.
- New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the Residential Zone, Residential Coordinated Development Policy Area 38 at Happy Valley.
- New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the Residential Zone, Residential Coordinated Development Policy Area 67 at Hackham / Onkaparinga Hills due to existing sloping land and retaining wall policy as per the current Policy Area.
- New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the Residential Zone, Woodcroft Policy Area 42 at Woodcroft due to existing topography and vegetation.
- New Hills Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the Residential Zone at Flagstaff Hill and Darlington to better reflect the existing topography and character of the area (General Neighbourhood Zone).
- Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone + General Neighbourhood Zone split (replacing the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone) to apply to the Residential Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area 43 + Neighbourhood Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area 24 at Seaford Heights (Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone + Emerging Retail Activity Subzone applied).
- Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone (replacing the proposed Urban Activity Centre Zone) to apply to existing Regional Centre Zone, Inner Residential area that enables some ground floor shops and other small business premises within mixed use developments.
- Community Facilities Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone) to apply to existing District Centre Zone, Aberfoyle Park Policy Area, Western Precinct 7 at Aberfoyle Park to provide a better ‘zone fit’ for existing land uses on the ground including educational establishments.
- Suburban Activity Centre Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Activity Centre / Community Facilities Zone split) to apply over the whole of the existing District Centre Zone, Aldinga Beach Policy Area 8 at Aldinga Beach to be more consistent with existing zoning.
- Township Main Street Zone (replacing the proposed Township Zone) to apply to the existing Town Centre Zone at Port Noarlunga to provide a better ‘zone fit’ to address existing land use mix.
- Suburban Activity Centre Zone (replacing the proposed Suburban Main Street Zone) to apply to part of the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area along Field Street to provide a better ‘zone fit’ due to the locations separation from commercial activity on Main Road, McLaren Vale.
- Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone + Suburban Neighbourhood Zone + Employment Zone split (replacing the proposed Employment Zone) to apply to the existing Suburban Activity Node Zone - Old Reynella Policy Area 70, Residential Zone – Old Reynella Policy Area 69 and the Urban Employment Zone at the Old Reynella Winery site to provide a better ‘zone fit’ to reflect existing Development Plan zoning and policy.
- Employment Zone (replacing the proposed Strategic Employment Zone) to apply to existing Urban Employment Zone, Main Road Policy Area 12 (applying to Sherriff's Road, O’Sullivan’s Beach Road, Main South Road – Old Noarlunga and Seafood Road – Old Noarlunga / Seafood) to better reflect existing land use mix and intensity of development.
- Infrastructure Zone (replacing the proposed Strategic Employment Zone) to apply to part of the existing Urban Employment Zone at Port Stanvac (e.g. Desalination Plant site) to better reflect the existing use of the site.
- Employment Zone (replacing the proposed Strategic Employment Zone) to apply to the existing Urban Employment Zone at Hackham and Willunga to better reflect existing land use mix and intensity of development.
Recreation Zone or Community Facilities Zone (replacing the proposed Tourism Development Zone) to apply to the existing Tourism Development Zone, Port Noarlunga Policy Area 56 at Port Noarlunga to better reflect the envisaged land use mix for this location.

- Creation and application of the following new Subzones:
  
  - New Subzone under the new ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ (replacing the Township Zone), to be applied to the current Township Zone at Port Willunga, Aldinga.
  
  - New Subzone (similar to American River Subzone) under the Established Neighbourhood Zone to be applied to Port Willunga to address holiday and tourist accommodation within the zone at this location.
  
  - New ‘Star of Greece’ subzone under the proposed Township Zone to be applied to the existing Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 31 Port Willunga Foreshore to recognise the beach, jetty and cliff top area and distinguish this area from the residential development and mixed use areas within the existing Township Zone.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Township Zone to be applied to the existing Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 32 Old Port Road to recognise the visual and historic significance of the Avenue of Honour and distinguish this area from the residential development and mixed use areas within the Township Zone.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Township Zone to be applied to the existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 25 – Mixed Use at Clarendon to recognise the area where business, commercial and community land uses co-exist with residential development.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Township Zone to be applied to the existing Township Zone at McLaren Flat to reflect unique policy contained within the McLaren Flat Policy Area 59.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Township Zone to be applied to the existing Township Zone at Old Noarlunga to reflect unique policy contained within Old Noarlunga Policy Area 60.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to be applied to the existing Residential Zone, Medium Density Policy Area at Seaford to cater for existing local policy variations (maximum building height and minimum lot size / frontage requirements).
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone to be applied to the existing District Centre Zone, Christies Beach Policy Area 9 to better address local policy nuances including existing land use mix, interface with adjoining residential areas and building on corner allotment policy.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone to be applied to the existing District Centre Zone, Seaford Policy Area 10 to better address local policy nuances including policies to provide greater emphasis on dwelling types and setbacks, scale and overshadowing etc.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Strategic Employment Zone to be applied to the existing Urban Employment Zone, Port Stanvac Policy Area 15 to reflect existing local policy that restricts development in this area until the Oil Refinery has been remediated and comprehensive site wide Master Plan has been prepared.
  
  - New Winery Subzone under the proposed Tourism Development Zone to be applied to the existing Tourism Development Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area 54 at McLaren Vale to address existing land uses which include a large winery, convention centre and motel.
  
  - New Subzone under the proposed Rural Zone to be applied to the existing Primary Production Zone, Open Space Policy Area 33 at Aldinga to provide policies to better
address and protect the interface with the Aldinga Scrub, Washpool and overland flow paths.

- New Subzone under the proposed Open Space Zone to be applied to the existing Open Space Zone at Moana to address existing local policy for an approved small housing division.

- Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to the area of Clarendon that aligns with Clarendon Policy Area 57, Recreation Open Space Precinct 26 of the existing Township Zone.

- Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to existing Primary Production Zone, Landscape Protection Policy Area 31 at Coromandel East / Cherry Gardens to better reflect existing Development Plan policy requirements.

- Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply over all existing areas zoned ‘Conservation’ to ensure continued protection of the natural landscape and areas of sensitivity in relation to biodiverse scenic, scientific, cultural, geological and the variety of ecosystems existing in these particular areas.

- Expanding the application of the Water Resources Overlay over the whole of the Conservation Zone at the Happy Valley Reservoir.

- Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply over all existing areas zoned ‘Hills Face’ to provide greater strength and support to attain the objectives of this natural feature of Adelaide.

- Expanding the Marine Parks (Restricted Use) Overlay, Marine Parks (Managed Use) Overlay, Water Resources Overlay and Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to the existing MOSS Zone along the Onkaparinga River and Estuary to ensure adequate control over the natural ecosystems and landscape area.

- Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to existing Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area 29 at Moana to address existing policy that seeks to minimise the impact of development on the scenic coastal and rural environment adjacent the Coastal Conservation Zone.

- Expanding the Non-Stop Corridors Overlay to capture all allotments abutting the Southern Expressway in this Overlay.

- Expanding the Coastal Areas Overlay to apply to an area at Moana Sands as well as properties that have direct river frontage along River Road in Port Noarlunga.

**Non-council submissions**

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Request for the Peri-Urban Zone (renamed Adelaide Country Zone) to replace the Rural Zone in the Willunga Basin as this zone is more closely aligned with the Character Preservation District.

- Request for the Aldinga Arts Eco Village to be excluded from the Historic Area Overlay which applies to Aldinga and Port Willunga Townships.

- Request for multiple parcels of broad-acre land at Sellicks Beach to be rezoned to Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (to support residential development) instead of the existing and proposed Deferred Urban Zone.

- Owner of several vacant parcels of land located within two (2) different zones in Flagstaff Hill requests that the level of bushfire risk be downgraded from ‘high risk’ to either medium or low given the context of the locality which has been extensively developed for residential/urban purposes.

- A submission from a member of the public requests that the property at Aldinga Beach be rezoned to Home Industry Zone. The subject land is proposed to be transitioned from the Urban Employment Zone to the Employment Zone.

- Request for rezoning of land off of Hepenstal Road and Main South Road, Hackham from the proposed Rural Zone to the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to facilitate the development of the land for a range of diverse housing and activity centres, employment and community services.
- Zoning of a site at Lonsdale (subject of recent Ministerial Lonsdale Residential DPA) should be zoned either the ‘Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’ or ‘General Neighbourhood Zone’ to facilitate the orderly and coordinated development of this large Greenfield site for residential purposes.
- Seaside Estate at Moana, which is proposed to be zoned General Neighbourhood should be transitioned to the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead.
- Seaford Meadows Estate at Seaford Meadows, which is proposed to be zoned Housing Diversity Neighbourhood should be transitioned to the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead.
- The Heights Estate at Seaford Meadows, which is proposed to be zoned General Neighbourhood should be transitioned to the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead.
- The Vista development at Seaford Heights, which is proposed to be zoned Housing Diversity Neighbourhood and Suburban Activity Centre Zone should be transitioned to the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead.
- Request that the Native Vegetation Overlay and the Sloping Land Overlay be removed from the Vista development at Seaford Heights.
- Three (3) large parcels of land located to the east of Main South Road and north of Black Road at Flagstaff Hill/O’Halloran Hill should have the Local Heritage Place Overlay removed from the site because the site does not contain any heritage listed items.
- Request for portion of the Township Zone at Clarendon to be rezoned to Peri-Urban Zone to better match the intended scale, intensity and type of uses envisaged for the current Landscape Environs Precinct.
- New Subzones be applied in Clarendon and all similar townships in situations where a reasonably homogeneous tract of residential development (usually associated with dormitory style housing development post 1960’s) sits distinct from the mixed use amalgam of development that forms the historic core of the town.
- Onkaparinga Gorge Conservation has been rezoned ‘Hills Face Zone’ incorrectly – should be ‘Conservation Zone’.
- Request for 2 parcels of land at Willunga to be rezoned ‘Township’ instead of the proposed ‘General Neighbourhood Zone’ for heritage and character purposes.
- Support for the continuation of the Character Preservation legislation and suggestion that this could be further reinforced in the Code through the application of a Significant Landscape Protection and / or Scenic Route Overlay to improve provisions reflecting the objectives of the legislation.
Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.228 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Precinct 30 and 32 at Port Willunga within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 30 Port Willunga</td>
<td><img src="map1.png" alt="Map of Location 1" /></td>
<td><img src="am1.png" alt="Amended Map of Location 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 32 Old Port Road</td>
<td><img src="map2.png" alt="Map of Location 2" /></td>
<td><img src="am2.png" alt="Amended Map of Location 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.229 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Precinct 31 at Port Willunga within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 31 Port Willunga Foreshore</td>
<td><img src="map3.png" alt="Map of Location 3" /></td>
<td><img src="am3.png" alt="Amended Map of Location 3" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.230**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Township Zone from the Council owned recreation facility located in the existing Township Zone, Precinct 29 at Aldinga Village within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 29 Aldinga Village</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Township Zone, Port Willunga" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.231**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Zone from the existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area, Landscape Environs Precinct within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Adelaide Country Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 23 Landscape Environs</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Township Zone, Clarendon" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.232** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area, Living Policy Precinct within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 24 Living Policy</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of location" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.233** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Kangarilla Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Kangarilla Policy Area 58</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of location" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Yaroona Policy Area 64</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, McLaren Flat Policy Area 59</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.236**  
**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Old Noarlunga Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Township Neighbourhood Zone / Township Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Old Noarlunga Policy Area 60</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map of Township Zone, Old Noarlunga Policy Area 60" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.237**  
**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Old Reynella Policy Area, Residential Precinct within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Old Reynella Policy Area 61, Precinct 28 Residential</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map of Township Zone, Old Reynella Policy Area 61, Precinct 28 Residential" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.238** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Township Zone, Willunga Policy Area, Residential Precinct within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Willunga Policy Area 63, Precinct 33 Residential</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason**: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.239** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Coordinated Policy Area at Happy Valley within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Coordinated Policy Area 38</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason**: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.240 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Coordinated Policy Area at Hackham / Onkaparinga Hills within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Coordinated Policy Area 67</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason**: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.241 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Hart Road Policy Area at Aldinga Beach within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Hart Road Policy Area 52</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason**: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.242** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area 39</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.243** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Employment Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Lonsdale Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the General Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Lonsdale Policy Area 71</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.244 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Old Reynella Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Lonsdale Policy Area 69</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.245 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Onkaparinga Hills / Woodcroft Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Onkaparinga Hills / Woodcroft Policy Area 42</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.246

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from part of the existing Residential Zone, Seaford Meadows Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND **REPLACE** with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Seaford Meadows Policy Area 44</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

---

### SA.247

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND **REPLACE** with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area 43</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.248** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area 24</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.249** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone to the land located in the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone at Seaford Heights within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Seaford Heights Policy Area 24</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.250**

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Willunga Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Township Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Willunga Policy Area 63, Precinct 33 Residential</td>
<td>![Map of Township Zone, Willunga Policy Area]</td>
<td>![Amended Map]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.251 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Hills Zone, Coromandel Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Hills Zone, Coromandel Policy Area 47</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.252 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Hills Zone, Willunga Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Hills Zone, Willunga Policy Area 49</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.253** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from existing Local Centre Zones within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Sellicks Beach</td>
<td>![Map of Sellicks Beach]</td>
<td>![Amended Map]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Seaford Rise, Moana</td>
<td>![Map of Seaford Rise, Moana]</td>
<td>![Amended Map]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Seaford, Port Noarlunga South</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Huntfield Heights, Hackham West, Hackham, Morphett Vale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Morphett Vale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone, Morphett Vale

Local Centre Zone, Old Reynella, Reynella

Local Centre Zone, Happy Valley

Local Centre Zone, Woodcroft
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.254** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Main Street Zone from existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone at Field Street, McLaren Vale within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone (Field Street, McLaren Vale only)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.255** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from part of the existing District Centre Zone, Aberfoyle Park Policy Area and Western Precinct within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Community Facilities Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Aberfoyle Park Policy Area 7, Precinct 7 Western</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.256** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone from part of the existing District Centre Zone, Aldinga Beach Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Aldinga Beach Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.257** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from part of the existing District Centre Zone, Beach Road Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Aldinga Beach Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.258**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone from part of the existing District Centre Zone, Seaford Policy Area within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Seaford Policy Area 10</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.259**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Urban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Regional Centre Zone, Inner Residential Policy Area at Noarlunga Centre within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Centre Zone, Inner Residential Policy Area 35</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.260** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Zone from the existing Town Centre Zone at Port Noarlunga within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Township Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town Centre Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.261** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone at Maslin Beach within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone (Maslin Beach)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.262** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of part of the Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area from the existing Open Space Zone at Maslin Beach within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Rural Living Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.263 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Winery Experience Subzone to the land located in the Tourism Development Zone at McLaren Vale within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area 29 (part)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area 29 (part)" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism Development Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area 54</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Tourism Development Zone, McLaren Vale Policy Area 54" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.264** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Strategic Employment Zone (previously named Employment Zone) from the existing Urban Employment Zone at Hackham and Willunga within the City of Onkaparinga **AND REPLACE** with the Employment Zone (previously named Suburban Employment Zone) as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Employment Zone, Main Road Policy Area 12</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.265** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Local Heritage Place Overlay from three large parcels of land located to the east of Main South Road and north of Black Road at Flagstaff Hill / O’Halloran Hill in the City of Onkaparinga Development Plan as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hills Face Zone</td>
<td>With Local Heritage Overlay layer “on”, outlined with green dash:</td>
<td>With Local Heritage Overlay layer “on”, outlined with green dash:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.266** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Scenic Quality Overlay to the land located in the existing Primary Production Zone, Significant Landscape Protection Policy Area at Coromandel East / Cherry Gardens within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Landscape Protection Policy Area 31</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.267** SPATIALLY APPLY the Scenic Quality Overlay to the land located in the existing Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area at Maslin Beach within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area 29</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area 29" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.268** SPATIALLY APPLY the Scenic Quality Overlay to the land located in the existing Primary Production Zone, Open Space Policy Area at Aldinga within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Open Space Policy Area 33</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Primary Production Zone, Open Space Policy Area 33" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.269 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Local Road Widening Overlay to the land located in various zones within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Various locations across the Council area</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 3" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason**: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.270 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Map Onka/18 – Living Area as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Rural Living Zone within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.271 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Map Onka/19 – Seaford Heights as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Development Plan**

**Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code**

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.272 SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Map Onka/25 – Noarlunga Regional Centre as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Urban Activity Centre Zone and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

Reason: The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.273 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Map Onka/28 – Hackham/Onkaparinga Hills Infrastructure as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Hills Neighbourhood Zone within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.274 SPATIALLY APPLY the Concept Plan Map Onka/30 – Old Reynella as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, Urban Neighbourhood Zone and Employment Zone within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Reason: The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
SA.275 SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Map Onka/31 – Hart Road as a Concept Plan to the land located in the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Onkaparinga</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Onkaparinga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of the existing Residential Zone, Hart Road Policy Area 52 at Aldinga Beach from the proposed Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone to the General Neighbourhood Zone to provide a better ‘zone fit’ closer to the current zoning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maslin’s Beach, O’Sullivan’s Beach and Flagstaff Hill are subject to Res Code controls, therefore it is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of several existing Residential zoned areas at Maslin’s Beach, O’Sullivan’s Beach, Flagstaff Hill, Willunga and McLaren Vale from the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to provide a better ‘zone fit’ to reflect that various Hazards (Bushfire) Overlays apply to these areas as well as larger site area for on-site septic systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Onkaparinga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of the existing Residential Zone at Port Willunga from the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone to the Hills Neighbourhood Zone to reflect existing topography and native vegetation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Onkaparinga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of the existing Residential Zone, Residential Coordinated Development Policy Area 38 at Happy Valley from the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the Hills Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Onkaparinga</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of the Residential Zone at Flagstaff Hill and Darlington from the proposed General Neighbourhood Zone to the Hills Neighbourhood Zone to better reflect the existing topography and character of the area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Zone to either the Recreation or Community Facilities Zone to better reflect the envisaged land use mix for this location.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Creation of a new Subzone under the new ‘Township Neighbourhood Zone’ (replacing the Township Zone), to be applied to the current Township Zone at Port Willunga and Aldinga. | The issues identified are also addressed through the application of the Historic Area Overlay and Historic Area Statements to the area identified. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Creation of a new ‘Star of Greece’ Subzone under the proposed ‘Township Zone’, to be applied to the existing Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 31 Port Willunga Foreshore to recognise the beach, jetty and cliff top area and distinguish this area from the residential development and mixed use areas within the existing Township Zone. | The area concerned has been rezoned to Open Space to better reflect the Development Plan policy and to differentiate this location from the rest of the township at Port Willunga. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed ‘Township Zone’, to be applied to the existing Township Zone, Port Willunga / Aldinga Policy Area 62, Precinct 32 Old Port Road to recognise the visual and historic significance of the Avenue of Honour and distinguish this area from the residential development and mixed use areas within the Township Zone. | The issues identified have been addressed through the application of the Township Zone / Township Neighbourhood Zone (zone split) to Port Willunga and Aldinga and through the application of the Historic Area Overlay and Historic Area Statements to both townships. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed ‘Township Zone’, to be applied to the existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 25 – Mixed Use at Clarendon to recognise the area where business, commercial and community land uses co-exist with residential development. | The issues identified have been addressed through the application of the Township Zone / Township Neighbourhood Zone (zone split) to Clarendon and through the application of the Historic Area Overlay and Historic Area Statements to the township. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Township Zone to be applied to the existing Township Zone at McLaren Flat to reflect unique policy contained within the McLaren Flat Policy Area 59. | McLaren Flat has been rezoned to a combination of Township Neighbourhood, Township and Recreation to better reflect Development Plan policy. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Township Zone at Old Noarlunga to reflect unique policy contained within the Old Noarlunga Policy Area 60. | Old Noarlunga has been rezoned to a combination of Township Neighbourhood and Township Main Street to better reflect Development Plan policy. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **City of Onkaparinga**
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to be applied to the existing Residential Zone, Medium Density Policy Area at Seaford to cater for existing local policy variations (maximum building height and minimum lot size / frontage requirements). | The updated Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone now accommodates TNV capabilities that allow existing maximum building height and minimum lot size and frontage requirements to be transitioned across to the zone. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone to be applied to the existing District Centre Zone, Christies Beach Policy Area 9 to better address local policy nuances including existing land use mix, interface with adjoining residential areas and building on corner allotment policy. | The Suburban Main Street Zone has been applied to all of Christies Beach Policy Area 9 to better reflect Development Plan policy. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone to be applied to the existing District Centre Zone, Seaford Policy Area 10 to better address local policy nuances including policies to provide greater emphasis on dwelling types and setbacks, scale and overshadowing etc. | The District Centre at Seaford has been rezoned to a combination of Suburban Activity, Suburban Main Street and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood to better reflect Development Plan policy. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Strategic Employment Zone to be applied to the existing Urban Employment Zone, Port Stanvac Policy Area 15 to reflect existing local policy that restricts development in this area until the Oil Refinery has been remediated and comprehensive site wide Master Plan has been prepared. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Rural Zone to be applied to the existing Primary Production Zone, Open Space Policy Area 33 at Aldinga to provide policies to better address and protect the interface with the Aldinga Scrub, Washpool and overland flow paths. | The new Scenic Quality Overlay has been applied to Open Space Policy Area 33 to better reflect Development Plan policy. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**
Creation of a new Subzone under the proposed Open Space Zone to be applied to the existing Open Space Zone at Moana to address existing local policy for an approved small housing division. | The application of the Rural Living Zone together with TNVs and a Concept Plan will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Onkaparinga</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to the area of Clarendon that aligns with Clarendon Policy Area 57, Recreation Open Space Precinct 26 of the existing Township Zone.</td>
<td>The Recreation Zone and Historic Area Overlay has been applied to this part of the township, which will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>The new Scenic Quality Overlay has been applied to Landscape Protection Policy Area 31 to better reflect Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to existing Primary Production Zone, Landscape Protection Policy Area 31 at Coromandel East / Cherry Gardens to better reflect existing Development Plan policy requirements.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply over all existing areas zoned ‘Conservation’ to ensure continued protection of the natural landscape and areas of sensitivity in relation to biodiverse scenic, scientific, cultural, geological and the variety of ecosystems existing in these particular areas.</td>
<td>The Water Resources Overlay already applies over the Happy Valley Reservoir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding the application of the Water Resources Overlay over the whole of the Conservation Zone at the Happy Valley Reservoir.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply over all existing areas zoned ‘Hills Face’ to provide greater strength and support to attain the objectives of this natural feature of Adelaide.</td>
<td>The Conservation Zone has been spatially applied to the whole area depicted as ‘Metropolitan Open Space System’ on Concept Plan Map Onka/3 MOSS Study Area with the exception of the Britain Drive oval complex, which will be retained as ‘Open Space Zone’. The Conservation Zone together with overlays will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</td>
<td>Reason:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Expanding the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to apply to existing Open Space Zone, Seascape Policy Area 29 at Moana to address existing policy that seeks to minimise the impact of development on the scenic coastal and rural environment adjacent the Coastal Conservation Zone. | The new Scenic Quality Overlay has been applied to Seascape Policy Area 29 to better reflect Council’s current Development Plan policy. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Expanding the Non-Stop Corridors Overlay to capture all allotments abutting the Southern Expressway in this Overlay. | The parcels of land identified for inclusion in the Overlay are correct. The Overlay only applies to parcels of land abutting the road reserve. |
| **City of Onkaparinga**  
Expanding the Coastal Areas Overlay to apply to an area at Moana Sands as well as properties that have direct river frontage along River Road in Port Noarlunga. | The Council’s request for an expansion of the Coastal Areas Overlay along the Onkaparinga River Estuary is inconsistent with advice provided by DEW that the Overlay should only apply to the Saltfleet Street Bridge.  
DEW also recommended that the Coastal Areas Overlay not be expanded over the Moana Sands area as requested by Council. |
| **Public Submission**  
Application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to the area of Clarendon that aligns with the Clarendon Policy Area 57 – Recreation Open Space Precinct 26. | The issues identified have been addressed through the application of the Recreation Zone at Clarendon and through the application of the Historic Area Overlay and Historic Area Statements to this part of the township. |
| **Public Submission**  
Creation of a new zone (or Subzone) be created to distinguish between reasonably homogeneous tracts of residential development and mixed use areas including the Clarendon and Willunga townships. | The issues identified have been addressed through the application of the Township Zone / Township Neighbourhood Zones (zone split) to Clarendon and through the application of the Historic Area Overlay and Historic Area Statements to the township. |
| **Public Submission**  
Multiple community submissions in relation to Clarendon, suggest that new Subzones be deployed in Clarendon and all similar townships in situations where a reasonably homogeneous tract of residential development (usually associated with dormitory style housing development post 1960’s) sits distinct from the mixed use amalgam of development that forms the historic core of the town. | The issues identified have been addressed through the application of the Township Zone / Township Neighbourhood Zones (zone split) to Clarendon and through the application of the Historic Area Overlay and Historic Area Statements to the township. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reason:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong> Transition of the existing Primary Production Zone to the Rural Zone in the Willunga Basin is not a suitable reflection of the current Onkaparinga Development Plan policies for the area. It is requested that the Peri-Urban Zone (now called the Adelaide Country Zone), which seeks smaller scale and less intense development than the proposed Rural Zone, would better align with current policy applied to the area.</td>
<td>The Rural Zone together with overlays (including the Character Preservation District Overlay) will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong> Zoning of a site at Lonsdale (subject of the recent Ministerial Lonsdale Residential DPA) should be zoned either the ‘Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone’ or ‘General Neighbourhood Zone’ to facilitate the orderly and coordinated development of this large greenfield site for residential purposes.</td>
<td>The Lonsdale Residential (Ministerial) DPA was approved on 2 July 2020 and is now reflected in the City of Marion and City of Onkaparinga Development Plans. The land affected is proposed to be zoned ‘General Neighbourhood’ to deliver desired policy outcomes that are aligned with Council’s Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong> Request for the Aldinga Arts Eco Village to be excluded from the Historic Area Overlay which applies to Aldinga and Port Willunga Townships.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong> Request for multiple parcels of broad-acre land at Sellicks Beach to be rezoned to Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (to support residential development) instead of the existing and proposed Deferred Urban Zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong> Owner of several vacant parcels of land located within two (2) different zones in Flagstaff Hill requests that the level of bushfire risk be downgraded from ‘high risk’ to either medium or low given the context of the locality which has been extensively developed for residential/urban purposes.</td>
<td>The proposed application of the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay to the subject area is consistent with Development Plan Policy, in particular the application of the High Bushfire Risk Protection Area. The request is therefore outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong> Request for property at Aldinga Beach to be rezoned to Home Industry.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</td>
<td>Reason:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Public Submission**  
The Heights Estate at Seaford Meadows, which is proposed to be zoned General Neighbourhood should be transitioned to the Greenfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone instead. | The existing Coordinated Policy Area 67 of the Residential Zone (which includes ‘The Heights’ development) will be transitioned to the new Hills Neighbourhood Zone together with the retention of the existing Concept Plan Map relating to infrastructure provisions. |
| **Public Submission**  
Request for the removal of the Native Vegetation Overlay and the Sloping Land Overlay from the Vista development at Seaford Heights. | The Sloping Land Overlay has been removed from the Code.  
In terms of the Native Vegetation Overlay the proposed amendment is not supported as the spatial application of this Overlay is set by the PDC Regulations. |
| **Public Submission**  
Request for rezoning of land off of Hepenstal Road and Main South Road, Hackham from the proposed Rural Zone to the Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to facilitate the development of the land for a range of diverse housing and activity centres, employment and community services. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
Feedback received from the City of Playford sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Removal of the Urban Activity Centre Zone from all areas of One Tree Hill and replacement with:
  - The Township Zone for areas currently within Precincts 30 and 35.
  - The Residential Neighbourhood Zone for Precincts 34 and 36.
- Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from Precinct 20 of the existing Regional Centre Zone at Elizabeth and replacement with the Urban Activity Centre Zone.
- Removal of the Open Space Zone from Precinct 23 of the existing Regional Centre Zone at Elizabeth and replacement with the Urban Activity Centre Zone.
- Removal of the Community Facilities Zone from the northern areas of the existing District Centre Zone at Munno Para and replacement with the Urban Activity Centre Zone.
- Removal of a proposed split of the Community Facilities, Suburban Activity Centre and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zones for existing Local Centre Zones at Elizabeth Downs, Elizabeth East, Elizabeth North and Elizabeth Grove and replacement with a suitable Code Zone to stimulate the mixed use redevelopment and renewal of unused or vacant areas within the current zones.
- Removal of the Rural Zone from land currently within Virginia Commercial Policy Area 1 of the Primary Production Zone (also known as the Virginia Nursery site) and replacement with a more suitable Code Zone that supports the type, scale and intensity of land uses envisaged by current policy.
- Removal of the Rural Zone from land currently within the Primary Production Zone and owned by Renewal SA at Macdonald Park and replacement with the Rural Horticulture Zone.
- Removal of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from land currently within the Town Centre Zone at Virginia and replacement with a split of the Township Main Street Zone and Township Activity Centre Zone.
- Removal of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from land currently within Smithfield Centre Precinct 31 of the Town Centre Zone and replacement with the Suburban Employment Zone.
- Retention and application of Concept Plan Map Play/32 (Buckland Park Odour Impact Area).
- Removal of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from land at Elizabeth Grove currently within the Residential Regeneration Zone and replacement with the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Creation and spatial application of a bespoke zone or subzone to ensure local land use policies cater appropriately to the unique requirements of the Windermere Park Disability Care and Training Facility site at Buckland Park.
- Spatial application of the Limited Dwelling Overlay to areas within the proposed Rural Horticulture Zone proposed to also be covered by the Limited Land Division Overlay.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Removal of the Water Resources Overlay from land within Trinity College’s Blakeview Campus.
- Removal of the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay from land proposed to be located within the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone, and adjacent to the Northern Expressway at Andrews Farm.
- Removal of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from land currently within Smithfield Centre Precinct 31 of the Town Centre Zone and replacement with a lower-intensity Code Zone.
- Removal of Concept Plan Map Play/14 from the Code.
- Removal of the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone from land at Peachey Road, Davoren Park currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and replacement with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
- Removal of the Rural Zone from land currently within the Primary Production Zone and owned by Renewal SA at Macdonald Park and replacement with the Code Rural Horticulture Zone.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**SA.276 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Community Facilities Zone, Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Activity Centre Zone from current Local Centre Zones at Elizabeth Downs, Elizabeth East, Elizabeth North and Elizabeth Grove within the City of Playford **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Downs</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth East</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.277** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Zone from the existing Primary Production Zone, Virginia Commercial Policy Area 1 within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Virginia Commercial Policy Area 1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.278** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone at Elizabeth South within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone at Elizabeth South</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.279** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Hills Zone within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Hills Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.280 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Urban Activity Centre Zone from all relevant areas of One Tree Hill within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Township Zone for existing Precincts 30 and 35 and with the Residential Neighbourhood Zone for existing Precincts 34 and 36, as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Precincts 30, 34, 35 and 36</td>
<td><img src="draft.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="amended.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.281 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone from Precinct 20 and the Open Space Zone from Precinct 23 of the existing Regional Centre Zone at Elizabeth within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Urban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Centre Zone, Precincts 20 and 23</td>
<td><img src="draft.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="amended.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.282** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone and Suburban Employment Zone from areas currently within the District Centre Zone at Munno Para within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Urban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone at Munno Para</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.283** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Zone from a parcel of land owned by Renewal SA within the existing Primary Production Zone at MacDonald Park within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Rural Horticulture Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone at MacDonald Park</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.284 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Town Centre Zone at Virginia within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with a split of the Township Main Street Zone and Township Activity Centre Zone as guided by existing Concept Plan Play/23 and as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town Centre Zone at Virginia</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Town Centre Zone at Virginia" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.285 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Town Centre Zone Smithfield Centre, Precinct 31 within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Township Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town Centre Zone Smithfield Centre, Precinct 31</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Town Centre Zone Smithfield Centre" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan. It is considered that the Township Activity Centre Zone provides the most suitable transition for the policies of the current zone, where a diversity of relatively small scale business, commercial and retail activities are anticipated.
**SA.286** SPATIALLY APPLY the Interface Management Overlay to the area of Buckland Park defined as the ‘Odour Impact Area’ as outlined by existing Concept Plan Play/32 within the City of Playford, as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Odour Impact Area' as outlined by Concept Plan Play/32</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.287** SPATIALLY APPLY the Windamere Park Subzone of the Rural Horticulture Zone to the Windamere Park site at Buckland Park within the City of Playford as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windamere Park</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Windamere Park" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes associated with an anticipated increase in land uses and activities related to the provision of disability training and support services at the Windamere Park site.

**SA.288** SPATIALLY APPLY the Limited Dwelling Overlay to the same areas within the Rural Horticulture Zone of the City of Playford also proposed to be covered by the Limited Land Division Overlay (excluding the Windamere Park Subzone) and identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Primary Production Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.289** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from existing Local Centre Zones within the City of Playford AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Andrews Farm</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Blakeview, Craigmore, Elizabeth Downs</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Elizabeth North</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Local Centre Zone, Elizabeth East, Elizabeth, Elizabeth Grove, Hillbank**

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <em>not</em> recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **City of Playford**
Request that existing Concept Plan Map Play/32 (Buckland Park Odour Impact Area) is transitioned to the Code, as council considers that this plan retains an important function to guide future development in the area. Existing Policy Area 20 (Restricted Urban) contains policy which talks to the continuation of current (rural) land uses and the restriction of new residential development until an adjacent organic waste processing facility ceases to operate. | The Commission has resolved to spatially apply the Interface Management Overlay to the area of Buckland Park defined in the Concept Plan as the ‘Odour Impact Area’ to ensure appropriate policy remains to guide future proposals for the establishment of sensitive uses or receivers in the relevant area. |
| **City of Playford**
Request that the existing Residential Regeneration Zone at Elizabeth Grove transitions to the Code General Neighbourhood Zone instead of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as originally proposed. | The Commission has resolved to retain the Code Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone for this area of Elizabeth Grove. It is considered that the policy intent of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone provides for a more commensurate transition when compared to that of the General Neighbourhood Zone. The subject area is also considered a strategically important urban regeneration area advantaged by its proximity to existing services, public amenities, employment areas and other infrastructure. |
| **Public Submission**
Removal of the Water Resources Overlay from land within Trinity College’s Blakeview Campus. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**
Removal of the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay from land proposed to be located within the Master- | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planned Neighbourhood Zone, and adjacent to the Northern Expressway at Andrews Farm.</th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of Concept Plan Map Play/14 from the Code. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy |
| **Public Submission**  
Removal of the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone from land at Peachey Road, Davoren Park currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and replacement with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone. | A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation. |
City of Port Adelaide Enfield

Feedback received from the City of Port Adelaide Enfield sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Split the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone in Kilburn and Blair Athol.
- Inclusion of a Concept Plan for the northern part of Oakden and Gilles Plains.
- Creation of a new overlay for the land proposed to transition to the Significant Industry Interface Overlay from the existing Restricted Residential Policy Area 65.
- Suburban Employment Zone (Business and Commercial Zone) is not a like for like transition from what is currently the existing Multi-Function Polis Zone.
- Snowden Beach Marina (off George Robertson Drive, Largs North) (although meeting current development plan boundaries), is inappropriate.
- The entire allotment (Off George Robertson Drive, Largs) should be Open Space Zone.
- Existing Exeter Policy Area 68 has been placed into the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone, suggest that it transition to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Overwater housing at Gulf Point Drive, North Haven transition to the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Transition of the Discount Outlet Centre, Entertainment and Distribution Centre Policy Area 76 of the existing Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) Zone to the Employment Zone, is inappropriate.
- Port River should have a single consistent zoning.
- North Arm (water body) has been split into two zones, and request one zone be applied consistently.
- Request the former Gepps Cross Girls High School be rezoned to Employment Zone.
- Area within centre in Valley View be rezoned from Suburban Activity Centre Zone to Open Space Zone due to its current land use and ownership.
- Multiple zoning currently applies to the site at Off South Australia One Drive, North Haven. Suggest a single consistent zoning should be applied.
- Parcels surrounding the North Haven Golf Course at Oliver Rogers Rd, North Haven are proposed to be located in both the Employment Zone and the Open Space Zone (reflective of current zoning).
- Royal South Australian Yacht Squadron, a purpose built marina complex, should be considered for an Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone.
- Area within Gillman is split into two zones. Request the proposed zone boundary be aligned to the cadastre as opposed to the Council boundary of Port Adelaide Enfield.
- Request consistent zoning along both sides of Port Road.
- Open Space Zone should also be considered for the entirety of the Port Road median/road reserve.
- Request consistent application of zoning along the O-Bahn busway, Klemzig.
- Parcel of land at Estella Street, Osborne be amended so that only one zone applies.
- Request Ian W Fotheringham Reserve and Catherine Hutton Reserve, Lady Gowrie Drive, North Haven be zoned as Open Space Zone
- Petrol station (Broadview) is split across two zones, and should be rezoned as Suburban Activity Centre Zone
- 2 Trigg Street, Blair Athol is split across two zones.
- Biodiversity Park, Outer Harbor be zoned as Conservation Zone rather than Open Space Zone.
- Request Mutton Cove Conservation Reserve, Mersey Rd North, Osborne be transitioned to the Conservation Zone rather than the Open Space Zone.
• Request the boundary of the State Heritage Overlay as it applies to the Port Adelaide State Heritage Area be adjusted to exclude the northern car park.
• Advertising near Signalised Intersections Overlay should apply to the intersection of Semaphore Road/The Esplanade, Semaphore.
• Reserves in Dry Creek, Valley View should be included under the Native Vegetation Overlay.
• Review of the application of the Sloping Land Overlay.
• Review of the application of the Water Resources Overlay.

Non-council submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

• Extension of Coastal Areas Overlay within the Port Adelaide Enfield area.
• Certain areas in the General Neighbourhood Zone and Housing Diversity Zone should be rezoned to Suburban Neighbourhood.
• Ensure that all properties that currently face Semaphore Rd are entirely within the new Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
• Allotments at Largs Bay are better suited to the General Neighbourhood Zone and removal of the Character Area Overlay.
• Land in the Residential Character Zone used for commercial purposes rezone from Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the adjoining Suburban Activity Centre.
• Proposed Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is incorrect for Lightsview.
• Proposed Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is not suitable for Fort Largs site
• Suggest that the Osborne Naval Shipyards operations (Australian Naval Infrastructure) be accommodated with either a "Ship-building Sub-zone".
• Large retail format centres should be consistently zoned as Employment Zone.
• Introduce existing Mixed Use (Islington) Subzone to the Employment Zone (Formally Commercial and Business).
• There is no specific overlay for the Dolphin Sanctuary.
• In North Haven there is an area within three zones. Recommended that all land is consolidated within the 'Open Space' Zone.
• Request Garden Island land to be Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone (draft as Conservation Zone, currently MFP) and rezone the surrounding mangrove areas Conservation Zone.
Commission's Recommendations:

**SA.290** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone and Housing Diversity Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone (now covered by the Historic Areas Overlay or Character Areas Overlay) within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Alberton/Rosewater Policy Area 66</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Enfield Policy Area 67</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Exeter Policy Area 68</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map 6" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Glanville (East of Carlisle Street, Policy Area 69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Largs/Largs North Policy Area 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Rosewater Policy Area 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Semaphore/Largs Policy Area 72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.291** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Coastal Marina Zone, Residential Policy Area 3 within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Marina Zone, Residential Policy Area 3</td>
<td><img src="map1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="map2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.292** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and Suburban Main Street Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone and Jetty Road Policy Area 15 within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Taperoo</td>
<td><img src="map3.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="map4.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

325
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Largs Bay, Peterhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Semaphore/Semaphore South, Glanville</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Queenstown, Alberton, Rosewater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Woodville Gardens, Ferryden Park</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Mansfield Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Map of Mansfield Park]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Kilburn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Map of Kilburn]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Blair Athol, Enfield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Map of Blair Athol, Enfield]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Enfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Enfield" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Clearview, Northfield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Clearview, Northfield" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Holden Hill, Windsor Gardens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Holden Hill, Windsor Gardens" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone, Hampstead Gardens, Klemzig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Hampstead Gardens, Klemzig" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone, Enfield, Broadview, Greenacres, Manningham, Hampstead Gardens

Local Centre Zone, Hillcrest

Local Centre Zone, Jetty Road Policy Area 15

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.293** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone and Open Space Zone from land currently within the Multi-Function Polis Zone and Metropolitan Open Space System Zone, Recreation Policy Area 18, Precinct 4 Snowdens Beach within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the General Neighbourhood Zone, Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone and Open Space Zone in as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Function Polis Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan Open Space System Zone, Recreation Policy Area 18, Precinct 4 Snowdens Beach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses.
**SA.294** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone from the area identified within the existing Coastal Marina Zone, Boat Haven Policy Area 1 within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overwater housing at Gulf Point Drive, North Haven within the existing Coastal Marina Zone, Boat Haven Policy Area 1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan and current land uses.

**SA.295** SPATIALLY APPLY the Retail Activity Centre Subzone within the Employment Zone to the existing Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) Zone within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.296** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Open Space Zone from the existing Metropolitan Open Space System Zone, Conservation Policy Area 17 (Port Adelaide Enfield Development Plan) and Metropolitan Open Space System (Conservation) Zone (Land Not Within a Council Area (Metro) Development Plan) **AND REPLACE** with the Conservation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan Open Space System Zone, Conservation Policy Area 17 - Port Adelaide Enfield Development Plan</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan Open Space System (Conservation) Zone – Land Not Within a Council Area (Metro) Development Plan</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.297** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone the identified area within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the Strategic Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified area of the existing Community Zone, Schools Policy Area 5</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses.
**SA.298** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the area identified within the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Grand Junction Road Policy Area 25 within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield AND REPLACE with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified area within the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Grand Junction Road Policy Area 25</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /> Suburban Activity Centre</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /> Open Space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses.

**SA.299** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Conservation Zone and Recreation Zone from the identified area within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield AND REPLACE with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple zoning currently applies to the site at Off South Australia One Drive, North Haven (CT 5969/803, CT 6132/710)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /> Conservation and Recreation</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /> Open Space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses along with consistent policy approach.
SA.300 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Employment Zone from the identified area / parcel of land within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parcel of land at Estella Street, Osborne be amended so that only one zone applies</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and amend a minor anomaly.

SA.301 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina) Zone from the identified area / parcels of land within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ian W Fotheringham Reserve and Catherine Hutton Reserve, Lady Gowrie Drive, North Haven</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses.
**SA.302** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Gillman Subzone and Concept Plan 102 TNV within the Strategic Employment Zone to the area in existing Industry Zone, Gillman Policy Area 74 and Industry Zone, Coastal Resource Recovery Policy Area 10 Precinct 1 Co-ordinated Development within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Gillman Policy Area 74 and Industry Zone, Coastal Resource Recovery Policy Area 10 Precinct 1 Co-ordinated Development</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.303 SPATIALLY APPLY the National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone within the Strategic Employment Zone to the area in existing Industry Zone, Osborne Maritime Policy Area 11 within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Osborne Maritime Policy Area 11</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.304 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Ports Subzone Plan within the Strategic Employment Zone to the area in existing Industry Zone, Ports Policy Area 12 within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Ports Policy Area 12</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.305** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Retail Activity Centre Subzone within the Employment Zone to the area in existing Mixed Use (Islington) Zone within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use (Islington) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Mixed Use (Islington) Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Retail Activity Centre Subzone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reason:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong> Remove the Water Resources Overlay from land on Days Road, Regency Park (Allotment 81 in Deposited Plan 88206).</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong> Request for allotments (which form one property) at 74 and 76 Semaphore Road, Semaphore to be amalgamated into one zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield / Public Submission</strong> The proposed transition of the Fort Largs site at Taperoo to the Master Planned Suburban</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Zone is not suitable for the site and instead considers the Urban Neighbourhood Zone would better represent the density, height and general form of residential development anticipated for the site.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;The proposed Master planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is incorrect for Lightsview. Alternative zoning of Urban Neighbourhood Zone is the preferred option as it is the closest match for current zoning. Adoption of this zone will address key density and building height issues to allow the approved master plan to be delivered.</td>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;Request for the land at 1-9 Woolnough Road, Semaphore to be rezoned from the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the adjoining Suburban Activity Centre Zone under the Code.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;Subject site housing 8 allotments at 1 Everard St &amp; 208-210 Lady Gowrie Drive, Largs Bay, submit the proposed application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is not a 'like for like' transition. Request their site instead be transitioned to the General Neighbourhood Zone. Additionally, remove the Character Area Overlay from this portion of the site.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;Request a review of the application of the Sloping Land Overlay to confirm that it is accurate.</td>
<td>Sloping Land Overlay - has since been removed and replaced by policy within the Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;Request reserves in Dry Creek, Valley View be included under the Native Vegetation Overlay.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong>&lt;br&gt;Suggest the Advertising near Signalised Intersections Overlay apply to the intersection of Semaphore Road/The Esplanade, Semaphore.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggest the boundary of the State Heritage Overlay as it applies to the Port Adelaide State Heritage Area be adjusted to exclude the northern car park.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Trigg Street, Blair Athol is split across two zones, and suggest that the allotment be zoned Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the Petrol station on the allotment at 78-80 Hampstead Road, Broadview be rezoned to Suburban Activity Centre Zone (per adjacent zone) as it is split across two zones and will better align the land use and policy direction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request consistent application of zoning along the O-Bahn busway, Klemzig (as a corridor).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the Open Space Zone be considered for the entirety of the Port Road median/road reserve.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land off Moorhouse Road, Gillman - Allotment 500 in Deposited Plan 89039 is split into two zones: (1) Employment Zone (2) Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone. Request the proposed zone boundary be aligned to the cadastre as opposed to the Council boundary of Port Adelaide Enfield.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the Royal South Australian Yacht Squadron, a purpose built marina complex, be considered for an Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcels surrounding the North Haven Golf Course at Oliver Rogers Rd, North Haven are proposed to be located in both the Employment Zone and the Open Space Zone (reflective of current zoning). Recommended that the boundary be re-aligned to avoid a zone spilt within the allotment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the Port River have a single consistent zoning, unless circumstances dictate otherwise, as opposed to splitting the area into five zones.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spilt the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood into two zones, this being the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood and General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion of a Concept Plan reflecting the existing Structure Planning process for Gilles Plains/Oakden.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension of Coastal Areas Overlay within the Port Adelaide Enfield area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that all properties that currently face Semaphore Rd are entirely within the new Suburban Activity Centre Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allotments at Largs Bay are better suited to the General Neighbourhood Zone and removal of the Character Area Overlay.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land in the Residential Character Zone used for commercial purposes rezone from Suburban</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Zone to the adjoining Suburban Activity Centre.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Public Submission**  
Proposed Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is incorrect for Lightsview. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Proposed Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone is not suitable for Fort Largs site. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Large retail format centres should be consistently zoned as Employment Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Introduce existing Mixed Use (Islington) Subzone to the Employment Zone (Formally Commercial and Business). – new Retail Activity Centre Subzone has been applied. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
There is no specific overlay for the Dolphin Sanctuary. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
In North Haven there is an area within three zones. Recommended that all land is consolidated within the ‘Open Space’ Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Request Garden Island land to be zoned Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) (draft as Conservation Zone, currently MFP) and rezone the surrounding mangrove areas Conservation Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
Port Augusta City Council

Feedback received from the Port Augusta City Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Resource Extraction Zone to the area of the Stirling North Quarry, instead of the Rural Zone.
- The Commission recommended the Local Activity Centre Zone is applied to three local shopping centres instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations

SA.306 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre zone AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre zone to the area in three local shopping centres within the Port Augusta City Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Shirley Street</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, Shirley Street" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Local Centre Zone, Shirley Street" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, McSporran Crescent</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map of Local Centre Zone, McSporran Crescent" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Local Centre Zone, McSporran Crescent" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone, Carlton Parade

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not recommended by the Commission:</strong></th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Port Augusta City Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Resource Extraction Zone to the area of the Stirling North Quarry, instead of the Rural Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Port Lincoln

Feedback received from the City of Port Lincoln sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Community Facilities Zone to the area of Navigator College, instead of the Recreation and Suburban Neighbourhood Zones.
- Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to the residential area of Lincoln Cove Marina, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- The retention of a Concept Plan for Proper Bay stipulating staging of infrastructure.
- The Commission recommended the Hills Neighbourhood Zone be applied to areas currently included in Concept Plan Map PtL/6 Happy Valley Environs, and areas currently zoned Residential and Residential Hills in the northern part of the LGA, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.307 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood and General Neighbourhood Zones from the residential area of Lincoln Cove Marina the within the City of Port Lincoln AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential area of Lincoln Cove Marina</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.308 SPATIALLY APPLY existing Concept Plan PtL/3 for Infrastructure and Staging to the area of Proper Bay within the City of Port Lincoln as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.309 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the areas included in existing Concept Plan Map PtL/6 Happy Valley Environments and areas currently zoned Residential and Residential Hills in the northern part of the City of Port Lincoln AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone and Residential Hills Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

| City of Port Lincoln Apply the Community Facilities Zone to the area of Navigator College, instead of the Recreation and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. | Reason: The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
Port Pirie Regional Council

Feedback received from the Port Pirie Regional Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Create a Subzone in the Employment Zone that recognises the current Policy Area 4 in the Industry Zone, which is the site of the Nyrstar Smelter.
- Adjust the zone boundary for the local centre at Ridson Park so that all land used for commercial purposes is included in the Local Activity Centre Zone.
- Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to the area currently in Policy Area 9 of the Regional Centre Zone, instead of the Community Facilities Zone.
- Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to the area currently zoned Commercial on Grey Terrace, instead of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone).
- Remove the Hazards (Bushfire – General Risk) Overlay from the residential estate of Peterson Circuit, Ridson Park.
- The Commission recommended the Local Activity Centre Zone is applied to three local shopping centres instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.

Commission's Recommendations:

**SA.310 SPATIALLY APPLY** the Significant Industry Subzone to the area currently in Policy Area 4 of the Industry Zone (Nyrstar Smelter site) within the Port Pirie Regional Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Area 4 of the Industry Zone (Nyrstar Smelter site)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.311 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone at Risdon Park within the Port Pirie Regional Council **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone. **ADJUST** the zone boundary so that all land used for commercial purposes is included as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Risdon Park</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered it will correct a mapping anomaly.

SA.312 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** the Community Facilities Zone from the existing Regional Centre Zone, Policy Area 9 within the Port Pirie Regional Council **AND REPLACE** with the Urban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Area 9 of the Regional Centre Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.313  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone within the Port Pirie Regional Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Balmoral Road</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Kingston Road</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Port Pirie Regional Council**  
Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to the area currently zoned Commercial on Grey Terrace, instead of the Suburban Employment Zone (now called the Employment Zone) | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Port Pirie Regional Council</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remove the Hazards (Bushfire – General Risk) Overlay from the residential estate of Peterson Circuit, Ridson Park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.

Removal of the Overlay requires a risk analysis, and bushfire mapping is being reviewed separately with relevant investigations.
City of Prospect

Feedback received from the City of Prospect sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone Policy Area A350.
- Retention and application of the following Concept Plans:
  - Concept Plan UrC/1, 2, 4 & 6 – Urban Corridor Zone
  - Concept Plans NCe/ 2 & 3 – Neighbourhood Centre Zone
  - Concept Plan DCe/1 – District Centre Zone
  - Concept Plans ShP/1-4 - shared car parking areas.

Non-council submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone, Policy Area A350.
- Spatially apply a new retail Subzone to the Mixed Use (Islington) Zone to reflect the intent of current zoning to allow a range of retail uses in the zone.
- Spatially apply a new design overlay to address the interface between large scale retail development and residential areas.
- Spatially apply a new Overlay to map the location of Contributory Items
- Replace the spatial application of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone with a new zone to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.314 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Historic (Conservation) Zone (all policy areas) within the City of Prospect AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone and the Historic Area Overlay as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Zone Fitzroy Terrace Policy Area 1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td>North Ovingham Policy Area 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td>Prospect Lanes Policy Area 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td>Highbury Policy Area 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td>Ballville/Gloucester Policy Area 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Historic (Conservation) Zone
Medindie Gardens Policy
Area 11.

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.315** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area A560 and Residential Policy Area A450 within the City of Prospect AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone and the Character Area Overlay as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area A560, Residential Policy Area A450</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area A560, Residential Policy Area A450" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.


**SA.316** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area A350 within the City of Prospect AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone and the Character Area Overlay as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area A350.</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.317 SPATIALLY APPLY** a new Retail Activity Centre Subzone to the existing Mixed Use (Islington) Zone within the City of Prospect as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use (Islington) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

---

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Prospect</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban</td>
<td>The new Established Neighbourhood Zone has been spatially applied to the Residential Zone, Policy Area A350, in line with the Commission’s policy position to apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone Policy Area A350.</td>
<td>areas affected by the Historic or Character Area Overlay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Prospect</strong>&lt;br&gt;Retention and application of the following Concept Plans:&lt;br&gt;  - Concept Plan UrC/1, 2, 4 &amp; 6 – Urban Corridor Zone&lt;br&gt;  - Concept Plans NCe/ 2 &amp; 3 – Neighbourhood Centre Zone&lt;br&gt;  - Concept Plan DCe/1 – District Centre Zone&lt;br&gt;  - Concept Plans ShP/1-4 - shared car parking areas</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone Policy Area A350.</td>
<td>The new Established Neighbourhood Zone has been spatially applied to the Residential Zone, Policy Area A350, in line with the Commission’s policy position to apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to all areas affected by the Historic or Character Area Overlay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Spatially apply a new design overlay to address the interface between large scale retail development and residential areas</td>
<td>There to be sufficient policy within the Code to address the interface between retail zones and neighbourhood zones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Spatially apply a new Overlay to map the location of Contributory Items.</td>
<td>Contributory Items are now recognised in the Code as Representative Buildings. Representative Buildings have been mapped in the South Australian Property and Planning Atlas (SAPPA) and are referenced in the relevant Character Area or Historic Area Statements (depending on whether the Character Area Overlay or Historic Area Overlay applies).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Replace the spatial application of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone with a new zone to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone.</td>
<td>A new Local Activity Centre Zone has been introduced to be spatially applied to Local Centre Zones. The Commission is of the view that the Suburban Activity Centre Zone remains the most appropriate zone to spatially apply to Neighbourhood Centre Zones. A maximum building height TNV has been introduced to the Suburban Activity Centre Zone, which will enable existing building height controls in the Development Plan to be carried over into the Code.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the City of Salisbury sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Centres policy has been applied inconsistently across the City of Salisbury Centres.
- Building Near Airfields Overlay has not been spatially applied to Edinburgh Defence Airfield.
- Concept Plan Map Sal/3 Edinburgh Defence Airfield Lighting Constraints has not been transitioned from Development Plan to the Code.
- The St Kilda Radar Installation is proposed in the Code to be within the Employment Zone. Council recommends this to be changed to Commonwealth Facilities Zone.
- Align Defence Aviation Area mapping to new coastal LGA boundaries along revised High Water mark.
- Employment Areas at Mary/Dan Street area of Mawson Lakes must have the Code zone classification reviewed as it is inappropriate.
- The adjacent Technology Park precinct more appropriate policy designation to aligning with the high technology uses.
- Local Road Widening controls have been omitted in the draft Code and must be reinstated.
- General Neighbourhood Zone not appropriate zoning for existing Residential Zone, Policy Area 18.
- Shoalhaven Greenfields Stage 2 Wetland at Mawson Lakes - existing Multi-Function Polis (Levels) Zone. The Code open space zoning reduces the flexibility that the currently Development Plan zoning provided.
- Retention of the existing Concept Plan Sal/22 and supporting policies is required.
- Rural Living Zone policies for the area at Globe Derby that is adjacent the Trotting Track should recognise the existing character and land use restrictions
- Minor zone boundary adjustments are recommended where the boundaries are slightly offset, bisected or a property is clearly located outside of its intended zone (numerous locations – Direk, Burton, Salisbury, Salisbury Plains, Salisbury East and Port Wakefield Road).
- Section of Pt Wakefield Rd is zoned Open Space and it dissects an industrial precinct. This is unnecessary & the entire precinct should be within the Industry Zone.
- Boundary between the existing Primary Production and Open Space Zones cutting through the site of 813-825 Port Wakefield Road and is not aligned with cadastre.
- Property in Gulfview Heights currently zoned as Open Space. Site is proposed to be located within the Open Space Zone. Request to rezone property as General Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Caravan and Tourist Park Zone – land division will shift the cadastral boundary, hence it is desirable to align with Code Zone boundary with the altered cadastral boundary.
- Include existing Concept Plan Maps Sal/4, Sal/6, Sal/10, Sal/22, Sal/28, and Sal/34.

**Non Council Submissions**

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Request for land at Direk from the Rural Zone to the General Neighbourhood Zone – locality part of a current DPA.
- Rezoning request and spatial application of Overlay for Boral Quarry site.
- Minor zone boundary adjustment at Salisbury.
- Review zoning for existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone and adjoining land use.
- Request or rezoning of Rural Zone land at Bolivar for commercial purposes.
- Technology Park, Mawson Lakes – Request for this land to be transitioned to the Innovation Zone rather than the Urban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Technology Park, Mawson Lakes – The land currently zoned Urban Corridor — Business Policy Area is proposed to be zoned 'Urban Activity Centre'. More appropriate for different zoning.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

**SA.318 SPATIALLY APPLY** the Retail Activity Centre Subzone within the Employment Zone to the existing Mixed Use (Bulky Goods, Entertainment and Leisure) Zone within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use (Bulky Goods, Entertainment and Leisure) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
SA.319 SPATIALLY APPLY the Future Local Road Widening Overlay to the areas identified within Salisbury Development Plan – Table Sal/1 – Building Setbacks for Road Boundaries as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table Sal/1 – Building Setbacks for Road Boundaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.320 Amend Spatial Application

**AMEND SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone boundary within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remaining allotment north of the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and amend a minor anomaly.

### SA.321 Remove Spatial Application

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Open Space Zone from the identified allotment within both the Primary Production Zone and Open Space Zone, Recreation Policy Area 15 **AND REPLACE** with the Rural Zone within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified allotment within both the Primary Production Zone and Open Space Zone, Recreation Policy Area 15</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and amend an anomaly.
**SA.322 AMEND SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Zone and General Neighbourhood Zone boundaries to the identified allotments within both the Primary Production Zone, Aircraft Noise Policy Area 16 and Residential Zone within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified allotments within both the Primary Production Zone, Aircraft Noise Policy Area 16 and Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan and amend an anomaly to better align with allotment boundaries.

**SA.323 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the identified allotment within both the Industry Zone and Residential Zone (Note: Employment Zone renamed Strategic Employment Zone) in Salisbury Plain AND REPLACE with the Strategic Employment Zone within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified allotment within both the Industry Zone and Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan and amend an anomaly.
SA.324 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Employment Zone from the identified allotment within both the Commercial Zone and Residential Zone in Salisbury East AND REPLACE with the General Neighbourhood Zone within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified allotment within both the Commercial Zone and Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Suburban Employment Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="General Neighbourhood Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and amend an anomaly.

SA.325 SPATIALLY APPLY the Animal Husbandry Subzone of the Rural Living Zone to the existing Rural Living Zone, Bolivar Policy Area 19 within the City of Salisbury as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Living Zone, Bolivar Policy Area 19</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Rural Living Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Animal Husbandry Subzone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.326** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the identified area shown in existing Concept Plan Sal/22 within the City of Salisbury **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Concept Plan Sal/22</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="General Neighbourhood Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Suburban Neighbourhood" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.327** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Salisbury Residential Policy Area 18 within the City of Salisbury **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Salisbury Residential Policy Area 18</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="General Neighbourhood Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Suburban Neighbourhood" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.328 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Urban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Urban Corridor Zone, Business Policy Area 27 within the City of Salisbury **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Business Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Corridor Zone, Business Policy Area 27</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Urban Activity Centre Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Suburban Business Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.329 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Urban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Urban Core Zone within the City of Salisbury **AND REPLACE** with the Strategic Innovation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Core Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Urban Neighbourhood Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Strategic Innovation Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan and current land uses.
**SA.330** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the zone splits from the existing District Centre Zone (Ingle Farm Policy Area 2 and Salisbury Downs Policy Area 4) and Neighbourhood Centre Zone within the City of Salisbury AND REPLACE with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Ingle Farm Policy Area 2</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Salisbury Downs Policy Area 4</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Concept Plan Sal/15</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Concept Plan Sal/13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.331 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Sal/3 within the City of Salisbury (and City of Playford) as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Concept Plan Map Sal/3" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Concept Plan 81" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

SA.332 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Salisbury **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Salisbury North, Paralowie</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Parafield Gardens, Salisbury Downs, Salisbury</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Salisbury, Brahma Lodge, Salisbury Park, Salisbury Heights, Salisbury East</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Salisbury East</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Para Hills West, Para Hills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone, Valley View

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.

**SA.333** **REPLACE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Hills Zone and Residential Hills Zone, Castieau Estate Policy Area 21 within the City of Salisbury **AND REPLACE** with Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Hills Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Hills Zone, Castieau Estate Policy Area 21</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The St Kilda Radar Installation is proposed in the Code to be within the Employment Zone. Recommends this to be changed to Commonwealth Facilities Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Align Defence Aviation Area mapping to new coastal LGA boundaries along revised High Water mark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoalhaven Greenfields Stage 2 Wetland at Mawson Lakes - Multi Function Polis (Levels) zone. The Code open space zoning reduces the flexibility that Dev. plan zoning provided. It is considered that the proposed designation for the portion of wetland becomes a Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Space Zone/Industry Zone Map Sal/46 – this section of Pt Wakefield Rd is zoned Open Space and it dissects this industrial precinct. This is unnecessary &amp; the entire precinct should be within the Industry Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone Boundary Anomaly 101 Wynn Vale Drive, Gulfview Heights. Zoned as Open Space. Site is proposed to be located within the Open Space Zone. Request to rezone property as General Neighbourhood Zone or Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include the following Concept Plans:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Map Sal/4 - Globe Derby Park.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Map Sal/6 - Urban Employment Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Map Sal/10 - North East Salisbury.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for land at Direk from the Rural Zone to the General Neighbourhood Zone – locality part of a current DPA.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning request and spatial application of Overlay for Boral Quarry site.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review zoning for existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone and adjoining land use (Salisbury South, Madison Park Primary, Salisbury East, and Keller Road Primary).</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request or rezoning of Rural Zone land at Bolivar for commercial purposes.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Tea Tree Gully

Feedback received from the City of Tea Tree Gully sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Two areas designated for medium density development within the existing District Centre Zone, Golden Grove District Centre Policy Area 2, Golden Grove Community Precinct 2 are incorrectly zoned.
- Highland Shopping Centre and Sunnybrook Shopping Centre have been incorrectly transitioned from Neighbourhood Centre Zone to Suburban Employment Zone.
- Request existing Residential Zone Policy Area 16 be rezoned to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and the 800m² Minimum Allotment Size TNV be applied to this area.
- Request the inclusion of Concept Maps TTG/16, TTG/17 and TTG/18.
- Request the Maximum Building Heights represented on Concept Plan Map TTG/14 in the Tea Tree Gully Development Plan be reflected within the Code as a TNV.
- Request the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone located within Tea Tree Gully Council area have a TNV, which stipulates a minimum net residential density per hectare requirement of 35 dwellings per hectare.
- Request the Urban Activity Zone located within Tea Tree Gully Council area have a TNV which stipulates minimum density requirement of 67 dwellings per hectare.
- Request a minimum Frontage TNV of 14 metres be included for cul-de-sac development for land that is currently Residential Zone – Target Hill Policy Area.
- Request a TNV of 2 storeys in building levels/height be included within the Suburban Employment Zone.
- Apply Minimum Site Area TNV of 20,000m² for parts of the Rural Living Zone at Yatala Vale.
- There is currently no minimum allotment size in the Township Zone.
- Identified inconsistency between the dwelling densities in its current Development Plan and those proposed by new Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.

Non Council Submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Review the application of the existing Mineral Extraction Zone, to the proposed Resource Extraction Zone.
- Rezone land at Para Valley Road Golden Grove from the proposed Hills Face Zone to either the Peri Urban Zone or Rural Living Zone given its adjacency to built-up areas.
- Rezone two allotments currently zoned MOSS to a Residential Zone.
- Rezone land at One Tree Hill Road, Golden Grove from Rural Living to Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Rezone land at Lamuli Street, Fairview Park from the proposed Hills Face Zone to General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Rezone two parcels of land in Highbury from Open Space Zone to General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Rezone land at Mulberry Drive, Highbury from Open Space Zone to a Residential Zone.
- Rezone land at Mulberry Drive, Highbury from Open Space Zone to Deferred Urban Zone.
Commission’s Recommendations:

**SA.334** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Target Hill Policy Area 17 within the City of Tea Tree Gully AND REPLACE with Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Target Hill Policy Area 17</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.335** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone and Local Centre Zone, Golden Grove Local Centre Policy Area 5 within the City of Tea Tree Gully AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Golden Grove</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Redwood Park, Banksia Park</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Redwood Park</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Tea Tree Gully</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Holden Hill, Modbury</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone, Hope Valley

Local Centre Zone, Dernancourt

Local Centre Zone, Golden Grove Local Centre Policy Area 5

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.336** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Employment Zone from the existing Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Golden Grove Neighbourhood Centre Policy Area 7 within the City of Tea Tree Gully **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Golden Grove Neighbourhood Centre Policy Area 7</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Suburban Employment" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Suburban Activity Centre" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Golden Grove Neighbourhood Centre Policy Area 7</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Suburban Employment" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Suburban Activity Centre" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.337** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the area identified within Concept Plan TTG/8 in the existing Residential Zone, Golden Grove South Policy Area 16 within the City of Tea Tree Gully **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified area within Concept Plan TTG/8 located in the Residential Zone, Golden Grove South Policy Area 16</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="General Neighbourhood" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Suburban Neighbourhood" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.338 SPATIALLY APPLY the Neighbourhood Subzone within the Community Facilitates Zone to the identified areas within the existing District Centre Zone, Golden Grove District Centre Policy Area 2, Precinct 2 Golden Grove Community within the City of Tea Tree Gully as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone, Golden Grove District Centre Policy Area 2, Precinct 2 Golden Grove Community</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Tea Tree Gully</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the inclusion of existing Concept Maps TTG/16, TTG/17 and TTG/18.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Tea Tree Gully</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone located within Tea Tree Gully Council area have a TNV, which stipulates a minimum net residential density per hectare requirement of 35 dwellings per hectare.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Tea Tree Gully</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request the Urban Activity Zone located within Tea Tree Gully Council area have a TNV which stipulates minimum density requirement of 67 dwellings per hectare.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Tea Tree Gully</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request a minimum Frontage TNV of 14 metres be included for cul-de-sac development for land that is currently Residential Zone – Target Hill Policy Area.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for land in Highbury consider the ‘Resource Extraction Zone’ suitable zoning for the subject site, instead the General Neighbourhood Zone is more appropriate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for land in Golden Grove from the proposed Hills Face Zone to either the Peri-Urban Zone or Rural Living Zone given its adjacency to built-up areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for land at One Tree Hill Road, Golden Grove from Rural Living to Master Planned Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for land in Highbury from Open Space Zone to General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for land at Mulberry Drive, Highbury from Open Space Zone to a Residential Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request for land at Mulberry Drive, Highbury from Open Space Zone to Deferred Urban Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Unley

Feedback received from the City of Unley sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new zones:
  - A site-specific zone to be applied to the existing Showgrounds Zone in place of the proposed Recreation Zone.
  - A local centre-type zone to be applied to the existing Local Centre Zone in place of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
- Replace the spatial application the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the General Neighbourhood Zone for the areas currently zoned Residential B200 and Residential B250.
- Replace the spatial application the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for the areas currently zoned:
  - Residential B300
  - Residential B350
  - Residential, Infill Policy Area 12, Precinct 12.1
  - Residential, Infill Policy Area 12, Precinct 12.2.
- Replace the spatial application the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone with the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone for the areas currently zoned:
  - Residential Regeneration, Major Roads Policy Area 14
  - Residential Regeneration, Renewal Policy Area 15.
- Replace the spatial application the Suburban Main Street Zone with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone for the area currently zoned District Centre (East – Unley Road).
- Replace the spatial application the Community Facilities Zone with the Recreation Zone for the area currently zoned Institutional, Orphanage Policy Area 18.
- Replace the spatial application the Suburban Business Zone with the Business Neighbourhood Zone for the area currently zoned Mixed Use 1.
- Replace the spatial application the Employment Zone with the Business Neighbourhood Zone for the area currently zoned Mixed Use 2.
- Retention and application of the following existing Concept Plans:
  - Concept Plans Un/3, Un/4, Un/5, Un/6 & Un/7 - Boulevard (Greenhill Road) Policy Area
  - Concept Plan SA/1 – Spence Avenue Policy Area
  - Concept Plan RR/1 – Renewal Policy Area
  - Concept Plan Un/8 – District Centre Zone, Connections & Key Areas
  - Concept Plan Un/9 – District Centre Zone, Indicative Building Heights
  - Concept Plan Un/10 – District Centre Zone, Ground Level Setbacks
  - Concept Plan Un/11 - Transit Living (Anzac Hwy) and Business (Leader St and Maple Ave).

Non-council submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Rezone the existing Residential B350 Zone from General Neighbourhood to Suburban Neighbourhood.
- Removal of the Historic Area Overlay from private land.
- Rezone land from Suburban Neighbourhood to Urban Renewal Neighbourhood.
- Extension of the Affordable Housing Overlay to cover areas currently identified in the Development Plan as areas where affordable housing is encouraged.
- Creation of a new zone or subzone specifically for the Adelaide Showgrounds site.
Commission's Recommendations:

SA.339 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Residential Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Residential Streetscape (Built Form) Zone and Residential Streetscape (Landscape) Zone (all policy areas) within the City of Unley **AND REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone and the Historic Area Overlay as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 1 - Compact Goodwood Estate</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 2 – Compact Parkside St Ann's Estate.</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 3 – Spacious Fullarton Roseberry Estate.</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 4 – Spacious Millswood Page Estate.

Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 5 – Spacious Millswood Wooldridge Estate.

Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 6 – Spacious Unley and Malvern Trimmer Estate.
Residential Historic (Conservation) Zone, Policy Area 7 – Spacious Grand Unley Heywood Estate.

Residential Streetscape (Built Form) Zone, Policy Area 8 – Compact.

Residential Streetscape (Built Form) Zone, Policy Area 9 – Spacious.
Residential Streetscape (Built Form) Zone, Policy Area 10 – Grand.
Residential Streetscape (Landscape) Zone, Landscape Policy Area 11.

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.340 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Unley **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Everard Park</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Kings Park</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.341** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Recreation Zone from the existing Showgrounds Zone, Policy Areas 22 and 23 within the City of Unley **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Business Zone and the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Showground Zone, Rose Terrace Policy Area 22 and Leader Street Policy Area 23 (Core Policy Area 21 to remain Recreation Zone)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.342** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential B350 Zone within the City of Unley **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential B350 Zone (excluding areas covered by Res Code)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Infill Policy Area 12, Precinct 12.2</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.343** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Main Street Zone from the existing District Centre Zone (East – Unley Road and West – Unley Road) within the City of Unley AND REPLACE with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Centre Zone (East -Unley Road and West – Unley Road)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.344** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing Institutional Zone, Orphanage Policy Area 18 within the City of Unley AND REPLACE with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Zone, Orphanage Policy Area 18</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.345  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Business Zone from the existing Mixed Use 1 Zone within the City of Unley **AND REPLACE** with the Business Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use 1 Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.346 SPATIALLY APPLY** the existing Concept Plan Un/11 - Transit Living (Anzac Hwy) and Business (Leader St and Maple Ave) within the City of Unley as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Development Plan" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
**SA.347** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the new Urban Corridor Living Retail Activity Centre Subzone within the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone to the former LeCornu site in the existing Urban Corridor Zone, Policy Area 24 – Transit Living (Anzac Highway) within the City of Unley as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Corridor Zone, Policy Area 24 – Transit Living (Anzac Highway)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.348** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Affordable Housing Overlay to zones currently specified in the Development Plan as areas that can support affordable housing within the City of Unley as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Showground Zone, Leader Street Policy Area 23</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Residential Streetscape (Landscape) Zone**

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Unley</strong>&lt;br&gt;A site-specific zone to be applied to the existing Showgrounds Zone in place of the proposed Recreation Zone.</td>
<td>The Recreation Zone (revised), Urban Corridor (living) Zone and Suburban Business Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Unley</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone with the General Neighbourhood Zone for the areas currently zoned Residential B200 and Residential B250.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **City of Unley**<br>The General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for the areas currently zoned:  
  - Residential B300  
  - Residential, Infill Policy Area 12, Precinct 12.1. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
<p>| <strong>City of Unley</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone with the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone for the areas currently zoned: | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Unley</th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Regeneration, Major Roads Policy Area 14</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Regeneration, Renewal Policy Area 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Retention and application of the following Concept Plans:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Plans Un/3, Un/4, Un/5, Un/6 &amp; Un/7 - Boulevard (Greenhill Road) Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Plan SA/1 – Spence Avenue Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Plan RR/1 – Renewal Policy Area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Plan Un/8 – District Centre Zone, Connections &amp; Key Areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Plan Un/9 – District Centre Zone, Indicative Building Heights</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Plan Un/10 – District Centre Zone, Ground Level Setbacks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Removal of the Historic Area Overlay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Rezoning of land from Suburban Neighbourhood to Urban Renewal Neighbourhood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>The Recreation Zone (revised), Urban Corridor (living) Zone and Suburban Business Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Creation of a new zone or subzone specifically for the Adelaide Showgrounds site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Victor Harbor

Feedback received from the City of Victor Harbor sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the within its local government area:

- Request to replace the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to enable the transition of specific dwelling types, minimum site areas and/or site frontages which are currently inconsistent with Development Plan policy, for the following Development Plan locations:
  - Residential Zone, Bay Road Policy Area 12.
  - Residential Zone, Hayborough Policy Area 14.
  - Residential Zone, Canterbury West Policy Area 16.
  - Residential Zone, Hindmarsh River Policy Area 17.
  - Residential Zone, Lakeside Policy Area 19.
  - Residential Zone, McCracken Golf Course Policy Area 20.
  - Residential Zone, Mount Breckan Policy Area 21.
  - Residential Zone, Town Centre Policy Area 22.
  - Residential Zone, Yilki Residential Policy Area 25.

- Request to replace the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to enable the transition of specific dwelling types, minimum site areas and/or site frontages and building height development plan policy, particularly in relation to Kleinig’s Hill that protects important views, for the following Development Plan locations:
  - Residential Zone, Waterfront Policy Area 24
  - Residential Zone, Hayborough Policy Area 14 (Kleinig’s Hill)

- Request to replace the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to enable the transition of specific local policy including for minimum site areas, frontages and pontoon structures to the Residential Zone, Lakeside Policy Area 19.

- Concern that the existing Regional Centre Zone Policy Areas have been transitioned into 4 different Code Zones and seek an alternative zone transition.

- The application of the Urban Activity Centre Zone to the Business Policy Area 8 is inappropriate given the scale envisaged for that Zone and the Tourism Development Zone is also an inappropriate zone for the Visitor Experiences Policy Area which doesn’t envisage the range of uses envisaged by the either the Suburban Main Street or Urban Activity Centre Zones.

- The application of the Suburban Main Street Zone to the existing Town Centre Character Policy Area 28 is not appropriate as the use and scale intended is not aligned with the current policy.

- The remainder of the Main Street has been transitioned to either ‘Tourism Development’ (Visitor Facilities Policy Area 11) or ‘Urban Activity Centre’ (Business Policy Area 8) both of which are inappropriate. The Tourism Development Zone is of a scale that is considered inconsistent with the current streetscape and land use intent.

- Concern that some tourist and educational related uses that are currently envisaged within Granite Island Precinct 1 of the Coastal Conservation Zone will not be supported by the proposed new policy framework.

- Request the Conservation Zone be considered for the shore line within Victor Harbor Council area in order to be consistent with Alexandrina Council and aligned with the intent of the area.

- Concern that some tourist type development and the scale of shop uses that are currently envisaged for the Victor Harbor Golf Course will not be supported by the proposed new policy framework.

- The Inman River Tourist Recreation Policy Area 30 should be split into Community Facilities Zone and Open Space Zone to reflect actual land uses, the Tourism Development Zone does not reflect the locality.
- The City of Victor Harbor Local Centre Zone has been transitioned to Suburban Activity Centre which is inappropriate. The intent of the Zone has changed to an extreme degree.
- Request Concept Plan Map ViH3 – Regional Centre (or its intent) be retained in the Code.
- Request existing Concept Plan Map ViH/4 - Warland Reserve and Surrounds (Regional Centre) be retained in the Code to ensure the future protection of Warland Reserve (along with linking Objective 4 of the existing Coastal Open Space Zone)
- Request Concept Plan Map ViH/5 - Deferred Urban be retained in the Code as it has an active policy role to play in the future staging of development and the provision of infrastructure in this predicted growth area and the associated prescriptive policy.
- Concept Plan Map ViH/6 – Landmark Development Sites and the associated prescriptive policy be transitioned to the Code and applied to this area.
- Concept Plan Map ViH/7 - District Hospital Helipad Flight Path & Height Restrictions should be transitioned to the Code as it is intended to restrict development height from the South Coast District Hospital Helipad’s flight path boundary.
- Concept Plan Map ViH/8 - Bacchus Road (Encounter Bay) and the associated prescriptive policy be transitioned to the Code and applied to this area.
- Concept Plan Map ViH/9-Rural Living (Crozier Hill) not carried over to Planning and Design Code
- Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18 -Concept Plan Map ViH/10-Hindmarsh Valley should be transitioned in order to guide infrastructure, the development of the neighbourhood activity centre and location of dwelling densities.
- Concept Plan Map ViH/11 – Mixed Use Neighbourhood Centre - This Plan has an active policy role in the future staging of development and the provision of infrastructure in this predicted growth area and should be transitioned to the Code.
- The new Suburban Activity Centre Zone has a section on Concept Plans, and therefore request that the current Concept Plans ViH/12 – Neighbourhood Centre and ViH/13 – Neighbourhood Centre (McCracken) to be retained.
- Request existing Concept Plan ViH/14 - Suburban Neighbourhood that applies to the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone should be retained in the Code within the proposed Housing Diversity Zone as it sets out the rationale for the zone.
- The existing ‘Coastal Policy Area 6’ recognises and protects the visual qualities of a vast section of the Heysen Trail and the scenic Waitpinga Cliffs as well as Parsons/Waitpinga Beach, Petrel Cove and Rosetta Head (The Bluff) and the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay should be applied to these areas.
- Granite Island has significant natural, scenic and cultural qualities which are protected through existing Development Plan policy and therefore the Significant Landscape Overlay should be applied to Granite Island.
- Land bordering Bay Road should have the Urban Transport Route Overlay and Transport Generating Overlay applied.
- Properties bordering Armstrong Road i.e. the Ring Road should have the Urban Transport Route Overlay and Transport Generating Overlay applied.
- The Water Resources Overlay has been applied to man-made salt water lakes which were created as part of a residential development and should be removed as they are not applicable.
- The Code’s Significant Landscape Protection Overlay should apply to the south coast for development on hill side face and coastal development to assist with retaining natural landscape and visual amenity.
- Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay – needs removal from VH Council area (VH Council area no longer contains a Watershed Protection Zone.
Non-council submissions

In addition to Council’s feedback, a number of public submissions were received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Request to spatially apply the Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone - Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18, Precinct 2 – Adelaide to Victor Harbor Road.
- Request to spatially apply the Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (Waitpinga).
- Request the Tourism Development Zone be replaced with the Urban Activity Centre Zone for the Regional Centre Zone, Visitor Facilities Policy Area 11 as it is inappropriate particularly in relation to land uses.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.349 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Hayborough Policy Area 14, Canterbury West Policy Area 16 and Hindmarsh River Policy Area 17 within the City of Victor Harbor AND REPLACE with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Hayborough Policy Area 14</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Canterbury West Policy Area 16</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.350 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Town Centre Policy Area 22 and Yilki Residential Policy Area 25 within the City of Victor Harbor AND REPLACE with the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Town Centre Policy Area 22</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Yilki Residential Policy Area 25</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.351** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Mount Breckan Policy Area 21 within the City of Victor Harbor AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Mount Breckan Policy Area 21</td>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.jpg" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.352** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, McCracken Golf Course Policy Area 20 within the City of Victor Harbor AND REPLACE with the Golf Course Estate Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, McCracken Golf Course Policy Area 20</td>
<td><img src="image3.jpg" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.353 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Lakeside Policy Area 19 and Waterfront Policy Area 24 within the City of Victor Harbor AND REPLACE with the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Lakeside Policy Area 19</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Waterfront Policy Area 24</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.354 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION

of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Encounter Bay Policy Area 13 within the City of Victor Harbor **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Encounter Bay Policy Area 13</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.355 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION

of the Tourism Development Zone from the existing Regional Centre Zone, Visitor Facilities Policy Area 11 within the City of Victor Harbor **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Main Street Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional Centre Zone, Visitor Facilities Policy Area 11</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission considers that the Suburban Main Street Zone provides a more suitable policy framework than the previously proposed Tourism Development Zone as it is more consistent in the range of uses envisaged for the area.
**SA.356** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Tourism Development Zone from the existing Tourist Accommodation Zone, Inman River Tourist Recreation Policy Area 30 within the City of Victor Harbor **AND REPLACE** with the Community Facilities Zone (part) and the Open Space Zone (part) as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Accommodation Zone, Inman River Tourist Recreation Policy Area 30</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason**: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.357** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Waitpinga within the City of Victor Harbor **AND REPLACE** with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (at Waitpinga)</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason**: The Commission supports the application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to this location.
**SA.358** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18 within the City of Victor Harbor **AND REPLACE** with the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to this location and also to the remainder of the undeveloped land within Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18 that is subject to existing Concept Plan Map ViH/10 - Hindmarsh Valley.

**SA.359** SPATIALLY APPLY the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone to the existing Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18, Precinct 4, Waggon Road North within the City of Victor Harbor as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18: Precinct 4, Waggon Road North</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the application of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to Hindmarsh Valley Policy Area 18 Precinct 4, Waggon Road North in keeping with existing Concept Plan Map ViH/10 - Hindmarsh Valley.
**SA.360** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to the existing Primary Production Zone, Coastal Policy Area 6 and Conservation Zone, Granite Island within the City of Victor Harbor as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Coastal Policy Area 6</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map of Primary Production Zone, Coastal Policy Area 6" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Zone, Granite Island</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map of Conservation Zone, Granite Island" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission recognises the significance of this landscape and the existing policy that supports its preservation and therefore supports the application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay.
SA.361 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Victor Harbor **AND REPLACE** with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Hayborough East Policy Area</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone, Yiliki Policy Area</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the replacement of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for the Residential Zone, Bay Road Policy Area 12 to enable the transition of specific dwelling types, minimum site areas and/or site frontages which are currently inconsistent with development plan policy.</td>
<td>The General Neighbourhood Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Victor Harbor</td>
<td>The Conservation Zone provides for tourism development and interpretive facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern that some tourist and educational related uses that are currently envisaged within Granite Island Precinct 1 of the Coastal Conservation Zone will not be supported by the proposed new policy framework.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>The Recreation Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern that some tourist type development and the scale of shop uses that are currently envisaged for the Victor Harbor Golf Course will not be supported by the proposed new policy framework and seek an alternative zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>The Open Space Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request the Conservation Zone be considered for the shore line within Victor Harbor Council area in order to be consistent with Alexandrina Council and aligned with the intent of the area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>With the exception of Policy Area 11, which has now been zoned Suburban Main Street, it is considered that the policy framework provided for the Regional Centre will deliver desired policy outcomes that are closely aligned with the Development Plan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concern that the existing Regional Centre Zone Policy Areas have been transitioned into 4 different Code Zones and seek an alternative zone transition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>The policy intent of this concept plan has been achieved through the application of zones.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request Concept Plan Map ViH3 – Regional Centre (or its intent) be retained in the Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>The Concept Plan has not been retained as the Reserve is under the care and control of Council.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request existing Concept Plan Map ViH/4 - Warland Reserve and Surrounds (Regional Centre) be retained in the Code to ensure the future protection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request that Concept Plan Map ViH/5 - Deferred Urban be retained in the Code as it has an active policy role to play in the future staging of development and the provision of infrastructure in this predicted growth area and the associated prescriptive policy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | As the ring road is council-controlled, council has the authority to determine whether to approve/refuse an |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Victor Harbor</th>
<th>application seeking to create new access points to the road.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **City of Victor Harbor**  
Concept Plan Map ViH/7 - District Hospital Helipad  
Flight Path & Height Restrictions should be transitioned to the Code as it is intended to restrict development height from the South Coast District Hospital Helipad’s flight path boundary. | The policy intent of this Concept Plan has been achieved through the application of building height TNVs set at 9m which is generally consistent with the existing requirements. Buildings greater than that height would be subject to performance assessment in which case general provisions would become relevant to assessment. |
| **City of Victor Harbor**  
Inclusion of Concept Plan Map ViH/8-Bacchus Road (Encounter Bay) and associated prescriptive policy be transitioned. | The policy intent of this Concept Plan has been achieved through applying a specific minimum site area based on the size of the allotments in the approved plan of division (2200m2) to the area. It is also understood that the stormwater detention facility is on Council-owned land and therefore would not be reliant on being identified on a Concept Plan. |
| **City of Victor Harbor**  
Concept Plan Map ViH/9-Rural Living (Crozier Hill) not carried over to Planning and Design Code. | The policy intent of this Concept Plan with respect to identifying flood prone areas has been achieved through applying the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay. In respect to the role that the Concept Plan plays in relation to allocating suitable areas for horse keeping, the Code does not provide the ability to identify areas on a Concept Plan where a land use may or may not occur. However, it is considered that the Zone and General Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping policies will provide policy for an appropriate assessment. |
| **City of Victor Harbor**  
Concept Plan Map ViH/11 – Mixed Use Neighbourhood Centre - This Plan has an active policy role in the future staging of development and the provision of infrastructure in this predicted growth area and should be transitioned to the Code. | The role of the Concept Plan in allocating open space is not critical as the land is in government ownership. |
| **City of Victor Harbor**  
The new Suburban Activity Centre Zone has a section on Concept Plans, and therefore request that the current Concept Plan ViH/12 – Neighbourhood Centre be retained. | This area has now been developed and further that the information contained in the concept plan is subject to processes that do not rely on the concept plan information. |
| **City of Victor Harbor**  
The new Suburban Activity Centre Zone has a section on Concept Plans, and therefore request that the current Concept Plan ViH/13 – Neighbourhood Centre (McCracken) be retained. | The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></th>
<th>The Water Resources Overlay has been applied to man-made salt water lakes which were created as part of a residential development and should be removed as they are not applicable.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>Hydrology and water quality remain an important consideration in the assessment of development adjacent man-made water bodies and therefore reasonable to require a performance assessment of an application within 20 metres of a watercourse. This is consistent with the EPAs Water Quality Policy that includes man-made water bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>The Code’s Significant Landscape Protection Overlay should apply to the south coast for development on hill side face and coastal development to assist with retaining natural landscape and visual amenity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>Request to spatially apply the Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (Waitpinga).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>Request the Tourism Development Zone be replaced with the Urban Activity Centre Zone for the Regional Centre Zone, Visitor Facilities Policy Area 11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The Suburban Main Street Zone has now been spatially applied to Policy Ara 11, which will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Town of Walkerville

Feedback received from the Town of Walkerville sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Creation and application of the following new zones or Subzones:
  - A new local centre-type zone to be applied to the existing Local Centre Zone in place of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
  - A new zone or Subzone for the Residential Zone, Gilberton Medium Density Policy Area 7.
- Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and the Character Area Overlay to the Residential Zone Central Policy Area 6.

Non-council submissions

In addition to council’s feedback, one public submission was received during the consultation period seeking the following spatial amendment:

- Rezone land at Nottage Terrace, Medindie, and Main North Road, Medindie, from Suburban Business Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to Urban Corridor (Business) Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

SA.362  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone (all policy areas) within the Town of Walkerville AND REPLACE with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Church Terrace and Environs Policy Area 10</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.363** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the Town of Walkerville AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.364 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, North East Road Corridor Policy Area 8 within the Town of Walkerville AND REPLACE with the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, North East Road Corridor Policy Area 8</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.365  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the area of the existing Residential Zone, Gilberton Medium Density Policy Area 7 that currently envisages buildings of up to 10 levels: within the Town of Walkerville **AND REPLACE** with the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Gilberton Medium Density Policy Area 7</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.366  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the Residential Zone, Central Policy Area 6 within the Town of Walkerville **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Central Policy Area 6</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Town of Walkerville**  
Create a new subzone for the Residential Zone, North East Road Corridor Policy Area 8. | The Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone (together with TNVs for building height, site area and frontage) will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. |
| **Town of Walkerville**  
Create a new subzone for the Residential Zone, Gilberton Medium Density Policy Area 7. | The Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone and the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone (together with TNVs for building height) will deliver a similar policy intent to the Development Plan. |
| **Town of Walkerville**  
Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and the Character Area Overlay to the Residential Zone Central Policy Area 6. | The Development Plan does not have sufficient policy regarding the existing character of this area to warrant application of the Overlay.  
The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Rezone land at Nottage Terrace, Medindie, and Main North Road, Medindie, from Suburban Business Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to Urban Corridor (Business) Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
Feedback received from the City of West Torrens sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- **Creation and application of the following new zones and Subzones:**
  - A new zone to replace Local Centre Zones, rather than applying the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
  - A new Employment Zone which provides appropriate interface between sensitive land uses and heavy industry.
  - Create a new Bulky Goods Subzone within the Employment Zone and reinstate policy as reflected in the Bulky Goods Zone in the Development Plan.
  - Create a new Subzone within the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone to support recreation and tourist land uses.
  - Consider the creation of a Shipbuilding Subzone in the Employment Zone to ensure that policy is adequate for this industry.

- **Several requests to rezone areas, including:**
  - Replace the Community Facilities Zone on Tapleys Hill Road adjacent the Adelaide Airport with the Infrastructure Zone, as the land currently accommodates a swamp and land subject to flooding.
  - Adelaide Shores Zone from Recreation Zone to Caravan and Tourist Park Zone.

- **Amendment to proposed zoning in the following areas:**
  - Apply the Recreation Zone to the areas known as Community Zone – Recreation Policy Area 5 – Precinct 8 Open Space in the Development Plan, instead of the Open Space Zone.
  - Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Low Density Policy Area 20 and Low Density Policy Area 21 in the West Torrens Council Development Plan, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.
  - Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the area known as Cowandilla/Mile End West Character Policy Area 23 in the Development Plan.
  - Remove Hard-Edge Built Form and Soft-Edged Built Form subzones from Urban Corridor Zone Policy Area.

- **Retention and application of the following Concept Plans within the current City of West Torrens Development Plan:**
  - Concept Plan WeTo/1 – Mile End South Bulky Goods Zone.
  - Concept Plans WeTo/3a – Sir Donald Bradman Drive & Marion Road Intersection Commercial, WeTo/3b – Marion Road & Richmond Road Intersection Commercial, WeTo/3c – Richmond Road & South Road Intersection Commercial, WeTo/4a – Richmond Road (Marleston) Commercial, WeTo/4b – Richmond Road (Richmond) Commercial, WeTo/5 – Sir Donald Bradman Drive (Mile End) Commercial, WeTo/6 – South Road (Keswick) Commercial, WeTo/7 – South Road (Mile End) Commercial and WeTo/8 – South Road (Mile End South) Commercial as a TNV in Employment Zone.
  - Concept Plan WeTo/24 – Residential Promenade.
  - Concept Plan WeTo/25 – Underdale Urban Renewal.

**Non-council submissions**

- In addition to council’s feedback, strong community feedback (more than 100 submissions) was received in response to the proposed application of the General Neighbourhood and Housing Diversity Neighbourhood zones in the West Torrens council area.
Multiple community submissions were received seeking an amendment to the application of the 
Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone to the residential development located west of Falcon Avenue 
along Norma Street Mile End.

Other spatial amendments to the proposed application of the Code in the City of West Torrens sought by 
members of the community, land owners and industry representatives included:

- Creation of a new Urban Infill Master Planned Zone to replace the Employment Zone in Lockleys 
to enable residential development.
- Rezoning requests, including:
  - Land at Mooringe Avenue, Plympton from the Employment Zone to the Housing Diversity 
    Neighbourhood.
  - Kurraltta Park Shopping Centre and properties to the west of the centre from the 
    Suburban Activity Centre Zone to Urban Activity Centre Zone.
  - Residential properties with a frontage to Henley Beach Road, Norma Street and Hughes 
    Street in Mile End, in addition to any other similarly affected residential street, from the 
    Urban Corridor Zone (Main Street) Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
  - Residential properties with a frontage to Henley Beach Road Mile End, in addition to any 
    other similarly affected residential street, from the Urban Corridor Zone (Living) Zone to 
    the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
  - A property located at Railway Terrace Mile End from the Historic Conservation Zone to 
    the Urban Corridor Zone.
  - All large retail format centres should be consistently zoned as Strategic Employment 
    Zone.
- Amendment to proposed application of Overlays:
  - Apply the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay to all properties surrounding Adelaide Airport.
  - Amend the application of the Historic Area Overlay to properties in Elston Street, 
    Brooklyn Park.
Commission's Recommendations:

SA.367  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Cowandilla / Mile End Character Policy Area 23 in the City of West Torrens and **REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cowandilla / Mile End Character Policy Area 23</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

SA.368  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the following areas as they are identified in the City of West Torrens Development Plan and **REPLACE** with the new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

- Ashford Character Policy Area 22.
- Glandore Character Policy Area 24.
- Lockleys Character Policy Area 25.
- Thebarton Character Policy Area 27.
- Torrensville Character Policy Area 28.
- Elston Street Conservation Policy Area 29.
- Richmond Conservation Policy Area 31.
- Rose Street Conservation Policy Area 32.
- Torrensville East Conservation Policy Area 33.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashford Character Policy Area 22</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glandore Character Policy Area 24</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lockleys Character Policy Area 25</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novar Gardens Character Policy Area 26</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Novar Gardens Character Policy Area 26" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thebarton Character Policy Area 27</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Thebarton Character Policy Area 27" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrensville Character Policy Area 28</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Torrensville Character Policy Area 28" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elston Street Conservation Policy Area 29

Mile End Conservation Policy Area 30

Richmond Conservation Policy Area 31
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rose Street Conservation Policy Area 32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Torrensville East Conservation Policy Area 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.369** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Low Density Policy Area 21 – except for those areas located within 400m of an (activity) centre – in the City of West Torrens **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Density Policy Area 21 as it appears in Policy Area Map WeTo/2</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image of Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image of Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Density Policy Area 21 as it appears in Policy Area Map WeTo/2 + WeTo/3</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image of Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image of Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.370** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone from the existing Local Centre Zone in the City of West Torrens AND REPLACE with the new Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/2</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/2 + WeTo/6</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map 1" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map 2" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map 3" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map 4" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Map 5" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Map 6" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/9

Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/12

Local Centre Zone as it appears in Zone Map WeTo/12
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.371 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Open Space Zone from the existing Community Zone, Precinct 8 Open Space in the City of West Torrens **AND REPLACE** with the Recreation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precinct 8 as it appears in Precinct Map WeTo/3 + WeTo/7</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precinct 8 as it appears in Precinct Map WeTo/5</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precinct 8 as it appears in Precinct Map WeTo/9</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.372** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Recreation Zone from two sites that make up the West Beach Caravan Park within the existing Adelaide Shores Zone in the City of West Torrens AND REPLACE with the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Shores Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.373** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Hard-Edged Built Form Subzone and the Soft-Edged Landscaped Subzone from the areas proposed to transition to the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone (existing Boulevard Policy Area 34) in the City of West Torrens AND REPLACE with the new Minimum Front Setback (metres) Technical and Numeric Variation (TNV).

SPATIALLY APPLY the Minimum Front Setback (metres) to the Urban Corridor suite of zones as they apply to the City of West Torrens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boulevard Policy Area 34 as it appears in Policy Area Map WeTo/5</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulevard Policy Area 34 as it appears in Policy Area Maps WeTo/9 + WeTo 12 + WeTo 13</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.374 SPATIALLY APPLY existing Concept Plan WeTo/25 – Underdale Urban Renewal to the land located in Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone within the City of West Torrens as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development Plan</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Concept Plan Map WeTo/25 UNDERDALE URBAN RENEWAL" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Concept Plan 97 UNDERDALE" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

**City of West Torrens**
Create and apply a new Subzone within the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone to support recreation and tourist land uses.

**City of West Torrens**
Amend the proposed zoning for the area known as Low Density Policy Area 20 in the Development Plan

**Reason:**
- The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
- The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from the General Neighborhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **City of West Torrens**  
Rezone the area known as Tapleys Hill Road adjacent the Adelaide Airport in the Development Plan to be changed from the Community Facilities Zone to the Infrastructure Zone as the land currently accommodates a swamp and land subject to flooding. | |
| **City of West Torrens**  
Retain Concept Plan WeTo/1 – Mile End South Bulky Goods Zone. | The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
| **City of West Torrens**  
Retain Concept Plan WeTo/24 – Residential Promenade. | The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
| **Public Submission**  
Create and apply a new Urban Infill Master Planned Zone to replace the Employment Zone in Lockleys to enable residential development. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Rezone the land at Mooringe Avenue, Plympton from the Employment Zone to the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Rezone the land at Claremont Street, Hilton from the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Rezone the land at Kurraltta Park Shopping Centre and the properties to the west of the centre from the | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the Urban Activity Centre Zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rezone residential properties with frontage to Norma and Hughes Streets, Mile End, and any other similarly affected residential properties in neighbouring streets from the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rezone residential properties with frontage to Henley Beach Road, Mile End, and any other similarly affected residential properties in neighbouring streets from the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rezone the suburbs of Brooklyn Park and Underdale from the General Neighbourhood Zone to the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rezone all large retail format centres to the Employment Zone to provide consistency, noting the following issue: the Mile End Large Format Retail Centre has been transitioned to Suburban Employment Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</td>
<td>Reason:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Public Submission**  
Rezone a property at Railway Terrace, Mile End, from the Historic Conservation Zone¹ and place in the Urban Corridor Zone. | The property has been transitioned to the Urban Corridor Zone. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Noise and Air Emissions Overlay to all properties surrounding Adelaide Airport. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy  
The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Amend the application of the Historic Area Overlay to properties in Elston Street, Brooklyn Park. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy  
The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Maximum Building Height (storeys) Technical and Numeric Variation with a value of 3 storeys where the Urban Corridor Zone shares an interface (within 60m) with a Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. | Interface issues are addressed via policy within the Zone. |

¹ The Historic Conservation Zone identified in this request is not a zone in the Phase Three Planning and Design Code Amendment
City of Whyalla

Feedback received from the City of Whyalla sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the within its local government area:

- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the residential area of Whyalla Playford instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Resource Extraction Zone and the Resource Extraction Operation Overlay to the area of Whyalla Quarry instead of the Open Space Zone.
- The Commission recommended the Established Neighbourhood Zone is applied to the area currently zoned Residential Character Zone, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- The Commission recommended the Local Activity Centre Zone is applied to local shopping centres instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
- The Commission recommended the Significant Industry Subzone is applied to the areas currently zoned Special Industry Zone north of Whyalla and Special Industry (Hydrocarbons) Zone at Point Lowly.

Commission's Recommendations:

SA.375 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the residential area of Whyalla Playford in the City of Whyalla AND REPLACE with the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential area in Whyalla Playford currently in the Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.376 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone in the City of Whyalla AND REPLACE with new Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.377 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Activity Centre zone from the existing Local Centre Zone within the City of Whyalla AND REPLACE with the Local Activity Centre Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flinders Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McRitchie Crescent</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Name</td>
<td>Map Image</td>
<td>Additional Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDouall Stuart Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscount Slim Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norrie Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenkins Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenue</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playford Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Playford Avenue" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gowrie Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map of Gowrie Avenue" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essington Lewis Avenue</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Essington Lewis Avenue" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.378  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Significant Industry Subzone is applied to the areas currently zoned Special Industry Zone north of Whyalla and Special Industry (Hydrocarbons) Zone at Point Lowly within the City of Whyalla as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Whyalla</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reason:</strong> The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apply the Resource Extraction Zone and the Resource Extraction Operation Overlay to the area of Whyalla Quarry instead of the Open Space Zone.
Feedback received from the District Council of Yankalilla sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the within its local government area:

- Replace the spatial application Community Facilities Zone with the Tourism Development Zone, except over land comprising the Catholic Church in Normanville (CT5358/381) and the Yankalilla Area School (CT6057/153 and adjoining parcels.
- Replace the spatial application of the Coastal Waters & Offshore Islands Zone with the Infrastructure (Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone to the on-water part of the current Cape Jervis Port Zone.
- Replace the spatial application of the General Neighbourhood Zone with an alternate zone over Links Lady Bay.
- Create and apply a new zone for Wirrina Cove, instead of the Rural Settlement Zone.
- Replace the spatial application of the Rural Settlement Zone with the Rural Shack Settlement Zone and the Coastal Areas Overlay to Lady Bay.
- Replace the spatial application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with the Residential Neighbourhood Zone to the area of Cape Jervis.
- Replace the spatial application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with the Rural Settlement Zone to the area of Randelsea.
- Replace the spatial application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone with the Rural Zone over a portion of the Historic (Conservation) Rapid Bay Zone in accordance with Structure Plan Map Ya/1 (Overlay 1) Enlargement C.
- Retain the Wirrina Cove Concept Plan.
- Apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Peri-Urban Zone and Rural Zone.
- Create and spatially apply a Scenic Routes Overlay with supporting policy for managing visual impact in these areas.
- Spatially apply the Coastal Areas Overlay to the Lady Bay Township.
Commission's Recommendations:

**SA.379** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Community Facilities Zone from the existing Tourist Accommodation Zone within the DC of Yankalilla AND REPLACE with the Tourism Development Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Accommodation Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council's Development Plan.
**SA.380** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Infrastructure (Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone to the existing Cape Jervis Port Zone by extending the application of the Zone to the Low Water Mark boundary within the DC of Yankalilla as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape Jervis Port Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.381** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the Links Lady Bay Golf Course Estate within the DC of Yankalilla **AND REPLACE** with the Golf Course Estate Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone Maps Ya/26, 29 &amp; 30</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.382** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Settlement Zone from the existing Wirrina Cove Zone within the DC of Yankalilla AND REPLACE with the Golf Course Estate Zone and the Infrastructure (Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wirrina Cove Zone</td>
<td>![Map of Wirrina Cove Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Wirrina Cove Zone with changes]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.383** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Settlement Zone at Lady Bay within the DC of Yankalilla AND REPLACE with the Rural Shack Settlement Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country Township Zone</td>
<td>![Map of Country Township Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Country Township Zone with changes]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
**SA.384** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Cape Jervis within the DC of Yankalilla **AND REPLACE** with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Residential Zone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

**SA.385** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Carrickalinga within the DC of Yankalilla **AND REPLACE** with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Residential Zone Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
SA.386 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Randalsea, Normanville and Yankalilla within the DC of Yankalilla **AND REPLACE** with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone (Randalsea)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randalsea Zone</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone (Normanville)</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone (Yankalilla)</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in these locations as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
### SA.387 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Historic (Conservation) Rapid Bay Zone applies within the DC of Yankalilla AND REPLACE with part Neighbourhood Zone and part Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic (Conservation) Rapid Bay Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.

### SA.388 SPATIALLY APPLY the Coastal Areas Overlay to the Rural Shack Settlement Zone at the Lady Bay settlement within the DC of Yankalilla as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Shack Settlement Zone (Lady Bay)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with Council’s Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **DC of Yankalilla**  
Retain the Structure Plan for Wirrina Cove. | The application of the Golf Course Estate and the Infrastructure (Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone, together with the relevant overlays will provide a policy framework that will be able to deliver an outcome consistent with the existing policy framework without reference to the structure plan. |
| **DC of Yankalilla**  
Spatially apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Peri-Urban Zone and Rural Zone. | The land division policy contained within the Adelaide Country Zone (formerly named Peri-Urban Zone) provides sufficient policy guidance. |
| **DC of Yankalilla**  
Create and spatially apply a Scenic Routes Overlay with supporting policy for managing visual impact in these areas. | There is insufficient existing policy to justify the application of the Scenic Routes overlay. The request is therefore outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
Land Not Within a Council Area – Metropolitan Waters

No feedback was received by the Commission regarding the spatial application of the Code in the Land Not Within a Council Area – Metropolitan Waters.

Commission's Recommendations:

Nil
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Chapter 4: Second consultation - Summary of feedback, response and recommended amendments to Code Policy

The initial five-month period of public consultation on the draft Code (1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020), resulted in 1790 written submissions. In response, the Commission identified significant improvements to be made to the Code, including the addition of new zones, subzones and overlays to better reflect local conditions and address areas of community interest.

Accordingly, the revised Phase Three Amendment was released to the public for an additional six-week consultation period from 4 November to 18 December 2020, resulting in 258 written submissions.

This additional consultation allowed the public to use the Code in its online and electronic form for the first time, enabling use of the query tools—‘What policies apply to an address?’ and ‘What policies apply to a development?’—to easily see how the classification tables in the Code’s zones would be used to deliver the relevant policies for specific addresses and development types.

Further engagement on the proposed changes was undertaken in various forms, including:

- a formal six-week period for the public to provide feedback
- weekly updates with affected councils
- weekly updates with accredited professionals
- a forum on residential infill development
- a workshop with practitioners and industry on the role of building envelope plans in the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone

The following section provides an overview of the key feedback received through this subsequent engagement period, the Commission’s response and recommendations for further amendments to the Phase Three Amendment.

Comments which were received in the original consultation period and raised again in the additional consultation will not be repeated in this section unless the Commission is of the view that further amendment is warranted.

Feedback, response and recommendations have been classified into categories:

1. Procedural and Technical - public notification, referrals, definitions, general matters

2. Code Policy Content – grouped into four themes:
   2.1 People and Neighbourhoods
   2.2 Productive Economy
   2.3 Natural Resources and Environment
   2.4 Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure
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1. **Procedural and technical (PT)**

The following procedural and technical matters received feedback from respondents which was not specific to particular zones, subzones, overlays or general development policies.

**Public notification**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions raised concern with the difficulty in interpreting the Procedural Matters – Notification Table 5 in each zone, specifically how the different clauses related to one another with the term ‘subject to...’.

A number of requests were received to notify additional forms of development, including:

- non-residential development in neighbourhood zones
- development involving >600mm fill
- development incorporating walls on boundaries
- non-residential land uses in the Township Zone
- medium and high rise buildings in urban corridor zones
- development that can operate on a 24-hour basis, such as retail fuel outlets
- all development that increases development intensity, including additional dwellings on the site, two-storey development, development on the boundary, and change of use from residential to non-residential.

It was observed that notifying development adjacent a different zone [e.g. in employment and activity centre zones] may result in excessive notification.

It was observed that dog kennelling and horse keeping in the Rural Living Zone’s Animal Husbandry Subzone should be excluded from notification.

A high number of submissions sought to increase third-party appeal rights.

---

*Clarification: The appeal rights for different categories of development are set out in the PDI Act. Amendment to appeal rights is beyond the scope of the Code and the Phase Three Amendment.*

**Commission’s response:**

The Commission understands the importance of ensuring the way the Code excludes development types from notification is unambiguous and clear. To improve the clarity of the tables, it is recommended that the term ‘Subject to…’ is removed from all clauses and replaced with explanatory text, which clarifies that if a development is excluded from notification from any clause, it will be excluded from notification irrespective of any other clause in Table 5.

In addition, it is proposed to review the clauses to improve the structure and group common classes of development which have the same exceptions.

Regarding requests to ensure additional forms of development are notified, the Commission continues to support the principle that development which is envisaged in the zone should not be subject to notification; except where either acceptable standards of built form or intensity are exceeded, and/or the development is likely to result in substantial impacts on the amenity of adjacent dwellings located on land in another zone. Accordingly, amendments to Table 5 of various zones are recommended to notify:

- boundary walls which exceed height/length criteria, as it is appreciated this departure from DTS/DPF criteria can have a direct impact on adjoining neighbours
- buildings of 4 or more building levels in urban corridor zones where located near an adjoining low rise dwelling in a neighbourhood-type zone, as development of this scale can impact on
neighbours in adjacent zones, and correlates to the trigger for the State Planning Commission/State Commission Assessment Panel to be the relevant authority.

Notification of all non-residential development in a neighbourhood-type zone and township zones is not supported, as small-scale non-residential land uses are a legitimate and envisaged form of development in these zones. It is noted that the consultation version of Table 5 ensured such land uses are subject to notification where they exceed the maximum gross leasable floor area in the relevant zone.

It’s noted the Development Regulations 2008 generally require notification of non-residential uses in ‘centre’ and ‘industry’ zones as Category 2 development where located adjacent a different zone. It’s considered appropriate for these land uses to continue to be subject to notification where located adjacent a neighbourhood-type zone.

It is agreed that animal keeping which accords with the relevant assessment provisions should not be subject to notification in rural areas.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**PT.1 AMEND** the structure of Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification in all zones to:

- add a section ‘Interpretation’ clarifying that a term listed in Column A is excluded from notification provided it does not fall within the exceptions prescribed in Column B
- rename first column ‘Class of Development (Column A)’ and the second column ‘Exceptions (Column B)’
- review the various clauses containing classes of development and separate out groups of development which have the same applicable exceptions in Column B.

**PT.2** AMEND Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification of all zones containing ‘urban corridor’ in its title to notify development that involves a building of 4 or more building levels on a site or land that is adjacent to land in a neighbourhood-type zone and adjoins an allotment containing an existing low rise residential building.

**PT.3 AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification of all neighbourhood-type zones to notify boundary walls which exceed the maximum length or height criteria in the relevant zone.

**PT.4 AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification of the Employment Zone to ensure that a consulting room, light industry, office, store or shop (except where located in a subzone which anticipates shops) are subject to notification where located adjacent a site used for residential purposes in a neighbourhood-type zone.

**PT.5 AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification of the Rural Zone to ensure function centres are notified which exceed the maximum number of persons, and tourist accommodation which exceeds the maximum floor area.

**PT.6 AMEND** Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification to ensure buildings on Catalyst Sites which exceed maximum building height are still subject to notification in the following zones:

- City Living Zone
- City Main Street Zone
- Community Facilities Zone
- Business Neighbourhood Zone.
PT.7 AMEND Table 5 – Procedural Matters – Notification of the Rural Living Zone to exclude the following activities from notification:

- dog kennelling where located within the Animal Husbandry Subzone, except where DTS/DPF 1.2 of the subzone is not met (e.g. The number of dogs kept on an allotment does not exceed 20)
- horse keeping where located outside of the Animal Husbandry or Intensive Horse Establishments subzones, except where DTS/DPF 1.2 of the zone is not met (e.g. limited to not more than 2 horses per allotment)
- horse keeping where located within the Animal Husbandry or Intensive Horse Establishments subzones.

Restricted and inappropriate development

Engagement feedback:
Consistent with feedback received on the original consultation on the Phase Three Amendment, a number of submissions from council and community members/groups requested that current non-complying lists be transitioned to Table 4 – Restricted Development in the Code.

Submissions also requested policies which specifically discourage certain developments in each zone so that development that is currently non-complying can be refused.

Commission’s response:

The restricted development threshold is a procedural trigger to require a more comprehensive assessment pathway. Unlike non-complying development in Development Plans, the restricted development threshold does not indicate that a development is inappropriate or otherwise.

The policy itself (DOs, POs and DTS/DPF criteria) are the only matters that should be used to assess the merits of a performance assessed development. Due to the differences in non-complying and restricted development, it is considered inappropriate to transition all non-complying development to restricted development in the Code.

The Code has been drafted to identify the types of development that are envisaged, not what is discouraged or inappropriate. The DOs, POs and DTS/DPF provisions guiding envisaged land uses should provide sufficient guidance on land use suitability. Additionally, policies regarding built form could be relevant to assess impacts on adjoining land.

Definitions

Engagement feedback:
A number of requests were received to amend definitions in the Code, including:

- Communal Open Space (COS) should be able to be located at the front of a site without being gated to prevent public access
- to include a diagram to help illustrate building height
- request clarification on how much private open space (POS) can be covered by verandahs/alfrescos
- request definition of contemporary pig production systems (noting terms ‘farming, ‘intensive animal husbandry’ and ‘low intensity animal husbandry’ do not adequately cover common arrangements)
- amend inconsistency in relation to references and definition of building height and level, and references to natural ground level or finished ground level
- amend the definition of habitable room to alter “dedicated corridor/hallway” to clarify that dedicated relates to a corridor/hallway that has two side walls
Commission’s response:

The definition of COS requires that the area is not publicly accessible. Given that the COS is for the private use of the dwellings it serves, it is considered appropriate to maintain the definition in its current form.

Additional diagrams may be developed in the future to assist in the interpretation of administrative definitions.

Given that maximum site coverage and minimum soft landscaping criteria will apply to applications for verandahs/alfrescos, it is considered unnecessary to control the maximum proportion of POS covered by such structures.

The definition of ‘farming’ in the Code is intentionally aimed towards low intensity agricultural land uses such as pastoral grazing and broad hectare cropping. Such uses have lesser and/or different impacts on both the land and sensitive receivers when compared to the more intense agricultural activities of intensive animal husbandry and horticulture.

The distinction between these activities is necessary to ensure that correct planning policies and appropriate assessment pathways are applied during the assessment of an application. For example, certain policies (noise, odour, wastewater management, etc.) and procedures (Environment Protection Authority referral) will apply to applications for intensive animal husbandry that are not needed for pastoral grazing or horticulture.

The terms natural ground level and finished ground level are addressed through case law, and therefore new definitions are not considered warranted.

The term ‘dedicated corridor/hallway’ is considered sufficiently clear in the context of ‘habitable room’ to clarify that a habitable room may include a transition/entry area, but does not include a separate corridor or hallway.

Additional investigations

It has been observed that the term ‘more than one dwelling on an allotment’ is used throughout the Code policies, and it would benefit from a definition to clarify the situations where it applies.

Review of how activity centres and building envelope plans work in the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone, it has been identified that nominating the location of an activity centre on a land division authorisation may not be the most appropriate way to create new ‘activity centres’. Instead, nominating such activity centres on an approved building envelope plan is considered a more suitable mechanism.

The following additional definitions are proposed to support EPA referrals:

- ‘prescribed factors’ to refer to the Environment Protection Act 1993
- ‘more sensitive use’, ‘class 1 activity’ and ‘class 2 activity’ to refer to the State Planning Commission Practice Direction 14 (Site Contamination).

Commission’s Recommendation:

PT.8 CREATE definition of ‘more than one dwelling on an allotment’, to clarify that reference to ‘dwelling’ in this phrase includes any dwelling that already exists on the allotment, has a valid development authorisation for construction on the allotment, or is subject to a development application that is yet to be determined.

PT.9 AMEND definition of ‘activity centre’ to:

- amend paragraph (a) to ‘land identified for the purposes of an activity centre on a building envelope plan’
- update list of zones to add new Emerging Township Activity Centre Subzone in the Master Planned Township Zone.NA
PT.10 AMEND definition of ‘building envelope plan’ to refer to ‘development’ instead of ‘building’.

PT.11 CREATE definition of ‘prescribed factors’ to refer to the meaning in Schedule 1 of the Environment Protection Act 1993.

PT.12 CREATE definitions of more ‘sensitive use’, ‘class 1 activity’ and ‘class 2 activity’ to refer to the State Planning Commission Practice Direction 14 (Site Contamination).

Other
Engagement feedback:

- A submission queried where concept plans sit in the hierarchy of policies.
- Request diagrams be incorporated into the Code’s policies
- Concern about loss of local content
- Too many development types will ‘default’ to ‘All Other Code Assessed Development’
- Basis for TNVs in the Code’s structure is unclear
- Concern DTS criteria are too subjective
- Concern with referrals for direction, and lack of clarity in purpose of referral

Commission’s response:

Concept plans are given status through a PO and DTS/DPF in the relevant zone. Accordingly, concept plans gain their status through zone policy, for which the hierarchy is outlined in the Rules of Interpretation.

Diagrams may be developed for inclusion in the Code in the future.

Table 3: Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development should only list land uses which are expected to occur frequently in the zone, and for which the policies used for a performance assessment are known without variability. Design policies for such different scales of development are difficult to identify upfront, and therefore such development is more suitably captured as ‘All Other Code Assessed Development’, allowing the relevant authority to identify the relevant policies from the Code Library appropriate to the proposed development.

While the PDI Act limits spatial layers in the Code to zones, subzones and overlays, TNVs are not spatial layers in themselves, but are rather simply data which supports/populates policy in the zones, subzones and overlays (in a similar way to calling up a historic area statement in the historic area overlay or OLS heights in an airports overlay).

DTS criteria are intended to be clear and unambiguous, and this has been analysed in a review of consistency and clarity of expression.

Given referrals in the Code have been reduced from the current system and limited to matters of State importance, direction is considered an appropriate function in most cases. Clarification of the purpose of referral is supported where necessary.

Additional Investigations:

A number of formatting and consistency improvements were identified through further analysis and audit by the Department during and post-consultation.

It was identified that Concept Plans should only relate to key matters of staging of development, provision of infrastructure and the location of new activity centres, and are rarely relevant for the development of new dwellings in neighbourhood-type zones.
To support the definition of ‘development’ under section 3(1) of the Act, it is proposed to carry forward the works which comprise development in relation to a local heritage place which currently apply under the Development Act 1993 into Part 5 of the Code. Noting this is not a ‘designated area’ but rather a ‘specified matter’, the title of Part 5 is proposed to be amended accordingly.

Commission’s Recommendation:

PT.13  AMEND the Code to address editorial, referencing and formatting issues.

PT.14  AMEND policies to improve clarity and expression.

PT.15  AMEND the policies and rules which are linked to various classes of development (i.e. “linkages”) to ensure only policies relevant to that class of development and pathway are linked.

PT.16  AMEND the overlays which prevent development from following an Accepted or Deemed-to-satisfy pathway to ensure only and all overlays which are relevant to the specific development type are listed.

PT.17  AMEND assessment provisions regarding Concept Plans to clarify that concept plans relate only to staging of development, provision of infrastructure and the location of new activity centres.

PT.18  AMEND Part 9 referrals to align with the Environment Protection (Variation of Act, Schedule 1) Regulations 2020.

PT.19  AMEND Part 5 – Designated Areas to change title to ‘Specified/identified matters and areas under the Act and Regulations’ and AMEND Table 2 to specify works in relation to a local heritage place which will comprise development, consistent with the current Development Act 1993.
2. Code Policy Content

The Planning and Design Code framework includes all the policy modules that make up the Code Library including:

- Zones and subzones (Part 2 of the Code)
- Overlays (Part 3 of the Code)
- General Development Policies (Part 4 of the Code)

The submissions and recommendations in relation to the policy within the Code have been divided into the following themes that are aligned with the four Discussion Papers released by the Commission during the preparation of the Code:

- **PEOPLE AND NEIGHBOURHOODS**
- **PRODUCTIVE ECONOMY**
- **NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT**
- **INTEGRATED MOVEMENT SYSTEMS AND INFRASTRUCTURE**

The final Code Framework showing changes resulting from the second consultation are shown overleaf.
# ZONES AND SUBZONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>People &amp; Neighbourhoods (Priority Residential)</th>
<th>Productive Economy (Priority Commercial/Industry)</th>
<th>Resilient Communities &amp; Environment</th>
<th>Infrastructure &amp; Movement Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Capital City | City Living Zone  
North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone  
Medium-High Intensity Subzone  
East Terrace Subzone  
City Main Street Zone  
Rundle Street Subzone  
Rundle Mall Subzone  
Hindley Street Subzone  
Gouger and Grote Street Subzone  
City High Street Subzone | Capital City Zone  
City Frame Subzone  
City Riverbank Zone  
Cultural Institutions Subzone  
Entertainment Subzone  
Health Subzone  
Innovation Subzone | Adelaide Park Lands Zone |  
Commonwealth Facilities Zone  
Community Facilities Zone  
St Andrew’s Hospital Precinct Subzone  
Women’s and Children’s Hospital and Memorial Hospital Precinct Subzone  
Neighbourhood Subzone  
Deferred Urban Zone  
Infrastructure Zone  
Infrastructure (Airfield) Zone  
Residential Aviation Estate Subzone  
Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone  
Wallaroo Marina Subzone  
Recreation Zone  
Adelaide Showgrounds Subzone  |
| Urban Centres | Urban Corridor (Living) Zone  
Urban Corridor Living Retail Subzone  
Urban Corridor (Business) Zone  
Urban Corridor Business Retail Subzone  
Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone  
Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone  
Urban Neighbourhood Zone  
Main Street Subzone  
Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone | Urban Activity Centre Zone  
Port Adelaide Centre Subzone |  
Hills Face Zone  
Open Space Zone  | |
| Suburban Areas and Townships | Suburban Business Zone  
Business Neighbourhood Zone  
Melbourne Street West Subzone  
Home Industry Zone  
Strategic Innovation Zone  
Flinders Subzone  
Rehabilitation Subzone  
Repatriation Subzone  
Activity Node Subzone | | | |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>People &amp; Neighbourhoods (Priority Residential)</th>
<th>Productive Economy (Priority Commercial/Industry)</th>
<th>Resilient Communities &amp; Environment</th>
<th>Infrastructure &amp; Movement Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Local Activity Centre Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed Use Transition Subzone</td>
<td>Suburban Activity Centre Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Suburban Main Street Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Strategic Employment Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Significant Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Established Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Gillman Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hills Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Ports Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Employment (Enterprise) Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emerging Activity Centre Subzone</td>
<td>Light Industry Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master Planned Township Zone</td>
<td>Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emerging Township Activity Centre Subzone</td>
<td>Employment Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master Planned Renewal Zone</td>
<td>Retail Activity Centre Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Roadside Service Centre Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American River Subzone</td>
<td>Township Activity Centre Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roxby Downs Subzone</td>
<td>Township Main Street Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Underground Subzone</td>
<td>Motorsport Park Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallaroo Landmark Subzone</td>
<td>Caravan and Tourist Park Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waterfront Subzone</td>
<td>Township Main Street Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Township Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bookmark Creek Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adelaide Hills Subzone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Golf Course Estate Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential Park Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workers’ Settlement Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Township Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>People &amp; Neighbourhoods (Priority Residential)</td>
<td>Productive Economy (Priority Commercial/Industry)</td>
<td>Resilient Communities &amp; Environment</td>
<td>Infrastructure &amp; Movement Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural Areas</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nairne Redevelopment Subzone</strong></td>
<td><strong>Rural Zone</strong>&lt;br&gt;- Kangaroo Island Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Adelaide Country Zone&lt;br&gt;- Rural Productive Landscape Zone&lt;br&gt;- The Cedars Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Rural Horticulture Zone&lt;br&gt;- Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone&lt;br&gt;- Rural Aquaculture Zone&lt;br&gt;- Tourism Development Zone&lt;br&gt;- Monarto Safari Park Subzone&lt;br&gt;- River Murray Experience Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Winery Experience Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Resource Extraction Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural Areas</strong></td>
<td><strong>Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone</strong>&lt;br&gt;- Conservation Zone&lt;br&gt;- Dwelling Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Small Scale Settlement Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Visitor Experience Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Aquaculture and Recreation Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Shack Relocation Subzone&lt;br&gt;- Remote Areas Zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OVERLAYS

PEOPLE & NEIGHBOURHOODS
- Affordable Housing
- Design
- Noise and Air Emissions
- Character Preservation District
- Character Area
- Heritage Adjacency
- Historic Area
- Local Heritage Place
- State Heritage Area
- State Heritage Place

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES & ENVIRONMENT
- Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary
- Coastal Areas
- Coastal Flooding
- Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary
- Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils)
- Hazards (Bushfire - Outback)
- Hazards (Bushfire - General Risk)
- Hazards (Bushfire - Medium Risk)
- Hazards (Bushfire - High Risk)
- Hazards (Bushfire - Regional)
- Hazards (Bushfire - Urban Interface)
- Hazards (Flooding)
- Hazards (Flooding - General)
- Hazards (Flooding - Evidence Required)
- Historic Shipwrecks
- Marine Parks (Managed Use)
- Marine Parks (Restricted Use)
- Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 1)
- Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 2)
- Murray-Darling Basin
- Native Vegetation
- State Significant Native Vegetation
- Prescribed Surface Water Areas
- Prescribed Watercourses
- Prescribed Water Resource Area
- Prescribed Wells Area
- Ramsar Wetlands
- Regulated and Significant Tree
- River Murray Flood Plain Protection Area
- River Murray Tributaries Protection Area
- Scenic Quality
- Significant Landscape Protection
- Stormwater Management
- Urban Tree Canopy
- Water Protection Area
- Water Resources

PRODUCTIVE ECONOMY
- Dwelling Excision
- Environment and Food Production Areas
- Gateway
- Interface Management
- Limited Dwelling
- Limited Land Division
- Resource Extraction Protection Area
- Significant Interface Management

INFRASTRUCTURE & MOVEMENT SYSTEMS
- Airport Building Heights (Aircraft Landing Area)
- Airport Building Heights (Regulated)
- Aircraft Noise Exposure
- Building Near Airfields
- Defence Aviation Area
- Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines
- Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines (Facilities)
- Advertising Near Signalised Intersections
- Future Local Road Widening
- Future Road Widening
- Key Railway Crossings
- Key Outback and Rural Routes
- Major Urban Transport Routes
- Non-stop Corridor
- Traffic Generating Development
- Urban Transport Routes
# General Development Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure and Movement Systems</th>
<th>Resilient Communities &amp; Environment</th>
<th>Productive Economy</th>
<th>People &amp; Neighbourhoods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marinas and On Water Structures</td>
<td>Site Contamination</td>
<td>Advertisements</td>
<td>Open Space and Recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearance from Overhead Power Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities</td>
<td>Housing Renewal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Workers Accommodation and Settlements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beverage Production in Rural Areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Out of Activity Centre Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aquaculture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource Extraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intensive Animal Husbandry and Dairies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities</td>
<td>Tourism Development</td>
<td>Waste Treatment and Management Facilities</td>
<td>Transportation, Access and Parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design in Urban Areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Between Land Uses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Division</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1 People and Neighbourhoods (P)

The majority of submissions focussed on the topic of People and Neighbourhoods. The key issues raised focussed on the following topics:

- Non-residential development in neighbourhood zones
- Heritage, Historic Areas and Representative Buildings
- General concern about the impacts of infill development
- Setbacks and private open space
- Car parking rates for 2 bedroom dwellings
- Minimum site area for row dwellings in the General Neighbourhood Zone.

Non-residential development in neighbourhood zones

Engagement feedback:

A number of submissions from councils and community members and groups raised concern around the extent of non-residential development in neighbourhood zones and the potential amenity impacts to residential land uses.

Specific concern was raised around:

- the 100-200m² DTS/DPF floor area for shops, offices and consulting rooms as being too large; request to restrict non-residential land uses from neighbourhood zones entirely
- additional policies should be included to limit impact on neighbour’s amenity (hours of operation, car parking, and noise, etc.)
- objection to shops, offices, consulting rooms as complying [DTS] developments in the Rural Living Zone.

A number of submissions from a range of stakeholders observed the 1000m² restricted trigger for shops was too large and should be reduced.

It was also observed that policy in neighbourhood zones should anticipate community facilities (such as educational establishments and pre-schools), and therefore policy related to such uses should be incorporated in all neighbourhood-type zones.

A request was received to make retail fuel outlets—exceeding a certain floor area—a restricted form of development in neighbourhood zones, to provide for more rigorous assessment.

Commission’s Response:

The Commission supports the provision of complementary non-residential land uses within residential areas of great importance to ensure neighbourhoods are provided with a range of facilities and services within convenient walking distance.

To this end, the Commission continues to support home-based businesses up to 50m² in all neighbourhood zones, up to 100m² in residential areas not in proximity to activity centres, and up to 200m² where commercial activity is more viable such as adjoining existing activity centres and on main roads.

It has been observed that the series of policies in neighbourhood-type zones regarding the size of shops, offices and consulting rooms should be combined into a single policy to avoid misinterpretation and clarify that the various criteria must be satisfied.
It is appreciated that non-residential land uses adjoining existing activity centres should be limited to ensure:

a) centres don’t extend over roads; and
b) adjoining commercial uses do not substantially increase the size of the centre (where such expansion should be more appropriately considered in a Code Amendment).

As such, amendment is supported in this regard.

Further discussion and resolution regarding advertisements in neighbourhood-type zones is located in the *Productive Economy – Advertisements* section of this report.

The Commission continues to support a restricted trigger of 1000m$^2$ for shops, as this captures shops of a scale which may require strategic consideration of the impact to the centres hierarchy. Shops which fall between the zone’s policy guidance (50-200m$^2$) and the restricted trigger of 1000m$^2$ can be suitably assessed by the local authority, considering issues such as interface and amenity impacts, as well as fundamental suitability of the land use and intensity. Such development may not warrant approval when assessed against the zone’s outcomes.

It is noted there is a new performance assessed approach in the Code, which means that authorities can no longer use non-complying numerical triggers to indicate types of development which are inappropriate. Instead, the Code has been drafted for performance assessment to focus on whether development achieves the fundamental desired outcomes and performance outcomes of the zone.

Policy in Interface between Land Uses, Transport, Access and Parking, and Advisements General Development Policies will also be relevant to assessment of non-residential uses in neighbourhood-type zones.

Community services such as schools are commonly located in residential areas, and therefore the Commission supports the inclusion of policy guiding the location and design of such buildings in neighbourhood zones.

Council’s assessment manager and assessment panel have the appropriate experience and expertise to undertake assessment of retail fuel outlets in neighbourhood zones, and therefore a restricted pathway isn’t supported.

It is appreciated that the Rural Living Zone primarily seeks residential neighbourhoods and therefore a DTS pathway for shops is more suited to other rural zones to support value-adding opportunities.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**P.1 AMEND** policy for shops, offices and consulting rooms in neighbourhood zones to:

- combine separate policies regarding the size of shops, offices and consulting rooms into a single PO and DTS/DPF
- ensure that home businesses up to 50m$^2$ do not involve the display of goods in a window or about the dwelling or its curtilage
- only allow reinstatement of a former shop, consulting room or office in an existing building where either the building is a State or Local Heritage Place, or is in conjunction with a dwelling and there is no increase in the gross leasable floor area previously used for non-residential purposes
- only allow up to 200m$^2$ gross leasable floor area where abutting an Activity Centre (not separated by road) and the total abutting non-residential floor area does not exceed the lesser of 1000m$^2$ or 50% of the abutting Activity Centre’s floor area.
P.2 CREATE POs which seek non-residential development located and designed to improve community accessibility to services, and to complement the residential character and amenity of the neighbourhood, in the following zones:
- City Living
- Established Neighbourhood
- Hills Neighbourhood
- Neighbourhood
- Township Neighbourhood.

P.3 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF policy which limits the expansion of community services in a manner which complements the scale of development envisaged by the desired outcome for the neighbourhood in the following zones:
- City Living
- Established Neighbourhood
- Hills Neighbourhood
- Neighbourhood.

P.4 DELETE ‘shop’ from Table 2 – Deemed-to-satisfy Development Classification in the Rural Living Zone.

Character and Historic Areas

Engagement feedback:
Submissions related to character and historic areas raised the following matters:

- In-principle support for representative buildings
- Request to rename ‘Representative Building’ to ‘Contributory item’ or similar
- It was asserted that Representative Buildings have less protection from demolition than existing Contributory Items.

**Clarification:** Of the 11,891 Representative Buildings in the draft Code, 11,810 places will have demolition control as they are located within the Code’s Historic Area Overlay. In relation to Contributory Items currently in development plans, demolition control varies across council areas, and in some cases Contributory Items do not have demolition control at all.

- Request policy in the Historic Area Overlay which provides specific guidance and recognition in relation to ‘Representative Buildings’.
- Request demolition control for representative buildings

**Clarification:** Representative buildings in the Historic Area Overlay will require planning consent for demolition. Such applications will be performance assessed and require public notification.

- Request changes to Historic Area statements to make them less generalised and more specific to particular areas, and more forward-facing to guide new development
- Improvements to the Heritage Adjacency Overlay
- General concerns around loss of local character.

**Commission’s Response:**

The State Planning Commission understands the importance of Heritage and Character and the role it plays in the social and cultural fabric of South Australia’s metropolitan and regional communities.

Feedback from communities received in the initial consultation on the Phase Three Amendment emphasised the importance of heritage and character. Acting on advice from the Minister, the revised Phase Three Amendment incorporated the transition of Contributory Items into the Code as Representative Buildings.

The name ‘Representative Buildings’ is considered appropriate, as it recognises those buildings that represent the key attributes and characteristics of Heritage Areas and Character Areas by reference in Historic/Character Area Statements.

Currently, Development Plans contain similar policies regarding local character that are expressed in different ways, where the intention is largely the same. There is a high degree of local policy that is complex, difficult to understand, and not drafted in a way that can be queried in a new electronic Code. The introduction of a Character Area Overlay with Character Area Statements is considered to provide a suitable mechanism to recognise local context in a comprehensible and consistent format.

**Heritage**

**Engagement feedback:**

- Feedback from community members sought to strengthen the test for demolition of heritage items, as well as policy in the Heritage Adjacency Overlay.
- Concern the demolition test for heritage is still based on economic considerations.
- Concern raised around generalisation of policies in the Local Heritage Place Overlay without regard to heritage character and style.
- Seek further protection of Colonel Light Gardens.

**Clarification:**

Updated Heritage Guidelines for the Colonel Light Gardens State Heritage Area were released for public consultation by the Department for Environment and Water on 11 December 2020. DO1 of the State Heritage Area Overlay references such guidelines.

- Clarification was sought on how the Aboriginal Heritage Act is integrated into the Code, and how developments’ impact on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage sites and ancestral remains is mitigated through the Code.

**Private open space (POS)**

**Engagement feedback:**

A number of submissions raised concern that the total area of private open space required for detached, semi-detached, row, group and residential flat dwellings was too low at 24m².

**Commission’s Response:** The Commission appreciates that most development plans and ResCode prescribe a larger area of POS dependent on the size of the site. A single figure of 24m² was proposed as it was considered suitable size to accommodate standard activities expected in a dwelling’s POS (clothes drying, garden, outdoor dining, etc.). These activities do not tend to vary greatly depending on allotment size. Meanwhile, the provision of garden areas for environmental and amenity benefits are provided for through separate policy, such as minimum percentage of soft landscaping, minimum deep soil areas around trees, and sometimes a maximum percentage of roof area (site coverage).

That being said, the Commission appreciates the strong concerns raised regarding a single figure of 24m², and supports amendment to require a larger area of POS for sites above 300m² in a manner consistent with current ResCode.
Commission's Recommendation:

P.5 AMEND Design in Urban Areas and Design General Development Policies to increase Private Open Space (POS) policy requirements in line with existing Res Code parameters: for sites above 300m² - a minimum POS requirement of 60m².

Boundary setbacks

Engagement feedback:

Submissions from community members raised concern around the setbacks from side and rear boundaries, and requested an increase in the setbacks for two-storey development.

Local government feedback echoed this concern, specifically requesting an increase in the rear setback to at least that currently prescribed in ResCode.

Regarding primary street setbacks, feedback from the housing industry sought for the front setback criteria in ResCode – being the average of adjoining minus 1 metre, to form the DTS criteria in zones.

Local government feedback sought:

- to use the average of adjoining policy to determine front setbacks in neighbourhood zones
- to transition existing upper level side setbacks (especially in the Established Neighbourhood Zone where side setbacks are determined by a single TNV value)
- to have regard to the average rear setback of adjoining dwellings in the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone.

Planning practitioners observed that, in many development sites, there might be a land division creating several allotments where the central sites do not adjoin any existing buildings; and therefore, referring to the “average of adjoining buildings” in front setback policy may unnecessarily apply a default value instead of aligning with adjoining buildings.

Commission's Response:

The Commission supports amendment to front and rear setback policies in certain neighbourhood zones to align with the setbacks currently in ResCode, and to provide greater clarity about front setbacks where adjoining allotments are vacant.

Amendment to TNV values for side setbacks in the Established Neighbourhood Zone are supported to transition upper level setback values from development plans.

It’s appreciated that the rear setback of allotments with a rear boundary adjoining a waterfront can contribute to the visual character of the area, and therefore an average setback approach is supported to ensure consistency in the pattern of setbacks along the waterfront. The same principle applies in the case of dwellings adjoining golf courses.

Commission's Recommendation:

P.6 AMEND rear setback DTS/DPF to add a new category for sites >300m² for a rear setback of 4m for ground level and 6m for upper level in the following zones:

- General Neighbourhood
- Suburban Neighbourhood
- Neighbourhood
- Waterfront Neighbourhood.
P.7 AMEND side boundary setback TNV for upper-levels as well as ground levels for dwellings in the Established Neighbourhood Zone and Township Neighbourhood Zone (as per current Development Plan parameters).

P.8 AMEND primary street setback policy to allow the primary street setback to reflect the average of the adjoining buildings minus 1m in the following zones:
- General Neighbourhood
- Suburban Neighbourhood

P.9 AMEND the primary street setback policy in neighbourhood zones that refer to average setback of adjoining buildings to refer to buildings on sites that would adjoin the site if not separated by vacant allotments.

P.10 AMEND the rear setback policy in the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone and Golf Course Estate Zone to require a setback no less than the average rear setback of any existing dwellings on adjoining allotments in cases where the rear boundary fronts a waterfront/golf course.

**Boundary walls**

**Engagement feedback:**

Various comments were received regarding the policy for walls constructed on boundaries:

- Industry submissions observed that boundary wall height should be measured from the top of building footings rather than natural/finished ground level as such reference may create a disparity in the built amenity of undulating areas, observing actual ground levels are only determined at the completion of building consent. Reference to “top of footings” provides certainty.

- A number of council and community submissions sought to publicly notify developments which exceed the maximum height and length criteria for boundary walls.

- Community and local government submissions sought to limit the maximum boundary wall length to 8m (not 11.5m), raising concern with overshadowing.

- Concern that a 3.2m wall height is too low and doesn’t account for high ceilings in the Established Neighbourhood Zone.

**Commission’s Response:** The Commission supports carrying forward current ResCode criteria which measures boundary wall height from the top of footings, acknowledging this provides a simpler assessments for DTS pathways. However, this is only considered appropriate in zones were ResCode commonly applies at present or zones which anticipate transformation of neighbourhoods, while reference to finished/natural ground level should be retained in zones where the impacts of redevelopment are more likely to impact on existing dwellings, such as the Hills Neighbourhood or Established Neighbourhood zones.

The Commission appreciates that the impact of boundary walls can have a direct impact on adjoining neighbours and therefore supports notification of development with boundary walls which exceed the maximum height/length criteria (see recommendation in Procedural and technical > Public notification section of this report).

**Commission’s Recommendation:**
General Neighbourhood Zone

Engagement feedback:

Submissions observed the following in the relation to the General Neighbourhood Zone:

- Request increase in minimum site area for a row dwelling from 200m² to 250m²
- Advertisements should be exempted from public notification up to a certain size
- The zone should encourage medium rise buildings close to open space, transport and activity centres
- Frontages for group dwellings and residential flat buildings should be 18m
- Reduce minimum site area requirements for dwellings in retirement villages to a level below that required for ordinary dwellings.

Commission’s Response:

While a minimum site area of 200m² has been found to be sufficient size to accommodate a standard row dwelling, the Commission appreciates that an increase to 250m² would be more reflective of current minimum standards in development plan zones which will transition to the General Neighbourhood Zone.

Medium density/rise development is more suited to Housing Diversity or Urban Renewal neighbourhood zones than the General Neighbourhood Zone.

Retirement facility is an envisaged form of development in the zone. It is appreciated such accommodation may generally warrant smaller individual site areas given their reliance on common facilities. However, as these forms of development will be performance-assessed in the zone, it is not considered necessary or appropriate to provide quantitative site area criteria in DTS/DPF 2.1. In such cases, PO 2.1 would be taken into consideration in conjunction with the relevant policies in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies specific to housing for aged persons.

Under the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017, the following types of un-illuminated advertisements are exempt from approval:

- Up to two x 0.2m² advertisements associated with a dwelling
- An advertisement on the front wall of a commercial/community building.

Where advertisements exceed these thresholds in neighbourhood zones notification is considered warranted.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.12 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.1 of the General Neighbourhood Zone to increase the minimum site area for row/terrace dwellings from 200m² to 250m².
Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone

Engagement feedback:
Submissions requested additional policy in this zone to guide the design of buildings and their interface with lower density/rise areas.

Concern was raised regarding the building heights permitted in the zone, seeking reduction.

Commission’s Response: The Commission supports amendment to policies to better articulate the outcomes for interface with lower scale zones.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.13 AMEND PO 2.2 in Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone to guide the siting and design of buildings at the interface of a different neighbourhood-type zone to provide an orderly transition to the built form scale envisaged in that zone to mitigate impacts on adjacent residential uses.

Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone

Engagement feedback:
In the revised Phase Three Amendment, the former Greenfield Neighbourhood Zone was merged into a single Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone, supported by a new Emerging Activity Centre Subzone. Submissions observed the following:

- Concern around medium rise (up to 6 building levels) in the Zone, particularly in regional/township areas where surrounding zones only permit low rise development.
- Requests to reduce the spatial extent of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone to only capture new centres.
  
  Clarification: The Emerging Activity Centre Subzone applies to entire areas to provide for flexibility in the future location of activity centres in these emerging neighbourhoods. Policy in the zone and the definition of ‘activity centre’ ensures that areas covered by the Subzone still differentiate between the new activity centre location, and areas that are more suitable for primarily residential development.

- Strengthen POs in the subzone to reduce impact of potentially competing new centres.
- Concern that DTS pathways will mean authority cannot use judgement about location of new activity centres.
  
  Clarification: There are no deemed-to-satisfy pathways for commercial development or activity centres in the zone nor subzone. The location of new activity centres will always be performance assessed on merit.

- The Emerging Activity Centres Subzone should not prevent DTS dwellings.
- Suggest Building Envelope Plans (BEPs) should be approved in a staged basis, and existing BEPs from development plans should be transitioned without further approval.
  
  Clarification: The procedures and considerations for approval of a Building Envelope Plan will be set out in regulations and a practice direction.

- Clarify that balcony privacy policy in Accepted criteria only applies to buildings of two or more building levels.
Concern no minimum allotment size in Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone

Commission’s Response:

The Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone has generally transitioned existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zones, and master planned areas where the design of land division, street pattern and open space are key considerations, different from standard residential infill areas.

It’s appreciated this single zone has been applied to areas in a metropolitan, as well as a regional context, and that a lower scale/intensity of development is often more compatible with these regional townships.

To this end, the Commission supports creation of a new zone which replicates the key policies of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone, but which provides for a primarily low rise and low density residential environment.

The protection of activity centres will be strengthened through new ‘Out of Activity Centre’ Development General Development Policies (see discussion and recommendation in Productive Economy > Retail (shop) development section of this report).

Minimum allotment size and density can vary depending on the context of areas within a master planned estate (higher density is warranted in areas close to open space, public transport, centres, etc.). For this reason, density is guided by POs at the land division stage, rather than specific DTS/DPF criteria that is more relevant for urban infill areas.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.14 CREATE new Master Planned Township Zone to accommodate lower densities and primarily low rise development, with associated new Emerging Township Activity Centre Subzone for areas where new activity centres are anticipated.

Note: Refer to Code Spatial Application section of this report for information on where the new zone will be spatially applied.

P.15 REMOVE ‘Emerging Activity Centre Subzone’ as an exclusion to a DTS pathway for dwellings.

P.16 AMEND balcony privacy policy in Accepted criteria to clarify that it only applies to buildings of two or more building levels.

Established Neighbourhood Zone

Engagement feedback:

The Established Neighbourhood Zone was newly proposed in the revised Phase Three Amendment. Submissions observed the following:

- An industry submission raised concern with the lack of potential for infill in the Established Neighbourhood Zone, and this infill could be appropriate on large amalgamated sites where interface can be managed.

- Local government sought to amend the DO for the zone to emphasise the predominant streetscape character and preservation of existing development patterns, and remove reference to provision of a range of housing types to meet housing preferences.

Commission’s Response:

There are few areas within the Established Neighbourhood Zone where Character or Heritage overlays are not applicable. The desired outcome of the zone is for new buildings to be ‘sympathetic to
predominant built form and character’, as well as to ‘maintain the predominant streetscape character’. Policy encouraging infill is considered more appropriate in zones which anticipate transformation of neighbourhoods, such as Urban Renewal, Housing Diversity and General neighbourhood zones.

The Commission supports amendment to DO 1 to remove reference to new buildings responding to housing preferences, as it is appreciated that the type of housing in the zone may be guided by the existing built form and character rather than market demand.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**P.17 AMEND** DO 1 to remove reference to new dwellings responding to housing preferences.

**Hills Neighbourhood Zone**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions observed the following of the newly proposed policies of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone, applying in residential areas with undulating land:

- Request additional policy to address bulk and scale, cut and fill, retention of vegetation, and protection of vistas
- Request increased secondary street setbacks
- Minimum site area and frontage TNVs should differentiate between different dwelling types.

**Commission’s Response:**

Policies already exist in the zone to minimise the extent of cut and fill, and encourage siting and design to integrate with the natural topography.

Retention of vegetation and revegetation is promoted through the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay, which generally applies in areas where the Hills Neighbourhood Zone applies.

The Commission supports increasing setbacks on steeper sites, and enabling TNV values for minimum site area and frontage to differentiate between different dwelling types.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**P.18 AMEND** DTS/DPF 6.1 to provide for increased secondary street setback of 1.9 metres on sites with a steeper gradient (>1:8).

**P.19 CREATE** additional TNV fields to enable minimum site area and minimum frontage width criteria to apply based on dwelling type.

**Design**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions observed the following in relation to the Code’s design policies:

- Several council submissions sought to apply the design criteria for 4+ level development to 3+ level development, providing alignment with the definition of medium rise development
- Request policy to guide the design of undercroft parking, and note the loss of policy incentivising undercroft parking
- Request additional policy to guide development in laneways
- Request strengthened policy for privacy treatments, including 1.7m sill heights
- Request increase in minimum internal garage dimensions to ensure convenient parking and provide more room for internal storage.
- Improvements requested to the waste bin storage policy, including a Waste Overlay
- Request to remove universal design policy from the Code given access requirements are already listed within the National Construction Code.
- Concern the Code does not adequately address design quality
- Improve façade design policy by increasing the number of techniques required to achieve the DTS, and remove the mix of materials as a technique
- Request policy for minimum storage areas in smaller dwellings
- The wording in the entry door policy should be changed from entry door to entry “point”
- Soft landscaping policy should also apply to ancillary structures such as outbuildings, verandahs and carports.
- Soft landscaping minimum dimension should be reduced from 0.7 to 0.5m
- 1 metre dimension landscaping strip adjacent common/battle-axe driveways should be reduced to 500mm
- Requirement for 50% pervious driveway should be deleted, or not be applicable for projects that constitute less than five dwellings
- 50% maximum garage width should also apply to two storey dwellings
- Request additional policies regarding residential amenity in multi-storey buildings
- Request for more detailed policy on the design of vehicle crossovers, requiring performance assessment of double-width driveways.

Commission’s Response:

Matters relating to privacy screening height, internal garage dimensions, waste bin storage areas, façade design, entry door visibility and soft landscaping minimum dimension were considered by the Commission in detail through the previous consultation process. No further amendments are proposed in relation to these matters.

Additional policy to deal with laneway design, undercroft parking and residential amenity in multi-storey buildings are supported.

The Commission agrees that policies for 4+ level buildings may also be relevant for 3 level buildings. As such, it is proposed to amend the title to apply to medium and high rise buildings.

The PDI Act establishes that the Code will set out policies relating to universal design. However, it is acknowledged that the policy is most relevant to supported accommodation and should be relocated under the appropriate heading.

Two storey dwellings have greater opportunity to minimise garage dominance through presentation of the upper level.

Detailed designs and specifications regarding driveway crossovers may be considered as design standards are developed in the future.

Commission’s Recommendation:
**Affordable Housing and Housing Renewal**

**Engagement feedback:**

Some submissions raised concern with the incentives which apply to affordable housing. Particular concern was raised regarding the need for no on-site car parks where located within 400m of public transport stops.

Feedback on the Housing Renewal General Development Policies from local government expressed general concern around application of only general policies to these types of housing.

**Commission’s Response:** The Commission acknowledges that some on-site car parking may be warranted for affordable housing, even when within proximity of public transport. Accordingly, an increase in the discounted car parking rate is recommended; from 0 to 0.3 spaces per dwelling. Additionally, it is recommended that the proximity to public transport is amended to reflect those proximities listed in Table 2 – Off-Street Car Parking Requirements in Designated Areas of the Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies. This means that the proximity to high frequency bus services will reduce from 400m to 200m, and the incentive will also apply to areas within 400m of the Adelaide Parklands.

Policies in the Housing Renewal module are based on those used by the State Coordinator General in assessment of applications for dwellings under the ROSASSP at present, with some improvements to align with the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies. Given these forms of social housing have additional oversight by the SA Housing Authority, the criteria can vary from standard infill housing.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**P.26** AMEND DTS/DPF 3.2 of the Affordable Housing Overlay to add in additional neighbourhood and township zones where building height incentives should apply.
Public open space

Engagement feedback:
Submissions from both councils and industry requested that Code policy should permit a larger proportion of areas subject to inundation to be counted as public open space. Council feedback further requested that a maximum 50% of these inundated areas could count toward the open space contribution under the PDI Act in circumstances where extensive land is required to accommodate stormwater infrastructure such as detention basins in the public realm.

Commission’s Response: It’s noted that similar policies ensuring open space is ‘suitable for its intended active and passive recreational use considering gradient and potential for inundation’ are contained in two different General Development Policies in the Code: Land Division (PO 8.2) and Open Space and Recreation (PO 4.1 and DTS/DPF 4.1).

It’s noted DTS/DPF 4.1 in the Open Space policy specifies that no more than 20% of open space is comprised of watercourses, wetlands or detention basins, whereas an equivalent DTS/DPF was removed from the Land Division policy. It is considered appropriate to also delete the DTS/DPF from the Open Space and Recreation General Development Policies to avoid prescribing a static figure because:

a) different locations in South Australia may have a greater propensity for inundation
b) open space can be effectively designed to incorporate wetlands/detention and still be functional for a majority of the year.

By deleting the DTS/DPF, the PO could be used in a merit assessment by the relevant authority to determine the suitability of open space in its particular location.

It’s noted that the open space contribution required under the PDI Act is a legislative matter. It is not appropriate for planning policy to alter legislative requirements.

Commission’s Recommendation:

P.29 DELETE DTS/DPF 4.1 of the Open Space and Recreation General Development Policies.

City of Adelaide

Engagement feedback:
In relation to policy applied specifically to the City of Adelaide, submissions requested:

- additional policy to address land use interface (e.g. residential near licensed premises)
- amendments to the City Living Zone to ensure long term goal to increase residential uses is maintained
- concerns current Development Plan policies for the North Adelaide Colleges and Institutional sites have not been included in the City Living Zone; requests policy that guides sensitive infill and interfaces, and discourages undercroft parking
request overlay for National Heritage listings around the City of Adelaide.

**Clarification:** National Heritage is governed by the Australian Government’s national environment law — the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) — so, it is not appropriate to for it to be represented in a separate layer in the Code’s policies. However, the Commission supports including National and Commonwealth heritage listing in the SAPPA as a planning reference layer.

- reinstatement of policy to place restrictions on demolition unless a replacement development is granted full approval
- amend policy in the City Living Zone to only allow non-residential development (that reflects current policy) in the following locations – Gilles and Gilbert Street, Sturt Street, Carrington Street (west of Hurtle Square), Former Policy Area 15, East Terrace on lower levels of catalyst sites and Tynte Street (west of Bevis Street)
- remove the Restricted Development Pathway in the City Living Zone for shops over 1000m², and for expansion of college and institutional sites identified by Concept Plan
- reconsider the quantitative standards for ancillary buildings and structures in the City Living Zone
- request that the Community Facilities Zone be applied to Calvary Hospital instead of the City Living Zone, given that zone has been applied to the St Andrews Hospital precinct on South Terrace, and the Women’s and Children’s Hospital precinct.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission remains of the view that demolition controls should relate to heritage matters. The Commission supports amendment to the policy for non-residential activity, to limit home-based activities to less than half the ground floor area where it is ancillary to an existing residential use, include scope for low impact non-residential development on the ground level of a building in the areas identified by the City of Adelaide Council, and allow for a change of use between certain non-residential activities in buildings that are already non-residential. This is discussed in further detail in the People and Neighbourhoods > Non-residential development in neighbourhood zones of this report.

The Commission is of the view that the quantitative standards for ancillary buildings in the City Living Zone should be consistent with the Established Neighbourhood Zone. Amendments are proposed to the zone / Subzone policy to make the quantitative standards consistent with this zone.

The use of restricted classification in regard to shops is consistent across the Code. In relation to the Institution sites, the Commission is of the view that the restricted pathway is appropriate for such development.

Design Standards are separate to the Code, and therefore are not within the scope of this Code Amendment.

The Commission notes the St Andrews Hospital precinct current has institutional zoning and the Women’s and Children’s Hospital currently has its own policy area that has a hospital focus. Calvary Hospital (and other institutional sites in North Adelaide) currently sit within a residential context. The current policy applying to the site reflects this, recognising it as an institutional site within a (historic) residential area. The Commission is therefore of the view that the proposed City Living Zone is suitable, however additional policy that supports the ongoing operation of the hospital is supported. Recognising the importance of the North Adelaide Institutions as part of North Adelaide’s historic fabric is also supported.
Commission's Recommendation:

P.30 **CREATE** new PO and DTS/DPF in the City Living Zone to require parking on institutional / college sites as depicted on concept plan maps to be in the form of basement rather than undercroft or at-grade, or above-ground.

P.31 **AMEND** policy applying to non-residential activity in the City Living Zone to:
- limit home based activities to less than half the ground floor area where it is ancillary to an existing residential use
- include scope for low impact non-residential development on the ground level of a building in the areas identified by council
- allow for a change of use between certain non-residential activities in buildings that are already non-residential.

P.32 **CREATE** policy in the City Living Zone limiting boundary wall length to 8m and garage opening width to 30% of the allotment frontage, and **CREATE** policy for the Medium High Intensity Subzone and East Terrace Subzone with previous zone garage policy (e.g. 50% width and 11.5m length).

P.33 **CREATE** new policy in the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone regarding development in the public realm to address public safety, pedestrian movement, consider existing infrastructure, positively contribute to the areas vibrancy, and be consistent with relevant zone outcomes.

P.34 **AMEND** City Living Zone PO 1.2 by adding in a new part: (e) Expansion of existing hospital facilities.

P.35 **AMEND** the Calvary Hospital Concept Plan 31 by adding the following:

Calvary Hospital Site
- Development maintains the orientation and frontage of the hospital to Strangways Terrace.
- Landscaped open space incorporated to break up building mass.
- Buildings up to 4 building levels located along Hill Street in areas identified as Taller Built Form
- Development provides a compatible set back from the street, adjoining residential allotments and State and Local Heritage Places.

P.36 **AMEND** the (City of Adelaide) North Adelaide Hill Street Historic Area Statement Adel1 by adding "Institutions are part of the historic fabric of North Adelaide” in the Architectural styles, detailing and built form in the general part of the Statement.

**Other matters**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback on the following matters was also received:
- Policies related to battle-axe development should be applicable for the assessment of land division applications
- It is unclear whether the site area for residential flat dwellings and group dwellings is calculated on average, or whether it includes the common driveway area
- Concern 500-1000m² floor area for shops, offices and consulting rooms in the Urban Neighbourhood Zone is too large
- The Urban Neighbourhood Zone at Panorama should have a building envelope of 30 degrees as per the Development Plan to assist in managing interface issues.

**Commission’s Response:**

Comments relating to policy for battle-axe, group and residential flat buildings are supported.

The Urban Neighbourhood Zone supports a mixture of land uses to meet the needs of the local community. Amendment to reduce the ability to deliver these services is not supported.

Creating the ability for TNV data to populate the interface height provisions in the Urban Neighbourhood Zone is supported to enable current Development Plan policy to transition into the Code.

**Additional review/investigations**

Upon review of applicable policies for ancillary accommodation, it was identified that the Rural Neighbourhood Zone and Neighbourhood Zone linked to zone policies for ancillary buildings and structures, which provided a maximum floor area of 100/120m² and 60/80m² for ancillary accommodation in each zone, respectively. Consistent with the approach to ancillary accommodation in other neighbourhood-type zones, the maximum DTS floor area for ancillary accommodation should link to General Development Policies which limits floor area to 60m².

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

| P.37 | CREATE policy in the Land Division General Development Policies regarding the design and suitability of battle-axe allotments. |
| P.38 | AMEND Site Dimensions and Land Division policy (where TNV fields are used) to clarify that average site area per dwelling, including common areas, applies for group dwellings or dwellings within a residential flat building. |
| P.39 | AMEND 'Interface Height' DTS/DPF policy in the Urban Neighbourhood Zone to provide for TNV values to transition the either a 30 degree or 45 degree building envelope from development plans. |
| P.40 | AMEND Table 2 and 3 of the Neighbourhood Zone and Rural Neighbourhood Zone to apply Design General Development Policies PO / DTS/DPF 13.1 and 13.2 to ancillary accommodation instead of zone policy on ancillary buildings and structures. |
2.2 Productive Economy (E)

Retail (shop) development

Engagement feedback:
A number of submissions raised concern about the scope of retail development permitted through the Code’s policies, specifically:

- Policies should prevent inappropriate non-residential development outside of activity centres to preserve a centres hierarchy
- Concern around the cumulative impact on townships from non-residential development located outside of designated centres
- Request general policies to address out of centre retail development
- Request that Retail Fuel Outlets should have a cap on max retail.

Alternatively, other submissions from retailers suggested that the retail policy in the Code should allow broader scope for mid-scale retail development, requesting to:

- remove restricted development pathway in corridor and employment zones to make supermarkets performance assessed and increase shop floor area to 2000m².
- amend restricted development exclusions to allow shop adjacent activity centres or a main street to be performance assessed (subject to floor area).

Commission’s Response:
The Commission supports the creation of new General Development Policies which will allow consideration of the role of existing activity centres when assessing new retail development located outside of activity centre zones. This policy will be reflective of the State Planning Policies which seek to recognise existing activity centres, main streets and mixed-use areas as the primary place for commercial and retail activity.

Non-activity centre zones have different policies which cater for varying levels of retail development, and certain shops are anticipated in employment and corridor zones. It’s noted the restricted development pathway doesn’t necessarily indicate that development is inappropriate, but rather provides a more comprehensive assessment pathway.

Commission’s Recommendation:

E.1 CREATE new ‘Out of Activity Centre’ Development General Development Policies to reflect current State Planning Policies and recognise Activity Centres as the primary locations for shopping, administrative, cultural, entertainment and community services.

Local Activity Centre Zone

Engagement feedback:
This new zone proposed in the revised Phase Three Amendment drew the following comments:

- Do not support standalone residential development in the zone; should be in conjunction with non-residential development.
- A maximum floor area should apply to maintain the hierarchy of centres.

Commission’s Response:
The ability for stand-alone residential in this zone was proposed in response to feedback from the previous consultation, which observed that smaller centres would benefit from residential as an
alternative land use in underperforming centres. Such application will be performance assessed so the authority can consider whether residential development would prejudice the operation of retail, office, or community facilities and services related activity within the zone.

Floor area limits are not considered necessary in the zone, as they will be naturally limited by the small spatial size of local activity centres.

**Urban Corridors**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions requested:

- Urban Corridor zones are not appropriate for residential side streets, and lower building heights should apply
- Ensure medium and high rise development is subject to notification
- Amend Urban Corridor (Business) zone to increase the floor area for shops to 2000m².

**Commission’s Response:**

Urban Corridor Zone policy incorporates building envelope criteria, which ensures that lower building height/scale will be required at the edge of the zone.

It is considered appropriate to create a new subzone in the Urban Corridor Business Zone to accommodate variations in current zoning, as some current Business Policy Areas in development plans have maximum 500m² retail and others 2000m².

Refer to Procedural and Technical > Public Notification section of this report for discussion on public notification in urban corridor zones.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

- **E.2** CREATE a new Urban Corridor Business Retail Subzone within the Urban Corridor (Business) Zone, to be applied to locations where up to 2000m² shop floor area is currently anticipated in development plans.
- **E.3** AMEND DTS/DPF 1.2 of the Urban Corridor (Business) Zone to reduce the maximum gross leasable floor area of shops to 500m².

**Adelaide Country Zone**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions raised the following matters regarding rural policies:

- The Adelaide Country Zone should be renamed ‘Productive Rural Landscape Zone’ to reflect the qualities of productive farming, niche produce, high visitor numbers, and high scenic quality.
- The DTS criteria for shops, tourism and function centres within the Adelaide Country Zone are too limiting, including unreasonable restrictions on gross leasable floor areas, accommodation areas, seat numbers and display areas external to a building.

**Commission’s Response:**

Given the extent of feedback received regarding the name of the Adelaide Country Zone, the Commission agrees to amend the name to ‘Productive Rural Landscape Zone’.

DTS criteria for commercial land uses are intentionally of a limited scale to support a DTS pathway for these value-adding activities. This does not necessarily mean that commercial land uses of a larger scale
are inappropriate, but that they require a performance assessment against the outcomes sought by the relevant PO.

Additional investigations

Based on further investigations and review, further amendments are proposed to DTS/DPF 1.1 to add function centre, as this class of development is anticipated in specified circumstances.

Commission's Recommendation:

E.4 RENAME Adelaide Country Zone to ‘Productive Rural Landscape Zone’
E.5 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 to add ‘function centre’.

Rural areas

Engagement feedback:

Submissions raised the following matters regarding rural policies:

- Seek stronger protections for areas of high landscape value in the Barossa
- Object to 1200m$^2$ minimum site area for unsewered sites; suggest 800m$^2$ given the technology of aerobic systems requires less area.
- Concern that because ‘intensive animal husbandry’ and ‘dairy’ are not specifically listed in Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development in rural zones, such land uses will result in longer assessment pathways

Clarification: Regulation 53 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017 prescribes the time within which a decision must be made. The period to determine a performance assessed application is not dependent on whether the land use is listed in Table 3.

- A dwelling in the Rural Zone is a restricted development ‘except where it is a replacement dwelling’. It is imperative that chicken farm managers live adjacent to their farms in order that emergencies can be quickly dealt with.
- Request for broader value-adding policies for rural industries such as intensive animal production, pulse fractionation, oat and oilseed processing plants, additional flour milling capacity, inland rail and associated container transport facilities.
- 100m$^2$ limit on the gross leasable floor area of shops does not reflect modern cellar door facilities and should be increased.
- Hours of operation for cellar doors needs to be better considered so as to not curtail economic potential of development.
- Rather than refer to a ‘second’ dwelling, the Dwelling Excision Overlay speaks of dwellings that are ‘surplus to a productive land use’ being able to be divided off the main allotment. Query: ‘What is the appropriate test for whether or not a dwelling is surplus?’
- Request strengthened policy to guide allotment boundary realignments that affect an existing dwelling
- Request larger Accepted water tanks in rural zones
- Concerns about fragmentation of broadacre farming land and unrestrained growth of horticulture activities in a major grain area
• The Rural Shack Settlement Zone should discourage structures being placed between the building and the river or coast rather than the building line
• Request DTS pathway for agricultural buildings in the Rural Living Zone
• Additional policy requested regarding solar farms in the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone
• Concern land division criteria in the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone requires allotments to be 40 ha when current Development Plan policy allows for smaller allotments when accommodating direct allied food industries, stock slaughter works, or ancillary allied food industries.

A number of submissions also focussed on the pathways and policy for horticulture development in rural areas:

• Concern about buffer and slope criteria for horticulture
• Seek inclusion of PIRSA primary production areas maps
• Suggest a subzone to address the vulnerability of broadacre farming to pressures of ad hoc development and expansion of incompatible horticultural activities
• Some submissions raised concern that the DTS criteria for horticulture did not go far enough to manage interface issues. Others were of the view that the DTS criteria for Horticulture were excessive (e.g. a slope not greater than 10% and not within 50m of a watercourse or native vegetation)
• Concern horticulture does not have a DTS pathway in the Adelaide Country Zone, Rural Zone or Rural Horticulture Zone because of water resources and other overlays
• Concerns about lack of policy relating to spray drift affecting horticulture activities.

**Commission’s Response:**

Amendment is supported to the Dwelling Excision Overlay to simplify the two provisions that currently constitute the Overlay to address the primary task of guiding land division proposals to excise a dwelling from a parent allotment used for primary production. The proposed replacement policy also removes a need to demonstrate that a dwelling is ‘surplus’ to primary production, instead greater reliance is placed on other criteria to limit implications for primary production land and misuse of division policies to alienate rural land for living purposes (e.g. age of the dwelling, previous association with rural activities on the same allotment).

Enhancing opportunities for value-adding in rural areas has been identified as a key objective of the Code. Cellar doors present an important value-adding opportunity in rural areas, and therefore amendments are supported to ensure the DTS criteria reflects the size of contemporary cellar doors.

It is considered appropriate to remove the Prescribed Water Resources Overlay as an exclusion to a DTS pathway because the DTS criteria for horticulture includes 50m setback from a watercourse in any case.

It’s noted that the buffer and slope criteria for horticulture in the Code are generally reflective of current development plan policy. Proposals that don't meet the criteria can still be considered on merit in performance assessment. Accordingly, no further change is proposed.

It is considered that existing policy within the Rural Zone and Environment and Food Production Areas Overlay adequately protects agricultural activities from encroachment of more sensitive horticultural / aquaponic activities in a manner which appropriately transitions current Development Plan policy.

The Commission supports inserting a new policy into rural-type zones in relation to boundary realignment policy, and creating a DTS pathway for agricultural buildings in the Rural Living Zone.
Greater flexibility is proposed to be incorporated in the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone policies to assess the merits of land division, and also to provide further policy guidance on larger scale built form to accommodate envisaged land uses.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**E.6** AMEND the Dwelling Excision Overlay to:

- **AMEND** PO 1.1 to remove reference to demonstrating that a dwelling is surplus to a productive land use and existed prior to a certain date, and instead seek land division creating an additional allotment to accommodate an existing dwelling does not undermine the role of primary production areas by being limited and designed to:
  - accommodate a dwelling that has had a long term association with primary production on the same allotment
  - contain the excised dwelling within an allotment capable of providing a suitable rural residential amenity
  - maintain all other land in suitably sized allotments to support primary production
  - no other dwelling has been excised from the primary production allotment.

- **AMEND** DTS/DPF 1.1 to remove reference to ‘no additional allotments are created’, and instead allow land division where:
  - no other dwelling has previously been excised from the allotment by creating an additional allotment
  - it does not create more than one additional allotment where one of the resultant allotments will contain a single existing lawful dwelling that existed prior to 1 December 2011 and meets setback and site dimension criteria, and any other allotment has an area not less than that identified in the relevant Minimum Site Area TNV.

- **DELETE** DTS/DPF 1.2, as this is clarified in amended PO and DTS/DPF 1.1.

**E.7** CREATE new PO which seeks for allotment boundaries, including by realignment, to be positioned to incorporate sufficient space around existing residential, tourist accommodation and other habitable buildings to maintain a pleasant rural character and amenity for occupants, and manage vegetation within the same allotment to mitigate bushfire hazard. In addition, create a new DTS/DPF which seeks for allotment boundaries located no closer than the greater of 40m or the distance required to accommodate an asset protection zone. Insert new policy in the following zones:

- Adelaide Country Zone
- Rural Zone
- Rural Aquaculture Zone
- Rural Horticulture Zone
- Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone.

**E.8** AMEND DTS/DPF under ‘Shops, Tourism and Function Centres’ to allow for cellar doors up to 250m² in floor area in the following zones:

- Productive Rural Landscape Zone
- Rural Zone
- Rural Horticulture Zone.
E.9 AMEND Interface Between Land Uses General Development Policies DTS/DPF 2.1 to exclude cellar doors from hours of operation.

E.10 DELETE the Prescribed Water Resources Overlay as an exclusion to a DTS pathway for horticulture and INSERT DTS 1.1 of the Prescribed Watercourses and Prescribed Water Resources Overlay as a DTS criteria.

E.11 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone which seeks for outbuildings to be designed and sited to mitigate their visibility from the waterfront.

E.12 AMEND PO 2.4 in the Rural Shack Settlement Zone to provide further guidance on design of buildings, having regard to establishment of a cohesive settlement appearance taking into account setbacks from allotment boundaries, building orientation towards roads and foreshore areas, roof forms, building heights and site coverage.

E.13 AMEND Table 2 – Deemed-to-satisfy Development Classification of the Rural Living Zone to add a DTS pathway for ‘agricultural building’.

E.14 AMEND assessment provisions the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone to:

- Amend PO 4.1 regarding land division to specifically reference allotments for the purposes of primary production.
- Create new PO under ‘Land Division’ to specifically apply to allied food industry value-adding activities.
- Amend DTS/DPF 5.1 to allow for agricultural buildings up to 500m²
- Create new PO under new heading “Rural Industry” to seek industry, storage, warehousing, transport distribution or similar activities sited, designed and of a scale that minimises the potential for adverse impact on adjoining activities.

**Employment/innovation**

Engagement feedback:

Submissions requested the following amendments:

- Within the Strategic Employment Zone, exempt special industry as a restricted land use if within the Ports Subzone
- Bulky goods outlets should be DTS form of development in the Employment Zone
- Request policy that identifies bulky goods outlets should be located on sites with frontage to a state maintained road rather than back streets
- Query the appropriateness of mandating the list of land uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 for all roadside service centres in the Roadside Service Centre Subzone.

**Commission’s Response:**

Special industry not currently envisaged in the Ports Subzone and therefore removal of a restricted pathway is not supported (noting restricted development provide more rigorous assessment and this may still be a suitable use).

Bulky goods outlets are an envisaged land use in employment zones, but are considered to warrant a performance assessed pathway to enable qualitative assessment of such matters as car parking, design, interface, etc.

It’s appreciated that not all facilities listed in DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Roadside Service Centre Subzone would be required in all cases. The policy would benefit from greater flexibility and clarification that a retail fuel outlet is an anticipated land use.
Commission's Recommendation:

**E.15** AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Roadside Service Centre Subzone to clarify that a retail fuel outlet is anticipated, as well as any of the additional activities listed (including those from DTS/DPF 1.2), and **DELETE** PO and DTS/DPF 1.2.

**Interface**

Engagement feedback:

Submissions requested additional policy in the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to address residential interface, similar to policies in the Urban Corridor Zones.

Commission's Response:

The Commission supports inserting additional policy regarding residential interface to seek a transition in scale. Upon review of this matter, the policy is recommended to be inserted into a number of employment and activity centre zones.

Commission's Recommendation:

**E.16** CREATE new PO which seeks for buildings on an allotment fronting a road that is not a State maintained road, and where land on the opposite side of the road is within a neighbourhood-type zone, provides an orderly transition to the built form scale envisaged in the adjacent zone to complement the streetscape character, in the following zones:

- Community Facilities Zone
- Employment Zone
- Local Activity Centre
- Strategic Employment Zone
- Strategic Innovation Zone
- Suburban Business Zone
- Suburban Activity Centre Zone
- Suburban Main Street Zone
- Township Activity Centre Zone
- Urban Activity Centre Zone.

**E.17** CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Land Use and Intensity’ in the Employment Zone and Strategic Employment Zone which seek bulky good outlets and standalone shops to be located to provide convenient access, with a frontage to a State Maintained Road.

Advertisements

Engagement feedback:

- Policy relating to advertisement size and design is not suitable for use in neighbourhood type zones
- Policy is required to address the visual appearance of advertising hoardings, particularly in regard to advertisements that are classified as deemed-to-satisfy.
- Policy allows for some scope for third party advertising. A number of development plans designate third party advertising as ‘non-complying’ so policy in the general module should be strengthened to ensure policy generally avoids third party advertising (noting that such development can still be considered on merit).
- Requests for the Advertising near Signalised Intersection Overlay policies to apply to advertisements on other intersections, not just those on State Maintained Roads.
- Advertising policy should be reviewed to ensure a consistent approach applies across similar zone types.
- Freestanding advertising should be performance assessed given the potential visual impact, and difficulty in establishing a size that is suitable for a deemed-to-satisfy pathway, given the variation of centre sizes in practice.

Commission's Response:

Changes are supported to provide greater clarity regarding the design of advertisements attached to buildings, third party advertising and limiting advertising in neighbourhood-type zones.

It is acknowledged that there are circumstances outside of State Maintained Roads where policy guiding advertisements near signalised intersections should be available. It is therefore recommended that policy from the Advertising Near Signalised Intersection Overlay is included in the Advertisements General Development Policies so such policies are available for use in relation to non-state roads, such as in the City of Adelaide.

It’s noted that the draft policy limited the amount of signage that could be attached flush with a building façade (15% of a wall), and in relation to freestanding advertisements (one per tenancy). However, multiple advertisements attached to a building, but not flush with a wall, could be established potentially allowing a proliferation. It’s agreed advertisements should be limited to one advertisement per tenancy.

Commission's Recommendation:

E.18 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF in the Advertisements General Development Policies, consistent with PO/DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay.

E.19 CREATE new policy in the Advertisements General Development Policies to:
- limit the number of signs that are attached to building, but are not flush with a building façade, to one per occupancy with associated size limits
- strengthen policy to ensure advertising relates to the lawful uses rather than third party advertising
- amend policy so that allowable size limits do not apply in neighbourhood-type zones
- strengthen policy regarding advertising hoardings, and insert an associated DTS/DPF criteria.

E.20 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF provisions into zones regarding maximum height and size of freestanding advertisements.

E.21 REMOVE the DTS pathway for freestanding advertisements in all zones (excluding those zones that are exclusive to Phase 1 and/or 2 areas).

E.22 CREATE additional policy to strengthen requirements for performance assessed signage in centre type zones to ensure advertisements are sited and designed to achieve greater consistency along streets; and ensure greater consistency across the zones.

E.23 AMEND the allowable freestanding signage height and area to be consistent and commensurate with the type of Activity Centre (up to 5m in height and 4m$^2$ façade per side in the Local Activity Centre, Township Activity Centre and Township Main Street; 8m in height and 6m$^2$ per side in the Suburban Activity Centre, Suburban Main Street, and Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone; and 10m in height and 8m$^2$ façade per side in the Urban Activity Centre Zone).
**City of Adelaide**

**Engagement feedback:**

In relation to policy applied specifically to the City of Adelaide, submissions requested:

- only total (rather than partial) demolition of a heritage place within Capital City Zone should be publically notified.
- the Code should reference the Adelaide Parklands Act

*Clarification: It is not appropriate for the Code to reference principles of other legislation. The PDI Act and its associated regulations address matters relating to the Parklands Act. It is noted that various heritage overlays apply to a number of sites within the Parklands, as well as the Design Overlay. PO 3.2 of the Zone states "Development recognises the Park Land's National Heritage Values."

- amendments or reinstatement of policy in the Capital City Zone to address views to important landmarks, over height policy and overlooking, etc.
- amendments to the City Riverbank Zone to provide policy that reinstates the overall vision for the zone, promotes basement parking, provides a list of envisaged land uses at Subzone level and addresses over height policy in the Innovation Subzone
- amendments to the Adelaide Park Lands Zone to provide policy that addresses the return of alienated land, noise, monument design or placement, and overall built form and character
- remove policy in the Adelaide Park Lands Zone relating to the Adelaide Aquatic Centre and reinstate the existing Development Plan policy
- incorporate the Park Lands Design Guidelines in the Code
- reinstatement of existing Development Plan policy into the Community Facilities Zone as it applies to the Women’s and Children’s Hospital / Memorial Hospital and St. Andrew’s Hospital sites and that it addresses illuminated signage, retention of long range views and vistas, and landscaped open space and plot ratio requirements
- request policy to address development in the public realm
- request a design standard to deal with the detailed and technical aspects for development affecting the public realm
- remove Capital City Zone Advertising provision 8.2 limiting internally illuminated signs to main roads.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Commission remains of the view that demolition controls should relate to heritage matters.

Amendments were proposed to be made to the Adelaide Park Lands Zone to ensure better alignment with the strategic objectives for the park lands, including returning alienated land to parklands and reference to national heritage values. No further changes are recommended.
The Commission agrees that there is a need to include policy to guide development on the public realm to ensure matters of public safety, pedestrian movement, contribution to vibrancy, and zone outcomes can be addressed in key areas of the city.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

E.26 **CREATE** new policy in the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone to address development in the public realm to address public safety, pedestrian movement, consider existing infrastructure, positively contribute to the areas vibrancy, and be consistent with relevant zone outcomes.

E.27 **DELETE** Capital City Zone ‘Advertising’ PO 8.2 limiting internally illuminated signs to main roads.

**Other matters**

**Engagement feedback:**

- Council feedback requested a new overlay to apply to hazardous facilities with a referral to Safe Work SA, based on concerns around removal of non-complying pathways.
- Concern the term ‘Change of use’ in the Accepted and DTS Classification Tables of Activity Centre zones may be misleading and would be better represented by the term ‘shop’, ‘office’ or ‘consulting room’.

**Commission’s Response:**

The new Significant Interface Management Overlay seeks to prevent the establishment of new, and intensification of sensitive receivers to mitigate community exposure to potential adverse hazards and environmental and amenity impacts generated by the lawful operation of proximate significant activities. Accordingly, a new overlay is not considered warranted.

It’s appreciated the use of the term ‘Change of use’ in Table 2 may be too broad and may be misleading for a user in the PlanSA portal environment. To provide a more intuitive experience, each Class of Development that is subject to the ‘Change of use’ criteria should be identified individually in Table 1 and 2 of the relevant zone as either ‘shop’, ‘office’ or ‘consulting room’.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

E.28 **AMEND** the term ‘Change of use’ in activity centre zones to term ‘shop’, ‘office’ and ‘consulting room’.
2.3 Natural Resources and Environment (N)

Urban Tree Canopy

Engagement feedback:

A high volume of submissions related to the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay, raised the following matters:

- Community members and groups observed that the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay did not go far enough to increase urban tree canopy. It was suggested that minimum tree requirements be increased to reflect higher tree canopy targets, and policy regarding retention of mature trees be strengthened.

- Council submissions requested that the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay should also apply to dwellings undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust.

- A number of submissions raised concern that a potential to pay a fee in lieu of planting new trees was not appropriate (i.e. urban tree canopy offset scheme). Some submissions observed the fee would be too low and should be increased, and others suggested the scheme should only apply where the cost of footings is unreasonable.

- Submissions requested for tree species and setbacks between buildings and trees to be stipulated in the overlay.

- Submissions also raised concern about the regulated and significant tree legislation, particularly the cost to remove a regulated/significant tree (without planting replacement trees).

Clarification: Regulated and significant tree legislation is outside the scope of the Code and the Phase Three Amendment.

Commission’s Response: The Commission is of the view that the requirement to plant at least one new tree per dwelling (except where retaining mature trees) within the areas affected by the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay provides an appropriate first step to addressing the tree canopy targets set through the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide – 2017 Update. The effectiveness of this policy can be monitored as the new planning system is introduced.

It’s noted that comments related to potential off-set payment in lieu of planting new trees was raised in response to supporting material/presentations by the Commission which indicated support for a future off-set scheme to support the tree planting policy. It’s noted that an Off-set Scheme established by the Minister under section 197 of the PDI Act would not form part of the Code, but could provide the ability that provision of the Code to apply with a specified variation, in accordance with the terms of the scheme. The Minister will consider the suitability of such a scheme, the terms of which are outside the bounds of the Code.

In order to improve clarity around operation of the off-set scheme, a note could be inserted into the relevant criteria in the Code to highlight that it may be able to be varied in accordance with the terms of any off-set scheme.

Commission’s Recommendation:

N.1 AMEND the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay to refer to an Off-set Scheme established under section 197 of the PDI Act.

N.2 AMEND Table 2 and Table 3 of various zones to apply PO and DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay to dwellings and residential flat buildings undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust or registered Community Housing providers.
Stormwater management

Engagement feedback:

A number of submissions offered suggestions to improve the stormwater management policies in the Code, including:

- Local government sought to increase stormwater detention capacity (and reduce retention capacity)
- It was observed the priority of the Code should focus on controlling output rather than water reuse.
- Amend the DTS/DPF requiring 80% roof capture area to 50% for row dwellings and semi-detached buildings as it will increase the risk of water damage to property due to the complex design issues builders’ face when facilitating an 80% capture.
- Concern regarding the suitability of DTS/DPF criteria to control stormwater pollutants and run-off coefficients.
- Seek a portion of 2000L retention tanks on sites <200m$^2$ to be used for detention (1000L retention and 1000L detention)
- Request water tank connections to all toilets (not 1 toilet)
- The NCC should only define how the connections should be made; the Code should specify the tank size and rainwater use connections.
- The installation of the rainwater tank and connection to approved uses should be mandated prior to occupying new houses
- The Stormwater Management Overlay should apply to all residential, commercial and industrial uses, and to dwellings undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust
- Regard should be given to the benefits a stormwater management offset scheme can provide a community by designating contributions into the public realm.
- Concern about the ramifications of sediment control principles (Design in Urban Areas – DTS/DPF 36.1 and 36.2); should not apply to applications involving less than 20 dwellings

Commission’s Response:

Concerns regarding the percentage of roof area required to be connected to water tanks are noted. The Commission understands that a higher percentage of roof area connection is most important for dwellings on battle-axe sites or with common driveways to ensure that sufficient stormwater from the site is controlled through water tanks given the notable run-off from driveway areas. Reduction in the proportion of roof area connected to water tanks is supported for other dwelling types.

The Commission supports amendment to the water tank required for sites <200m$^2$ to introduce a detention component to improve stormwater management outcomes.

It is considered appropriate to delete DTS/DPF criteria related to stormwater pollutants and run-off coefficients, noting that this policy only applies to development proposing a common/battle-axe driveway, and given such development is not provided a deemed-to-satisfy pathway, the specific figures are not necessarily required. Removal of this criteria means the PO will express the outcome sought and allow the stormwater guidelines of individual councils to be considered in that assessment, rather than applying static values throughout the State.

It is considered appropriate to apply the Stormwater Management Overlay to dwellings undertaken by the SAHT or registered Community Housing providers.
The Stormwater Management Overlay is designed to relate only to residential development and therefore does not apply to commercial and industrial land uses. Water Sensitive Urban policies from the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies already applies to these non-residential land uses to ensure that development includes stormwater management systems to mitigate peak flows and manage the rate and duration of stormwater discharges from the site.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**N.3** AMEND the Stormwater Management Overlay to:
- Require connection to 60% of the roof area to be connected to tanks, not 80%, for detached (non-battle-axe), semi-detached and row dwellings
- Require half (1000L) of the 2000L rainwater tanks for lots <200m² to be used for detention.

**N.4** AMEND stormwater management policies in the Design in Urban Areas, Design and Land Division General Development Policies to remove the DTS/DPF criteria regarding pollutant percentages and run-off coefficients.

**N.5** AMEND Table 2 and Table 3 of various zones to apply PO and DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Stormwater Management Overlay to dwellings and residential flat buildings undertaken by the South Australian Housing Trust and/or registered Community Housing providers.

**Flooding**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions observed the following in relation to the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and newly proposed Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay:

- The Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay should be used sparingly and the Code should only adopt the flood areas mapped within the current Development Plan in the initial roll-out of the Code
- Support flood protection policies for non-residential as well as residential development
- Inconsistency in Hazards (Flooding) overlays observed between council areas
- A minimum Finished Floor Level (FFL) above the roadway should apply in all areas (not just those areas subject to flood mapping) as they could still be subject to inundation
- Seek a general policy to specify FFLs are a minimum of 200mm above top of kerb where there are no flood overlays
- Various requests to include additional flood mapping data from councils.

**Commission’s Response:** The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay have been based on flood mapping from development plans. At this stage, it is considered inappropriate to update the mapping based on further data which hasn’t been consulted on. However, a study into flooding is currently being undertaken by the Department in conjunction with the Department for Environment and Water. The outcomes of this study will be incorporated into the Code in a future Code Amendment.

It’s acknowledged that the Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay applies to areas which have a low risk of flooding, as well as to areas where the flood risk is unknown because a flood study has not yet been endorsed. Reference to the 1% AEP in this overlay may therefore be problematic where such data does not exist. For this reason, an additional Hazards (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay is proposed which removes reference to the 1% AEP, and adopts a precautionary approach by ensuring that the FFL
of habitable buildings, commercial and industrial buildings, and buildings used for animal keeping is set at least 300mm above top of kerb level.

Commission’s Recommendation:

N.6 CREATE a new Hazards (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay by splitting the Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay into two: the latter applying to areas where low to medium flood risk is known, and the new overlay apply to areas where flood risk is unknown.

Climate change

Engagement feedback:
Submissions requested more policies in the Code specifically related to climate change.

Commission’s response:
While some of the Code’s policies specifically reference climate change, the mitigation and management of climate change is proposed to be addressed through the Code in a number of ways:

Mitigation

- New Urban Tree Canopy Overlay to ensure the provision of trees in urban infill areas, contributing to reduction in urban heat effect.
- Regulated and Significant Tree Overlay protects mature trees in metropolitan Adelaide.
- Energy efficient design policies contained in Design in Urban Areas and Design General Development policies.
- Conservation Zone seeks to conserve and enhance the natural environment and natural ecological processes for their ability to reduce the effects of climate change.
- Open Space Zone ensures provision of open space and reserves in our communities.
- Native vegetation overlays seek to protect, retain and restore our state’s areas of native vegetation in order to sustain biodiversity, habitat, ecosystem services, carbon storage, and amenity values.

Management

- New Stormwater Management Overlay to ensure water tanks manage impacts on stormwater infrastructure in rain events, and maximise stormwater reuse in new homes.
- Coastal Areas and Coastal (Flooding) overlays seek to conserve and enhance the natural coastal environment and provide for natural coastal processes and hazards due to sea level rise, flooding and erosion.
- Hazards (Flooding) and Hazards (Flooding - General) overlays ensure new development acknowledges the impacts of flood events in the future.
- Hazards (Bushfire) overlays ensure development responds to the potential for bushfire, to protect people and buildings, and enable emergency vehicle access. They also acknowledge the increased frequency and intensity of bushfire as a result of climate change.
- Ramsar Wetlands Overlay seeks to control the impact on the hydrologic regime of the wetlands taking to account the effects of climate change on rainfall and air temperature.
- Water Protection Area Overlay and Water Resources Overlay consider the adverse water quality impacts associated with projected reductions in rainfall and warmer air temperatures as a result of climate change.
**Energy efficiency**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions requested more policies in the Code related to energy efficient design, and to link environmental performance policies in the Design in Urban Areas General Development Policies to more types of development.

**Commission's response:**

Environmental Performance POs are not called up for individual dwellings given that energy efficiency criteria is already located in the National Construction Code (NCC), and the Code seeks to avoid duplication with the NCC.

It’s noted Environmental Performance POs generally apply to larger types of performance assessed development such as student accommodation, residential flat buildings, etc. where environmental performance warrants consideration beyond the scope of energy efficiency ratings in the NCC.

**Bushfire**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions raised the following matters in relation to the series of bushfire overlays:

- Improvements in bushfire policy, structure and mapping due to increased risk from climate change
- Include “fire-proof safe room refuge”
- A 50m clearance is not always possible and is harmful for native vegetation; the standard BAL clearances alongside bushfire building codes is sufficient
- Policy requiring habitable buildings to be within 600m of a public road is not appropriate in the Adelaide Hills
- Ensure Hazards (Bushfire – Medium Risk) Overlay doesn't prevent DTS pathways for residential development (e.g. Craigburn Farm - General Neighbourhood Zone)
- Request for additional referrals outside of the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay.

**Commission's response:**

Concerns regarding DTS/DPF criteria in the Bushfire overlays are acknowledged, however it’s noted that these quantitative standards only form one way to meet the corresponding PO. A performance assessment against the PO will enable alterative solutions to be considered on merit.

The Commission supports further investigations into the bushfire overlays as part of a future Code Amendment to ensure the policies and mapping reflect contemporary circumstances.

Additional referrals are not supported at this stage of implementation of the Code. Moreover, without a head power in the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017, the Commission is unable to create additional referrals.

**Additional information and investigations**

Based on further information from the Country Fire Service (CFS), amendments have been identified to be made to the series of bushfire overlays in order to:

- Apply a minimum setback between outbuildings and habitable buildings
- Remove slope provisions from asset protection zone policy
- Refinement of driveway policy to better explain when the policy applies (e.g. when a clear, unobstructed pathway the furthest part of the habitable building is not available or is greater than 60m in length – 60m is the maximum length of firefighting hose that is available for CFS personnel)
- Apply new policy in the Bushfire (Hazards - Urban Interface) Overlay seeking design/layout measures that will assist to minimise danger to residents and occupants of buildings in the event of a bushfire.
- Apply road design policy in the Urban Interface Overlay when within 100m of a General, Medium or High Overlay
- Remove the word ‘bushfire safer place’ in PO1.2 of the High Overlay as it may be unachievable
- Add ‘camp ground’ to the list of land uses that require referral in the High Overlay, as this is not covered by tourist accommodation
- Minor policy wording improvements.

**Commission's Recommendation:**

**N.1** CREATE new DTS/DPF provision to support PO 2.2 (General, Medium, Regional Overlays) and PO 3.2 (High Overlay) which ensures outbuildings and other ancillary structures are sited no closer than 6m from a habitable building.

**N.2** REMOVE slope provisions from Asset Protection Zone policy (DTS/DPF 3.2 (General, Medium, Regional Overlays), DTS/DPF 4.2 (High Overlay)).

**N.3** AMEND driveway access DTS/DPF policy (DTS/DPF 5.2 (General, Medium, Regional Overlays), DTS/DPF 6.2 (High Overlay), DTS/DPF 2.2 (Outback Overlay) to ensure that the 60m distance requirement is not interpreted ‘as the crow flies’ and that the measurement is taken from the nearest public road.

**N.4** CREATE new land division PO and supporting DTS/DPF in the Hazards (Bushfire - Urban Interface) Overlay to ensure measures are incorporated into land division design/layout aimed at minimising danger to residents and occupants of buildings (policy to only apply to 10 or more lot proposals that are within 100m of General, Medium, High Overlays).

**N.5** CREATE new road design PO and supporting DTS/DPF to ensure that roads within the Hazards (Bushfire - Urban Interface) Overlay are designed and constructed to facilitate the safe and effective access, operation and evacuation of fire-fighting vehicles, emergency personnel, residents occupants and visitors (policy to be consistent with General Overlay PO, DTS/DPF 5.1 and only be applied roads that are within 100m of General, Medium, High Overlays).

**N.6** AMEND DO 1 of the Hazards (Bushfire – Regional) Overlay to align it with the Hazards (Bushfire – General Risk) Overlay.

**N.7** AMEND DTS/DPF 3.3(b) by replacing the word ‘accommodation’ with ‘habitable building(s)’

**N.8** AMEND land use PO 1.2 of the High Overlay to remove reference to ‘Bushfire Safer Place’ and replace with ‘safer locations’.

**N.9** AMEND habitable buildings (water supply) PO 4.2 of the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay to add the words ‘where required’ at the end of part (ii).
### N.10 **AMEND**

Land division PO 5.5 of the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay to include additional policy about providing sufficient space for future asset protection zones.

### N.11 **AMEND**

Procedural Matters (PM) – Referrals table of the Hazards (Bushfire – High Risk) Overlay to include ‘camp grounds’ as a use that requires referral to the Country Fire Service.

#### Hills Face Zone

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback sought application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to Hills Face Zone and stronger prevention of accumulative effects of insensitive and inappropriate land uses.

Submissions also requested listing additional land uses as restricted development in the zone.

Feedback from the horticultural industry sought to provide Accepted pathways for a protective tree netting structure in the Hills Face Zone.

**Commission’s response:**

The Hills Face Zone has generally transitioned the policy intent of current development plans, including a number of restricted classes of development.

Review of the Hills Face Zone is supported in a future Code Amendment to analyse the efficacy and relevance of policies and pathways.

**Additional Investigations**

Review of the zone’s policies identified opportunities to improve the clarity of expression and function of PO versus DTS/DPF criteria.

In addition, it was observed that the exclusions to a restricted pathway for a dwelling included a number of criteria related to height, earthworks and access. These matters are more appropriately listed in the assessment provisions of the zone to ensure they can be legitimately considered in an assessment, rather than forming procedural triggers for a different pathway. Additional exceptions related to the Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay are already captured by the provisions of that overlay, and therefore are recommended to be removed from the restricted criteria.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

### N.12 **CREATE**

New PO 1.1 to set out the overarching scale of activities anticipated in the zone, being those which complement the natural, rural and scenic qualities of the hills face landscape.

### N.13 **AMEND** PO 1.4 (former 1.3) to articulate the outcome seeking a pleasant natural and rural character and amenity, and **CREATE** corresponding DTS/DPF criteria with prescriptive criteria.

### N.14 **AMEND** PO 2.2 and **CREATE** additional POs under ‘Built Form and Character’ to better articulate the outcome sought in separate policies, and relocate the prescriptive criteria into DTS/DPF criteria.

### N.15 **DELETE** DTS/DPF 2.9 (former 2.4) and **AMEND** the corresponding PO to articulate the desired materials to blend with a natural and rural landscape.
**Mount Lofty Ranges and water protection**

Engagement feedback:

Feedback sought increased restricted development within water protection areas, and a review of Mount Lofty Ranges overlays to improve criteria and guidance to achieve a negligible or beneficial impact to water quality.

Commission’s response:

Instead of increasing the types of restricted development in the overlays with a view to discouraging certain development, it is more appropriate to review the POs in the overlay to ensure the outcomes sought are clearly articulated.

Consultation with state agencies identified that the overlays should refer to ‘water supply’ in their name to ensure consistency with other legislation.

Commission’s Recommendation:

**N.21** RENAME Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 1) Overlay and Mount Lofty Ranges Catchment (Area 2) Overlay to Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 1) Overlay and Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 2) Overlay, respectively.

**Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 1) Overlay**

**N.22** AMEND PO 1.1 to seek development results in a neutral or beneficial effect on the quality of water draining from the site to maintain and enhance the role of the catchment as a water supply.

*Note: The Commission intends to publish a practice guideline to provide further clarity on what comprises a neutral or beneficial effect.*

**N.23** CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Water Quality’ which ensures development does not include land uses that have the potential to cause adverse impacts on the quality of water draining into primary public water supply reservoirs and weirs.

**N.24** CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Wastewater’ which seeks for development that generates trade or industrial wastewater to be designed to ensure wastewater disposal...
avoids adverse water quality impacts on the quality of water draining into primary public water supply reservoirs and weirs.

N.25 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Wastewater’ which seeks development that generates human wastewater established at an intensity and in a manner to minimise potential adverse impact on water quality within primary reservoir and weir catchment areas.

N.26 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.4 (former 2.2), 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 to ensure specified development is set back 100m or more from public water supply reservoirs and diversion weirs.

N.27 DELETE PO 4.2.

N.28 AMEND DTS/DPF 5.1 to specify that land division does not create additional allotments.

N.29 AMEND PO 5.2 to remove reference to a wastewater management system that ‘cannot realistically satisfy South Australian standards for wastewater management and disposal’.

N.30 AMEND the Procedural Matters - Referrals the Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment overlays to:

- specify the threshold at which an EPA licence is required (to enable referral fees to be determined)
- amend the purpose of referral to refer to whether a proposed development will have a neutral or beneficial impact on water quality.

Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment (Area 2) Overlay

N.31 AMEND PO 1.1 to seek development results in a neutral or beneficial effect on the quality of water draining from the site to maintain and enhance the role of the catchment as a water supply.

Note: The Commission intends to publish a practice guideline to provide further clarity on what comprises a neutral or beneficial effect.

N.32 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Water Quality’ which ensures development does not include land uses that have the potential to cause adverse impacts on the quality of water draining into secondary public water supply reservoirs and weirs.

N.33 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Wastewater’ which seeks for development that generates human wastewater, including alterations and additions, are established at an intensity and in a manner to minimise potential adverse impact on water quality within secondary reservoir and weir catchment areas.

N.34 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Wastewater’ which ensures dairy development is of a scale and design that will avoid adverse water quality impacts.

N.35 CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF under ‘Wastewater’ which seeks for development that generates trade or industrial wastewater to be designed to ensure wastewater disposal avoids adverse water quality impacts on the quality of water draining into primary public water supply reservoirs and weirs.

N.36 AMEND DTS/DPF 2.5 (former 2.2), 3.6, 3.8, 3.9 to ensure specified development is set back 100m or more from public water supply reservoirs and diversion weirs.

N.37 DELETE PO 4.2.
N.38 AMEND DTS/DPF 5.1 to specify that land division does not create additional allotments.

N.39 AMEND PO 5.2 to remove reference to a wastewater management system that ‘cannot realistically satisfy South Australian standards for wastewater management and disposal’.

N.40 AMEND the Procedural Matters - Referrals the Mount Lofty Ranges Water Supply Catchment overlays to:

- specify the threshold at which an EPA licence is required (to enable referral fees to be determined)
- amend the purpose of referral to refer to whether a proposed development will have a neutral or beneficial impact on water quality.

**Water Protection Area Overlay**

N.41 AMEND PO 1.1 to articulate the outcome that development with potential to expose the water supply role to significant adverse water quality risk is avoided to maintain the long term function of the Water Protection Area, and CREATE DTS/DPF 1.1 to set out land uses which are unlikely to meet this outcome.

**Other matters**

**Engagement feedback:**

It was queried why the Forestry General Development Policies reference native vegetation when there are specific overlays which seek to protect native vegetation.

**Additional investigations:**

Collaboration with agencies identified policy improvements to the Coastal Areas Overlay.

Review of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay identified the need to better articulate the outcome sought by PO 1.2.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

N.42 AMEND PO 1.1 of the Forestry General Development Policies to remove reference to native vegetation.

N.43 AMEND DTS/DPF 4.5 of the Coastal Areas Overlay to stipulate that development is connected to will be connected to an approved common wastewater disposal service with the capacity to meet the requirements of the development, or on-site wastewater systems set back a minimum of 100m from the mean high water mark at spring tide.

N.44 AMEND PO 1.2 of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay to clarify that development inconsistent with conserving significant natural and rural landscapes is not undertaken, and CREATE corresponding DTS/DPF which lists development types which are incompatible with this outcome (renewable energy facility (other than roof mounted solar photovoltaic panels), large-scale industry, storage, distribution, warehousing, or intensive animal husbandry).
### 2.4 Integrated Movement Systems and Infrastructure (M)

**Transport, access and parking**

**Engagement feedback:**
Feedback from a number of councils observed that car parking rates were generally too low, with specific comments including:

- Request to increase the on-site car parking rate of a 2 bedroom dwelling from 1 space to 2 spaces, observing this represents a change from current ResCode and many Development Plans
- Specify that the number of bedrooms includes rooms capable of being used as a bedroom
- Require at least 1 on-site car park to be covered (i.e. carport or garage)
- Increase visitor parking for multi-level buildings.

Feedback from schools expressed support for revision of car parking rates for educational establishments in the Code.

Community submissions expressed general concern that off-street car parking provision is too low.

**Commission’s Response:**

As discussed in section 6 of this report in response to the previous consultation comments, current statistics demonstrate that 2 bedroom homes typically own 1 car or less. However, it is acknowledged that most development plans and ResCode currently require 2 on-site car parks for 2 bedroom homes. Given that the Phase Three Amendment seeks to transition current policy intent, the Commission agrees to amend the car parking rate to require 2 on-site car parking spaces for 2 bedroom detached, semi-detached and row dwellings. This is not considered appropriate for group of residential flat buildings given that separate on-site visitor car parking spaces already apply. Further, it is not considered appropriate for rear-loaded row dwellings in order to incentivise this dwelling format which maximises on-street parking, garden areas and street trees along the primary street frontage.

It is also acknowledged that most development plans and ResCode currently require at least 1 on-site parking space to be covered (i.e. carport, garage), and development plans often specify a rate related to rooms capable of being used as bedrooms. These policy adjustments are supported to be transitioned into the Code.

The parking rate for educational establishments was based on recent review by a traffic consultant using modern traffic surveys, and therefore further amendment is not supported at this stage.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

**M.1** AMEND Table 1 of the Transport, Access and Parking General Development Policies in relation to detached, semi-detached, row and group dwellings and dwellings within a residential flat building to:

- Increase from 1 to 2 on-site car parks for 2 bedroom detached, semi-detached and row dwellings (except where rear loaded)
- Clarify that bedrooms includes rooms capable of being used as bedrooms
- Require 1 car parking space to be covered.

**Gas and Liquid Petroleum overlays**

**Engagement feedback:**
Development industry feedback raised concerns in relation to the Gas Pipelines Overlay, while feedback from the community, engineers, energy companies and gas companies expressed support.

A gas company sought to amend DTS/DPF 1.3(b) in the Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines Overlay to enable an agreement under section 123 of the PDI Act as a mechanism to allow pre-assessment under PO 1.3 (similar to DTS/DPF1.1).

**Commission’s Response:**
Following further information from the Department of Energy and Mining (DEM), the Commission supports amending the scope of the referral to DEM to avoid unnecessary referrals.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

| M.2  | AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines Overlay to clarify that land division only applies where allotments are greater than 1 hectare. |
| M.3  | AMEND DTS/DPF 1.3 of the Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines Overlay to add an option for a class of development referred to in part (a), or any combination thereof, which will occur in accordance with an agreement under section 123 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 2016. |
| M.4  | AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 of the Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines (Facilities) Overlay to ensure a dwelling or ancillary building/structure on an allotment approved for residential purposes satisfies the assessment provisions of the Overlay and will not require referral to the Chief Executive of the Department of the Minister responsible for administering the Petroleum and Geothermal Energy Act 2000. |

**Airports**

**Engagement feedback:**

Adelaide and Parafield Airports requested:

- Commonwealth Facilities Zone should reflect the broader economic functions of Airports
- Concerns about infill uplift in areas near the airport
- Developments should be restricted within the Aircraft Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) 35 contour

**Commission’s Response:**

In relation to the suggestion that the Commonwealth Facilities Zone should reflect the broader economic functions of Airports, this is considered unnecessary, as development within the zone is typically outside the scope of the Planning Rules and under Commonwealth jurisdiction.

In relation to concerns about infill uplift near airports, this is considered to be adequately addressed by performance outcomes relating to land division for sensitive receivers within ANEF 30 and above, as well as referral requirements for development which would exceed airport building heights, or would not meet requirements related to building generated windshear and turbulence. Given that the area surrounding Adelaide Airport in particular is already well established, it is unlikely there will be a drastic increase in pressure for infill development within this locality. However, should there be increased demand for infill in this area, the Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay will ensure that impacts on development are mitigated through either ensuring that approved development incorporates appropriate attenuation, or that additional land division does not occur (or is at least performance assessed) to ensure that sensitive receivers can be designed and located appropriately.
The Department has also progressed amendment to Ministerial Building Standard MBS 010 (Construction requirements for the control of external sound) to incorporate sound attenuation provisions for buildings exposed to aircraft noise. The MBS 010 will allow industry professionals and the public to identify the necessary construction requirements for buildings in areas where the Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay applies, to mitigate the exposure and reduce it to an acceptable level in accordance with the requirements of Australian Standard (AS) 2021-2015 Acoustics - Aircraft Noise Intrusion - Building Siting and Construction. This proposed amendment seeks to provide a range of Deemed-to-satisfy building solutions to reduce the need for applicants to engage an acoustic engineer in areas within the ANEF 20 and 25 contours. As part of this process, it is proposed that an Aircraft Noise Reduction (ANR) reference layer be added to the SAPPA in relation to 3 sites, Adelaide Airport, Parafield Airport and RAAF Edinburgh Airfield, which identifies the ANR values where noise level exposure require mitigation to achieve an acceptable level.

Commission’s Recommendation:

M.5 AMEND DTS/DPF 1.1 and DTS/DPF 1.2 of the Aircraft Noise Exposure Overlay to increase the ANEF value from 25 to 30.

Transport overlays

Engagement feedback:

Concern was raised regarding the extent of the Traffic Generating Development Overlay and referral for direction.

Local government feedback requested that collector roads be spatially defined in the Code.

Commission’s Response:

State Maintained Roads are spatially defined in the Code through a Planning Reference Layer. Policies in the Code refer only to state maintained roads, not collector roads, and therefore it is considered unnecessary for them to be separately mapped.

The Traffic Generating Development Overlay applies to areas within 250m of selected State Maintained Roads to protect the safe and efficient operation of urban transport routes by ensuring that development from side streets is not of a scale which has the potential to cause traffic impacts which may affect the road network. For this reason, it’s not appropriate to reduce the extent of the overlay, but it’s acknowledged that the DTS/DPF criteria could be amended to exclude any development which is not of a scale which could impact the road network.

Commission’s Recommendation:

M.6 CREATE DTS/DPF 1.1 and amend DTS/DPF 1.2 and 1.3 to specify that where development involves any of the classes of development which are subject to referral to the Commissioner of Highways, access is obtained directly from a State Maintained Road.

Community facilities

Engagement feedback:

Feedback from schools requested additional policy to support educational establishments. It was requested that minor school development should be exempt to align with exemptions for State schools in Regulations.
Council feedback requested the creation of a new subzone to apply to sites for educational establishments to reflect the balanced needs of expanding school sites with community impacts, such as site boundary setbacks and public notification.

Concern was raised that the new Neighbourhood Subzone requires residential uses to be complementary to community, educational and health care uses, which implies that residential uses are not an alternative/acceptable standalone option so much as ancillary to community uses.

**Commission’s Response:**

The existing Community Facilities Zone anticipates educational establishments. A new subzone is not considered warranted, however amendments to the zone’s policies and classification tables are supported to provide clearer pathways for expansion of educational establishments, and ensure adequate separation from boundaries.

The Neighbourhood Subzone is proposed to apply to the Community Facilities Zone within the City of Burnside in order to transition current development plan policy which anticipates residential development as an alternative land use within the zone. It is therefore agreed that policy within the subzone shouldn’t necessarily require residential development to be complementary to other land uses, but allow stand-alone residential uses to be developed as an alternative land use.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

- **M.7** AMEND Table 1 – Accepted Development Classification to provide an Accepted pathway for classrooms in the Community Facilities Zone where no greater than 1 level and 200m², and which satisfy car parking rates and setbacks.
- **M.8** CREATE new PO and DTS/DPF in the Community Facilities Zone to guide the expansion of existing community services such as educational establishments, community facilities and pre-schools.
- **M.9** AMEND PO and DTS/DPF 2.4 to relate to setbacks from all boundaries, not just rear boundaries.
- **M.10** AMEND Table 5 of the Community Facilities Zone to exempt Community Facility, Educational Establishment and Pre-school from notification where it satisfies building envelope policy.
- **M.11** AMEND DO1 and PO 1.2 and of the Neighbourhood Subzone to remove reference to residential development complementary to other land uses CREATE DTS/DPF 1.2 to provide for development comprising a dwelling or residential flat building.

**Recreation Zone**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions observed that the current proposed Recreation Zone is not suitable for the Adelaide Show Grounds, requesting a specific Adelaide Showgrounds zone/subzone

**Commission’s Response:**

Given the unique context of the Adelaide Showgrounds, a subzone is supported.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**
M.12 **CREATE** a new Adelaide Showgrounds Subzone in the Recreation Zone to be applied to the Adelaide Showgrounds.

**Telecommunications facilities**

**Engagement feedback:**

Feedback from the Australian Mobile Telecommunications Association requested that the following zones should be identified as preferred locations for telecommunications facilities:

- Business Neighbourhood
- Capital City
- City Main Street
- Employment (Bulk Handling)
- Motorsport Park
- Remote Areas
- All Rural Zones
- Suburban Business
- Tourism Development

It was requested that telecommunications facility should not be listed as restricted in the Hills Face Zone.

**Commission’s Response:**

It is considered appropriate to identify the applicable policies for a performance assessed telecommunications facility the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone, to align with other employment zones, and noting that telecommunications facility is already listed as an envisaged land use in DTS/DPF 1.1 of this zone. Other zones are more sensitive in terms of character and amenity and further change is not considered appropriate without further investigation and consultation.

**Commission’s Recommendation:**

M.13 **AMEND** Table 3 – Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development of the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone to add telecommunications facility.

**Wastewater**

**Engagement feedback:**

Local government raised concern around the lack of consideration given to the assessment of on-site wastewater systems, particularly for DTS dwellings assessed by private accredited professionals.

*Clarification: Policy in the Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities General Development Policies requires development to be provided with appropriate wastewater disposal with the capacity to meet the requirements of the development, whether connected to an approved common wastewater disposal service, or an on-site waste water treatment system. For the latter, such systems must comply with the requirements of the South Australian Public Health Act 2011. Further, schedule 8 of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure (General) Regulations 2017 requires that applications for DTS dwellings are accompanied by evidence that the wastewater treatment system has been granted a wastewater works approval under the South Australian Public Health (Wastewater) Regulations 2013.*
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Chapter 5: Second consultation - Summary of feedback, response and recommended amendments to Code Spatial Application

The following chapter details the amendments sought to the spatial application of the Code. Included is a summary of the amendments requested through engagement feedback, as well as a list of changes recommended by the Commission, and those that have not been supported.

While not forming part of the Phase Three Amendment, a number of approved Development Plan Amendments (DPAs) have resulted in changes to the spatial layers of the Phase Three Amendment including:

- Seacliff Park Residential and Centre DPA
- Oaklands Park Renewal DPA (resulting in creation of new Master Planned Renewal Zone)
- Payneham and Stepney Strategic Sites DPA
- St Clair Residential DPA
- Strathalbyn Deferred Urban DPA
- Robe Davenport Street DPA
- Holly Rise Coffin Bay Residential DPA
- Walker Avenue Mannum DPA.
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Spatial amendments spanning multiple council areas

Urban Tree Canopy and Stormwater Management Overlays

Engagement feedback:
A number of submissions queried whether the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay and Stormwater Management Overlay should apply in regional areas.

Commission’s Response:
The rationale behind introduction of these overlays related to issues of urban tree canopy loss and stormwater management, which are typically experienced in the metropolitan area due to an increase in housing density. As such, it is considered appropriate to initially limit these overlays to the metropolitan area. Further expansion of these overlays could be considered on merit in future Code amendments where warranted.

Commission’s Recommendations:
SA.1 AMEND SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Urban Tree Canopy Cover Overlay and Stormwater Management Overlay so that the overlays apply only in Metropolitan Adelaide.

Affordable Housing Overlay

Engagement feedback:
Some submissions requested that the Affordable Housing Overlay should not apply to certain residential areas.

Commission’s Response:
This overlay applies to areas where the current Development Plan seeks 15% affordable housing. Upon review of these application principles, some inconsistencies were observed which are proposed to be rectified in Salisbury and Barossa.

Commission’s Recommendations:
SA.2 AMEND SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Affordable Housing Overlay to also apply to the following locations:
- The Urban Core (Salisbury) Zone in the Salisbury Development Plan
- The Residential (Gawler East) Zone in the Barossa Development Plan

Heritage items and representative buildings

Engagement feedback:
A number of submissions observed instances where State/Local heritage place overlays (and associated Heritage Adjacency Overlay) and Representative Buildings layer applied to properties where the previously listed/identified building has been demolished.

Commission’s Response:
It’s agreed that the heritage overlays and representative buildings layer should not apply to buildings where the heritage item/representative building has been demolished.

Commission’s Recommendations:
**SA.3**

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Local Heritage Place Overlay, State Heritage Place Overlay (and surrounding Heritage Adjacency Overlay) and Representative Buildings layer where the formerly listed/identified building has been demolished.

---

**Flooding overlays**

**Engagement feedback:**

Submissions observed the following in relation to spatial application of the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and newly proposed Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay:

- The Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay should be used sparingly and the Code should only adopt the flood areas mapped within the current Development Plan in the initial roll-out of the Code
- Inconsistency in Hazards (Flooding) overlays observed between council areas
- Various requests to include additional flood mapping data from councils.

**Commission’s Response:**

The Hazards (Flooding) Overlay and Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay have been based on flood mapping from development plans. At this stage, it is considered inappropriate to update the mapping based on further data which hasn’t been consulted on. However, a study into flooding is currently being undertaken by the Department in conjunction with the Department for Environment and Water. The outcomes of this study will be incorporated into the Code in a future Code Amendment.

It’s acknowledged that the Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay applies to areas which have a low risk of flooding, as well as to areas where the flood risk is unknown because a flood study has not yet been endorsed. Reference to the 1% AEP in this overlay may therefore be problematic where such data does not exist. For this reason, an additional Hazards (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay is proposed which removes reference to the 1% AEP, and adopts a precautionary approach by ensuring that the FFL of habitable buildings, commercial and industrial buildings, and buildings used for animal keeping is set at least 300mm above top of kerb level (see associated recommendation in Natural Resources and Environment > Flooding section of this report).

The Hazards (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay is proposed to apply to areas where a flood study has not been undertaken, replacing spatial application of the Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay.

In summary, the various overlays to deal with flood risk are applied as follows:

- The Hazard (Flooding) Overlay applies to high and extreme risk areas inside the 1% AEP as per the relevant flood mapping data (or relevant development plan flood mapped area). Avoids new development, or intensification of existing development within the area. Development is performance assessed, other than some minor open structures.
- The Hazard (Flooding – General) Overlay applies to low to medium risk areas inside the 1% AEP as per relevant flood mapping data (or relevant development plan flood mapped areas). A deemed-to-satisfy pathway applies using the overlay criteria. Habitable and substantial commercial buildings have FFL 300mm above 1% AEP. Minor ancillary structures are not affected by the overlay.
- No Hazard Flooding Overlay applies outside 1% AEP in areas where flood mapping has been produced (or outside development plan flood mapped areas where confirmed by relevant councils).
- The new Hazard (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay applies over areas where flood mapping has not been produced (i.e. unknown areas). A deemed-to-satisfy pathway applies...
using the overlay criteria. Habitable and substantial commercial buildings have FFL 300mm above kerb level (or ground level where there is no kerb). Minor ancillary structures are not affected by the overlay.

- In addition, the Water Resources Overlay applies along creeks and watercourses (50m buffer around the creek line). Development is performance assessed – policy requires development inside the 1% AEP that affects water flow be avoided. This policy works in tandem with the Flooding Overlays.

**Commission's Recommendations:**

**SA.4**  
**SPATIALLY APPLY** the new Hazards (Flooding – Evidence Required) Overlay instead of the Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay in areas where flood risk is unknown.
Feedback received from the City of Adelaide sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Stormwater Management Overlay to all of the City of Adelaide.
- Apply the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay to the City Living Zone and the Community Facilities Zone in the City of Adelaide.
- Apply the Adelaide Park Lands Zone boundaries consistently to the six City Squares so that they align with the National Heritage Listing.
- Create new Concept Plans to spatially define areas of special landscape character in the Adelaide Park Lands Zone.
- Apply a new Subzone or extend the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone in the City Living Zone to reflect the boundaries of the existing Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone.
- Apply Concept Plan 79 regarding the Primary Pedestrian Area to apply to areas other than the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone.
- Reinstate the existing Concept Plan Fig WC/1 applying to the Women’s and Children’s and Memorial Hospital sites.
- Apply the Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay to appropriate intersections in the City of Adelaide.

Non-council Submissions:

- Rezoning of the Calvary Hospital site at North Adelaide from City Living Zone to Community Facilities Zone to better reflect other hospitals within the CBD (e.g. St Andrew’s Hospital).
- Rezoning of the Hutt Street Centre site (254-262 Hutt Street) from the proposed City Main Street Zone / Community Facilities Zone split to Community Facilities Zone in its entirety.
- ‘J Group’, owner of the St Andrew’s Medical Centre at 321 South Terrace and land at 333 South Terrace has requested the following changes to zoning in this part of the City:
  - The Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone (now called the City Main Street Zone) to extend further south along Hutt Street to include land on the eastern side of Hutt Street to and including 268 Hutt Street; and
  - The Capital City Zone (but not the City Frame Subzone) to extend east along South terrace from and including 321 South terrace east to St John Street.
Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.5 SPATIALLY APPLY the Stormwater Management Overlay to the existing North Adelaide Historic Conservation Zone (excluding those parts proposed to transition to Community Facilities Zone), City Living Zone and Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone in the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Adelaide Historic Conservation Zone (excluding those parts proposed to transition to Community Facilities Zone), City Living Zone and Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.6** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay to the existing North Adelaide Historic Conservation Zone (excluding those parts proposed to transition to Community Facilities Zone), City Living Zone and Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone in the City of Adelaide as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Adelaide Historic Conservation Zone (excluding those parts proposed to transition to Community Facilities Zone), City Living Zone and Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.7** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Adelaide Park Lands Zone boundaries to the City Squares so that they are consistent with the National Heritage Listing as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wellington Square (North Adelaide Historic Conservation Zone)</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Light Square (Capital City Zone)

Hindmarsh Square (Capital City Zone)

Victoria Square (Capital City Zone)

Whitmore Square (City Frame Zone)
**Hurtle Square (City Frame Zone)**

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code as it applies to the six City Squares as the slight zone boundary changes are considered to be better align with the National Heritage Listing of the Adelaide Park Lands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Adelaide</strong></td>
<td>The Commission considers that sufficient policy is contained in the Adelaide Parklands Zone to address the matters identified. The Adelaide Park Lands Management Plan and heritage listing of the Park Lands also ensures (in a practical sense) the ongoing protection and enhancement of the special landscape character of the park lands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply new Concept Plans to spatially define areas of special landscape character in the Adelaide Park Lands Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Adelaide</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply a new Subzone or extend the North Adelaide Low Intensity Subzone in the City Living Zone to reflect the boundaries of the existing Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Adelaide</strong></td>
<td>Concept Plan 79 replicates Map Adel/1 (Overlay 2A) Primary Pedestrian Area Map from the existing Development Plan. Extending the extent of this Concept Plan is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Code Amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply Concept Plan 79 regarding the Primary Pedestrian Area to areas other than the Capital City Zone and City Main Street Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Adelaide</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply existing Concept Plan Fig WC/1 applying to the Women's and Children's and Memorial Hospital sites and apply to the proposed Community Facilities Zone at this location.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Adelaide</strong></td>
<td>Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apply the Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay to appropriate intersections in the City of Adelaide.</strong></td>
<td>The Advertising Near Signalised Intersections Overlay only applies to the intersections of State maintained roads.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rezoning of the Calvary Hospital site at North Adelaide from City Living Zone to Community Facilities Zone to better reflect other hospitals within the CBD (e.g. St Andrew’s Hospital).</strong></td>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th>The boundary reflects the current location of the zone boundary, and the proposed change is too significant to be considered an anomaly.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rezoning of the Hutt Street Centre site (254-262 Hutt Street) from the proposed City Main Street Zone / Community Facilities Zone split to Community Facilities Zone in its entirety.</strong></td>
<td>A change to the zone boundaries would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone (now called the City Main Street Zone) to extend further south along Hutt Street to include land on the eastern side of Hutt Street to and including 268 Hutt Street; and The Capital City Zone (but not the City Frame Subzone) to extend east along South Terrace from and including 321 South terrace east to St John Street.</strong></td>
<td>A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adelaide Hills Council

Feedback received from the Adelaide Hills Council sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Scenic Quality Overlay to the following policy areas of the current Watershed (Primary Production) Zone:
  - Lobethal Rural Surrounds
  - Onkaparinga Springs
  - Onkaparinga Valley
  - Rural buffer (Summertown & Uraidla)
  - Rural Fringe
  - Rural Landscape
  - Rural Landscape (Summertown & Uraidla)
  - Rural (Norton Summit)
  - Watershed Protection
  - Woodside Rural Surrounds

- Apply the Stirling Village Concept Plan (developed as part of the Stirling Village Mainstreet Design Guidelines), to address the nuanced precinct character in and around the Stirling main street precinct.

- Apply the Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlays to all urban and township-type zones in order to promote climate resilience in these settings.

Non-Council Submissions:

- Apply the Extractive Industry Zone and Resource Extraction Protection Area to quarries within the Rural and Adelaide Country Zone

- Apply the Rural Neighbourhood Zone to the Wairoa site at 142 Mount Barker Road, Aldgate, instead of the Community Facilities Zone.

- Apply the Township Zone and remove the Limited Land Division Overlay from Crest at Woodside, instead of the Adelaide Country Zone.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

**SA.8** SPATIALLY APPLY the Scenic Quality Overlay to the following policy areas of the existing Watershed (Primary Production) Zone:

- Rural Landscape
- Rural Landscape (Summertown & Uraidla)

as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

---

**Adelaide Hills Council**

Apply the Scenic Quality Overlay to the following policy areas of the current Watershed (Primary Production) Zone:

- Lobethal Rural Surrounds
- Onkaparinga Springs
- Onkaparinga Valley
- Rural buffer (Summertown & Uraidla)
- Rural Fringe
- Rural (Norton Summit)
- Watershed Protection

**Reason:**

The Commission has resolved to apply the Scenic Quality Overlay to the Rural Landscape Policy Area and Rural Landscape (Summertown and Uraidla) Policy Areas, as these policy areas were considered to contain the strongest level of policy emphasis upon the maintenance of the high levels of scenic quality and rural amenity within the zone.

The spatial application of the Scenic Quality Overlay has been limited to policy areas with only the highest levels of policy emphasis on these attributes to ensure consistency with the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Woodside Rural Surrounds.</th>
<th>application of this overlay to other zones and policy areas in adjoining council areas.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. The incorporation of design guidelines may be revisited in a future iteration of the Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Stirling Village Concept Plan (developed as part of the Stirling Village Mainstreet Design Guidelines), to address the nuanced precinct character in and around the Stirling main street precinct.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adelaide Hills Council</strong></td>
<td>The Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlays relate to issues of urban tree canopy loss and stormwater management, which are typically experienced in metropolitan areas due to an increase in housing density and residential infill. Further expansion of these overlays would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlays to all urban and township-type zones in order to promote climate resilience in these settings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Extractive Industry Zone and Resource Extraction Protection Area to quarries within the Rural and Adelaide Country Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Rural Neighbourhood Zone to the Wairoa site at 142 Mount Barker Road, Aldgate, instead of the Community Facilities Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Township Zone and remove the Limited Land Division Overlay from Crest at Woodside, instead of the Adelaide Country Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adelaide Plains Council

Feedback received from the Adelaide Plains Council sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply a new Two Wells Town Centre Subzone to the proposed Township Main Street Zone at Two Wells to ensure policy is transitioned to better accommodate current specific and detailed Two Wells centre provisions. Also consolidate and transition Concept Plan Mal/1 and Concept Plan Mal/10 to guide development within the proposed subzone.

- Create and apply a revised Animal Husbandry Subzone of the Rural Zone to the area currently within the Animal Husbandry Zone of the Adelaide Plains Council Development Plan.

- Apply the Interface Management Overlay to a 500 metre-radius buffer area around the perimeter of the existing allotment boundaries of the IWS Northern Balefill site at Dublin (Dublin Landfill Facility) to ensure that future development within the area is designed and sited to minimise impacts on sensitive receivers such as dwellings, workers accommodation or tourist accommodation.

- Apply the Neighbourhood Zone to the area of Two Wells currently within the Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 6, which is currently proposed to transition to the General Neighbourhood Zone.

- Create and apply a new Motorsport Park Subzone of the Code Recreation Zone to the areas currently within the Mallala Racecourse Zone and Light Industry Zone, Mallala Racetrack Policy Area 2, to better accommodate a transition of the unique suite of development plan policies for these areas.

- Review application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone and Emerging Activity Centre Subzone to the northern residential growth areas of Two Wells.

- Apply the Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay to an expanded area to cover all land adjacent the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay area.

Non-Council Submissions:

- Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to land at 266 Old Port Wakefield Road, Two Wells, instead of the Rural Living Zone, to reflect the existing use as a Retail Fuel Outlet.
**Commission's Recommendations:**

**Amendments to spatial application**

**SA.9** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Interface Management Overlay to an area of the Rural Zone near Dublin within a 500 metre radius of the allotment boundaries of the Dublin Landfill Facility as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.10** **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the area of Two Wells currently within the Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 6 within Adelaide Plains Council AND **REPLACE** with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.11** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Recreation Zone from the existing Light Industry Zone, Mallala Racetrack Policy Area 2 within Adelaide Plains Council AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Light Industry Zone, Mallala Racetrack Policy Area 2</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.12** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone from the areas of Two Wells currently within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 4 within Adelaide Plains Council AND REPLACE with the Master Planned Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Residential Policy Area 4</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Adelaide Plains Council  
Apply a new Two Wells Town Centre Subzone to the proposed Township Main Street Zone at Two Wells to ensure policy is transitioned to better accommodate current specific and detailed Two Wells centre provisions. Also consolidate and transition Concept Plan Mal/1 and Concept Plan Mal/10 to guide development within the proposed subzone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
| Adelaide Plains Council  
Create and apply a revised Animal Husbandry Subzone of the Rural Zone to the area currently within the Animal Husbandry Zone of the Adelaide Plains Council Development Plan. | The Commission has resolved to make amendments to the policies of the Animal Husbandry Subzone to remove the public notification requirement for certain forms of horse keeping and dog kennelling activities to align with amendments sought by Adelaide Plains Council. |
| Adelaide Plains Council  
Create and apply a new Motorsport Park Subzone of the Recreation Zone to the areas currently within the Mallala Racecourse Zone and Light Industry Zone, Mallala Racetrack Policy Area 2, to better accommodate a transition of the unique suite of development plan policies for these areas. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
The Commission has resolved to spatially apply the Employment Zone to the adjacent land within the Light Industry Zone, Policy Area 2. It is considered that the Employment Zone provides for an improved policy transition for the zone and policy area. |
| Adelaide Plains Council  
Apply the Hazards (Flooding – General) Overlay to an expanded area to cover all land adjacent the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay area. | The Commission has resolved to retain the current spatial extent of both flood hazard overlays, in alignment with the flood datasets originally provided by councils.  
The Commission considers flood hazard policy an important part of the Code and it is proposed that an extensive flood policy review will form the centrepiece of an upcoming Code Amendment. |
| Public Submissions  
Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to land at 266 Old Port Wakefield Road, Two Wells, instead of the Rural Living Zone, to reflect the existing use as a Retail Fuel Outlet. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation |
Feedback received from the Alexandrina Council sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Visitor Experience Subzone to where the existing Conservation Zone applied in the Alexandrina Council Development Plan to reflect that currently tourist accommodation is a ‘merit’ form of development in the development Plan.
- Apply a different/new zone to the Open Space Zone, Goolwa Wharf and Surrounds Policy Area 6 that better reflect the historic Goolwa Wharf and surrounds, instead of the Infrastructure (Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone.
- Apply the Character Area Overlay to the Open Space Zone, Goolwa Wharf and Surrounds Policy Area 6, to reflect existing policy intent.
- Apply the Scenic Routes Overlay to identified tourist routes and roads with significant views and vistas.
- Apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Adelaide Country Zone.
- Create and apply a new subzone over the Langhorne Creek Region to reflect existing policy intent.
- Apply Concept Plan Alex/21 or create a new Currency Creek sub-zone to reflect existing policy intent.
- Apply the Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone, Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27, instead of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone to land at O’Connell Avenue and Narnu Bay on Hindmarsh Island, instead of the Rural Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Conservation Zone to a triangle of land on Hindmarsh Island previously zoned Conservation, instead of the Neighbourhood Zone.

Non-Council Submissions:

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the Port Elliot Township (Res Zone Southern Policy Area 11 - Precinct 20 Pt Elliot Residential) to provide better context, setbacks, land use and design guidance, instead of the Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Heritage Adjacency Overlay to adjacent properties including those separated by a road.
- Apply the Conservation Zone to the Basham Beach Conservation Reserve, instead of the Adelaide Country Zone.
- Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to land at Lot 508 Braemar Drive, Strathalbyn, instead of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone; and remove Concept Plan 113.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.13 SPATIALLY APPLY the Visitor Experience Subzone to where the existing Conservation Zone applied in the Alexandrina Council Development Plan as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Zone</td>
<td>![Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.14** SPATIALLY APPLY the Limited Dwelling Overlay to allotments where no dwelling is envisaged, in accordance with the existing Concept Plan Map Alex/20 within the existing Rural Living Zone - Currency Creek Rural Living Policy Area 31 within the Alexandrina Council as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Living Zone - Currency Creek Rural Living Policy Area 31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.15** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27 within the Alexandrina Council AND REPLACE with the new Master Planned Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone - Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.16** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Conservation Zone at Hindmarsh Island within the Alexandrina Council **AND REPLACE** with the Conservation Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Zone – Hindmarsh Island</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Apply a different/new zone to the Open Space Zone, Goolwa Wharf and Surrounds Policy Area 6 that better reflect the historic Goolwa Wharf and surrounds, instead of the Infrastructure (Ferry & Marina Facilities) Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Apply the Character Area Overlay to the Open Space Zone, Goolwa Wharf and Surrounds Policy Area 6, to reflect existing policy intent. | The State Heritage Area Overlay provides the heritage related policy content applying to the majority of this area (with the exception of a small section in a majority public ownership). |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Apply the Scenic Routes Overlay to identified tourist routes and roads with significant views and vistas. | There is insufficient policy in the Alexandrina Development Plan to justify the application of the Overlay. Application of the Overlay would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Alexandrina Council**  
Apply the Limited Land Division Overlay to the Adelaide Country Zone. | The land division policy within the Adelaide Country Zone provides sufficient policy guidance to limit land division. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alexandrina Council</th>
<th>The Commission considers that the application of relevant overlays and TNVs limiting land division, and dwellings and providing flooding related policy will achieve the policy intent existing for this area.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Create and apply a new subzone over the Langhorne Creek Region to reflect existing policy intent.</td>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. The Commission considers that the targeted application of the Limited Dwelling Overlay will achieve the same intent as the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply Concept Plan Alex/21 or create a new Currency Creek sub-zone to reflect existing policy intent.</td>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Master Planned Township Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Neighbourhood Zone to the Residential Zone, Strathalbyn Southwest Policy Area 27, instead of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td><strong>Alexandrina Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;The zone boundary at this location has been applied correctly, with the zone boundary aligning with the cadastral boundaries of the allotments. These parcels have undergone spatial improvement since the zone was first captured with the zone alignment updated in line with cadastre to maintain intent of the zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the Port Elliot Township (Residential Zone Southern Policy Area 11 - Precinct 20 Port Elliot Residential) to provide better context, setbacks, land use and design guidance, instead of the Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Neighbourhood Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Heritage Adjacency Overlay to adjacent properties including those separated by a road.</td>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;The application of the Heritage Adjacency Overlay reflects existing policy intent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Conservation Zone to the Basham Beach Conservation Reserve, instead of the Adelaide Country Zone.</td>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Adelaide Country Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The Concept Plan guides future infrastructure provision and therefore has been retained. The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to land at Lot 508 Braemar Drive, Strathalbyn, instead of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone; and remove Concept Plan 113.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Barossa Council

Feedback received from the Barossa Council sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Rural Zone to the ‘Wine Industry Area 1’ portion of the Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 as a more appropriate transition option instead of the Strategic Employment Zone.
- Apply the Interface Management Overlay to the balance of current Menge Road Policy Area 11 of the Residential Zone at Tanunda.
- Concern expressed that the originally proposed transition for existing Mount Pleasant Mixed Use Policy Area 9 to the Township Zone results in an increase to the envisaged land uses to include previously non-complying uses such as Light Industry, Shop and Warehouse.
- Amend the north-western zone boundary of the Angaston’s First Cemetery to reflect the spatial boundary of the Historic Area Overlay in order to encompass Representative Buildings within the same zone.
- Amend the extent of the Historic Areas Overlay to encompass the entire allotment at 4 Albert Presser Street, Moculta.
- Apply an alternative zone choice to land currently within the Moppa Road South Industry Precinct 1 of the Industry (Barossa Valley Region) Zone instead of the Strategic Employment Zone.
- Apply a series of revised and/or updated flood mapping datasets currently held by council for catchment locations including Nuriootpa and Tanunda.

Non-council Submissions:
- Retain Concept Plan Map Baro/13 – Beckwith Park General Industry Precinct
- Apply the Winery Experience Subzone more broadly within the Barossa.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

**SA.17**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Interface Management Overlay from land at Tanunda currently within Precinct 40 Illaparra Winery, **AND REPLACE** with the Significant Interface Management Overlay to Precinct 40 Illaparra Winery, and to all areas of the adjacent Menge Road Policy Area 11 within a 300 metre buffer distance of the existing winery wastewater treatment facility as depicted in Concept Plan Baro/16 of The Barossa Council Development Plan as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Location within Council area" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.18** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Strategic Employment Zone to the area of Nuriootpa currently within the Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 and referred to as ‘Wine Industry Area 1’ in Concept Plan Baro/18 of The Barossa Council Development Plan AND REPLACE with the Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 and referred to as ‘Wine Industry Area 1’</td>
<td>![Map of Strategic Employment Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Rural Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.19** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Limited Land Division Overlay from land at Nuriootpa currently within the Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 and referred to as ‘Wine Industry Area 1’ in Concept Plan Baro/18 of The Barossa Council Development Plan as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Sturt Highway Service Centre Policy Area 13 and referred to as ‘Wine Industry Area 1’</td>
<td>![Map of Limited Land Division Overlay]</td>
<td>![Map of Rural Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.20** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Code’s Township Zone from the existing Township Zone, Mixed Use Policy Area 9 at Mount Pleasant within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with the Community Facilities Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Mixed Use Policy Area 9 at Mount Pleasant</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.21** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Strategic Employment Zone from the existing Industry (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Moppa Road South Industry Precinct 1 within the Barossa Council **AND REPLACE** with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry (Barossa Valley Region) Zone, Moppa Road South Industry Precinct 1</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;A Amend the north-western zone boundary of the Angaston’s First Cemetery to reflect the spatial boundary of the Historic Area Overlay in order to encompass Representative Buildings within the same zone.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to make no change to the boundary between the Established Neighbourhood Zone and the Rural Living Zone at this location, as the boundary reflects the current location of the zone boundary, and the proposed change is too significant to be considered an anomaly. A change in zone boundary would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;A Amend the extent of the Historic Areas Overlay to encompass the entire allotment at 4 Albert Presser Street, Moculta.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to make no change to the Overlay in this location. Spatial data used to create the Historic Areas Overlay in this location was informed by the boundaries of Historic Conservation Area 6 as defined in Overlay Map Baro/34 of the development plan. A change to the spatial extent of the overlay would require a separate Code Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barossa Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;A Apply a series of revised and/or updated flood mapping datasets currently held by council for catchment locations including Nuriootpa and Tanunda.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to retain the current spatial extent of both flood hazard overlays, in alignment with the flood datasets originally provided by councils. The Commission considers flood hazard policy an important part of the Code and it is proposed that an extensive flood policy review will form the centrepiece of an upcoming Code Amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;R Retain Concept Plan Map Baro/13 – Beckwith Park General Industry Precinct</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;A Apply the Winery Experience Subzone more broadly within the Barossa.</td>
<td>The Winery Experience Subzone has been spatially applied to areas where the Development Plan policy specifically envisages tourist-related facilities in association with winery operations. The wider application of the subzone within the Barossa would require a separate Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendment with extensive policy investigations and consultation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the City of Burnside sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the following Residential Policy Areas (RPA), instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone:
  - RPA 6 Greater Kensington Park
  - RPA 7 Greater Kensington Gardens
  - Part RPA 8 Rosslyn Park (Hyland Terrace and Taylor Terrace, north of Park Avenue)
  - RPA 10 Leabrook (North)
  - RPA 12 Erindale
  - RPA 14 Toorak Gardens (South East)
  - RPA 15 First Creek
  - RPA 16 Burnside (North) – Young Street
  - RPA 20 Glenside (Village)
  - RPA 21 Linden Park
  - Part RPA 22 Beaumont Common (Greenhill Road, Kintore Avenue, Seaton Avenue, Strathspey Street, Moore Avenue)
  - RPA 23 Frewville
  - RPA 24 Glenunga (North)
  - RPA 26 Glenunga (South)

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Watercourse Zone in Tusmore and the Hills Neighbourhood Zone to the existing Watercourse Zone in Stonyfell and Burnside to reflect the zoning of adjoining land, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to that portion of RPA 2 Northern west of Guhrs Road and including Guhrs Road, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the balance of RPA 2 Northern, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.

- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to RPA 3 Magill (Chapel), instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the suburbs of Linden Park, Erindale, Frewville, Hazelwood Park, Rosslyn Park, Glenside, Glenunga, Leabrook (part), Kensington Gardens (part), Burnside (part), Toorak Gardens (part), instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

- Apply a different zone to the existing high density residential development on Watson Road, Rose Park, instead of the Community Facilities Zone.

- Apply the Community Facilities Zone to all land owned by Pembroke School, instead the Established Neighbourhood Zone.

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to allotments currently developed for residential purposes on Alexandra Avenue, Rose Park, instead of the Community Facilities Zone.
• Apply the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone to land at Greenhill Road, Dulwich, instead of the Business Neighbourhood Zone.
• Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to the suburb of Linden Park, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
• Create a new residential zone for residential land uses only.
• Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.

Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.22  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Watercourse Zone in Tusmore (First Creek) AND REPLACE with the Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watercourse Zone</td>
<td>Established Neighbourhood Zone</td>
<td>Established Neighbourhood Zone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

SA.23  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Watercourse Zone in Burnside (Second Creek) and Stonyfell (First Creek) AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watercourse Zone in Burnside (Second Creek)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Map of Burnside (Second Creek)" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended map of Burnside (Second Creek)" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watercourse Zone in Stonyfell (First Creek)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Map of Stonyfell (First Creek)" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended map of Stonyfell (First Creek)" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reason:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **City of Burnside**  
Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the following Residential Policy Areas (RPA) instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone:  
- RPA 6 Greater Kensington Park  
- RPA 7 Greater Kensington Gardens  
- Part RPA 8 Rosslyn Park (Hyland Terrace and Taylor Terrace, north of Park Avenue)  
- RPA 10 Leabrook (North)  
- RPA 12 Erindale  
- RPA 14 Toorak Gardens (South East)  
- RPA 15 First Creek  
- RPA 16 Burnside (North) – Young Street  
- RPA 20 Glenside (Village)  
- RPA 21 Linden Park  
- Part RPA 22 Beaumont Common (Greenhill Road, Kintore Avenue, Seaton Avenue, Strathspey Street, Moore Avenue)  
- RPA 23 Frewville  
- RPA 24 Glenunga (North)  
- RPA 26 Glenunga (South). | The Development Plan does not contain sufficient policy regarding character to warrant the broader application of the Established Neighbourhood Zone.  
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
| **City of Burnside**  
Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to that portion of RPA 2 Northern west of Guhrs Road and including Guhrs Road, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. | The Development Plan does not contain sufficient policy regarding character to warrant the broader application of the Established Neighbourhood Zone.  
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
| **City of Burnside**  
Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the balance of RPA 2 Northern and RPA 3 Magill (Chapel), instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  
The application of the General Neighbourhood Zone has been significantly reduced within the City of Burnside and only applies to areas currently subject to Residential Code assessment. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to the suburbs of Linden Park, Erindale, Frewville, Hazelwood Park, Rosslyn Park, Glenside, Glenunga, Leabrook (part), Kensington Gardens | The Development Plan does not contain sufficient policy regarding character to warrant the broader application of the Established Neighbourhood Zone. |
(part), Burnside (part), Toorak Gardens (part), instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. | A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.
---|---
**Public Submission**
Application of an alternate zone to the existing high density residential development on Watson Road, Rose Park, instead of the Community Facilities Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.
---|---
**Public Submission**
Apply the Community Facilities Zone to all land owned by Pembroke School instead the Established Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.
---|---
**Public Submission**
Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to allotments used for residential purposes in the Community Facilities Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.
Amendments have been made to the wording of the Neighbourhood Subzone to make it explicit that residential development is an acceptable alternative to community land uses, which better reflects the current policy intent.
---|---
**Public Submission**
Apply the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone to land at Greenhill Road, Dulwich, instead of the Business Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.
---|---
**Public Submission**
Create a new residential zone for residential land uses only. | Current development plan policy envisages some level of non-residential development to be established outside of centres. In response to submissions, policy changes have been made to limit the scale of retail development in some neighbourhood zones.
---|---
**Public Submission**
Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to the area of Linden Park, instead of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.
---|---
**Public Submission** | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.
| Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone. | A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. The application of the General Neighbourhood Zone has been significantly reduced within the City of Burnside and only applies to areas currently subject to Residential Code assessment |
Campbelltown City Council

No feedback was received by the Commission regarding the spatial application of the Code in the Campbelltown City Council local government area

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

Nil
City of Charles Sturt

Feedback received from the City of Charles Sturt sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

No spatial requests were received from Council.

Non-council submissions:

A number of public submissions were received during the public consultation period seeking the following spatial amendments:

- Amend Concept Plan 111 to increase the area proposed for open space.
- Apply a new zone or subzone to the Urban Employment Zone, Core Industry Policy Area 26 to protect existing use rights and hours of operation of existing industrial uses.
- Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to land at Glenroy Street, Pennington, instead of the Employment Zone and Strategic Employment Zone.
- Remove the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone from the Urban Neighbourhood Zone at West Lakes.
Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.24 AMEND Concept Plan 111 (St Clair) to increase the area proposed for open space as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consultation Concept Plan</th>
<th>Amended Concept Plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Consultation Concept Plan" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Concept Plan" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The amendment to the Concept Plan is supported as it shows the location of key infrastructure over land that has not yet been developed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>Amendments have been made to policy to remove hours of operation as a consideration when assessing General Industry development within the Strategic Employment Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of a new zone or subzone to protect the existing use rights and hours of operation of industrial uses in the Urban Employment Zone, Core Industry Policy Area 26.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment and Strategic Employment to General Neighbourhood Zone at Glenroy Street, Pennington.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone has been applied to reflect existing policy, which seeks a gross leasable floor area in the order of 5500m² to promote retail development of a scale that supplements the function of the adjoining District Centre Zone as a key shopping destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone from the Urban Neighbourhood Zone at West Lakes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Town of Gawler

Feedback received from the Town of Gawler sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply an updated suite of flood hazard mapping for an area of the Smith Creek catchment in the vicinity of Kudla and clarify a range of matters relating to the data used to construct the two flood hazard overlays in the Code.
- Apply the Airport Building Heights (Aircraft Landing Areas) Overlay and the Airport Building Heights (Regulated) Overlay to area surrounding the Gawler Hospital Helipad (as per current Development Plan provisions) and the Adelaide Soaring Club.
- Apply the Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlays to Rural Living and Rural Neighbourhood Zones.
- Re-introduce the Sloping Land Overlay and its key design policies, and apply to topographically challenging land within the council area.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Strategic Employment Zone to the entirety of Allotments 101 and 102 Kellys Road, Willaston, instead of a portion being located in the Open Space Zone, to reflect cadastral boundaries and existing uses.
- Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to land at 485 Main North Road, Evanston instead of the Employment Zone, to facilitate development of a supermarket.

Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

| Nil |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to retain the current spatial extent of both flood hazard overlays, in alignment with the flood datasets originally provided by councils. The Commission considers flood hazard policy an important part of the Code and it is proposed that an extensive flood policy review will form the centrepiece of an upcoming Code Amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Town of Gawler</strong></td>
<td>The Commission has resolved not to apply either overlay to the areas referenced in the Town of Gawler’s submission. It is considered that building height policies in the proposed zones surrounding these facilities are sufficient to ensure aircraft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Development Plan provisions) and the Adelaide Soaring Club.** | flightpaths and operations are not unduly impeded.  
The Commission considers that it is likely that a future Code Amendment will be undertaken to review airport building height policies in conjunction with major stakeholders including Adelaide Airport Limited and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority. |
| --- | --- |
| **Town of Gawler**  
Apply the Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlays to Rural Living and Rural Neighbourhood Zones. | The Stormwater Management Overlay and Urban Tree Canopy Overlays relate to issues of urban tree canopy loss and stormwater management, which are typically experienced in metropolitan areas due to an increase in housing density and residential infill.  
Further expansion of these overlays could be considered via a Code Amendment after Phase Three has been implemented. |
| **Town of Gawler**  
Re-introduce the Sloping Land Overlay and its key design policies, and apply to topographically challenging land within the council area. | The Commission has resolved not to proceed with a Sloping Land Overlay for this iteration of the Code.  
It is considered that sufficient policy guidance is provided in the general policies of the Code (particularly within the design module) to ensure that appropriate development outcomes are achieved in relation to sloping land. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Strategic Employment Zone to the entirety of Allotments 101 and 102 Kellys Road, Willaston, instead of a portion being located in the Open Space Zone, to reflect cadastral boundaries and existing uses. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to land at 485 Main North Road, Evanston instead of the Employment Zone, to facilitate development of a supermarket. | The Employment Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.  
A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
City of Holdfast Bay

Feedback received from the City of Holdfast Bay sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply a different zone to the Light Industry Zone that better reflects existing built form and land uses, instead of the Employment Zone.
- Create a subzone for the Coastal Open Space Zone to sit under the Open Space Zone.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply a different neighbourhood zone to the Minda Brighton Campus that better reflects existing policy, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.25 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Institutional Policy Area 4 (known as Minda Incorporated Brighton Campus – Concept Plan HoB/6) within the City of Holdfast Bay AND REPLACE with the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Institutional Policy Area 4 (known as Minda Incorporated Brighton Campus – Concept Plan HoB/6)</td>
<td>![Map]</td>
<td>![Map]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:

**City of Holdfast Bay**

- Apply a different zone to the Light Industry Zone that better reflects existing built form and land uses, instead of the Employment Zone.

**Reason:**

The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.
| **City of Holdfast Bay**  
Create a subzone for the current Coastal Open Space Zone to sit under the Open Space Zone. | Further policy refinement of the Employment Zone has been undertaken to address some of the concerns raised. |
|---|---|
| | The current spatial application of the Code zoning for the location is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.  
Further policy refinement of the Open Space zone has been undertaken to improve consistency with Development Plan policy. |
Feedback received from the Light Regional Council sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Rural Zone to existing Precinct 16 – Horticulture and Precinct 17 – Market Gardening of Policy Area 3 – General Farming of the Primary Production Zone, instead of the Rural Horticulture Zone.
- Amend the boundaries of the proposed Township Main Street Zone, Established Neighbourhood Zone and Conservation Zone for land within or adjacent to the current Historic (Conservation) Kapunda Mine Zone to more accurately reflect the State Heritage Place and the private ownership of a number of other land parcels.
- Rezone the Roseworthy Township (currently within the Residential Character Zone) to the Established Neighbourhood Zone, instead of the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
- Retain a small portion of land containing the Roseworthy CWMS infrastructure within the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone, instead of rezoning this land to the Established Neighbourhood Zone in alignment with the above request.
- Rezone the southern portion of Lot 101 in D72101 (CT:5989/963) to the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone to resolve an identified zone boundary anomaly, instead of the Master-Planned Neighbourhood.
- Create a Kingsford Regional Estate Subzone across both the proposed Strategic Employment and Employment Zone which:
  - recognises the strategic importance of the estate and its function accommodating larger industrial type activities
  - carries through the current minimum site area controls for Precinct 7 and Precinct 8 to ensure that land division retains allotments which adequately accommodate stormwater retention and detention capacity.
- Apply the Interface Management Overlay to mitigate potential impact of the lawfully established land uses within the current Kingsford North Precinct 7, Industry Kingsford Regional Estate Policy Area 1 of the Industry Zone.
- Add applicable mapping from the Barossa Development Plan (Overlay Map Baro/16) depicting the flood affected area on the LRC (western) side of the North Para River, to the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay.
- Amend the Historic Area Overlay to reflect the amendments arising from Council’s Heritage Policy Review Working Party and subsequent Historic Conservation DPA.
- Delete the spatial references to the following properties as Representative Buildings, as council has previously approved the applications for their demolition and removal as Contributory Items:
  - 6 Cherry Street, Freeling (Approved 1 Apr 2020) – Not yet demolished
  - 9-11 Church Street, Freeling (Approved 3 May 2019) - Demolished
  - 18 Peake Street, Freeling (Approved 29 Nov 2018) - Demolished
  - 9 Triplett Street, Freeling (Approved 25 Sep 2018) - Demolished
  - 6 George Street, Wasleys (Approved 24 Apr 2017) - Demolished
  - 10 Carrington Street, Kapunda (Approved 11 Aug 2017) - Demolished
  - 24 Coulls Street, Freeling (Approved 4 Nov 2015) - Demolished
  - 32 Schuster Street, Freeling (Approved 18 Dec 2015) – Demolished
Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Employment Zone to land at 358 Roseworthy Road, Kingsford, instead of the Rural Zone.
- Apply a different zone to Templers to reflect zoning applied to nearby towns such as Wasley, Freeling and Roseworthy, instead of the Rural Zone.

Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.26  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Character Zone, Precinct 27 at Roseworthy within the Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Established Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character Zone, Precinct 27 at Roseworthy</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
SA.27 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Horticulture Zone from the existing Primary Production Zone, General Farming Policy Area 3, Precincts 16 and 17 within the Light Regional Council AND REPLACE with the Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Location within Council area** | **Draft application for consultation** | **Amended application**
---|---|---
Primary Production Zone, General Farming Policy Area 3, Precincts 16 and 17

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

SA.28 SPATIALLY APPLY the Limited Dwelling Overlay to the existing Primary Production Zone, Township Fringe Policy Area 6, Kapunda Fringe Precinct 18 within the Light Regional Council which is proposed to transition to the Code Rural Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

**Location within Council area** | **Draft application for consultation** | **Amended application**
---|---|---
Primary Production Zone, Township Fringe Policy Area 6, Kapunda Fringe Precinct 18

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.29**

**SPATIALLY APPLY** the Interface Management Overlay to land within a 500 metre radius buffer area around the perimeter of the land currently within Industry Zone, Industry Kingsford Regional Estate Policy Area 1, Kingsford North Precinct 7 which is proposed to transition to the Strategic Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Industry Kingsford Regional Estate Policy Area 1, Kingsford North Precinct 7</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.30** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the following sites from the Representative Buildings reference layer of the SAPPA, due to their demolition as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Cherry Street, Freeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-11 Church Street, Freeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Peake Street, Freeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Triplett Street, Freeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 George Street, Wasleys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Carrington Street, Kapunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Coulls Street, Freeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Schuster Street, Freeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as the Representative Buildings no longer exist and therefore do not require supporting policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Amend the boundaries of the proposed Township Main Street Zone, Established Neighbourhood Zone and Conservation Zone for land within or adjacent to the current Historic (Conservation) Kapunda Mine Zone to more accurately reflect the State Heritage Place and the private ownership of a number of other land parcels.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Retain a small portion of land containing the Roseworthy CWMS infrastructure within the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone, instead of rezoning this land to the Established Neighbourhood Zone in alignment with the above request.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Rezone the southern portion of Lot 101 in D72101 (CT:5989/963) to the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone to resolve an identified zone boundary anomaly, instead of the Master-Planned Neighbourhood.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong></td>
<td><strong>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert a Kingsford Regional Estate Subzone across both the proposed Strategic Employment and Employment Zone which:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. recognises the strategic importance of the estate and its function accommodating larger industrial type activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. carries through the current minimum site area controls for Precinct 7 and Precinct 8 to ensure that land division retains allotments which adequately accommodate stormwater retention and detention capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Commission has resolved to retain the current spatial extent of both flood hazard overlays, in alignment with the flood datasets originally provided by councils. The Commission considers flood hazard policy an important part of the Code and it is proposed that an extensive flood policy review will form the centrepiece of an upcoming Code Amendment.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add applicable mapping from the Barossa Development Plan (Overlay Map Baro/16) depicting the flood affected area on the LRC (western) side of the North Para River, to the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong></td>
<td><strong>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amend the Historic Area Overlay to reflect the amendments arising from Council’s Heritage Policy Review Working Party and subsequent Historic Conservation DPA.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Light Regional Council</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Commission has resolved to remove all relevant Representative Buildings listed by council as being demolished. The site at Cherry Street, Freeling will remain a Representative Building in the reference layer as it has not yet been demolished. Any further changes would require a separate Code Amendment.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete the spatial references to the following properties as Representative Buildings, as council has previously approved the applications for their demolition and removal as Contributory Items:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 6 Cherry Street, Freeling (Approved 1 Apr 2020) – Not yet demolished</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Rural Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Employment Zone to land at 358 Roseworthy Road, Kingsford, instead of the Rural Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Rural Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply a different zone to Templers to reflect zoning applied to nearby towns such as Wasley, Freeling and Roseworthy, instead of the Rural Zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the City of Marion sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the Marion Plains Policy Area 8 of the Residential Zone, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone and Urban Neighbourhood Zone to the Mixed Use Zone, Precincts 12 Castle Plaza Environmental Assessment Area and 13 Limited Residential Development at Edwardstown, instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and Business Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone to parts of the Marion Road Corridor which were previously investigated through Councils Housing Diversity DPA.
- Apply the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone to the identified ‘Core Area’ of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone at Laffer’s Triangle.
- Apply the Hills Neighbourhood Zone to Southern Policy Area 18 and Cement Hill Policy Area 10 of the Residential Zone, instead of the proposed Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Non-Council submissions:

- Apply the Urban Corridor Zone to the section of Marion Road between Cross Road and Sturt Road, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone (within the proposed Urban Neighbourhood Zone) to land at Lot 707 Marion Road, Bedford Park Bedford Park.
- Review the proposed General Neighbourhood zoning of Marion Plains Policy Area 8 and apply different zoning to the Marion Road Corridor to facilitate business growth.
- Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to Castle Plaza to reflect mixed use intent of current zone.
- Review the zoning applied to the Sunrise Christian School on Sturt Road to provide greater consistency with the Development Plan policy and reflect the existing use.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

**SA.31** SPATIALLY APPLY the Urban Neighbourhood Zone to existing Mixed Use Zone, Precinct 13 Limited Residential Development within the City of Marion as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Use Zone, Precinct 13 Limited Residential Development</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Location" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map of Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.32** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone to the identified ‘Core Area’ of the existing Suburban Activity Centre Zone at Laffer’s Triangle within the City of Marion as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identified ‘Core Area’ - Suburban Activity Centre Zone at Laffer’s Triangle</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
SA.33 SPATIALLY APPLY the existing Concept Plan Map Mar/11 Seacliff Park to the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Seacliff Park within the City of Marion (note: part of this new zone will also apply in the City of Holdfast Bay) as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Concept Plan Map</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The retention of the Concept Plan is supported as it meets the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Marion</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to existing Marion Plains Policy Area 8 of the Residential Zone, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.&lt;br&gt;A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Marion</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to Precinct 12 Castle Plaza Environmental Assessment Area of the Mixed Use Zone, instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone and Business Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Marion</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone to the Marion Road Corridor.</td>
<td>The rezoning outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Marion</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Hills Neighbourhood Zone to the Southern Policy Area 18 and Cement Hills Policy Area 10 of the Residential Zone, instead of Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The Suburban Neighbourhood Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Urban Corridor Zone to the section of Marion Road between Cross Road and Sturt Road, instead of the Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The rezoning request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Request that the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone (within the proposed Urban Neighbourhood Zone) apply to all of Lot 707 Marion Road, Bedford Park.</td>
<td>The Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone has been applied to part (not all) of Lot 707 Marion Road, Bedford to reflect the spatial extent of the existing ‘Core Area’ only in the existing zoning in the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;A large number of community submissions (received in a standard letter template) have requested that the proposed zoning of Marion Plains Policy Area 8 as ‘General Neighbourhood’ and that parts of Marion Road be rezoned to facilitate business growth.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.&lt;br&gt;A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Review the zoning applied to the Marion Campus</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the Sunrise Christian School to provide consistency across the site and.</td>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mid Murray Council

Feedback received from the Mid Murray Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Review the zoning applied to the existing Residential Escarpment Zone.
- Increase the extent of the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone.
- Review zoning and spatially apply one zone across the Grulunga Caravan Park.
- Review zoning of allotments within existing Urban Waterfront (Floodplain) Zone.

Non-council submissions:
- Nil

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Escarpment Zone</td>
<td><a href="#">Map</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Map</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reason:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid Murray Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Suggest to Increase the size of the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone (southern boundary) which maintains more than 2km to nearest settlement but brings the Zone closer to major transport and infrastructure required to support industry.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid Murray Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;The Grulunga Caravan Park - The Caravan Park is located in three Development Plan Policy Areas in the River Murray Zone, with the majority in the River Settlement Policy Area, a small portion in the Primary Production Policy Area and almost half of the lower tier located in the Floodplain Policy Area. It is considered that an appropriate outcome for the site would be that the entire Park is located in the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid Murray Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Caravan Parks Generally&lt;br&gt;By and large the majority appears to be transitioned to the Recreation Zone in the Planning and Design Code. It would appear that the more appropriate Zone on face value is the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid Murray Council</strong>&lt;br&gt;Section of the riverfront residential development in Mannum that is currently in the Urban Waterfront (Floodplain) Zone. The total area comprises 1.4 hectares and would appear to be better suited to being transferred to the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone rather than the Recreation Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Mitcham

Feedback received by the Commission sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Mitcham local government area:

- Retain Concept Plan Fig Mit/1 for the Suburban Activity Node Zone to differentiate between core and non-core areas, and extend the core area to include all land fronting main roads within the zone (South Road, Sturt Road & Shepherds Hill Road).
- Apply the Design Overlay to the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone (Goodwood Road and Belair Road) and Urban Neighbourhood Zone (Panorama).
- Review the extent of the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay application, and update as previously agreed.
- Apply the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to the properties identified in the “Residential Land within the Vicinity of a Watercourse” in the Development Plan.
- Apply the Interface Management Overlay to Residential (Central Plains) Zone Policy Area 12 to better manage interface matters.
- Include a concept plan for Colonel Light Gardens to reflect existing policy areas, which identify the distinct land use functions that form an intrinsic part the area’s heritage value.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone to land at 621 Goodwood Road, Panorama.
- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to all parts of the Mitcham Plains area, including Mitcham, Lower Mitcham and Torrens Park.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.35  SPATIALLY APPLY the Interface Management Overlay to the existing Residential (Central Plains) Zone Policy Area 12 within the City of Mitcham to better manage interface matters as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (Central Plains) Zone Policy Area 12</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Map showing the amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
SPAT IALLY APPLY the Hazards (Flooding) Overlay to the properties identified in the “Residential Land within the Vicinity of a Watercourse” Figures WC/1-WC/14 within the City of Mitcham as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Land within the Vicinity of a Watercourse Figures WC/1-WC/14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.37** SPATIALLY APPLY the Hazards (Flooding - General) Overlay to reflect recent flood study mapping within the City of Mitcham as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Various</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Mitcham</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retain Concept Plan Fig Mit'1 for the Suburban Activity Node Zone to differentiate between core and non-core areas, and extend the core area to include all land fronting main roads within the zone (South Road, Sturt Road &amp; Shepherds Hill Road).</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Mitcham</td>
<td>The Design Overlay has only been applied to those zones and areas that currently trigger a referral to the Government Architect under the Development Regulations 2008.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apply the Design Overlay to the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone (Goodwood Road and Belair Road) and Urban Neighbourhood Zone (Panorama).</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Mitcham</strong></td>
<td>Include a concept plan for Colonel Light Gardens to reflect existing policy areas, which identify the distinct land use functions that form an intrinsic part the area’s heritage value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apply the Urban Neighbourhood Retail Subzone to land at 621 Goodwood Road, Panorama.</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The Heritage SA Guidelines for Development and the zone application achieve the intent of the current Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to all parts of the Mitcham Plains area, including Mitcham, Lower Mitcham and Torrens Park.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mount Barker District Council

Feedback received from the Mount Barker District Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Neighbourhood Zone to the areas that were previously proposed to be included in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
- Include existing Concept Plans MtB/10, MtB/11, MtB/13, MtB/14, MtB/18, MtB/19, MtB/20 and MtB/21 in the Code.
- Reduce the extent of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
- Reduce the extent of the Significant Interface Management Overlay to reflect the wastewater setback outlined in Concept Plan Map MtB/13.

Non-council submissions:

- Remove the Significant Interface Management Overlay from land at Flaxley Road, Mount Barker, currently zoned Residential Neighbourhood Zone, Restricted Policy Area 14.

Commission’s Recommendations:

**Amendments to spatial application**

**SA.38 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone within the Mount Barker District Council **AND REPLACE** with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code to better reflect the current zone policies and provide greater consistency with surrounding Councils, and a policy framework that is more closely aligned with the policies in Council’s existing Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Mount Barker District Council**<br>Include the following additional Development Plan - Concept Plan Maps within the Code:<br>  - MtB/10  
  - MtB/11  
  - MtB/13  
  - MtB/14  
  - MtB/18  
  - MtB/19  
  - MtB/20  
  - MtB/21 | The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
| **Mount Barker District Council**<br>Update the following Concept Plans Maps within the Code:<br>  - Concept Plan 90 (existing MtB/7)<br>  - Concept Plan 92 (existing MtB/9) | The proposed updates are not consistent with the principles for retention of Concept Plans, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. |
| **Mount Barker District Council**<br>Reduce the extent of the Significant Interface Management Overlay to reflect the wastewater setback outlined in Concept Plan Map MtB/13. | The Overlay has been applied to an area that is slightly broader than the area depicted in Concept Plan Map MtB/13. This will ensure that the appropriate policy framework is applied to development within the vicinity of the lagoons. |
| **Mount Barker District Council**<br>Reduce the extent of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**<br>Remove the Significant Interface Management Overlay from land at Flaxley Road, Mount Barker, currently zoned Residential Neighbourhood Zone, Restricted Policy Area 14. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. The Significant Interface Management Overlay has been applied to protect new development from the impacts of existing poultry broiler sheds, which is consistent with the policy intent of the Restricted Urban Policy Area 14. |
City of Mount Gambier

No feedback was received by the Commission regarding the spatial application of the Code in the City of Mount Gambier local government area:

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

*Amendments to spatial application*

| Nil |
Feedback received from the Rural City of Murray Bridge sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Review the spatial application of the Interface Management Overlay around the Motor Sport Facility and Organic Composting Buffer Zone – Concept Plan MuBr/4
- Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone to the Thomas Food International Precinct, instead of the Rural Zone.
- Review application of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the Narooma residential area, Murray Bridge
- Retain the following Concept Plans in the Code:
  - Map MuBr/1 – General Industry Zone
  - Map MuBr/2 – General Industry Zone
  - Map MuBr/3 – Monarto South
  - Map MuBr/4 – Motor Sport Facility and Organic Composting Buffer Zone
  - Map MuBr/5 – Recreation Zone
  - Map MuBr/7 – Residential (Narooma)
  - Map MuBr/9 - East Side
  - Map MuBr/10 – Country Township Zone
  - Map MuBr/11 – River Murray Settlement Zone
  - Map MuBr/12 – River Murray Settlement Zone
  - Map MuBr/14– Equine Recreation
  - Map MuBr/19 – Allied Food Industry – Value Adding (Flagstaff Road)
- Review the spatial application of the EFPA Overlay to remove land that has already been developed for residential purposes or is of a size, location or soil type that makes it unsuitable for rural or primary production land uses.
- Review of the spatial application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay, which has not been applied to the Conservation Zone but has been applied to the Freeway.
- Apply the Infrastructure Zone to the Brinkley Waste Facility, instead of the Strategic Employment Zone.
- Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone to the Monarto South mushroom facility, instead of the Rural Zone.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply a different zone to land at 202 Flagstaff Road (Precinct 23 Flagstaff Road) in Murray Bridge, to facilitate primary industry.
- Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone, Significant Interface Management Overlay, and create and apply a new subzone of the Rural Intensive Enterprise zone to accommodate the Thomas Food International site.
- Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone and the Significant Interface Management Overlay to the Monarto South mushroom facility, instead of the Rural Zone and the Interface Management Overlay.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

**SA.39** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Interface Management Overlay AND REPLACE with the Significant Interface Management Overlay to the area in the ‘Buffer Zone’ within Concept Plan MuBr/4 from the RC of Murray Bridge Development Plan as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Production Zone, Central Area Policy Area 3 (Concept Plan MuBr/4)</td>
<td>Significant Interface Management Overlay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
SA.40 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone AND REPLACE with the General Neighbourhood Zone and SPATIALLY APPLY the Concept Plan TNV (Concept Plan MuBr/7) to the existing Residential Zone, Narooma Policy Area 18 and Precinct 6 Quarry and Riverfront within the RC of Murray Bridge as identified in the recommended amendment map:
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural City of Murray Bridge</strong>  &lt;br&gt;Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone to the Thomas Food International Precinct, instead of the Rural Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.  &lt;br&gt;A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural City of Murray Bridge</strong>  &lt;br&gt;Retain the following Concept Plans in the Code:  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/1 – General Industry Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/2 – General Industry Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/3 – Monarto South  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/4 – Motor Sport Facility and Organic Composting Buffer Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/5 – Recreation Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/7 – Residential (Narooma)  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/9 - East Side  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/10 – Country Township Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/11 – River Murray Settlement Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/12 – River Murray Settlement Zone  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/14 – Equine Recreation  &lt;br&gt;  o Map MuBr/19 – Allied Food Industry – Value Adding (Flagstaff Road)</td>
<td>Concept Plan MuBr/7 and Concept Plan MuBr/14 (combined with MuBr/15) have been retained in the Code.  &lt;br&gt;The retention of the other Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to primarily those that show the location of key infrastructure or over land that has not yet been developed.  &lt;br&gt;Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural City of Murray Bridge</strong>  &lt;br&gt;Review the spatial application of the EFPA Overlay to remove land that has already been developed for residential purposes or is of a size, location or soil type that makes it unsuitable for rural or primary production land uses.</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rural City of Murray Bridge</strong>  &lt;br&gt;Review of the spatial application of the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay, which has not been applied to the Conservation Zone but has been applied to the Freeway.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>The proposed amendment is not supported as the current spatial application of the Code is more consistent with Council’s current Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Apply the Infrastructure Zone to the Brinkley Waste Facility, instead of the Strategic Employment Zone.** | **The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.**  
**A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.** |
| Rural City of Murray Bridge |  
**Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone to the Monarto South mushroom facility, instead of the Rural Zone.** |  
**The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.**  
**A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.** |
| Public Submission |  
**Apply a different zone to land at 202 Flagstaff Road (Precinct 23 Flagstaff Road) in Murray Bridge that facilitates primary industry, instead of the Rural Zone.** |  
**The Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone has been applied to this land, which anticipates a range of intensive agricultural uses and associated industries.** |
| Public Submission |  
**Apply the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone, Significant Interface Management Overlay, and create and apply a new subzone of the Rural Intensive Enterprise zone to accommodate the Thomas Food International site.** |  
**The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.**  
**A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.** |
Feedback received from the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters local government area:

- Apply a new ‘Neighbourhood’ level centre zone to existing Neighbourhood Centre Zones (instead of the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone).
- Apply the Local Activity Centre Zone to the existing Local Centre (St Peters) / (Norwood) Zones and the Local Shopping Zone (other than the two areas identified to transition to Suburban Activity Centre Zone).
- Remove the spatial application of the Character Area Overlay from those pockets of land not shaded grey in existing Concept Plan Fig RC(N)/1 of the Residential Character (Norwood) Zone.
- Reinstate existing Urban Corridor Zone Concept Plans (e.g. Kent Town Strategic Growth Concept Plan Fig UrC/1 and District Centre Norwood Concept Plans) to the Code.
- Reinstate existing Map NPSP/1 (Overlay 4) which identifies particular laneways as a Concept Plan in the Code.
- Apply an Education Subzone in the proposed Community Facilities Zone to apply to those areas currently zoned Community Zone, Education Policy Area.
- Apply the Recreation Zone to the existing Community Zone, Recreation Policy Area as it has been applied at Marden (instead of the proposed Community Facilities Zone).
- Apply a range of Subzones previously requested by Council.

Non-council submissions:
- Rezoning of 137-141 Kensington Road, Norwood from the existing Established Neighbourhood Zone to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

**Amendments to spatial application**

**SA.41** SPATIALLY APPLY the Recreation Zone to the existing Community Zone, Recreation Policy Area where it applies at Marden within the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters as identified in the recommended amendment map:
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.42 SPATIALLY APPLY** the Local Activity Centre Zone to the existing Local Centre (St Peters) Zone within the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Centre (St Peters) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.43 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Character Area Overlay from those pockets of land not shaded grey in existing Concept Plan Fig RC(N)/1 of the Residential Character (Norwood) Zone within the City of Norwood Payneham and St Peters as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Character (Norwood) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Amended Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply a new ‘Neighbourhood’ level centre zone to existing Neighbourhood Centre Zones (instead of the proposed Suburban Activity Centre Zone).</td>
<td>The Suburban Activity Centre Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Local Activity Centre Zone to the existing Local Centre (St Peters) / (Norwood) Zone and the Local Shopping Zone (other than the two areas identified to transition to Suburban Activity Centre Zone).</td>
<td>The Suburban Main Street Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Reinstate existing Urban Corridor Zone Concept Plans (e.g. Kent Town Strategic Growth Concept Plan Fig UrC/1 and District Centre Norwood Concept Plans) to the Code.</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.&lt;br&gt;Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Reinstate existing Map NPSP/1 (Overlay 4) which identifies particular laneways as a Concept Plan in the Code.</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.&lt;br&gt;The Overlay Map is addressed through new ‘Design in Urban Areas’ general policy in the Code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply an Education Subzone to the Community Facilities Zone to address the existing Education Policy Area in the Council Development Plan.</td>
<td>The Community Facilities Zone (no Subzone) will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply a range of Subzones previously requested by Council.</td>
<td>The range of zones applied to the areas identified by Council will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rezoning of 137-141 Kensington Road, Norwood from the existing Established Neighbourhood Zone to the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone.</td>
<td>A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Onkaparinga

Feedback received from the City of Onkaparinga sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to identified parcels of land in the existing Central City Policy Area 34 of the Regional Centre Zone.
- Apply the Hills Neighbourhood Zone + appropriate TNVs for minimum site area to the existing Residential Zone at Darlington and Flagstaff Hill (north of Blacks Road).
- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone + appropriate TNVs for minimum site area to the existing Residential Zone at Maslin Beach.
- Apply the Open Space Zone to the existing Open Space Zone at Port Noarlunga (adjacent the Onkaparinga River) to reflect the existing use of the land as Council Reserves.
- Reinstate Concept Plan Map Onka/10 – District Centre (Aldinga Beach) as it currently applies to the existing Aldinga Beach Policy Area 8 of the District Centre Zone.
- Apply the Scenic Quality Overlay to existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57 – Precinct 23 Landscape Environs, Precinct 24 Living Policy Area, Precinct 25 Mixed Use and Precinct 26 Recreation/Open Space.
- Apply the Township Neighbourhood Zone over the Aldinga Arts Eco Village.
- Apply the Conservation Zone + Coastal Areas Overlay over existing Precinct 31 Port Willunga Foreshore of the Township Zone, Port Willunga/Aldinga Policy Area 62 at Port Willunga.
- Apply a Township Neighbourhood Zone / Open Space Zone (zone split) over Precinct 32 Old Port Road of the Township Zone, Port Willunga/Aldinga Policy Area 62 at Aldinga Township.
- Apply a Subzone over existing Port Stanvac Policy Area 15 of the Urban Employment Zone.

Non-council Submissions:

- Apply a new Subzone or Character Area Overlay (or establish a designated character area) to apply to land in the Hills Face Zone at O’Halloran Hill.
- Realign the zone boundary between the Deferred Urban Zone and Rural Zone at Bakewell Drive, Seaford Heights to include the land wholly within the Deferred Urban Zone.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

**SA.44** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the General Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone at Darlington and Flagstaff Hill (north of Blacks Road) within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment maps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darlington</td>
<td><a href="#">Map</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Image</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flagstaff Hill (north of Blacks Road)</td>
<td><a href="#">Map</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Image</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.45** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Hart Road Policy Area 52 within the City of Onkaparinga AND REPLACE with the Master Planned Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Hart Road Policy Area 52</td>
<td><a href="#">Map</a></td>
<td><a href="#">Image</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.46**

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Conservation Zone from part of the existing Open Space Zone along the Onkaparinga River Estuary at Port Noarlunga within the City of Onkaparinga and **REPLACE** with the Open Space Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Space Zone along the Onkaparinga River Estuary at Port Noarlunga</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.47**

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Limited Land Division Overlay from the existing Residential Zone, Sellicks Beach Policy Area 45 at Sellicks Beach within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Sellicks Beach Policy Area 45</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.48** **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Scenic Quality Overlay to the existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 23 Landscape Environs at Clarendon within the City of Onkaparinga as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57, Precinct 23 Landscape Environs at Clarendon</td>
<td>[Map Image]</td>
<td>[Map Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Onkaparinga</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Urban Activity Centre Zone to identified parcels of land in the existing Central City Policy Area 34 of the Regional Centre Zone.</td>
<td>The proposed amendment is not supported. It is therefore recommended no change be made to the current Code Amendment, as the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required). These matters require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Onkaparinga</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone + appropriate TNVs for minimum site area to the existing Residential Zone at Maslin Beach.</td>
<td>The request does not align with the State Planning Commission's approved principles for changing to Suburban Neighbourhood. It is therefore recommended no change be made to the current Code Amendment, as the request is outside the scope of the Amendment (i.e. more extensive policy investigations and consultation is required). These matters require a subsequent Code Amendment after Phase Three is implemented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Onkaparinga</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reinstate Concept Plan Map Onka/10 – District Centre (Aldinga Beach) as it currently applies to</td>
<td>The proposed amendment is not supported. It is therefore recommended no change be made to the current Code Amendment, as the issues addressed by this Concept Plan is now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Apply the Scenic Quality Overlay to existing Township Zone, Clarendon Policy Area 57 – Precinct 24 Living Policy Area, Precinct 25 Mixed Use and Precinct 26 Recreation/Open Space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Apply the Township Neighbourhood Zone over the Aldinga Arts Eco Village.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Apply the Conservation Zone + Coastal Areas Overlay over existing Precinct 31 Port Willunga Foreshore of the Township Zone, Port Willunga/Aldinga Policy Area 62 at Port Willunga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Apply a Township Neighbourhood Zone / Open Space Zone (zone split) over Precinct 32 Old Port Road of the Township Zone, Port Willunga/Aldinga Policy Area 62 at Aldinga Township.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Apply a Subzone over existing Port Stanvac Policy Area 15 of the Urban Employment Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Apply a new Subzone or Character Area Overlay (or establish a designated character area) to apply to land in the Hills Face Zone at O’Halloran Hill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Realign the zone boundary between the Deferred Urban Zone and Rural Zone at Bakewell Drive, Seaford Heights to include the land wholly within the Deferred Urban Zone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Playford

Feedback received from the City of Playford sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Recommend amendments to application of the Mount Lofty Water Supply Catchment (Area 1) Overlay which would rationalise the application of this overlay to road and allotment boundaries.
- Create and apply a new Virginia Value Adding Subzone of the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone for the Mitolo Site at Virginia to ensure that the envisaged future land uses for the site can be more appropriately accommodated, and undesirable uses explicitly referenced by the policies of the Code.
- Apply a series of recommended spatial changes to the existing Lyell McEwin Health Node Policy Area 23 of the Suburban Activity Node Zone, which is proposed to transition to the Code Strategic Innovation Zone, including:
  - Transitioning an area of the zone along the southern frontage to Broughton Road to the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as a buffer residential area,
  - Incorporating a Concept Plan to identify helipad flightpaths, building height limits, landmark buildings, retail frontages and other matters,
  - Reducing the spatial extent of the Activity Node Subzone,
  - Applying an Interface Management Overlay over the former windbreak land along the western side of Mark Road to help manage interface impacts with land uses in the adjoining Employment Zone to the west.
- Amend the policies of the Employment Zone in relation to the existing Commercial Precinct 50 of the Commercial Zone (also known as the Mingari Road site) to enable up to 1500sqm of shop development in accordance with current Development Plan policies and Council’s earlier consultation comments.
- Ensure that the latest flood hazard mapping for the whole of the Council area is included in the Planning and Design Code, noting that the mapping for the Smith Creek catchment has not been included in the Code.
- Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone instead of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the area of Elizabeth Grove currently within the Residential Regeneration Zone.
- Remove the Local Activity Centre Zone from the site adjacent Willison Road / Pacific Boulevard and replace with the proposed adjacent zoning which is the Residential Hills Zone.
- Remove the proposed Local Activity Centre Zoning from the majority of the proposed Elizabeth Grove Local Activity Centre and replace with the Housing Diversity Zone.
- Transition a number of allotments in the Development Plan Precinct 34 located between McGilp and Martin Road to the Rural Neighbourhood Zone (not the proposed Township Zone) as they are developed with dwellings and have residential character.
- Apply an Interface Management Overlay to the land affected by a buffer area in relation to the Medlow Road Landfill site at Blakeview as defined by current Concept Plan Map Play/14 of the development plan.
- Transition the intent of policies referencing larger allotment sizes and on-site waste water disposal and/or community wastewater connection requirements for areas near the townships of Virginia and Angle Vale within the current Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and proposed to transition to the Master-Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the District Centre Zone and apply the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to the northern portion to facilitate low density residential development.

- Peregrine Corporation requested 41 Peachy Road, Davoren Park be rezoned Suburban Activity Centre Zone as a better reflection of the locality and range of existing commercial and community land uses.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.49 SPATIALLY APPLY the Retail Activity Centre Subzone to the existing Commercial Zone, Munno Para Commercial Precinct 50 within the City of Playford which is proposed to transition to the Code Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Zone, Munno Para Commercial Precinct 50</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
### AMEND THE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Activity Centre Subzone of the Strategic Innovation Zone at the current Lyell McEwin Health Node Policy Area site within the City of Playford to the area defined in the amended application diagram:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyell McEwin Health Node Policy Area</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

### AMEND THE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Township Zone at One Tree Hill to include two areas of current Policy Area 34 within the City of Playford into the Rural Neighbourhood Zone as defined in the amended application diagram:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Area 34</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Draft Application" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Amended Application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
SA.52 **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Significant Interface Management Overlay to land at Blakeview identified on Concept Plan Map Play/14 in the City of Playford Development Plan as being within a 500/1000 metre buffer area in relation to the Medlow Road Landfill site as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land at Blakeview identified on Concept Plan Map Play/14 of the Development Plan</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

SA.53 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone from the areas of Angle Vale and Virginia referenced as being within the ‘Concept Plan Boundary’ from current Concept Plans Play/36 and Play/38 of the City of Playford Development Plan **AND REPLACE** with the Master Planned Township Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Concept Plan Boundary’ from current Concept Plans Play/36 and Play/38 of the Development Plan</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Playford</strong>&lt;br&gt;Recommend amendments to application of the Mount Lofty Water Supply Catchment (Area 1) Overlay which would rationalise the application of this overlay to road and allotment boundaries.</td>
<td>The spatial extent of the Mount Lofty Water Supply Catchment (Area 1) Overlay is informed by data provided by other agencies. As such, the Commission considers that proposed amendments to the spatial extent of this overlay are best addressed via a separate Code Amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Playford</strong>&lt;br&gt;Create and apply a new Virginia Value Adding Subzone of the Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone for the Mitolo Site at Virginia to ensure that the envisaged future land uses for the site can be more appropriately accommodated, and undesirable uses explicitly referenced by the policies of the Code.</td>
<td>The Commission acknowledges the matters raised in relation to the need for the provision of an appropriate policy transition for matters considered by the current policy area, especially policy regarding land uses and intensity, land division, setbacks, building height, operating hours and minimum site areas. Instead of creating a bespoke subzone for this facility, the Commission has resolved to make a series of policy amendments to the proposed Rural Intensive Enterprise Zone to better accommodate a transition of the policy intent from the current policy area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Playford</strong>&lt;br&gt;Ensure that the latest flood mapping for the whole of the Council area is included in the Planning and Design Code, noting that the mapping for the Smith Creek catchment has not been included in the Code.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to retain the current spatial extent of both flood hazard overlays, in alignment with the flood datasets originally provided by councils. The Commission considers flood hazard policy an important part of the Code and it is proposed that an extensive flood policy review will form the centrepiece of an upcoming Code Amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Playford</strong></td>
<td><strong>City of Playford</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone instead of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the area of Elizabeth Grove currently within the Residential Regeneration Zone.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to retain the originally proposed transition of this area to the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone. Although it is acknowledged that a small number of variances from the policies of the current zone will occur through the Code transition, it is considered that the policies Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone offer the most suitable transition zone option. This area of Elizabeth Grove is considered a strategically-important urban regeneration area which presents a significant renewal opportunity in close proximity to existing infrastructure and services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove the Local Activity Centre Zone from the site adjacent Willison Road / Pacific Boulevard and replace with the proposed adjacent zoning which is the Residential Hills Zone.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to retain the proposed Code zone transition for this site as it is considered to provide the most appropriate transition for the policies of the zone as they currently appear within the development plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove the proposed Local Activity Centre Zoning from the majority of the proposed Elizabeth Grove Local Activity Centre and replace with the Housing Diversity Zone.</td>
<td>The Commission has resolved to retain the proposed Code zone transition for this site as it is considered to provide the most appropriate transition for the policies of the zone as they currently appear within the development plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Apply a series of recommended spatial changes to the Lyell McEwin Health Node Policy Area 23 of the Suburban Activity Node Zone, which is proposed to transition to the Code Strategic Innovation Zone, including:  
- transitioning an area of the zone along the southern frontage to Broughton Road to the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone as a buffer residential area  
- incorporating a Concept Plan to identify helipad flightpaths, building height limits, landmark buildings, retail frontages and other matters  
- reducing the spatial extent of the Activity Centre Subzone  
- applying an Interface Management Overlay over the former windbreak land along the western side of Mark Road to help manage interface impacts with land uses in the adjoining Employment Zone to the west. | The Commission has resolved to amend the spatial extent of the Activity Centre Subzone to ensure a more suitable transition of development plan policies for the Lyell Mc Ewin Health Node site. The Commission has also resolved the following in relation to this site:  
- The area adjacent to Broughton Road will remain within the Strategic Innovation Zone, as a zone split at this location is considered beyond the scope of this Code Amendment.  
- A Concept Plan will not be included for this site, as it is considered that Concept Plans transitioned to the Code should only address matters associated with the staging and provision of infrastructure for growth areas. Policies associated with the protection of helipad flightpaths are considered to be a matter to be addressed as part of a future Code Amendment to be undertaken in conjunction with major stakeholders including Adelaide Airport Limited and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority. | The Commission has resolved to amend the spatial extent of the Activity Centre Subzone to ensure a more suitable transition of development plan policies for the Lyell Mc Ewin Health Node site. The Commission has also resolved the following in relation to this site:  
- The area adjacent to Broughton Road will remain within the Strategic Innovation Zone, as a zone split at this location is considered beyond the scope of this Code Amendment.  
- A Concept Plan will not be included for this site, as it is considered that Concept Plans transitioned to the Code should only address matters associated with the staging and provision of infrastructure for growth areas. Policies associated with the protection of helipad flightpaths are considered to be a matter to be addressed as part of a future Code Amendment to be undertaken in conjunction with major stakeholders including Adelaide Airport Limited and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Submission</th>
<th>The interface policies associated with the Interface Between Land Uses General Development Policy are considered sufficient for land within this zone.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the District Centre Zone and apply the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to the northern portion to facilitate low density residential development.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Peregrine Corporation requested 41 Peachy Road, Davoren Park be rezoned Suburban Activity Centre Zone as a better reflection of the locality and range of existing commercial and community land uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the District Centre Zone and apply the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to the northern portion to facilitate low density residential development.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zoning would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Port Adelaide Enfield

Feedback received by the Commission sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Port Adelaide Enfield local government area:

- Review zoning of Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone for the Woolworths distribution hub.
- Apply the Interface Management Overlay to the newly rezoned residential area south of the GRSA site at Angle Park.
- Review the application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to land at Northfield (off Briens Road).
- Review the application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone to land at Northgate (Lightsview).
- Review application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone at Oakden and Gilles Plains and create a Concept Plan for this area showing building height transition requirements.
- Remove the Emerging Activity Centre subzone from Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone at Regency Park.
- Removal of Representative Buildings, formally Contributory Items (listed in the current Development Plan), which have since been demolished and/or redeveloped as new dwellings.
- Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the Islington Shopping Centre site, instead of the Employment Zone.
- Create and apply a new light industry-type zone (or create and apply a new Light Industry Overlay) over Light Industry-zoned land.
- Apply the Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay to the Industry Zone, Gillman Policy Area 74.
- Review zone for Biodiversity Park, Outer Harbor rezone to Conservation Zone.
- Review zoning for current Residential Zone, North Haven (South of Victoria Road) Policy Area 59.
- Spatially apply the Urban Tree Canopy Overlay and Stormwater Management Overlay to the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply either the Open Space Zone or the Infrastructure Zone to the land on Mersey Road, Taperoo, instead of the Employment Zone.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone to the walkway between both parts of the marina at North Haven, instead if the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone.
- Create and apply a new subzone of the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone for additional stand-alone retail/commercial/tourism development in North Haven.
- Review the application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood to Northfield and Oakden.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.54  REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone from the existing Bulk Handling Zone within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield AND REPLACE with the Employment Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Handling Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.55**

**SPATIALLY APPLY** the Interface Management Overlay the area in the existing Residential Zone, Medium Density Policy Area 73 (area south of the GRSA site at Angle Park) within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Medium Density Policy Area 73 (area south of the GRSA site at Angle Park)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (identified in the Concept Plan PAdE/51 Northfield – Neighbourhood Activity Centre) within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield **AND REPLACE** with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone. Also **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone for the area remaining within the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone - Northfield</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map of Northfield Suburban Neighbourhood Zone" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map of Northfield Suburban Activity Centre Zone" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (identified in the Concept Plan PAdE/21 Northgate – Neighbourhood Activity Centre) within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield AND REPLACE with the Suburban Activity Centre Zone. Also SPATIALLY APPLY the Concept Plan TNV (existing Concept Plan PAdE/47) to the area remaining within the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone – Northgate (Lightsview) (Identified in the Concept Plan PAdE/21 Northgate – Neighbourhood Activity Centre).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing Concept Plan Map

Amended application

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.58**

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone from the existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone – Regency Park (Code – Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone) within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Neighbourhood Zone – Regency Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.59**

**REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Retail Activity Centre Subzone from the existing Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) Zone within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield. **RETAIN** the spatial application of the Retail Activity Centre Subzone from the existing Discount Outlet, Entertainment and Distribution Centre Policy Area 76 of the Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) Zone</td>
<td>Employment Zone</td>
<td>Employment Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount Outlet, Entertainment and Distribution Centre Policy Area 76</td>
<td>Retail Activity Centre Subzone</td>
<td>Retail Activity Centre Subzone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**Spatially Apply** the Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay to the existing Industry Zone, Gillman Policy Area 74 (Code – Strategic Employment, Gillman Subzone) within the City of Port Adelaide Enfield as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Recommended amendment to the spatial application of the Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Gillman Policy Area 74</td>
<td>![Map of Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. Concept plans are limited to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</strong></td>
<td>The Employment Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Review the application of the Master Planned Neighbourhood to Northfield and Oakden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Review zone for Biodiversity Park, Outer Harbor and rezone to Conservation Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Apply either the Open Space Zone or the Infrastructure Zone to the land on Mersey Road, Taperoo, instead of the Employment Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Create and apply a new light industry-type zone (or a new Light Industry Overlay) over land currently zoned Light Industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Apply the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the Islington Shopping Centre site, instead of the Employment Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Submission</td>
<td>Apply the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone to the walkway between both parts of the marina at North Haven, instead if the Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone. Create and apply a new subzone of the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone for additional stand-alone retail/commercial/tourism development in North Haven.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Port Augusta City Council

Feedback received from the Port Augusta City Council sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Review application of the Rural Living Zone given policy for setbacks and minimum site area have changed significantly.
- Review application of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to Stirling North as the area is not connected to a sewer or CWMS.
- Review application of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the centres of Port Augusta and Stirling North, which have different characteristics.

Non-council Submissions:

- Two requests to apply a Neighbourhood Zone to an area near Stirling North, instead of the Rural Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

**Amendments to spatial application**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rural Living Zone, Port Augusta West</td>
<td>[Image of draft application]</td>
<td>[Image of amended application]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SA.61 **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Living Zone from the existing Rural Living Zone in Port Augusta West, Port Augusta and Stirling North within the Port Augusta City Council **AND REPLACE** with the Rural Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map.
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
**SA.62** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone in Stirling North within the Port Augusta City Council AND REPLACE with the Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Stirling North</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Port Augusta City Council**  
Review application of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone to the centres of Port Augusta and Stirling North, which have different characteristics. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply a Neighbourhood Zone to an area near Stirling North, instead of the Rural Zone. | The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
City of Port Lincoln

No feedback was received by the Commission regarding the spatial application of the Code in the City of Port Lincoln local government area.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

Nil
Port Pirie Regional Council

Feedback received by the Commission sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code in the Port Pirie Regional Council local government area:

- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to an area at Crystal Brook, instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.

Non-council submissions:
- Nil

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Zone, Crystal Brook</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
City of Prospect

Feedback received by the Commission sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code in the City of Prospect local government area:

No spatial requests were received from Council.

Non-council submissions:

- Create a new middle order zone to apply to existing Neighbourhood Centre Zones, instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
- Create a new zone or subzone for areas where only residential land uses are anticipated.
- Apply the Community Facilities Zone to a small portion operated by the North Road Cemetery, instead of the Established Neighbourhood Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

*Amendments to spatial application*

**SA.64 SPATIALLY APPLY** the new Urban Corridor Business Retail Subzone to the Urban Corridor Business Zone to allow retail with a gross leasable floor area of 2000m².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urban Corridor (Business) Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Public Submission**  
Create a new middle order zone to apply to existing Neighbourhood Centre Zones, instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Create a new zone or subzone to be applied to areas where only residential land uses are anticipated. | Current development plan policy envisages some level of non-residential development to be established outside of centres. In response to submissions, alterations are proposed in most neighbourhood zones to limit the scale of retail development depending on the zone and distance from an activity centre. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Community Facilities Zone to a small portion operated by the North Road Cemetery, instead of the Established Neighbourhood Zone. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
City of Salisbury

Feedback received from the City of Salisbury sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to a portion of the wetland at Shoalhaven at Mawson Lakes, instead of the Open Space Zone.
- Apply the Rural Shack Settlement Zone to the Coast Settlement Zone at St Kilda, instead of the Rural Settlement Zone.
- Extend the application of the Strategic Innovation Zone to include the sites at 16-28, 19-23 and 25-31 Park Way, Technology Park, Mawson Lakes.
- Retain additional Concept Plans within the Code.
- Apply the Interface Management Overlay or Significant Interface Management Overlay to key interfaces between the Strategic Employment Zone and the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply an alternative zone to the Mixed Use (Bulky Goods, Entertainment and Leisure) Zone to better reflect policy intent, instead of the Employment Zone.
- Review the application of the Hazard (Bushfire – Medium Risk) Overlay to land in Salisbury Heights.
- Apply the Strategic Employment Zone along Port Wakefield, Cavan, instead of the Open Space Zone, as the road is not a principal open space corridor.

Non-council submissions:

- Apply a different neighbourhood zone to Mawson Lakes to reflect the desired built form outcomes and existing character of the area, instead of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply the Infrastructure Zone to the SA Water Bolivar Wastewater Treatment Plant, instead of the Employment Zone.
- Apply the Employment Zone to 859-885 Port Wakefield Road, Bolivar, instead of to Rural Zone.
- Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to 18-58 Beadell Street, Burton, instead of the Rural Zone.
Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

**SA.65** REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Employment Zone from the existing Industry Zone, Infrastructure Policy Area 9 (Bolivar Wastewater Treatment Plant) within the City of Salisbury AND REPLACE with the Infrastructure Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry Zone, Infrastructure Policy Area 9</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Draft application for consultation" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Rural Settlement Zone from the existing Coastal Settlement Zone at St Kilda within the City of Salisbury AND REPLACE with the Rural Shack Settlement Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Settlement Zone – St Kilda</td>
<td>![Map of Coastal Settlement Zone]</td>
<td>![Map of Rural Shack Settlement Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Salisbury</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to a portion of the wetland at Shoalhaven at Mawson Lakes, instead of the Open Space Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Salisbury</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extend the application of the Strategic Innovation Zone to include the sites at 16-28, 19-23 and 25-31 Park Way, Technology Park, Mawson Lakes.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City of Salisbury</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retain the following Concept Plans within the Code:</td>
<td>The retention of additional Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Map Sal/4 – Globe Derby Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Map Sal/10 North East Salisbury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Map Sal/34 Salisbury City Centre future</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Interface Management Overlay or Significant Interface Management Overlay to key interfaces between the Strategic Employment Zone and the General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The Interface Between Land Uses Module of the Code has policies to address the issues raised.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply an alternative zone to the Mixed Use (Bulky Goods, Entertainment and Leisure) Zone to better reflect policy intent, instead of the Employment Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. The Retail Activity Centre Subzone has now been applied to this area, which will improve consistency with Development Plan policy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Review the application of the Hazard (Bushfire – Medium Risk) Overlay to land in Salisbury Heights.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in application of the Overlay would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>City of Salisbury</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Strategic Employment Zone along Port Wakefield, Cavan, instead of the Open Space Zone, as the road is not a principal open space corridor.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply a different neighbourhood zone to Mawson Lakes to reflect the desired built form outcomes and existing character of the area, instead of the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the Employment Zone to 859-885 Port Wakefield Road, Bolivar, instead of to Rural Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Public Submission</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to 18-58 Beadell Street, Burton, instead of the Rural Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Tea Tree Gully

No feedback was received by the Commission regarding the spatial application of the Code in the City of Tea Tree Gully local government area:

Commission's Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

Nil
Feedback received from the City of Unley sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Suburban Main Street Zone to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone on Goodwood Road, Goodwood, instead of the Suburban Activity Centre Zone.
- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to those parts of the Residential B350 Zone currently subject to Residential Code, instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.
- Remove Affordable Housing Overlay from Established Neighbourhood Zones.

Non-Council submissions:

- Create and apply a new zone or subzone to the Showgrounds Zone and three policy areas, instead of the Recreation Zone, Urban Corridor (Living) Zone and Suburban Business Zone.
- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to the entirety of the Residential B350 Zone, instead of some areas being zoned General Neighbourhood.
- Create and apply a new subzone for the Office 1 Zone to allow increased floor areas, instead of the Business Neighbourhood Zone.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Amendments to spatial application**

**SA.67** SPATIALLY APPLY the Suburban Main Street Zone to the Neighbourhood Centre Zone on Goodwood Road:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood Centre Zone, Goodwood Road, Goodwood</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
REPLACE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone and Suburban Business Zone with the Recreation Zone and SPATIALLY APPLY the new Adelaide Showgrounds Subzone to the full extent of the Adelaide Showgrounds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Showgrounds Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Unley / Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to all parts of the Residential B350 Zone (including areas currently subject to Residential Code), instead of the General Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The application of the General Neighbourhood Zone to parts of the Residential B350 Zone is consistent with the principles for application, namely:&lt;br&gt;• the areas are currently subject to Residential Code&lt;br&gt;• the current zone envisages a variety of dwelling types; and&lt;br&gt;The current zone seeks a minimum allotment size is of 350m².</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Unley</strong>&lt;br&gt;Remove the Affordable Housing Overlay from Established Neighbourhood Zones.</td>
<td>This overlay has been applied to areas where the current Development Plan seeks 15% affordable housing, irrespective of the zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong>&lt;br&gt;Create a new subzone for the Office 1 Zone, instead of the Business Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
<td>The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy.&lt;br&gt;There is sufficient scope within the Business Neighbourhood Zone to enable business and commercial land uses with floor areas &gt;250m² to be considered on merit, taking into consideration local context and character.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
City of Victor Harbor

Feedback received from the City of Victor Harbour sought the following amendments to the spatial application of the within its local government area:

- Apply the Gateway Overlay to the following Victor Harbor areas:
  - Adelaide to Victor Harbor Road and Port Elliot Road City entrances.
  - Hindmarsh Road Kleinig Hill entrance.

- Apply different zoning to the Mt Lofty Ranges Water Protection Area (MLRWPA) to reflect the new boundary proclaimed on 4 October 2018.

- Create and apply a new Subzone of the Conservation Zone that captures the policy intent of the Coastal Conservation Zone, Precinct 1 Granite Island Tourist Facilities.

- Apply the Conservation Zone to the shore line, to align with existing policy intent and for consistency with Alexandrina Council.

- Retain the following Concept Plans within the Code:
  - Map ViH3 – Regional Centre (Victor Harbor)
  - Map ViH/5 – Deferred Urban
  - Map ViH/7 – District Hospital Helipad Flightpath & Height Restrictions (Victor Harbor)
  - Map ViH/8 - Bacchus Road (Encounter Bay)
  - Map ViH/11- Mixed Use Victor Harbor
  - Map ViH/12 – Neighbourhood Centre (Hayborough)
  - Map ViH/13 – Neighbourhood Centre (McCracken)

- Apply the Urban Transport Route Overlay and Transport Generating Development Overlay to land bordering Bay Road.

- Remove the Water Resources Overlay from man-made salt water lakes that were created as part of a residential development.

- Apply the Community Facilities Zone to the Victor Harbor High School and Investigator College, instead of the Open Space Zone.

Non-council submissions:

- Remove the Limited Land Division Overlay and subsequent rezoning of land to Rural Living at Lower Inman Valley.

- Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to the greenfield site at Encounter Bay instead of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone.
**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Amendments to spatial application**

**SA.69**  **SPATIALLY APPLY** the Gateway Overlay to the existing Commercial Zoned land on Adelaide Road with the Victor Harbor Council area as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide to Victor Harbor Road and Port Elliot Road City entrance</td>
<td>[Gateway Overlay Map]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.70**  **REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION** of the Rural Neighbourhood Zone from the existing Residential Zone, Waitpinga Policy Area 23 within the Victor Harbor Council **AND REPLACE** with the Hills Neighbourhood Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waitpinga Policy Area 23</td>
<td>[Residential Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
<td>[Hills Neighbourhood Zone]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Open Space Zone from the Victor Harbor High School and Investigator College within the Victor Harbor Council AND REPLACE with the Community Facilities Zone as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigator College</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Harbor High School</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reason: The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City of Victor Harbor</td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Victor Harbor</td>
<td>It is considered that the policy within the Conservation Zone provides for the types of activities envisaged by the existing policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create and apply a new Subzone of the Conservation Zone that captures the policy intent of the Coastal Conservation Zone, Precinct 1 Granite Island Tourist Facilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply different zoning to the Mt Lofty Ranges Water Protection Area (MLRWPA) to reflect the new boundary proclaimed on 4 October 2018.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Victor Harbor</td>
<td>The Open Space Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>Apply the Conservation Zone to the shore line, to align with existing policy intent and for consistency with Alexandrina Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plans is not supported as they do not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed. Where relevant, Building Height and Site Area TNVs have been spatially applied in lieu of the Concept Plan. With respect to Maps ViH/12 and ViH/13, Adelaide Road is DPTI maintained road and therefore safe entry &amp; exit points will be determined via the application of the Overlays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>Retain the following Concept Plans within the Code:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH3 – Regional Centre (Victor Harbor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH/5 – Deferred Urban</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH/7 – District Hospital Helipad Flightpath &amp; Height Restrictions (Victor Harbor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH/8 - Bacchus Road (Encounter Bay)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH/11- Mixed Use Victor Harbor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH/12 – Neighbourhood Centre (Hayborough)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Map ViH/13 – Neighbourhood Centre (McCracken)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Road does not meet the principles for application of these overlays.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>Apply the Urban Transport Route Overlay and Transport Generating Development Overlay to land bordering Bay Road.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City of Victor Harbor</strong></td>
<td>It is considered that hydrology and water quality remains an important consideration in the assessment of development adjacent man-made water bodies and therefore reasonable to require a performance assessment of an application within 20 metres of a watercourse. This is consistent with the EPAs Water Quality Policy that includes man-made water bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>Remove the Limited Land Division Overlay and subsequent rezoning of land to Rural Living at Lower Inman Valley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>Apply the General Neighbourhood Zone to the greenfield site at Encounter Bay instead of the Hills Neighbourhood Zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Submission</strong></td>
<td>The request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback received from the Town of Walkerville sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Create a new subzone for the Residential Zone, Gilberton Medium Density Policy Area 7, to sit over the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone.
- Apply an Urban Corridor Zone to the Mixed Use Zone, instead of the Suburban Business Zone.

Non-council submissions:
- Apply the Community Facilities Zone to land adjacent Wilderness School (acquired by the school), instead of the Established Neighbourhood Zone with a Character Area Overlay.

**Commission’s Recommendations:**

**Amendments to spatial application**

| Nil |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Town of Walkerville**
Create a new subzone for the Residential Zone, Gilberton Medium Density Policy Area 7, to sit over the Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone. | The Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are consistent with the current Development Plan. There is sufficient policy within the zone to guide future development of the land and to manage the interface with other zones. |
| **Town of Walkerville**
Apply an Urban Corridor Zone to the Mixed Use Zone, instead of the Suburban Business Zone. | The Suburban Business Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. A change in zone would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
| **Public Submission**
Apply the Community Facilities Zone to land adjacent Wilderness School (acquired by the school), instead of the Established Neighbourhood Zone with a Character Area Overlay. | The Established Neighbourhood Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. A change in zoning to Community Facilities would require a Code Amendment with targeted community consultation. |
City of West Torrens

Feedback received from the City of West Torrens sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code within its local government area:

- Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood and appropriate minimum site area and frontage TNV’s for different dwelling types to all of Policy Area’s 20 and 21 of the Residential Zone.
- Apply the Future Road Widening Overlay to several intersections (currently not contained within MARWP) within West Torrens that will require upgrading and road widening e.g. Airport Road/Sir Donald Bradman Drive, Rowells Road/ Sir Donald Bradman Drive, Anzac Highway/Cross Road and Marion Road/Mooringe Avenue.
- Apply the Future Road Widening Overlay to Tapleys Hill Road and Sir Donald Bradman Drive/Burbridge Road intersection (road widening here has not been captured in the online mapping tool).

Non-council submissions:

- Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to residential allotments fronting Oakington Street, Torrensville, instead of the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone.
- Remove the Urban Corridor (Main Street) Zone from residential side streets.
- Apply the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the southern side of Glenburnie Terrace, Plympton, to match the zoning of the northern side, instead of the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone.

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

SA.72 REMOVE SPATIAL APPLICATION of the Retail Activity Subzone (in the proposed Employment Zone) from the existing Bulky Goods Zone at Mile End within the City of West Torrens as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulky Goods Zone</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Map" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Map" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it is considered that this will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.

**SA.73** SPATIALLY APPLY the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone / General Neighbourhood Zone boundary to existing Low Density Policy Area 21 of the Residential Zone so that the boundaries are consistent with either the centre-line of the nearest road or a property boundary (cadastre) as identified in the recommended amendment map:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location within Council area</th>
<th>Draft application for consultation</th>
<th>Amended application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Zone, Low Density Policy Area 21</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Draft application" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Amended application" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reason:** The Commission supports the proposed amendment to the spatial application of the Code in this location as it will ensure that only one zone applies to a property and will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the current Development Plan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments <strong>not</strong> recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **City of West Torrens**  
Apply the Suburban Neighbourhood and appropriate minimum site area and frontage TNV’s for different dwelling types to all of Policy Area’s 20 and 21 of the Residential Zone. | The request does not align with the State Planning Commission’s approved principles for changing to Suburban Neighbourhood.  
It is therefore considered that the request is outside the scope of the current Phase Three Amendment. More extensive policy investigations and consultation would be required through a separate Code Amendment to progress this change. |
| **City of West Torrens**  
Apply the Future Road Widening Overlay to several intersections (currently not contained within MARWP) within West Torrens that will require upgrading and road widening e.g. Airport Road/Sir Donald Bradman Drive, Rowells Road/Sir Donald Bradman Drive, Anzac Highway/Cross Road and Marion Road/Mooringe Avenue. | The Future Road Widening Overlay is based on MARWP, therefore a direct representation is required. The intersections identified by Council have not been identified under State Government plans to require protection for future upgrades at this current time.  
A Future Local Road Widening Overlay exists in the Code and has been applied within other Council areas based on existing Development Plan policy.  
Application of the Future Local Road Widening Overlay to areas within the City of West Torrens would require a separate Code Amendment with further policy investigations and consultation. |
| **City of West Torrens**  
Apply the Future Road Widening Overlay to Tapleys Hill Road and Sir Donald Bradman Drive/Burbidge Road intersection (road widening here has not been captured in the online mapping tool). | The Future Road Widening Overlay is based on MARWP, therefore a direct representation is required. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Established Neighbourhood Zone to residential allotments fronting Oakington Street, Torrensville, instead of the Urban Corridor (Living) Zone. | The Urban Corridor (Living) Zone will deliver desired policy outcomes that are more closely aligned with the Development Plan. |
| **Public Submission**  
Remove the Urban Corridor (main Street) Zone from residential side streets. | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| **Public Submission**  
Apply the Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone to the southern side of Glenburnie Terrace, | The current spatial application of the Code is consistent with Development Plan policy. |
| Plympton, to match the zoning of the northern side, instead of the Urban Corridor (Boulevard) Zone. |  |
City of Whyalla

No feedback was received by the Commission regarding the spatial application of the Code in the City of Whyalla local government area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commission’s Recommendations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amendments to spatial application</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
District Council of Yankalilla

Feedback received by the Commission sought the following alterations to the spatial application of the Code in the District Council of Yankalilla local government area:

- Apply the Scenic Routes Overlay over identified tourist routes within the Development Plan as well as South Australian Tourist Commission Scenic Routes.
- Retain the Wirrina Cove Structure Plan Map Ya/1 in the Code.
- Retain the Links Lady Bay Golfcourse Estate Concept Plan Fig R(LB)/1 in the Code.

Non-council submissions:
- Nil

Commission’s Recommendations:

Amendments to spatial application

Nil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial amendments not recommended by the Commission:</th>
<th>Reason:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>District Council of Yankalilla Seek to have a Scenic Routes Overlay applied over identified tourist routes within the current Development Plan as well as South Australian Tourist Commission Scenic Routes.</td>
<td>The Commission considers that there is inadequate existing policy to justify the application of this overlay and that a Code Amendment Process would be necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Council of Yankalilla Retain the Wirrina Cove Structure Plan Map Ya/1 in the Code.</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Council of Yankalilla Retain the Links Lady Bay Concept Plan in the Code</td>
<td>The retention of the Concept Plan is not supported as it does not meet the principles for retention, which seek to limit Concept Plans to those that show the location of key infrastructure or land that has not yet been developed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phase Two (Rural Areas)

Feedback seeking amendment to spatial application of the Code was also received by several councils which were subject to the Phase Two (Rural Areas) Code Amendment:

Northern Areas Council
- Requested minor change to policy in the Significant Landscape Protection Overlay.

Wakefield Regional Council
- Requested changes to zone boundaries at Port Wakefield.

District Council of Franklin Harbour
- Requested ability to undertake land division in the Conservation Zone for farming purposes.

Municipal Council of Roxby Downs
- Requested changes to DTS criteria in the Roxby Downs Subzone of the Neighbourhood Zone.
- Requested review of application of the Hazards (Bushfire-Regional) Overlay and Key Outback and Rural Routes Overlay.

Copper Coast Council
- Requested addition of TNVs in several locations.
- Requested creation of a Subzone in the Employment Zone in Kadina.
- Questioned application of the Coastal Areas Overlay.
- Supported zoning changes requested by the owner of the Wallaroo Shores development site.

District Council of Lower Eyre Peninsula Council
- Requested addition of TNVs in several locations.
- Questioned application of a number of Overlays, including Aircraft Noise Exposure, Coastal Areas, Native Vegetation, Limited Land Division and Resource Extraction Protection Area.
- Requested the Township Activity Centre Zone is applied to a site in Cummins.
- Requested the Resource Extraction Zone is expanded at Duck Ponds.

Commission’s Response:

The scope of the Phase Three Amendment includes the ability to adjust the Code content in relation to Phase Two (Rural Areas) to maintain compatibility and consistency across the policy suite.

For this reason, only spatial changes which are consequential from the Phase Three Amendment are able to be supported through this Code Amendment. Site-specific rezoning requests will require consideration through a separate Code Amendment.
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Introduction

The original public consultation for the draft Planning and Design Code Phase Three (urban areas, including large regional towns and cities) was open for a period of 22 weeks from 1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020.

PART A – Stakeholder Mapping

An Engagement Plan for the Planning and Design Code Consultation included a comprehensive mapping of the stakeholders who would be affected by the implementation of the Phase Three Amendment, the level of engagement required, and the timing of consultation activities as detailed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Nature of interest in the project and/or the potential impact of the project</th>
<th>Stakeholder needs/expectations for engagement in the project</th>
<th>Level of engagement (i.e. inform, consult, involve, collaborate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minister for Planning and Office of the Minister</td>
<td>Key interest as the head of the planning system</td>
<td>Smooth transition to new system in July 2020</td>
<td>Collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Members of Parliament</td>
<td>May have residents or community groups who are 'interested' in reform.</td>
<td>Informed of all planning changes and process of engagement along with detailed information on what it means for community</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Members of Parliament</td>
<td>May have residents or community groups who are 'interested' in reform.</td>
<td>Informed of all planning changes</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Managers of State government departments &amp; agencies</td>
<td>Key interest in changes the Code makes to in the planning system e.g. referrals. Overlays can trigger referrals to the relevant State agencies.</td>
<td>Involved in reform and can influence key outcomes</td>
<td>Collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministerial Advisory Committees: • Community Participation and Sustainability • Development Business • Local Government</td>
<td>Interested in key changes the Code makes to in the planning system</td>
<td>Involved in reform and can influence key outcomes</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Liaison Group</td>
<td>Interested in changes to how the Code will affect business</td>
<td>Involved in reform and can influence key outcomes</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Committees and Agency Boards (including, but not limited to: Premier’s Climate Change Council, Coast Protection Board, NRM Boards (or equivalent), Heritage Council)</td>
<td>Interested in how the Code address matters of interest such as climate change, heritage and environmental policy challenges.</td>
<td>Involved in reform and can influence key outcomes</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Government – Mayors and Elected Members</strong></td>
<td>Understand how the Development Plan will be transitioned to the Code and what the changes mean for their community. Understand their role in the new system and how it differs from their current role.</td>
<td>Involved and informed throughout the process.</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Government – CEOs and Senior Managers</strong></td>
<td>Understand the new planning system and how it differs to current system; their role in it and what the transition will ‘cost’ their council and what it means to ‘community’. How they will communicate the change to their community</td>
<td>Involved and informed throughout the process. Engagement process is followed well</td>
<td>Collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Government – Planning and development teams</strong></td>
<td>Impacts to internal processes and systems. Briefing upwards in council on the changes and what it means to the council in terms of long-held planning policy, resourcing and funding. How they will communicate the change to their community.</td>
<td>Involved and supported through change process</td>
<td>Involve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Government – other non-planning staff</strong></td>
<td>Understand how the Code will change current engagement and communication requirements for planning.</td>
<td>Some will want to contribute to local activities.</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Government Association of SA</strong></td>
<td>Impact of reform on councils.</td>
<td>Not being seen as a ‘regular’ stakeholder in the process, but a key driver of decisions.</td>
<td>Collaborate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Representative bodies for SA leaders (e.g. Business SA)</strong></td>
<td>Opportunities to create and streamline development opportunities and investment for SA.</td>
<td>Involvement in any elements of most interest to their members. Access to Department to deliver exclusive sessions to members</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Peak Bodies**  
  • Property Council of Australia  
  • Urban Development Institute of Australia  
  • Planning Institute of Australia | Opportunities to create and streamline development opportunities and investment for SA. | Involvement in any elements of most interest to their members. Access to Department to deliver sessions to members | Involve |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Other Peak Bodies</strong></th>
<th>How the new system will impact their members. What elements of the Code will go live in Phase Two and Phase Three</th>
<th>Informed on changes and milestone points.</th>
<th>Inform and consult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business practitioners</strong></td>
<td>How to use the Code, how to assess development applications using the new Code. Deemed-to-Satisfy criteria and where it applies? Zoning changes and language.</td>
<td>Need to find resources quickly; and find out the latest news</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community and Resident Groups</strong> (e.g. Community Alliance, Prospect Resident’s Association, South West City Community Association, etc.)</td>
<td>Understand how community feedback can impact the Code. Identify which zone I live in and how much this has changed. Understand the density, height and scale of growth that will be allowed in my neighbourhood. Understand what types of development are allowable in my street, neighbourhood and town. Understand how planning happens in SA and how I can object to developments. Understand how heritage and character housing will be protected, and the impact of replacing contributory items with overlays.</td>
<td>There is a need for the community to see where their feedback impacted the writing the Code. Need to see how previous community planning “wins” have been incorporated into the new Code. Need information on ‘what this all means for me, or my local area’. Need to be able to easily search for my own home. Be reassured that heritage and conservation sites have been preserved. Need to be able to navigate the Code easily.</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special Interest Organisations</strong> (e.g. Environment Defenders Office, Conservation Council, National Trust, History Trust)</td>
<td>Understand how heritage and character housing will be protected, and the impact of replacing contributory items with overlays. Identify where high-impact industries are located.</td>
<td>Be reassured that heritage and conservation sites have been preserved. Ability to navigate the Code easily.</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Public</td>
<td>New system addresses their particular issue with the planning system.</td>
<td>New system will ‘fix’ their issues and they will be involved.</td>
<td>Inform and consult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education sector</strong> (Principally higher education providers who offer degree courses in planning, architecture, design, etc)</td>
<td>Information to inform their courses. How to integrate the new system into existing curriculum.</td>
<td>High level update on the new Code so they can update their course content. Informed of the new system and opportunities to raise student awareness.</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media</strong></td>
<td>Information as to how the new system will impact the general community. What elements of the Code will go live in Phase Two and Phase Three.</td>
<td>Informed on changes and milestone points.</td>
<td>Inform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PART B - Engagement Activities**

The Engagement Plan provided numerous opportunities and ways for councils, industry practitioners and members of the community to engage with representatives from the State Planning Commission and Department staff to hear about the Phase Three draft Code and contribute to discussions on the planning policy for their communities.

In total, **189 consultation events** were held during the Phase Three Amendment consultation period with a range of stakeholders including councils, industry practitioners and community groups. These events provided an opportunity to hear directly from Commission and Department staff about the Code and for attendees to ask questions and seek clarification on any areas of concern. **38 print advertisements** were published in State and Local newspapers to alert people to the timing and location of community consultation events.

In addition, feedback was received via a variety of other channels including through the SA Planning Portal and the Department for Premier and Cabinet’s ‘YourSAy’ consultation website, a 1800 Code Hotline, planning reform email accounts, Council Connect and various social media platforms. In total over **1,110 enquiries** were received through these mechanisms.

During the consultation period, approximately **40,000 direct mail letters** were distributed to specifically advise landowners of the introduction of Heritage Area and Character Area overlays in the Code, and the availability of a Heritage and Character Area Statements relevant to their property.

By the close of consultation on 28 February 2020, **1,790 formal submissions** on the Phase Three Amendment had been received.
1. **SA Planning Portal**

A dedicated *Have Your Say* page for the Phase Two and Phase Three consultations was established on the SA Planning Portal. There was a total of **12,600 visits** to this page during the Phase Two and Phase Three consultation period which commenced on 1 October, with **6,250 of those visits** during the period when only Phase Three remained open for consultation (30 November – 28 February).

2. **YourSAy Website**
The Department also launched a Planning and Design Code engagement site on the Department for Premier and Cabinet’s YourSAy consultation website from 1 October 2019. The site achieved a **combined reach of 18,179** and generated **6,095 visits** over the five months.

The aim of the YourSAy consultation page was to facilitate feedback on the draft Code and assist with enquiries. The site featured several digital tools – a discussion hub, a submission form, links to community information sessions, PDF resources and email enquiries with the following results:

### 3. Email Enquiries

The Department’s reform email address ([DPTI.PlanningReform@sa.gov.au](mailto:DPTI.PlanningReform@sa.gov.au)) was promoted during consultation as the primary email account for enquiries from members of the public. Other Department email accounts (Planning Engagement, Planning Submissions and State Planning Commission email address) also received enquiries as did the dedicated Council Liaison Officers. More than 200 email enquiries were received during the consultation period.

### 4. ENewsletters

The Department provided regular updates on the Planning and Design Code consultation via its monthly enewsletter *Planning Ahead*, which was emailed to 1800 registered recipients, achieving a total reach
of 7200 over the consultation period via the distribution of 4 Planning Ahead newsletters during the consultation period.

In addition, the Planning and Design Code engagement was sent to 145,816 registered YourSAy users across five emails. These emails were opened a total of 79,985 times with 865 link clicks to access further details.

5. 1800 Code Hotline

The Department launched a 1800 Code Hotline number on 1 October 2019 which was staffed during business hours. The hotline number (1800 318 102) received over 870 calls during Phase Three consultation, which were documented in an enquiry spreadsheet.

6. Council Connect

The Department hosts Council Connect, a closed discussion board to facilitate conversation directly with council planners and practitioners about the new planning system. Between 1 October 2019 and 28 February, 29 discussion board posts were made regarding the Code during Phase Three consultation.
7. Social Media

The Department’s social media accounts on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn as well as the State Planning Commission's LinkedIn account were used during consultation to generate community understanding and awareness of the Phase Three Planning and Design Code. In total, **488,971 impressions** were gained through **20 social posts** over the consultation period on the Commission and the Department’s social media accounts.

Table 1: Commission and the Department’s social media posts during Phase Three Consultation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Social Media metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 October 2019</td>
<td>DPTI Facebook (post announcing start of consultation on the Phase Three Amendment)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>6,418 people reached, 212 post clicks, and 16 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 October 2019</td>
<td>DPTI LinkedIn (post announcing start of consultation on the Phase Three Amendment)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>4,375 impressions, 14 reactions and 103 post clicks representing a 2.67% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 October 2019</td>
<td>DPTI Twitter (post announcing start of consultation on the Phase Three Amendment)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>2,695 impressions and 19 total engagements (including link)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Platform/Action</td>
<td>Target Groups</td>
<td>Engagement Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 October 2019</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (post announcing start of consultation on the Phase Three Amendment)</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>835 impressions, 19 reactions and 75 post clicks representing a 12.57% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November 2019</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (post to promote community sessions)</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>403 impressions, 10 post clicks representing a 2.48% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 November – 29 November 2019</td>
<td>Paid Facebook post, boosted to Phase Two council areas ahead of community sessions in those areas:</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>307,587 impressions with a reach of 168,194, plus 77 link clicks and 94 engagements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2019</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (post to promote consultation activities so far)</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>842 impressions, 13 reactions and 16 post clicks representing a 3.56% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 December 2019</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (post to promote consultation Update Report)</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>577 impressions, 5 reactions and 16 post clicks representing a 3.64% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 January 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (post to promote consultation community information session)</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>988 impressions, 8 reactions and 89 post clicks representing a 10.12% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 January 2020</td>
<td>DPTI Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>1,742 impressions and 23 total engagements (including link)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>(post to promote consultation community information session)</td>
<td>(post to promote consultation community information session)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 January 2020</td>
<td>DPTI Facebook</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>6,226 people reached, 136 post clicks, and 18 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>509 impressions, 2 reactions and 15 post clicks representing a 3.34% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>790 impressions, 16 reactions and 43 post clicks representing a 7.59% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2020</td>
<td>DPTI LinkedIn</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>5,205 impressions, 14 reactions and 108 post clicks representing a 2.36% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2020</td>
<td>DPTI Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>1,245 impressions and 30 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2020</td>
<td>DPTI Facebook</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>5,253 people reached, 69 post clicks, and 11 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Social Media Platform</td>
<td>Target Audience</td>
<td>Impressions/Engagement Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 February 2020</td>
<td>DPTI Facebook</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>135,872 impressions with a reach of 77,006, plus 3,573 link clicks and 258 engagements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Boosted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(post to promote end of consultation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 February 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>472 impressions, 5 reactions and 6 post clicks representing a 2.75% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(post to promote end of consultation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 February 2020</td>
<td>DPTI LinkedIn</td>
<td>Industry practitioners and community members</td>
<td>3,948 impressions, 9 reactions and 31 post clicks representing a 1.01% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(post to promote end of consultation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 February 2020</td>
<td>DPTI Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>2,989 impressions and 25 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(post to promote end of consultation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the YourSAy social media channels were also utilised during the Phase Three consultation period with **17 posts** achieving a combined reach of **12,080 on Facebook and Twitter**.

**YourSAy social media results during Phase Three Consultation**
8. **Print Advertisements**

To promote awareness of the consultation, advertisements were placed in regional and metropolitan newspapers, listing public information sessions and targeted at community members, industry practitioners and interested parties.

A total of **38 Phase Three Amendment advertisements** were published. Some advertisements were an open call to have your say on SA’s new Planning and Design Code, others promoted at least one community information session if not several, and towards the end of consultation advertisements encouraged people to have their say before the close of Phase Three consultation on 28 February. All advertisements directed people to the SA Planning Portal for further information.

The Department’s social media accounts as well as the Commission’s LinkedIn account were used during the consultation period to promote the consultation activities.
Articles and information regarding the consultation activities were promoted via several e-newsletter and email distribution channels to internal and external stakeholders. The Department also partnered with Councils to create awareness within their communities about the sessions.

9. Events

In total, 189 events were conducted during the Phase Three Amendment consultation period, including events for Local Government, Community and Industry.

9.1 Local Government

A total of 129 local government events were held across the 34 Phase Three council areas. A series of 43 information sessions and workshops for Phase Three council CEOs, Mayors and Elected Members were conducted to enable them to discuss and ask questions about the draft planning policies in the Code. A further 86 events were conducted with council planning practitioners to look at the detail of the planning policies in each council area.

Phase Three information sessions for council CEOs, Mayors and Elected Members
The list below summaries the senior council staff and elected member events that were undertaken to educate councils about the draft Code and involve them in its development during the consultation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Council</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Campbelltown</td>
<td>Campbelltown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 October 2019</td>
<td>Mount Barker District Council</td>
<td>Mount Barker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Charles Sturt</td>
<td>Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Playford</td>
<td>Davoren Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corporation of the Town of Walkerville</td>
<td>Walkerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 October 2019</td>
<td>Town of Gawler</td>
<td>Gawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Port Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Holdfast Bay</td>
<td>Brighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Payneham, Norwood and St Peters</td>
<td>Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Tusmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Tea Tree Gully</td>
<td>Modbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Salisbury</td>
<td>Salisbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Noarlunga Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Mitcham</td>
<td>Torrens Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>Stirling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 November 2019</td>
<td>Adelaide Plains Council</td>
<td>Mallala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light Regional Council</td>
<td>Kapunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 November 2019</td>
<td>Barossa Council - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Barossa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2019</td>
<td>Mid Murray Council</td>
<td>Mannum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Barossa Council</td>
<td>Nuriootpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Meeting Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Mitcham, Unley, Burnside and Marion Elected Member briefing</td>
<td>Hawthorn Community Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Port Lincoln</td>
<td>Port Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Whyalla</td>
<td>Whyalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Port Augusta</td>
<td>Port Augusta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Port Pirie</td>
<td>Port Pirie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 2019</td>
<td>Alexandrina Council</td>
<td>Goolwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Victor Harbor</td>
<td>Victor Harbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District Council of Yankalilla</td>
<td>Yankalilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 November 2019</td>
<td>City of West Torrens, Charles Sturt, Port Adelaide Enfield and Holdfast Bay - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Thebarton Community Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Prospect</td>
<td>Prospect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Yankalilla, Victor Harbor, Onkaparinga and Alexandrina - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>The Centre Yankalilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Salisbury, Port Adelaide Enfield and Light RC - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Para Hills Community Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Campbelltown, Walkerville &amp; Tea Tree Gully - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Campbelltown Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Mount Barker, Adelaide Hills, Murray Bridge and Alexandrina - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Mount Barker Council Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Mount Gambier</td>
<td>Mount Gambier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 December 2019</td>
<td>Phase Three Regional Council – Mount Gambier, Port Lincoln, Port Augusta, Whyalla and Port Pirie Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Via Livestream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide, Norwood Payneham &amp; St Peters and Prospect - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>DPTI, 50 Flinders Street Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 January 2020</td>
<td>Murray Bridge Council - Elected Member Briefing</td>
<td>Murray Bridge Council Chambers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase Three information sessions / meetings with council practitioners
The list below summaries the practitioner to practitioner events that were undertaken to educate council planning professionals about the draft Code and involve them in its development during the consultation period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Council</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 September 2019</td>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham &amp; St Peters</td>
<td>Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 September 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Burnside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 September 2019</td>
<td>City of Charles Sturt</td>
<td>Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 September 2019</td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 September 2019</td>
<td>Cities of Port Pirie, Port Augusta, Whyalla and Port Lincoln (Livestream event)</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 September 2019</td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 September 2019</td>
<td>Yankalilla District Council and Alexandrina Council</td>
<td>Goolwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Walkerville</td>
<td>Walkerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Mitcham</td>
<td>Torrens Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 September 2019</td>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Burnside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Noarlunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 October 2019</td>
<td>Kangaroo Island Council</td>
<td>Kingscote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters</td>
<td>Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 October 2019</td>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>Woodside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 October 2019</td>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Noarlunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Playford</td>
<td>Davoren Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>Woodside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Burnside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location 1</td>
<td>Location 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Salisbury</td>
<td>Salisbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light Regional Council</td>
<td>Kapunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Port Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Holdfast Bay</td>
<td>Brighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Tea Tree Gully</td>
<td>Tea Tree Gully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Mitcham</td>
<td>Torrens Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Port Pirie</td>
<td>Port Pirie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 2019</td>
<td>Cities of Whyalla, Port August and Port Pirie</td>
<td>Port Augusta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Burnside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victor Harbor City Council</td>
<td>Victor Harbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Port Lincoln</td>
<td>Port Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Walkerville</td>
<td>Walkerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Prospect</td>
<td>Prospect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>Murray Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>Woodside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Playford</td>
<td>Davoren Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 November 2019</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 2019</td>
<td>Adelaide Hills Council</td>
<td>Woodside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2019</td>
<td>Mount Barker District Council</td>
<td>Mount Barker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Mount Gambier</td>
<td>Mount Gambier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Playford</td>
<td>Davoren Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Council Name</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Charles Sturt</td>
<td>Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid Murray Council</td>
<td>Cambrai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Light Regional Council</td>
<td>Kapunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Mitcham</td>
<td>Torrens Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 December 2019</td>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Port Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Onkaparinga</td>
<td>Noarlunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Burnside</td>
<td>Burnside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Holdfast Bay</td>
<td>Brighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Adelaide</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Norwood, Payneham &amp; St Peters</td>
<td>Norwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 January 2020</td>
<td>Cities of Whyalla, Port August and Port Pirie</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Playford</td>
<td>Davoren Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 January 2020</td>
<td>Rural City of Murray Bridge</td>
<td>Murray Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 January 2020</td>
<td>City of Charles Sturt</td>
<td>Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of West Torrens</td>
<td>Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Port Adelaide Enfield</td>
<td>Port Adelaide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 February 2020</td>
<td>Kangaroo Island Council</td>
<td>Kingscote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 February 2020</td>
<td>City of Unley</td>
<td>Unley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Holdfast Bay</td>
<td>Brighton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 February 2020</td>
<td>City of Tea Tree Gully</td>
<td>Tea Tree Gully</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 9.2 Community Events

In total there were **49 community events** hosted for members of the public to engage in discussions about the Phase Three Amendment.

A series of 37 Phase Three Amendment information sessions were hosted by the State Planning Commission and Department to enable South Australian residents to ask questions about the draft Code. A further 12 events were hosted on specific Code topics such as heritage or conservation issues by other organisations or individuals such as the MPs, Councils and Government Agencies.

**Phase Three Amendment community information sessions**

The tables below summaries the information sessions hosted by the State Planning Commission or the Department which aimed to inform local community members about the draft Phase Three Amendment and how it would impact planning in their communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Council Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 November 2019</td>
<td>7.00 – 9.00pm. Community Information Session</td>
<td>Light RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kapunda Bowling Club</td>
<td>Adelaide Plains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barossa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November</td>
<td>7.00 – 8.30pm. Combined Community Info and Elected Member briefing session</td>
<td>Mid Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eden Valley Institute</td>
<td>Barossa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 November 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30pm &amp; 7.00 – 8.00pm. Community Information Session – Strathalbyn Football Club</td>
<td>Alexandrina Mount Barker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.30 – 7.30 pm. Community Information Session – Gawler Civic Centre</td>
<td>Gawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 November 2019</td>
<td>5.30 – 7.30pm. Community Information Session – Port Pirie Council Chambers</td>
<td>Port Pirie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.00 – 8.30pm. Community Information Session – John McVeity Centre Smithfield Plains</td>
<td>Playford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 2019</td>
<td>5.30 – 7.30pm. Community Information Session – Port Augusta Council Chambers</td>
<td>Port Augusta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.00 – 8.30pm. Community Information Session – Adelaide Road Motor Lodge Murray Bridge</td>
<td>Murray Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 November 2019</td>
<td>10.30am – 12.00pm. Community Information Session – Victor Harbor Yacht Club</td>
<td>Victor Harbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November 2019</td>
<td>7.00 – 8.30pm Community Information Session – Morgan Institute Morgan</td>
<td>Mid Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm. Community Information Session – South Adelaide Football Club</td>
<td>Onkaparinga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.30 – 7.30pm. Community Information Session – Port Lincoln Council Chambers</td>
<td>Port Lincoln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm. Community Information Session – Club Marion</td>
<td>Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 November 2019</td>
<td>7.00 – 8.30 pm. Community Information Session – Mawson Lakes Golf Club</td>
<td>Salisbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm</td>
<td>Community Information Session – West Adelaide Football Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm</td>
<td>Community Information Session – Payneham Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 December 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm</td>
<td>Community Information Session – The Lights, Lightview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Renewable Energy Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00 – 7.30pm</td>
<td>Eudunda Bowling Club</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.30 – 8.00pm</td>
<td>Community Forum - Adelaide Hills Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 December 2019</td>
<td>5.00 – 7.00 pm.</td>
<td>Community Information Session – City of Mount Gambier Civic Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm</td>
<td>Community Information Session – St Clair Recreation Centre, Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 2019</td>
<td>4.00 – 5.30 &amp; 7.00 – 8.30 pm</td>
<td>Community Information Session – Glenunga Hub, Glenunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 December 2019</td>
<td>12.00 – 2.00pm.</td>
<td>Community Information Session – Flinders Street, Adelaide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Planning and Design Code Phase Three community stakeholder groups information sessions

The list below summaries key community stakeholder group events that were held about specific Code topics and hosted by other individuals or organisations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23 October 2019</td>
<td>Unley Heritage and Character Community Forum</td>
<td>Local community members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panel discussion with the Minister for Planning and the State Planning Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.00 – 8.30pm. Eastwood Community Centre, Eastwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 November 2019</td>
<td>Heritage Forum for residents of the state electorate of Dunstan, hosted by the member for Dunstan</td>
<td>Dunstan electorate residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panel discussion with the Minister for Planning and the State Planning Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.30 – 7.30pm. Norwood Concert Hall Norwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 2019</td>
<td>Community Forums for residents of state electorate of Badcoe hosted by the member for Badcoe</td>
<td>Badcoe electorate residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.00 – 11.00 am. Edwardstown Club</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00 – 1.00pm. Adelaide Cricket Club Glandore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 December 2019</td>
<td>Co-Housing Project Community Engagement Forum</td>
<td>Unley Burnside Prospect Walkerville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community workshop for residents of the City of Unley, Burnside, Prospect and Walkerville to look at housing options for older South Australians wanting to downsize in their neighbourhood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 December 2019</td>
<td>Adelaide City Council Community Briefing ‘Planning Community Forum’ hosted by the Lord Mayor for Residents’ Groups in the city</td>
<td>5.15 – 7.15pm. Adelaide Town Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Adelaide residents’ groups members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 December 2019</td>
<td>Adelaide Park Lands Authority Briefing on Planning and Design Code for APLA members</td>
<td>5.30 pm. Adelaide Town Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APLA members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 January 2020</td>
<td>Port Adelaide Branch of National Trust Panel discussion on heritage aspect of Planning and Design Code</td>
<td>7.00 – 8.30pm. Port Adelaide Town Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Members of Port Adelaide Branch of National Trust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.3 Industry Events

The list below summarises the 11 key industry events that were undertaken to educate industry and other professionals about the draft Phase Three Amendment and involve them in its development during the consultation period.

Planning and Design Code Phase Three industry events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 December 2019</td>
<td>2019 Zone Emergency Management Symposium Presentation on Planning and Design Code and broader planning reform in context of emergency management Morphettville Junction, Camden Park</td>
<td>Zone emergency management committee members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 December 2019</td>
<td>Residential Infill Forum The State Planning Commission convened a residential infill forum to hear from industry experts involved in the development of residential infill housing across Adelaide. 2.00 – 4.30pm. Flinders Street Adelaide</td>
<td>Members of the Residential Infill Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 December 2019</td>
<td>Adelaide Park Lands Authority A briefing on the Planning and Design Code for members of the Adelaide Park Lands Authority. Colonel Light Room, Adelaide Town Hall</td>
<td>APLA Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 January 2020</td>
<td>LGA Monthly Briefing on Planning Reform LGA Boardroom, Adelaide</td>
<td>All SA Councils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2020</td>
<td>Master Builders’ Association – Quarterly Information Session ePlanning Demonstration. South Terrace Adelaide</td>
<td>Building Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>Audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 February 2020</td>
<td>Retirement Living Symposium Presentation on Planning and Design Code to</td>
<td>Retirement living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>symposium on ‘Retirement living – preparing for a decade of transformation’</td>
<td>providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.00 am – 4.30pm. Lakes Resort Hotel, West Lakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 February 2020</td>
<td>Code Essentials - Open Day for Accredited Professionals Hosted by DPTI and</td>
<td>Independent Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PIA 10.00 am – 12.00 pm and 2.00pm – 4.00pm. Flinders Street, Adelaide</td>
<td>Consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 February 2020</td>
<td>Planning and Design Code Workshop covering themes of Land Division, Civil</td>
<td>UDIA Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering, Landscaping, Design and Construction Hosted by UDIA and DPTI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.00– 5.00pm. Flinders Street Adelaide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 February 2020</td>
<td>Planning in Focus 2020 – Overview of the PDI Act Hosted by Wallmans Lawyers</td>
<td>Planning Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and PIA 2.30 – 5.00pm. King William St Adelaide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 February 2020</td>
<td>SA Young Planners – Building your Career Panel Discussion from young</td>
<td>SA young planners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>planners involved the development of the planning reforms 5.30 – 7.30pm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flinders Street Adelaide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10. Written submissions**

During the consultation period, a total of **1,790 written submissions** were received in response to formal public consultation on the draft Phase Three Amendment. Submissions were received via email and through an online submission form on the SA Planning Portal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative Group</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State and Federal Government</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Industry Representative Groups</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Industry Representative Groups</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property managers / owners</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Providers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Companies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Groups</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practitioners / Consultants / Academics</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Public</td>
<td>1446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase Three Submissions by Representative Group

![Bar chart showing phase three submissions by representative group]
PART C - Engagement Evaluation for Original Consultation

The Communications and Engagement approach was continually evaluated during and on completion of the Phase Three Amendment consultation period.

Feedback Forms

Feedback Forms were provided to participants at the end of each Phase Three community information session.

In total 94 Feedback Forms were completed although over 600 community members attended the sessions, equating to 16% of attendees providing their feedback. These forms asked five general questions to help identify improvements to the information sessions and engagement process in general:

1. Which information session did you attend?

2. Choosing from ‘Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree’ tick the appropriate box for:
   - I found the session useful
   - I found the content easy to understand
   - The material covered was relevant to me
   - The session was of the right length
   - The session has answered my questions
   - I know where I can get further information
   - I support the proposed draft Code.

3. What suggestions do you have that would make the information session more helpful?

4. What else do you think would be useful to help you understand the draft Planning and Design Code?

5. What feedback do you have on the draft Planning and Design Code?

Below are the results from the tick a box section of the Feedback Forms submitted following the Phase Three Community Information Sessions:

Feedback Form ‘Tick a Box’ Section Results - Phase Three Amendment information session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I found the session useful</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found the content easy to understand</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The material covered was relevant to me | 4% | 5% | 20% | 38% | 33%
---|---|---|---|---|---
The session was of the right length | 0% | 5% | 19% | 49% | 27%
---|---|---|---|---|---
The session has answered my questions | 10% | 18% | 25% | 31% | 16%
---|---|---|---|---|---
I know where I can get further information | 2% | 1% | 16% | 56% | 25%
---|---|---|---|---|---
I support the proposed draft Code | 29% | 11% | 31% | 19% | 10%
---|---|---|---|---|---

Online Surveys

Online surveys were also distributed to individuals who submitted a Phase Three Amendment submission both upon submission and following release of the Phase Three Amendment ‘What We Have Heard Report’.

Of the 1790 people who contributed a Phase Three Amendment submission, 289 completed the online survey between 17 December 2019 and 3 April 2020, with most of the responses received in February 2020. The online survey results represent 16% of Phase Three Amendment submitters.

The Phase Three Amendment online survey questions used the same baseline questions relating to the Charter Principles as the Phase Two Amendment online survey; however, some additional questions were included to provide greater understanding of respondents’ views.

The Department’s Evaluation Online Survey Results - Post Phase Three Amendment consultation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle 1: Engagement is genuine</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I understand how my feedback will be used in the preparation of the final Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understand how the Planning and Design</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Code may affect me and/or my community

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel confident that my views on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code have been heard as a result of the engagement</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principle 2: Engagement is inclusive and respectful

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel well-informed about the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that the engagement on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code genuinely sought my input to help shape planning policy as it relates to the urban areas</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principle 3: Engagement is fit for purpose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel that I have had a genuine and adequate opportunity to have my say on the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information provided on the new Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas was clear and understandable and enabled me to take an informed view</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principle 4: Engagement is informed and transparent
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Not sure</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would be willing to participate in future consultations related to the Planning and Design Code.</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was given sufficient information to take an informed view of planning policy that relates to Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code.</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understood why I was asked for my view on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code and the way it would be considered.</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LGA Surveys**

The Local Government Association also assisted by conducting online surveys of council staff. In August 2020, an LGA ‘Council Staff Questionnaire on the Planning and Design Code Phase Two and Phase Three implementation’ was completed by 125 respondents, providing the following insights:

- Over 70% felt ‘very well’ or ‘somewhat well’ informed and engaged about the implementation of the new planning and design Code and the eplanning system.
- Over 60% felt the training provided was ‘very effective’ or ‘somewhat effective’ in giving a comprehensive understanding of the new planning system.
- 42 of 67 (63%) council planner respondents felt they were ‘very well’ or ‘somewhat well’ engaged about changes to the Planning and Design Code.

**LGA Council Staff Questionnaire – Phase Two and Phase Three Amendment Code Implementation**
Q1 Please indicate your council's phase of Code implementation

| Phase 2 - implementation on 31 July 2020 | 32.80% | 41 |
| Phase 3 - implementation later in 2020 | 60.80% | 76 |
| Don't know                              | 6.40%  | 8  |
| TOTAL                                   |        | 125|

Q2 Please indicate your role as a member of council staff:

| Planner                  | 44.80% | 56 |
| Building surveyor        | 10.40% | 13 |
| Finance                  | 4.00%  | 5  |
| Administration           | 12.00% | 15 |
| Customer service         | 6.40%  | 8  |
| Other (please specify)   | 22.40% | 28 |
| TOTAL                    |        | 125|
Q3 How would you describe your level of understanding of the new planning system, the Planning and Design Code, and the ePlanning system?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER CHOICES</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>20.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>40.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>32.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment (optional)</td>
<td>7.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q4 How well have you been informed and engaged about implementation of the new Planning and Design Code and the ePlanning system?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER CHOICES</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very well</td>
<td>18.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat well</td>
<td>52.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not well</td>
<td>28.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q5 If you are a planner, how well have you been engaged about changes to the Planning and Design Code?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER CHOICES</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very well</td>
<td>10.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat well</td>
<td>23.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not well</td>
<td>20.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm not a planner</td>
<td>45.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q6 How effective has the training provided been in giving you a comprehensive understanding of the new planning system?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANSWER CHOICES</th>
<th>RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>5.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat effective</td>
<td>54.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not effective</td>
<td>21.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have not participated</td>
<td>17.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Survey Summary

In summary, the Department’s interim and final survey results, identified the following improvements over the Code engagement period:

- 84% of people who attended a community information session found the event useful.
- People who attended the community information sessions provided feedback from both sides, with, 29% supporting the Code 31% neutral and 40% against the draft Code.
- 35% of people understood how their feedback would be used in the preparation of the final Planning and Design Code for Rural Areas.
- 79% of survey respondents understood how the Planning and Design Code may affect them and/or their community.
- After attending a community information session 47% of attendees felt the session had successfully answered all their questions.
- 35% of people felt well-informed about the proposed Planning and Design Code for SA’s Urban Areas.
- 81% of community information session attendees left knowing where they could find further information.
- 32% of survey respondents felt that they have had a genuine and adequate opportunity to have their say on the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas.
- The information provided on the new Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas was clear and understandable and enabled respondents to take an informed view – this statement was true for 25% online survey respondents and 67% of community information session respondents

An assessment of the engagement process by the Engagement Manager against the Principles of the Community Engagement Charter is provided.

Engagement Manager Assessment of engagement process as a whole

An assessment of the Phase Three Amendment engagement process was undertaken on completion of the consultation process with a view to informing future engagements undertaken by the Department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Response options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> The engagement reached those identified as the community of interest</td>
<td>X Representatives from most community groups participated in the engagement □ Representatives from some community groups participated in the engagement □ There was little representation of the community groups in engagement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comment: Attendance at Phase Three Amendment community events was strong with 49 events held for community members during the consultation period. Councils helped facilitate community participation by communicating details of these events to their local community groups and/or hosting the events. Some community groups held multiple events. E.g. Community Alliance which the Commission attended and provided updates on the Code consultation.

| **2** Engagement was reviewed throughout the process and improvements put in place, or recommended for future engagement | X Reviewed and recommendations made in a systematic way □ Reviewed but no system for making recommendations □ Not reviewed |
Comment: Feedback was recorded in the Code engagement register throughout the period. The release of the ‘Update Report’ midway through Phase Three Amendment consultation illustrates how engagement feedback was systematically reviewed with recommendations made to address issues being raised by stakeholders.

3 Engagement **occurred early enough** for feedback to genuinely influence the Code

- X Engaged when there was opportunity for input into scoping
- X Engaged when there was opportunity for input into first draft
- X Engaged when there was opportunity for minor edits to final draft
- ☐ Engaged when there was no real opportunity for input to be considered

Comment: Early engagement in the development of the draft Planning and Design Code was undertaken via release of various discussion papers which sought feedback on key themes in the Code. Additionally, early input into the scoping and first draft of the Code was sought through the Code Working Group, comprising of 45 council planners and private practitioners who met five times prior to the release of the Code on consultation. Following the close of consultation, the draft Code also went through a significant validation process with councils enabling further edits to be made to correct any inaccuracies.

4 Engagement **contributed to the substance of the final Code**

- X In a significant way
- ☐ In a moderate way
- ☐ In a minor way
- ☐ Not at all

Comment: Feedback received at consultation events, via communications channels such as email and telephone enquiries and through Code submissions were captured in the Code engagement register and considered by the Department and the Commission in finalising the recommendations for the Minister for Planning. A significant number of changes have been included in the Code as a result of submissions and feedback received during the engagement process.

5 Engagement provided **feedback to community about outcomes** of engagement

- X Formally (report or public forum)
- ☐ Informally (closing summaries)
- ☐ No feedback provided

Comment: Feedback on the Phase Three Amendment was released via an ‘Update Report’ midway through the consultation period in December 2019. On completion of the engagement, the Commission released a ‘What We Have Heard Report’ in June 2020, which summarised the feedback received on the Phase Three Amendment at a high level.

**Engagement Assessment against the Charter**

The Charter principles were applied to the additional six-week engagement as outlined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charter principle</th>
<th>How the engagement met the principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Engagement is genuine                  | • A variety of different opportunities were provided to participate in the engagement (including days of the week, different times, online and/or face-to-face)  
  • An extensive range of easy-to-understand guides, factsheets and FAQs were provided on the PlanSA portal.  
  • Department staff presented, attended and actively listened to feedback in-person at consultation events  
  • The Chair and members of the Commission attended and actively listened to feedback in-person at consultation events for councils, industry and the community  
  • The draft Phase Three Planning and Design Code was released online to enable interested parties to view the Code in its entirety and provide early input into the Code’s development |
The revised draft Code (Phase Three) was opened for a consultation period of 22 weeks (1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020).

**Engagement is inclusive and respectful**
- The engagement was tailored to address the differing levels of understanding between industry professionals and the community.
- Direct communications including, letters, emails, telephone calls, meetings, and information sessions were used to ensure those most affected and/or interested were aware and understood how the revised amendments to the Code would affect them.
- All comments, proposals and submissions for change were captured in a *Code Engagement Register* for the Commission’s consideration.
- All information sessions included an opportunity to ask questions and complete a post-engagement survey, to help participants seek clarification.
- Where disagreement or differences of opinion were identified, these were acknowledged and handled respectfully.

**Engagement is fit for purpose**
- The engagement was conducted across all urban council areas that will be affected by the draft Phase Three Code.
- The content of community information events was tailored to address council and community interests and issues.
- A dedicated service desk 1800 hotline and Planning Reform email address was available and manned by planning staff to respond to all public enquiries in a timely manner.
- A dedicated yourSAy page was made available to assist community members to provide their views.
- A series of Code factsheets and brochures on key topics of interest such as heritage and character, native vegetation, residential infill.
- Draft Historic Area Statements and Character Area Statements provided details for areas affected by the Historic Area / Character Area Overlays in the Phase Three Code, and was supported by a handy step-by-step guide.
- Foreign language factsheets were developed in six languages—Chinese, Greek, Hindi, Italian, Urdu, Vietnamese—to assist the community to better understand the key aspects of the consultation process and how to provide feedback on the Phase Three Code.

**Engagement is informed and transparent**
- Submissions received during the consultation period were made publically available on the SA Planning Portal.
- An extensive range of easy-to-understand guides, factsheets and FAQs provided full and transparent details of the Phase Three Code
- The engagement activities were delivered by knowledgeable planning experts from the Department and State Planning Commission.
- On completion of the engagement a detailed *What We Have Heard Report* was published on the SA Planning Portal.
Portal, which summarised feedback received on the draft Phase Three Code.

| Engagement is reviewed and improved | • On the completion of each activity participants were provided with a post-engagement survey to provide feedback on how the session could be improved.  
• On completion of an online submission, an online survey link was provided to the submitters to provide further feedback on the engagement and submission process.  
• A review of the engagement forms part of this report and is used by the Department to improve subsequent engagement activities. |
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Introduction

The second consultation for the revised draft Planning and Design Code Phase Three (urban areas, including large regional towns and cities) was open for a period of **6 weeks from 4 November 2020 to 18 December 2020**.

**PART A – Engagement Activities**

Preceded by a detailed consultation of the Code, the engagement plan for the additional consultation provided for a more focussed program of consultation. Multiple opportunities and ways were provided for councils, industry practitioners and members of the community to engage with representatives from the State Planning Commission and Department staff.

In total **36 consultation events** were held during the additional consultation period with a range of stakeholders including councils, industry practitioners and community groups to see firsthand how their submissions were addressed and reflected in the revised draft of the Phase Three Planning and Design Code.

In total **nine print advertisements** were published in metro and major regional markets to alert people to the timing and location of community consultation events (Sunday 8 November 2020, with messaging remaining in market until Saturday 12 December 2020).

In addition a total of **10 radio placements** in metro markets (9 November 2020, running daily until Friday 13 November 2020) to compliment the metro newspaper placements. The combined radio coverage gave the additional Phase Three consultation a daily listenership of 273,000, for a total listenership of 1.4 million.

To digitally complement the print and radio advertising a combination of a digital and social media campaign was rolled out via News Corp and the new PlanSA Facebook page, respectively. The News Corp digital campaign reached a potential audience of 1.2million with a confirmed minimum reach of at least 20% (242,000).

Feedback was received via the PlanSA portal and the Department for Premier and Cabinet’s ‘yourSAy’ consultation website, a dedicated PlanSA Service desk hotline and email, a second planning reform submission email account, Council Connect and social media. In total **263 enquiries** were received through these mechanism.

By the close of the additional consultation on 18 December 2020, **578 formal submissions** on the revised Phase Three Amendment has been received.
1. PlanSA Portal

A dedicated Have Your Say section for the additional consultation process was established on the PlanSA portal. There were **5,600 visits** during the additional consultation period, which commenced on 4 November 2020.
2. **yourSAy Website**

The Department also launched a Planning and Design Code engagement site on the Department of Premier and Cabinet’s *yourSAy* consultation website from 9 November 2020. The site achieved a combined reach of **32,737** and generated **2,971 visits** over the six-week consultation period.

The aim of the *yourSAy* consultation page was to facilitate feedback on the revised draft Code and assist with enquiries. The site featured several digital tools – a discussion hub, a submission form, links to community information sessions, PDF resources and email enquiries with the following results:
3. Email Enquiries
The Department’s service desk email address (PlanSA@sa.gov.au) was promoted during consultation as the primary email account for enquiries from members of the public. Other Department email accounts (Planning Reform Submissions) also received enquiries, as well as the dedicated Council Liaison Officers. More than 90 email enquiries were received during the additional consultation period.

4. E-Newsletters
The Department provided regular updates on the additional consultation via its monthly e-newsletter Planning Ahead, which was emailed to over 1900 registered recipients, achieving a total reach of 13,300 via the distribution of 7 Planning Ahead newsletters (special e-alerts, and monthly newsletter) over the additional consultation period.

In addition the revised Code consultation engagement was sent to 40,170 registered yourSAy users across 1 email. These emails were opened a total of 16,828 times with 192 link clicks to access further details.
5. PlanSA Service Desk 1800 Code Hotline

The PlanSA Service Desk hotline (1800 752 664) received over 170 calls during the additional consultation period, which were documented in a Code Submissions / Enquiries Register.

6. Council Connect

The Department hosts Council Connect, a closed discussion board to facilitate conversation directly with council planners and practitioners about the new planning system. Between 4 November 2020 and 18 December 2020, 2 discussion board posts were made regarding the Code during the additional consultation period.

7. Social Media

The Department’s Facebook (PlanSA), the Attorney-General’s Department Twitter (@SA_AGD) and LinkedIn account as well as the State Planning Commission’s LinkedIn accounts were used during the additional consultation to generate community understanding and awareness of the revised Phase Three Planning and Design Code. In total, 34,639 impressions were gained through 82 social posts over the additional consultation period across the Department’s, Attorney-General Department and the Commission’s social media account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Audience</th>
<th>Social Media Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (Phase Three additional consultation announce)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>1,177 impressions, 28 reactions and 84 post clicks representing a 10.38% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (Phase Three additional consultation announce)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>480 impressions and 7 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>371 impressions, 8 reactions and 19 post clicks representing a 7.82% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>324 impressions and 2 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>325 impressions, 4 reactions and 3 post clicks representing a 2.77% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>367 impressions and 7 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>379 impressions, 3 reactions and 9 post clicks representing a 3.96% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>292 impressions and 6 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>247 impressions, 0 reactions and 2 post clicks representing a 1.21% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>284 impressions and 3 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>263 impressions, 3 reactions and 8 post clicks representing a 5.32% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (Phase Three additional consultation announce)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>6,825 people reached, 461 post clicks, and 311 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>3,900 people reached, 150 post clicks, and 183 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>218 impressions and 2 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>124 people reached, 5 post clicks, and 124 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>230 people reached, 2 post clicks, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>154 impressions, 2 reactions and 2 post clicks representing a 3.25% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>237 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions postponed due to Covid-19)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>277 impressions, 0 reactions and 4 post clicks representing a 2.53% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions postponed due to Covid-19)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>224 people reached, 2 post clicks, and 1 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions postponed due to Covid-19)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>307 impressions and 6 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>349 impressions, 4 reactions and 5 post clicks representing a 4.87% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>229 people reached, 2 post clicks, and 1 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>360 impressions and 0 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>356 impressions, 5 reactions and 19 post clicks representing a 7.02% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>280 people reached, 19 post clicks, and 3 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>251 impressions and 6 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>292 impressions, 3 reactions and 3 post clicks representing a 2.4% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>174 people reached, 1 post click, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>227 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>209 impressions, 1 reaction and 2 post clicks representing a 1.91% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>165 people reached, 1 post click, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>263 impressions and 0 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>175 impressions, 1 reaction and 1 post click representing a 1.14% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>158 people reached, 1 post click, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>311 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>386 impressions, 6 reactions and 5 post clicks representing a 3.11% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>151 people reached, 0 post clicks, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>252 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>230 impressions, 0 reactions and 3 post clicks representing a 1.3% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>837 people reached, 17 post clicks, and 28 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>204 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>189 impressions, 0 reactions and 2 post clicks representing a 1.06% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>1,046 people reached, 4 post clicks, and 11 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>181 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>304 impressions and 2 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>228 impressions, 0 reactions and 9 post clicks representing a 3.25% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>286 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>224 people reached, 5 post clicks, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>159 impressions, 1 reaction and 0 post clicks representing a 1.26% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>205 people reached, 0 post clicks, and 4 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>158 impressions and 0 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>247 impressions, 2 reactions and 13 post clicks representing a 6.07% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>226 people reached, 3 post clicks, and 1 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>265 impressions and 2 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>123 impressions, 0 reactions and 0 post clicks representing a 0.81% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>231 people reached, 2 post clicks, and 2 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community webinar sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>355 impressions and 4 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>168 impressions, 2 reactions and 0 post clicks representing a 1.19% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>850 people reached, 3 post clicks, and 3 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (community info sessions)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>919 impressions and 19 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>237 impressions, 2 reactions and 12 post clicks representing a 6.33% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>272 people reached, 1 post click, and 1 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>238 impressions and 3 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>268 impressions, 4 reactions and 8 post clicks representing a 4.48% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>267 people reached, 3 post clicks, and 2 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>249 impressions and 3 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>184 impressions, 1 reaction and 5 post clicks representing a 3.26% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>232 impressions and 3 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>287 people reached, 4 post clicks, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>199 impressions, 3 reactions and 8 post clicks representing a 5.53% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>285 people reached, 0 post clicks, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>245 impressions and 4 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>179 impressions, 0 reactions and 8 post clicks representing a 4.47% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>301 people reached, 0 post clicks, and 1 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>199 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>205 impressions, 1 reaction and 5 post clicks representing a 2.93% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>247 impressions and 4 total engagements (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(educational material –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Social Media Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (educational material – brochure/factsheet)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>333 people reached, 3 post clicks, and 0 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 December 2020</td>
<td>Commission LinkedIn (consultation ending reminder)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>322 impressions, 2 reactions and 7 post clicks representing a 3.11% engagement rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 December 2020</td>
<td>PlanSA Facebook (consultation ending reminder)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>435 people reached, 4 post clicks, and 6 likes, comments and shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 December 2020</td>
<td>AGD Twitter (consultation ending reminder)</td>
<td>Community members and industry practitioners</td>
<td>227 impressions and 1 total engagement (including link clicks, profile clicks, likes and retweets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Social Posts: 82</strong> <strong>Impressions: 34,639</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8. Print Advertisements

To promote awareness of the additional consultation, advertisements were placed in regional and metropolitan newspapers (targeting all metropolitan areas covered by Phase Three of the Code). A total of 9 revised Phase Three Amendment consultation advertisements were published. The advertisements commenced with consultation awareness messaging, and then transitioned into a mixture of consultation awareness and community information session announcements.

All advertisements directed people to the PlanSA portal for further information. The Department’s, Attorney-General’s Department and the State Planning Commission’s social media accounts were used during the consultation period to promote the consultation activities.

Articles and information regarding the additional consultation were promoted via the Planning Ahead e-newsletter and email distribution channels to internal and external stakeholders. The Department also partnered with Councils to create awareness within their communities about the community information sessions.
HAVE YOUR SAY ON SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S NEW PLANNING SYSTEM

South Australia's new planning system is now on consultation until 18 December 2020. Everyone has the opportunity to comment on the revised Planning and Design Code and experience the ePlanning platform. You can also attend an information session or join a webinar to learn more about the Code and the planning policies relevant to you.

To have your say or to register for an event visit www.plan.sa.gov.au, email PlanSA@sa.gov.au or call the PlanSA Service Desk on 1800 752 664.

HAVE YOUR SAY ON SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S NEW PLANNING SYSTEM

South Australia's new planning system is now on consultation until 18 December 2020. Everyone has the opportunity to comment on the revised Planning and Design Code and experience the ePlanning platform.

You can also attend an information session or join a webinar to learn more about the Code and the planning policies relevant to you.

This week's community information sessions will be held in the following local areas:

2 December 2020, 4.00 pm - 8.00 pm
St Clair Recreational Centre, Woodville

4 December 2020, 4.00 pm – 8.00 pm
Gawler Civic Centre, The Institute Hall, Gawler

7 December 2020, 4.00 pm – 8.00 pm
Thebarton Community Centre (Hall A), Torrensville

To have your say or register for an event visit www.plan.sa.gov.au, email PlanSA@sa.gov.au or call the PlanSA Service Desk on 1800 752 664.
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9. Events

In total, **36 events** were conducted during the additional consultation period, including events for Local Government, Community and Industry.

In November 2020 the State Government announced COVID-19 lockdown restrictions that required the Phase Three Consultation Community Information Sessions—originally scheduled in November 2020—to be postponed or moved online. Regional community information sessions (Port Lincoln, Mt. Gambier and Port Augusta) were moved online while the metropolitan community information sessions were rescheduled to the first two weeks of December 2020.

9.1 Local Government

A total of **7 local government events** were held across the 35 Phase Three council areas. These comprised information and training sessions for Phase Three Council CEOs, Mayors, Elected Members them to discuss and ask questions about the revised draft planning policies in the Code as well as to see how their submissions from the initial consultation period were addressed and reflected in the revised draft of the Phase The Planning and Design Code. A further 9 events were conducted with council planning practitioners focusing on training sessions and workshops to review the revised planning policies for their respective council area.

9.2 Community Events

A total of **19 community events** were hosted for members of the public to engage in—face-to-face and/or online—about the revised draft Phase Three Planning and Design Code.

6 Phase Three Amendment face-to-face information sessions conducted across metropolitan Adelaide and urban council areas during the six-week period. An additional 3 face-to-face information sessions were planned for the large regional councils; however, due to the second wave COVID-19 restrictions introduced by the State Government in November 2020 these three sessions were moved online for safer and easy access for regional participants.

The online webinars provided everyone with the opportunity to learn more about the revised draft Code and how to lodge an online submission using the online Code Feedback Tool.

9.3 Industry Events

A total of **1 key industry event** was undertaken to educate industry and other professionals about the revised draft Phase Three Amendment and involve them in its development during the additional consultation period.

10. Written submissions

During the additional consultation period, a total of **578 written submissions** were received. Submissions were received via email and through the online Code Feedback Tool on the PlanSA portal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representative Group</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Groups</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Public</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landowner / Developer</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry + Agency Group</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPs</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### PART B – Engagement Events for Second Consultation

**Phase Three Amendment information sessions for council Elected Members for November and December 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment Consultation – elected member briefing</td>
<td>Elected Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 pm – 6:30 pm</td>
<td>Elected Members in discussion with the State Planning Commissions on the proposed changes and improvements in the revised Planning and Design Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(online event)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 December 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>St. Clair Recreational Centre, 109 Woodville Road, Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission. COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with mandatory pre-registrations put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 December 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>Gawler Civic Centre – The Institute Hall, 89-91 Murray St., Gawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission. COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with mandatory pre-registrations put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9 December 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>Margaret Bond Room, Glenunga Hub, 70 Conyngham Street, Glenunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.

COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10 December 2020</th>
<th>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</th>
<th>Mt. Barker Community Centre, 3 Dumas Street, Mt. Barker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and <em>elected members</em> in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>14 December 2020</th>
<th>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</th>
<th>Noarlunga Centre – Civic Area, Ramsay Place, Noarlunga Centre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and <em>elected members</em> in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>15 December 2020</th>
<th>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</th>
<th>Thebarton Community Centre, Ashwin Parade, Torrensville</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and <em>elected members</em> in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Phase Three Amendment information sessions for council practitioners during November and December 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Council</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – council staff training</td>
<td>Online event (TBC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:00 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>Council planners working in the Phase Three Amendment area engaged as part of the Code business readiness activities to assist in their understanding of the Code and how it relates to their council area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – council staff training</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 pm – 3:00 pm</td>
<td>– Mt. Gambier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – council staff training</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:00 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td>– Port Augusta, Whyalla and Port Pirie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 December 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>St. Clair Recreational Centre, 109 Woodville Road, Woodville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission. COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with mandatory pre-registrations put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4 December 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>Gawler Civic Centre – The Institute Hall, 89-91 Murray St., Gawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission. COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with mandatory pre-registrations put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, <strong>council staff</strong> and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret Bond Room, Glenunga Hub, 70 Conyngham Street, Glenunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, <strong>council staff</strong> and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mt. Barker Community Centre, 3 Dumas Street, Mt. Barker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, <strong>council staff</strong> and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Noarlunga Centre – Civic Area, Ramsay Place, Noarlunga Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, <strong>council staff</strong> and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thebarton Community Centre, Ashwin Parade, Torrensville</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.

COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.

---

### Phase Three Amendment information sessions for community members during November and December 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Council Area</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:30 am to 10:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>During the consultation period, a series of weekly Code webinars were held to provide everyone with an opportunity to learn more about the revised Planning and Design Code and how to lodge an online submission using the online Code Feedback Tool.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:30 pm – 5:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community leaders briefing</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:30 pm – 7:00 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community leaders in discussion with the State Planning Commission on the proposed changes and improvements in the revised Planning and Design Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:00 pm – 12:30 pm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 am – 10:30 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>23 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 am – 10:30 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>27 November 2020</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 am – 10:30 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 November 2020</td>
<td>5:30 pm – 6:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 December 2020  | 4:00 pm – 8:00 pm  | Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session  
Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.  
COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with mandatory pre-registrations put in place. | St. Clair Recreational Centre, 109 Woodville Road, Woodville                                       |
| 3 December 2020  | 3:00 – 5:00 pm     | Phase Three Amendment consultation – virtual community drop-in session  
A series of 10 minute one-on-one sessions that provide you with an one-on-one opportunity to ask general or specific questions that community members have regarding the new planning system and in particular, the revised Planning and Design Code. | Online event                                                                                       |
| 4 December 2020  | 10:00 am – 10:30 am| Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar                                                                                                                                                    | Online event                                                                                       |
| 4 December 2020  | 4:00 pm – 8:00 pm  | Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session  
Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.  
COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with mandatory pre-registrations put in place. | Gawler Civic Centre – The Institute Hall, 89-91 Murray St., Gawler                                   |
<p>| 7 December 2020  | 10:00 – 10:30 am   | Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar                                                                                                                                                    | Online event                                                                                       |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9 December 2020</td>
<td>12:00 pm – 12:30 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>9 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>Margaret Bond Room, Glenunga Hub, 70 Conyngham Street, Glenunga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission. COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>Mt. Barker Community Centre, 3 Dumas Street, Mt. Barker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission. COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11 December 2020</td>
<td>10:00 am – 12:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – virtual community drop-in session</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A series of 10 minute one-on-one sessions that provide you with an one-on-one opportunity to ask general or specific questions that community members have regarding the new planning system and in particular, the revised Planning and Design Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>14 December 2020</td>
<td>4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td>Noarlunga Centre – Civic Area, Ramsay Place, Noarlunga Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and provide advice on how to make a submission.

COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Council Area</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>15 December 2020 5:30 pm – 6:00 pm</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community webinar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A series of 10 minute one-on-one sessions that provide you with an one-on-one opportunity to ask general or specific questions that community members have regarding the new planning system and in particular, the revised Planning and Design Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>15 December 2020 4:00 pm – 8:00 pm</td>
<td>Thebarton Community Centre, Ashwin Parade, Torrensville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – community information session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information session for members of the public, council staff and elected members in Phase Three outer and inner metropolitan areas of changes to the draft Code, provide a face-to-face opportunity to discuss any areas of concern with a Code policy expert and provide advice on how to make a submission.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVID-19 safety and wellbeing protocols were followed with pre-registrations requirements put in place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase Three Amendment information sessions for industry during November and December 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Council Area</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11 November 2020 5:00 pm – 6:30 pm</td>
<td>Phase Three Amendment consultation – industry group leaders briefing</td>
<td>Online event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART C - Engagement Evaluation – Second Consultation

Online Surveys

Participants were provided with the opportunity to provide feedback either at the in-person events using a feedback board, the Q&A segment at the end of each virtual sessions, or via a post-event online survey. In total 7 feedback comments were received via the feedback board, with over 50 community members attending in-person and 9 community members attending the virtual sessions.

Online surveys were also distributed to individuals who submitted a Phase Three Amendment (additional consultation) upon submission. Of the 578 people who contributed a Phase Three Amendment submission during the additional consultation period, 138 completed the online survey between 9 November 2020 and 4 January 2021, with the majority of responses received during the last week of consultation December 2020. The online survey results represent 23.8% of the Phase Three Amendment submitters during the additional consultation period.

The Phase Three Amendment additional consultation online survey questions used the same baseline questions relating to the Charter Principles as the Phase Two Amendment online survey; however, some additional questions were included to provide greater understanding of respondents' views.

All feedback channels asked a total of 12 general questions to help identify improvements to the information sessions and engagement process in general:

1. What council (or non-council) area do you typically reside in?
2. I feel that the engagement on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code genuinely sought my input to help shape planning policy as it relates to the urban areas.
3. I understand how my feedback will be used in the preparation of the final Planning and Design Code for urban council areas.
4. I understand how the Planning and Design Code may affect me and/or my community.
5. I feel confident that my views on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code have been heard as a result of the engagement.
6. I feel well-informed about the proposed Planning and Design Code for urban areas.
7. I feel that I have had a genuine and adequate opportunity to have my say on the proposed Planning and Design Code for urban areas.
8. I was given sufficient information to take an informed view of planning policy that relates to Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code.
9. The information provided on the new Planning and Design Code for the urban areas was clear and understandable and enabled me to take an informed view.
10. I understood why I was asked for my view on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code and the way it would be considered.
11. I would be willing to participate in future consultations related to the Planning and Design Code.
12. Is there anything you would like to comment on anything related to this topic?

Code Submissions Online Survey Results – post additional Phase Three Amendment consultation

Online Survey Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle 1: Engagement is genuine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation statement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


I understand how my feedback will be used in the preparation of the final Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I understand how the Planning and Design Code may affect me and/or my community</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel well-informed about the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel that I have had a genuine and adequate opportunity to have my say on the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The information provided on the new Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas was clear and understandable and enabled me to take an informed view</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would be willing to participate in future consultations related to the Planning and Design Code.</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The below was part of the Phase Three survey, but not part of the Phase Two survey. The above table is the same questions as the Phase Two Engagement Report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Somewhat Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Somewhat Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel that the engagement on Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code genuinely sought my input to</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
help shape planning policy as it relates to the urban areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>22%</th>
<th>28%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>17%</th>
<th>3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel confident that my views on Phase Three of the Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Design Code have been heard as a result of the engagement.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I was given sufficient information to take an informed view of</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planning policy that relates to Phase Three of the Planning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Design Code.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I understood why I was asked for my view on Phase Three of the</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and Design Code and the way it would be considered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey Summary

The Communications and Engagement approach was continually evaluated during and on completion of the additional Phase Three Amendment consultation period.

Participants were provided the opportunity to help identify improvements to the training and information sessions, as well as the engagement process in general, after the events or via an online survey.

Online surveys were also distributed to individuals who submitted a Phase Three Amendment submission both upon submission and following the release of the Phase Three (Urban Areas) Planning and Design Code Amendment Summary of Post-Consultation Amendments in November 2020.

Feedback was also received via a variety of channels, including two dedicated email addresses, an 1800 Service Desk hotline, online training and information sessions, and COVID-safe online and in-person community consultation events across six metropolitan areas.

An assessment of the engagement process by the Engagement Manager and against the Principles of the Community Engagement Charter are provided in the following tables, with the following survey improvements noted over the Code engagement period:

- 38% of people understood how their feedback would be used in the preparation of the final Planning and Design Code for Rural Areas.
- 80% of survey respondents understand how the Planning and Design Code may affect them and/or their community.
- 35% of people felt well-informed about the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas.
- 37% of survey respondents felt that they have had a genuine and adequate opportunity to have their say on the proposed Planning and Design Code for Urban Areas.
- 39% of survey respondents felt they had been supplied with sufficient information to take an informed view of the planning policy that relates to Phase Three of the Planning and Design Code.
Engagement Manager Assessment of engagement process for second consultation

As assessment of the additional Phase Three Amendment engagement process was undertaken on completion of the revised Phase Three Amendment consultation with a view to inform future engagements undertaken by the Department.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Statement</th>
<th>Response Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 The <strong>engagement reached</strong> those identified as the community of interest</td>
<td>☐ Representatives from most community groups participated in the engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☒ Representatives from some of the community groups participated in the engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ There was little representation of the community groups in engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> Attendance at some of the Phase Three community consultation events was lower than expected, despite advertisements being placed in local newspapers, social media posts and council promotion prior to the event. It must be noted that COVID-19 restrictions led to regional events being moved online and events in metropolitan areas to be rescheduled from November 2020 to the first two weeks of December 2020.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Engage <strong>ment was reviewed</strong> throughout the process and improvements put in place, or recommended for future engagement</td>
<td>☐ Reviewed and recommendations made in a systematic way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☒ Reviewed but no system for making recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☐ Not reviewed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comment:</strong> Engagement was reviewed throughout the consultation period via online surveys and informal feedback from event participants. Online weekly Code engagement meetings were held with key team members to review activities and improve subsequent engagement activity. One such improvement was the implementation of an online RSVP mechanism by linking events from the PlanSA portal’s event page to an online event booking platform (Eventbrite) to better capture the details of event participants and manage information updates (COVID-19, event changes and or resources)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Engagem <strong>ment occurred early enough</strong> for feedback to genuinely influence the Code</td>
<td>☐ Engaged when there was opportunity for input into scoping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>How the engagement met the principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Engaged when there was opportunity for input into the first draft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒ Engaged when there was opportunity for minor edits to final amendment / draft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Engaged when there was no real opportunity for input to be considered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment: Early engagement in the development of the revised draft Planning and Design Code was undertaken via the publication of a number of reports, information brochures, guides and factsheets particularly that sought feedback on four key areas within the Code: protecting heritage and character, residential infill, retail and green infrastructure or Integrated Movement Systems, Environment and Natural Resources, Productive Economy as well as People and Neighbourhoods.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 In a significant way</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒ In a moderate way</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ In a minor way</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Not at all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment: Feedback received at consultation events—online and in-person—such as email, telephone enquiries and through Code submissions were captured in the Code Submissions Register and considered by the Department and Commission in finalising the recommendations for the Minister of Planning. A number of changes proposed during the additional consultation and engagement process were included in the finalised Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Engagement contributed to the substance of the final Code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Engagement provided feedback to community about outcomes of engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ Formally (report or public forum)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☒ Informally (closing summaries)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ No feedback provided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment: A summary of post-consultation amendments for the initial five-month consultation period for Phase Three Amendment was released on the PlanSA portal with copies sent to all Phase Two and Three councils, key industry representatives and Code submitters. In additional, all Phase Three councils received written summaries of their proposed changes to the Code relevant to their council area and updated mapping to reflect the spatial application of the updated Code.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Engagement Assessment against the Charter**

The Charter principles were applied to the engagement as outlined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charter principle</th>
<th>How the engagement met the principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

30
| Engagement is genuine | • A variety of different opportunities were provided to participate in the engagement (including days of the week, different times, online and/or face-to-face).  
• An easy-to-understand Guide on 'How to submit feedback using the online Consultation Feedback Tool' along with additional reports and resources were provided on the PlanSA portal.  
• Department staff presented, attended and actively listened to feedback both online and in-person at consultation events and were open to considering changes.  
• The Chair and members of the Commission were available to councils, industry and the community.  
• The revised draft Planning and Design Code Amendment was released to enable interested parties to view the Code in its entirety and provide additional input into the Code’s development and improvement.  
• The revised draft Code (Phase Three) was opened for a second consultation over a 6 week period (4 November 2020 to 18 December 2020), following an initial consultation period of 22 weeks (1 October 2019 to 28 February 2020). |
| Engagement is inclusive and respectful | • The engagement was tailored to address the differing levels of understanding between industry professionals and the community.  
• Direct communication included letters, emails, telephone calls, meetings, training and information sessions were used to ensure those most affected and/or interested, were aware and understood how the revised amendments to the Code would affect them.  
• All comments, proposals and submissions for change were captured in a Code Engagement Register for the Commission’s consideration.  
• All in-person consultation events were held as open format (adhering to COVID-safe protocols) during which attendees could seek clarifications from department representatives.  
• All online information and training sessions included a Q&A session during which participants could seek clarification from department representatives  
• Where disagreement or differences of opinion were identified, these were acknowledged and handled respectfully. |
| Engagement is fit for purpose | • The engagement was conducted in all urban council areas that will be affected by the revised Phase Three Code.  
• Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the department organised online events to supplement the reduced number of face-to-face events, to ensure all interested parties (council staff, elected members, industry representatives and community members) in all Phase Three Council areas were provided opportunities to engage with Commission and Department representatives, both online and in-person, where possible.  
• A dedicated PlanSA Service Desk (1800 Code hotline and PlanSA email address) was available and manned by trained customer service staff and planning staff to respond to all public enquiries in a timely manner.  
• A dedicated yourSAy page was published to provide councils and community the opportunity to provide feedback.  
• Matters of contention were addressed at consultation events and through a series of Code factsheets and brochures on key topics such as residential infill, green infrastructure, and heritage/character. |
Engagement is informed and transparent

- Submissions received during the consultation period were made publically available on the PlanSA portal.
- An extensive range of easy-to-understand guides, factsheets and FAQs provided full and transparent details of the revised Phase Three Code.
- The engagement activities were delivered by knowledgeable planning experts from the Department and State Planning Commission.
- A 'Summary of Post-Consultation Amendments' was published to provide an overview of the key changes and proposed improvements to the revised Phase Three Code in response to public feedback received from the initial consultation process.
- Public comments received via the dedicated yourSAy webpage, were individually responded to and published online.

Engagement is reviewed and improved

- At each community information session, participants had the opportunity to provide feedback on the engagement process via a dedicated feedback board.
- Comments received via the dedicated yourSAy webpage were collated and included in the Code Submissions Register and published on the PlanSA portal.
- On completion of an online submission, an online survey link was provided to the submitters to provide further feedback on the engagement and submission process.
- A review of the engagement forms part of this report and is used by the Commission and the Department to improve subsequent engagement activities.